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'OLD WATER-COLOUR' SOCIETY

BOOK VII

THE PRESIDENCIES OF FIELDING AND HIS SUCCESSORS

CHAPTER I

THE PRESIDENCY OF FIELDING, 1832-1S5S

From 1831 to 1855—National events—Encouragement of art and its institutions—Great

Exhibition of 1851—Ruskin's criticism—Pre-Raphaelite movement— Illustrative drawing

and engraving—Transitional period of water-colour art—The Society prospers—Recog-

nized representative of the school— Early troubles of New Society—Secessions therefrom

— Exits and entrances.

The space of time, nearly twenty-four years (1831 to 1855), during

which Copley Fielding occupied the Society's chair, was a period of

note in the national history, wherein important events occurred and

changes took place, both political and social. Before one half of his

presidential course had run, the first Reform Act had been passed

(1832), slavery had been abolished (1833), the Atlantic was bridged

by steam (the 'Great Western' crossed in 1838), a network of rail-

ways was crystallizing over the map of England, our postage had

been reduced to a penny (1840), even the electric telegraph was

already in action. The Queen's accession (1837) had been followed

in three years by her Majesty's happy marriage (1840), and in due

course by the births of the Princess Royal (1840), and the Prince of

Wales (1 841).

In the second half of this President's career the effects of the

broadening views under which the country had been governed became

apparent in the greater attention paid to the fine arts, and, to use a

II. B
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2 PRESIDENCIES OF FIELDING AND HIS SUCCESSORS EK. vil

compound name which then came into use, the ' art-manufactures.'

As early, indeed, as 1836, a Select Committee of the House of

Commons had issued their Report on the ' Arts and their connexion

with Manufactures,' a result whereof had been the founding of a

Government School of Design, which was the germ of the ' Science

and Art Department ' now established at South Kensington. The
Museum there, though of later date, is also connected with the Art

movement that took place in these early years of Queen Victoria's

reign, the period of her Majesty's married life ; a movement in a

great degree spontaneous, but fostered at the same time by the

Government, and more especially by the Court, under the Prince

Consort's enlightened guidance. In 1838 the Royal Academy, re-

moved from Somerset House, and the National Gallery, from Pall

Mall, were housed, each in one of the exactly symmetrical halves

of the building designed by Wilkins, and erected in Trafalgar Square,

on what has been called ' the finest site in Europe.' There was elbow-

room then for the national collection within its allotted space in the

structure since so much enlarged to make room for its sole reception

and continuing growth. The rebuilding of the Houses of Parlia-

ment, burned down in 1834, was made the occasion of an effort to

raise the aspirations of British artists, by a competition of cartoons

for the historic decoration of the new Palace of Government, the

erection of which began in 1840. The Royal Commission 'for Pro-

moting and Encouraging the Fine Arts in the Decoration of the New
Houses of Parliament ' began its sittings at Gwydyr House, White-

hall, in March 1842 ; and the cartoon designs were exhibited in

Westminster Hall in 1 847. Side by side with these measures, taken

in the interests of fine art, were others directed as much to the im-

provement of the industrial arts, including those the advance whereof

involved a joint development. The culmination of such efforts was

the great International Exhibition in Hyde Park in 185 1, the first

of the long series of similar shows which have been held ever since

from time to time all over the world. The Exhibition of 1851 was

not primarily designed for the promotion of art as distinguished

from manufacture ; but its partial and more permanent resuscitation

in the form of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, which was opened in

the year 1854, had a more definitely artistic aim, as evinced in the

series of courts designed to illustrate the history of architecture and

sculpture. This was in the last year of Fielding's reign. The annals
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of the time were darkened then by the reopening for a limited

period of the temple of Janus. But in this chronicle of peaceful

Art little note need be taken of the direful hi^ory of the Crimean

War, which was still raging, though near its close, when our President

died.

While these events were stirring in the outer world of politics, and

exercising their influence, designedly or not, upon the inner world of

Art, the latter sphere was passing through successive phases of its

own. Its native current flowed, indeed, with undiminished stream,

but its course was changing. It is only so far as the general occur-

rences above referred to affected the development of water-colour

painting, that they concern us here. But their influence thereon will

be recognized from time to time in various ways, in the course of the

narratives hereinafter given of the careers of individual members of

the Water-Colour Society. This body of artists were still, to a great

extent, a school unto themselves, with principles based on those of

their founders, adhering to their own traditions, and relying on the

qualities and capabilities peculiar to the medium in which they

painted. More modern theories of art, accompanying, and in some

respects connected with, if not originating in, the advance of applied

science, had as yet exerted but small apparent influence either on

their artistic motives or on their forms of pictorial speech. The
newer and more observant criticism, whereof the first and greatest

leader was the ' Oxford Graduate,' whose book on Modern Painters

first set the world of Art a-thinking in 1843, and opened British eyes

to the freshness and truth of our living school, dealt mostly then

in its praise. A reforming age came later, an age in some respects

of revolution, aided and abetted by the same eloquent and per-

suasive pen. But the so-called ' pre-Raphaelite' movement, which

began to show itself some half-dozen years before Fielding's death,

had but little influence on the water-colour painters, as a school, until

after the date of that event.

In the lives and works of the Members and Associates of the

Water-Colour Society will further be found an illustration, not only of

the progress of the department of art exhibited in its gallery, but also

of the concurrent advance of another, with which they were still, as

they had been from the earliest times, intimately connected, that of

designing for the press, wherein they worked hand in hand with the

engraver, and were employed b}' the publisher, as well as the patron.

II 2
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Considered from this point of view, the history of the Society during

the presidency of Fielding continued to be intimately allied to that of

the literature of the age, both by virtue of the illustrations afforded

to standard authors, and of embellishments of more ephemeral works

and serial publications. The period was one of marked developments

in this department of art, arising from altered circumstances both of

demand and supply ; the one being enlarged by social expansion, the

other facilitated by novel or improved processes. The reign of Fielding

witnessed the superseding of copper plates, which, in the hands of the

able artists who translated Turner, had attained to a climax of per-

fection, by the steel plates of the later Annuals. Already a new class

of topographic works had arisen more suited to the cosmopolitan taste

of the age. These were no longer confined as of yore to ' gentlemen's

seats ' and ' beauties ' of Britain, but depicted scenes in foreign lands

more or less remote. With the facilities afforded by steel printing,

volumes of this class, got up more for the drawing-room table than

the library shelf, bred and multiplied, taking the place of the more

sober 'Landscape Annuals,' which were issued between 1830 and

1839, with illustrations furnished, for the most part, by Members of

our Society. There arose eventually a special class of travelling

artists who devoted their talents exclusively to the supply of drawings

for these publications. Their dependence upon the group of draftsmen

represented at Pall Mall East was then much reduced ; and the octavos

of Prout and Harding and Holland gave place to the more showy

quartos of Bartlett and Allom, and other artists outside the Society.

But the Annuals were always largely supplied with designs by the

figure painters in water-colours who e.xhibited at Pall Mall East in

Fielding's time. The extent to which this was the case may be

estimated from the accounts to be given of the works of J. W. Wright,

Chisholm, Mrs. Seyffarth, Cattermole, Richter, J. M. Wright, Eliza

Sharpe, Stephanoff, Stone, Jenkins, and Bostock. Series of views at

the Universities by F. Mackenzie, separately published, and a few

Venice interiors in the Keepsake by Lake Price, represent nearly

the whole of the purely architectural contingent furnished by the

Society to the line engravers during this waning period of their

now all but extinct branch of chalcographic art. Architectural en-

graving succumbed at last to the photographer. In these its latter

days it had also a rival in lithography, an art largely practised by

several distinguished Members of our Society at this period
; and, in
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its application to architecture, by none more successfully than Joseph

Nash. It was employed also by I'rout, Lake I'ricc, and others ; but

the prince of draftsmen on stone was the landscape painter, J. D.

Harding. Lists of the lithographic publications of these artists will

be given in their biographical memoirs. Towards the end of this

period a third art of reproduction began to compete with both the

above as a means of illustrative embellishment. That wood-engraving

came to be so extensively employed as it has since been for this

purpose, was in the first instance due in a great measure to the talent

of a few draftsmen, who formed a style peculiarly adapted to the

purpose. The chief of these was the figure painter, John Gilbert

(now Sir John Gilbert, R.A., and President of our Society). He
began to draw on wood about the year 1838, and was largely en-

gaged in such designing when and after he joined the Society in 1852.

A nearly correlative position in respect of landscape art may be

assigned to his contemporary Birket Foster, who was then working

in the same field, though he did not become an Associate until i860.

The late Edward Duncan and George Dodgson were also doing much

drawing on wood in the latter part of Fielding's time for the illustrated

press ; and so were some younger artists, still or recentl}'. Members of

the Society.'

Apart from external influences and connexions such as these, the

Society pursued a steady course throughout the period of Fielding's

presidency. It was a time of peace and harmony within, as well as

one of unexampled prosperity. The gallery was supported by a

phalanx of talent that included, during a great part of the time, all

the honoured names of old, and most of them even to the end, its

strength being also vv^ell supplied from without as occasion required.

The twenty-four years - which saw Fielding at the head of affairs

may, for the purpose of general review, be conveniently broken into

three subdivisions of six, ten, and eight years respectively, by the two

epochs of the Queen's accession in 1837, and the death of Joshua

Cristall in 1847. This last date may be taken for a landmark in the

independent annals of the Society, as that of the close of a period

during which the earlier and the later generations of water-colour

painters coexisted, and in a measure coalesced, so as to form a middle

' For example, W. Collingwood Smith, Sir Oswald Brierly, and Edward Goodall.

' This period includes only twenty-three exhibitions, for the President died before that of

1855.
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school which held to the traditions of the past, and at the same time

contained the germs of a subsequent development, and also in some

respects a subsequent decline. The after years of Fielding's term of

life and office are more nearly connected with the age that was to

follow. Cristall outlived all the remaining founders and first Members

who were still in the Society. Barret had died in 1841, J. Varley

in 1842, Hills in 1844, all in the middle period of Fielding's

presidency. In the third and last subdivision thereof, namely that

from 1848 to 1854, we come to the closing years of De Wint and

Prout, as well as Fielding himself, and to the retirement, though not

the death, of Cattermole. In this period also we miss the presence of

Harding in the gallery, he having retired from the Society in 1846 for

a period of ten years. The members of Cristall's flock of 1831 who

still remained in the Society after Fielding's death in 1855 were,

Turner, F. Nash, Cox, Richter, Stephanoff, Gastineau, Finch, J. M.

Wright, Hunt, Lewis, Evans (of Eton), Eliza Sharpe, and Frederick

Tayler. All have since died; the last survivor, Tayler, in 1889.

In the first year, 1832, there were twenty-five male and five female'

Members, and fifteen Associates, making an aggregate of forty-five

exhibitors, which number was not raised above forty-nine throughout

the President's term of office. In November 1838 and 1841 resolu-

tions were passed extending the limit in the body of Associates to

eighteen and twenty respectively, though the full number was not

reached until 1858. But the fluctuations were such that no fewer

than forty-three new Associates were elected, eight during the first

period (1832-37), twelve during the second (1838-47), and twenty-

three in the third (1848-55), of whom, however, three did not exhibit

until after Fielding's death. All but seven continued to send works

to the gallery to the end of the term. The following chronological

schedule of exits and entrances during the first and second of these

periods, with dates of election to full Membership, will give a general

view of the changes in the body of actual exhibitors to the year, 1 847,

of Cristall's death. Names of Associates who attained to full Member-

ship are printed in italics.

• 'Ladies' were placed in a separate list in the catalogue from 1S50 to 1S60, since

which date they have been classed as Associate E.xhibitors, which virtually they were from

the beginning.
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paint a Bard, on a heathery crag in Wales ; or— it misjht be—a Lady

of the Lake on a similar piece of Scottish foreground—" Benvenue in

the distance." A little fighting, in the time of Charles the First, was

permitted to Mr. Cattermole ; and Mr. Cristall would sometimes invite

virtuous s}-mpathy to attend the meeting of two lovers at a Wishing

gate or a Holy well. But the furthest flights even of these poetical

members of the Society were seldom beyond the confines of the

British Islands ; the vague dominions of the air, and vasty ones of

the deep, were held to be practically unvoyageable by our un-Djedal

pinions, and on the safe level of our native soil, the sturdy statistics

of Mr. De Wint, and blunt pastorals of Mr. Cox, restrained within

the limits of probability and sobriety, alike the fancy of the idle, and

the ambition of the vain.' Prout alone was privileged ' to introduce

foreign elements of romance and amazement into this—perhaps slightly

fenny— atmosphere of English common sense.'

'

To this description of the spectacle related by a critic in the ' front

'

may fitly be appended the following sketch in the green room drawn

from memory by a living Member who entered the Society during

this period. Mr. Alfred Fripp writes that ' Of all the kindly grand

old Members constituting the Society,' when he and his brother joined

it, ' the one who impressed ' them ' most was silver-haired old

Joshua Cristall, whose simplicity of character, courteousness, and

quiet dignity of manner endeared him to all who knew him. Still

there was dissension in the camp occasionally, and the irritability of

De Wint was fired by the complacency of Harding and the strong

language of Evans, and it was no easy task for Fielding or Cristall to

quench it. But these occasional scenes only served to emphasize by

contrast the quiet inoffensive spirits who formed the great majority
;

chief among whom were Finch, Mackenzie, Cristall, and the two

Wrights, with whom it was impossible to "fall out."
'^

Notwithstanding these occasional differences of opinion, and

ebullitions arising from a common zeal for the Society's interests, the

period seems to have been in the main one of general concord among

the Members. Its archives are brightened by the register of ' scarlet

'

days, whereon the gallery was honoured by royal visits. In July

[834 arrangements are being made to receive, at her desire, H.R.H.

the Duchess of Kent, accompanied by the Princess Victoria, on the

Monday after the Exhibition's close. In 1836 there is a similar re-

' Note; on Samuel Proul and William Hunt (1S79-S0), pp. 27, 28. " MS,
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ception of Queen Adelaide ' and other branches of the Ro)-al Family.'

A more detailed account is given in the Minutes of the Committee of

a visit paid by the young Queen Victoria in the year of her coronation,

namely in April' 1838, and of a step consequent thereon taken by the

Society, which acquires some importance in the light of recent events.

The account' runs as follows :

—

' Visit of the Queen to the Gallery.

' Her Majesty arrived about half-past two, accompanied by the

Duchess of Kent, and was received at the steps by the President and

other officers of the Society standing behind and at the entrance on

each side till the Queen and party had passed. Her Majesty having

been pleased to express herself in most gracious terms respecting the

Exhibition, and the Lord Chamberlain (the Marquis of Conyngham)

having returned to the gallery to announce her Majesty's purchase

of certain pictures in the Exhibition, and his Lordship having in a

conversation with Mr. Evans appeared favourable to the hope of her

Majesty's becoming Patroness of the Society, the following letter was

drawn up, agreed to, and despatched to the Marquis. Members

of Committee in consultation, Messrs. Fielding, Evans, Gastineau,

Mackenzie, and Hills ; Messrs. Cattcrmole, Harding, and Tayler

being also present.

'

" My Lord,—The Society of Painters in Water-Colours, now

about to open their 34th Exhibition, have long held an anxious wish to

stand recognized as a body who in their peculiar department have

endeavoured to extend the credit of British Art ; and the present

appears to them a time favourable to this their desire.

' " The highly gratifying terms in which her Majesty has been so

graciously pleased to express her approbation of this Exhibition en-

courages them to asj^ire to the honour of her Majesty's patronage ; and

they have therefore directed me to solicit your Lordship's good offices

in submitting to the Queen an expression of their hope that they may
have her Majesty's permission to call themselves for the future the

Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours.

(Signed) "R. Hills."'

Of the immediate result of this application there is no report ; but

the honour sought was not granted until more than forty years after.

One more such reference to a royal visit is made at the end of

Fielding's time ; in his last year, when he was unable to do the

' From the Committee Minute of 27 April, 1S38.
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honours himself. But his absence was the occasion of a letter to Mr.

Jenkins, then new to his office of Secretary, which at the same time

evinces the President's kindly considerateness, and is a pleasant record

of the nature of such receptions. ' My dear sir,' writes Fielding from

Worthing on the loth of May, 1854, ' I am very sorry for my absence

from London just now, as I fear it will have occasioned you some

additional trouble to your kind but already overtaxed ministrations

in the service of the Society. I trust that you were able to procure a

colleague to assist in receiving the Queen and the Royal party, and

thus being more at your ease with regard to the arrangements. I

think you must have found it an office of interest and pleasure, as

her Majesty has always been so very gracious in her manner of re-

ceiving any attentions which we have been able to shew, and Prince

Albert never fails to make it agreeable to those who accompany him

through the Exhibition.'

On the death of Hills in May 1844 his office of Secretary was

conferred on John William Wright, and on his death in January 1848

it was undertaken by George A. Fripp, who retained it until February

1854, when he was succeeded by J. J. Jenkins. Mackenzie continued

to be Treasurer until his death in April 1854. His successor was

W. Collingwood Smith. Notwithstanding a loss incurred in the

year 1840 by the failure of its bankers (Hammersleys & Co.), the

condition of the finances was such that the Society was able in 1844

and 184S to raise the salaries attached to both offices to 60/. The

system of thirty-guinea premiums given annually to the Members in

rotation was continued, the number voted each year after the close of

the exhibition, and dependent on the surplus resulting therefrom,

varying from four to ten. The average was more than seven, and the

amount distributed about 240/. a year. On the 28th of July, 1854,

the Finance Committee reported to a general meeting that the

Society's funds 'exhibited an increase over any previous year.' From

the average of the sums paid over to the representatives of four

Members who died within the first twelve years of this period, the

pecuniary value of a share in the Society appears to have been about

86/. The Society was also in the habit of x'oting sums out of its

funds to alleviate distress in the families of Members, beyond their

apportioned shares. These gifts of mutual charity amounted in the

fifteen years from 1S41 to 1855 to about 400/. There are further

items in the accounts of 15/. to the widow of a late clerk, and 10/. for
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a testimonial inkstand to another on his departure. And although

the charity began at home, it did not end there ; for the Minutes

record donations not only to the Artists' General Benevolent Institu-

tion, but also to the Sick and Wounded Relief Fund for Soldiers in

the Crimea. The accumulation of means which enabled this e.xpen-

diture was due to a prudent economy in husbanding the resources

derived from a successfully attractive series of summer exhibitions. In

the first twelve years of Fielding's presidency, the average number of

paying visitors was upwards of 19,000 in a season, the annual admis-

sions varying from 16,166 in 1834 to 21,569 in 1837.

By the time when her Majesty mounted the throne, the Society

of Painters in VVater-Colours had come to be recognized, both at

home and abroad, as the established representative of their branch of

the British School of Art. Thus in February 1S39 we find the

Secretary answering in that behalf a formal invitation from Professor

Hensel, in the name of the Royal Academy of Berlin, to the English

Artists in Water-Colours to send works there for exhibition. The

old Water-Colour Society was not, however, free from fresh and

wholesome competition. The attempt made in 1831, as before

mentioned, to found a free exhibition to which all painters in that

material were invited to send drawings, had, after a period of stormy

contention, taken a settled shape, fashioned precisely on the model of

the original body whose ' exclusive system ' it had been the main

object to uproot. The ' New Society,' as it was called, held its first

experimental exhibition (as has been already stated) at its prototype's

old rooms at 16 Old Bond Street, in 1832. There were 120 exhi-

bitors and 330 drawings ; and the show was so far successful that

visitors and sales were alike numerous. The next year it took the

old name of ' The Associated Painters in Water-Colours,' possibly

with the intention of upholding it as a revival of the body which

collapsed as aforesaid in 181 2, but with the result of complicating

still more an existing nomenclature, and presenting a confusion worse

confounded to the chronicler of Art societies. The number of exhi-

bitors in 1S33 increased to 170. But the first succeeding years of the

association's life were anything but peaceful. Serious dissension

arose among the members, and a struggle for power ensued, which

ended in the resignation of half a dozen of the promoters. Then

came financial troubles and a lawsuit, and in 1834 a reconstruction.

Three annual exhibitions had been tried on the ' free ' plan. They
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were partly supported by amateurs, and were managed by a committee

elected for the purpose. But the twenty-five artists, most of them

among the original promoters, who now restarted the association

under the first title, the ' New Society of Painters in Water-Colours,'

found it expedient to abandon the liberal programme of a general

admission, and adopt a plan of selection and membership similar to

that already tried and found successful by the leading body, of which

it remained for many years a close imitation. The first three exhibi-

tions, in 1835, 1836, and 1837, were held in a room at Exeter Hall.

In the last-named year this society moved to No. 38 Pall Mall, next

door to the British Institution, where the exhibitions were held from

1838.' During the first ten years in its new home the young

society comprised a number of artists of talent and distinction, who

gave it representative importance ; and its gallery became one of the

stock exhibitions of the London art season. But at the end of that

period internal dissension arose once more, and caused a secession

which reduced its strength while making it for the time a valuable

feeder of the old Society. This secession occurred in the year that

we have taken as a divisional epoch, 1847. At that time four artists,

Dodgson, Duncan, Jenkins, and Topham, left the 'new' society in a

body, and in the course of the next two years they were received into

the ' old.' Other similar transfers took place before the end of

Fielding's term, as well as afterwards.^

This infusion of new blood, at a time when the Society was losing

so many of its great leaders of old combined with other causes

to change the character of the exhibitions, and form a transitional

period connecting, but also in a great degree impeding the union of,

the past with the present age of art. It was mainly in landscape

that old principles, now much forgotten or ignored, had still been

recognized. But the body of artists admitted during the concluding

division of Fielding's prcsidenc}- contained a larger proportion than

before of figure painters.

' See W. B. Sarsfield Taylor's Fine Arts in Great Britain and Ireland, ii. 362, 363 ;

and Art Union, iv. 60 (March 1842).

- The following fifteen of our Members or Associates had exhibited at the junior society

before their election into ours. The dates are those of such election : Morison (1844); Cox

junior, Duncan, Dodgson, Topham (1848); Jenkins, J. Callow (1S49); Gilbert, Riviere

(1852); Davidson, Collingwood (1855); Deane(l870); Brierly (1872); Mrs. Angell (1S79);

Beavis (1S82). Against these there has to be set one case of transfer from the former to the

latter body, that of Macbeth, whose exit from the one was in 1879, and entrance into the

other 1S82.
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Tlic changes in \.\\e /ycrsotitiel m the Exhibitions from 1 848 to 1854

arc noted in the following schedule ; the principal dates, as before,

referring to the artists' contributions to the gallery.
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CHAPTER II

DEATHS AND RETIREMENTS; 1838-I847

Final biographies—Members : Cristall— Barret—Hills—/. Varky—J. JV. Wright—
Associates: Column— G. Pyne—Byrne— Chisholin— &Irs. SeyJ^artA {houisa Sliarpe)—

•

Mrs. Brooklmik (Miss Scott)— fK Walker.

Referring to the lists contained in the foregoing chapter, it is now

proposed to end the biographical accounts of Members and Associates

who were lost by the Society during Fielding's presidency, before

proceeding further with the general history. Detailed notices, both

of those of the old stock who survived that period and of artists

whose connexion with the Society began during its progress, will be

deferred until an outline shall have been given of the Society's

transactions as a whole during the presidential terms which succeeded.

In arranging both series of biographies it will be convenient to

adhere to the same subdivisional arrangement of time which served

us in the foregoing general narrative, viz. : (i) 1832 to 1837 (six

years) to the Queen's accession
; (2) 1838 to 1847 (ten )-ears) to the

death of Cristall; (3) 1848 to 1855 (eight years) to the death of

Fielding.

The final years of those artists who made their exit from the

Society during the short period comprised in the first of these sub-

divisions, have for the sake of continuity been included in the

biographical accounts already given. The deaths and retirements

during the first ten years of her Majesty's reign have therefore now

to be dealt with. They bring back some names familiar to the

reader from the time when that of the Society itself was first intro-

duced into these pages. The same four, Cristall, Barret, Varley, and

Hills, who had been true to it throughout the presidential reign of

the first, were still represented in the Gallery when it opened for the

spring season of 1832. But they all, as we have seen, died in this

middle period of Fielding's term of office. Two other full Members
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passed out of tlie ranks during these ten years, Harding for a time

only, but /. W. Wriglit by iiis death. This group of Members

(other than Harding, who reappeared) will first engage our attention

^

the Associates being subsequently dealt with.

Tiic circumstances under which JOSHUA Cristall retired from

the chair have been referred to on a former page. The Society

received his resignation on the 21st of July, 1831, with an expression

of its ' great regret that Mr. Cristall's intention to continue absent

from London obliges him to relinquish the office of President, because

it is aware that no one of its Members can be better qualified by

character and talent to fill that office.' He was now about sixty-four

years of age, and he lived through sixteen more. In these, alas ! he

had still to undergo severe trials. The term of happiness at Goodrich

was brought to an end by the death of his beloved wife ' from a

hngering illness ; and, after an endeavour for some time to brave out

his solitude there, he returned once more to London. A glimpse of

the sad period of his life, when his Herefordshire home was breaking

up, is afforded by a few pathetic letters to his friends, copies of which

are among Mr. Jenkins's papers. Several are to his god-daughter,

Mrs. M'Ketchnie, then keeping a school in London, whose grand-

father, Mr. Clayton, had been his early benefactor. In one of them,

written in August 1839, two months after his wife's death, he refers

to a short visit to town in 1835, ^"^1 announces his intention to be

there again in November or December. He speaks of the renewal of

' long past recollections of days of great interest,' and adds, ' But I am
talking of time which is fast flying from me, having now com-

menced my seventy-first year.' ^

The intention was apparently fulfilled, for in the following July he

writes from Goodrich :
' I hope you will not take offence at my not

calling upon you before I left Town. It was the same with many of

my relations and friends. I was neither young enough nor strong

enough to call on all who had paid me attentions ; nor was I so cir-

cumstanced as to do what I would. It is the same with writing. I

cannot always call up spirits to attend to those I am wishing to write

to. ... I still look forward with hope to settling in London ; but

' In Goodrich churchyard a tombstone records the death of Elizabeth, wife of Joshua

Cristall, on the 27th of June, 1S39, at the age of sixty-eight. It is sixlysix in the burial

register.

'' See sufra, i. 179, n. 2.
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there are many obstacles, principally money. But the next difficulty

is to execute works that will meet the public taste. [Then the] diffi-

culty of disposing of the place and finding one in London that will do.

I have undertaken to paint a portrait which I shall begin the following

week, and that will be the profession I mean to set up when I go to

Town. I have likewise a Landscape to paint. Both of these commis-

sions will take me from home, which will be a good thing ; for the

melancholy with which the place is now imbued is too deep almost to

bear. Otherwise the country looks beautiful and the garden charm-

ing, and now nicely taken care of.' Then he speaks of a pleasant visit

from a nephew, William Cristall, of Greenwich, whose ' good and

equal spirits ' and fondness for natural history had been ' very useful
;

'

and of the prospect of another from one Mr. Elliott, a very old and

musical friend, fond of fishing. ' It is very delightful,' he adds, in a

simple kindly way ' for persons shut up in London during the winter

to come down and see nature in its best season all fresh and blooming.'

Then he tells of his own pastimes :
' I am still reading Burns, who

writes immediately to the heart, and is always effective. But the

summer with me is not the time for reading, for a walk is more

delightful. I have purchased Allan Ramsay's works, one of " the

people's " edition for eightpence, but have not yet read him. I have

also got the " Lay of the Last Minstrel " and the " Lady of the Lake,"

the one sevenpence and the other nincpence. . .
.' In a subsequent

letter (19 November, 1840) he recurs to his converse with the poets'

thus :
' I was so engaged about the time I addressed you and ever

since, that I had not leisure more than to peruse the beautiful little

poem you sent me of Motherwell's. I am delighted with it as being

elegant, natural, and descriptive of young expressions to the highest

degree. It keeps up the school of Burns ; and in the same impressive

manner, addressing the feelings and the mind. Scotland has pro-

duced many fine examples of the natural class. You must have had

great pleasure in reading Scott's " Lady of the Lake." I read it a long

while ago and have it by me now (to read when time admits). When
in Scotland, I traversed the banks of Lake Ketterin, rowed upon the

waters, visited the lonely Isle, ascended Ben Venue, and knew all the

scenery appertaining to Roderick Dhu. But now I am obliged

mostly to let poetic ideas alone, for the great although perhaps dan-

' In another letter he refers to Thomson's Seasons, 'in which the English scenery and

climate are so beautifully portrayed, with many grand pictures of the phenomena of nature.
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gcroiis experiment of cominj^ to London which I yet [jurposc in the

spring."

In the prcxious letter (9 October, 1840) lie hatl written, ' I do not

sleep on roses. I have been driven about all this beautiful summer

like a vessel without a rudder, little at home, all my plans de-

ranged.' He had been ' busy painting portraits : the profession I

mean to setup when in town.' .And no wonder that he cast a longing

eye to the pictured ease of a London practice ; for his painter's life

in the provinces was but a harassed existence like that of the country

doctor. He was driven from pillar to post in his old age to take

people's likenesses. ' 1 think I told you,' he wrote, ' I had painted a

lady and child from India. After which I left home again to paint a

young lady, which I finished satisfactorily, the daughter of a friend.

I came home again in hopes of going on with some things for the

water-colour e.xhibition, but am obliged to go out once more to-

morrow to draw a young married lady, and her grandfather, a very

old man. The worst part of the business is, I am obliged to go to

the houses of the persons whose portraits I take. I suppose I may
be gone a fortnight ; for the hindrances in these cases are numerous.'

Then again, ' After having lost a great deal of time about a portrait,

owing to the visiting propensities of the country people at the end

of the summer, I came home to my work, which even here was

cruelly interrupted ; and in the earl)^ part of November was called

from home to paint three portraits which ought to have been done

in three or four weeks at most. But they delayed me at Ross

(where the parties resided) for more than six weeks. And one, who

wore a low dress, put off the finishing of her picture until warmer

weather. This loss of time,' he adds, writing on the 15th of January,

1 84 1,
' has been a sad blow to me, as all the works I had proposed to

do remain unfinished in cold weather and short daj-s—besides, they

took up the whole of my remaining time in visiting and matters that

I did not want to enter into. . . . Portrait painting on these terms,'

says he, ' is not worth following.'

But the worst had yet to be told. With worries and interruptions

and strength ill able to bear the winter's cold, his health broke down.

On 15 January, 1841, he writes: 'I returned to Goodrich on New
Year's Eve very unwell, and was obliged to go to bed ; a violent cold

came on with an attack of bile and fever, which resisted strong

medicines until the 6th, when I .sent for a medical man from Ross.

11. C
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On the loth of the month he pronounced my fc\-er abated, and

wished me to take food ; he advised me to keep my bed on account of

my cough and the coldness of the atmosphere. However, these last three

days I have been up in the middle of the day, and have written a few

necessary letters. I am frightened at what I have to reply to on

account of my eyes, which are so very weak, and my cough so trouble-

some. . . . The fever was excessiv'e. It will be a long time before

I can do anything again ; so my time is lost.' Then he speaks

gratefully of the attention of his two servants, and the care they took

to keep him warm.

In the following March (1841) he writes from Ross, where he

says :
' I have been for some time engaged in some painting concerns,

and have also been confined by cold and fever again, from which I

am just emerging, but must not e.xpect a quick return to health. . . .

At present my affairs are in a most complicated state, and it will be

as much as I can do to get up to Town as soon as I wish, but which

I trust will not be past the middle of April. ... I shall, however, have

a great deal to do to make up for lost time, and am trying to get as

many works for exhibition as I can.' He had nine drawings in the

gallery that year, a larger number than he had shown together since

the days of his presidency. With the usual rustic figures are three

studies which seem to savour of his enforced visits among the gentry

of Wales. ' A Lady Drawing' is the title of two, and the third is

' A Young Lady Embroidering.' At the end of June in the same

year he quitted Goodrich and settled at No. 44 Robert Street, Hamp-

stead Road, opposite St. James's Chapel, the same street in which, at

No. I, Frederick Nash had erected his sky-parlour as an aerial studio.

He writes a few sad words to his and his late wife's friend Miss Beck-

vvith, before bidding a final farewell to the Herefordshire home :
' The

garden having been nursed and embellished for eighteen years has

become quite beautiful, and is now in its full effect. Ever}'thing

fades in time, and my happiness has passed away with the rest.

However, I try to forget the past ; and I believe every one acquainted

with my poor wife must recollect her with painful interest. I am

sure you must who knew her so well. ... I shall have another set

of griefs to go through in parting with the friends I have made here.'

While the gay flowers, relinquished with such regret, had been

springing forth in the pretty garden on the banks of the Wye, others

of an earlier cultivation, in his older home, had been withering away.

When Cristall returned to the haunts of his j'outh, or rather of his
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maturit)-, he fouiul but few of his old friends in the Society left to

welcome him back. lUit his reception was none the less cordial by

those who remained, and nowliere more so than amonij his former

companions in the Skctchin_i^ Society, which was now in its fullest

activity. We find him presidinij once more over that body at its

meeting on Friday, the 7th of January, 1842. He had been with

them for a short time during his visit to town in the sad winter of

1839-40, for the following entry occurs in the records under date

17 January, 1840 :
' Mr. Cristall, seeing a minute in the book that the

Society hailed his appearance, is not insensible to the circumstance

that while he has been doing nothing, the members have held on, and

kept as it were the ball up, so that he can come in to catch the same

without deserving it.'

'

Mrs. Finch, who knew and saw much of Cristall during these

closing years of his life, gives us an agreeable sketch of his character

and surroundings at this time :
' His simple establishment consisted

of himself and two female servants, the eldest acting as his house-

keeper.' They were the same who had nursed him in his fever at

Goodrich. ' Both of them had been educated by his late wife, and in

seme respects were almost like his adopted children,^ who in their

time looked upon their master and mistress as little less than parents.

It was a very pleasant thing when entering his hospitable doors to be

able to exchange on the very threshold friendly greetings with these

young women. Cristall himself was indeed,' says the same writer

(viewing his character, it should be obsei-ved, from her own stand-

point of earnest piety), ' a man to be sought and known ; for he

combined in an extraordinary degree the buoyancy of youth with

the dignity of age ; and although he lived upon and reverenced the

past with all its ennobling associations, he also looked forward and

with still greater interest towards the future ; for, judging from the

experience of his long life which had witnessed so many ameliorations

and improvements in human affairs, he believed they would continue

to improve in a yet increasing ratio, as the great principles of

Christianity should be better understood, and " association," which

was his watchword, should take the place of nationalities and ex-

clusiveness ; and it was very delightful to observe his endeavours to

carry out the principle in private life, inviting as he did under his

^Metnoir of Uwins, i. 200, 202.

•' Cristall testified liis feeling towards them by a bequest of all his little property.

c a
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own roof men whose position in the world threw them into a kind of

rivahy with eacli other. These it was his wish to bring together in

friendly communion, feehng that the world was amply wide enough

for each man's excellence to expand in without hustlings or jealousies.

His general information and intelligence, combined with his amiable

and polished manners, made him the centre of a circle of admirmg

friends of all ages ; the young, of whose society he was extremely

fond, regarding Mr. Cristall with the reverence due to a patriarch.'

'

There is, indeed, a concurrence of testimony as to the worthiness of

Cristall's character, and the 'gentle and simple earnestness of his

manners.' - ' In private life,' saj's a journalist of his time, ' Mr. Cristall's

manners were particularly agreeable, exhibiting on all occasions a

well-regulated and cultivated mind ; and as a critic, although his own

productions have a peculiar and definite style, he was always ready to

find talent in the works of others, and his criticisms possessed the rare

merit of sincerity combined with that kindness of tone which showed

that his excellent judgment was exercised to benefit others, and not

for the display of individual superiority.'

'

Any strong hope that Cristall may have entertained of success as

a portrait painter in London seems to have been doomed to dis-

appointment. Some time, apparently, after his arrival, we find him

preparing 'examples ' wherewith 'to present himself to the public ' in

that capacity, for one of which probationary studies his god-daughter's

son was to sit. Small full-lengths ' were the class of portraits which

he usually executed.'^ But he also set to work, with what vigour

remained to him, upon a large cartoon, to compete with under the

Government scheme for decorating the Houses of Parliament. This

he was never able to finish. In March 1845 he is again unsettled

—

' harassed to death,' he writes, ' to know what to do for a house and

studio—they are all so expensive. I dread giving all up, and I dread

going on. It is a subject that from my friends I can get no satis-

factory counsel.' By the ne.xt spring at latest he had moved to '
1

1

Douro Cottages, Circus Road, St. John's Wood ;
' and for two years

(1846, 1847), which proved to be his last, his address stands thus in

the catalogue. Here he died on the 18th of October, 1847, in his

eightieth year.^ His death is believed to have been hastened by an

' McmoriaU of F. 0. Fimh, pp. 72-75. ^ Atherurum, 23 Oct. 1S47.

> C. Davey, Literary Gazette, 30 Oct. 1847. ' Men of the Keign (1SS5).

According to the accepted dates, and the record of '^'^ tonitist me.
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accident, from the effects of which, however, he had partially recovered.

He was knocked down by a cab while returning from a party at the

house of Mr. Rogers,' and the shock is said to have been fatal, though

comparatively slight at the time. He refers to his condition in a letter

dated isth January, 1846, to some unnamed brother artist, in these

words :
' I am greatly obliged to you for thinking of mc and for

sending to me that very fine Boy ... he is to sit to me. I e.xpect

him to be very useful in ni)' picture. I have been very unwell since

I saw you, or you would have heard from me. The blow I received

from the accident has been even more injurious than the kicks and

treads of the horse. I fear it will take a long time to recover from its

effects. . . . The difficulties of our Art,' he writes in the conclusion,

'are rendered apparent by the Cartoon competitions. Have you seen

that of the Art Union ? &c.'

Mrs. Finch writes :
'

I was with him a few days before his death.

He greeted me with his usual urbanit}', but his mind wandered, and

he had no idea of his condition ; there was the same kind Christian

spirit present, however, that had always characterized him, the desire

of uniting man to man.' ^ He was watched over at the last by one

who had known him well in his home on the \\ }'c, and at his own

express desire was buried by the side of his wife at Goodrich. The

tombstone over their joint grave in that picturesque spot describes

him as an 'artist devoted to the study of nature,' who 'found in it the

true source of the beautiful and sublime.''

Cristall exhibited from one to nine drawings in the gallery yearly

between 18.33 ^"d 1847 (he sent nothing in the first year after his

retirement from the chair), making a total of fifty-five in Fielding's

period, and 358 from the first show in 1805. Welsh and occasionally

Scotch peasant girls were his most frequent subjects in the last period,

but with these were a few classic compositions. Twice again, viz. in

1833 and 1847, did he treat his former theme of ' Jupiter nursed in

the Island of Crete ;
' and he had also ' Apollo tending the Flocks of

' Centuyy of Faiuters, i. 512. - Alemoriah of F. 0. Finch, pp. 72-75.

• The cottage, called ' Granton,' which had been occupied by Cristall, being close to the

vicarage, ' was purchased by the Rev. H. C. Morgan, Vicar of Goodrich, and the studio he

built was used by Mr. Morgan as a school until the present National Schools were built.

About 1 87 2 it was used as a temporary studio by the late George Sant, who painted several

pictures of Goodrich and its neighbourhood. The cottage now belongs to Mrs. Jarvis, who
was for many years housekeeper to the Rev. H. C. Morgan. It was left to her in recogni-

tion of her faithful services.' These facts are kindly furnished by the present Vicar, the Rev.

Doviglas Seaton.
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Admetus' (1834), ' Cynthia with her attendant Dews and Zephyrs'

(1839), ' Narcissus and Echo ' (1842).

After Cristall's death his unsold works were disposed of at Christie's

in a three days' sale beginning 1 1 April, 1848. The highest sale price

for a ' Cristall ' recorded by Redford is only 44/. 2s. at Mr. Allnutt's

sale in 1863.

There appear to be very few prints after drawings by Cristall.

In Cooke's Picturesque Views on the Soiitltern Coast is one of

' Bonchurch, Isle of Wight,' with the early date i July, 1816 ; in the

Keepsake, 1 831, are 'Mima' and 'The Orphan Boy,' both engraved

by C. Heath ; and in the Gallery of the Society of Painters in Water-

Colours is ' Scotch Peasants,' engraved by F. Engleheart, dated 1833.

Georgf, Barret continued to reside in Devonshire Place,

Edgware Road, until his death on the 19th of March, 1842. Little

has been recorded of these last years of his life, except that they too

were clouded by misfortunes. What is known of his condition at the

time is chiefly derived from the printed appeal before mentioned,

which was made to raise an annuity for his widow. The loss of his

eldest son, whom he had educated as a surgeon, supervening upon a

long illness of his own, and added to pecuniary embarrassments, is

therein named as an accelerating cause of his death, which was from

disease of the lungs.' ' As an artist,' say the memorialists, ' Mr.

Barret's talents, combined with his frugal and industrious habits, ought

to have produced him a handsome competency, but he was stimulated

more by the love of excellence than the love of money, and though

he toiled incessantly at his profession he only earned enough to supply

the daily wants of himself and family.'

In the first eleven years of Fielding's presidency, the gallery was

enriched b)- 173 more works from Barret's pencil, including twelve, in

the years 1834 and 1836, executed in collaboration with Frederick

Tayler. The latter were pastoral subjects, mostly Scotch, or scenes

connected with shooting on the moors. The remainder belonged to

the same class as before, being in their essence studies of daylight, in

varied intensity of growth, fullness, or decline. Including the dozen

posthumous exhibits, and those in which he had a share only, the

Society had shov.-n 473 works by Barret since the restoration in 1821,

making a total, from 1805, of 571. He had never absented himself

' Alt Union advertisement, June 1S42, and J. J. J.
MSS.
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for a single season, his average contribution being about fifteen, his

lowest number six (in 1813 and 18 18), and his highest tliirty-three

(in 1825). Mr. Graves finds also five works by him at the Royal

Academy, nineteen at the British Institution, and eight at Suffolk

Street. He painted a few pictures in oil ; but, judged by some in

the loan collection at the Grosvenor Gallery- in 1888, they were inferior

to his water-colour drawings.

The artist's power remained unimpaired to the last. While seeking

to embody his poetic feeling in a graphic representation of nature, he

was wont, more constantly than before, to find its expression in words

as well. Quotations in verse become more frequent in the catalogue

as an accompaniment to his pictures ; and in cases where no author's

name is given, it may fairly be conjectured that the lines are his

own. Such verbal pictures as the following are essentially those of

an artist's perception :

' Yon amber light that gleams along the sky,

Melting below the chasten'd crimson dye.

Bespeaks the sober solemn twilight near.'

^Afternoon. The sun has lost his rage.

His downward orb shoots nothing now
But animating warmth.' '

'Evening. How changed the scene the sun late shone upon !

But one brief hour and all its splendour's gone ;

Those gorgeous hues lit by the golden ray

Are sobered now to one harmonious gray.

Yet still a charm remains, at least for those

Who, rapt in thought, in solitude repose

Beneath the shade, and, far removed from man.

Each change of nature unmolested scan.—MS.'

In this recourse to the pen as well as the pencil to express their

sentiments, the resemblance is borne out between Barret and Finch,

which is so perceptible in their graphic works.

Beyond these fugitive lines, George Barret's appearance as a

writer is, howev-er, confined to a little treatise by him on ' The Theory

and Practice of Water-Colour Painting, elucidated in a series of letters,'

inscribed to a friend, the Rev. William Turner. It was published in

8vo (123 pages) by Ackermann in 1840, two years before the author's

death. He proposed to write also on Oil Painting, but the intention

was not fulfilled. This little volume, while giving valuable advice in

' These lines .nic fiom Thomson's Summer.
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technical matters, deals with the aspects of nature under different

effects, from early morn to ' moonshine night,' in a manner that vividly

recalls the spirit of the author's own pictures. The following prose

description of twilight is a fitting accompaniment to the above ex-

pression in verse of the same feeling :
' After the sun has for some

time disappeared, twilight begins gradually to spread a vail of gray

over the late glowing scene, which, after a long and sultry day in

summer, soothes the mind and relieves the sight previously fatigued

with the protracted glare of sunshine. At this time of the evening to

repose in some sequestered spot, far removed from the turmoil of

public life, and where stillness, with the uncertain appearance of all

around, admits of full scope for the imagination to range with perfect

freedom, is to the contemplative mind a source of infinite plea-

sure. The sky, too, with its streak of amber light, which glows in the

west, is often opposed by horizontal and far-extended clouds of sombre

gray, forming, as it were, a base for others of a more solemn hue, and

of shapes so grand and well defined as to have all the effect of dis-

tant mountains with towns and castles upon some of their projecting

parts against the sky. The moon's mild crescent, with her reflection

in the stream, adds greatly to the interest of the scene.''

The following letter, written four months before Barret's death,

to his friend Mr. Hewett, a well-known dealer at Leamington, is an

example of his more familiar style :

' 162 Devonshire Place, Kdgvare Ro^tl : Noveml.)er Sth, 1841.

' My dear Hewett,—As you have not written to me, I will no

longer follow \'our example, but take up m\- pen to enquire after the

health of your I'amil)'. Knowing your sensitive mind and kind dis-

position, I am anxious to learn that they are now all well and hearty,

and that you and Mrs. Hewett are relieved from a state of suspense

which, by producing & pain in the ;///«(/ if long continued, exceeds any

that occurs to the bod\-. I have no news to tell you as regards art,

except that many of the Acquatics are painting in oil, which I think

will interfere with the Water works, though I am of opinion that this

oil in some cases will not float upon the tvater. B\ the bye, I was

the other day speaking to a person about the Art Union, when he

told me he had heard that an artist (a prize holder to some amount)

finding that no one would purchase his picture bought it liiuiself\ and

' 'J'hitny mid Viiulife of Wal, i-L'oloiii Va'tilini;, p|i. lofi, W].
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of course put the rnonc)- into /it's own pocket ! This (if true) was a

juke that I think will make you laugh. I shall like to know your

opinion of this circumstance. At all events he fulfilled the intention

of the Institution, which is to promote art b)- the encouragement of

artists, and he being one followed up the principle in his own person.

Perhaps he felt an affection for the effort of his own genius, and

w ished to retain it, and point it out as having been purchasedfor a

large sum. Would it be fair for him to sell it again ? This is, I hope,

\'our high season at Leamington, and 1 therefore hope that you are

doing much business. For my own part, I am not in good spirits, as

this is a time that I do not c.xi)cct to get much for my exertions, and

the Exhibition is a long wa\- off Still I am doing my best to prepare

for it. With a sincere wish for the health and happiness of you and

yours, and with kind regards to Mrs. Hewett, your Daughter, and so

forth, I remain, as I am sure I always shall, most truly yours

' George Barret.'

The writer did not live to see the exhibition in ciucstion, but it

contained twelve of the drawings he had prepared for it, and among

them the last which his hand produced. It had a fitting sub-

ject, ' Thoughts in a Churchyard,' and it was accompanied by the

following four lines from a poem of his own :—

'Tis dusky eve, and all is Iiush'd around
;

The moon sinks slowly in the fading west
;

The last gleam lingers on the sacred ground,

Where those once dear for ever take their rest.

This drawing, w hich is now at South Kensington, in the I'lllison gift,

was studied in the burial ground attached to St. Mary's Church,

Paddington Green, on the site, it is said,' of the Manor House before

mentioned. In the same cemeterj- the painter lies interred. When he

made this draw ing he was aware that his end was nigh. ' Of a

naturally mild and amiable disposition,' says the memorial above

quoted, 'he contemplated his approaching di.ssolution witli calm and

pious serenit}'.'

' He left a widow, \\\\o liad been a faithful and e.Kcellciit wife, two

sons and a daughter, without any provision.' Their circumstances of

difficulty and distress having been reported to the Committee, a

portion of his twenty-fourth share in the .Society's Fimd (which share

' Art t';/;c;; afKcrtiscilKlit, Jiillc 1842.
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amounted to 93/.) was advanced at once to relieve their immediate

necessities, pending the taking of the annual accounts ; and a donation

of 75/. was given by the Society on the 13th of June following, in aid

of the subscription, before referred to, which was raised by the following

friends of the deceased, to purchase an annuity for the widow

:

Edward Swinburne, Thomas Uwins, R.A., Joshua Cristall, F. O. Finch,

James Elliot, and Henry Harrison.

' Nine years afterwards, the Society to which he had been devotedly

attached, and whose exhibitions he had contributed largely to elevate

by the beauty and poetic character of his works, caused a memorial

tablet to be placed over Barret's grave, to mark their respect for his

memory.' ' The resolution was moved by Cattermole and seconded

by Frederick Tayler on the 30th of November, 1850, and carried into

effect with the grateful assent of the sons of the deceased. Mackenzie

made a sketch for the slab, and Copley Fielding wrote the inscription,

which runs thus :
' Sacred to the memory of George Barret: who de-

parted this life March 19th, A.D. 1842 : in the 75th year of his age:

This monument was placed over his remains : with the consent of his

family: by the Society of Painters in Water Colours: in testimony

of their admiration of his talents : as a landscape painter : and of

their esteem for him as a member of their society : He was one of its

founders : and for near forty years the productions of his genius : were

among its brightest ornaments.' The stone, which, like many round

it, will soon be illegible, lies flat in the grass beside a path in the

eastern part of the north division of the cemetery of St. Mary's,

Paddington Green. It may once have been part of a tomb ; but most

of the stones were laid flat some j'ears ago, when the old church-

yard was converted into a recreation ground.

The following list of engraved works must be added to that of the

preceding period : In the Gallery of the Society of Painters in Water-

Culoiirs,' Evening' (engraved by W. Radclyffc), 1S32.— In the Gallery

of Modern British Artists, 2 vols. 4to, 1834, 'View near Athens.'

— In the Literary Souvenir, 1835, 'Sunset' (W. Hill); 1836, 'Night'

(H. Horton).— In Tillotson's Album of Scottish Scenery, 'Melrose

Abbey '

(J. McGahey).— In Tillotson's AVw Waverley Album,' London

from Highgate ' and ' Bale '

(J. B. Allen).

The highest prices realized at Christie's sale-rooms for drawings

by Barret have been: 420/. for 'Solitude' (Allnutt sale, 1863);

•J.T.J. MS.
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330/. l~,s. for 'Walton Bridge' (VV. Leaf cxors. 1875); and 383/. los.

for ' Classical River Scene ' (C. Orme exors. 1884).'

Barret's name has often been erroncousl)- printed with two t's, even

in many of the Society's catalogues to as late a date as 1820. lie

himself spelt it with one.

Barret, it may be remembered, was not only one of the sixteen

exhibitors in 1805, but one of the eiyht original Members who had

started the Society in the preceding year. The same may be said of

one other who still remained in it. ROBERT HlLLS the animal

painter lived two years longer, and was thus the last survivor of the

foundation Members. On Cristall's retirement from the presidential

chair, the duties of Treasurer were transferred from Hills to Mac-

kenzie, the former resuming his original post of Secretary, which

he retained till his death. In 1833 he moved from Margaret Street

to 17 Golden Square, where he died on the 14th of May, 1844,

having nearly completed his seventy-fifth year. He was buried at

Kensal Green.

Since the founding of the first .Society, Hills had only been absent

from the gallery during four years, namely from 18 19 to 1822.

Counting nine drawings in which other artists had a share, he

exhibited 573 works there between 1805 and 1844, I'J being in the

period of Fielding's presidency. In seven of these, between 1829

and 1833, the landscape was by Robson ;-' and in two, in 1838 and

1839, by Nesfield. Besides the above, he is credited by Graves with

forty-four works at the Royal Academy, and two at the British

Institution, between 1791 and 1824.

The subjects, now as before, were mostK' farmyards with cattle,

and above all, fallow deer, with a few scenes from Jersey. The last

drawing of his named in the catalogue brings the series to a fitting

end. It represented a group of ' Stags, showing their horns in the

velvet, at various stages of their growth ;
' and the cntr)- is accom-

panied b\- a note that indicates the artist's knowledge of the science

of forestr)'.

Notwithstanding his thorough acquaintance with and fidelity to

the animal life he painted, Hills's finished drawings (highly finished

' Redford's Ar/ Saks.

' ' Red Deer in the Pass of Glencoe,' engraved by B. F. Gibbon and E. Webb, in the

Gallery of the Socicly of Painters in I I'a/er- Colours, 1833, is after Ilills and Rolison.
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they often were) are open to criticism for want of freedom, and a

laboured handling of textures, which lack the variety and fail to

suggest the mystery of nature. These defects increased in his latest

period, when his eye for colour seems also to have deteriorated. The
general tone of the later works is often hot, the shadows are violet,

and they want the relief of a reflected glow. These remarks are not

applicable to his sketches and very beautiful pencil studies from

nature. For his more elaborately composed drawings, Hills was also

in the habit of making small studies in colour, which he called his

' models.' A large number of these were in the possession of the late

Mr. George Smith, F.S.A., of 62 Hamilton Terrace, St. John's Wood.

They exhibit a freshness, and sometimes possess a silvery quality of

colour, which the artist lost in his large and more elaborate drawings.

A collection of 179 sketches and drawings by Hills, the property

of John Garle, Esq., F.S.A., deceased, were sold at Christie's on the

27th of April, 1874.

When Hills joined the majority, JOHN VARLF.Vhad been deadabout

a year and a half It is painful to relate the circumstances in which he

was at the time of his death. Although well past sixty, he had never,

notwithstanding his acknowledged position and merit as an artist, been

able either by the fertility of his pencil and the constant industry

with which he had so long employed it, or by gains accruing from his

vocation as a teacher, to realize a competent maintenance for himself

and his family. His affairs, indeed, became more embarrassed than

ever, and had it not been for the action of some kind friends, death

might have overtaken him while in captivity for debt. The circum-

stances of his demise have been related to the writer by one whose

benevolence was shown on the occasion. It seems that Varley was

at this time in the greatest pecuniary straits. Several writs were out

against him, one of his most exacting creditors being a griping usurer

who lived in Golden Square, in the painter's old neighbourhood, and

was suspected of being the original of the Ralph Nickleby of' Boz.'

This man, however, had a kind clerk (the prototype, perhaps, of

Newman Noggs), who took pity on the debtor, and when the sheriff's

officers were after him, gave such shelter as his own poor home, some-

where in the district of Leather Lane and Hatton Garden, could

afford. There he was found by our informant, Mr. William Vokins

(the well-known dealer in works of art), in very cramped quarters, with
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scarcely a partition t<i divide his sleeping' apartment from that of his

charitable host, \'ct painting away w itii his accustomed industry.

Mr. Vokins, making himself responsible for the detaining debt,

carried him off thence to his own more comfortable residence in

Margaret Street, Cavendish Square.

Although the artist complained of not being well, no suspicion

existed at that time of the very precarious state of his health ; but

his life was really in great danger. He is said to have caught a chill

while making what proved to be his last sketch, in the Botanical

Gardens at Chelsea,' and an ad\anced disease of the kidncjs was

re\ealed hy post-tiiortein examination. His end, in fact, was very near.

It is believed that an imprudence in diet was the proximate cause of

his death, which occurred on the 17th of November, 1842, at his

friend's house, where he had continued to paint to the very last.

It remains to describe the concluding phase of Varley's art, which

had entered upon a final stage when his career was thus suddenly

closed. He had long been fond of making experiments with his

materials, ^^'e have seen how in 1S24 he had been coquetting w'Xh

varnish as a glaze to his paintings. At a much later period he tried

a method of varnishing the paper first and then painting over it in

water-colour, the lights being dug for through this compound. By
these means he obtained great force of effect. But he failed in the

skies, and therefore gave up the process. Some of his experimental

pieces of this kind were in the possession of his last surviving son,

Charles S. Varley ; one, an unfinished example, is on linen. He did

not exhibit any drawings made in this way ; but, about the same

time, he invented another method, which he employed with such

success that for a few final years he adopted it as his exclusive

manner of painting. The following accour.t of this change in his

practice is (in substance) that given to Mr. Jenkins by X'arlej's

widow. It was his custom to sit down of an evening and rattle off a

number of sketches, from which he would the next day select those

he liked best and complete them in colour. The sketches were com-

menced with sticks of cedar charcoal, \\hich he made by burning in

the candle as he used them. He then worked out the broad masses

of light and shade with Cologne earth ; and upon this preparation the

colours were laid. One evening while he was thus sketching, he took

up some thin whity-brown paper which chanced to lie on the table,

' Century of Paintus, i. 497.
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and began to sketch upon that. Liknig the tint of the paper, and

always ready to try something new, he conceived the idea of laying it

down upon white paper, as with an India proof print, and so mounting

it to paint upon. After considerable difficulty he succeeded, and

began to lay on his colour. With a stiff brush, which he poked about

in all directions, he proceeded to work up the light and textures in

the drawing, and scraped quite down to the white paper for the

brightest points. Sometimes he would pass a wash of thin paste over

the paper, which enabled him to get the lights out more readily ; and

he enriched the darks with strong gum-Arabic water. He also used,

presumably in a similar way, the thin white paper that druggists put

up their medicines in.

It was about five years before his death tliat Varley adopted this

new manner of painting, and the first exhibition of drawings by him

on whity-brown paper created quite a .sensation. He was then

nearly sixty years of age. Of course the method was applicable

chiefly, if not entirely, to fancy compositions
; and its adoption by our

painter may be traced in the Society's catalogues by the prevalence of

landscapes of a general or undefined character among his latest

exhibits. After a continued course, in which ' compositions ' had been

gradually taking the place of subjects of the old kinds, the Welsh and

other views, varied occasionally by an historic or sacred theme (as

' Andromache ' in 1833, and 'The Disobedient Prophet slain,' 1838),

makin^ an average of barely half a dozen in the last ten years, he in

1 841 comes out with a contingent of thirty drawings, among which

' Landscape with Bamborough Castle ' is the nearest approach to any-

thing that can be called topographic. And even this like the rest may

have been, and probably was, an imaginary landscape. In 1842 he

has no less than forty-one exhibits, and nearly all of them come

within the same category.

This, the stars decreed, was to be the last year of his appearance

as a living painter. But his new style was already so well established

that it came to be identified with his name for something more than

a o-eneration among those to whom his earlier and purer style was

scarcely known. A due appreciation of these had to await the time

when John Varley was to take his place as an ancient master, one of

the founders, and long one of the strongest supporters, of the old

English school of painters in water-cclours.

Including ten posthumous drawings exhibited in 1843, Yarley's
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works in the Societj-'s gallery amount to a grand total of more than

700 since 1805. Thus his average in the thirty-nine years was more

than eighteen, and he never missed a season. Besides this list, Graves

enumerates forty-one at the Rojal Academy, two at the British Insti-

tution, and fiiur at Suffolk Street between 1798 and 1843.

To the list of Varley's early engraved works should have been

added a set of six views aquatintcd by F. C. and G. Lewis, a copy of

which is in the print room of the British Museum.

Redford's record of sales does not .show more than four sums above

50/. given for drawings by Varley, the highest being 105/. for ' Caris-

brook ' (16 X 28 in.) in the 'J. G. Robinson ' sale, 1865.

Two of Varley's sons followed his profession, and in both cases the

artistic faculty descended to a third generation. One, Albert D.

Varley, who seems to have died in 1876 (for his remaining works were

sold at Christie's on 26 January, 1877), was father of the living painter

of Cairene subjects, /cV/« Varhy. The other, Charles S»iith Varley,

died on 18 April, 1888, aged seventy-seven, and his son Edgar John

Varley in the following September, after both had given kindly aid to

the writer in compiling the above account of their ancestor.

John William Wkioiit continued to exhibit as an As.sociate

during the first ten years of Fielding's presidency, sending in three or

four drawings a )-ear on the average. On the 14th of June, 1841, he

was made a full Member, after which date his contingent is nearly

doubled. On the loth of June, 1844, he was unanimously elected

Secretarj' in the place of Hills, who had died in the preceding month.

His contributions to the gallery from 1831 to 1847, with one pos-

thumous work in the following year, amount to eighty. Nearly all

belong to the class of illustrative studies, of a more or less conven-

tional kind, which were very familiar in the days of the Annuals and the

sentimental writing that was appropriate to thr.t class of publications.

Nearly a quarter are nominally from Shakspere ; ' either scenes which

do not demand the composition of many figures, or single studies of

the female characters in his dramas. No less than eight of these

ladies are depicted in 1846 in separate drawings, the remaining four

of that year's dozen of frames being occupied by works the names

' It is possible that some nf the scenes from Sh.-ikspere set down to J. W. Wright may
properly belong to J. M. Wright. See for e.\ample Catalogue 1832, Nos. 297, 351, 381, and

compare 345, 346, 34S, 349, 380.
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whereof may be taken as types of the artist's subjects ; viz. ' Medita-

tion,' ' The Blue Domino,' ' Yes or No,' and ' There's nothing half so

sweet in life as love's young dream.' Descriptive verses, by which

many of the titles are accompanied, connect these studies still more

closely with the literature of their day.

Wright's contributions to the Annuals were very numerous. The

following long list is probably still incomplete : In the Keepsake :
' 1832,

' Caroline Dammerel ' (J. C. Edwards) ; 1833, ' Malvolio ' (C. Heath)
;

1845, 'The Love Letter' (J. Brain) ; 1846, ' Olympia ' (W. H. Mote)

;

1847, 'The Lady of Liege' (R. Staines), 'Florence' (H. Robinson)
;

1848, 'Jenny Lind, in the Somnambula,' 'Theresa,' 'Elena and

Gianni' (all by W. H. Mote); 1850, 'Isabel' (Mote), 'The Wild

Rose'(B. Eyles).'^ In the Literary Souvenir: 1834, ' The Contrast

'

(P. Lightfoot) ; 1835, ' Diana Vernon ' (H. Cook).' In Heath's Book

of Beauty : 1833, 'Laura' (E. Scriven) and 'Lucy Ashton ' (T. A.

Dean), illustrations of Byron and Scott ; 1835, ' lanthe ' (H. Cooke)
;

1847, 'Leila' (Egleton), ' Angiolina ' (H. Austin), ' Zulcika,' and

' Olimpia ' (both by Egleton), ' Kaled ' (W. Hall), ' Medora ' (Mote).

In the Book of Beauty and Royal Gallery: 1848, 'Jane Seymour'

(Eyles), ' Katherine Parr ' (Mote), ' Berengaria, Queen of Richard I.'

(Eyles), ' Elizabeth Woodville, Queen of Edward IV.' (Austin),

' Caroline, Consort of George II.' (J. Brown), 'Eleanor of Provence
'

(Eyles), ' Matilda of Scotland ' (Mote), ' Eleanor of Castille

'

(Egleton) ; 1849, ' Lsabella of France, Queen of Edward II.' (H. C.

Austin). In Fisher s Drawing-Room Scrap-Book \ 1849, Frontispiece,

'President of the Beauty-cultural Society' (Egleton), 'Valentine's

Day' (J. Brain), 'The Stolen Glove' (H. Austin) ;
< 1850, 'The

offered Flower' (Egleton) ; 1851, ' The Approaching Ship' (Mote).

Wright also continued to send portraits to the Royal Academy,

where Graves finds thirty-five works of his between 1825 and 1846.

An intimate acquaintance which he enjoyed with the late Mr.

Boxall (afterwards Sir William Boxall,' R.A.), the portrait painter, pro-

bably led to Wright's becoming the husband of a lady who acted as

' The ' Magic Mirror ' (E. Portbury), and ' Lucy and her Bird ' (W. Finden), 1829, and

' The Letter' (C. Heath), 1835, are given to 'J. M. Wright ;' and 'The Orphan of Palestine
'

(Alf. T. Heath), and ' Remembrance ' (L. Stocks, after Parris from a sketch by ' Wright ')

are ambiguously ascribed. All of these may belong to J. W'. Wright.

^ The volumes for 1851 and 1853 are wanting at the British Museum,
' The volume for 1837 is wanting at the British Mu,seum.

' Also ' The Revellers ' frorn a sketch by ' Wright.'

' Boxall was made .^.R..^. in 1851, R.A. in 1S63. and kni;;hte I !n 1871.
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liis friend's housekeeper. In 1838 his adch-css clianges from Berners

Street to Great Marlboroiic^h Street ; and this change may possibly

mark the date (if liis marriage. If tliat conjecture be right, lie hved

about ten years after the event, for his death took place on the 14th

of January, 1848, from an attack of influenza, which his constitution

was too weak to sustain.

Poor Wright affords one more example of an artist of acknow-

ledged ability, said to have been both prudent and industrious, yet

unable by his professional exertions to do more than support himself

and his household while he lived. He left no provision for the widow

and two children who survived him, bej-ond such share as became his

due in the Members' fund of the Water-Colour Society, and the value

of his remaining works, which were sold at Christie's in the following

March. The Society gave to the widow a further sum of 50/. on the

14th of February, 1848. Wright is described as a most amiable man,

besides being an excellent artist in his line.

The Associates who made their exits during these last ten years

of Cristall's life have now to be accounted for.

When Fielding came to the chair, JoiIN SELL COTMAN was still

resident at Norwich, contending against adverse fortune and conse-

quent nervous depression, his spirits sinking with the state of his

finances. On one occasion at least, his melancholy took the form of

evil foreboding as to his health. The story goes that Varley, on a

visit to Norwich, found him in a fit of despondency, and treated it in

his own characteristic fashion. On his calling at Cotman's house, the

servant who opened the door informed the cheery visitor that her

master was very ill and going to die. ' Die !
' says Varley, ' impossible !

Won't die these ten }-ears. Let me see your mistress.' ' What's the

matter ? ' he says on Mrs. Cotman's appearance ; and to her announce-

ment that ' Poor Cotman is given over by the doctors,' replies with

confidence, 'Pooh! nonsense! They know nothing about it. His

time is a long way off. Let me see him.' Introduced into the sick

chamber, he rallies him thus :
' Why, Cotman, you're not such a fool

as to think you're going to die ! Impossible ! no such thing ! I tell

you there are ten years for you yet to come.' ' Of course the patient

recovered
; and reckoning back from the time when his death occurred,

' Art Union, January 1843.

11 D
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all true believers in John Varley as a minor prophet must assign to

the incident above recounted a date not later than 1832.

Cotman remained at Norwich during the first years of Fielding's

presidency, sending drawings to the gallery. In 1833 he had as many

as eight, the only occasion on which he exercised his full privilege

as an Associate. Among the works of this time there are new

elements that belong to the last phase of his career. Figures play a

more important part in the compositions, and some pictures even

aspire to the rank of ' history.' There is one, for example, in 1833, of

' King John and Prince Henry at Swinestead Abbey, attended by

'

five named earls ' after their defeat and loss at crossing the Lynn

Wash.' Then we have two with the following odd titles :
' Sir Simon

Spruggins, Knt., the tall fellow of the family of that ilk

—

vide Lady

Morlcys Spruggins Family' (1832), and ' Interior of Spruggins Hall,

Manor of Dulfuddle, Bedfordshire, leading to the Picture Gallery,

Arms of Spruggins, Gull, Whittingham, Bagnigge, Kiltwaddle, and

Sucklethumbkin, over the Doorway— t-zV/f Spruggins Ga/lay' (1833).

The book referred to under the above names was a set of lithograph

caricatures published in 1829 as a satire on family pride under the

form of a mock pedigree and gallery of ancestral portraits. It is

conjectured that Cotman's drawings, which had nothing comic about

them, were intended as the remonstrance of a devoted antiquary

against such irreverent treatment of the past.

The following plates, engraved by other hands, after Cotman's

works, were published during this period : In the Gallery of the

Society of Painters in Water-Colours (1833), 'Yarmouth Roads,'

engraved by A. Freebairn, 1832. The original drawing was in the

possession of the late Thomas Griffiths, and afterwards in the collec-

tion of the late Dr. Percy.—In Captain Robert Elliot's 'Views in the

East, 2 vols. 4to (Fisher), 1833, ' Perawa,' dated 1830, engraved by W.

Le Petit from a sketch by Captain Elliot. The plate was republished

by Fisher in the Drazving-Rooni Scrap-Book ior 1834, and in Emma
Roberts's Hindostan, 2 vols. 4to, 1845.—In the Gallery of Modern

British Artists, 2 vols. 4to, 1834, 'View off the Coast of Yarmouth.'

A vignette of Eton from the terrace of Windsor Castle was also

engraved by Greatbatch, after Cotman, apparently as a book illus-

tration.

In 1834, having accepted an appointment as drawing master at

King's College in the Strand, he came to London with all his family
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except the eldest son, Miles Edmund, whom he left behind for about

a year to take his place as teacher in his native city, after which he

too came to London ; the second son, John Joseph, being sent back to

can-}- on the instruction at Norwich. The choice at King's College

is said to have been in great measure due to the strenuous advocacy

of Turner, w-ho, when consulted as to the appointment, would by way

of answer do nothing but reiterate the nameof Cotman. The follow-

ing letter, the original whereof was in the collection of autographs of

Mr. W. V. Morten,' shows, however, that he also considered himself

indebted to Lady Palgrave for her exertions in the matter

:

' Dear Lady Palgrave,—The final arrangement is made. I am to

have one guinea per annum bej-ond the annual sum of 100/. for every

pupil bej'ond lOO. The numbers amount to from 170 to 180, con-

sequently an income be}-ond the highest sum originally fixed. As

you are the first spring or mover in this delightful plan for me, you

will, I hope, excuse my eagerness in laying my happiness before you.

Present my most respectful compliments to Sir Thos. Palgrave. Most

respectfully your devoted servant,

'J. S. Cotman.
' Two of my sons are to be placed in the school, one free of expense.'

Before leaving Norwich he had had to dispose by public auction

of a large collection of prints, books, pictures, and drawings, old

armour, models of vessels, and objects of ornamental art, which he

had accumulated. On coming to London he, after a short stay with

his son John Joseph in Gerrard Street, settled himself at '42 Hunter

Street, Brunswick Square,' which, along with ' King's College,' is his

catalogue address in and after 1835. Here he was not entirely cut

off from ' old familiar friends,' for a former comrade and admirer,

James Stark of the Norwich School, was then living at Chelsea, and

their intimacy was pleasantly renewed. He had also the society of

some of his old pupils. In a letter dated 27 October, 1835 (printed in

the Norwich Art Circle Catalogue 1888), to his son at Norwich, he

gives a lively picture of his industrious household, all ' drawing mad.'

Alas I the emolument was very small, as the produce of a sale for

which he made up a number of lots in May 1836 too sadly shows.

But Cotman's merits were elsew here recognized ; for in the same year

' Dispersed by sale at Sotheby's in May 1890.

D2
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the Institute ' of British Architects conferred upon him an honorary

membership. While engaged with his duties at King's College,

Cotman was but a spasmodic exhibitor in Pall Mall East, sending in

only one drawing a year until 1836, when he had seven, and being

absent altogether in the following year.

When his collections had been sold at Norwich, the copper plates

of his etchings had bepn offered for sale, together with his published

works. But the former were bought in ; and in 1838 a comprehensive

edition, including nearly all, except the Norman series, was published

by Bohn in two large folio volumes, witli the title, ' Specimens of

Architectural Remains in various Counties of England, but prificipally

in Norfolk, etched by John Sell Cotman, Esq., with descriptive notices

by Dawson Turner, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A., &c., and architectural

observations by Thomas Rickman, Esq.' Some plates were added

which had not been published before, and the collection was arranged

in five parts, the last of which bears the title of Liber Stiidioruni. The

contents of this part were also published separately with the same

date, 1838. The set of plates so called are forty-eight in number,

thirty-nine of which are soft-ground etchings of landscape subjects

and studies, the remaining nine being in hard ground. Four of the

latter, including the title, were in the .set published in i8iO-ii,and

five are of figures, after or in the manner of the Dutch masters. Bohn

characterizes the contents of the ' Liber,' without distinction, as ' early

efforts,' which Cotman had been reluctantly persuaded by artists to

publish. And some at least of the soft-ground etchings seem also to

have been issued many years before the date of this publication.

Two of the subjects are those above mentioned - as having been

exhibited at Norwich in 1824. And their style accords better with

his works of that middle period than with those executed at the end

of his life. They abound in beaut}', are broadly composed, and full

of dignity and grace. Whether there was originally an intention to

use them, like Turner's more celebrated series of the same name, to

illustrate different classes of landscape must remain a matter of con-

ecture ; but it would not be difficult to assign to each its distinctive

letter, according to that painter's nomenclature. And, with one

singular exception, each class would be represented. It is remarkable

that so good an etcher, and so good a sea painter, should never, or

' Now the Royal Institute. It was founded in 1834, and the charter was granted in

1837 S"pra> i- r- 504-
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'hardly ever,'' have etched the ocean. But he painted sea pieces to

the last. His sole contribution to the gallery in 1838 was a very

large drawing, characteristic of the mannered superficiality into which

he sometimes sank in his latest style, representing a ' Lee shore, with

the Wreck of the Houghton, Pictures, Books, &c., sold to the

Empress Catharine of Russia, including the celebrated and gorgeous

landscape of the Waggoner, by Rubens.'

He exhibited for the last time in 1839, and with four drawings

made up the small total of forty-six works during his term of fifteen

years, as an Associate onl}-, the average being scarcely three a year

(swollen by eight and seven in the two exceptional seasons above

mentioned).

The painter's bodily strength was really declining now, and his

end was not far off. The Messrs. Redgrave go so far as to assert that

Cotman's ' severe nervous depression gradually terminated in mental

aberration.' ^ But this was not quite so. He had, with his improved

income, recovered some of his natural cheerfulness ; and his letters

from London show that his spirits could be high and his style jocose.

Nor had the artistic faculty or the love of nature deserted him even

in his last year. He then paid a final visit to Norfolk, and did some

vigorous chalk sketches, now in the possession of Mr. Reeve of

Norwich, which seemed to foreshadow a style resembling in its im-

petuous power that of the later time of David Cox.^ These, twelve

in number, were afterwards lithographed, not very successfully, by

Miles Edmund Cotman, and sold for the benefit of the family. They

were among the very last productions of our artist's pencil ; for he

died at his house in Hunter Street on the 24th of July, 1842, of

' natural decay.' St. John's Wood Cemetery is his place of burial.

Another sale of books, prints, &c., with some of his own works,

took place at Christie's in May 1843. But the prices realized,

especially by the latter, were inconceivably small.

A set of etchings executed by Cotman at the end of his life were

brought out shortly after his death, in conjunction with some by his

' There is one posthumously published etching of a shoie scene, in which a boat landing

in the surf is introduced, but merely in the background.
'' Century of Painters, ii. 37S. The allegation is repeated in the South Kensington

Museum Catalogue.

^ Cox was a great admirer of Cotman's genius, and never lost an opportunity of praising

his originality and knowledge of composition, light and shade. They were to have travelled

together to Birmingham in August iSjS, but the latter made default. See Solly's Life of
Cox, pp. 87, SS.

357G62
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son, in a thin folio volume, entitled 'Eight Original Etcliings by the

late John Sell Cotnian ; also ten etchings by M. E. Cotman. Now
first published. Norwich, Charles Muskett, Old Haymarket.' Most

of these eight are primarily figure subjects, and in their general

treatment they seem based on a study of Rembrandt, as the earlier

architectural etchings seemed based on that of Piranesi. The two sets

by father and son were afterwards published separately with the date

1846, the latter being then increased to 'eleven' plates. Mr. Reeve

of Norwich has a few lithographs and etchings by J. S. Cotman,

which are not known to have been published, and there are some also

at the British Museum.

It is only in quite recent times that complete justice has been

done to the merit and scope of John Sell Cotman's water-colour

painting. He was inadequately represented by only three drawings

at Manchester in 1857, and two in the London International Exhi-

bition of 1862, four out of these five being sea or river subjects.

There was again but one among the water-colours collected at the

Royal Academy in 1873. At South Kensington in 1874 he was in-

cluded among other architectural draftsmen specially represented,

and a mixed assemblage of about forty drawings and sketches was

shown there under his name. At the Grosvenor Gallery 1877-78

there v\as a better selected set of about fifteen. At the Manchester

Jubilee Exhibition in 1887 there were again only three. But the

wider knowledge and a higher appreciation of his art have been the

result of two really representative collections of his drawings in water-

colours and black and white, one of 197 exhibits by the Norwich Art

Circle in 1888, the other at the Burlington Fine Arts Club in the

following winter.

The Norwich Art Circle catalogue is adorned with forty small litho-

graphs and a vignette of one of the drawings exhibited there, and

three were engraved on wood in the article ' John Sell Cotman ' by

Mr. Wedmore in the il/(7^rt^'?;/^ (7/"^r/ for October 1888. Several at

the Burlington Club were reproduced in the Arcliiteet. In the

Portfolio for May 1888, p. 92, there is also a mezzotint of 'St. Mary

Redcliffe' by F. Short after Cotman. In 1871 Nine Examples of

Pencil Dratvings and Five Examples of Sepia Drazvings after"

Cotman were lithographed in folio size by Vincent Brooks, Day &
Son, for the use of schools in connexion with the Government

Department of Science and Art. And there is a chromolithograph
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by tlic same printers of a ' Boat on the Hcach— John Sell Cotman ' in

Redgrave's South Kensington Water-Colours Catalogue published in

1877.

The British Museum has nine of his landscape and architectural

drawings, some of them fine works in water-colours, and a striking

portrait by him of John Cromc, the head of which is in colours.

Belonging to the South Kensington Museum there are ten drawings

(five of them ' in circulation '), besides two in the Dyce Collection

there.

There exist the following portraits of John Sell Cotman : Litho-

graph in black and red, head and shoulders nearly in profile looking

to the left ; from a drawing by Mrs. Dawson Turner. Taken when

Cotman was a young man. Mr. Reeve has the only known im-

pression.—Drawing in black, red and white chalk on drab paper.

Profile head. By M. E. Cotman. At the British Museum.—A print

lettered 'John Sell Cotman, author of Antiquities &c. J. P. Davis

del'. 1 818.' It is one of a privately printed coWection of ' O/ie HH>/dred

Etchings, by Mrs. Dawson Turner.' The original drawing is in the

possession of Reginald F. D. Palgrave, Esq., C.B. A graphic de-

scription of this portrait is given by Mr. Wedmore in ' Studies in

English Art.'— Drawing in water-colours by H. B. Lowe. Figure

seated, leaning on the right elbow, a copy of the work on Normandy

in left hand (oval, io| by 9 inches). \\\ the possession of Mr. Reeve.

The highest prices realized at sales by Cotman's water-colours, as

stated by Redford, are : 105/. for ' Dutch Vessels— Calm, I2| x 185,' at

the 'J. Hcugh' sale, 1874 ; and 88/. 4J. for 'St. Michael's Mount' in

'Quilter' sale, 1875. A volume of forty landscapes was sold in the

'Mott' sale, 1885, for 215/. 5^.

The names of two more landscape draftsmen, George Pyne and

Jolin Byrne, are withdrawn from the list of Associates in the course

of this first decade of the Queen's reign.

George Pvne had thirty-eight drawings in the gallery between

1827 and 1843. The subjects are old buildings, &c., chiefly in Kent

;

about half a dozen views of old London Bridge ; and in and after

^'^n (when and for the two following years his address is at Tavistock)

there are some scenes in Devonshire.

There is not much to record of his final career. His name last

appears in the catalogue in 1X43 with no address, and a view of
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Brentor. A little later \vc find it on the title-pages of two published

volumes : First, A Rudinieniaiy and Pi-actical Treatise on Perspective

for Beginners, i2mo, 1848 (there was a fourth edition, enlarged, in

1852, and another in 1857); ^.wAs&zondXy, Practical Rules on Draiving

for the Operative Builder, and Youjig Studettt in Architecture, 4X0,

1854. (This is reprinted in Peter Nicholson's 'Carpenter's New
Guide.' Edited by Arthur Ashpitel, 410, 1857.)

To trace his personal history is a less grateful task. In 1836, and

from 1840 to 1842 at least, he hailed from the residence of his father-

in-law. But as soon as the 'Matrimonial Causes Act' came into

operation, his wife obtained a release a vinculo, and afterwards a

second husband in the solicitor who conducted her case. According

to the catalogue of the South Kensington Museum (where there are

three or more of his drawings), he died in 1884.

He is believed to have made a number of spurious imitations of

his father-in-law's drawings, against which collectors should be on their

guard.'

John Bvrxf, continued to send drawings to Pall Mall East until

his death, on the nth of March, 1847. In this latter period of his

life he extended his range of subjects by \isiting the Continent. Red-

grave says - that he set off 'about 1832,' and 'travelled in Italy for

three years, passing that time in a careful study both of nature and the

great Italian painters.' But his first foreign views were French. Ex-

cept a ' Place dc la Pucelle, Rouen,' in 1832, he has nothing from

abroad until 1834, in which year he gives an address in Paris, and

sends half a dozen subjects from that city, and Nantes, and Vernan

on the Seine. The first of his Italian subjects is ' Tivoli ' in 1836, and

then they follow thickly for a few years from Rome and Naples, with

a ' Pont du Gard ' in 1838. In 1841 he falls back upon Wales for one

year, in 1844 we have some views of Dartmouth, &c., in Devon, and

in 1845 a small contingent from Yorkshire. A scene near Lynmouth

in 1846 is his last exhibit. It completes the number ninety-six

during the twenty years of his Associateship. Graves finds fifteen

works by him at the Royal Academy, five at the British Institution,

and twenty-three at Suffolk Street, between 1822 and 1847. Two
Welsh views at Trafalgar Square in 1843 were, according to Redgrave,^

' .See Dr. Percy'-s MS. Catalogue at the Eiitibh Museum.
• DUtioihiry of the English School.
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iii oil. A drawing of' Marius amidst the Ruins of Carthage ' (1832)

and ' v\ Roman Aim}-o\cr\vhcimcd by an Earthquake' (1834), both in

our gallery, are ambitious exceptions from his usual class of subjects.

John Bjrnc was buried at Kcnsal Green Cemetery.

Towards the end of the preceding year, to wit on the 3rd of

October, 1847, ALEXANDER ClllSllOLM, the Associate, had died, at

Rothesay in the Isle of Bute. Several circumstances of his professional

career place him in the same category with J. Wm. Wright ; among

them, alas ! the same impecunious end. His fiimily, a large one, were

also left destitute ; as we learn from a Minute of the 30th of November

recording a donation from the Society of 30/. to his eldest daughter,

and from an announcement in the Ari Union for the following year'

that the orphans having up to the time thereof been solely dependent

on her energy and industry, she was then endeavouring to raise a sum

for the education of the younger children by ' the sale of a collection

of her father's paintings, drawings, and engravings in 300 shares of a

guinea each.' The mother had died about nine years before her

husband, and the depression caused by this event is said to have told

upon his art, so that his drawings during that period do not pos.sess the

vigour of his earlier time.'-

From 1829 to 1S47 he had forty works in the gallery, and besides

these Mr. Graves counts up forty-one elsewhere, under the name ' A.

Chisholme ;
' viz. fifteen at the Royal Academy, fifteen at the British

Institution, and eleven at Suffolk Street, between 1820 and 1846. His

subjects at the Water-Colour Society were for the most part scenes from

Shakspere and Scott, and events in English and Scottish history. A
drawing of ' Shakspcare before Justice Shallow,' there in 1832, was to

have been engraved in the Gallery of t!ic Society ofPainters in Water-

Colours, but that work seems to have collapsed before the translation'

could be so made. ' The Twa Dogs ' from Burns ( 1 836) and ' Leonardo

da Vinci expiring in the Arms of Francis the First' (1838) are also

among the principal drawings which he exhibited at Pall Mall East.

Chisholm was moreover, as above stated, a designer for the

Annuals. Besides his contributions to the Forget-me-not of 1 830 and

1831, before named, he had 'The China-mender' in 1833, engraved

by H. C. Shenton, a pretty composition not at all in the humorous

' Page 3'4-

' Diclioiiaiy of Nalional Biop-nph.y and Didioitaij of ihc English School.
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spirit of the lines by Thomas Hood which accompany it. There is,

however, no want of life in his designs, and the personages are endowed

with distinctive character and expression. In this respect he sur-

passes Uwins, whom, in works of the same kind, he somewhat

resembles. He contributed eight illustrations to the Waverley Novels,'

engraved in line (5;^ by 3{ inches), two of which, ' Oldbuck at Elspeth's

Hut,' from Tlic Antiquary, and ' The Fair Maid of Perth and the

Carthusian Monk ' (both engraved by P. Lightfoot), are doubtless from

drawings of the same subjects exhibited in 1836 and 1839 respectively.

The others are :
' The Black Linn of Linklater ' (T. S. Engleheart),

from Old Mortality ; 'The Regent Murray and Roland Graeme'

(Lightfoot), from The Abbot; 'Shipwreck of Cleveland' (G. Pres-

bury), from The Pirate; 'King James, Prince Charles, and Nigel'

(R. Stains), from The Fortunes of Nigel; 'Cromwell and Lady

Fauconberg ' (Lightfoot), from Woodstock ; and ' A Varangian at the

Golden Gate' (Lightfoot), from Count Robert of Paris.

When our artist died, he was engaged in taking portraits in

Scotland for a large picture of the Evangelical Alliance, in execution

of a commission from Mr. Agnew of Manchester.^ In addition to his

skill as an artist, Chisholm is said to have ' had the merit of being an

original thinker.''

Among the figure painters of the illustrative class whose careers

came to a close during the same sub-period, one more has to be men-

tioned, Miss Louisa Sharpe. Her name disappears from the

catalogue for one year, 1834, and then she returns as MRS. Seyffarth,

wife of a Dresden professor of that name. Her husband. Dr. Wolde-

mar Seyffarth, was (after her death) commissioner from the King of

Saxony to the London International Exhibitions in 1851 and 1862.

After her marriage she resided with her husband in Dresden, where

she died, on the 28th of January, 1843, of a painful disorder. She,

however, continued to share her sister Eliza's London address, and to

exhibit for the most part kindred subjects to hers.

In her last season, that of 1842, she had two drawings in the

galler}', making up a total number of thirt)'-eight during the

' riiblished or republished by Fisher & Co. with dates 1S42 to 1845, and with English

and I'rench titles. Some had also been in Fisher's Dj-awin^-Koom Scvap-Book, which con-

tains, by Chisholm, * The Widow's Mite,' 1S36, and ' Cromwell and the Portrait of Charles I.

1840.
•' All Union 1S47, p. 37S. ' Almanack of the Fine Arts, 1851, p. 105.
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fourteen years of her Membership, from 1829. Her choice of

subjects shows a taste for dramatic point, and a search for anecdote of

a tcUing kind as well as a picturesque capability. Explanatory ex-

tracts that have to accompany her titles make quite a show in the

catalogue. It needs, for example, at least one of its quarto pages to

introduce her four exhibits in 1840. One of these is a realization of

'Will Honexxomb's Dream' described in No. 499 of the Spectator,

wherein, under the terms of capitulation of the town of Weinsberg,

the women thereof issue forth in procession, each bearing what she

loves best in the world, but only one saving her husband, a li\cly

cobbler who had won her service b)' ' the discipline of the strap.'

Another stoiy depicted in the following year is that of the Lady

Kunigund, who, testing her knight's devotion by flinging a glove into

an arena of wild beasts, regained her token but estranged his love.

Several other of her themes are furnished by Addison or Steele from

the pages of the Spectator. In 1832 we have Brunetta avenging her-

self by dressing her negro in a petticoat of the same brocade as that

worn b}' her rival. In 1833 the fine lady is depicted getting into her

coach after disturbing the congregation with her ' airs and sublimities.'

And again, in 1840, there is the courtship of ' William and Betty' as

witnessed in passing by Sir Roger and his guest. Scott, Moore,

Crabbe, and Harrison Ainsworth, and divers standard tales and old

songs, furnish further incidents ; while titles such as ' The Ghost Story/

' The Secret Discovered,' ' Constancy,' ' Inconstancy,' ' The Alarm in

the Night,' &c., evince an evolution of humour or pathos from inner

consciousness as well. Two only in 1839 are scenes of modern life in

Germany; and one in 1838 entitled ' Gemile ' is apparently from a

book by her husband, Andronikos von Seyffarth. As ' costume pieces
'

her works formed an attraction by their high degree of finish.'

Miss Louisa Sharpe contributed the following subjects to the

Annuals: In the Forget-uie-not : 1829, 'Ellen Strathallan ; ' 1831,

'The False One;' 1836, ' Juliana ' (engraved by J. Goodyear).— In

the Keepsake: 1831, 'Juliet' (J. Edwards); 1832, ' Constance ' (Ch.

Heath), ' Do you remember ?
' (Heath), ' The Wedding ' (Ch. Rolls)

;

1833, ' The Unlooked-for Return ' (Goodyear) ; 1835, ' The Widowed

Mother' (F. Bacon), 'The Gipsy Children' (J. C. Edwards); 1837,

as Mrs. Seyffarth, ' Lalla ' (Goodyear), ' The Intercepted Letter '(E.

Portbur\-).— In Heath's Book ofBeauty: 1 833, ' The Orphan,' ' Gulnare,'

' Miss Clayton's English Female Artists, i. 380.
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'Rebecca' (all by H. T. Ryall) ; 1834, ' Chylena ' (H. Robinson),

'Margaret Carnegie' (Robinson), 'Flora' (Ryall); 1835, 'Edith'

(Mote); 1836, 'Caroline' (Robinson); 1837, as Mrs. Scyffarth,

' Calantha ' (Robinson).—In Fisher's Drcnviiig-Room Scrap-Book :

1839, ' The Keepsake ' (Robinson).

Another lady Member married at about the same time, and

passed out of the record shortly after her change of state. The Miss

Scott of 1833 becomes Mrs. BroOKBANK in 1834. Under her new

name she sends but three drawings in five years, and after 1838 it

goes itself, and we lose all trace of its possessor. Her total amounts

to twenty-four studies of fruit or flowers between 1823 and 1837. Her

last address was still at Brighton.

William Walker is in the list of Associates until 1849, after

which date his name is withdrawn. But the fact that he had then

exhibited nothing for three years places his exit from the gallery in

1846. Throughout this period his contributions had been as often

absent as present. Since his admission to the Spring Gardens

gallery in 18 13 he had shown sixty-two works in all at the Society.

He is said to have lived till 1868.' In Peacock's Polite Repository {or

the \-ears 1848 to 1852 the frontispieces bear the name 'William

Walker,' probabl}' the same artist. The subjects are :
' Assisi, Spoleto

'

{sic), ' Edinburgh,' ' Brussels,' ' Rio Janeiro/ and ' London, from

Blackfriars Bridge.' Graves credits him with six landscapes at the

Royal Academy between 1828 and 1834, which were probably in oils.

' Redgrave's SoiM Kensington Catalogue (1877), p. 215.
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CHAPTER III

DEATHS AND RETIREMENTS; 184S-1855

Biographies concluded — De IVint— Prout— CattcrmoU — Copley Fielding — Ncsfield—
Mackenzie—S. Jackson—Scott,

We pass now to the third and last subdivision of the period of

Fielding's presidency, namely, that from 1848 to 1855.

The year 1849 is the last in which the honoured name of Peter

De Wint appears in the exhibition catalogues. Under Fielding's

regime he had continued to send a steady average of fifteen or sixteen

drawings each season, all of native subjects, from various parts of

England and Wales ;
' and all, we may be sure, thoroughly charac-

teristic of the scenery of our island and its ways of life. They

amount, during this period, to 279 drawings, whereof at least three-

quarters of the number are of named places ; the remainder being

chiefly harvest and other pastoral scenes, or river and rural studies.

About half of the topographic views are from the northern, and some

thirty or forty from the eastern counties. In 1836 were some half-

dozen subjects from North Wales, whither he went for the last time

in the preceding \-ear. In 1842 we have, it is believed for the first

time, a subject from Devonshire, ' Falls of the West Lynn ;
' and a

few studies from the West of England are tlienceforth interspersed

among the other views. With the eighty exhibited during the late

presidenc}', these drawings made up a number of 359 since De Wint

rejoined the Societ}' in 1825 ; and with twenty-three at the Oil and

Water Colour, and nineteen previousl}-, amount to a total of 401

works exhibited by him in the Society's galleries between the years

1 8 10 and 1849.

De Wint's personal career during this final period gives us little

' A single Scotch view in 1836, and one from Ireland in 1S45, are not enough to imply

a personal visit to either of those portions of the kingdom.
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more to relate. To use his biographer's appropriate simile, it was
' uneventful as the course of a Dutch river.' The journal of his life

would be chiefly a list of painted landscapes corresponding to yearly

visits to customary sketching districts. Once in every two or three

seasons he went to Yorkshire, his favourite county. During many of

his sojourns in the country he and his wife were guests at the seats of

one or other of the wealthy patrons of whom he had a goodly list.

Among those who were wont to receive him thus were the Earl of

Lonsdale at Lowther Castle, the Earl of Powis, the Marquis of Ailes-

bury, the Cleves of Oakley Park near Ludlow, the Heathcotes of

Connington Castle, Mr. Cheney of Badger in Shropshire, Mr. Fawkes

of Farnley, Mr. Champerknowne of Dartington in Devon, and Mr.

Ellison of Sudbrooke Holme, Lincolnshire. Visits such as these were

in the late summer or autumn, which season also included a long stay

at Lincoln, where the Hiltons' house, close to the castle wall, afforded

him good scope for studying skies. In the earlier part of the year he

was fully occupied in teaching at home. He began his lessons daily

at nine and ended at six, with but an hour's rest between. De Wint's

teaching, though mostly confined to amateurs, was not merely that of

a drawing master to young ladies. Some of his alumni were of very

mature age. At one time he had a pupil more than seventy, and

another more than eighty years old.

His greatest delight, however, to the end of his life, was in sketch-

ing out of doors. When so engaged he was personally regardless of

the weather. His field sketches are often the most powerful and

characteristfc of his productions. They represent, without much after

modification, the way in which his artist mind received its freshest

impressions of nature. Properly speaking, they are not sketches, but

thoughtful studies ; for the generalism is not that of the superficial

' impressionist,' but a deliberate rejection of unneeded detail. In rich

depth of tone, produced with unerring certainty and simple directness

of intention, they are, and while their colours remain must always be,

unsurpassed.

In De Wint's manner of painting, much whereof is his own, there

was no great variation between earlier and later practice. The fol-

lowing list of his pigments is given by Mr. Armstrong: Indian Red,'

Purple Lake, Yellow Ochre, Gamboge, Brown Pink, Burnt Sienna,

Sepia, Prussian Blue, Indigo.' Body colour he eschewed on principle,

' .Speci.iUy prepareil.
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thoiiL;li he may have used it, rarely, as a convenience, in a part cjf a

picture where a patch wnuUl not greatl)' offend the eye. We learn

from the same authority that he habitually carried two brushes, both

large ; one with a fine point, the other ' round and well worn ;
' and

that he saturated with water the 'old Creswick paper ' upon which

he drew, la)M'ng a mosaic of rich colour upon it wlien wet. His deepest

tones were always left untouched.

De Wint's commercial dealings in relation to his art produce

evinced some of the inde[)endence of his character. Until nearly the

end of his career he would have nothing to do with dealers, preferring

to sell for his own price direct to private purchasers. He was, it is

believed, one of the first artists who adopted the now common custom

of inviting patrons to an annual show day in his studio, before sending

his drawings to the exhibition. In thus keeping the market in his

own hands he had the same keen eye to the main chance to which

Mr. Armstrong attributes his adoption of water-colours, instead of his

more favourite medium, oils. Anecdotes are related of his care for

the elemental pence that went to make up the well-earned pounds of

his income, which read like tales about Turner ; how, for example, he

was ready to quarrel about the odd shillings of his guineas, and

charged an extra fee for a lesson wherein he had drawn a few cows on

the margin of the pupil's sketch. The analogy holds good when he

is said to have made a special reduction where the cause of charity in

art teaching was concerned. It was not until about the year 1844

that he was induced to make an exception to his rule, in favour of a

single dealer, Mr. Vokins. The way in which the concession was ob-

tained, as well no doubt as its profitable result, did credit to the tact

of the clever man of business. De Wint had told him, in his surly

way, that he only made drawings for 'gentlemen.' 'Make me a

gentleman's drawing, then,' says Vokins, ' and I will pay you a gen-

tleman's price.' The case so put, the artist's pri Je remained untouched,

and during his few remaining years he had ni:iny dealings with this

firm.' The same desire to keep himself aloof from the trade element

of his profession may in part account for a certain e.xclusiveness of

habit which made De Wint generally shy of his brother artists.

Though a steady contributor to the exhibitions during the many years

of his Membership, and one of the Society's great leaders in art, he

' The Messrs. Vokins exhibited a lo.in collection of 155 of De Wint's drawings and

sketches in their gallery in Great Portland .Street, in the spring of 18S4, as a centenary com-

. menioration of the artist's birth.
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never held office or took any active part in the administration of its

affairs. And, reciprocal!}", in the sale list of his drawings, which was

preserved by his widow from the year 1827, only one painter appears

among his customers ; but that one is Constable, between whom and

De Wint the community of artistic feeling is strongly manifested in

their respective works.

' De Wint,' says Mr. Armstrong in his Memoir, ' was of middle

height, slender rather than stout, dark in complexion, and in youth

black-haired.' And he gives a photogravure from a miniature portrait

representing the face as unrefined in the cast of features, which are

broad, with the lips thick. Those who knew him remember an irri-

table roughness in his manner, which increased in his latter years, and

was apt to be repellent to all but intimate friends. In analogy,

however, with many of his works, a rugged exterior was but the

natural covering of much depth and worthiness of character. Not

only was De Wint an honourable and just man, but his tone of mind

was eminently religious. ' For many years,' says his biographer, ' it

was his custom to read a portion of Scripture and write out a prayer

before he began his work, and this he never omitted even when

travelling. In the last half of his life he devoured books of devotion.'

'

The writer adds, among his minor proclivities, that he was 'fond of

chess, of gypsies, of curious locutions ;
' and that he 'loved to hear

poetry read,' and ' was a good hater.' To this love of being read to,

his wife, from whom he was inseparable, was wont to minister, while

he worked at his easel.- Of the fondness for poetry, we have the

evidence of a curious outburst of quotations which adorn the titles of

his pictures in the catalogues of 1842 and 1843. In the preceding

year he had ventured on an alliance with literature, by employing one

of his forest glades (studied perhaps in the rocky Dingle at Badger)

as a retreat for Jaques and the wounded stag. Before that we find

nothing of the kind, except in 1836, when he quotes Thomson's

Summer for a picture of ' Retirement,' and in 1829, when he paints

'Elijah' from the Old Testament. But he now selects lines from

Milton, Thomson, Collins, Wordsworth, Scott, or others, as well as

Shakspere, to convey the motive of at least one in three of his

drawings. The fine frenzy then seems to pass away, and he uses

' Memoir, pp. 39, 40.

^ Mr. Armstrong tells us that in her maiJen days she had been similarly employed by

Miss Linwood, the celebrated worker of pictures in worsted. (Memoiy. p. 12,)
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verse oil two fmllicr occasions only. In l)oth it is to describe the

closing hours of day. On the last, one ma}', without too much

forcing of sentiment, make a double application of the well-known

exquisite lines which he borrows from the poet Gray. The drawing

was one of his beloved Lincoln, seen in the solemn stillness of eve,

when the glimmering landscape is fading on the sight. It was one of

a characteristic group of eleven works which formed his final con-

tribution to the gallery in 1849. His own sun of life was likewise

setting. His health had been failing since he was ncarlj- carried off

by an attack of bronchitis acquired while sketching in the New
Forest in the autumn of 1843 ; and a fatal return of the malady

was now aggravated by a slight paralytic seizure. He died on the

30th of June, 1849, "1 I'"'' si.xty-sixth year.

The companionship which so long had linked together the lives

of the two artists Hilton and De Wint was extended even beyond

what has been above recorded. They were comrades in death, as in

life. Both were buried in tlic churchyard of the Savoy, where also

lay interred Hilton's wife and mother, the latter of whom had died in

De Wint's arms. Hilton himself had breathed his last at De Wint's

house on the 30th of December, 1839. A mural monument to the

two painters was erected in the Chapel Royal of the Savoy, but it

perished in a fire which destro\ed a great part of the building in

July 1864. In substitution for it, when the chapel was restored,

a beautiful font was placed there by Mrs. De Wint in memory of

her late husband and brother. A monument in Lincoln Cathedral

was also erected by her to commemorate the same undj-ing friend-

ship.

After De Wint's death a sale took place at Christie's, in May i8=;o,

of works remaining in his studio. These were sold in 493 lots for

2,364/. js. 6d., the largest price for a lot being thirty guineas. It is

difficult not to feel some regret that many fragments from his hand

were then destroyed under the idea that their existence might lead to

forgeries. The best of the drawings, however, were retained by the

artist's widow, together with a number of oil paintings which he had

executed for his own pleasure and kept in an upper room without

offering them for sale. The bulk of these arc, it is understood, in the

possession of the family. Mrs. De Wint died on the 27th of Novem-
ber, 1866, aged seventy-six, leaving her daughter surviving, who a few

years before the artist's death had married Mr. Paul Tatlock, their

n. E
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next-door neighbour in Upper Gower Street. iVIrs. Tatlock then

presented four of the oil landscapes to the South Kensington Museum,

together with twelve of the water colours. Seven more of his water-

colour drawings were given to the same gallery by the late Mrs. Elli-

son, the widow of De Wint's patron above mentioned, in a collection

of fifty-one pictures presented to the nation in accordance with her

husband's wishes. These, with others, given and bought, make up

nearly thirty drawings there by the same artist. Besides these no

fewer than thirty-three of his drawings were placed in the National

Gallery under the bequest of the late Mr. John Henderson in 1880.

So the nation is unusually rich in works by this distinguished

artist.

The following are the highest prices recorded in Redford's Ari

Sa/fs for De Wint's water-colours : 1,732/. 10s. for 'Southall, Notts ' '

(12 X 36 in.) in the ' Quilter ' sale, 1875; 1,417/. lOi'. for ' Lancaster

'

at 'Lord Lonsdale' sale, 1879; 1,008/. for the same (apparently) at

the 'Sumner' sale, 1885 ;
966/. for ' Christchurch ' in the 'Ellison

exors. ' sale, 1874.

The following later plates have to be added to the list before given

of De Wint's engraved works : In the Gallery of the Society of

Pamters in Water-Colours, 1833, 'Forest Hall Mountains ' (engraved

by J. H. Kernott), dated 1832, 3| x 8| in.— In Tillotson's Album

of Scottish Sce/iery, 'Whitby' (T. Jeavons).— In Tillotson's A^'etv

Waverley Album, ' Kenilworth Castle.'— In the Gallery of Modern

British Artists, 1834, ' Goodrich Castle.'

By 1832 Samuel Prout had become entirely devoted to the

special department which he had made his own ten years before.

Henceforth in his exhibits we have no more English views or buildings

(unless some there be among a half-dozen of unnamed ' interiors ')

;

and 'A Shipwreck' (1834) and 'After the Storm' (1839)^ are the

sole representatives of the marine branch of his art. With these few

exceptions to prove the rule, the drawings which he sent to the gallery

at the rate of fifteen per annum during nearly the whole of Fielding's

reign were all of foreign architecture. He had moreover the absolute

monopoly of such subjects, or at least of his own wa\' of treating

' Believed to be really ' Ij'ncoln.' DeWint snld it tn Vokins for thirty-five guinea.-;. In

the second Quilter sale, in 1889, it was knocked down for the still higher price of 1,753/.

- These, no doubt, were due to an unwilling residence at Hastings at this time.
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them. A[iart from the 'romance' which Riiskin finds in these, it is

more than doubtful whctiier I'rout ever painted an imat^inary scene

in his hfe. Subjects from France, Belgium, Gcrmanv, and Italy arc

pretty cvcnh" distributed throughout this period, wilii a few from

Switzerland. These were the result of many sketching tours, which

he continued to make as long as his fragile health permitted

him. The number of Prout's drawings exhibited at the Society's

rooms from his election as Member till his death, a period of

thirty-two years, was 511 ; making, with thirt)'-si.K as a mere

' Exhibitor ' at Spring Gardens, a total of 547, not to mention pre-

vious exhibits at the Royal Academy and with the Associated

Artists.

At the same time he continued to supply many designs for the

engraver. The little pocket-book series for Pye went on yearly; and

although the task of illustrating the ' Landscape Annual ' had passed

into other hands after the first two years, a similar publication, called

' The Continental Annual and Romantic Cabinet : edited by William

Kennedy, Esq.,' was brought out for 1832 (as the first of an intended

annual series), the letterpress whereof consisted of tales ' selected with

a view to give effect to ' the thirteen designs ' by Samuel Prout, Esq.,

F.S.A ,' which formed its steel-plate illustrations. The subjects are

selected from the various countries in which he made his sketching

tours. The Forgct-nie-not contains the following plates after Prout

:

1826, 'Bridge of Sighs' (engraved by H. Le Keux) ; 1827, 'Sepul-

chral Monuments at Verona ' (E. Finden), ' Dungeons of the Castle

of Chilion ' (H. Le Keux), ' Part of St. Mark's Church, Venice

'

(Freebairn) ; 1828, ' Rialto, Venice ;' 1829, ' Vicenza ;
' 1830, 'Place

de Jeanne d'Arc, Rouen;' 1831, 'The Japanese Palace, Dresden;'

1832, ' Mayence ;
' 1833, ' Nuremberg ;

' 1834, ' Church of St. Pierre,

Caen' (interior); 1836, 'Porch of Chartres Cathedral;' 1837, 'The
Doge's Palace, Venice' (the last five engraved by J. Carter); 1838,

' Church of St. Paolo, Rome.' The Keepsake contains : 1830, 'Venice'

(Freebairn); 1831, 'Milan Cathedral,' interior (W. Wallis) ; 1832,

' Interior of Zwinger Palace, Dresden ' (Wallis). In Fisher's Drmving-

Room Scrap-Book^ 1832-1834, are more than a dozen Indian subjects

after sketches by Captain R. Elliot, R.N. ; also published in that writer's

Views in the East, two vols. 4to, 1833. They, or some of them, were

' Some plates from the I.aitdscafe Annual are repcaterl in the Scra^-Book for 1S37,

1838 and 1850.
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further reproduced among sixteen views by Prout after Captain Elliot

in Emma Roberts's Hiridostan, two vols. 4to, 1845. Finden's Illits-

trations of Byron, three vols. 4to, 1833-34, contains : in vol. i.

' Piazetta, Venice ;
' vol. ii.

' Ferrara ;
' vol. iii. ' St. Mark's, Venice,'

' The Rialto, Venice,' ' Ancona,' and ' Ravenna, Dante's Tomb,' all

by Prout. In the Gallery of the Society of Painters in Water-Coloiirs

1833, is 'Venice' (engraved by E. Goodall), dated 1831. In the

Gallery of British Artists, two vols. 4to, 1834, are ' Mayence on the

Rhine ' and ' Beauvais.' In William Brockedon's Road Book from

London to iVaJ^les, imp. 8vo, 1835, are ' Pisa ' (frontispiece), ' Calais,'

' Beauvais ' (from a sketch by Mrs. Edward Austen), all engraved by

Finden. These belong more to the category of landscape than to

that of architecture. Prout's name occurs as a draftsman to Land-

scape Lllustrations to the Bible, two vols. sq. 8vo, 1836, and Hall's

Book of Gems, 8vo, 1836. In Rev. G. N. Wright's Shores and Islands

of the Mediterranean (1839?) are: ' Strada S. Giovanni, Valetta,'

' Strada Reale, Corfu,' '
' Marina of Valetta,' ' Strada St. Ursula,

Valetta.' In Tillotson's Neiv Waverley Album are :
' The Abbey of

St. Mary's ' and ' Coldingham ' (from a sketch by J. Skene). In

Dr. Mapei's Italy, Classical, Historical and Picturesque, folio, 1847-59,

are :
' P'errara—The Ducal Palace ' (engraved by J. Godfrey) and

' Padua—The Market Place '

(J. Carter). Lawson's Scotland Delineated

contains, in lithography after Prout, ' Lincluden Abbey ' (by C. T.

Dolby), and ' Bothwell Castle' (W. Gauci). Two lithotints of church

interiors, ' Arundel ' and ' Boxgrove,' drawn on stone by Harding

after Prout, may be found, and also one or more woodcut designs

by him, in S. C. Hall's Baronial Halls and Picturesque Edifices of

England.

Besides thus furnishing works for translation with the graver or

on stone by other hands, our draftsman again became his own re-

producer in ' Facsimiles of Sketches made in France and Gc7-many,

and drawn on stone by Samuel Prout,' a large folio, published by

subscription, it is believed in 1833, and dedicated to the Queen

(Adelaide). The lithographs (12 x 18 in.) are fifty in number, and

of architectural subjects. They are elaborate compositions, with

Prout's characteristic groups and crowds of figures ; but are more

strictly sketches, and drawn with more freedom and linear force than

' This and another, after sketches hy Lieutenant H. E. Allen, are also in Fisher's

Vya-L'in^-Kcwm Snap-Book, 1S37, 183S.
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the earlier scries of ' Illustrations of the Rhine.' Some have his

initials combined in a monof^ram, ^. A scries followed of ' Interiors and

Exteriors, (IvTiwu on stone b)- Samuel I'rout. I'olio, I.ondrjn, 1834,' and

another of ' Sketches in France, Sivitserland and Italy, by Samuel

Prout, F.S.A.,' published by Hodgson and Graves, 6 Pall Mall, in a

large folio (1839?), which contains twenty-six lithographs (about

1 1 X 16 in.), printed b\' Hullmandcl on stone-tinted paper heiglitened

with white.

The remainder of Prout's published works in lithography are

primarily of the educational kind. These form a contrast with the

old soft-ground etchings issued for the same purpose in hi.s early

time ; being more after the model of Harding's manner of drawing

on stone, which had now become popular. One of these was pub-

lished in six numbers, oblong quarto, by Ackermann, under the name,

' Bits for Beginners.—By Samuel Prout' It contains twcnt}'-four

lithographs on white paper, of picturesque architectural studies,

foreign and English, the latter of the rustic kind, nearly all with

groups of figures, generally two subjects on a stone
;
prmted by

Hullmandcl and Walton. A much more important work of this time

was ' Hints on Light and Shadozv, Composition &c., as applicable to

Landscape Painting.— Illustrated by Examples by Samuel Prout,

F.S.A. &c.' It appears to have been first published in 1S38 The

edition of 1848 (large 4to, M. A. Nattali, 23 Bedford Street, Covent

Garden) contains a few additional examples, making twenty-two

lithographs, on stone-tinted paper, heightened with white, having

from two to eight subjects on each. Printed practical remarks by the

artist on the several examples, and a prefatory discourse, are offered

' as the basis of his practice, and the result of his experience.' The

essential principle of composition upon which the writer most insists

in his teaching is that ' the interest of the spectator can only be

commanded b\- the unity of the whole, i.e. a unity of 'purpose through-

out the design.' He speaks with small respect of certain doctrines that

have been laid down by professors, their rules of three lights, and

special forms and proportions and quantities of light and shadow,

considering that they prevent the exercise of eye and sense ; the

great requirement being breadth. ' The best practice,' he says, ' is to

form one broad mass—to keep other masses quite subordinate, and

particularly to avoid equal quantities.' Gencrall}-, the examples are

designed to show the advantages of connecting and repeating the
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lights and shadows and bringing the one into the other, so that

simple massing shall be obtained or preserved, and broad shadows

shall be duly relieved ; together with devices for disguising the re-

petition of similar forms, avoiding lines that cut, and keeping minor

parts of the picture duly subordinate. A few years later was pub-

lished, by Tilt and Bogue in Fleet Street, ' Prout's JMicrocosni^—The

Artistic Sketch-book of Groups of Figures, Shipping, and other

Picturesque Objects. By Samuel Prout, F.S.A. &c.' Large 4to, 1841.

It contains twenty-four lithographs (13:^ x g\ in.) of groups &c.

printed (by HuUmandel) on stone-tinted paper heightened with white.

In four introductory pages, ' On the Importance of Figures,' the

author repeats some of his ' Hints,' as applicable to their composition,

a principal group being required for the sake of unity, and points out

the several distinct uses of figures in a landscape— to identify scenes

by their character, &c. ; to introduce lights, darks, and colours ; to

lead the eye ; and to give scales of proportion, and distances. The

examples possess the artist's merits and betray his defects, in the

life and effect of the composition on the one hand, and the weak

drawing of individuals on the other. This work was followed by an

' Elementary Draiviug Book of Landscape and Buildings, by Samuel

Prout, F.S.A.' Imp. 8vo, Tilt, with twenty-four lithographs of

various progressive studies, from fragments to slight subjects, British

and foreign. Finally we have one more educational work called

' Sketches at Home and Abroad:— Hints on the acquirement of

Freedom of Execution and Breadth of Effect in Landscape Painting.

To which are added simple Instructions on the proper uses and

application of Colour. By Samuel Prout, F.S.A. &c.' M. A. Nattali,

1844. Herein are forty-eight lithographs (about Sj x 7| in.) and

two vignettes on slightly tinted paper, drawn apparently with pen

and chalk, and strongly shaded. Of the subjects, ten are from

England and Scotland, seventeen from France, five from Italy, two

from the Low Countries, and fourteen from Germany. In an intro-

duction of sixteen pages, the author presents the views as mere

architectural fragments, designed to exemplify breadth of effect and

simplify composition. He insists once more on the importance of treat-

ing every work as a whole, in style, and in pervading tone of colour,

as well as in light and shadow ; and of the employment of modula-

' The name ' Microcosm ' had, it will be remembrred, been forestalled by Pyne, and by

Ackcnnann, in other series uf prints.
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ting greys as the foundation of every scheme of colour. ' It has been

well remarked,' he sa)-s, ' that every good artist paints in colour, but

thinks in li.Ljht and shadow.' He adds some slight information as to

materials, and warns the skctcher against mere dexterity on the one

hand and mindless copying on the other.

In 1S35 Prout's address is changed from 'Brixton Place' to

' No. 2 Bedford Place, Clapham Rise.' But this removal proved to

be preliminary only to a change of residence forced upon him in the

autumn of the following year by a severe pulmonary attack, which

banished him for some years to Hastings. It was during his residence

there that he did most of his drawings on stone. Some letters to

Mr. John Hewett of Leamington, a well known dealer in water-

colour drawings, with whom he had continuous business relations,

speak of Prout's sufferings at this time, and the privations they

inflicted. ' My heart sickens,' he writes in September 1841, 'at the

thought of having friends and not being able to enjoy them. When
a poor creature is broken down and nearly broken up, friendship is a

double comfort. I fear you have thought me neglectful, but you

must make large allowance for the loss of all exertion and activity of

spirit. At times I am more than half dead, and the chain of cap-

tivity (the iron) enters my soul : but you may rely on my esteem, and

although I cannot excuse the weakness of irresolution nor indicate

neglect so like ingratitude, yet I earnestly hope that if you will not

acknowledge me as an angel I shall not be thought a D 1. ... I

hope dearest and siveetest London offered Mrs. Hewett and } ourself

all the happiest times and circumstances could afford. If j'ou ask,'

he adds, ' how I am

—

most wretclied. Plenty of sea in which I

cannot swim—this is not my element and therefore I die daily—both

body and mind.' A year after (Nov. 1842) he writes :
' Mj- health is

now better, but my spirits are sunk below recoxery—at best I am
like a poor fish struggling in a shallow stream which runs against the

—poor animal.' What early love he had for the seashore seems to

have quite deserted him. ' Here I am,' he exclaims, ' drinking

nauseous draughts of the sea, very pleasing to the eye, but at present

not exactly what I wish for. It is very well, but only for a change.'

In the summer, however, he was able to visit his 'sweetest London,'

to attend to his business, and he had there from 1S40 a. point d'appui

at 39 Torrington Square.

At tl.eend of 1845 Prout established himself once more in his
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old beloved neif^hbourhood at No. 5 De Crespigny Terrace, Denmark

Hill, Camberwcll ; and now for good and all. He writes to the

' good patron of his daubings ' a letter so cheery that space must

liere be allowed to quote it in extciiso.

' The first Monday after the first Sund.iy after Christmas day. '

' My Dear Hewett,—You must think me a most ungrateful dog,

but—and you know there is a but in every Chapter of Life, and often

a sad one—at least of mine—Encore but, I have been so harassed

and occupied about the things of this wicked world, that I have not

had a leisure moment, certainl}' not a quiet one since I was favoured,

honour'd and obliged by )'our last cheerful vieinorandiiiii. Much

pleased to learn that you find parties willing to bear my sins and

abettors to encourage my wicked works. I am old, fidgetty, and

hesitating— especially in accepting your—not particularized— orders.

Pray tell me what kind of villany }-ou wish me to practise—the sort

of subjects, the size, and the price. I am sensible of your exceeding

kindness, but want resolution to accept of it. Pray be explicit—

I

will be merciful. I will do my best for )'ou heartily, but promises

will not make, &c. You have too many of these ;/;?//(?«c;«;-tv/ already.

I want to begin for the next Exhibition—a dozen are to be made for

a Gentleman and neighbour—no shop—odds and ends are fretting

me. And here comes an invitation, which must be answered— I wish

indeed without the pen, for I verily abhor writing letters, but as I

have said my say, I need not say more than that I wish you and

yours all the happiness >'ou would wish for yourselves, now and for

ever and ever, amen.
' Signed

' To John Hewett, Esq. his mark.

The Honorable Patron and President of Art at Leamington Spa.'

Poor Prout ! With this gratitude to a friendly patron, he was

working for a meagre pittance, after all. There is a memorandum in

the following words at the foot of one of these letters ;

' 9 small 990
4 large 12 12 o

;^22 I O

July 2'', 1S42. Paid S. Prout.'

' The postmarl< is 30 Dec. 1S45.
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And on this the writer comments: 'I coukl not complete more

tlian lour others, for which I should have chai'i;cd foiu' L;uineas each,

taking a dozen ; but if the lot will suit your customers, let the small

ones be one guinea each, and the four large three guineas each.'

The dimensions of these are not further specified. But Mr.

Ruskin declares that the fi.xcd price for drawings of an ' understood
'

size, about 10 inches by 14 or 15, was six guineas to old customers

like Hewett, who sold them for from seven to ten guineas ; and that

to them the artist would never raise his price a shilling, even to the

end.' That Prout was compelled, however, at the last, to make some

slight advance in the sums asked for his drawings, appears from the

following painful appeal and confession, in a letter written five years

later, which shows alike how scrupulous he was in his dealings and

how poorly his work was paid for while he yet lived. ' For a long

time,' he writes to Mr. Hewett on the 29th of October, 1850, ' I

have been at the sea side, in miserable health, scarcely able to leave

the sofa and incapable of the least exertion even to writing a letter.

Wlicn arrangements were made for returning home, a sudden attack

of fearful hemorrhage from the lungs detained me another three

weeks .... On my return it was necessary immediately to look

about for the needful, and prepare what was needful to obtain it. The

second Drawing is in hand, and I thought of sending it with the Rialto.

The Ducal Palace is the subject mentioned. But I am not ashamed

to confess that zvant of coin obliges me to send them separately. 1

know my dear friend that your kindness and liberality will not raise

the question about prices ; but I am a great fidget and always fearful

lest they should be beyond a saleable amount, as I wish my kind

patrons to benefit themselves as well as myself On looking at the

Drawing this morning, it did not appear up to the mark, and I felt

half inclined to say something less than Ten guineas ; but it took me
a fortnight, and had my best attention. I can only hope that the

next Drawing will be made with better health and more energy. . . .

In consequence of old age and continued indisposition the quantity of

work will be lessened, but as family requirements will be the same

I must ask kind friends to allow a small advance of prices, and what

has been charged three guineas and half must be four guineas, though

I ho[)e ten guineas will answer for the size sent. I do not hesitate

my dear Hewett to make the proposition to you, as it is not from

* Noles on Prou! and Hunt, p. 43.
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greediness of gain. Indeed it is sad to say after half a century of

hard work, without the possibility of being charged with indiscretion,

it still continues " froiii hajid to inoitth." Messrs. are urgent for

fresh supplies with always ready payment, but I do not intend to

meet their wishes except on new terms—that is, for the two general

sizes ten and four guineas.'

In 1846 he had paid his last visit to Normandy; going on, it

would seem, to Brittany also, though we find no drawings thence.

On the 1 5th of October he wrote :
' I returned to Camberwell

on Friday night a sad wreck, having met with disappointment and

suffering at every stage. It has been a fearful affair, but finding my
family at the sea side, their affectionate nursings have strengthened

my renovating powers, and to-morrow I purpose opening shop. I

should wish to defer your large drawing till my hand is in work, &c.'

And so he struggled bravely on, employing all the little strength he had

to earn his daily bread ; anxious to keep his work free from ' s}-mptoms

of old age,' and ' being ambitious,' he declared, ' even tiow of making

progress.' His playful way of writing never deserted him, and one

cannot fail to admire the wonderful gaiety of his spirit when he was

suffering continual distress from mortal disease. The following jocular

letter is undated, but the ghastl)' anecdote it relates is almost typical

of the writer's own condition at the last.

' Monday Morning.

' My dear Hewett,—By the help of my first born " kiiottable darter,"

the Drawings are sent off and by this time I hope " en route " for

Leamington. Please to direct one of your Sleeping partners to awake,

arise and blow the loud trumpet (tho' a penny one) to announce the

safe arrival of S(aint) Prout's relics for the devotees of Leamington.

When the Father of a friend of mine was supposed to have expired, a

lighted candle was placed at his mouth to ascertain if it were so.

Such had been the old gent's love o^ fun during his life, that he

attempted to blow out the light with his last breath. Though wriggling

with pain, I cannot resist forcing a smile, however distorted it may be
;

— but, dear Hewett, ever sincerely yours,

' S. Prout.

'J. Ilewctt, Esq.'

Such indomitable cheerfulness surely betokened the consciousness

of a blameless life, and a mind free from the shadow of self-reproach.
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' My Father's delicate health,' writes the son to Mr. Jenkins, 'had

from the ct)niniencemcnt of his professional career induced him to

live quictl)- and retired, and of late years increasing illness obliged

him to withdraw from all societ}', save of a few intimate and attached

friends, w ith whom he could converse upon the Art he loved and the

Bible which (we thank God for the assurance) he loved more than

all. The calm course of such a life, clouded indeed by much suffering

yet lit by a cheerful and ever trusting spirit, while leaving to us

manj- valued memories, affords nothing of interest or anecdote that

would enliven your ' biographical notice.

The late S. C. Hall writes as follows of Samuel Prout at this

period of his life :
' No member of his profession ever lived to be more

thoroughly respected—beloved, indeed—by his brother artists ; no

man ever gave more unquestionable evidence of a gentle and generous

spirit, or more truly deserved the esteem in which he was universally

held. His always delicate health, instead of souring his temper, made

him more considerate and thoughtful of the troubles and trials of

others ; ever ready to assist the young with the counsels of experience.

He was a fine example of upright perseverance and indefatigable

industry combined with suavity of manners, and those endearing

attributes of character which invariably blend with the admiration of

the artist affection for the man. During the last si.x or seven years of

his life, I sometimes (not often, for I knew that conversation was fre-

quently burdensome to him) found my way into his quiet studio at

Camberwell, where, like a delicate exotic, requiring the most careful

treatment to retain life in it, he would, to use his own expression,

keep himself " warm and snug." There he might be seen at his easel

throwing his rich and beautiful colouring over a sketch of some old

palace of Venice or time-worn cathedral of Flanders ; and, though

suffering much from pain and weakness, ever cheerful, ever thankful

that he had strength sufficient to carry on his work. ... A finer

example nf meekness, gentleness, and patience I never knew, nor one

to whom the epithet of "a sincere Christian" in its manifold accepta-

tions might with greater truth be applied.'

'

Although the artist's mind was, as we liavc seen, unclouded to the

last, it would be surprising if the drawings of his closing j'ears had

possessed all the freshness and vigour of execution that belonged to

his prime (if his fragile existence could be said to have had a prime)

' Ketrospcit of a Long Life, ii. :ii, 212.
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of life. The following confession in April 1846 seems to point to a

more laboured manner of evolving his later works. ' I have been for

two months hard at work on a large drawing for the Exhibition,

working long after midnight's ghostly hour, but all my efforts in

washing in and sponging out have been ineffectual and it is now

000 &c. &c.' He had but nine small drawings in the gallery that

year, an exceptionally slight contingent. ' It was rarely,' says S. C.

Hall, ' that he could begin his labours before the middle of the day,

when if tolerably free from pain he would continue to paint until the

night was advanced.' '

It is not alwa)'s easy, however, to assign to Front's works the e.xact

years of their production, for he never dated them himself ' except in

the day.' ' But the magnificent certainty and ease united ' obtained

by firmness of line, always ' laid with positive intention,' are only seen,

Mr. Ruskin observes, in drawings of his middle time. ' Not in decrepi-

tude,' he adds, ' but in mistaken effort, for which, to my sorrow, I was

partly myself answerable,'* he endeavoured in later journeys to make

his sketches more accurate in detail of tracery and sculpture, and

they lost in feeling what they gained in technical exactness and

elaboration.' ^

Samuel Prout died suddenly at last in a fit of apoplexy, at

his house at Camberwell, on the 9th or loth of February, 1852, at

the age of sixty-eight. Three months after the painter's death,

namely in May 1852, a four days' sale of the sketches left by Prout

took place at Sotheby & Wilkinson's on 19 to 22 May, 1852,

and produced 1,788/. i ij'. 6d., 'a large sum,' remarks Mr. Jenkins,

' when it is remembered that very few finished drawings were

among them. They were mostly in pencil.' The painter's copy

of Turner's ' Liber Studiorum,' which sold for 65/., was the first

that had been offered for public sale since the author's death,

which event had occurred on the 19th of December in the preceding

3'ear.

When Prout became an 'old master' his works realized sums

that contrast forcibly with those earned by the overworked painter

while he lived. The following are the highest prices (all that exceed

600/.) registered by Mr. Redford, with one subsequent addition.

' Retrospect of a Long LifCy ii. 211, 212.

" Mr. Ruskin was Prcut's neighbour at Denm.irk Hill, where a friendly intercourse was

carried on between tliem.

' Xotes on Prout lunl Hunt, p. 46.
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Title
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aspect, namely, that represented by George Cattermole. Even tlie

'Oxford Graduate,' while falling foul of a sketchiness and want of

imitative detail with which his own pre-Raphaelite taste had small

sympathy, admits that ' the antiquarian feeling of Cattermole is pure,

earnest, and natural ; and his imagination originally vigorous, cer-

tainly his fancy ; his grasp of momentary passion considerable, his

sense of action in the human body vivid and read}'.'' 'His long

series of mediaeval subjects,' says a late observant critic, ' belongs, in

Art, to the same category as the creations of Scott in literature. It

was with Sir Walter that his imagination " marched " most com-

pletely. The ceremonies, hospitalities, and duties of the baronial

hall, the monastic guest-chamber, and the guard-room, or the wilder

scenes of the chase, and freer life of the marauder's hold, furnished

constant themes to his ready fancy and his facile but disciplined

pencil. That pencil,' he adds, 'even in its most rapid play, was ever

exact and under the control of close study and accurate knowledge.

His power of indicating the play of light and gradations of relief on

dresses, plate, arms, furniture, and figures, as well as the expressions

and characters of faces, by a few touches, exactly of the right form and in

the right place, was distinctive of the painter, and has never probably

been possessed, in the same degree, by any other English artist.'^

Cattermole had exhibited but twenty drawings in Pall Mall East

during the presidential reign of Joshua Crista!]. To these he added

seventy-five in Fielding's time, which was that of his maturity
;

unless we count, as we may fairly do, connected subjects, three in a

frame, in the last year, 1850, of his appearance, which raises the total

to loi. The subjects may be roughly divided into: (i) Architectural

and Landscape studies, forming not more than one-fifth of the whole
;

(2) Motives from history, fiction, and poetic or ballad literature ; and

(3) Fancy incidents and compositions of the artist's own devising,

which make up the remaining and greater part of his exhibits. In

the first category are one or two views of Haddon Hall and Naworth

Castle, and a few in Derbyshire and the Scottish Lowlands. In the

second, the reign of Elizabeth and the civil wars of the next century

are the chief periods of English history, and Scott and Shakspere

the chief authors, illustrated. It is in the third, where he allowed his

fancy the greatest play, that he plunged so deep into the monastic

and military life of the Middle Ages.

' A/ot/crii rainters, i. 114, 1 15. ' Tom Taylor in the Ari Jourita!^ March 1870.
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It may seem surprising, if we consider the range of his artistic

inspiration, and in particular a marked affinity of his painting to the

school of reaction led by Delacroix in France, and then but little

known in this country, together with the high appreciation of his

works abroad, to learn that George Cattcrmole never in his life

travelled beyond the shores of Great Britain, never crossed the

English, or even the Irish, Channel. Yet he was a good conver-

sational linguist, well acquainted with the French and Spanish

tongues ; in the latter, at least, being entirely self-taught. No doubt,

the keenness of his powers of observation, exercised as they were on

works of art as well as nature, compensated in a great degree for the

want of a wider field of study. It is no deduction from his claim to

originality to admit that he received many a chance inspiration from

whatever came in his way. He was ever on the look-out for motives

and suggestions, and many of the compositions which he made the

vehicle of dramatic incident had apparently their origin in some

purely abstract arrangement of chiaroscuro. Of such preparatory

framework there exist studies in sepia having no assignable reference

to a concrete subject.

All critics concur in praise of the general artistic quality of

Cattermole's painting in its pictorial and decorative aspect, the power

and facility of his drawing, the richness and harmony of his colouring,

his effective disposition of light and shadow and masses, and last (not

least) the exceptional beauty and variety of the ' posing, draping, and

grouping of his figures.' ' His execution, in which the hand was ever

the agile minister of thought and eye, is something of a counterpart

in figure painting to that of Cox or De Wint in landscape. When,

moreover, he essayed pure landscape himself, there was more than a

mere analogy to the style of the former painter. In this department

the works of Cattermole bear a marked reremblance to those of

David Cox, who on divers occasions evinced a warm appreciation of

his brother artist's talent. If Cattermole's paii. tings be conventional,

it is with a conventionality of their own. If his forms be exaggerated,

the exaggerations are those of the true artist, based upon ' very grand

conceptions of general form,'^ and giving marked character and

individualit}' to his delineation. In his earlier drawings, those for

example which he executed for book illustration in the first years of

Fielding's reign, he adhered to the old practice of using transparent

' Tom Taylor, loc. ril. ' Ruskin's MoJirn Paiti/en, i. 401.
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colours ; but in the mature and more masterly work of his later time

he was lavish in the emplojmcnt of body colour, loading his brush

with pigment, and applying it to a thick absorbent paper of low tone

and warm tint, prepared expressly for him by Messrs. Winsor &
Newton, and known by his name.

George Cattermole's exhibited drawings formed a part only of his

artistic produce. He had a peculiarity of temperament which limited

his contributions to the gallery. ' His sensitive organization always

made the necessity of considering the conditions of exhibition, in

planning his work, peculiarly irksome to him. Whatever in any way
hampered the free play of his imagination impaired both his inventive

and executive power to a degree hardly conceivable by robuster

natures.' ' Moreover, much of his designing during this period was

done for engravers and book illustration. These facts may partly

account for an apparent want of steadiness in sending drawings to

the aiuiual show. Sometimes he had from eight to thirteen, at others

one or two only, and in 1841, 1847 and 1851 his name appears in

the list of Members, but not in that of their works. On one of these

occasions, when he was a defaulter, he aroused the virtuous indigna-

tion of steady old David Cox, who, ever solicitous for the Society's

credit, expressed himself in terms of unwonted severity in a letter to

his friend Roberts, of the 30th of April, 1847, which may be read at

length in Mr. Solly's memoir.^

In the last \ear of his Associateship he had changed his residence

from the suburbs to the centre of London, moving (in 1832-33) from

Brixton Hill to 36 Gerrard Street, where he remained until, about a

year before his marriage, he took up his quarters in some chambers

in the Albany, which had once been Byron's, and were afterwards

Bulwer Lytton's. In 1 838 he was elected a Member of the A.thenasum
;

being alread)- a Member of the Garrick Club. After completing, in the

early part of 1839, a large drawing of ' The Diet of Spires,' executed,

it is believed, at the e.xpress command of the Queen, George Catter-

mole received the offer of a knighthood, which honour he abstained

from accepting. This was one instance, among several, in which he

thought fit to decline proposals the acceptance whereof might have

been of advantage to him in the world. For example, he declined

the offer of an engagement as instructor to the French princesses

residing at Claremont, never having taken pupils at all, as he felt.

' AnJournal, March 1S70. ' Lifr of Cox, pp. 148, 149.
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that ' his line of art could not be taupfht.' lie was at this time about

to make the change above mentioned in his domestic state. On the

20th of August, 1839, he married Clarissa Hester, daughter of James

Elderton, a Deputy Remembrancer of the Court of Exchequer. In

that year he had a temporary studio at 68 Wclbeck Street ; but on

his marriage he and Mrs. Cattcrmole took up their residence at Clapham

Rise, in a house that had been her aunt's, which was their home for

the next twent)- years. There it was that he did the main part of

his work as an artist.' He became the fatlicr of a large family, with

whom he lived on terms of great mutual affection.

What we learn of Cattermole's general proclivities and of his

personal career is not out of keeping with his character as a painter.

Though devoted to his art, he was also a man of literary tastes, a

great reader, and at the same time fond of intellectual society of the

more brilliant kind ; one of the distinguished circle that surrounded

Lady Ble.ssington and Count D'Orsay at Gore House, a great friend

of Dickens, an associate of Talfourd, Lytton, and Benjamin Disraeli,

of Thackeray and Jerrold, of Macready, Macaulay, and Robert

Browning, now all deceased. He seems to have frequented the

society of the Ro}'al Academicians more than that of his confreres

in Pall Mall East ; Maclise, Stanfield, and Landseer, being the chief

artists named as his companions. Among his attainments were those

of being both a good rider and a good four-horse coachman. He was

also an excellent amateur actor, and on a memorable occasion gained

special credit by his performance of the part of Wcllbred in ' Every

Man in his Humour,' a representation of which was given by very

distinguished literary amateurs for the benefit of the ' Sanatorium '

at Ventnor in the Isle of Wight. It was plajed in 1845 at Miss

Kelly's Theatre on 20 Sept., and again before the Prince Consort at

the St. James's Theatre on 1 5 Nov., when Macready, who was pre-

sent, gave great praise to Cattermole's acting. Nor did he disdain

to exhibit on occasion the order of humour known as that of the

' low comedian.' The biographer of Dickens relates how our artist

was in the habit of imitating a certain waterman or omnibus tout at

Charing Cross, who rejoiced in the sobriquet of ' Sloppy,' and ' in the

gruff hoarse accents of what seemed to be the remains of a deep bass

voice wrapped up in wet straw,' would relate the eccentricities of an

' In 1S44 and 1S45 he had also a studio at 25 Berners .Street, for working on stone, his

Portfolio, mentioned below, being published there, by ' Messrs. Catlerniole and .Manser.'

II. K
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iw.ag'ma.iry friend ' Jack ' whicli were ' supposed to typify ' the water-

man's own ' early and hard experience before he became a convert to

temperance.' These imitations were 'a dehght to Dickens,' about

the time (1849) when he was beginning Z'rtivV/ Copperficld; and he

used playfully to adapt the dialect of Sloppy to a variety of subjects.'

In an earlier mention of the painter, as one of Boz's companions at

Twickenham in 1838, when the former was a bachelor of the Albany,

the same writer describes him as one ' who had then enough and to

spare of fun as well as fancy, to supply ordinary artists and humourists

by the dozen.' '^ Yet there was nothing of the Bohemian about George

Cattermole. Notwithstanding his keen sense of humour, he was

almost prudish in his regard for the conventionalities of life. Few

artists were as well dressed as he. Precise and measured in his

speech, he had a horror, not merely of vulgarism and slang, but even

of solecisms in language ; and he was peculiarly intolerant of any

impropriety of conversation unsuitcd to a lady's ear. A Tory in

politics, he was before all things a ' gentleman ' of the old school, even

to the extent of despising some of those restrictions of the purse

which ordinary people regard as prudent economy. To this latter

tendency it may be in part attributed that his professional gains did

not lead to affluence.

There is not much more to record of Cattermole's life beyond an

indication of his chief works. Of those in the VVater-Colour Society's

gallery, the following appear to have attracted the most attention :

1834, ' After the Sortie.'— 183S, ' Gallery in Naworth Castle.'— 1836

'Murder of the Bishop of Liege'—from Quentin Durzvard.— 1837,

' Pilgrims at a Church Door.'— 1838, ' The Armourer relating the Story

of the Sword ' (a subject often repeated ; one version is at South

Kensington).— 1839, 'Sir Walter Raleigh witnessing the Execution

of the Earl of Essex ' in the Tower ;
' Wanderers Entertained ' (a sub-

ject repeated and engraved, with variations, under several names).

—

1842, ' The Castle Chapel ' (an interior with many figures, some armed

and in prayer before battle).— 1 843, ' Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh ' pre-

paring to shoot the Regent Murray at Linlithgow (a single figure, several

times repeated; two are at South Kensington); 'After the Second

Battle of Newbury.'— 1844, 'A Contest for the Bridge.'— 1845, ' Ben-

venuto Cellini defending the Castle of St. Angelo ;
'

' The Visit to the

Monastery ' (of this picture Cox writes to his friend Roberts on

' Forster's Life of Dkkem, li. 393 ti. ' Ihid. i. 158.
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23 April, that Cattcrmolc's drawing of' Hoi}- Men coming down from

a Monastery to meet Crusaders, or something of the kind . . . is worth

hanging in the vcr)- first collection in the kingdom.''— 1846, 'The

Unwelcomed Return,' representing a knight in armour in a forest of

huge oaks or chestnuts. Cattermole's trees, by the way, have a strong

family likeness. A subject often repeated is a scene in a refectory,

overlooking an Italian lake, with monks saying grace. Over this the

painter shed an air of serene repose in just harmony with the religious

sentiment. It is better in the monochrome versions, the monks in the

drawing of 1844 being open to the criticism that they are of an order

invented by the artist, habited in various colours of the rainbow.

Many of the incidents represented, of the class due mainly to his fer-

tile imagination, evinced his keen sense of dramatic effect, with some-

times the spice of humour, the appreciation whereof is requisite to

give point even to a serious narration. ' Father Thomas takes in a

suspicious Note' (1843); 'Ride!' (1845); 'Conspirators' (1846);

'The Minstrel in Danger,' and ' The Silent Warning '^ (1848) ; are the

significant titles of some of the drawings of this class. In 1848 was

a remarkable ' Scene from Sintmtn,' where Biorn, as described in De
la Motte FouquiJ's romance, was represented ' sitting at a huge table

with many flagons and glasses before him, and suits of armour ranged

on either side with closed vizors '—the armour of his ancestors, who
thus in fancy were his dailj' boon companions. The variety of sug-

gestion of life and gesture which the painter managed to infuse into

the outer casing of the visionary roysterers was as much a stroke of

artistic genius as the execution of the drawing was masterly and

characteristic of his art. This subject also was repeated with entirely

different grouping. In 1850, though he had no large work in the

gallerj', he sent a number of brilliant ones of smaller size, in which his

dramatic power was well displayed. Among these were a set of de-

signs from Macbetit, which, although three were on an unusuall)^ small

scale, were tragic conceptions of rare quality and depth. They belong

to a group of fine studies from this play, which was a favourite subject

of illustration by Cattermole in his later time. One of those exhi-

bited that }-ear is at South Kensington, in the Ellison gift.^

These were the last works that George Cattermole exhibited in

' Solly's Life of Cox, p. 134.

' This subject with date 1S37 is at South Kensington, in the Tnwnshend bequest.

' A large number of the ' Macbeth ' subjects are understooj to have been taken to India

by their possessor.

t 2
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Pall Mall East. In 185 i an announcement at the end of the cata-

logue explained that the absence of his works from the gallery was

caused by serious illness.' His malady is believed to have been gout

in the stomach. It was certainly at one time apprehended that his

life was in immediate danger ; for symptoms of disorder having been

first felt on Christmas Day 1850, he was on the 29th of December

suffering severely, and expressed a desire that certain friends and

relations might be summoned to attend him. And he made the first

day of the new year the occasion of his taking a serious step winch

bore witness to the righteous sincerity of his principles. George

Cattermole was a man of much devoutness, and regular in the

observances of religion ; and this mental tone inspired some of his

compositions of sacred subjects. His father had been a Dissenter, of

the Baptist persuasion ; but he himself had conformed to the Esta-

blished Church, and he chose the time in question for a formal admis-

sion to its communion through the sacrament of baptism, which was

now administered to him by the Rev. Robert Bickersteth, afterwards

Bishop of Ripon, who came to his sick room for the purpose.

Within the next twelve months he came to a determination to

retire altogether from the Water-Colour Society. The main reason of

his separating himself from that body is said to have been an intention

to become a painter in oils. But, more probably, it was the sense of

constraint above referred to, which he felt in working for exhibitions.

The exercise of his genius was, as above stated, always cramped by

the consciousness of working under imposed conditions. He abhorred

the practice, considered by more matter-of-fact painters as essential to

good art, of copying perpetually from models. He was wont to

speak of his large drawing of ' The Diet of Spires,' now at South

Kensington in the Ellison gift, as one of his most laboured and there-

fore worst productions, because he was hampered by the necessity of

sticking to prints and portraits, and following authorities for facts.

Moreover his taste was opposed to the heavy gold frames then de rigucur

in the gallery (before the winter exhibitions were founded). He con-

sidered that his own drawings were seen to better advantage in

white mounts. It is true, nevertheless, that he had been contemplating

a devotion to the practice of oils. But it was really against his will

that he made the endeavour. In doing so he yielded, not at all

' We find it only in the French edition, printed that year for the use of foreigners

attracted tu London by the Great Industrial Exhibition in Hyde Park.
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readily, to the persuasion of friends. His brotlicr artist John

Frederick Lewis (who himself abandoned water-colour for oil) was

one of these advisers ; and he was warmly seconded by Mr. Bickham

Estcourt and Mr. Bryan Edward Duppa. Accustomed though he

was to the copious use of body colour, his hand felt weighted by the

task of dragging the more viscid medium, and he soon longed again

for the freer play that he enjoyed when drawing in water-colours.

His resignation was announcctl on the 14th of June, 1S52. A
special resolution proposed by Mr. Jenkins was passed unanimously

expressive of ' deep regret ' at the ' loss of talent so admirable and

so valuable to the interests of the Society with which they had

been so long and happily connected.' ' The desire to retain George

Cattermole as a Member was evinced in a more practical form than a

mere resolution of regret at his departure. The intimation was more

than once conveyed to him in a pressing manner, that if he thought

fit to remain in the Society he might count upon his election to the

presidential chair. His mind, however, was made up ; and although

he is said to have afterwards repented of the course he then took,

and though often besought to return, he adhered to his determination

during the sixteen years that were left of his life.

George Cattermole made no name as a painter in oils. Although

in one such picture, of ' Macbeth,' he admitted that he had for once

only realized his intention, his works in that medium gave him no

general satisfaction ; he was fastidious and shy of showing them. As

early as 1845, Cox had written prophetically :
' I very much wonder

some gentlemen who are lovers of art do not beset him and procure a

fine drawing, for they will never get oil paintings from him, for he is

so particular about his oils going forth to the public. His water-

colours are more under his command.' ^ Mr. Jenkins writes that in

oil painting he ' failed to realize the finest qualities of his water-

colours. The charm of his subdued colour, harmony, and freedom

from gloss, which gave them the look of small frescoes, were lacking

in his oils. These were superseded by a leathery brown and a highly

polished surface, as though they were painted in varnish or

unpleasantly over-varnished ; showing that he had not mastered the

technique of the oil painter.' * Happily for his fame, he resumed the

practice of water-colours. Withdrawn from the fashionable world and

' In this expression the name of Nesfield, who retired at the s.ime time, was joined.

' Cox to Roberts. Siv\\y\ Li/c 0/ Cox, pp. 133, 134. ' MS.
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society, he devoted himself unceasingly to his art, often working at

the easel from early morn to late at night. Thus it is as a painter in

water-colours that the name of George Cattermole is and will remain

celebrated, not only in his own country, but in foreign lands.

When the supreme excellence of the English aquarellists first be-

came known in France through the Paris Universal E.xhibition of

185s, Cattermole's works created a sensation among foreign artists;

and he shared with Sir Edwin Landseer the honour conferred upon

them alone among English painters of the award o{ grandes incdailles

d'lwmieur of the first class by a jury composed of representatives of

all nations. It is said that Paul Dclaroche, on seeing Cattermole's

representation of Cromwell contemplating the dead body of King

Charles, a plate whereof is in vol. ii. of the History of the Civil

War, declared that had he been earlier acquainted with that fine

rendering of the subject he should not have ventured upon his own

version, which is one of that eminent artist's most celebrated pic-

tures. In 1856 Cattermole was elected a Member of the Royal

Academy of Amsterdam, and of the Society of Painters in Water-

Colours at Brussels.

The subjects of his latest time included some from the New Tes-

tament, gracefully composed, and refined in religious sentiment.

Among them were some large unfinished outlines. He also left behind

him a number of powerful and suggestive sketches in charcoal, mostly

landscape. Cattermole's last years were clouded by domestic trouble.

His health and strength, weakened by confinement and anxiety

as to the future, and further depressed by the premature deaths,

at a short interval, of his youngest daughter, and of his eldest son (a

Lieutenant in H.M. Bengal Arm}-), who died in India, at length gave

way, and he was carried off by heart disease on the 24th of July, 1 868.

His grave is in Norwood Cemetery, where a memorial stone was erected

by subscription among his friends and admirers, not far from that of

his earliest patron, John Britton. The contents of Cattermole's studio

were sold at Christie's on the 9th of IVIarch, 1869.

The deceased left a family of several children. The eldest

surviving son, Leonardo Cattermole, who assisted him in some of

his later works, follows the father's profession, as a painter of equine

and cavalier subjects. To him and to the artist's widow the writer is

indebted for much valuable information. After the artist's death her

Majest}' the Queen (at the instance of the late Lord Beaconsfield)
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was graciously pleased to place the name of Mrs. Cattcrmole 011 the

Civil List, with a pension of 100/. a year.

Thanks to the munificeiicc of possessors of Cattermole's works,

the public collections are sufTiciently rich in them to gi\-e an im-

pression of his quality and genius. The Museum of South Ken-

sington contains seventeen examples, ten in the Ellison gift, and

seven in the Townshcnd bequest ; and in the National Gallery are

some fine drawings of his bequeathed by the late Mr. John Hender-

son. The following have been the principal gatherings of Cattermole's

works in public exhibitions. There were eleven examples in the

Paris Exhibition of 1855; thirt\-one among the 'Art Treasures'

at Manchester in 1857 ; and thirteen in the London International

E.xhibition of 1862. After the painter's death, many j-ears elapsed

without any large number of his works being seen together
; but

in April 18S7 the Royal Water-Colour Society Art Club obtained

the loan of forty, and hung them for a few days for inspection in the

Gallery at Pall Mall East; and in March 1889 Messrs. J. & W.
Vokins, who for many years were agents for the sale of his works,

got together no less than 1 17 in their gallery in Great Portland Street.

In the last-mentioned collection were two portraits of the artist, one

in black and white chalk by B. E. Duppa (before mentioned), the

property of Mrs. Cattermole, the other in oils by E. Chatfield. The

following are the prices, above 400/., noted by Mr. Redford,' as having

been produced on public sale of drawings by Cattermole :

—

Year
of Sale
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after sketches by Captain Elliot, three of them also published in

Fishcv's Dni7i.'///£--Kooin Scra/>-B(>ok for 1832 and 1834 ; and seven in

Emma Roberts's Hindostan, two vols. 4to, 1845.— In the Gallery of

the Society of Painters in Water-Colonrs, 1833, 'The Bandit's

Daughter,' engraved by C. G. Lewis.— In Finden's Illustrations of

the Life and Works of Lord Byron, 1833-34, four foreign views

after sketches by W. Page.— In the Keepsake, 1833, ' Pepita ; ' 1834,

' The Two Barons ;
' 1835, ' The Lady Blanche,' ' The Earl of Surrey

and the Fair Geraldine ;
' 1836, 'The Bride;' 1840, 'The Tomb of

the Last Heir of All;' 1842, 'The Pearl-hilted Poignard ; ' 1843,

' The Baron's Vow,' '
' The Brother's Revenge ;

" 1 844, ' The Ban-

quet,' ' 'The Parting;'' 1847, 'Rachel.'— In the Literary Souvenir,

1834, 'Hawking.'— In the Calendar of Nature, or Natural History

of the Year, i2mo (Van Voorst), 1834, small woodcut vignettes,

twelve of them headpieces of the months, mostly landscape. The

original drawings are advertized as on sale at Colnaghi's.'^— In the

Gallery of Modern British Artists, 1834, 'Warwick Castle,' ' Tell's

Chapel ;
' scenes from ' Anne of Geierstein,' ' Quentin Durward,' ' The

Hunchback of Notre Dame,' and ' Faust ;

' with a melodramatic fancy

called ' The Red Mask ' (each about 4J x 6 in.).— In John Tillotson's

New JVaverley Album, 'Castle of Ashby' and 'Whitehorse Inn,

Edinburgh ' (from sketches by J. Skene) ; and ' Craigever Castle
'

(each about 3^ x 4^ in.).— In John Tillotson's Album of Scottish

Scenery, ' Dunfermline,' engraved by W. K. Simmons (3^ x 4J in.).

•—In Heath's Pictjiresque Annual for 1835, also entitled Scott and

Scotland, by Lcitch Ritchie, twenty-one plates (about 3^ x 5^ in.).

—In Thomas Roscoe's Wanderings and Excursions in North Wales,

8vo, 1836, 'Prince Llewellyn and the Barons,' 'Death of Llewellyn,'

' Bolingbroke's false Homage to Richard II. at Flint Castle,' ' Caer-

narvon Castle ' (moonlight), and ' Rescue of the Countess de Burgh

from Montgomery Castle.' (Possibly also a vignette of ' St. Wini-

fred's Weir is by Cattcrmole.)— In the Forget-me-tiot, 1837, 'The

Bridal Toilet ;
' 1841, ' The King's Banner-Bearcr ;

' 1842, ' The Dying

Knight.'—In Dickens s Master Humphrey's Clock, three vols, royal 8 vo,

' These plates were re-issued in Fisher's Drawing-Jioom Scrap-Book for 1850 and 1S51,

the (irst three under the respective names of 'Old English Hospitality,' 'The Grave of

Pride,' and ' The Minstrel's Song.' These are examples of many plates being made to do

double duty or more.
'' There is also an announcement of an edition of Gray's Elegy, post Svo, with a design

to each stanza by G. Cattermole and others.
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1840-1841, many woodcuts (the rest by Hablot K. Browne).'— In

Marv>'s Sketches after English Laudscafe Painters, one coloured plate.

To the ne.xt two publications our artist was the sole draft.sman.

The Rev. Richard Cattcrmolc's The Great Civil War of Charles the

First and the Parliatiieut, two vols. 8vo (Longmans & Co.). Volume i.

1841, has also the title, Catteruiole's Historical Atinual. It contains

fifteen line engravings after George Cattermole, of historical scenes

and events during the war. Volume ii., 1845, has also the title Heath's

Picturesque Annualfor /845. It contains thirteen prints of the same

class, after George Cattermole. The work was also published in

New York and Paris. Some of the plates were reprinted for Fisher's

Drawing-Room Scrap-Book, for 1847, 1849, and 1850. Cattermole s

Portfolio of original drawings was published by Cattermole and

Manser in two parts folio, each containing ten lithotints,^ 1845. The

subjects were announced as selected to display the usual characteristics

of Cattermole's works in figures, architecture, and landscape, and

combinations of all these together. They comprise several of his

best known compositions, e.g. :
' The Monks saying Grace/ ' Old

English Hospitality,' ' Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh,' &c. A few

copies were issued tinted by the artist himself Evenings at Haddon

Hall, edited by the Baroness de Calabrella, ro}al 8vo (Colburn),

1846, contains twenty-four plates of various fancy subjects. The

title is merely a vehicle for the collection of a series of tales written

to explain a number of Cattermole's drawings supposed to be in a

portfolio, turned over by a birthday party, confined to the house at

Haddon by the snow. A popular edition with smaller plates was

afterwards issued by Bohn.

To the following w'orks he contributed some of the graphic illus-

trations. Lawson's Scotland Delineated, two vols, large folio (Hogarth,

and afterwards Gambart), 1 847-1 850, contains from Cattermole's

drawings eleven lithograph views, some depicting also historic events.

Nine are drawn on the stone by Harding, two by Carrick. In

S. C. Hall's The Baronial Halls and Picturesque Edifices of England,

two vols. imp. 4to, are three lithotints by Harding after Cattermole.

In the Art Album (Kent & Co.), 1S61, is a coloured facsimile of The

Days of Old '

(5 x 7^ in.), representing the reading of the Bible in a

' The ' Maypole' Inn is entirely a fancy building designed by Cattermole. There neither

is nor was, as sometimes supposed, a house like it at Chigwell.

^ The lithotint process had been recently invented by Ilullmandel.
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chapel, reissued in Beauties of Poetry and Art (Ward, Lock & Tyler),

1865. In 'R.cdgra.ves Descriptive Catalogue of Water-Colour Paintings

in South Kensington Museum, 1877, is ' The Armourer's Tale ' chromo-

lithographed by Vincent Brooks.

Some of Cattermole's works have also been reproduced in single

prints, viz. ' The Diet of Spires,' engraved by William Walker, ' Old

English Hospitality,' by Egan ; and in chromolithography, ' The

Dance,' and (issued by Rowney & Co.) ' Banquo,' ' Duncan,' ' Colum-

bus in the Monastery,' and 'Almsgiving.' Some of his figure groups

and compositions have also been reproduced in another way, by

being dished up afresh in water-colour drawings by a nephew bearing

the same surname.

The life of Anthony Vandyke Copley Fielding, like the

lives of most of the artists with whom we are concerned, presents

itself to the biographer in three aspects ; but in no case are the con-

current careers of the professed painter and the private member of

society more thoroughly merged in or subordinated to relations with

the body in which these two conditions were united, and of which he

was so long the acknowledged head. There is little more to be related

of Fielding's domestic life or of his movements outside the circle whose

radius was centred in the gallery in Pall Mall East.

As in the catalogue for 1829 we find for the first time the address

'41 Regency Square, Brighton,' added to that in the old artists'

quarter in London, ' 26 Newman Street,' where his studio had been

for the preceding ten years, it may be presumed that this was the

date of his establishing his domestic hearth at the former place.

These two concurrent addresses are repeated until 1837, when he

makes a move at Brighton to ' 2 Lansdownc Place, Brunswick Square,'

there to remain till 1847 or 1848. Then his town address becomes

' 56 Charlotte Street, Portland Place,' and his seaside residence is at

* Worthing, Sussex.' This was the last change.

As with his contemporaries, Cox and De Wint, Fielding's profes-

sional life was spent in sketching, painting in the studio, and giving

lessons to pupils. But the last two of these occupations engrossed

more of his time than of theirs ; for, sooth to say, a large class,

though not nearly all, of Fielding's works, beautiful as they were, had

the air rather more of models of art than guides to nature. As com-

pared with those of the brother painters with whom his name is always
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associated, the President's works were, in his own day, tlic most

popular of all. His were eagerly purchased, while those even of

David Cox were often returned from the gallery unsold.' Mis local

subjects, except a few from the sketches of others, are all from Great

Britain, for he never went abroad ; nor even, it is bclie\cd, crossed

the Irish Channel. For the most part they divide themselves broadly

into three classes. In the first and most numerous, wherein he de-

picted the mountain and lake scenery of the North of England, of

Scotland, and of Wales, he was dependent more on the obvious cha-

racter of scenes picturesque to the common eye, and lending them-

selves to conventional treatment under recognized rules of landscape.

These, although in them his manner is not without individuality, are

as a whole his least original works. Certain qualities, however, in

them drew forth expressions of the warmest praise, not only from the

less fastidious public, but from the 'O.xford Graduate ' as well. In

his criticism of the works of Fielding's best time he wrote :
' I do not

know anything in art which has expressed more completely the force

and feeling of nature in these particular scenes.' Entering more into

analytic detail, he notes as ' very instructive ' the painter's method,

akin to Turner's, of driving away the eye into the distance by a

judicious treatment of the ' brown moorland foregrounds.' These

were ' wet broad sweeps of the brush, sparkling, careless, and acci-

dental as nature herself, always truthful as far as they went, implying

knowledge, though not expressing it, suggesting everything, while

they represented nothing. But,' he continues, ' far off into the moun-

tain distance came the sharp edge and the delicate form ; the whole

intention and execution of the picture being guided and e.xertcd

where the great impression of space and size was to be g ven. The

spectator was compelled to go forward into the waste of hills ; there

where the sun broke wide upon the moor, he must walk and wander ; he

could not stumble and hesitate over the near rocks nor stop to botanize

on the first inches of his path.' ^ Again, in another place, ' Copley

Fielding is peculiarly graceful and affectionate in his drawing of the

inferior mountains. He really has deep and genuine feeling of hill

character, a far higher perception of space, elevation, incorporeal

colour, and all those qualities which are the poetry of mountains,

than any other of our water-colour painters.'^ And he gives him

' See Hall's Biography of Cox, p. 155.

' Moilent Painlcn (fifth edition), i. 185. ' Ihul. p. 302.
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also the first place in rendering the calm water of a lake.' But with

all these delicate feelings and powers of realization, Fielding's art was

allowed to suffer and to degenerate by too frequent repetition in the

studio, and the daily habit of showing his pupils the same processes

whereby he made the many pictures that supplied the demand of an

ever ready market. ' He fell,' writes a later and more trenchant pen,

' into the most rigid mannerism of self-repetition, crudeness of colour,

and feeble or blurred confusion of detail ; and yet from isolated

specimens of his work it might seem as though he might have been

second only to Turner among water-colour artists.'^

Much of the defective realization of Fielding's work is attributed

by Ruskin to his yielding too much to the fascination of the brush, to

the prejudice of qualities only to be secured by hard study in black

and white, and the kind of drawing for which the pencil is specially

adapted. In place of these he produced effects and textures by

washing and sponging and scraping, while truth of detail was nearly

lost. In one department, however, his skilful management of the

brush gave him a supremacy, which is eloquently recorded by the

same eminent critic. ' In his down scenes and moorland showers,

Mr. Ruskin declares that ' he produced some of the most perfect and

faultless passages of mist and rain cloud which art has ever seen. Wet,

transparent, formless, full of motion, felt rather by their shadows on

the hills than by their presence in the sky, becoming dark only

through increased depth of space, most translucent when most sombre,

and light only through increased buoyancy of motion, letting the

blue through their interstices, and the sunlight through their chasms,

with the irregular playfulness and traceless gradation of nature herself,

his skies will remain, as long as their colours stand, among the most

simple, unadulterated, and complete transcripts of a particular nature

which art can point to. Had he painted,' concludes the writer, ' five

instead of five hundred such, and gone on to other sources of

beauty, he might, there can be little doubt, have been one of our

greatest artists.' ^

The second and third divisions, above referred to, of Copley

Fielding's subjects display more originality than is apparent in his

mountain views. They comprise respectively a large class of marine

subjects and many studies of the South Downs, generally under an

' Modern Fainters (fifth edition), i. 343. ' Cassell's Cekbrititi of the Century.

' Modern Fainters (fifth edition), i. 245.
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effect of dewy mist. The latter and a great number of the former

were based upon the study of ordinary nature, chiefly in the neigh-

boiirhood of his Sussex home. Fielding's studies of sea are of two

kinds : the more characteristic of the painter, and generally the more

impressive, being at the same time the more open to criticism. When
he washes the white cliffs of Albion with her own blue waves his

pictures are wholly delightful, while no one can deny the grandeur of

his storms or fail almost to hear the rush and be carried forward by

the sweep of his billows. But in the latter the violent contrasts of

tone and denial of colour are apt to degenerate into mere blackness.

In the same way the tender delicacy of his views of the chalk downs,

with sunlight spreading through a haze, did not bear a frequent re-

petition. What is meant for an obscuring veil of mist is too often

felt to lack the substance it is supposed to shroud. It has been said,

indeed, without very great exaggeration, that Fielding painted but

'one sea, one moor, one down, one lake, one misty gleam.' ' Certainly

his variety bears but a small proportion to the quantity of his works.

Nearly all the drawings that Fielding made were exhibited in the

gallery of the Society. Sometimes, indeed, as we have seen, he

painted in oils, and Graves finds as many as 118 works under his

name (17 at the Royal Academy, 100 at the British Institution, and

I at Suffolk Street), between the years 181 1 and 1855, presumably in

that medium. But it is as a leading representative of water-colour

art that he takes his place in history, and, above all, as the typical

President of the ' Old Society,' when in its golden prime. The total

of Copley Fielding's exhibits with the Society, reckoned according to

the numbering of frames in the Catalogue, is 1,648 ; but if we count

in separate subjects, several of which he was in the habit of including

in one frame,- one hundred more must be added, making the prodigious

number 1,748. With all this constant employment Fielding can have

had little time left to draw for the press, and accordingly comparatively

few of his designs have been engraved. He did not, as far as is

known, reduce his theories to writing, or leave any published record

of his processes of painting ; nor did he, like other contemporary

teachers, attempt to assist the students of art by making model

sketches for them on stone. His later mode of working, indeed, had

' CelebrilUs of the Century.

' This was his frequent practice up to the year 1S2S, but never, it is believed, after that

date.
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not the directness and precision requisite for the modes of printing

and engraving then practised. Had any of the various kinds of

photogravure been then invented, the list of his reproduced works

might perhaps have been longer. The following are all the writer

has met with besides the early coloured aquatints before mentioned :

In the Liicraiy Souvenir, 1827, ' Goodrich Castle, on the Wye,' by
E. Finden after Copley Fielding ; 1S35, ' Italy—The Bay of Naples,'

engraved after him by C. Heath.— In Fisher's Drazvittg-Room Scrap-

Book, 1832, 'The Water Palace, Mandoo,' 1833, 'Chinese Pagoda.'

One or both may also be found in Captain R. Elliot's Views in the

East, 1833, being made from his sketches, and both in Emma Roberts's

Hindostan, 1845.— In the Gallery of tlie Society of Painters in Water-

Colours, 1833, ' Southampton ' (engraved by G. Cooke), ' Storm clear-

ing off' (W. B. Cooke).—In Finden's Illustrations of Byron, 3 vols.

4to, 1833-34,' Lausanne,'' Cape Leucadia, Lover's Leap,' from sketch

by Major Harriot.— In Thomas Roscoe's Wanderings in South Wales,

' View on the River Wye,' ' Tintern Abbey,' and ' Tenby,' from a

sketch byC. Radcljffe (all engraved by W. Radclyffe).— In Tillotson's

Album of Scottish Scenery, ' Barnard Castle ' (S. Fisher), ' Branksome

Tower' (W. Radclyffe).— In Tillotson's i^'V^£' Waverley Album,' Powys

Castle,' from sketch by Lady Lucy Clive, ' The Hill of Hoy,' from one

by the Marchioness of Stafford, and ' Manor Glen," and ' The Links

of Eyemouth,' from sketches by J. Skene.— In Rev. G. N. Wright's

Lancashire, its History, Legends, and Manufactures, 4to, 1842, ' Stony-

hurst College,' from a sketch by J. Harwood (engraved by Thos.

Jeavons).— In Lawson's Scotland Delineated, 1847-52, ' Dunderawe

Castle,' lithographed by R. Carrick. A chromolithograph of ' Martello

Tower, Sussex Coast,' y\ x 10 in., after Copley Fielding, was issued

by Rowney & Co. It will be observed that many of the above were

not studied on the spot by the artist, but merely made up by him into

pictures.

It i.s, however, in the domestic annals, so to speak, of the old

Society of Painters in Water-Colours, considered as a brotherhood of

united artists, interested in each other's welfare, and combining to

uphold the position of their house among the institutions of the

country, that the name of Copley Fielding has to be kept in most

special remembrance. Alike in the mutual relations with his

colleagues, and as their representative in their joint dealings with the

outer world, was he pre-eminently fitted for the offices he had to
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perform, not only by his genial disposition and painstaking habits,

but b)' his courtly manners and a more than ortlinary share of social

tact. Those qualities were of no small value in raising the status of

the Society, whose gallery became year by year more of a fashionable

resort, and the private view day one of the looked-for events of the

season, it being known as the rendezvous of connoisseurs and eminent

collectors, as well as of persons distinguished b_\^ rank and riches.

Civilities were interchanged and maintained with other societies

having similar objects, season tickets for example, being sent to every

Member of the New Socict)', and a card to their President for the

private view,' to which also the whole body of the Roj-al Academy
were invited. In the former case the hospitality was returned, but

in the latter even Fielding's blandiloquence did not, it seems, induce

a similar courtesy.^

Some account of the increased consideration with which, under

Fielding's leadership, the Society came to be regarded abroad as

representing an important branch of the British school of painting,

has been given above in an outline of its general history ; and also of

the Court favour which it received at home. But further reference must

here be made to the kindliness of his relations with the Members

who worked with him as colleagues. Mr. Jenkins, who was Secretary

during the last year of Fielding's life, preserved a few of his letters

then written, which show how the President's devotion to the Society

and its interests remained undimmed by the shadow of death, and

how the warmth of his considerate sympathies with the Members and

their private troubles was retained even to the end. The following

is an example :

—

'Worthing : Oct. II, 1S54.

' My dear Sir— I suppose it was from your being out of Town
that Mr. Charles Turner' wrote a fortnight ago to ask me the same
questions which he seems to have put in his note to you. I answered

him and I trust satisfactorily. The Founders of the Society of

Painters in Water-Colours were Messrs. Hills, Pyne, Shell)-, and

Wells. The latter was Professor of Drawing at Addiscombe. I

never heard that he was at Christ Church. You will see by the

Catalogue of the first Exhibition who were the other Artists who

' Miiiules, 22 May, 1S45 ; 10 June, 1S50.

' Minutes, 19 March, 1S50; 14 June, 1852.

' Doubtless the eminent mezzotint engraver.
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joined these four gentlemen in forming tlie first body of the Society.

We shall miss poor Bentley very much as an active Member of the

Society. He was alwaj-s a most excellent Member of Committee of

arrangements. You will no doubt see Mr. Smith before long, who

will tell you what has passed concerning applications from Mrs.

Mackenzie. I fear that she, poor thing, has little notion of econo-

mizing her small resources and requires much friendly advice. I

hope that she has relations who are wise enough to be able to supply

this. I hope that your country excursion has been productive both

of health and plenty of studies of good subjects for your future works.

Much of your weather must have been as satisfactory as you could

hope for. I have just come in from a country walk in which I have

been much struck with the evidence of the splendid harvest we have

had, in the noble collection of wheat stacks which crowd around the

farms. I remember more than si.Kty, but never a finer season than

the one just passed. How the days shorten ! and the year runs on !

Next month I expect to have the pleasure of meeting you at our

general Annual Meeting.

' I remain. My dear Sir, Very sincerely yours,

< To Jos. J. Jenkins, Esq.'
' COPLEY FIELDING.

That golden autumn was his last. The 30th of November,

1854, was the fiftieth anniversary of the Society's birth. Exactly half

a century before had the little group of ten met, as aforesaid, at the

Stratford Coffee House, and dubbed themselves the ' Society of

Painters in Water-Colours.' Nineteen Members of the now prosperous

Society assembled on the above day of its Jubilee at their gallery in

Pall Mall East. But the proceedings opened sadly, with the an-

nouncement that the President was too ill to attend the meeting.

' It will, I think,' he wrote, ' be the only time with one exception for

some forty years that I shall have been absent on this occasion.'

The exception was in 1842, when the cause was his wife's illness.

One of the chief agenda being the election of officers for the en-

suing year, ' it was suggested by Mr. Evans ' (so runs the Minute)

' that under the circumstances it would be most agreeable to the

Society and the feelings of the President to re-elect him without

going through the usual form of the Ballot.' And he was ' elected

accordingly by acclamation.' Fielding was much affected when he

heard what had been done. But he was no longer able to perform
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the active duties of his post ; for the renal affection from whicli he

suffered soon after proved fatal. The last of the letters is written

from his bed, and the last thoughts it expresses are concerned for the

welfare of his beloved charge. ' I hope the Society,' he writes on the

31st of January, 1S55, 'will this year have at least one or two candi-

dates whose election may prove a real accession of strength to the

talents of our Society, and that the Members may not froin mere

kindly feeling be tempted to make an addition of doubtful merit. I

trust the meeting will consider it better to fix the opening of the

Exhibition for the last Monday in April, thus giving the Members

the advantage of a week's long days for the completion of their works.

I say this because Easter falls so opportunely this year, that if for

any reason it were desirable to open the Gallery a week earlier, it

might be quite possible to do so, that is the 23rd of April instead of

the 30th.' Then, after giving some directions for payment of his

subscription for Mackenzie's widow, he ends thus, ' I have just seen

the death of a very constant visitor to our Private View announced
;

so you will have to scratch out the name of Henry Holland, Esq.,

Montagu Square ; also, that of James Hall of Brewer Street, also

William Brockedon. Pray excuse my bed-written scrawl. Farewell.'

Barely a month more and his own name had to be removed from the

list of Members ; and the office of President was in abeyance when

the Exhibition opened. Copley Fielding died at his house at Worthing

on the 3rd of March, 1855.

When the news spread among the Members there was but one

common sensation of the magnitude of the loss which the Society

had sustained, and they vied with each other in expressions of regret.

George Fripp, who, having served for a considerable time under the

deceased President as Secretary, had a knowledge of his devotion,

declared his death to be, he feared, the heaviest blow the Society had

yet received, so much of its prosperity had been due for a great many
years to the exertions of their late ' friend and president.' Copley

Fielding's funeral, which took place at Hove near Brighton, was

attended by Jenkins and Gastineau, as representing the Society ; and

when the Members next met, it was agreed to defer for a time the

election of a new President, as a mark of respect to the memory of

him they had lost.

Mrs. Fielding did not long survive her husband : she died at

Worthing on the 17th of December, 1S56, in her seventy-fourth }-ear

11. G
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Their only surviving daughter, Emma, died on the 3rd of January,

1867, at Brighton. In August 1862 she presented to the Society, as

a memento of their late President, two copies of a photograph which

she had had taken for that purpose from a portrait of Copley Fielding

in her possession by the late Sir William Boxall, R.A.

Some of Fielding's water-colour ' drawings have realized large

prices at sales since his death, the following being those noted by Mr.

Redford as having sold for more than 600/.

Title

'South Downs, 1848'
' The Clyde and Arran ' (17 X 30 in. ) . . . .

' Rievaidx Abbey,' from Mr. W. H. Hutton's collection

* Vessels driving in a .Storm'.,...
* CrowboroLigh Hill '

.

' Loch Awe, Ben Conachan'.....
' Rievaulx Abbey'.......
' Mull of Galloway '

Collection

J. C, Grundy, 1867
Knowles, 1877

J. Smith, 1870
Lord Bathiirst, 1878
E. Bicknell, 1863 .

Quilter, 1875.
ditto

ditto

I s.

630 o
651 o
682 10

777 o
798 o
892 10

997 10

1,732 10

In 1889 ' The Fairy Lake ' brought 903/. A loan collection of nearly

ninet)' drawings by Copley Fielding was exhibited by Messrs. Vokins

in 1886.

The resignation of WILLIAM Andrews Nesfield was com-

municated to a meeting at the Gallery on the 14th of June, 1852, just

twenty-nine years after the date of his election as a Member. His

name was coupled with Cattermole's in the expression of regret with

which the joint announcement was received that they had both retired.

Nesfield's contributions had for some time fallen off in numbers, if not

in quality. For ten years past he had not sent more than one or, at

most, two drawings to the annual show, and since 1850 he had not

put in an appearance at all. The reason appears to have been that

he, too, was taking to another branch of picturesque art. It was not

the fascination of oil and varnish, however, that led him astray. The

lessons of beauty which he had learned by a study of Nature in her

wildest scenes he sought to apply to her own adornment and training

where free growth had been denied. He devoted himself to landscape

gardening, and followed that art as a profession. His taste was fre-

quently appealed to in the laying-out of our public parks in London

' One of his oil pictures, ' Travellers in a Storm ' (40 v 49 inches), was sold in ' .Sharp

executors' sale for 3,150/. In the course of ten preceding years, three had produced about

Soo/. each, other prices being lower.
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and at Kcw, and larijely consulted for similar purposes throughout

the country. To hiin was entrusted the planning of the Horticultural

Society's gardens at Kensington, too soon doomed to destruction.

No doubt his early training at Woolwich was of service to him in

these operations. But there is no doctoring of nature in his graphic

works, which are fresh and suggestive of tiie romantic scenery in which

he painted.

The eighty-four drawings which constitute his exhibited series

during twenty-eight j-ears at Pall Mall East, embrace subjects from

Scotland, Yorkshire, and other northern counties. North and South

Wales (castles and waterfalls chiefl}'), and (between 1841 and 1846)

views about the Lakes of Killarney. In the production of one of the

last, exhibited in 1842, he combined his second and third professions.

It is described as 'Tore Fall, Killarney, from a sketch made during

the clearing, under the superintendence of the Artist, in Sep. 1841.'

Several views of Staffa show his great power of representing the wash

of the waves.

Nesfield is rather sparing of his address in the Catalogue. After

a business reference to '52 Newman Street' in the year of his

A.ssociateship, his bare name only appears (with, from 1833, the full

initials) until, from 1 837 to 1 840, the short addition ' Finchley ' occurs,

in 1841 'Windsor,' and from 1842 to 1849 'Eton ;' after which he is

again plain ' W. A. Nesfield.' As Graves's list does not contain his

name, it may be presumed that he did not exhibit elsewhere than at

the Water-Colour Society. Nesfield's drawings seem so well adapted

to reproduction, that the following is a shorter list than one would

expect of his engraved works, viz. : the print in Surtees's History of

Durham above mentioned
; and one of ' Wressle Castle ' (formerly the

seat of the Northumberland family) in the Gallery of lilodern British

Artists, 2 vols. 4to, 1834; 'View on the Wear, near Durham' (en-

graved by Pulford), in Fisher's Draiuing-Room Scrap-Book, 1838;

and the lithographs 'Isle of Staffa' and ' Fingal's Cave' (both by

J. Fergusson), and 'Isle of Staffa' (by Dickinson) in Lawson's

Scotland Deli?ieatcd, 1847-52.

One little anecdote is related which betrays a diffidence respecting

his work that he shared with man}- of our best artists. Nesfield was

one of a party of painters, including David Cox, at the Devonshire

Arms, near Bolton Abbey, in September 1844. As was their wont,

they were comparing their day's sketches in the inn parlour, when our
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artist signified his dissatisfaction with his own work by crumpling it

up and throwing it towards the fire. Kindly old David, ever ready to

encourage others, at once started up and saved it, declaring that it

was a really fine work. He took it and damped it and got out the

creases, and gave it, mounted, to his friend Mr. Roberts of Birming-

ham, in whose collection it was sold after his death." Nesfield lived

to a fine old age. He died at his residence, at 3 York Terrace, Regent's

Park, on the 2nd of March, 1 881, in his eighty-eighth year. His son,

William Eden Nesfield, an architect, and the author of Spcciiiiois of

Mediceval Architecture, from Sketches made in France and Italy, ^\.o,

i860, and 8vo, 1861-2, died on 27 March, 1 888, at his residence at

Brighton, aged fifty-three. The highest recorded sale price for a

drawing by Nesfield is 325/. \os. for 'The Falls of the Tummel'

(24 X 39I inches), at the 'W. Leaf's executors sale, 1875.'

The architectural draftsman, FREDERICK MACKENZIE, con-

tinued to exhibit one or more drawings annually until nearly the end

of Fielding's time ; his total amounting to 88, including those at

Sprinfj Gardens. And he took an active part in the Society's affairs,

having been elected Treasurer on the 30th of November, 1831 (in

succession to Hills, who then resumed his old office of Secretary), and

retaining that post until his death.

Some of the earlier of his contributions during this period have

an interest apart from their artistic merit, and in some he worked from

the sketches of others. Thus, in 1833, he sends a ' Restoration of the

Roman Forum,' from a composition and measurements made by the

architect James Penncthorne ; and in 1834 and 1835 he draws

' Strasbourg Cathedral ' from a sketch by Wild, and ' One of the

Temples of Delwarra,' from a sketch by Mrs. Colonel Hunter Blair.

Mackenzie's own travels appear to have been almost, if not entirely,

limited to journej'ings in his own countr)- in the service of British

topography ; the only evidence (by no means conclusive) from his

exhibited works that he ever crossed the Channel being the two

drawings (from Rouen) in Cristall's time, and two in Fielding's

;

namely, a 'Versailles' in 1839, and a 'Church of St. Denis' in 1840.

In 1834 he had a view of some historic value, in connexion with

these annals of ' The principal Room of the original National Gallery,

formerly the residence of John Julius Angerstein, Esq., lately pulled

' 'ioWf'i Life of Cox, p. 130.
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down.' Doubtless this is the elaborate study now in the South

Kcnsinyjton Museum, containing small representations of the i)iciures

on the walls, which formed the nucleus of the national collection.

It was bought at Christie's on the 19th of March, 1887, for 1 10/.

Mackenzie's engraved works are numerous. To those already

mentioned,' of an earlier time, many more have now to be added.

In Heath's Picturesque Annual, 1839 (Versailles), are, 'Palace of

Versailles,' ' Gallery of Mirrors,' ' Second Gallery of Busts, &c.,'

'Theatre in the Palace of Versailles,' and 'Gallery of Battles,' 1840

(Windsor Castle), ' St. George's Chapel, Windsor, with installation of

Knight of the Garter.' In the days of the Annuals, however, there

was a slackening of the demand for elaborate architectural works such

as those issued at an earlier time under the auspices and direction o

Pugin and Britton. More popular drawing-room books with showy

steel plates rapidly produced were taking their place, and the accurate

pencil of the professed architectural draftsman was less in request.

But there seems to have been some attempt at a revival, and the

services of Mackenzie were secured in the production of a fresh series

of line engravings to illustrate the architecture of the two English

Universities. ' Memorials of Oxford, YW'itoxxc^X and Descriptive,' by

James Ingram, published at 0.\ford in three quarto volumes, dated

1837, contains some 100 plates by John Le Keux, after Frederick

Mackenzie. ^Memorials of Cambridge, a Series of Views of the

Colleges, Halls, and Public Buildings ; with historical and descriptive

accounts by Thomas Wright, F.S.A., and the Rev. H. Longucville

Jones, F.S.A.,' published in London in two vols. 8vo, 1841, 1842, con-

tains a similar set of plates, many by the same artists. These views

may be compared with his old studies of the same subjects for Acker-

mann's washed aquatints. In the brilliant little sepia drawings which

he executed for reproduction by the graver for these later works, he is

perhaps seen at his best ; for his forte lay less in harmony of colour

than in thoughtful delineation and refinement of detail. Mackenzie

also contributed drawings to The Cliurclics of London, an octavo work

' Supra, i. 364, 371 -2. Thu following detailed list of his contributions to the Beaii/ies

of England and ll'aks may be useful. Vol. viii. p. 640, ' West Dooiw.iy of Rochester

Cathedral ' (1808); vol. X. part iii. p. 634, ' Blackfriars Uridgc,' ' St. Paul's' &c. (1810); partiv.

p. 288, ' Covent Garden Theatre' (1810) ; p. 599, 'St. George s Church, Hanover .Square '

(1810); vol. xi. p. 247, 'Gate of Thetford Priory, Norfolk' (1S09); p. 252, ' Attleburgh

Church' (1S09) ; p. 272, ' SwatTham Church ' (1809); p. 276, 'Oxburgh IIair(iSo9);

p. 293, 'St. Margaret's Church, Lynn" (1S09); p. 315, ' Binhaui Priory Church,' interior

(iSio); p. 336, ' Blicklcy Hall,' by Thompson from a sketch by Mackenzie (1S09).
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in two volumes, published by Tilt, and written by George Godwin,

assisted by John Britten, the other drawings being by R. W. Billings.

The plates, by J. Le Keux and others, are dated 1837-39. And his

knowledge of architectural engineering was displayed in a work from

his pen published by J. Weale in 1S40, entitled, ' Observations on the

Construction of the Roof of Kings College Chapel, Cambridge, with

illustrative plans, sections, and details from actual measurement, by

F. Mackenzie.'

On the 15th of June, 1843, when about fifty-six, he married Mrs.

Hine, a widow, daughter of Mr. John Carpenter, a farmer. The

happiness which may be assumed to have been the result of this

change of state was, it is greatly to be feared, tempered by disappoint-

ment in the decline of worldly prosperity during his remaining years.

Notwithstanding his high professional skill, unwearied industry, and

prudence in habits of life, he was unable to secure for his family even

a moderate competence. This was partly owing to the uncertain

state of his health, but probably as much to the change which had

taken place in the condition and appliances incidental to his peculiar

branch of art. After the invention of photogiaphy, the architectural

draftsman's occupation was gone. In 1S48, when he sent seven

drawings, of Rievaulx and Byland Abbeys, to Pall Mall East, the

greatest number he had ever sent there, his average of contributions

to the gallery becomes rather larger than before, perhaps because

there was no more work to be done for the engraver. Before his

death, at sixty-seven, -tthich occurred on the 25th of April, 1854, at

his residence, 43 Stanhope Street, Hampstcad Road, from valvular

disease of the heart, his necessities had obliged him to forestall nearly

all the benefit wliich his widow would ha\e received from his share in

the Society's funds, by raising money on a post-obit bond ; and when

he died, she and an invalid daughter were left dependent upon

charity. The Society, ever considerate of the pecuniary wants of

their Members, presented a sum of 1 10/. to the bereaved famih', and

a subscription among admiring friends was raised to purchase an

annuity. Shortly before his death there had been a proposal by

the Committee that Members should present him with a folio of

their drawings, which seems to have been partially carried into

effect. ' There is not one of us,' wrote a Member, now living, to

Mr. Jenkins, 'who did not love Mackenzie on his own account,

putting aside an)' reference to his valuable services for twenty-one
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years as Treasurer.' His remaining works were sold at Sotheby's in

March 1855

In 1S48, Samuel Jackson withdrew from the Society, after ex-

hibiting forty-six drawings during his twenty-six years' connexion

with it as an Associate. Snowdon, I.\nnioutii, the Cheddar clitTs, and

his own neighbourhood of Clifton, where he had resided since

Fielding's accession, served him still for his chief subjects ; to which

were now added a few from the English Lakes ; and even down to

1845 he made some use of his sketches in the West Indies for gallery

drawings. Jackson was now the senior of a little coterie of painters

of more or less distinction, residing at, and mostly natives of, Bristol

or Clifton, who may be historically associated together, as forming

something of a local provincial school. Danby had by this time gone

to live abroad, and with him two artist sons, one of whom, Thomas,

became a much respected Member of the Water-Colour Society. But

there remained James Baker Pjne, William West, John Skinner

Prout, William James Mtiller, and our own Members, William Evans,

H. Brittan Willis, and George ' and Alfred Fripp. Jackson was born

four years before the first, and at least a quarter of a century before

the last of these, and might thus be called the father of the school. A
sketching club was established there in 1833, to which Jackson and

several of the above artists belonged.^ After his trip to the West

Indies, Jackson did not extend his sketching ground again beyond the

British Isles, until he had long ceased to exhibit at Pall Mall East.

Late in life, however, he made two tours in Switzerland, one (it is

believed) in 1854, and the other, with his son, Mr. S. P. Jackson (now

a Member of our Society) in 1858. The resulting pictures are said by

Redgrave to have been some of the artist's most successful works.

He died in 1870. None of Jackson's paintings are known to have

been engraved except, perhaps, one or two lithographed views in

Bristol or the neighbourhood.

WlLLI.\M ScOTT, the Associate, remained a steady exhibitor of

about half a dozen drawings a year until 1850, and to the last resided

at Brighton. He continued to send studies, chiefly of rustic architec-

' George Fripp was Jackson's pupil

- Miiller, Skinner Provit, Willis, Robert Tucker, T. L. Rowbotham, W. West, and

Ev.ins, are named by Mr. Solly in his Life of II'. J. Miiller (p. 19) as having been Members
besides Jackson.
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ture, and from Sussex and the adjacent counties, until 1839, in which

year he had at the same time some subjects from the river Meuse.

In 1840 and 1841 he adds views on the Moselle ; and then, extending

his travels, he in 1 842 has four drawings from the Pjrenecs. Thence-

forth these foreign subjects form two-fifths of his contributions.

Whether he survived the period of his connexion with the Society has

not been discovered. But he is reckoned among deceased artists. In

the sale, at Christie's, of W. Hunt's remaining works, there was, with

other portraits of Members of the Water-Colour Society, in Lot 229,

one of Scott.

In the above notices are included only names with which the

reader was already acquainted. There were also about half a dozen

artists whose term of connexion with the Society began, as well as

ended, within the limits of Fielding's presidency. These will be

noticed in their due order of arrival among the new-comers.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PRESIDENCY OF LEWIS, 1855-1858

General history of Society— Paris Exhibition—Count Persigny's inquiry—Fre-Raphaclitism

^Drawing-master school—Copyright agitation — Premiums discontinued—Manchester

Exhibition—Anniversary dinner— Exits and entrances.

When the Society was left without a President by the death of

Fielding on the 13th of March, 1855, a special meeting was called, at

which Frederick Tayler took the chair, and a resolution was passed

postponing the election of a successor in accordance with a general

feeling of respect for the deceased. The vacancy was not, in fact,

filled up until the anniversary meeting in the following November,

when John Frederick Lewis was appointed successor.

The year was one of some note in the history of our water-colour

school, by reason of the wider appreciation of its merits afforded by

the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1855, the first of the series of such

shows in which a collection of pictures was made a main feature. A
display of 114 English water-colour drawings, in the 'Palais des

Beaux Arts,' erected for that occasion, made quite a revelation to our

continental neighbours. Let the French critic, however, speak for

himself The following was written at the tiine by Edmond About :

' Je puis passer sans transition de la peinture a I'huile a I'aquarelle :

ces deux genres sont moins distants en Angleterre que chez nous.

Plus d'un tableau anglais prcsente la paleur et la grace effacce de

I'aquarelle
;
plus d'une aquarelle est aussi vigoureuse qu'un tableau.

L'aquarelle est, pour les Anglais, un art national. II existea Londres

deux societcs de peintres d'aquarelle : Old zvatcr colour society ct Nczu

luatcr colour society, qui se chargent d'exposer brillammcnt et de vendre

cherement les ouvrages de leurs associes. Ce genre de peinture, que

nous abandonnons volontiers aux pensionnats de demoiselles, est cul-

tive en Angleterre par les artistes de premier ordre. Aussi nos voisins

font-ils de vcritablcs tours dc force avec leurs couleurs a I'eau claire ;
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ils obtiennent des effets que nous n'avons pas meine cherches. Les

deux peintures de M. Haag . . . ne rossemblent en rien aux petites

droleries en detrempe qui se coUent dans les albums ou qui s'offrent

sivec un bouquet, le jour de la fete des grands parents .... mais a

quoi bon ? Les artistes qui se donnent tant de peine pour faire avec

de I'eau ce qu'ils feraient aisement avec de I'huile, ressemblent a ces

amants romanesques qui entrcnt par la cheminee quand la porte est

Guverte a deux battants.' ' Oui, mais I'aquarelle est un genre national.'

' Lorsque je vois I'aquarelle viser a la couleur et pretendre aux grands

effets, je crois rencontrer une jeune et jolie pensionnaire qui s'enfuit

de son couvent sous des habits de mousquetaire.' ' Mais la nation

anglaise est en possession depuis plusieurs siecles de . .
.' ' Je crains

enfin que les peintres d'aquarelles ne sacrifient leur gloire a venir a

leur popularite presente. Car enfin les aquarelles, quoiqu'elles se con-

servent plus longtcmps que les confitures, ne sauraient durer autant

que les tableaux.' ' Mais nos peres ont fait de I'aquarelle ; et nous,

leurs descendants . .
.' '-A la bonne heure ! je ne discute pas les ques-

tions de patriotisme, surtout avec des Anglais.'

'

Mr. Jenkins writes : 'At the Paris Exposition Universelle, 1855,

the water-colour painters were fairly represented. The drawings by

Cattermole drew forth the admiration of the French artists, who vied

with each other in loudly applauding their merits. Two first-class

gold medals were alone bestowed on the English artists, one of which

was awarded to the romantic painter of the middle ages, George Cat-

termole, the other to Sir Edwin Landseer, R.A. Generally, the Eng-

lish school of water-colour painting produced a marked impression in

Paris.'

The immediate effect, however, of these relations upon the little

body of artists who had the management of affairs in Pall Mall East

was not invigorating. It was unfortunate for them that they had

been left at that moment without their accustomed head. The late

President had been on the Associated Committee of the Fine Arts

for the Paris Exhibition, and his place was supplied by Frederick

Tayler, who was subsequently made a juror. The performance of

his mission to Paris on this behalf gave umbrage to certain of the

Members, and a ' rather fierce correspondence '
^ took place, in which

printer's ink was emploj-ed, as well as the pen. The nature of the

dispute will appear more definitely in the biographies which are to

' I'oyagc a travels rE.\position ilcs Beaux Arh, pp. 29-31, -
J. J- .'•
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follow. Suffice it here to say that peace was restored after the clecticMi

of officers in Xovcnibcr, which put an end to the interregnum by

placing John Frederick Le^v•is in the presidential chair.

The impression made by the luiglish water-colours in Paris did

not exhaust itself in praise or in the award of honours. On the

28th of January 1856, an application was made to the Secretary of

the Society of Painters in Water-Colours by the French Ambassador,

le Comte de Pcrsigny, for particulars of information, as follows :

' Une note sur I'organisation de cette Societe ; sur son reglement, la

nombre de ses publications, en un mot enfin sur tout ce qui peut le

mieux faire apprecier son utilite incontestee.' Such information was

required to answer the questions which had been put to the Ambassa-

dor b)' the Minister of Public Instruction for France. In accordance

with this request Mr. Jenkins was asked to draw up a report, which

he did in the following words :

Farticulars of the Organisation of the Society of Painters in Water-

Colours, 5 Pall Mall East, London.

(Furnished by order of the Society in compliance with the request

of his Excellency le Comte de Persigny, Ambassador of France.)

'The Society of Painters in Water-Colours consists of 56' Pro-

fessional Artists, separated into three classes, viz. 30 Members,

20 Associates, 6 Lady Exhibitors.

' The entire government of the Society rests with the Members,

who elect, from their own class, a President, Treasurer, Secretary, and

a Committee of four Members, who together form the Council.

' Vacancies in the class of Members are filled by election from

the class of Associates.

' The officers of the Society are elected for one year.

' The President, Treasurer, and Secretary are eligible for re-election.

The Committee are elected for two years, two of whom go out of

office each year by rotation.

' The special duty of the Committee is to arrange the pictures for

the Exhibition. In this duty they are not controlled by the officers

or the Members of the Society.

' One day in each year is appointed for the election of Associates.

' This number was the limit allowed. In 1S56, when this rejiort was drawn up, there

were only 49 in all, viz. 27 Members, 18 Associates, and 4 Lady Exhibitors. The full

number was not icached until more than ten years after.
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Applicants are required to furnish specimens of their artistic ability.

The specimens must be sent to the Society one week previous to the

day of election, and allowed to remain for the examination of the

Members during that week.

' All Artists by profession, including resident foreigners, are

eligible as Candidates.

' Candidates for the Associateship require a majority of two-thirds

of the Members voting to obtain their election.

' Associates and Lady Members are not subject to expenses or

liabilities of any kind.

' Elections of every kind in the Society are by Ballot.

' The Society holds an Annual Exhibition at their Gallery in Pall

Mall East, of the works of Members, Associates, and Lady Exhi-

bitors. It is open to the public from the last week in April until the

end of July.

' Previous to the opening of the Exhibition to the public a day is

set apart, named " The Royal View Day," for the reception of her

Majesty the Queen, H.R.H. the Prince Consort, and the Royal

Family.

' Another day is also set apart, named " The Private View Day,"

upon which the Nobility, Foreign Ambassadors, Commissioners in

the Fine Arts, men of eminence in Science and in Literature, Editors

. of the leading journals, &c., are specially invited to view the

Exhibition.

' Members are not restricted as to the number of works they may

exhibit.

' Associates and Lady Exhibitors are limited to the exhibition of

eight works each.

' Members, Associates, and Lady Exhibitors are required to send

at least one picture each to the Annual Exhibition, or they cease to

retain their position in the Society.

' The charge for admission to the Exhibition is one shilling each

person. The price of the catalogue is sixpence.

' The Funds of the Society are derived solely from the payments

made by the public to view their Exhibition ; and are applied :

' I. To the payment of the expenses incidental to the Exhibition^

the salaries of officers, wages of servants, &c., the Committee of

arrangement, and to Members for attending general and other
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2. To increase the " Reserve Fund " invested in Government

securities, which may be termed the Building Fund.

'3. In the distribution of Premiums of thirty guineas each given

to the Members in rotation as an inducement for thcin to produce

works of an important character for the Exhibition. The Society has

distributed nearly 5,000/. in Premiums.

'The number of pictures annually exhibited averages nearly 400,

two-thirds of which are usually sold before the close of the Exhi-

bition.

' All pictures sent for exhibition must be in gilt frames. No
borders to the drawings of any kind are allowed.

'The Society is strictly a private Association of Artists, and have

the sole control and management of their own affairs.

' The British Government renders no pecuniary aid to this or any

other Art Society in London.

' This Society is encouraged by her Majesty the Queen, H.R.H.

the Prince Consort, and several Branches of the Royal Family, who

visit the Exhibition and purchase therefrom pictures for the Royal

Collection, &c., and by the Public, with whom it has been in great

favour during the last twenty years.

' The Society of Painters in Water-Colours was instituted Nov.

30th, 1804, for the cultivation and exclusive Exhibition of Paintings

in Water-Colours. It was the foundation of a new and original

School of Art, and has numbered among its Members the most dis-

tinguished artists who have devoted themselves wholly to painting in

water-colours.

'The Society as a body does not publish Transactions, but

engravings from their works are so numerous that it would be impos-

sible to furnish a catalogue of them.

'Feb. 28, 1856.'

Copies of the Rules and Bye Laws, and of the Catalogue for

185s, were forwarded to Count Persigny with the above statement.

'There can be little doubt,' writes Mr. Jenkins, 'that the applica-

tion and reply led to the formation of the Society of French Painters

in Water-Colours.' That Society did not, however, hold its first ex-

hibition until 1879.

Lewis's term of office was very short. It lasted little more than

wo years, and ended in his retirement from the Societ)- in February
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1858, in order to devote himself to painting in oils. It was, however,

a critical period in the history of our art, and some of the changes

which marked that era were exemplified in the President's own vvorks.

The larger style of composition practised by the earlier artists was

becoming less of an aim to a new generation brought up under the

teaching of Ruskin and impressed by the doctrines of the pre-

Raphaelite school. In its place a minutely realistic imitation of

nature was now upheld as a nobler object of ambition. Of this

tendency Lewis's drawings afforded a representative illustration.

The Exhibition of 1856, long remembered as an epoch of art-criticism,

was that of the first publication of a set of Notes on its pictures from

the pen of the above-mentioned eloquent writer, supplementary to an

annual pamphlet which he issued for five years (1855-9) 01 the

Principal Pictures of the Royal Academy. Seven out of the eleven

pages of these notes were devoted to laudation of the President's

elaborate work in body colour, exhibited in the central place that

year in the gallery at Pall Mall East, entitled, ' A Frank Encampment

in the Desert.' This picture and the critique thereon \\ill be further

noticed in the separate account of Lewis's life. The excitement

they produced did not, however, lead to any immediate following of

the new principles within the Society. The pre-Raphaelites were

still regarded there as a revolutionary clique, and it needed some years

more of the fading of old traditions before the younger generation

should acquire strength to break entirely with the past. In the mean

time a ' drawing-master ' school continued to exert its influence, in

which rules of practice, right enough when properly applied, had a

tendency to become conventions, and supersede the principles which

they had been meant to embody. The return to the Society in 1856

of the arch-teacher J. D. Harding, who exercised a powerful voice in

its proceedings during the next half-dozen years, could not fail to

strengthen this element.

The Society's relations with other bodies and with the Art world

in general during this period not only comprised the correspondence

with Count Persigny above referred to, but the beginning of an

agitation, in which it took an early part, for the revision and reform

afterwards effected in the Laws of Artistic Copyright. Working

hand in hand with the Society in this endeavour were two individual

reformers, to whose energy and perseverance the success of the move-

ment was, in a great degree, due. One was the late Edwin W'ilkins
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l^'icld, solicitor, the Societ\''s legal adviser, whose active enthusiasm

in the interests of water-colour art and artists was constant and un-

tiring. Mr. Field brought the matter before a meeting of the iith

of February, 1856, and it was thereupon determined to memorialize

the Royal Academy on the subject. The other moving spirit was

Mr. D. Robcrton I^lainc, barrister, wlio wrote a letter, dated 12 Feb.

1856, to the late J. R. Herbert, R. A., which was printed and circulated,

explaining the defective state of the Law, and proposing a memorial

or petition by Societies of Artists for a select committee of inquiry

with a view to legislation on the subject of Copyright in Works of

Art. In accordance with the Society's resolution of the iith of

Februar}-, the following letter was drawn up and sent without delay :

'Society of Painters in Water-Colours, 5 Pall Mall, E. : February i6th, 1856.

' To THE President and Council of the Royal Academy
OF Arts.

' Gentlemen,— Permit us respectfully to bring to j'our notice our

views as to the very defective state of the Law of British Artistic

Copj'right. We are induced to make this communication to you in

consequence of the great and increasing importance of the subject to

Artists, both Painters and Engravers, as well as to the purchasers of

their productions.

' We do not desire to trouble j'ou at any length because the

grievances of which we have to complain are founded on facts which

have occurred and which are known in the profession It, therefore,

appears sufficient for us to state that according to our experience the

existing Laws of Copyright do not afford to artists sufficient protec-

tion for the copyright of their works.

' As an instance of this we believe it has been a generally received

opinion amongst Artists that the exhibition of a picture does not

affect the copyright in it. Such opinion is considered by legal men
to be quite erroneous, on the ground that no copyright can be acquired

in a picture after it has been exhibited unless it has been PREVIOUSLY
acquired, and the prints from the engraving have been duly

published.

' It also appears to have been a generally received opinion amongst

Artists that, if a picture had or had not been exhibited, and upon its

being sold the Artist reserved the copyright to himself no other

person could legally engrave it without the consent of the Artist. This
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opinion is also erroneous, as there is nothing in such an arrangement

to prevent any third party to whom the picture may be RESOLD from

engraving it, and thus depriving the Artist of the reward due to his

talent and industry.

' It is obvious that tliese and several other defects in the laws of

Artistic Copyright materially endanger or diminish the profits which

Artists have a just right to obtain from their works, and also render them

liable to have those works laid before the public surreptitiously, as well

as in a discreditable state injurious to their reputation.

' Our object in making this communication to you is that the

attention of the Royal Academy may be called to the matters we have

noticed, in the hope that you and the other members of that dis-

tinguished body may be induced to initiate such measures to obtain a

revision of the Law of Artistic Copyright as may be deemed best

for that purpose, and to consider what amendments and alterations

would be the best adapted to remedy those defects in the present Law

of which Artists have so much reason to complain.

' The Society of Painters in Water-Colours will be glad if they can

in any way aid this important object.

' We have the Honour to be, Gentlemen,

' Your most Obedient Humble Servants

'John F. Lewis, President.

'Josh. J. Jenkins, Member and Secretary'

Mr. Blaine also bestirred himself warmly therein, and induced Mr.

Thomas Chambers, M.P. for Hertford (now Sir Thomas Chambers,

Recorder of London), to promise to move for a Select Committee on

the Copyright Acts with a view to their amendment. The matter,

however, continued long under agitation, and on 8 December, 1857, a

further letter was addressed by our Society to the Academy urging

that body, as the head of the profession, to take the lead in

endeavouring to procure a measure of reform. The Academy

answered by its Secretary, John P. Knight, R.A., intimating its co-

operation. The matter had not gone beyond that stage when Lewis

resigned.

One important change took place during Lewis's reign, in the

practice of the Society as to the appropriation of its financial profits.

The annual distribution of premiums among the Members in rotation

had been continued as before, the numbers given in 1855 and 1S56
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being four and sc\cn respectively. After the Exhibicion of 1S57,

however, it was resolved, on the 30th of July, that, ' it being considered

desirable for the stability and future advantage of the Society that

the capital of the Society be increased by every available means, no

premiums be divided this season.' And on the 30th of November

following, it was further resolved that the ' Rules relating to Pre-

miums ' should be suspended. These rules were never revived, and

from that time the practice of giving premiums altogether ceased.

The chief incentives to this economj- la}- in a desire to provide the

Society with a more commodious exhibition room, and to free its

propert}- from incumbrances. Negotiations for renewal of their term

had been pending for a year at least, and plans for an extension of

the gallery had been under consideration in the spring of 1857 ; but

no definite course was decided on in Lewis's time.

In the same year, 1857, which was the last of his presidency, the

great Exhibition of ' Art Treasures ' was held at Manchester. The

advice and assistance of the Water-Colour Society had been asked

by the chairman of the Executive Committee, Mr. Fairbairn, in the

section of Water-Colour Art. In answer to this application a letter

was written by Secretary Jenkins, suggesting the outline of an historical

arrangement, and urging that the water-colour drawings should be

kept distinct from any other kind of art, great dissatisfaction having

been expressed at the mixture of prints and architectural drawings &c.

with them at Paris in 1S55. The advice appears to have been followed,

and, in ' the water-colour gallery ' at Manchester, ' which formed one

of the most striking and attractive features of that vast collection, the

progress of this art could be traced from the vapid, washed drawings

of the early draftsmen, up to the solid, rich, and elaborate productions

of the leading artists of the day.' ' The President officially attended

the opening in June.

The last occasion whereon Lewis met the assembly over which he

presided was one of social festivity. In December 1S57 the Members
dined together as a body for the first time for many years, on a

suggestion (it is believed) of the Secretary's, which was warmly

responded to. The convivial meeting, though announced as a new
departure, was, however, declared by old William Turner, then the

doyen of the Society, who wrote approvingly from Oxford, to be also

a revival of an ancient practice of the Society. The reader may
'

J- J- J- (pfobably) in ihe Brij^'liioii GazilU. 17 March, 1S59.

11. H
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recollect that, in the year 1818, the Oil and Water Colour Society

celebrated the hatching of a surplus in the like festive style. In

neither case, however, did the banquet become, as had been intended,

an annual rite.

The gallery catalogues during Lewis's short reign show a corre-

sponding instalment of the list of changes in the yearly stock of

exhibitors. They were the following :

—

Exhibition
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CHAPTER V

THE PRESIDENCY OF TAVLER, 1858-1870

General history of Society— Exits and entrances—Application for Government site—Gallery

bought and enlarged— Revision of Laws—Winter Exhibitions founded—Frames and

mounts — Fine Arts Copyright Act—London International Exhibition— Cotton Famine

Fund—Addresses to Queen— Royal Academy commission—Relations with ' Institute'

—

Water-colour exhibitions at Dudley Gallery— Recruits therefrom—^Esthetic movement^
Woodcut School —Successive Secretaries.

The PRESIDENCY OF FREDERICK Tayler, which began in 1858

on his election immediately after the retirement of Lewis in February,

continued for the twelve following years—years of movement. and

change both in the Society and in the wider world of Art. With one

exception, that of Henry Gastineau, it closed the grave over the group

of painters who had joined in reinstating the Water-Colour Society

in 1 82 1 upon its proper and original basis, and saw the last of nearly

all who had joined it in the reign of King Cristall, The deaths of

David Cox in 1859 and William Hunt in 1864 were eras in the

chronology of water-colour art. Intermediate in date were the de-

partures of old Turner of O.xford, and Finch, and J. D. Harding.

The following schedule continues the personal account to the time of

Tayler's retirement from the chair. It must be understood, as before,

that the dates in the first column are those of last and first appearance

as exhibitors in the Gallery, not necessarily those of exit from, or

entrance into, the Society :

—

Exhibition
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Exhibition
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memorializing the Government. But it is thought that such Memorial

would be stronger if representing Water-Colour Art generally, and that

the two Societies should cither memorialize conjointly, or, at any rate,

simultaneously. Will j-ou give this matter )-our consideration and

kindly let me know the result .'—Yours very truly,

' Fred'- Tayler, Esq.' ' HENRY WARREN.

The first impression made upon the Members by this proposal is

indicated in the following cautious reply :

—

' My dear Sir,— I took the earliest opportunity of communicating

j'our letter of the 23rd of August (which was forwarded to me in Scot-

land) to the Members of our Society on the first occasion which pre-

sented itself since you did me the favour to address me. I believe I

rightly express the views of our Members when I state that they felt the

subject of your communication as at present too indefinite for them to

arrive at any conclusion for or against the course suggested. There can,

however, be but one opinion amongst Water-Colour Painters as to the

desirableness of securing for their branch of Art its just and proper re-

cognition. But how that is to be achic\cd or whether this is the fitting

moment probabl}' opens a wide field of discussion. I am happy to

know that the Members of the Water-Colour Society take a lively

interest in the advance of the Art and give their serious consideration

to all matters that can promote the honour of their profession.

' I am very truly yours,

' Henry Warren, Esq.' ' FREU"^ TaYLER.

When, however, early in the following year, ' the Government

decision became known that they had determined to parcel out the

space at Burlington House amongst the representative heads of Art

and of Learned and Scientific Bodies, numerous Memorials from

similar Institutions were presented to the Lords of the Treasury,

urging their claims to participate in the grant for a site. It was

considered certain that the Royal Academy would recei\e a large

slice, and it was thought the Water-Colour Society would also stand

a fair chance if the claims of any other Art body were entertained.

1

Meetings were held in February 1859, at which the matter was moie

full}- discussed among the Members, and, at the special instance of

Evans (of Eton), who took a leading part in the Society's affairs, a com-

mittee, consisting of Tayler (the President), Jenkins (the Secretar)-)

'J- J- J- MS.
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Duncan, Evans, A. Fripp, and Harding, was appointed to consider

the propriety of applying to the Government for a building site. The

result was a determination not only to do so, but to act independently

of the ' New Society.' A memorial was, therefore, drawn up, of which

the following is a copy :

—

'TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORDS OF THE
TREASURY, WHITEHALL.

' The humble Memorial of the Undersigned, being Members composing The
Society of Painters in Water Colours (5 Pall Mall East, S. W.).

' Sheweth.

' I. That Annual Exhibitions of Works of Art are essential to the

existence of any National School of Painting ; that to Artists they

are of the first importance, inciting them by honourable emulation
;

while to lovers of Painting and the General Public they are Schools

of Art, and on these grounds TlIE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN

Water Colours bases its claim to the attention of the Govern-

ment.

' 2. In 1804 the Founders of this Society came to the following

resolution :
" The utility of an Exhibition in forwarding the Fine

Arts arises not only from the advantage of Public criticism, but also

from the opportunity it gives to the Artist of comparing his own

works with those of his contemporaries in the same walk. To

embrace both these points in their fullest extent is the object of the

present Exhibition, which consisting of JVcJlcr Colour pictured only

must from that circumstance give to them a better arrangement, and

a fairer ground of appreciation, than zv/ien mixed zcith pictures in

cur
'
3. The principle involved in this resolution has guided the Society

to the present day ; and by it the Art of Painting in Water Colours

has taken deep root in the Country, has attained to its present emi-

nence in the great Exhibitions of Europe, and attracted marked atten-

tion from its (/nY/wr/^v NATIONAL CHARACTER. The Government of

France has applied to the Society for the scheme of its constitution,

and has awarded to some of its Members the highest honours
; an

example which has been followed by the Academies of Holland and

Belgium.

' 4. This Society was formed in consequence of the inability of

the Royal Academy to foster Water Colour Art in its infancy ; and.
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altliough tlie Royal Academy has numbered among its Members

many of great eminence who have occasionally practised Water-

Colour Painting, yet those who paint only in Water Colours are

excluded from an)- participation in tlie honours of that Institution.

' 5- The Society of Painters in Water Colours is therefore regarded

by the Public as siippleincntary '\\\ its character to the Royal Academy,

and the highest distinction attainable by those who follow this Art is

the Membership of the Society.

' 6. Your Memorialists are of opinion that the successful progress

of Water Colour Art is mainl)', if not solely, attributable to its being

pursued as a distinct School, and to its works being exhibited apart

from all other kinds of Art ; and this independence they are most

anxious to maintain.

'7. The growing importance of the Art of W'ater Colour Painting

forces upon the attention of this Society the necessity of its extension,

but this object they have hitherto found to be unattainable from the

limited space at their command ; now, however, that the Government

is about to appropriate a site at Burlington Gardens to the wants of

the Royal Academy and of learned and Scientific Bodies, they

earnestly appeal to be allowed to participate in the Grant, and to

erect a Gallery AT THEIR OWN COST.

' 8. The Government having acknowledged the utility and con-

venience to the Public of congregating Societies of Art and Science,

your Memorialists—believing that wherever the Royal Academy

is established it becomes the Genius loci—the centre of all Art

attraction—would humbly press their claims to participate in these

advantages.

'9. Education in the Royal Academy is confined to the pro-

fessional Student : Painters in Water Colours arc the chief instructors

of the Public.

' 10. The grant now sought, if accorded, would in the opinion of

your Memorialists be a national recognition of the value and
USEFULNESS OF THE AkT OF PAINTING IN IVaIER CoLOURS, and

secure to it the continuance of that independence which is necessary to

its future welfare and advancement.

' II. Your Memorialists therefore humbly request that they may
have assigned to them, on the Burlington House Estate, a site fit for

the erection of a Gallery for public exhibitions, which from the

NATURE AND COMPARATIVELY SMALL SIZE OF PAINTINGS IN WATIR
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Colours nerds but a very moderate space, this Society

BEARING THE COST OF SUCH ERECTION
; and if the Government

should think fit, paying also in Ground Rent or otherwise for the

space so occupied.

(Signed)

' Frederick Tayler, President.

W. Collingwood Smith, Treasurer.

J. D. Harding

William Evans

Arthur Glennie

Alfred D. Fripp

James Holland

J. M. Wright

Octavius Oakley

George Dodgson

' February 26, 1859.'

F. O. Finch

E. Duncan

Joseph Nash

J. Stephanoff

Frederick Burton

W. Hunt

Thos. M. Richardson

J.
Gilbert

H. Gastineau

W. Turner

F. W. Topham
Samuel Palmer

George Fripp

William Callow

Jos. J. Jenkins, Secretary,

35 Upper CharloUe Street,

Fitzroy Square, W.

This Memorial was duly presented on the 1st of March, and when,

on the 4th, Lord Lyndhurst brought under the notice of the House of

Lords the claims of the Royal Academy, and their proposed removal

to Burlington House, the Water-Colour Society was named by the

Prime Minister, Lord Derb}-, as among the various bodies whose claims

were under consideration by the Government. To meet certain ob-

jections urged as to the exclusive nature of the Society's constitution,

and for the further guidance of the Committee, the following resolu-

tions were passed on the 7th of March, and printed copies of them

were sent to the Government and to influential Members of the Legis-

lature, and also to the President of the Royal Academy. 'Resolved:

I. That the Society earnestly desire to extend their numbers and use-

fulness, which their limited space for Exhibition now prevents their

doing.—2. That, had the Society space at its command, it would

gladly open its Rooms to Exhibitors, not Members or Associates of

their body.— 3. That, if it were thought desirable, and means were

placed within the reach of the Societ}', it would also willingly establish

Schools and Classes for the study and practice of Painting in Water

Colours.— 4. That, in communicating with the Government and the

Legislature, the Special Committee is to express the conviction of the

Society that the interest of Art can only be truly promoted by the

management of the affairs of this, and all other Art Societies being
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left in their own individual control ; and that the Society also is of

opinion that the freedom of action now enjoj-ed by the Royal Academy,

b\- this Society, and by other Art Societies, cannot be wisely intcrfcrctl

with.' The cause of the Water-Colour Society was vigorously cx-

poused by the late Lord St. Leonards, who by arrangement with the

Prime Minister brought on a discussion respecting its claim, in the

House of Lords, on the iSth of March. In addition to the arguments

set forth in the ^Memorial, as explained and amplified by the above

resolutions, his Lordship urged the inability of Members of our

Socictj- to share the honours of the Royal Academ)-, since the latter

did not admit thereto the members of any other society ; but he

insisted on the nccessit)-, in the interests of water-colour art, of a

separation between the two bodies, instead of, as some proposed, en-

larging the scope of the Academy exhibition, so as to give adequate

accommodation to water-colours there. This, he contended, would

' destroy the self-supporting independent body which ' confining itself

to water-colours ' had brought that art to a perfection that had

astonished the world.' Many other influential Peers and Members of

the House of Commons, moved thereto chiefly by the exertions of

Evans of Eton, expressed themselves warml}- in favour of the claims

of the Society, and promised their support in Parliament. The news-

papers also took up its cause.' But the Members of the Government

were bound to support several influential Societies, who made large

demands on the available space ; and, in the apportionment which

eventually took place, a few only of the many applicants were so

fortunate as to obtain the coveted location, our Society not being

among that number. A petition from the New Society of Painters

in Water-Colours was also presented, on the iSth of April, 1S59, by

Lord Lansdowne, and supported by Lord Monteaglc ; and was alike

unsuccessful.

P'oilcd thus in their endeavour, the Society were thrown back

upon their own resources. Giving up the scheme of expansion into

a Water-Colour Academy, which might have been possible with a

Government grant of land, and being unable to obtain a more con-

venient site for building, they applied a part of their accumulated

capital, aided by debentures raised among their own Members, to the

purchase in i860 of the ground lease of their house in Pall Mall East,

' See Times (leader), 19 March; Daily Nei^'S, 14 March; Illuslialed London Neivs,

26 March, 1S59, &c.
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with some adjoining property, for ii,8oo/., and in tlie course of 1861

considerably enlarged and improved the gallery, committee room,

and approaches. The property of the Society was, by a Deed of the

25th of Februar}', 1S61, vested in trustees, the first of whom were

CoUingwood Smith, Tayler, Jenkins, W. Callow, and Harding. The

Society's ability to incur this e.xpcnditure was increased by an

opportune legacy of 500/. from the late Mr. Samuel Woodburn in

June 1S60. The New Society had also retired upon the old lines,

and built for themselves a gallery at Pall Mall in 1859.

The Society was occupied in other ways at the same time in setting

its house in order. Its original principles and constitution being no

longer in danger of disturbance, the time was deemed a fitting one

for a general revision and resettlement of the written law. The task

of drawing up an amended code was entrusted to the Society's legal

adviser, Mr. Field, and completed in i860. The revised laws were

finally confirmed and ordered to be printed on the i ith of February,

1861. Pre-existing codes had been ordered to be printed on 30 April,

1823, and 12 Jul}', 1848. One of the more conspicuous results of

revising the Laws was the formal classification of the lady exhibitors

as Associates, to which category they had always virtually belonged.

They first appear as such, without further distinction, in the Catalogue

for 1 86 1. The settlement of affairs was made the occasion of a new

departure in the passing of a Rule, on the 3rd of December, i860,

that every new Member should present to the Society an example of

his art, and a photographic portrait of himself, existing Members being

invited to do likewise. The general meeting on the loth of June,

1861, was one of mutual congratulation, and several resolutions were

passed which testified to the feelings of contentment that prevailed

among the Members. Jenkins's services, as Secretary, in connexion

with the purchase were acknowledged by a testimonial of 100/. ; and

as a token of appreciation of those of Mr. Field as professional

adviser, it was determined to present him with a ' Folio of Drawings

'

executed by Members of the Society. The arrangement and collec-

tion of these drawings was entrusted to Messrs. Evans, Harding, and

Haag, and the result was an interesting and valuable series of ex-

amples, which remained in the possession of his widow until her

death in 1890, and was bequeathed by her to her son, Mr. Walter

Field, its present owner, an Associate of the Society. The meeting

of the loth of February, 1862, was the first held in the new
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galler}', and its capacit}' was satisfactorily j^rovcd by the summer

Exiiibition.

The possession, howcser, of a more commodious show room

speedily gave rise to new questions for discussion, and reopened some

wliich seemed to have been set at rest. Up to this time the Society

had been in the habit of adding to its income by underletting the

gallery ' during the winter season, when it was not required for the

annual exhibition. Such occupation had often rendered it necessary

to hold the Members' meetings elsewhere, either at the Secretary's or

some other Member's, or in a hired room.'^ The improved committee

room might perhaps have obviated this necessity in future in any

case ; but the raising of a question of the application of the gallery

when not required for the Society's exhibition led to important con-

sequences. The result of letting the exhibition room had scarcely

proved satisfactory, and the year 1862 found the Society seriously

discussing the propriety of retaining the gallery in their own hands

all the year round. It was urged that the staff of attendants would

thus be kept together, and many other advantages would accrue.

Suggestions were therefore invited as to how the new gallery could

be best utilized b)- the Members. Harding propounded, and some

others joined him in strongly advocating, a plan for the establishment

of schools and for teaching water-colour drawing in classes. A
second scheme originated with Gilbert, who proposed a Winter Ex-

hibition of Sketches and Studies.' For this Mr. Jenkins gives the

following summar}- of the argument :
' It was urged that exhibitions

of sketches would prove to the Public highly interesting and in-

structive, as they would display the artistic motive from the slightest

rudimentary commencement to the more elaborated sketch drawn

direct from nature. Preparatory studies for pictures, in black and

' In 1836 William Daniell exhibited a ' panoiama' there. In the winter of 1850-51 it

was let to Mr. Lewis PococU, for an e.>chibitiun of Sketches in Oil and Water Colour ; and

in 1S54-55 it was occupied by a ' Ladies' Amateur Exhibition.'

- During Cristall's presidency the Society met thus at Fielding's till 1826, and then at

Wild's except during Exhibition time. When Hills resumed the secretaryship these meetings

took place at Walker's Hotel, Dean Street, Soho, from February 1832 to July 1835, and then

up to November 1S46 at the British Coffee House in Cockspur Street. From that time till

the end of 1853 ''>^ gallery seems to have been so used ; but afterwards private rooms mostly

in the old artists' quarter about Fitzroy Square were employed, and sometimes a room at the

Society of British Artists, Suffolk Street.

" The only previous approach to a suggestion of a second annual exhibition appears to

have been a proposal made by Mackenzie in 185 1 to continue the summer one, by removing

the sold pictures at the end of the season, and replacing them by fresh contributions, or

ioans.
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white, composition, and colour, would find their exponents. In the

artist's sketches and studies we read his modes of thought and feeling,

and note his individuality. The lover of the minute and elaborate

would appear hard by the dashing and vigorous. Between these

extremes all shades in the intermediate stages would find illustration.

The modus operandi would stand out a visible truth, and thus an

exhibition of sketches might after all prove one of the best of schools.

The idea,' he adds, ' was taking, and soon found a ready response from

the majority of the Members. The first Winter Exhibition of Sketches

and Studies was inaugurated in November 1862, and has continued

with unvarying success to the present time. It has been closely

followed in its wake b}- numerous Winter Exhibitions, till they ha\e

grown to be as plentiful as blackberries.' ' At first the ' sketch

'

exhibitions at the Society's gallery adhered fairly to the scope pre-

scribed by their founders, and had a special interest of the kind above

set forth. But gradually their character changed. ' It is at all times

difficult,' continued Mr. Jenkins, 'and perhaps dangerous to limit an

artist's freedom of expression. What one may call a sketch another

considers finished. Still little by little the impression gains that the

Winter Exhibitions gradually trend towards those of the summer

months.'

It cannot, indeed, be denied that in the works at least of not a

few exhibitors^ there has in later times been little, if any, difference

in completeness or ' finish ' between their summer and winter exhibits,

except that the latter have a white margin' and the former are closely

framed in gold.

This fashion in framing has indeed some important bearings on

the history of water-colour drawing, and on the general estimate of

its position and capabilities as an art. In very early times a heavy

environment of gold round the pale washed drawings which then

formed the mere germ of the school, would obviously have been fatal

to their effect. When, however, the art advanced to the stage at

which it became the painter's aim and pride to vie with the strength

of an oil picture, it was the practice to frame the richer drawings in a

'

J. J. J. MS.
^ The late Mr. CoUingwood Smith lamented, in a letter (undated) to Mr. Jenkins that

the Society had not kept its word with the public in giving them a ' genuine ' Winter Ex-

hibition. ' The critics blow upon us,' he writes, ' for assimilating our Winter and Spring Exhi-

bitions. ... If the Society expressed its wish to the hangers that all really genuine studies

and sketches should be placed in prominent positions, and all made up or highly wrought

works should be shelved, we should soon see an improved state of things.'
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similar manner. In the Society's cxliibition of 1823, paintin;Ts in

water-colours ' were disphu'cd in gorgeous frames, bearing out in

effect against a mass of glittering gold, as powerfully as pictures in

oil.' ' And in the following year, when speaking of the small land-

scapes of Barret, Varle)^ Fielding, and Cox, Pyne writes :
' It is

only of late that such cabinet productions in this material could be

rendered sufficiently rich and deep in tone, to bear out against those

broad and superb frames, which seemed alone fitted to the power of

oil pictures of the same size ; but experience has proved that water-

colours, by the present improved process, have an intensity of depth,

and splendour of effect, which almost raises them to rivalry with

cabinet pictures.' ^ By the middle of Fielding's reign, however, these

very heavy projecting frames with their French rococo mouldings and

coqiiillage, were falling into disuse, and a lighter encasement was sub-

stituted. Within the outside border, itself less deeply enriched, a

plain surface was introduced, which afterwards expanded into the

broad gilt flat now in common use. This more moderate surrounding

seems indicative of similarly modified views as to the true scope and

limits of the art. At the same time the use of the latter species of

frame for oil pictures themselves, which has of late become prevalent,

accords with the fact that the modern school of oil painting, in

certain of its phases, especially landscape, for which such frames are

chiefly employed, is largely indebted to the example and influence of

the painters in water-colours. Opinions, however, are still much
divided as to the respective appropriateness of white mounts and gold

for framing water-colours. Cattermole, as we have seen, preferred the

white ; and there are distinguished artists of the present da}', who
maintain that gold without a white margin is altogether unsuitcd to

the delicacy which is, or ought to be, the peculiar characteristic of

water-colour drawing. On the other hand, there are many who share

the sentiments of Lewis, expressed as follows, when ^\•riting to

Jenkins of a commission he had been executing in 1857. 'I shall

send it framed, because I hate and detest those horrid white mounts,

which in my humble opinion reduce all finished drawings to the level of

sketches.' The ordinary practice accords with this theory, being to gar-

nish the drawings with gold and serve the sketches on a white mount.

In its relations with other bodies, the Society retained under

Ta)-lcr's presidentship its leading position as representative of

' Somerset Home Gazelle, i. 67. - //';,/. ii. 46.
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English water-colour art. The agitation for a better acknowledg-

ment of artistic copyright was taken up by the Society of Arts, and

eventually brought to a successful issue in the passing on the 29th of

July, 1862, of the valuable Act, 25 & 26 Vic. c. 68, 'for amending the

Law relating to Copyright in works of the Fine Arts.'' In June

i860, our Society had given a donation of 20/. to the Society of Arts,

in aid of the expenses of the Copyright Committee. In the same

year, i860, the collection of water-colour drawings formed by the

late Richard Ellison, Esq., was presented by his widow to the South

Kensington Museum, and in the Deed of gift the President of the

Society of Painters in Water-Colours for the time being was named

as the professional adviser for their preservation. The President had

previously been consulted as to the disposition of the drawings, and had

suggested the National Gallery as the proper place for their deposit.

If the old-established representative body thought it right to hold

an independent position when applying to Government for a site, it

was willing enough to take joint action with the ' New Society ' in

their dealings with H.M. Commissioners for the London International

Exhibition of 1862, with a view to obtaining the superintendence of

the Department of Water-Colour Art therein. The Commissioners, in

April 1 861, issued a set of preliminary ' decisions ' announcing among

other things that they would avail themselves of the following eight

Art Institutions in communicating with artists who were Members of

those Institutions, viz. : The Royal Academy, the Royal Scottish

Academy, the Royal Hibernian Academy, the Society of Painters

in Water-Colours, the Society of British Artists, the New Society of

Painters in Water-Colours, the Institute of British Artists, and the Royal

Institute of British Architects. On the strength of this intimation a

joint letter signed by the Presidents, Taj'ler and Warren, of the two

Water-Colour Societies, dated ' 5 Pall Mast East, Feb. 22, 1862,' was

sent to the Commissioners, inquiring as to the proposed arrangements

and suggesting that either they or some one appointed by each Society

should superintend the Department of Water-Colour Art, seeing that

' the great bulk of the contributions will be made by Artists who have

been Members of these Societies.' On the 1st of March, 1862, the

' This Act was drawn by the late .Spencer Vincent, of the Chancery Bar, who, besides

being a learned lawyer and accomplished in other ways, was a very excellent landscape

painter in water-colours, well known to some of the leading Members of the Society. (See

the introductory memoir by Mr. Whitehorne, Q. C. , to the catalogue of Mr. Vincent's works

exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club in 1S90.

)
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Commissioners answered by their Secretary, J. R. Sandford, that they

had ' intrusted the responsible duty of han_[^in<^ the pictures in the

Oil and Watcr-Colour Galleries to Mr. Redgrave and Mr. Creswick ;

'

but offering to forward a pass enabling the Presidents ' to visit the

Fine Art Galleries during tlx; progress of the arrangement, when I have

no doubt that Mr. Redgrave will be glad to have the benefit of your

advice and experience.' As this gave them no power of interference

in the event of their opim'ons differing from those of Mr. Redgrave,

and would have attached to them an apparent but not real responsi-

bility, they declined the passes, and on their being sent, notwithstand-

ing, returned them. The grounds of their joint action were further

stated in their reply of the 4th of March, 1S62, in the following words :

' We venture to state that the Department of Water-Colour Art is not

satisfactorily dealt with. In Paris, in 1 85 5, the Presidents were in-

vited to superintend the arrangements of these works. They are now

in the hands of those who have no practical interest in this Branch of

Art, and in whom, consequently, the Water-Colour Painters fail to

have confidence. We have had some experience in the anxiety and

difficulty of arranging ordinary exhibitions, and we believe it to be

out of the power of any two gentlemen to do justice to the claims of

those Artists who will confide their works to the International Exhi-

bition. The Water-Colour Societies were formed for the special purpose

of advancing an Art peculiarly British, and it seems reasonable that

those most interested in its honour should have the opportunity of

placing it before the World in the most advantageous manner.' Al-

though the Society took no part in the arrangements in Cromwell

Road, it was instrumental, chiefly through the industry of its Secretary,

Jenkins, in assisting Members and Associates to trace and procure the

loan of their works. The collection of ' Paintings in Water-Colour

and Drawings' in the ' British Division ' numbered 625 frames ; was

introduced by an able historical summary in the catalogue, from the

pen of Mr. Francis T. Palgrave ; and being treated according to chrono-

logical sequence, was in itself a fair representation both of the past

and of the then existing state of water-colour art. Foreign artists of

distinction who came to visit the Exhibition were admitted also to the

Gallery in Pall Mall during the season, by means of free passes fur-

nished to the embassies.

The co-operation of the two Societies was not so intimate in

relation to another appeal, which was addressed to them in the course
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of the same year, i S62. It was tlie period of the great ' Cotton Famine,'

when eftbrts were being made by all charitable persons to do something

for the relief of the distressed operatives in Lancashire. Among the

many devices for raising money for this purpose, a scheme was started

in the November of that j-ear, by the New Water-Colour Societ}' in

conjunction with Agnew, the picture dealer, for forming a collection

and exhibition in London, Manchester, and Liverpool, of Watcr-Colour

drawings to be presented by the Artists and sold by lottery. In this

the old Society was invited to join. Being at that time engaged in

preparing their first winter exhibition, they could not have contributed

drawings without serious detriment thereto. Nor, indeed, did that

seem to the Committee the best way of rendering assistance. So the

Members got together a sum of money by individual subscriptions, to

which the Society, as a body, added 50/. out of their general fund.

The whole, amounting to 277/. 12s., was paid to the Lord Ma)^or as a

subscription to the ' Lancashire Relief Fund.' Although, under these

circumstances, the Society did not join in the scheme as a body, some

of its Members contributed also to the bazaar.

The public duties which the Society was called upon to perform

as the head of a community varied at this time, with the nature of

national events, from grave to gay. The lamented death of the Prince

Consort, in December 1861, had called forth an address of condolence

to her Majesty on the 8th of January, 1862; and on the 15th of

March following, a sum of fifty guineas was voted towards the cost of

the ' .Albert Testimonial.' On the 2gth of April, 1863, the occasion

was one of national rejoicing, when addresses of congratulation on

their marriage were presented to the Prince and Princess of Wales at

Marlborough House, by a deputation in Court dress, consisting of Pre-

sident Tayler, Treasurer Collingwood Smith, and Carl Haag. And this

was followed the next year by similar felicitations on the birth of a son.

The question of changing the constitution of the Society, which

had been raised in connexion with its proposed transfer to Burlington

Mouse, had, as we have seen, been set at rest for the time by the

Government's refusal to grant it a site. Nor was it likely to be

revived among the Members, at least after the rejection of Harding's

scheme for establishing classes of tuition. And Harding himself died

in 1863. The agitation for extending the scope of the two Societies

had not, however, subsided in other quarters, and in some a desire

seems to have existed to put pressure from the outside upon the
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parent body. Tlic Commission which sat in 1S63 to 'inquire into

the present state of the Ro)-al Academy ' was made the occasion of

some further attempt to bring about new relations between the

several existing boilies connected with Art. Interrogatories respect-

ing the Society were sent to President Tayler, and he and Evans

were subsequently examined by the Commissioners. The President

however, acting on the Secretary's prudent advice, declined to give

information respecting the Society's private affairs, or furnish

facts which would enable the public to pry into the state of its

income.

In a letter to Lord .Elcho, who appears to have suggested a fusion

with the Academy, Tayler pointed out that this was impracticable

without a radical change in the constitution of that body ; and

declared that under existing circumstances the Society would not

sacrifice their prosperous condition, and their independence and

individuality. ' A fusion of the two Water-Colour Societies,' he

added, ' would, if possible, be still more difficult. The one would not

be willing to admit its great inferiority to the other, and on equal terms

a fusion could not fairly take place.' A source of nominal confusion

between the two ' Societies ' was removed this year by the junior

body once more changing its name and" becoming known as the

Institute of Painters in Watcr-Colours. Still, the close constitution

of the two bodies remained virtually the same ; the Institute

following carefully in the footsteps of the Society, and opening a

series of winter sketch exhibitions in 1S66, according to the precedent

laid down two years before in Pall Mall East.

Some slight increase, indeed, was allowed in the numbers of

Members and Associates of the Society, which rose by degrees

during Tayler's time from 48 exhibitors in 1855 (26 Members and 22

Associates and Ladies) to 58 in 1870 (30 Members and 28 Associates

including Ladies). Meanwhile practitioners in water-colours con-

tinued to multiply outside the doors, and clamoured for further

extension. A fresh attempt was therefore made, with the help of a

body of non-professional artists and lovers of Art, to meet the grow-

ing demand. A new combination was formed, and an experimental

exhibition opened early in 1865 at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly,

under the management of a committee of twenty-six artists and

amateurs, and with the security of 102 guarantors, the objects cf

which w-ere set forth in the following preliminary notice in the

11. I
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catalogue: 'The promoters of the Exhibition, now for the first

time opened, have had for their object the establishment of a gallery,

which, while exclusively devoted to Drawings as distinguished from

Oil Paintings, should not in its use by Exhibitors involve Membership

of a Society. These two Conditions are not at present fulfilled by

any London Exhibition. The Water-Colour Societies reserve their

walls entirely for Members, while those Galleries which are compara-

tively open to all Exhibitors (such as that of the Royal Academy)

afford but a limited and subordinate space to all works in other

materials than Oil. The Exhibition is, therefore, not that of a new

Society, nor is it intended in any way to rival existing Exhibitions*

Its establishment has been called for solely by the requirements of

very many Artists—requirements of which the reality is evidenced by

the large number of works sent in for Exhibition. The promoters

trust that the success of this their experiment may be such as to

justify the hope they entertain of the Exhibition becoming annual.'

The number of drawings sent in amounted to more than 1,700 ; and

the 519, which were all that there was space to hang, reached a satis-

factory standard of merit, and justified the promoters in making this

the first of a long annual series of similar exhibitions there. An
amateur element was rather largely present in the earlier shows, and

some of the professional work was immature ; but many names of

deserving artists, before unknown, some of which have since been

greatly distinguished, were first brought before the public in the

' General Exhibition of Water-Colour Drawings.' This was the

official title, but it soon became more popularly known by the name

of the room at the Egyptian Hall where it was annually held. This

may or may not have been the same which our Water-Colour Society

had occupied in 1821 and 1822, but it was one which, from a more

recent exhibition (in 1852) therein of Earl Dudley's collection of

paintings by old masters, had acquired and retained the name of the

' Dudley Gallery.' From this the ' general ' water-colour exhibi-

tion came to be familiarly known for many years as Tlic Dudley.

After the first few, it became manifest that its value was not confined

to the provision it made as aforesaid for the wants of outsiders ; but

that it afforded an important aid to the old Society, in the endeavour

to bring within its walls in Pall Mall East the elite of the water-

colour school. The 'Dudley' became the natural feeder of that

bod)-, and served as a place of probation or rehearsal for candidates
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who aspired to membership thereof. This is abundantly shown in

the following schedule, containing an alphabetical list of contributors

to the ' General Water-Colour Exhibitions ' who, in the course of the

eighteen )cars of their continuance, namely from 1865 to 1882, or

afterwards, joined the Society of I'aintcrs in Water-Colours.

Those whose names are in italics served on the 'Dudley'

Committee.

Exliibitors at Dudley Gallery
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The preceding list carries us into much later times than those

comprised within the term of Taylcr's presidency. But some valu-

able Members therein named were acquired from the indicated

source before the close of that period, and the six new Associates

chosen in the year (1871) which followed were all known at the

Dudley.

Generations of artists were again succeeding one another, and

with them came successive phases of the art itself. For the most

part the changes were gradual, but there were epochs of more rapid

transition. The deaths of Finch and Harding, which both occurred

in 1863, seem each to mark a period when old forms and practices in

art were being abandoned, and new aims and principles were gaining

a hold on the minds of painters. The former was almost the last of

the classic landscapists, the latter had been the chief exponent of that

more suggestive kind of naturalism which in its abstractions culti-

vated the picturesque more than the beautiful, and was now, in its

turn, losing vitality, and degenerating into the ' drawing master's

school.' The following year, 1864, which carried off old Williain

Hunt, whose genius stood alone, brought two painters of note into

the Society, who represented novel phases of modern art. These

were E. Burnc Jones and the late Frederick Walker. Each was a

leader in his own line, and, except that both were figure painters, their

forms of art had little in common.

The poetic archaism allied to decorative art, which became one of

the later phases of the movement called ' Pre-Raphaelite,' but differs

so widely from the realistic branch which some of the followers of

that movement pursued, was little understood then by the many, nor

much appreciated in Pall Mall East. When the works of Burne

Jones, its strong representative, appeared in the gallery, they seemed

a foreign element there, and struck a discordant note. One can

indeed imagine no more diverse ways of entering into the spirit of

the past than that of the new comer, and what the elder Members

had been accustomed to in the works of George Cattermole. Nor

had Mr. Jones's mediseval rendering of classic legends much in

common with the sentimental treatment of them by the fathers of the

Society, such as Shelley and Rigaud, or even with the sculpturesque

classicism of Cristall. To the four summer shows of 1864 to 1867,

however, Burnc Jones contributed sixteen works, and his artistic rank

was recognized by election as a Member in 1S68. He had had no
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drawing in the gallery that season, but in the following two he added

ten more. Besides these, his many refined studies in pencil and

monochrome of heads, draperies, and decorative composition had

added much interest to the winter exhibitions. In the last year,

1870, of Tayler's presidenc}', an unfortunate difference arose re-

specting the propriety of exhibiting one of his nude figures, which had

been objected to by certain of the visitors at the gallery. The

painter, it is said, declined to make some slight alteration in removable

chalk, and withdrew not only the picture from the walls, but himself

from the Society. He adhered to his resignation, though given /ocus

pcenitenticB ; and what was worse, the defection was accompanied by

that of another most valuable Member, the present Sir Frederick

Burton, who disapproved of the course which had been taken respecting

the drawing in question. Burton had entered the Society in 1854,

and had been made a Member in the following year, and his works,

though not numerous, had been a very important source of attraction

during the period of Tayler's presidency. The fact that the retire-

ment of Burne Jones took place in the same year with the advent of

W. Hohnan Hunt as an Associate, seems to mark a preference at

this time for the most severely literal type of pre-Raphaelitism over

the more ideal offspring of the archaic revival. The so-called

' aesthetic ' school of painting, which thus lost its first foothold in the

Society, afterwards found space for expansion elsewhere, and met

with wide appreciation among artists and connoisseurs of art. For

a time it had a home at the Dudley Gallery ; and after his secession

from our Society, three works by Burne Jones himself (in 1872 and

1873) were given places of honour at the Egyptian Hall. When the

'Grosvenor' Gallery was opened in New Bond Street by Sir Coutts

Lindsay in 1877, xstheticism became rampant and eventually a by-

word. Its militant stage has now passed away, and the phrase itself

is fading on the tongue while these words are being written. A
reconciliation of elements formcrl}' discordant appears in the recent

return of both these artists to the Society, the name of Burne

Jones having been replaced in the list of Members, and that of

Sir Frederick Burton among the Honorary Members, on the 30th

of November 1886.

In its contrast with the ideal branch just referred to, the art of

Frederick Walker may be taken as in some degree representing, in its

secondary stage, the opposite or realistic side of the pre-Raphaelite
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movement. His motives are taken directly from what he saw around

him in everyday life ; though he gave to the representation a poetic

colouring which, albeit based on classic study, was in its application

purely his own. He was another of the representative artists of his

time. Unhappily his career was prematurely closed by death in 1875.

His works, though generally small and few in number, were always a

leading feature in the Society's exhibitions, and he not only made a

strong impression upon the art of that period, but laid the foundation

of much that now exists. Our Society is entitled to the honour of

having duly introduced him to the world as a painter ; for his first

exhibited picture had met with small favour from the hangers at

Trafalgar Square, the year before his election as Associate in Pall

Mall East, and it was not until he had been for four years a full

Member of the Water-Colour Society that he was elected an Associate

of the Royal Academy. His position as a water-colour painter will

be referred to in a separate biographical notice. It is more upon his

earlier work as an illustrative designer that his connexion depends

with a group of draftsmen on wood who, when they became painters,

several of them in water-colours, exercised a marked influence, for

good or evil, upon technical • practice. Of this school Frederick

Walker may in some sort be regarded as a pioneer in style, and a

leader of the tone of sentiment. But it would be unjust to charge

him with certain mannerisms and defects which adhered thereto when

its disciples took up the colour brush, and transferred their manipula-

tion from block to paper. Their antecedents were too often recog-

nizable in a heaviness of outline and a deficiency in the expression

of space, while the more subtle relations of light and shade were too

commonly neglected by them. Their manner arose in part from the

exigencies of the facsimile engraver, and in part from the nature of

the subjects upon which the designer's talent had originally been

most exercised. He had been called upon to embody the thoughts

of a new race of poets and fiction-mongers, in a style less decorative,

but considered more in harmony with the ' earnest ' and ' intense
'

school of writing that had become the fashion of the day, than the

graceful and ornate designing of Gilbert and his earlier contemporaries.

The rise and progress of this class of woodcut may be studied and

traced in two serial publications, to each of which Frederick Walker

was a leading contributor, namely, Once a Week, the first number

whereof appeared in July 1859, and Tlie Corulnll Magazine, \\\\\c\\
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came into the field about the same time.' The style once established

was api)licd to the illustration of standard literature, in new and

popular editions, which emplojed the talent of sc\eral artists who

became Associates or Members of the Society during the presidency

of Tayler, or immediately after its close. /. D. Watson, Pimvell,

Houghton, and Macbeth were all more or less designers for the press.

The Graphic weekly newspaper, which dates from 4 December, 1869,

was started as a representative of the new school of wood illustration,

in contrast with the older st)le then still adhered to in the Illustrated

London A'ezvs.

Before that period there had been some further changes in the

tenure of the minor offices in the Society. When Jenkins resigned the

Secretaryship in 1864, George Fripp resumed that post for a few

months, at the end of which William Callow was appointed. Callow

held it until the end of Tayler's time, and both went out of office

together in 1 870.

^ The prime originator of this reaction in the manner of drawing on wood appears to have

been John Everett .Millais(now Sir J. E. Millais, Bart., R.A.)whose four designs in the first

volume of Onie a U'eet afford a strong contrast to the general style of the early eml)ellish-

nients of that magazine, among which were the freely handled pencillings of such established

favourites as Hablot K. Browne and John Leech.
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CHAPTER VI

THE PRESIDENCY OF GILBERT

The President knighted— Improved relations with the Royal Academy—Honorary Members
—New fa9ade- Library—Assimilation of Sketch Exhibitions—The Dudley joins the

Institute— Royal title -Illustrated catalogues—R.W.S. Art Club— 'Light and Water-

Colours'— Queen's Jubilee— Sequence of Officers—Exits and entrances.

The present reign, that of SiR JOHN GILBERT, R.A,, which began in

1 87 1, has seen important changes, not only in the Society itself, which

has been signally honoured and ennobled, but in its relations with

other bodies. The new accession to the presidential chair was followed

early in the next year by a distinction conferred upon the Society in

the bestowal of the honour of knighthood upon its chief officer. The

occasion was further signalized by a visible token that one at least of

the old barriers that had stood for so many years between the Royal

Academy and the Society of Painters in Water-Colours, and had in

some respects placed the two bodies in an antagonistic position, was

now removed. Cases, only too numerous, may be cited from the

pages of the present record, in which our Society had suffered the

loss, either permanent or temporary, of valuable Members, who, being

painters in oil as well as water colours, and as such ambitious of a

place in the Academy, had, under the old rules of that body, been

forbidden to become candidates while members of another Society.

When the restriction had been removed, the Water-Colour Society

toDk the initiative by opening its doors, which had never wittingly been

closed to artists of merit, and admitting as an A.W.S. one who had

already become an A.R.A. W. C. T. Dobson (now R.A.) was so

elected in 1870. In 1871 the complirnent was returned by inaking

an A.R.A. of Frederick Walker, and in the same year H. Stacy Marks

achieved the two titles A.R.A. and A.W.S. The election of our Pre-

sident, Sir John Gilbert, as an Associate of the Academy in 1872 was

till.' crowning event which placed the relations between that body and

the independent association on a fairer and more liberal footing. Since
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that time other artists have been, and now a goodly number arc,

members of both bodies at once ;
and, to make the reciprocity com-

plete, the present roll of the Water-Colour Society includes the Pre-

sident of the Academy, who has always acknowledged the supremacy

of the Society as representing Water-Colour Art. The following is a

list of Members and Associates who have held or now hold rank in

both bodies, arranged in the order in which they acquired the double

title. —
Elected
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University of Oxford, whose high claims both as a critic and man of

letters need not here be further declared. M. Madou died in April

1877, and the next year the number of five on the honorary list was

restored by the addition of H.R.H. the Princess Louise, Marchioness

of Lome. In i88i it was headed by the name oi H.R.H. the Princess

of ]]'a/cs, and the recognition of Water-Colour Art beyond our shores

was again supplied by the election of Professor Adolpli Menzel of the

Academy of Berlin. The last addition, made in 1886, which raises

the number to eight, is that of Sir Frederick William Burton, R.H.A.,

Director of the National Gallery, who, as we have seen, had once

before been a most valuable working Member of our Society. Of
these Honorary Members, several, who happen to be mature as well

as amateur artists, have occasionally sent drawings to the Society's

exhibitions,' to which an interest has been added by thus showing

specimens of the graphic talent of Mr. Ruskin, Sir Prescott Hewett,

and H.R.H. the Princess Louise. Professor Menzel has also been an

admired exhibitor.

Having enlarged and improved their show room as above men-

tioned, the Society now proceeded to beautify the exterior of the

Gallery, and make the interior adjuncts more commodious. The

result was the ornate fagade, and convenient approaches within, which

now exist. The architect was the late Frederick Pepys Cockerell,

F.R.I. B. A., and the style, which is the middle period of the Renais-

sance, was not only suited to the purpose, but singularly in harmony

with the graphic proclivities of the President's pencil, as may be seen

in an effective cut, which he drew of it, in the Illustrated London Ncivs

of Saturday, 24 April, 1875, the day when the private view took

place of that year's summer exhibition. The sculpture in the tym-

panum of the arch above the doorway is by Signor Fabbrucci, a

Florentine sculptor settled in London ; and the tesselated pavements

of the hall and landing were at the time a novel revival of ancient

practice.

Being now so well and permanently housed, and being also in the

way of garnishing their home with a \aluable historic gallery of their

' diploma ' works, the desirability of furnishing it with further re-

cords of their past life was suggested to the Members in a very

' Their privilege is limited to two exhibits each at a time. But the regulation has not

been strictly adhered tu, the Princess Louise having on one occasion sent four or live

works.
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practical way by their quondam Sccrctar)', Mr. Jenkins. He not

only proposed the formation of a library of works by themselves and

their predecessors, but carried his prdjccl into effect by making a

' costly and interesting ' collection himself and presenting it to the

Society, on the occasion of the annual meeting of 30 November, 1878.

Nor did his e.x'ertions end there, for he issued circulars to the

Members urging them to co-operate in the scheme, which weie

liberall}- responded to in presentations of books, prints, and other

works. Sir John Gilbert designed an oak bookcase, which now holds

them, the central part being reserved for the Jenkins gift, with a

tablet acknowledging the donation.

Meanwhile, the s\stem of holding two exhibitions a }'ear, one

from April to June, the other from December to February, was

successfully continued. Down to 1874, the winter series had not

been taken into account in the numbering of the summer catalogues,

the exhibition which opened in the April of that )-ear being called

the seventieth. In the next season they were recognized as taking

rank with the summer shows, whereof that for 1875 is described as

the eighty-fourth.' The latter sytem of numeration has since been

continued ; though the winter exhibitions have still their separate

numbering. The quantity of exhibits necessarily fluctuates from year

to year, but has seldom departed widely from an average of 300 in

the summer and 400 in the winter. An increase, however, in the

numbers both of Members and Associates has of late years reduced

the quota for individual artists. In 1880 the limit assigned to the

body of ordinary Members was increased to forty ; and this has

been actually exceeded in the latest years, that of the x\ssociates also

amounting to upwards of forty, and in one season (1883-4) reaching

forty-five.

With this increase in its capacity for receiving within its doors the

ilite of the now vast body of painters in water-colours, the old Society,

after weathering many a storm, and being exposed from its earliest

days to ever increasing competition, has virtually retained its original

constitution as an independent guild, confining its exhibitions to

works by its own Members and Associates. The foregoing history

will have shown what was the nature of the temptations it had had

' It must still be recollected that the present numbering begins with the exhiliition uf

lSo5,ancl counts in the ' Oil and Water Colour' exhibitions from 1S13 to 1820 ; whereas the

original Society really broke up and was reformed in 1S12, the present series uf purely

'Water-Colour ' exhibitions having Itegun in 1821.
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to resist, and the assaults it had been called upon to withstand.

When the practisers of water-colour art were but few, and the art

itself was still struggling to maintain its position, the inducement to

artists had been strong to rely in part for their success upon esta-

blished materials. Hence, the keeping up of a separate show room for

water-colours apart from oils had been an early source of difficulty.

Although the first society owed its very existence to this necessity, it

had had to yield for a series of years to the inroads of the oil men at

Spring Gardens ; and indeed, as we shall see, their influence is not

extinct even at the present day. At the same time, however, the

water-colour men were continually increasing in number; and when

the old Society was unable to receive them all, they formed them-

selves into other communities beyond its pale
;

generally, however,

taking a shape similar to that of the parent body, and although imi-

tators only, yet ready enough to assume the importance of rivals. In

later times the wants of the outsiders had been provided for on a more

reasonable system by the general exhibition of water-colour drawings

at the Dudley Gallery. Here, however, the old difficulty arose of

supplying the requirements of the oil-and-water-colour men with-

out an inharmonious union in one exhibition. It was solved, as

with the multiplication of painters was now possible, in the same

reasonable manner, by instituting in 1867 at a different season of the

year, a 'Dudley Oil' as a complementary adjunct to the 'Dudley

Water- Colour.' We have seen how in the course of the latter scries

of exhibitions they served as a feeder to the Society of Painters in

Water-Colours. When much of the talent there shown had thus been

absorbed, the old Society became exposed to a fresh form of attack,

which for a time threatened to undermine the citadel. Strenuous

efforts were made, chiefly by those who were interested in the success

of the Institute, to induce the Society to sink its individuality, by join-

ing in an amalgamation with that body, so as to form one compre-

hensive Water-Colour Academy. In the determination which was

come to, to maintain their existing position, the Society acted in

accordance with the advice of its experienced counsellor, Jenkins,

who urged strong economical reasons against embarking in such a

speculation, which was in fact the taking of a share in a Limited

Liability Company.' But an amalgamation did take place outside

' Copies of ihe correspondence which passed on the subject between the representatives of

the two Societies will be found in an Appendix.
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the Society. Nearly all the remaininf^ artists who were on the com-

mittee at the Dudley Gallery joined with those who then formed tlie

Institute, and, under the latter name, transferred to the large newly

built galleries calletl the Prince's Hall, in Piccadilly, and united

therein, the two water-colour exhibitions theretofore held in the

Egj'ptian Hall and Pall Mall (West) respectively. The old copying

of the Water-Colour Society's constitution was abandoned ; the rank

of Associate was abolished ; and the annual exhibitions, being thrown

open to all artists or amateurs of the standard of merit prescribed by

the governing body, were thenceforth conducted on the model of those

which had been commenced in 1865 at the Dudley Gallery under the

title of the ' General Exhibition of Water-Colour Drawings.' The

exhibitors in 1889 fell little short of 500, the number of drawings

being 823. The oil element was similarly accommodated under the

management of a separate society, having many members in common
with the above, called the Institute of Painters in Oil Colours, esta-

blished in 1883 in alliance with that for water-colours. It must be

satisfactory to members of the ancient body to observe that to the

eyes of all these new aspirants to favour in the now vast profession

of water-colour painters, the artists still upheld as the great leaders

of the school are those whose names have become identified with the

ancient glories of the Society of Painters in Water-Colours. The sight-

seer who strolls along Piccadilly should not fail to observe that side

by side with the early founders, Sandby, Cozens, Girtin,and the great

Turner, the only effigies which adorn the fa(jade of the new temple

of art above mentioned are those of the Society's own honoured

Members, Cox, De Wint, Barret, and William Hunt.

Before the events just recorded had fully come to pass, however,

the old Society had itself received a new and honourable prefix to its

title. As a fresh proof of Court favour, it was from the 20th of July,

1881, permitted to make use of the name and stjlc of 'The Royal
Society of Painters in Water Colours.' ' In the following

year, 18S2, her Majesty was graciously pleased to sign diplomas

which entitle Members to the rank of Esquire. In that }'ear the

Society issued an edition of the catalogue of the summer exhibition

embellished with sixt)--seven facsimiles of sketches by the artists. It

was of quarto size. Since then the ordinary summer catalogue has

been published in octavo with illustrations of the same kind.

' The Institute and several other art societies have since been similarly ennobled.
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In 1883 an association was formed in connexion with the Society

under the name of TItc Royal Watcr-Colour Society Art Club, for the

purpose of promoting social intercourse between Members and their

friends by means of a series of conversaziones to be held each season

in the Rooms at Pall Mall East. These have been pleasant reunions

of lovers of Art, and the occasion of several temporary loan col-

lections of choice examples of the works of deceased artists (mostly,

but not exclusively, Members of the Society), which have proved

not only of much interest in themselves, but a means of aiding a

charity, any profits that may be derived from subsequent admission

of the public being presented to the Artists' General Benevolent

Institution. The following exhibitions have thus been held : March

1886, works by deceased Members and Associates of the Society.

—31 March to 2 April, 1887, works by R. P. Bonington, 'George

Cattermole, James Holland, F. Nash, P. De Wint, and William Hunt.

—29 March to 7 April, 1888, works by G. J. Pinwell, Sam Bough,

and J. W. Inchbold.— 27 March, 1889, works by F. W. Topham and

T. Danby.— 12 February, 1890, works by deceased Water-Colour

Artists. The gallery has still been lent or let from time to time,

when not used by the Society, for art exhibitions unconnected with

their own management. In 1878 and some subsequent years the

'Artists' and Amateurs" conversaziones took place therein. The

Photographic Society's exhibitions are annually held there, and in

1889 the walls were hung for the first time with the works of the

' Royal Society of Painter-Etchers,' which has now an established

home there.

In the year 1886, certain doubts which had been entertained at a

comparatively early period of the development of our water-colour

school respecting the durability of works in that material, doubts

which the Society in its manifesto in 1821 ' had assumed to have

been already removed, were revived after the long experience of the

many intervening years. The alleged deleterious effect upon water-

colours of ordinary exposure to daylight became the subject of a

heated controversy which raged in the form of a paper war, chiefly in

the columns of the Times newspaper, during the greater part of 1886

and 1887, between critics, experts, artists, and official custodians.

The discussion, although conducted with a degree of acrimony much

to be deplored, had at least two good results. It was made an

' Supra, vol. i. pp. 427, 42S.
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occasion for bringing together in the montii of July 1886, by way of

evidence of permanence of colour, in the Council Room of the (now

Royal) Institute, a choice collection of 168 'Water-Colour Drawings

by Deceased Masters of the British School,' all in a state of excellent

preservation. These examples were ' almost exclusively the produc-

tion of early members ' of our Society.' The second and more

important result was an elaborate scientific inquirj- into the compara-

tive stability of the various pigments formerly or now in use by

water-colour painters. As the controversy had in its origin had

reference chiefly to the historical collection of drawings accumulated

at the South Kensington Museum, and the precautions necessary for

their preservation, the matter was taken up by the Lords of the

Committee of Council on Education, Science and Art Department,

who in April 1886 requested Dr. W. S. Russell, F.R.S., and Captain

VV. De \V. Abne}% C.R., R.E., F.R.S., to carrj' out an exhaustive

series of experiments on the action of light on water-colour drawings.

Thereupon the Society passed a resolution urging the desirability in

the interests of water-colour painters of the appointment of a water-

colour painter in association with the above-named gentlemen in the

task they had undertaken. Acting upon this opinion their Lordships

appointed a representative committee of artists ' to consider the

matter from the Art point of view, and suggest further points for

investigation, or any investigation which they could thems.elves carry

out.' Messrs. Haag and Wallis were chosen to serve on this com-

mittee on the Society's own nomination. It also comprised, on the

invitation of their Lordships, Mr. Alma-Tadema, R.A., a Member, and

Mr. Po)-nter, R.A., an Associate of the Society. Sir Frederick

Leighton, P.R.A.,- was chairman ; the Institute was represented by its

President, Sir James Linton, and Mr. Dillon ; and the British and

South Kensington Museums b\- the curators, Messrs. Colvin and

Armstrong. The first Report of the scientific inquirers, which was

presented on the 30th of June, 1888, dealt with the physical effect

only of light on water-colours, the chemical effect being reserved for

a second Report, a further investigation being recommended into the

effect on colours used with oil and other media. The Report already

issued, founded upon experiments in which the several pigments were

' See letter from Collingwood Smith, R.W.S., in the Times, 14 July, 1886.

- By the time when the Report wa.s issued Sir Frederick had also become a Member uf

our Society.
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submitted to crucial tests, will serve in future as a most valuable

guide to the artist in his selection of materials, and it gives a welcome

assurance that, although some colours formerly too much employed

may indeed be hopelessly evanescent, there still remains at his

command a full gamut of permanent hues in which he may with

confidence assume that his work can be rendered 'beautiful for ever.'

'

In the Jubilee year, 1887, of Queen Victoria's reign, the Royal

Society of Painters in Water-Colours celebrated the occasion by

presenting to her Majesty a collection of seventy-five drawings by

the hands of its Members, Honorary Members, and Associates. The

collection was contained in four portfolios and presented in due form

by a deputation consisting of Sir John Gilbert the President, Mr.

Alfred Fripp the Secretary, and Mr. Carl Haag. In the autumn the

whole set of drawings were sent by the Queen to the Bcthnal Green

Museum for exhibition with the other Jubilee gifts, and subsequently

to Vienna with a similar object. In the same season a grand display

of works by masters of the British water-colour school who had

practised their art during the past fifty years was made at Manchester

in the second great collection of ' art treasures ' there which formed a

part of the Royal Jubilee Exhibition. The lapse of thirty years

since the first enabled it to illustrate the changes which had taken

place in another generation, including several new phases of the art

which had been developed during the presidential career of Frederick

Taylcr and Sir John Gilbert.

It remains to continue the account of exits and entrances of

Members and Associates in the gallery at Pall Mall East, from the

time when the present chief came into office. The post of Secretary

has been held throughout by Alfred Fripp, who was elected with Sir

John Gilbert in November 1870. Collingwood Smith continued to be

Treasurer until 1S79, when he retired and was succeeded by G. H.

Andrews. The following schedule carries to the present time the list

of changes in the body of exhibitors. The dates, as before, are

' Besides the correspondence in the Times from II March, 1SS6, to i October, 18S7, the

following contemporary articles &c. treating of this question may be consulted by the curious

:

In the Nhtelectilh Century, March 18S6, by W. G. Rawlinson ; June 1SS6, by J. C. Robin-

son; August 1886, by Frank Dillon. — The A t/icn^iim, 12 ]\int, 1SS6— The Saturday Review,

3 July, 1886.— Tlic Royal fiistitn/c of Painters in Water-Colours {Calalogueof Exiiibitioit of
Water-Colour Dtawings by Deceased Masters), July 1886, preface by Sir J. D. Linton, and

appendix by Professor Ruskin. Professor A. H. Church's valuable work, The Chemistry of
Paints and Painting, 8vo, 1S90, contains a summary of the discussion. See also an article

by the same writer on ' Light and Water-Colours ' in the Magazine of Art, May 1S8S.
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tliosc of first and last cxliibiting in tlic gallery, not those of elections

ami resitrnations or deaths.

Exhibition

187I

1871-2
1872

1872-3
1S73

1 873-4
1S74

1874-S
1875

1875-6

1876

1876-7

1877

1877-8
1878

1878-9
1S79

1879-80

1S80

i8?o-i
1881

1881-2
1882

Exit

Deane
Burgess
Houghton
Liindgrcn

F. Walker
Evans (of Eton)
Gastineau
Pin-well

Whittnker

Bartholomew

Topham

John Callow

Joseph Nash
Macbeth
Eranwhite

Dod"soit

Palmer

Enter
First

Exhibit as
Member

Albert Goodwin
William Mallhe-m Hale
A. Boyd Houghton
Robert Walker Macbeth, [A. R. A.]

/. Py. Norlh
H. Staey Marks, A.R.A. [R.A.]
Oswald W. Brierly

H. Clareiue Whaite

Laurence Alma- Tadema, A.R.A.
[R.A.]

[Sir] Prescott Ilewctt, [Bart.]

(Hon.)

John Rtiskin (Hon.)
Walter Duncan
Clara Montalba
Mrs. Allingham

Edward F. Brewtnall
Edward Radford

lS82-'l Duncan

H.

Robert Barnes
Henry Moore, [A.R.A.]

John Parker
R. Thome Waite
Otto Weber

Edwin Buckinan
Arthur Hopkins
Cuthbert Rigby

Tom Lloyd
W. E. Lockhart, R.S.A.
Norman Tayler

Henry Wallis

Mrs. Angell
Herbert M. Marshall
H.R.H. Princess Louise (Hon.)

Walter Field

W. Eyre Walker
Ernest A. Waterlow
Thomas J. Watson

Wilmot Pillsbury

George Du Maurier

R. Beavis

Charles Gregory
SamuelJ. Hodson

J. Jessop Hardwick
Constance Phillott

Adolph Menzel (Hon.)

i88i

1881

1S84
1 8X4
1S80-1

1883

1876-7

1890
(elect)

18S4

18S0-1
18S2

1885

1887

1880-

I

1S84

1884
1890
(elect)

Last
Exhibit

1874-S
1879-80

1888

1SS4
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been partial and incomplete. Tlic epoch chosen, however, necessitates

a deah"ng with the h'\c.s of a certain number of veteran artists who

are still in practice. As to these individually it has been deemed

expedient to continue, if possible, each biographical account down to

recent times ; for it would be manifestly unjust to curtail, by adher-

ing to an arbitrary date, the narrative of a career the latter part of

which might be even more illustrious than the first. At the same

time it has not been considered needful as a rule to take notice of a

living artist's works produced since the epoch 1 881-2,

K 2





BOOK VIII

OLD MEMBERS IVJIO SURVIVED FIELDING

CHAPTER I

EXITS, 1856-1859

Biographies concluded —/^. Nash—Richtcr—Lewis—Stcphaitoff.

Provided in the foregoing chapters with an outline of the principal

events that have affected the Society as a whole since I'ielding's death,

we are prepared to resume the biographical notices of individual

Members. And it is proposed first to trace to their end the careers

of those of the old stock who remained in the Society (or, in one case,'

resumed membership) after that epoch. They will be dealt with in

the order in which they made their final exits from the Society, and

the thread of life taken up in each case at the year 1832.

Frederick Nash did not, as he had proposed, end his days in

Robert Street, Hampstead Road, under the sky studio that he had

erected. In 1835 we find him settled with his wife at 44 Montpellier

Road, Brighton, which house became his home till he died.^ He con-

tinued to be a constant and industrious exhibitor in Pall Mall East,

and when his life and membership came to a common close fifteen

months after Copley Fielding's, he had shown 474 works' in the

galleries of the Society from the time of his first appearance in 1810.

Of these 356 were under the presidency of Fielding. Among his later

subjects are still many in which the principal motive is purely archi-

' Harding's.

' In 1834 he gives the double address of ' Robert Street' and '41 Preston Street,

r.righton. In 1835 the former is withdrawn. In 1845, 1S46, 1S49, 1850, professional

addresses in London are added to that in ' Montpellier Road.'

' Counting, in a few early cases, as one a set of subjects in a single frame.
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tectural,' and there area few that depict scenes wherein nature has full

sway. They are pretty equally divided between home and foreign

subjects. In the former class large contributions are levied on his own

Sussex neighbourhood. Shoreham and Brighton beach, and Bramber

and Arundel, and (from 1846) the ruins of Cowdry House, all in the

same county, supply a goodly number. Windsor Castle is also a not

unfrequent subject, and there are occasional views of mediaeval build-

ings of note in various parts of the country. A few drawings from

the English Lakes, chiefly in 1842 and 1855, the result of many

sketches made in 1841, are exceptional in this class of subject. His

foreign views, besides those in and about Paris, which he had already

made his own, now divide themselves mainly into two groups, those

from Normandy and those from the Rhenish provinces. Among the

former are many from the environs of Rouen and Dieppe ; and a

favourite spot seems to have been the ruined abbey of Jumieges on

the Seine, and the picturesque neighbouring town of Caudebec.

Among the latter, which begin in 1838, the towns and ruins on the

Rhine and Moselle furnish a long series, including some of the Roman

remains at Treves. A few drawings are from the Meusc. No doubt

he sketched assiduously in these places. But the list must not always

be taken to indicate the extent of his sketching tours ; for a number

of his drawings are professedly from sketches tal en by others, and

there may be more grounded on a like foundation. For while

residing at Brighton he had many pupils among amateurs, and, like

the best teachers of his time, he made use of their own beginnings as a

step whereby to lead them up to the higher platform of art. Among
those whom the catalogue names as having supplied him with sub-

jects was Captain Edward Rooper, of the Rifle Brigade, who fell

gallantly at Inkermann. His father, the Rev. Thomas Rooper, of

Brighton, was a kind and dear friend of the painter's.

The views on the Moselle above mentioned were the produce of a

tour which Nash made with his wife in 1837. They remained there

between two and three months, stopping at all the most interesting

places from one to three days, while he made a number of sketches.

Mrs. Nash writes that he ' preferred that river very much to the Rhine,

and had it not been for ill health would have paid it a second visit

when there were steamboats running, of which there were none at

' He seeins to have worked little now for the engravers ; but there is a print of ' Vcrk

Minster,' after 1'. Naih, in Tillotson's Xcw Wn-crlev All<um.
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that time, and no good inns.' However, 'in 1843 he went to the

Rhine, and made a number of sketches, as he never lost a moment's

time when the weather permitted him to draw. . . . He alwa\^s regretted

that he had been unable to reach Rome, as he considered there were

subjects particularly adapted to his style to be found in abundance in

that fine city.'

'

One of his studies at Arundel nearly cost Nash his life. In 1837

the roof of his painting room there was broken through by the fall of

a stack of chimneys in a hurricane, and the painter was with difficulty

extricated from a mass of ruins which had buried him.

Nash's practice was to make three drawings of his subject, coloured

on the spot, with effects of early morning, midday, and evening re-

spectively. These he continued from day to day to the point of finish

he deemed necessary, and so on during his sojourn abroad. He was,

as we have seen, an early riser, being generally out with his portfolio

between five and six o'clock, and he worked all day. When anxious

to finish a sketch he would sit on in the rain, employing a boy to hold

his umbrella over him. In the end his health fell a sacrifice to his

professional ardour, and for several years before his death he suffered

from debility and weakness in the legs, and was forced to give up

teaching. It was one of his latest regrets that he was not strong

enough to go and see the great Paris Exhibition of 1855. Until within

a few years of his decease he had given himself up entirely to his pro-

fession, and he used to declare that he should die with a brush in his

hand. To him the prediction was in seeming verified, for in a de-

lirium which accompanied his last illness his hand moved as though

at work, and he complained of the fatigue he had undergone by paint-

ing upon his picture all night.^ He begged that it might be taken

out of his sight lest, if he worked at it any more, it should injure his

reputation as an artist. Exhausted with the imaginary effort, he

gradually sank, and calmly expired on the 5th of December, 1856, at

his house at Brighton, in his seventy-fifth year. The immediate cause

of death was bronchitis. He was buried in the extra-mural cemetery

on the Lewes road. Mr. Jenkins concludes an account of his life in the

Art Journal ^or February 1857 with the following testimony to his

worth :
' A good husband, amiable and upright in all the relations of

'

J. J. J. MSS.
' lie had in hand a large drawing of Paris for the next year's exhibition ; but it was not

enouj;h finished to be shown as a posthumous exhibit.
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life, we are not often called upon to record the death of one who leaves

a worthier name behind him.'

Nash's latest works, when his physical powers had declined, did

not fairly represent his merits as an artist ; nor did his later

picturesque style give any idea at all of the grandeur which he

infused into his earlier painting. Hence his name does not stand out

in a degree of relief at all proportioned either to the number of his

works or to the great talent with which he was endowed. Like

Mackenzie, he survived the period when architectural drawing had no

rival in photography,' and although he wisely cultivated his talent in

a more extended field of landscape his professional profits did not, it

is feared, greatly exceed what was needful for the support of his

limited household. His income being also reduced when he could

no more take pupils, his case affords another example of a real

benefit conferred by the survival to his widow of his share in the

Society's fund.

Among the contents of his studio, which were sold at Brighton

after his death, was the palette of Sir Thomas Lawrence, which he

had bought as a memento, and a choice copy of the Liter Studionnii

of Turner.'^

The drawings by HENRY RiCHTER, whose Membership lasted a

year or two after Fielding's presidency ended, were now almost

exclusively of the popularly humorous and sentimental kind fostered

by the ' loo-table ' Annuals that flooded the book market in the

earlier part of that period. Among the more ambitious subjects are

comic scenes from Shakspere, such as Falstaff and Bardolph, Touch-

stone and Audrej', or Slender's introduction to Anne Page
;
and in

1838, the ' Fat Boy ' in Pickivick ' discovering Mr. Tupman and the

spinster Aunt in the Spider Bower.' But Gipsies, Reveries, and

Ringlets, Bouquets and Billets-doux, Don Juans, Evening Prayer, ct

hoc genus oiniie furnish the commoner motives of his artistic industry.

From 1835 to 1845 is his most prolific decade. In 1843 ^''c two

scenes ' from the novel of The Trustee,' which seems by the quota-

tions to have been somewhat of the ' penny dreadful ' order. ' The

Parting of Romeo and Juliet ' (1845) w^as reckoned one of the best of

his later works. During the final ten years of his exhibiting, of which

' One can scarcely help recalling in such cases the late Charles Landseer's celebrated pun,

w'lcn he declared that sun pictures were tifoc-to-grapliic art.

' Bri^/Uon Gazette, 19 March, 1857.
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1856 was the last, he sent but one or two drawings each season ;
but

he was never entirely absent during Fielding's reign, and when his

Membership and his life ended together, he had exhibited eighty-seven

works in the galleries of the Society since his first appearance at

Spring Gardens in 1813.

He had many times shifted his residence; but from 1842 had

been constant to Lisson Grove, where he died at No. loi, on the 8th

of April, 1857, of pneumonia and t\-phoid fever, at the age of eighty-

five. His mind seems to have been remarkably vigorous at this great

age. He printed a pamphlet of eight pages of abstruse reasoning

on Gcnnaii Transcendentalism with the date 'Dec. I, i855>' ^"d at

the time of his death was engaged in translating a metaphysical work

by Beck, the weakness caused by a long and close application to

which task is said to have hastened his end. Richter moreover played

an excellent game at chess, and was very fond of mathematical

science. It seems strange that with all this depth of thought his

graphic works should have been, in their motives, so much the oppo-

site of profound.

The following may be added to the memoranda of his engraved

works: In the Forget-me-not, 1832, 'Uncle Toby and the Widow'

(engraved by C. Rolls); 1833, 'Night,' allegorical figures (W.

Finden) ; 1834, ' Victoria' (Rolls).— In the Keepsake, 1833, ' Jeanic in

the Outlaw's Hut' (Rolls), 'One Peep was enough' (F. Bacon).

—

In Fisher's Drawing-Room Scrap-Book, 1833, 'The Love Letter,'

2| X i\ in. A quarto edition of Milton's Paradise Lost was illustrated

and some of the plates were engraved by Richter. His drawing of

' The Tight Shoe,' exhibited 1820, has also been engraved.

The year 1832 has been included in our account of the earlier time

of John Frederick Lewis because it was the last in which he

exhibited Scotch and Italian subjects, and his visit to Spain in the

summer of that }ear marks the beginning of a distinct period of his art.

His first occupation in Spain was to begin a series of small but care-

ful studies in water-colours from the works of the old masters in the

gallery at Madrid. Thence he went to Toledo and Granada, making

sketches of the Alhambra, and to Cordova and Seville. There he

passed the following winter, making further studies from the Murillos

in the Museum. The year 1833 was also spent in Spain with an ex-

cursion in the spring to Tangicrs, a second visit in summer to Granada,
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and a sojourn again in Madrid in the autumn, to finish his studies

there. The first fruits of this long visit to Spain were visible in the

same year's exhibition, to which he sent ' An Andalusian Peasant

begging at a Convent Door in Seville,' ' A Calasero in Andalusia,' and

' Mass in a Moorish Chapel in the Cathedral of Cordova.' The next

year, 1834, he was again in England, and his ten contributions to the

gallery were all illustrations of Spanish life and architecture. Eight

drawings of the same class follow in 1835. In 1836 he sent three

important drawings, all devoted to the representation of a Spanish

Bull Fight, and accompanied by descriptive notes and quotations

from ' Childe Harold.' In two the scene is laid at Seville. In the

first the slaughter begins with the brutal sacrifice of horses ; the next

is sacred to the death of the taural victim ; while the third picture

was called ' The Suburbs of a Spanish City [Granada] on the Day of

a Bull Fight,' and represented ' the immediate neighbourhood of the

amphitheatre, the rendezvous of the fighters, &c., from whence they

repair to the arena.' In 1837 are three more: 'Peasants &c. of-

Granada dancing the Bolero ;
'

' Sacristy of a Cathedral ;
' and an

important composition representing ' A Spy of the Christino Army

brought before the Carlist General-in-Chief, Zumalcarregui.' ' In

1838 he sends ' Murillo painting the Virgin in the Franciscan convent

at Seville,' from a peasant model ; and ' The Pillage of a Convent by

Guerilla Soldiers.' These two pictures were executed in Paris, where

the artist had passed the preceding winter, and with one exception

(' A Devotional Procession—Scene in Toledo,' exhibited 1841) were

the last of the series which mark the Spanish period of Lewis's art.

In this group of pictures we see the culmination of his water-

colour painting. They are rich in hue, thorough in design, and fully

regardful of the minutest detail. At the same time the suggestion of

texture is conveyed without obtrusive elaboration, their primary aim

being more the portrayal of character than objective imitation.

Lewis concurrently sent a few Spanish subjects to the Royal

Academy, that is to say four in 1835, and two in 1836; but they

were merely studies of single figures. He also produced two series

of lithographs from studies made in the Peninsula. The first, pub-

lished in folio in 1835, is entitled 'Sketches and Dranw'ngs of the

A/ha7/idra, mside during a residence in Granada in the years 1833-34.'

In this he was assisted by J. D. Harding, who drew some of the sub-

' Engraved i)n wood liy Mii^on Jackson in the Art JoiDnaJ^ i-^SS. p. 4T,
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jccts on the stone. The rest he executed himself, as well as the

whole of the second work, called ' Leivis's Skt'tckcs of Spain and

Spanish Character, made during his tour in that country in the years

1S33-34.' Folio, 1836. Each work contains twenty-five lithographs.

As was the case with his coadjutor in the former work, Lewis's early

training as an engraver may have favoured his practice of litho-

graphy ; for we find his pencil employed in translating by this means

the work of another hand. A set of ' Illustrations of Constantinople,

from original sketches made during a residence in that city in the

years 1835-6' by an artist named Coke Smith, were ' arranged and

drawn ' on stone by J. F. Lewis, and brought out in 1838, uniformly

with his on'n Spanish Sketches.

The following exhibited works by Lewis, including some of those

mentioned above, were separately engraved on a large scale:' ' High-

land Hospitality,' exhibited 1833 (mezzotint by Wm. Gilles), ' Interior

of a Highland Cottage,' 1832 (line by C. G. Lewis); 'Spanish

Mendicants,' 1833 (mezzo. C. G. Lewis); 'The Contrabandista,' 1834

(mezzo. C. Turner) ;
' Spanish Monks preaching for the benefit of

their Convent, Seville,' 1835 (mezzo. J. G. Bromley) ;
'Suburbs of a

Spanish City on the Day of a Bull Fight,' 1836 (etching and mezzo-

tint). To this list of engraved works may be added the following

reproductions on a smaller scale : In the Gallery of the Society of

Painters in Water-Coloiirs, ' The Bachelor' (engraved by J. H. Robin-

son), 1.832.— In Finden's Illustrations of Byron, 3 vols. 4to, 1833-4,

vol. iii., ' Madrid,' 'Seville—the Giralda,' ' Saragoza,' 'Grenada.'— In

the Forgct-uic-not, 1837, ' Tajo di Ronda—Arricros descending the

Mountain ' (C. Rolls).— In ' Sporting, edited by Nimrod,' two heads of

'Foxhounds' (in dry point by C. G. Lewis), 2 Oct. 1837.

It is not often that in tracing an artist's career one can define its

successive piiases so distinctly within specific periods as is possible

with that of Lewis, whose last, or Eastern phase, in which he is best

known to the present generation, was separated from those that had

gone before by an unproductive interval of many jears. There was

nothing of his in the gallery in 1839. On the 8th of April, as we

read in the Minutes, Evans had reported to the Committee a letter

from him ' dated from Rome,' stating that through illness and other

circumstances he should not be able this year to support the Exhibi-

tion. Accordingly, in the next catalogue, his address becomes

' See adverlisemciUs in Catalogues of ENhibilion of 1S35. 1S36.
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' Rome ; or T. Griffith's, Esq. 14 Waterloo Place ;
' and so it remains

for five successive seasons. During that time he has only two

drawings at Pall Mall East, both in 1841, namely, the Spanish

' Procession ' before mentioned, and a single representative ' of his

Roman period, called ' Easter Day at Rome— Pilgrims and Peasants

of the Neapolitan States awaiting the Benediction of the Pope at

St. Peter's.' This, however, is described as an important work, with

large masses of figures, and gorgeous in colour.

Again there is a long series of years during which Lewis's name

remains in the catalogue, but his Membership is virtually in abeyance.

He seems indeed to have been somewhat out of mind as well as out

of sight ; for his address remained registered as above when he had

really quitted Rome and migrated further East. Not long after

writing the letter above mentioned, he had taken again to travelling.

In 1840 he went to Corfu and Albania, made sketches in Janina and

the Pindus, nearly died of fever in the Gulf of Corinth, but went on

to Athens and Constantinople, where he met and bid a last farewell

to Wilkie, who died on the voyage home. We read of him as

sketching in the mosques during the following spring ; and after a

summer tour in Asia Minor he comes to a halt at Cairo for the

winter. Next year, 1843, he makes excursions to Mount Sinai and

up the Nile into Nubia, &c.^ All this time he is set down as living

at ' Rome.' It is not until 1844 that the catalogue address is changed

to 'Cairo; or at F. C. Lewis's, Esq. 53 Charlotte Street, Portland

Place.' ^ Still he sends no drawings to the gallery. What has he

been doing all this while .'' it may naturally be asked. How was he

spending his time ? And why were the talents of so great an artist

as he had proved himself to be thus hidden under a bushel .''

Fortunately there exists one graphic account by an illustrious pen

of John Lewis's mode of life in Egypt. Though no one could be

spared from Pall Mall East to look him up, he was visited by an ap-

preciative friend, on d^ Journey from Coniliill to Grand Cairo, in the

autumn of 1844. 'Lewis and Thackeray were old friends. They

had often met at Maclise's in former days ;
' but now ' they had not

' There was one other later, ' Roman Peasants at the Entrance of a Shrine,' exhibited

1S54.

- Aft Journal, 1858, p. 42.

" Probably on a first intimation of his whereabouts, for a letter from him (the purport

of which is not given) is mentioned in a Minute of S April, 1S44, as having been received

from him by the Secretary, ' dated Cairo.

'
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seen each other for years.' ' Eastern things were not so familiar to

Englishmen then as they are now. ' There is,' wrote Thackeray, ' a

fortune to be made for painters in Cairo, and materials for a whole

Academy of them. I ne\er saw such a variety of architecture, of life,

of picturesqucncss, of brilliant colour, and light and shade. There is

a picture in every street, and at every bazaar stall. Some of these

our celebrated water-colour painter, Mr. Lewis, has produced with

admirable truth and exceeding minuteness and beauty; but there is

room for a hundred to follow him, &c.' It is easy to see that the

same ' celebrated water-colour painter ' is referred to under the initial

'J.' in tlic following account: 'I was engaged to dine with our old

friend
J., who has established himself here in the most complete

Oriental fashion. You remember J., and what a dandy he was,

the faultlessness of his boots and cravats, the brilliancy of his waist-

coats and kid gloves ; we have seen his splendour in Regent Street,

in the Tuileries, or on the Toledo. My first object in arriving here

was to find out his house, which he has taken far away from the

haunts of European civilization, in the Arab quarter. It is situated

in a cool, shad}-, narrow alley ; so narrow, that it was with great

difficulty—his Highness Ibrahim Pasha happening to pass at the

same moment—that my little procession . . . could range themselves

along the wall, and leave room for the august cavalcade. . . . We
made for J.'s quarters ; and in the first place entered a broad

covered court or porch, where a swarthy, tawny attendant, dressed in

blue with white turban, keeps a perpetual watch,' &c. Then the writer

describes how he was admitted through a court with a camel in

it, and a gazelle ' to glad J. with his dark blue ej'c,' and poultry

and pigeons, into his ' long, queer, many-windowed, many-galleried

house,' with its fountains within and without, mystery of pipe-

bringing servants, and great hall of audience, its ceiling 'embroidered

with arabesques,' its divans, its great bay window looking out on 'a

garden about the size of Fountain Court, Temple,' ' more sumptuously

furnished ' too than the houses of the ' Beys and Agas his neighbours,'

in that he had imported the European luxuries of ' one deal table,

value five shillings,' and ' four wooden chairs, value six shillings.

When these things had been examined at leisure,' he goes on, '

J.

appeared. Could it be the exquisite of the " Europe " and the " Trois

Frcres " ? A man— in a long yellow gown with a long beard some-

'J.J.J. MS.
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what tinged with grey, with his head shaved, and wearing on it first

a white wadded cotton nightcap, second a red tarboosh—made his

appearance and welcomed me cordially. I was some time, as the

Americans say, before I could " realise " the seiniUant J. of old times."

He shuffled off his outer slippers before he curled up on the divan

beside me. He slapped his hands and languidly called " Mustapha."

Mustapha came with more lights, pipes and coffee ;
and then we fell

to talking about London, and I gave him the last news of the comrades

in that dear city. As we talked, his Oriental coolness and languor

gave way to British cordiality ; he was the most amusing companion of

the Club once more. He has adapted himself outwardl}', however,

to the Oriental life. When he goes abroad he rides a gray horse

with red housings, and has two servants to walk beside him. He

wears a ver}- handsome, grave costume of dark blue, consisting of an

embroidered jacket and gaiters and a pair of trousers, which would

make a set of dresses for an English family. His beard curls nobly

over his chest, his Damascus scimitar on his thigh. His red cap gives

him a venerable and Bey-like appearance. There is no gewgaw or

parade abbut him, as in some of your dandified young Agas. I should

say that he is a Major-General of Engineers, or a grave officer of

State. . . . His dinners were excellent,' &c. As to Lewis's induce-

ment to an Eastern life, he says :
' It was an indulgence of laziness

such as Europeans, Englishmen at least, don't know how to enjo)'.

Here he lives like a languid Lotus-eater—a dreamy, hazy, lazy,

tobaccofied life. He was away from evening-parties, he said ; he

needn't wear white kid -gloves or starched neckcloths, or read a news-

paper. And even this life at Cairo was too civilized for him
;

Eno-lishmen passed through, old acquaintances would call ; the great

pleasure of pleasures was life in the desert, under the tents, with still more

nothing to do than in Cairo ; now smoking, now cantering on arabs,

and no crowd to jostle you ; solemn contemplations of the stars at night,

as the camels were picketed, and the fires and the pipes were lighted.'

So the years slipped away, and nothing came to the gallery in Pall

Mall East. Nothing since 1841. At last the Society's patience was

exhausted. On the 7th of July, 1848, it appears on the Minutes that

'the attention of the meeting was called to the fact that Mr. J. F.

' Lewis was equally struck with the change in his guest's appearance, as he afterwards

tolil lenkins. For ' Thackeray had grown from a slender into a large portly man.'
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Lewis had !iot for some years contributed any work to the exhibitions,

and had thereby rendered himself liable to Law LI I. After dis-

cussion it appeared that no satisfactory reasons hatl been given for

his non-compliance with the Law, and his name was ordered to be

withdrawn from the list of Members.' But, a little later, to wit on

the 30th of November, 1848, the ' Secretary read a copy of his letter

to Mr. J. I". Lewis, conveying the Resolution passed July jth, with

Mr. Lewis's reply, in which he stated that he was anxious to occupy

his former position, and would in future conform to the Rules, &c.'

Thereupon he was re-elected a Member. Still, to the next year's

exhibition he again contributed nothing but his local habitation and

his name. In 1850, however, he showed, by sending a picture, called

' The Hhareem,' that the volcanic fire of his art, after its long

quiescence, was bursting forth from a new crater. This picture

created a sensation among visitors to the galleiy. It was a revelation

to many of the existence of a painter of note, with whose former

works they were unacquainted, and in its aim and manipulation was a

novelty to all.

Lewis did not follow up his success by sending any drawing in

1851 ; but in the spring of that year he came back again to England,

this time for good, taking up his residence at first at 6 Upper Hornton

Villas, Campden Hill. In 1852 he had another very highly finished

work in the gallery :
' An Arab Scribe- Cairo,' writing at the dictation

of a lady accompanied by a Nubian slave-girl' In this interior the

elaboration of detail was as marvellous as in the last, the trellis window

at the back, through which figures in the street are seen, the coloured

tiles on the wall, the variously embroidered and woven stuffs and

accessories of fruit, cats, butterflies, &c., which were introduced,

affording ample material for his minute study. Again an interval of

a year ; after which he becomes once more an annual exhibitor. At
the same time he settles in the house he occupied for the remainder

of his life, called ' The Holme,' at Walton-on-Thames.

In 1853 a set of more than sixty small studies made by him from

the old masters, chiefly abroad, including those in Spain above

mentioned, were bought by the Roj'al Scottish Academy. These to

the number of sixty-one (together with a view of the Tribune in the

Uffizi at Florence) are now in the National Gallcr}- of Scotland, and

form part of a collection of such reproductions placed there for the

' Engraved on wood by M.ison Jackson in the Art Journal, 1858, p. 43.
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benefit of students. As a further acknowledgment tjf their apprecia-

tion of his high stanthng in art, an Honorary Membership of the

Royal Scottish Academy was conferred on him at about the same

time.

The two Eastern drawings which he had already exhibited were

enough to testify that he had not allowed his power as an artist to

decay in the languor of an Oriental life. These had shown his

mastery in dealing with the complication of modified light in an

Eastern interior. He now proved himself equally skilful and true

when depicting the fullest sunshine.' ' Camels and Bedouins—Desert

of the Red Sea,' 1S54, and ' The Well in the Desert, Egypt,' and

'The Greeting in the Desert,' 1855—in which works he once more, by

the superb drawings of camels they contained, made manifest his

ancient supremacy as a painter of animals—sufficed to place him in a

position of perfectly unique excellence in their class of subjects, now

so common, but then almost untried by English artists. In 1854 and

1855, Lewis had also some works at the Royal Academy, the latter

of which were in oils. On the 5th of July, 1855, 140 of his sketches,

studies from nature in Spain, Belgium, Italy, Greece, the Levant, and

Egypt, were sold at Christie's.

The year last mentioned, 1855, was, it will be remembered, that in

which the Society lost its much respected President, and as a tribute

to his memory allowed the office to remain in abeyance for a few

months, during which period of interregnum the exhibition was held.

When a fresh choice had to be made at the anniversary meeting in

November, Lewis was elected to the vacant chair. Although there

does not appear to have been any question of the propriety of Lewis's

election, the meeting at which it took place was not altogether

harmonious in discussing another matter in which his interests were

concerned. Some dissatisfaction had, it seems, been felt respecting

the hanging of some of the works of our water-colour painters at the

Paris International Exhibition of that year, those of Lewis among the

number. On Fielding's death, Tayler had been appointed to take his

place in the Associated Committee of the Fine Arts constituted to

' Mr. Jenkins made the following note of p.irt of a conversation with Lewis in June

1856: ' When at Cairo (he told me) he used to try experiments by putting coloured pieces of

drapery in the courtyard of his residence to see the effect of the sun upon them. The light

being so intense that he could not distinguish any difference in the grey coloured materials, the

colour could only be seen in the reflexions. The vivid light robbed the colours upon which

it immediately fell, and rendered all a sort of white. His object had been to paint intense

light.'
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assist in carrying out the scheme. Out of tliis mission there arose

some polemical correspondence, which will be further referred to in

the separate biography of that artist. To Lewis's own record belongs

more appropriately the following account, entertaining at least, if not

particularly flattering, given by the French critic before quoted, of the

works by which he was represented in Paris, and their mode of pro-

duction. They were five in number, all drawings of his last period,

in the group above mentioned. Of the principal one, the ' Hharecm,'

M. Edmond About wrote : 'II a fallu bicn des mois pour executer

cette grande salle k claire-voie, ou le soleil pdnetre a travers un

grillage et vient dessiner de petits losanges sur Ics hommcs et les

animaux. M. Lewis travaillait tous les jours a cet etrange ouvrage.

Apres avoir esquisse la composition, qui est jolie, il passa a I'exiicu-

tion, qui est mt^diocre, au dessin, qui est faible, au coloris, qui est

criard. Lorsqu'il avait manqu6 un morccau, il I'cnlevait proprement,

remplaijait le papier par une pate de fabrique anglaise, et recom-

men^ait la besogne. Un jour, il trouva I'aquarelle fendue en deux.

II I'envoya en Angleterre, fit recoller soigneusement les morceaux, et

reprit la suite de son travail. Vous voj'cz,' adds the writer, by way of

comment, ' que la fabrication des aquarelles anglaises est chose com-

pliquec ; mais il y a gros a gagner dans ce metier-la.' And after

citing the fact that the picture in question was sold in London for

1,000/. and the copyright for the like sum, he declares: 'Je pense

qu'il est difficile de pousser plus loin le fi^tichisme de I'aquarelle.'

'

The first year of Lewis's presidency, 1856, was signalized by one

of his most remarkable triumphs. Me exhibited a single work of

large size, which occupied the central and most conspicuous place in

the gallery, where it acquired additional celebrity from the exalted

terms of praise it received from Mr. Ruskin, whose voice had already

become to many the voice of a prophet. In a pamphlet of criticisms

on the season's pictures, the author of Modern Painters went so far as

to write :
' I have no hesitation in ranking it among the most wonder-

ful pictures in the world ; nor do I believe that, since the death of

Paul Veronese, anything has been painted comparable to it in its own

way. . .
.'^ Its title is entered in the catalogue thus: 'A F'rank

Encampment in the Desert of Mount Sinai, 1842. The Convent of

' Voyage a travers FExposition des Beaux-Arts, 1855, p. 32.

^ Notes on some of the Primifal Pictures exhibited in llie Rooms of the Royal Academy^
and the Society of Paintors in il'ater- Co/ours, No. II. 1856, second edition, page 37.

II. L
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St. Catherine in the distance. The picture comprises Portraits of an

English Nobleman and his suite, Mahmoud, the Dragoman, etc. etc.

etc., Hussein, Scheikh of Gcbel Tor, etc. etc' The subject, not other-

wise an agreeable or interesting one, was recognized by the critic

last quoted as a sort of fulfilment of an independent prophecy of

his own. Some months before, in his customary strain of comparison

between past and present times, he had written thus :
' I do not

know if there be game on Sinai, but I am always expecting to hear

of some one shooting over it.' To present this contrast of ' Syria,

Ancient and Modern,' was (in the critic's view) the painter's intention.

So the coincidence was sufficiently striking. But it is mainly on

technical grounds that Mr. Ruskin bases his high encomium. The

picture was executed wholly in body colour, stippled on with the

point of the brush. In the sky even, ' the whole field is wrought

gradually out with touches no larger than the filaments of a feather

... in fact,' as he calls it, ' an embroidered sky.' Every object was

represented with extraordinary minuteness of detail, requiring the use

of a magnifying glass for analysis with ordinary eyes. ' Yet,' adds

the critic, after drawing attention to the enormous amount of work it

contained, ' marvellous as this quantity of detail is, the quantity is not

the chief wonder, but- the breadtli. . . . Labour thus concentrated in

large purpose—detail thus united into effective mass—has not been

seen till now.' ' The President had one more drawing, a large and

important one, an interior scene, called ' Hhareem Life—Constanti-

nople,' in the gallery in the following year, 1857, full again of the

most elaborate detail. This time the critic, while giving full credit

to the painter for his ' conscientiousness of completion,' thought

fit to administer somewhat of a corrective to the forrrier almost

unqualified praise, in the shape of a warning against his apparent

devotion to ' subjects involving minuteness as a part of their expres-

sion.'
"^

The last public act performed by Lewis, as President of the Society

of Painters in Water- Colours, was his attendance at the opening of

the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition in the summer of 1857.

He was indeed re-elected at the November meeting, but his resigna-

tion, both as President and Member, was announced when the Society

' Noti's oil some of the Prineipal Piclures exhihileJ i'n the Rooms of the Royal Academy,

am! the Saicty of Painters in Water-Colours, Xo. II. 1856, second edition, page 3S.

linJ. No. III. 1857, pp. 9, 48.
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assembled for the election of Associates on the Sth of I'\-brnar_\-, iS5,S.

It appears that the motive of his retirement was a determination to

abandon the practice of water-colour painting as less lucrative than

oils, his success in which medium had led him to aspire to admission

to the Royal Academ\', whither he had continued to send oil pictures

while exhibiting water-colour drawings in our gallcrj'. In the course

of his correspondence with Jenkins, who was then Secretary, he says :

' I work always from before 9 in the morning till dusk, from half-past

6 till II at night, ahva}-s. I think that speaks for itself; and \-et I

swear I am 250/. a \-ear poorer for the last seven years, i.e. since I left

the East.' Again :
' When I wrote my first letter to you I was so

ill as to be frightened. I felt that work was destroying me. And for

what ?—To get by water colour art 500/. a year, and this too when I

know that I could with less labour get my thousand ' (by painting in

oil). At a special meeting (with eighteen Members present) on the

1st of March, 1858, on the circumstances of his resignation (about

which there seems to have been some misconception) being explained,

an expression of sincere regret was unanimously passed ' that any

circumstances should have arisen to deprive the Society of his eminent

talent and valuable services.'

Lewis was in his fifty-third year when he left the Society, whose

walls he had adorned with ninety-seven works, since his first at Spring

Gardens in 1820. His ambition was gratified by admission to the

Academy as an Associate in the year 1859 that followed his secession,

and by subsequent election as a Royal Academician in 1865. This

final portion of his career does not belong to our histor\- ; suffice it to

say that his exhibited works in oil, henceforth confined to Eastern

subjects, became familiar to all picture-seers ; that he withdrew to the

list of retired Academicians in 1876, and died on the i^th of August

of the same year at his house at \\'alton-on-Thamcs, at the age of

seventy-one. He was buried at Frimley. His ' remaining works,'

including a great many drawings and sketches in pencil and water-

colours, were sold at Christie's in May 1877.

The following (from Redford's list) are the largest prices that his

water-colour drawings have realized in the auction room : At

Mr. W. Quilter's sale, 1875, ' School at Cairo,' 1,239/., ' The Prayer of

Faith,' 1,176.'., ' Lilium Auratum,' 1,060/. io.r. (sold again in 1889 for

1,050/).—At Mr. W. Leaf's .sale, 1S75, 'Easter Day at Rome ' (30.1-'

X 52 in.), 7S7/ los.—At Mr. J. Ardcn's sale, 1879,' Ilarcm of a Bey
L 2
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(3S2XS3 '"•). 720/. loj.—At Mr. G. R. Burnett's sale, 1S60, 'The

Frank Camp,' 1856, 607/.

Although James Stephanoff continued to exhibit drawings in

the gallery without further intermission annually until 1859, there is

little to add as to the scope or character of his art, and the information

is but meagre as to his personal history during that time. His

exhibits amount to a total of 225 from the date of his first appear-

ance at Spring Gardens, composed of 30 in the ' Oil and Water

Colour,' 43 under Cristall, 125 under Fielding, and 27 afterwards.

To any painter who devotes himself to the making up of pictures of

historic genre from the resources of the studio, a list of the titles of

Stephanoff's drawings would furnish a valuable repertory of stock

subjects. A large contingent is of scenes from Shakspere (of whose

plays ' King Henry VI.' is that most frequently resorted to, though

subjects are taken from a dozen others as well), and a variety from

other writers, both inventors of fiction and recorders of fact. A
number of drawings represent anecdotic incidents in the lives of

celebrated painters, as Titian, Rubens, Vandyke, Salvator Rosa and

others, in their intercourse with kings, brigands, and other persons.

Some of these he, in 1843, designates as forming part of 'a series of

subjects illustrative of Art.' Whether such a collection was ever

made complete or issued in another form has not been discovered,

and the same may be said of a series ' intended to illustrate the

Customs and Manners of the Olden Time,' to which half a dozen of

his drawings from 1839 to 1841 profess to belong. The latter were,

as he states in the catalogue, meant for publication under the title

Reliques of the Olden Times. Among them are :
' A Tournament, 14th

Century,' ' A Baron's Hall,' ' Storming of an Ancient Fortress,' ' The

Ceremony of the Doge wedding the Adriatic' Another class of

subjects of a more realistic kind, well suited to the delicate elaboration

of his handiwork, consisted of collected groups of ancient sculpture and

other objects of art, of which the following studies were examples.

In 1833 he depicts ' The Virtuoso ' surrounded by a selection of the

Elgin marbles with a bust of Pericles ; and also sends a drawing of

Roman Antiquities at the British Museum.' In 1843 he paints

A Museum, containing a selection of some of the Antiquities

brought from Xanthus, and now in the British Museum ;
' and in

1845 he takes a more comprehensive historic view in ' An Assemblage
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of Works of Art in Sculpture and Tainting from the earliest period

to the time of Phj'dias.'

The archjEological tastes indicated in the above choice of subjects

give to James Stephanoff a distinctive place in our list of artists, as

the range of writers from whose works he drew his more ordinary-

motives gives him a higher position than that of the average designer

who worked for the Annuals. He was emplo}ed by the Society of

Antiquaries in 1829 to make a series of seventeen water-colour

drawings of St. Cuthbert's stole at Durham ; and in 1838 a drawing

of St. Peter from a thirteenth century decoration in the Islip Chapel,

Westminster Abbe)-, of which he also made a large lithograph. The

Society has also a delicate outline pencil drawing of his, about 1842,

of the frontal of the altar in the same chapel, and in 1839 he made

the drawing of an enamelled ouche in gold engraved in Arcliceologia,

xxix. p. 70.

Moreover, he contributed something to the graphic record of his

own times. For happily he seems to have revelled in what would be

to many the irksome task of depicting crowded assemblies. We
have seen how he took his share in representing the ceremonial of

King George's coronation. In 1833 he painted the ' Interior of the

House of Commons' during the era of its Reform, and in 1838 ' the

Reception of her Most Gracious Majesty at Guildhall by the Lord

Maj'or and the Civil Authorities on the 9th of November, 1837.

The post, however, which he had held of ' Historical Painter in

Ordinary ' to King William was not continued in the present reign.

James Stephanoff sent no drawing to the gallery in i860 ; and a

letter was received from him on the nth of February, 1861, stating

that in future from infirmity he should be unable to comply with the

Rule requiring him to send at least one drawing for exhibition ; but

that he desired to retain his Membership. It was, howc\er, con-

sidered that the Membership must cease, but a provision in the Laws

relating to age and infirmity was applied to his case. From 1835 to

1843 '""^ had resided at '6 Devonshire Street, Portland Place.'

Therefrom in 1844 the address changes to ' Derby Villa, Shepherd's

Bush,' where he remains till 184S. In 1850 this gives place to the

address ' West Hanham, near Bristol,' where his brother ' was living.

' Francis Philip Stephanoff died at West Hanham on the I5lh of May, iS6o, at the age

of seventy-two or thereabouts. Owing to a fall when a boy, which injured his he.id, and to

the sad death of his wife suddenly in his arms after only a year's marriage, he had become
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He died in 1874 at 6 Frederick Place, Clifton, Bristol, aged eighty-six.

He married Lucy Allen, and had two sons and two daughters. The

elder son died j'oung, after showing the family taste for both painting

and music.

Graves counts fifty-eight works by James Stephanoff in other

galleries between 18 10 and 185 1, twenty at the Royal Academy,

thirty-three at the British Institution, and five at Suffolk Street. He

was a member of the Sketching Society. If the artificial character

of most of this artist's subjects did not conduce to the study of

nature's colouring, and his taste for 'purple and fine linen ' was apt to

bestow upon his pictures more of decorative softness than of stern

realism, they formed, perhaps the more on that account, a recog-

nizable element in the concerted harmonies of the ' old Society

'

gallery, and were thus looked for and accepted in the annual show.

quite incipcicitated at tinier from following his profession. Like his brother he was not only

a fine musician, but also a lover of antiquities. His wife's maiden name was Selina Roland.

They had one son, who gave promise of being an artist, but died at the age of sixteen. Among

other large subjects, F. P. .Stephanoff painted a much admired picture of the ' Death of

Cardinal Wolsey,' in 1844 ; and he was awarded a prize of 100/. for a cartoon in the

Westminster Hall competition for Decorating the Houses of Parliament.
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CHAPTER II

EXITS, 1S59-1862

Biographies concluded

—

Cox— Tuiiicr— Finch.

The period of Fielding's presidency embraces that of the most

important representative drawings by David Cox, when his artistic

strength was in full maturity and his physical energy yet unimpaired.

It extends also to the time of his declining years, when his art was

entering into a final stage, marked by characteristics of its own. By

the beginning of the period he had fairly emerged from the subjection

to ' neutral low tones and flat washes,' which in an earlier stage had

assimilated his works to those of Varley and Prout ; and in some

cases ' those of this middle period are distinguished from what pre-

ceded, as well as what followed them, by a greater, sometimes even a

high degree of ' finish.' 'After 1834 and 1835 especially,' says Mr.

Solly, ' his exhibited works had a well-marked character of their own,

very distinctive of Cox's as compared with those of any other artist.'
'^

But he assigns to the painter's third and most representative manner

the score of years from about 1830 to 1850. To the drawings of this

period he ascribes ' a visible increase of breadth, more vigour and

rapidity in the handling, more insight into the deeper meaning and

mystery of nature, more movement, more sparkle and brilliancy, and

more mature knowledge of effect, and of the forms and treatment of

sky and clouds. There is also,' he adds, ' a more decided character

in the figures introduced.' ^

During the first half of this time Cox continued to reside in

Foxley Road, Kennington Common, exhibiting an average of thirty

' Notably, Mr. Solly tells us, in small drawings which Cox made for ladies' albums in or

about 1834. {Life of Cox, p. 75.

)

^ Life ofDavid Cox, p. 94.
' Il/iii. p. 24S. Co.\'s figures, like Turner's, are sometimes very expressive. See some

shipwreck scenes of his middle period. ' Penmaenmawr' (Sir Joseph Heron's) and ' Wreck

on the North Coast' (F. Craven's), both exhibited at Manchester in 1SS7, are examples.
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drawings a year in Pall Mall East, making sketching visits to the

country in the late summer and autumn, generally in company with

friends," working hard at home in the winter, and still taking pupils as

a matter of necessity. For even Cox's drawings as yet commanded

but small prices, and many still returned unsold from the gallery. It

needed unceasing industry and careful living to enable him to lay by,

as he did, a little money every year. His charge for a drawing lesson

is believed never to have exceeded half a guinea, whereas Varley, as

we have seen, charged double that amount.

In 1832 he made one more short trip across the Channel. This

produced about a score of drawings of French subjects, chiefly on

the coast, about Calais, Boulogne, and Dieppe, in the gallery in that

and the next two years. But he did not dive into the Continent, and

never went there again ; being satisfied that his own country was for

him the land of landscape, and afforded more than enough for the

requirements of his pencil. Nearly forty foreign drawings may,

however, be counted under his name in the Society's catalogue during

the ten years from 1829 to 1838. By far the most of his subjects at

this time are from North Wales ; but autumn visits to two or three

favourite resorts in England group some of the others into corre-

sponding divisions. Thus an expedition to Derbyshire with his son

in 1 83 1 to do some drawings of Haddon Hall, followed by many

sojourns in after years at the ' Peacock ' at Rowsley, hard by, produced

a series of views and studies in the same county, from one to six in

every season from 1832 to 1840, and of these we do not lose sight

entirely until after 1848. They include, especially in 1840, interiors

and exteriors of Hardwick Hall,^ and divers views of Bolsover Castle,

besides his ' delightful old Haddon.' Of professedly Derbyshire

subjects there are about thirty. Then come, dating from 1835 and

extending to 1847, an important series of more than twenty drawings

from Lancaster and the neighbouring district, mostly of the Ulver-

stone Sands, with market people crossing at low tide. This subject

he repeated many times under vai'ious efiects, thus coming into direct

competition with Turner, who had already twice depicted the same

scene, with a stage coach as the main incident ; to wit, in a drawing

' Messrs. William Roberts, Charles Birch, William Stone Ellis and Norman Wilkinson

were frequent companions in these tours.

' A ' Hardwick Castle ; windy day' (34 y 24 inches) was sold in Mr. Quilter's collection

in 1875 for i,ooS/. It had been bought for 150/.; but Cox received only 30/. for it.

(Redford's Ji/ Sa/a.)
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at Farnley Mall, and in one of tlie engraved scries of Picturesque Vieivs

in England and Wales. The first set of Cox's drawings of the sands

were made in 1834. One of the most celebrated was the ' Crossing

the Sands' exhibited in 1835, which was in the collection of the late

Mr. A. Levy (23 by 33 inches) and sold at Christie's to Messrs. Agnew

in 1876 for 1,732/. io.f., the largest price, with one exception, ever given

for a drawing by Cox. A third group of drawings to be noticed

apart, which also belong more especially to this culminating period,

are those from sketches on the Wharfe, of Bolton Abbey and Park,

Harden Tower, and the neighbourhood. Of these there are about one

a year throughout this time. Some of his most lovely landscapes arc

in this group. The little congregation of artists at the ' Devonshire

Arms ' at Bolton Bridge during these sketching sojourns seems to

have been in some degree a foreshadowing of later days when old

David Cox was wont to preside over his historic circle of art disciples

at Bettws-y-Coed.' About half a dozen exhibited drawings of Powis

Castle, the seat of Lord Clive, were the result of visits there, the first,

it is believed, in 1837. To the above classes of subjects have still to

be added a considerable number from the home counties (Windsor,

the Thames, and the South Coast), some from the midlands (Kenil-

worth Castle being a favourite subject), and others from Yorkshire

and the English Lakes. He never crossed the Tweed until four years

before his death, when sent to Edinburgh to sit for his portrait. Four

views which he exhibited in 1S36 were from sketches made by his

son.* A very few subjects still come from South Wales and his old

Herefordshire district. With these drawings of a strictly local class,

we have about half as many more which belong to the general

category of English or Welsh Landscape. ' Lane ' or ' Road Scene,'

' Heath Scene,' ' Rocky Landscape,' and the like, are common titles.

A large proportion arc Harvest Scenes ; and in 1837-39 the roads are

occupied four times by soldiers on the march. Groups of rustic

figures, such as gipsies, drovers, fern-cutters, and market folk, are more

often the leading figure incidents that give a special character to the

scene. We find, indeed, at the beginning of the period, two whereof

the title seems to disclaim the landscape element altogether ; namely,

'The Music Lesson ' (1833) and 'The Lady of the Manor ' (1834)-

But these are quite exceptional. A large proportion are put forth as

' See Solly's Life of Cox, p. 130. ' Ihid. p. S3.
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representations of particular states of weather or times of day ; as

' showery,' ' windy,' ' midday,' ' evening,' &c.

To this period belong some engraved works. A plate of ' Calais

Pier,' engraved by W. J. Cooke, in the Gallery of the Society of Painters

in Water-Colo2irs (1833), is dated 1832. And some, though not a

large proportion, of his works were used for topographic illustration

in drawing-room books. Among the many popular publications of

this kind which were issued during his residence at Kennington,

several contain plates after drawings by David Cox. Those on

' Warwickshire ' and ' Dudley Castle,' mentioned in a former chapter,

were followed, at an interval of five or six years, by two books,

published by Wrightson and Webb, Birmingham, with letterpress

by Thomas Roscoe, entitled, Wanderings and Excursions in North

Wales and Wanderings and Excursions in South Wales. Both

contain some fifty plates engraved by William Radclyffe, about half

after Cox, and others after brother members of the Water-Colour

Society. The former volume came out in 1836,' the latter in 1837.

Then there is The Annual of British Landscape Scenery {An Autumn

Ramble by the Wye), by Loui.sa Anne Twamley, in octavo (Tilt), 1839,

with twenty of the same plates, eight of which are after his drawings,

and four after his son's. Miscellaneous plates after Cox may also be

found in The Gallery of Modern British Artists, 2 vols. 4to (Simpkin

& Marshall), 1834, viz. :
' Fort Rouge, Calais ;

'
' Sea-Coast ' (engraved

by R. Brandard) and ' Furness Abbey ; ' and in J. Tillotson's Beauties

of English Scenery, small octavo, no date, viz. :
' Torquay,' ' The Tor,

Devon,' ' Hythe,' ' Dover.' Several plates in Emma Roberts's Hin-

dostan, 2 vols. 4to, published by Fisher in 1845, which bear the name

of Cox, were probably issued before in Elliot's Views in the East, in

1833, and utilized in Fisher's Drawing-Room Scrap-Book 1832, 1834

&c. For some years, beginning with 1840, the vignette titles to

Heath's Book of Beauty, representing groups of figures in an Italian

garden, and the like, engraved by E. Radclyffe, are by D. Cox.^

There are also vignettes engraved by E. Radclyffe after Cox on the

title-pages of the Keepsake 1841, 1842, 1843.^ One of his designs is

engraved in L. Marvy's Sketches of English Landscape Painters.

When Cox gave up teaching, it was to be expected that he would

' A later edition is dated 1853-

2 Presumably the elder. That for 1S47 is by ' D. Cox junior.' Vols. 1S43 to 1S46 have

not been searched. They are ' wanting' at the British Museum.

' That for 1846 is by ' D. Cox junior.'
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also cease to compile his little treatises on practical art. One more

of the scries came out, however, as late as 1845. It was now published

by Ackcrmann, under the same title of Progressive Lessons which

had already been employed (with additions to and variations of the

contents) in successive issues since 18 16. It now underwent still

further alteration ; for, as the preface sets forth, ' in order to explain

the system adopted in the present improved state of the Art, it was

necessary to discard the preceding work altogether, and to produce

another entirely new.' The notes on Perspective are indeed retained,

and the rewritten letterpress embodies some of the old matter. The

pigments to be used are varied by the addition of Indian Red and

Brown Pink, and the substitution of Cobalt for Prussian Blue. But

a fresh set of graphic illustrations take the place of the earlier ones,

and accord with the changes which the art of David Cox had under-

gone in the interval. Instead of resembling as before the works of

Varley, Prout, and De Wint, they have now the freedom and mystery

of the style which the author had made for himself. A few of the

simple examples for the pencil are lithographed (by Day and Haghe).

For the rest, aquatint and hand-tinting are employed. They embrace

some of the artist's familiar subjects of this time, and several of the

plates are signed and dated 1838.

The year 1836 is to be noted in connexion with the sequence of

his works in water-colour, by reason of his having then procured a

species of paper which he afterwards used for many drawings, and

thereby gave them a specially marked character. Mr. Solly gives the

following account of his discovery and use of this paper :
' It was in

the year 1836 that Cox first met with the rough Scotch wrapping

paper which on trial turned out to be very unabsorbent of colour when

used for water-colours, producing a powerful effect. The surface is

hard and firm, the paper being made from old linen sailcloth well

bleached. Cox obtained the first few sheets by chance at Grosvenor

& Chatcr's, and on showing it to S. & J. Fuller their traveller

ascertained, from the Excise mark stamped upon it, 84B, that it was

manufactured at a paper mill at Dundee, North Britain. There a

ream was ordered for Cox, and it was some time before it could be

obtained. On its ar ival he was rather surprised to find that it weighed

280 lbs. and cost 11/ However, his friend Mr. Roberts was willing to

share in the purchase, and after some years Cox rather regretted that

the quantity ordered had not been larger, as lie was never able to
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obtain the same quality of paper again. . . . Some of Cox's most

powerful studies and drawings after this period were painted on the

rough Scotch paper. It gave the texture he required, and suited his

peculiar mode of rapid work with a large brush, charged as full as

possible with very wet though rich colour. It enabled him to obtain

poivcr at once. The paper was very thick, not quite white, with here

and there little black or brown specks. In the landscape part these

specks were of no consequence, but they looked out of place in the

sky. On one occasion being asked what he did to get rid of them,

he replied, " Oh ! I just put wings to them, and then they fly away as

birds !

"
'

'

At about the beginning, however, of her Majesty's reign, the

artistic career of David Cox was entering upon a new stage. Even

he, like many of our best water-colour painters, was beset with a

hankering after oil. He had occasionally painted in that medium as

far back as 1812, when he did 'little oil sketches on mill-board,' and

he and Havell sketched at Hastings.'^ And Mr. Solly mentions an

oil picture by him with the date 1831 in Mr. Bullock's collection.

But his serious devotion to the viscid medium commenced about ten

years later.

Before that time a strong impression had been made upon him by

the work of that admirable artist William J. Muller, whom he had had

the advantage of watching at his easel, after that painter's return

from the East in 1839. Muller was nearly twenty years younger than

Cox ; but the veteran did not hesitate to place himself under his

tuition on that account, and not only received a few lessons from him

in his department of art, but procured a few of his pictures to place

before him as models to work by. Miiller's masterful rapidity of hand

already resembled what he himself had only acquired after long

practice.

The desire to take to oils was one main reason of his determination,

two years after, to break up once more his London establishment and

retire again into the country. He also loved the quiet of a rural life
;

and the fact that his son, who was married, had now acquired a

standing in his own profession, and was able to take a transfer of

much of his teaching, set him free to indulge both inclinations. So in

1 84 1 Cox and his wife took up their last abode at Greenfield House,

Greenfield Lane, in the village of Harbourne, about two and a half

' Lift of Cox, pp. So, 81. ' Ihia. p.'.26.
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miles from his native Birmingham. The very name seemed chosen

to express the rural quiet he sougiit. The house had a large garden,

wherein he grew his favourite foreground plants, large-leaved docks

and thistles, and hollyhocks in variety. But his was no absolute re-

tirement from the world, for Cox was of too sociable a nature to

lead the life of a recluse. One of his inducements to settle here was

the proximity of congenial friends to whom he had become attached.

Among them were Mr. Roberts and Mr. Birch, the frequent com-

panions in his sketching tours, whose names are also well known as

those of collectors of Cox's works. The former was an able amateur

artist, a pupil of De Wint's, and a friend of Cotman and other painters

of the Norwich school. In this year (1841) of our artist's removal to

Harbourne he had only ten drawings in the exhibition ; and although

in the year after the number rose again to eighteen, he never again

contributed so many, for he was busy at the same time preparing

pictures for the exhibitions of oil paintings. In 1842 we read of his

sketching from nature in oils at Bolton Abbey, and in the next year,

when a rather serious illness had deprived him of his customary tour,

taking more than ever to that medium in the studio, and beginning to

prefer it to water-colours, which he eventually did.

On the 23rd of November, 1845, he lost (at the age of seventy-four)

the faithful wife who had been his sympathetic helpmate from the

outset of his career. Her appreciative companionship was taken from

him just as he was mounting the summit of his power as an artist.

Mrs. Cox and he had already been long enough in their new home to

win the affections of those around them by acts of unostentatious

benevolence ; and their domestic relations had been those of the

closest attachment. Recently they had resumed one at least of the

habits of their early married life, she having re-established her

Dulwich custom of reading to him as he sat at the easel. The

bereaved husband was sustained after his severe shock by the conso-

lations of a strong religious hope, and in the following March he is again

incessantly employed with his art. ' I keep on at my water-colours,'

he writes, ' a little each morning while my room is getting warmed, and

then work at my oil until dark. At lamplight at my water-colours

again.'

'

During the four j'ears of his residence at Harbourne he had

usually paid a visit to his son in London before the opening of the

' Scjlly's IJf,- 0/ Cox, p. 142.
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exhibition, and later in the year betaken himself to one or more of

his favourite haunts in Yorkshire and Derbyshire and North Wales.

But a sojourn of two or three weeks in the summer of 1844 with the

late Harry Johnson (Muller's pupil and travelling companion) at the

Royal Oak Inn, Bettws-y-coed, gave uniformity to his annual move-

ments for nearly all the rest of his life. He had spent a second

summer at the same place in 184S, and had even contemplated the

purchase of a residence there ; having suffered in the spring from a

cold on the chest and craved for the sweet mountain air of Bettvvs.

Although this scheme was never realized, it became his unvarying

annual custom for the next ten years to spend some time in the

summer or autumn at this beloved resort. These repeated visits to

the same spot not only impressed a special character upon all his

later work, but have for all recorded time associated the name of

David Co.x with Bettws-y-coed, and the colony of artist disciples who

gathered round him there while he lived, and long retained the tra-

ditions of his presence and example after he ceased to be among

them in the flesh. ' Many are the anecdotes,' wrote Mr. Jenkins ' in

an account of what proved to be the last of Cox's visits to Bettws,

'told in the village of the kind-hearted and simple-minded artist who

still preserved that most attractive and rarest of all gifts of manner

—a genuine and unaffected simplicity. Many are the memorials

which are proudly exhibited of his frequent and long sojourns at

Bettws. The landlord of " The Oak " boasts of a signboard - painted

by his yearly visitor. The walls of the parlour are ornamented with

specimens of his art, and that in a style very different from what he ex-

hibits at the Water-Colour Gallery. A figure, life-size, having all the

effect of a fresco, but probably painted in water-colour on the plaster, is

a copy from memory ^ of the fresco by Redgrave e.xhibited at West-

minster Hall, of Catherine Douglas securing the door with her bare arm.

English artists,' continues the writer, ' do not, like their brethren on

the Continent, form a class apart, and are not, like them, gregarious in

' In the Brighton Gasctte, 23 October, 1S56, under the title 'An Artist's Haunt ;'after-

w.irds reprinted in the Art Jotinial viilh the heading ' Cox and his Sketching Ground.'

- This sign, which was painted by Cox in 1847, and retouched by him in 1849, and after

his death placed, in 1861, at the request of many admirers of the artist, in the hall of wh.it

had new risen to be an ' hotel,' became in 1880 the subject of a dispute at law between the

landlady's trustees in bankruptcy and the lessor. Lady Willoughby D'Eresby, to whom it

was eventually awarded by the judge. It was stated that a connoisseur had offered 1,000/.

for the picture. (Times, 17 .September, 1880.)

" Mr. .Solly mentions several other instances of Cox's making studies, from recollection,

of pictures that struck his imagination. .Sec J. iff 0/ Cox, pp. 76, 77.
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their habits. English artists have no such places of rural rendezvous as

the French meet with in the forest of Fontaincblcau, at Barbizon. Per-

haps the nearest approach to these continental assemblages which

Great Britain affords is at Bettws, where "The Oak" occasionally

shelters atone time ten or a dozen artists. This distinction is entirely

owing to David Cox. It is his pencil that first made the little village

kn(.)wn to the world of art ; it is the fame he has acquii'cd which has in-

duced others to visit this district, and for the many solid advantages

which result from this succession of visitors the inhabitants are indebted

to the friendly warm-hearted artist who enjoys the happiness of doing

good to others. What Walter Scott did for the Highlands, and Words-

worth for the Lake District, Cox has done for Wales— attracting there

not onl)- the \-ounger aspirants for artistic honours, but the admirers of

wild, uncultivated, and picturesque scenery, and even the ordinary

tourist, who hurries from place to place in search of that mental ex-

citement he is incapable of feeling.' ' ' In Cox's fa\-ourite region,'

wrote Thackeray,^ ' the very stones are christened after him ; as you

wind out of Capel Carig, a little turret, in which a stone seat is inserted,

bulges from the walled road-side, and is known as Cox's pulpit.' ' Here

it was the painter loved to sit and contemplate the varied influences of

sun, and cloud, and rain, upon the mountain tops. . . . At ever}- turn

memorials of the kind and affectionate nature of the man spring up,

and man\- are the tales told to his honour in the valleys of the Lledr

and the Conway, that will not soon be forgotten.' ' Each of his

biographers gives a detailed account of life at Bettws in Cox's time,

and his habits and comrades at the Royal Oak Inn. There he put

up for the first half-dozen years ; but from 1852, when old age was

creeping over him, his quarters for the sake of quiet were a farmhouse

belonging to the landlord about a hundred yards off.

All this time he was painting more and more in oils ; but although

he finally declared his preference for that material, it cannot be said

to have .superseded his water-colour drawing, for the subjects of his

oil-pictures being almost always what he had previously painted in

water-colours, some of the most representative drawings being so re-

peated many times over, the original conception might still be claimed

as belonging to the purer medium. Moreover, he continued to exhibit

at the Water-Colour Societj- drawings which made up amply in quality

' Obituary notice of Cox in the Brighton Gazette, 16 June, 1859 (by J. J. J.).
- In Marvy's Sketches after English Lamlsfape Painters.

' Brighton Gazette, iibi sitpr.i.
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for the falling off in quantity that took place on his retirement to

Harbourne. The culminating point of Cox's art is nearly coincident

with the last subdivision of Fielding's presidency. Throughout that

time the gallery in Pall Mall East was enriched with a series of his

most celebrated works. Among them the following may be mentioned

as specially important and characteristic: In 1847, ' Bolton Abbey.'

In Mr. H. T. Brodhurst's collection. ' This,' the artist wrote to his

friend Roberts, ' the members all seem to agree is the very best draw-

ing I have ever made, and they have used the most expressive words

of praise I have ever received.' '
—

' Caer-Cennen Castle, S. Wales.'

Engraved in the Art Journal, 1868. An oil painting of this subject

in Mr. Levy's collection was sold in 1876 for 2,625/.— In 1848, 'The

Skylark ' (24 x 34 in.). This drawing, an open rural scene of light

and air and sweet repose, takes its name from a songster on the wing

at which a group of children are gazing. It was sold in Mr. Levy's

collection in 1876 for 1,365/. Co.x repeated it in oil in 1849.— ' Peace

and War ' (23 x 34 in.). The scene is on the heights of Lympne,

near Hythe in Kent, overlooking the plain of Romney Marsh, with

soldiers marching down under the admiring gaze of rustics in charge

of sheep. Powerful in the contrast of light, it recalls the work of

Miiller, and is said to have been suggested by a picture of his ; but,

as we have seen, it was not the first subject of the kind that Cox had

painted. It was in Mr. Quilter's celebrated collection. An oil picture

with the same name, representing troops on the march by a harvest

field, the scene whereof was at Lancaster, painted by Cox in 1846,

which was in Mr. Gillott's collection, fetched at Christie's the largest

jsrice ever realized by one of the artist's works, 3,601/. ioj.— In

1 849, ' Beeston Castle, Cheshire ' (24x34 in.), photographed in Mr.

Solly's book, and there described among the drawings in Mr. F.

Craven's collection at High Broughton, Manchester. Reckoned one

of Cox's most perfect works.— ' Cross Roads ' (24 x 34 in.). Formerly

in Mr. Levy's collection. A favourite subject of the artist's, with the

incident, repeated in other of his works,^ of a traveller being directed

as to his way. On rough paper and characteristic of his later style.

—
' The Missing Flock ' (45 x 24 in.). This large drawing is one of a

group of pastoral subjects in which a multitude of sheep play the

leading part, that forms at this time a notable element in Co.x's a'livre.

' SoWy i Life of Co.r, p. 14S.

' For example, ' Keep the Left Roac),' 1854 ; .nn I ' Asking the Way,' 1855.
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This example, a wide hilly landscape with driftint^ cloud shadows

and a perturbed flock, went to enrich the Craven collection. In 1849

we have also 'Counting the Flock,' and in 1850 'Changing the

Pasture,' each of which titles was repeated for other pictures.' In the

artist's last years there were exhibited, ' Driving the Flock' (1856),

and another ' Changing the Pasture ' (1S58). The year 1850 is speci-

al 1}- noteworthy for the production of one of Cox's most celebrated

works, esteemed above all others for its deep and impressive pathos

and a poetic feeling by which the human sj-mpathies are powerfully

moved. ' A Welsh P\meral, Bettws-y-Coed, North Wales,' the ori-

ginal drawing whereof was exhibited in that season in the Society's

gallery, may be taken as the typical clicf-d\vuvrc of the fourth and

final period of his painting, which belongs to the last decade of his

life, wherein he seemed to work less with his hand than with his

mind. The ceremony here represented was one which he had him-

self witnessed on the occasion of the death from consumption of a

young woman of his favourite Welsh village. The solemn imprcssive-

ness is produced by mere suggestion, according with the fine artistic

harmony of the composition and chiaroscuro, and ' the tone of colour

so perfectly in keeping with the sad scene, deep, full and solemn.' ^

The church is seen in small part only, and not a face is visible, the

backs of the mourners being towards the spectator, as the slow pro-

cession passes down a road into the yew-tree shade of the graveyard.

The drawing, which is in Mr. Craven's collection, is photographed as

the frontispiece of Mr. Solly's Life of the painter. Cox repeated the

subject two or three times in oils. This fine drawing, strange to say,

was not sold in the gallery, and, although the artist's brother Member
Topham persuaded an Art Union prizcholdcr to buy it for 50/., it

proved so little to his taste that he returned it to his adviser at the

same price !

The fact is that these drawings of Co.x's later time, admired so

much by connoisseurs, were not appreciated by the general public.

Though to the observant lover of art ' evincing the hand of a master,

and far more suggestive of the real scene or effect than the most

laboured imitation of the minute and accurate copyist of nature's

' In 1S70 a ' Change of P.-isture,' .i drawing from the collection of Mr. J. \V. Brown,
realized 1,207/. 10^. at Christie'.s. .Vt Mr. Levy's sale there in 1S76 an oil painting of
' Counting the Flock ' produced 2,415/. and a water-colour drawing of ' Changing Pasture '

'ojS'- 'O'- Mf- •'^olly tells us that a drawing (possibly this) with the same title as

Mr. Levy's liail the dale 1S45. '
J- L V

n. M
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details,' ' they appeared to most people ' slight and careless,' and were

pronounced ' mere blots of colour.' Cox himself knew their value,

and would wince a little at the criticisms passed upon them. Before

this very exhibition he had written to his son, ' My drawing upon the

Scotch paper is so rough I fear I shall bring down all against me,

but the paper has plagued me so that I am very nervous.' And three

years later, when his handling had become yet looser and the

details less defined, though his feeling for ' nature in her solemn

moods ' was deeper than ever, he writes in a tone of quite unusual

complaint, as follows, respecting the exhibition of 1853: 'I wish

now 1 had taken Mr. Roberts's advice and sent my drawings in with-

out a price, as it strikes mc the committee think them too rough
;

they forget that they are tJic ivork of the mind, which I consider very

far before portraits of places [views]. I also think the committee

ought not to hang my principal drawings by the door, as my drawing

of " Penmacn Mawr " of last year, and my drawing of " Bettws Church,

with the Funeral," also hung at that end of the room. ... I certainly

have said that I will remain with them as long as I am able to paint

for them ; but perhaps I may not live to send any more, and if I

should be spared,'^ I think I shall not be able to contribute much. I

hope to be in London on the 3rd of May, and then I will take out of

the price-book the sums I have asked for my four large drawings, and

if there are those of the public who appreciate mind before mechanism,

they will w rite to me to learn how I estimate them. I may be wrong,

but the world has yet to be taught. Perhaps I am made vain by

some here who think my " Summit of a Mountain " ' worth— I am

almost afraid to say — 100/., and if I could paint it in oil, I shall some

day, with D.V., get that sum.' ' During all this time the field of his

fancy was more and more confined to the surroundings of his ' dear

old Bettws,' while the series of his visits there was rapidly drawing to

a close. Age had now crept over him, and his health was giving way.

He had suffered severely from bronchitis in the spring of 1853, which

was followed in the summer by a slight paralytic seizure, and his eye-

sight began to be affected. But his exhibited drawings in 1853 to

1856 showed no signs of failure in mental power. Among these were

' Snowdon from Capel Curig'(i854, 1855), 'Peat Gatherers, North

'

J. J. J.
- He bad h.ifl a recent attack of broncliilis.

' ' The Summit of a Mountain,' exhibited in 1853, was one of the representative dr.iwings

of this period of his art. * .Solly's Life of Cox, p. 229.
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Wales,' and 'Moors near Bcttws-y-Cocd ' (1S56), and other fine

works.

The )-car 1S55, in which lie attained the age of seventy-two, was one

of much honour done to David Cox. Friend.s and admirers clubbed

together to present him with his portrait ; and he was induced to take

a journey to Edinburgh to sit to Sir John Watson Gordon, R.A. The

result was considered an excellent likeness, if a little too grave, and

although, to judge by a contemporary photograph,' the President of

tlic Scottish Academy seems to have been a little too much possessed

with a desire to claim for his sitter a double resemblance to Lord

Brougham and Sir Walter Scott. Cox himself is said to ha\c de-

murred to the ' long Scotch head ' that was given him.^ The picture

was presented, with much ceremony, at Harbourne, at Mr. ]?irch's

house, Metchley Abbe}-, on the 19th of November ; was exhibited at

the Roj-al Academy in 1S56 ; and, after Cox's death, was placed in

the public Fine Art Gallcr}- in Birmingham, where it now is. A sub-

scriber's plate of it was engraved by S. Ballin.

The few years which remained of Cox's earthly career belong to

the period that followed the death of Fielding. More and more had

his drawings become ' works of the mind,' less and less ' portraits of

places.' Lingering yet in the cloudland of his Welsh hills, he wreathes

the rolling mist more thickly about their slopes, as it were a parting

shroud ; and then he bids them farewell. On the 22nd of September,

1856, he signed his name for the last time in the visitors' book at the

' Royal Oak,' and never, e.xcept with the mind's eye, saw his dear

Bettws again. After becoming feebler in body year by year, and

suffering from repeated colds, he died of bronchitis on the 7th of June,

i8i;9-

Of the works of his last three years, his biographer writes :
' Those

exhibited in 1857, 1858, and 1859, above all others, are endowed with

a pathos and a power to touch the heart, and awaken the higher sym-

pathies of man, which to kindred minds is altogether irresistible.'-' It

seems to have been generally assumed, while the \-ctcran yet lived,

' This photogr.iph is printed in Mr. .Solly'.s Life, ami a reproduction of it in Mr. Hall's

Biogra/t/iy. A nmcli earlier portrait, in oils, taken by Mr. William K.idclylTe junior in

1830, is described in the former book (pasje 66). A Liter one, by .Sir William Boxall, R.A.
(//'/(/. p. 285), was painted from the life in 1^56, and a subscription bust in marble was
executed after Cox's death, by Mr. Peter Hollins of Birminijham. The bust was exhibited

in the Society's gallery in 1S62 by their special permission, and afterwards presented to the

Birmingham Literary Institute.

Sully's Life 0/ Cox, pp. 239, 245. 3 .Solly, p. 94.

M 2
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that these final works were indeed his last ; for loan collections of

his drawings already began to be formed and placed on view.

One of these, organized mainly by the late Mr. Edwin Field, friend

and benefactor as he ever was of our water-colour artists, was held

by the Hampstcad Conversazione Society at the end of 1858.

Another, of 169 oils and water-colours, was opened to the public in

the spring of 1859, at the then called 'German Gallery' on the west

side of New Bond Street.' And in May there appeared in Punch a

genial and eloquent critique on Cox's works in that year's exhibition,

beginning with the prophetic address to the painter :
' I feel as if you

and I were shaking hands for a long, long parting. Is it the wavy

mist of tears in my eyes, or the dimness of years in yours, that blears

those Welsh mountains and wild western moorlands, the last, I fear,

that your glorious old hand—true to the heart as ever, but now

trembling—will create for the pleasure of all that have ever looked

nature lovingly in the face .'
' and ending with the exhortation, ' Go,

my dear young friends, reverently and tenderly, and give your fare-

well and God-speed to old David Cox, for he will draw no more.' It

is recorded in the Minute-book that the death of David Cox was an-

nounced at a meeting of the 13th of June, 1859, and the then President,

Mr. Frederick Tayler, at the wish of the Members present, undertook

to proceed to Harbourne to attend his funeral, as a mark of the

Society's respect ; and further, that on the 2nd of August he reported

that he had done so, and ' related in feeling terms the affectionate

regard with which Cox's memory was honoured by his friends and

neighbours assembled on the sad occasion.' At the same meeting

20/. were voted in aid of a subscription, set on foot by Mr. John

Jaffray of Birmingham, for a memorial of the deceased. Those who

knew David Cox are as much united in ascribing to him an uprightness

of character and general kindliness of disposition, as they are in re-

cording his unceasing industry, and devotion, heart and soul, to Nature

and to his life's work of depicting her beauty. To young artists ever

' Probably Cox's works have been more assiduously brought together in loan collections

than those of any other of our painters. Besides those above mentioned during his life there was

an assemblage of eighteen choice specimens among the Manchester 'Art Treasures' of 1S57.

After his death, Leeds had its muster in 1S68, and Manchester again in 1S70, 1875, and at

the Jubilee Exhibition there in 18S7. The Burlington Fine Arts Club exhibited fifty drawings

and sketches belonging to Mr. Henderson in 1S73, and the Liverpool Art Club, no less than

fifty-seven oils, 297 water-colours, and seventy-nine sepia pencil and charcoal drawings, in

November 1875. But the most numerous collection yet made has been that at the Art'

Mu,seum at Birmingham, where more than 460 examples in oil and water colours were shown
in November 1890.
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licli)ful ami s\-mpalliclir, willi children kind and i^cnial, constant to

his friends, and rcspcctctl b}- all, he .sccins to liavc inspired in his

person a kind of affection which gave an added interest to his works,

and proclaimed them as the outcome of his own gentle spirit.

Cox's peculiar method of working in water-colour seems to have

arisen spontaneously out of the qualities and aspects of nature which

he set himself to express. The loose hold wherewith he dealt the

unerring side-strokes of his eagle quill gave a feeling of motion and

breeze ; while the sharp edges and full tones which bounded and en-

riched the ' blots ' that flowed from a liquid brush, brightened the sun-

shine and cleared the watery air. ,'\ resemblance has been traced in

his way of ' repeating broken tints loosely hatched o\cr one another

until the local colour was obtained,' to the painting of Gainsborough

and Constable, he being, like them, more intent ' upon obtaining the

exact tone and colour of nature than in defining form
; which is

graduall}- developed in his pictures by the juxtaposition of lines and

tints rather than by drawing.'' All critics, however, admit that Co.x's

style, in the higher sense of that term, was pre-eminently his own. In

that singleness of mastery he may indeed be classed with the greatest.

His pictures, wrote Mr. Jenkins, ' are valued and admired for the same

reasons that induce us to appreciate the works of Turner—their per-

fect originality. . . . Like Turner he gives his own free view of nature
;

unbiassed by the thoughts of others, faithful to his own perceptions,

distinct and original.'^ The late eminent critic of contemjiorary art,

Tom Taylor, made the following comparison between Turner and

David Co.x, the latter of whom he regarded as ' the best example since

Gainsborough of a mind that impressed itself upon every scene it

assumed to reproduce.' In ' his singular mastery over air and space . . .

he seems to me often to e.xcel Turner . . . when dependent on cloudy

or vaporous effects, in which Turner's elaborate cloud-marking often

tends to give the sky undue solidity, rivalling, and sometimes surpass-

ing, that of the earth and what stands upon it. ¥ov immistakable

love of and sympathy with his subject, for delight in his work, and

the power of giving delight, there is no artist, not even Turner, to

whom I should, without great imwiUingness, cede pre-eminence over

David Cox. In delicacy of manipulation, in variety of invention, in

range of experiences, and in sweep of knowledge. Turner is, no doubt,

his superior
; but not in the loyalty of his service to nature, nor in his

' Ciii/iiij of Painters, ii. 4S4. ^ Brighton Gazette, 23 Octobur, 1856.
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inlense power of realising her aspects, with a rapidity and simplicity

of means that astonish, but in which lies the certainty of thorough

understanding and the finest imaginative power.'

'

When David Cox settled at Harbourne he gave up the wearisome

toil of teaching, though he did take a pupil or two at intervals as an

exceptional favour. In 1850, having been asked to make such an

exception, he wrote to his son, ' I could not refuse my old friend . . .

else I am quite frightened to give a lesson now, and I sincerely wish

it was over.'^ But he was always ready to lend a helping hand to

students ; and when he did teach, ' none ever communicated every

alom of what a pupil wanted to know, with such a winning simplicity.' *

1 1 is practice in giving lessons had been that of other leading artists

of his time, to teach by example as well as precept ; and in this way

he would readily impart instruction in his later days. One whom he

assisted in this way gratuitously at Bettws has noted his method

of work when he one day took up the brush expressly to show his

friends how he sketched. ' The process was simple in the extreme.

He worked with a large swan-quill brush, and slopped his colours with

water (he used the old-fashioned hard cake colours, but of extra size,

in the usual japanned tin sketching-box). He was jealous of wearing

his brush ; and if any colour was obstinate from having been baked

in the sun, he rubbed it with his finger. His tints were very fluid

but not watery, and he explained that by working with a full brush,

the colours never dried dark, as they would do if the brush were half

dry. I noticed that tints which looked very dark dried quite light.

His system was constant repetition of touches till the effect was pro-

duced, being very careful that the preceding touches zuere dry. He

seldom washed his tints after laying on, as he liked to see each touch

defined, not softened off; he said it gave spirit and character to the

sketch. " But mind," he said, " I am only showing you how I sketch.

These are three sketches I have just done for you. They are not

drawings. I have done the same thing for other people, and they

have sold them afterwards as my drawings." ' ' Although no man

was ever more assiduous in his study in the presence of nature, he was

equally careful to cultivate the memory. Even when sketching out

of doors ' he had the habit sometimes, when impressed with a rapid

passage of light, movement of clouds, or other effect, of turning round

' HaiidbooJi lo the Piclitres of the hiteyitatioiuil Exhibition of 1&62, p. 109.

^ Solly's Life of Cox, p. 221. ' Ibid. p. 32. ' Ibid. p. 174.
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with Ill's /',?(/ to tlic scene, and iiial<in<:; a rajiid memorandum, witli

chalk and colours, of the effect as it existed in Ills viind, as he said

thai the iuipression was more frcsli, powerful, and vivid thus than if

he had continued to gaze on the scene, which would have become

weakened by looking.' ' To obtain an effect rapidly he frecjuently

adopted the plan of tinting on a chalk or charcoal sketch ; and often

in this manner, but also with oil and water colours or in sepia, he

worked a great deal b}' lamplight - in the winter evenings, declaring

that a picture begun under these conditions was ' always broader in

effect and more brilliant, and often better and more pure in the colour

of the tints,' and that ' what he did by lamplight in general turned out

better by daj-Iight than what he did by da}-light.'' Coloured effects,

made at these times on the rough paper, to help him in his future

pictures, he called his ' cartoons.' * The pigments used by Cox in his

water-colour practice were few and simple ; and he depended more

on their combinations and contrasts than on their individual bright-

ness. It has been admitted that, in his second manner at least, he

made sometimes a sparing use of body colour for touches of light
;

but Mr. Jenkins prescr\'cd a scrap of documentary evidence as to the

practice in this respect of his later time. A discussion having arisen

among the artists assembled one evening at the ' Royal Oak ' at Bettws

on the merits of body or opaque tvliitc in water-colour painting, his

great authority was cited in its favour and also against it. Some were

sure that the veteran landscape painter used it ; others were equally

certain that he did not. Cox was staying at Bettws at the time, and

for quiet was sleeping at the Inn Farm close by. It was suggested

that a note to the painter asking the question would probably deter-

mine the dispute as far as he was concerned. This was agreed to.

Mr. Cobbett sent round a few lines by a Mr. Iloylc. ' Be kind enough

to ask Mr. Cox for me if he advocates the use of white or not in water-

colour drawings.' The note was quickly returned, with the following

words written at the foot :
' I do not nse it.—David Cox.'

•''

After Cox's death the circle of appreciation of his works widened,

and their commercial value rapidly increased. What had been sold

b}him for tens now fetched their thousands of guineas in the market.

' Solly's Life of Cox, p. 313.

' A Idler recommending this pr.ictice lo his son, and describing his whole process with

the colours he used, is set out in Mr. .Solly's Life of Cox, p, 119.

» Solly's Life of Cox, pp. 11 S, 219. ' Hall's Biography of Cox, p. 134.
' The original writing is among Mr. Jenkins's notes and memoranda.
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One after another, collections of his works were brought to the hammer,

and the prices of his water-colours rose until in 1875 they reached, or

appeared to reach,' their culminating point on the dispersion of that

of the late Mr. William Quilter. The following are those named in

Mr. Redford's valuable list of sale prices as having brought more than

1,000/. at Christie's: 'The Hayfield ' (33x22 inches), sold in the

Society's gallery for 50/., and bought by Quilter for 500/., went in the

sale of his collection (1875) for 2,950/.— 'The Vale of Clwyd

'

(21 X 27), which was knocked down at 1,627/ 'OJ. on the same occa-

sion, produced 2,41 5/ in the sale by his executors in 1 889.— ' Ulverston

Sands ' (23 X 33), sold in Mr. Levy's collection for 1,732/ 10s. in 1876.

—
' Rain cloud, Curig Cenin ' (24 x 29^), in Mr. Timmins's for i,S75/, in

1873.—'Green Lanes' (25 x 30), in Quilter's for 1,470/ in 1875, but

only 892/ in 1889.—'The Skylark' (24x34), in Mr. Levy's, for

1,365/ in 1876.—'Changing Pasture' (23x33^), in the same, for

1,333/ ^os.—'The Change of Pasture,' in Mr. J. W. Brown's, for

1,207/ los. in 1870.—'Rocky Pass, Capel Curig' (23^x34), in Mr.

J. Heugh's, for 1,050/ in 1874.
—

' Hardwick Castle, Windy Day'

(24x34), in Mr. Quilter's for 1,000/ in 1875. His oil paintings

have sold for yet larger sums. An equal number, culminating in

Mr. Gillott's ' Peace and War,' knocked down as aforesaid for

3,601/ I0.f., are named in the same list at prices of more than 2,000/

Descriptive catalogues of drawings by Cox in many collections will

be found in Mr. Solly's Li/e, together with priced lists of important

sales.

Some of Cox's works have been engraved since his death. But

there is no style of reproduction which has done full justice to the

water-colour drawings of his mature and most original manner.

Twelve line engravings by the late Edward Radclyffe were issued in

1 862-3 by the Art Union of London ; and the same engraver began

a series in etching and mezzotint, intended to form a parallel to

Turner's celebrated prints, and to be called the Cox Liber StudiorKin.

But he only lived to finish three, which were published in 1876 for the

' Unfortunately, the high prices in that memorable sale cannot always be taken to

indicate the true state of the market at the time. After the collector's death, a second

' Quilter sale' took place at Christie's on the 18th of May, 1889, by order of his executors,

whereat a considerable number of drawings by Cox and others, which were believed to have

been sold, and had been recorded as sold, to persons in whose names they had been bid for in

1875, reappeared and were again apparently sold, possibly to real buyers, at much lower

prices. One drawing, however, of David Cox's was knocked down for a higher sum than

before.
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Li\erpool .Art Club. Messrs. Redgrave, writing ten years bcfurc,

state that Cox himself had prepared 'one hundred fine drawings in

sepia, lately belonging to Mr. Oiiilter, of Norwood,' for publication

in rivalry of Turner's Liber}

On Fielding's accession William Tiirnek increased his )early

number of exhibits to about eleven, antl he maintained that average

throughout that President's reign. lie also extended his range of

subjects within, but never beyond, the boundaries of Great Britain.

Besides many drawings made from material in his own county of

Oxford, he had, from 1839, a large number of mountain views in the

northern highlands of Scotland, especially in the Isle of Skye ; and

from 1 84 1, a fair contingent from the English Lakes, chiefly Keswick

and Ullswater. Bamborough Castle, and other picturesque sites in

Northumberland, North and South Wales, and Devon and Cornwall,

all in turn afforded work for his pencil; and, in various parts of

England he found the extensive prospects which were his most

characteristic kind of landscapes. Among these were views over the

Severn Valley, and from the Malvern Hills, wide stretches of Salis-

bury Plain with Stonehenge, and on the Downs of Sussex, Hampshire,

and the Isle of Wight. He sought to give interest to his views of the

latter class by the introduction of shepherds with their flocks ; and

peopled man\' of his Scotch scenes with Highland drovers. But he

made little use now of the devices of composition to impart a charm

to his landscapes ; trusting rather to fidelity of detail and calculated

gradations of perspective to give them an air of truth. Many of his

paintings are, as before, studies of atmospheric conditions at various

times and seasons. 'Sunrise' and 'sunset,' 'moonlight' and 'twi-

light,' 'autumn' and 'winter,' 'after rain,' 'storm clearing off,' are

among the constant descriptive additions to the titles of his works.

And he marks the rigidly topographic aim of his art by the peculiar

care with which he enters in the catalogue, as if he were laying down

a map, the name of every village included in his English prospects,

and every hill-top in his highland views. President Fielding was

rather tedious in this kind of identification, but Turner of Oxford

surpassed him in that particular. Like his greater namesake, he is

given also to adding copies of verses, but with better reason, for there

was less in the paintings themselves to touch the poetic chord. Nor

' Century of Painters, ii. 4S3.
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are they in his case original or varied. A quatrain descriptive of

sunlight alternating with shadow to the landscape does duty time

after time ; again and again the same blest shepherd on the turf

reclines ; and some lines by Mrs. Hemans are repeatedly pressed into

the service to describe a favourite subject on the river Cherwell near

Woodstock, ' where the white water-lilies grow abundantly.' Although

in his later practice Turner diverged thus widely from that of his old

preceptor Varlcy, his manner of painting retained to the last an old-

fashioned air, which contrasted still more with the modern styles that

surrounded his works in the gallery, and seemed to mark the latter as

representatives of a bygone age.

There are but few facts to add of the personal life of William

Turner. He was married, but had no family. His time seems to

have been occupied in making the sketching tours reqin'red for his

landscapes, some of which are described as ' painted on the spot,' in

finishing the rest in the studio, and in attending to the requirements

of his numerous pupils at Oxford, both in and out of the University.

In a letter to Mr. Jenkins on the 8th of March, 1855, he excuses

himself from attending a meeting after Fielding's death on the plea of

age and weakness. ' I have,' he writes, ' been in London only once

since 1 851, and then remained a few hours only. I trust,' he adds,

' that the Society will continue to go on prosperously, both collectively

and individually.' He continued to exhibit drawings at Pall Mall

East for eight years after Fielding's death, but in diminished numbers,

his average then being reduced to six ; and he died on the 7th of

August, 1862, in his seventy-third year, at Oxford, where he had

resided, in the same house. No. 16 St. John's Street, since 1833.

He was buried at Shipton-on-Chcrwcll, near Woodstock. The

sketches, sketch-books, drawings, and oil pictures &c. in his studio

were sold at Christie's on the 9th of March, 1863, those by his own

hand being comprised in some two to three hundred lots. In the

fifty-five years from the date of his admission as an Associate in

1808 to that of his death, he never missed one as a contributor to the

exhibition ; his total number of works so shown being 455. The

fact that but few of the drawings were hung on the screens is

evidence that few were of very small size. Graves enumerates thirty-

eight works in other galleries. The highest price for a drawing of

W. Turner's noted by Redford is only 31/. los. for ' Kingley Bottom'

(10 X 1 1 in.), at the ' A. Levy ' .sale, 1876.
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When l;ist particulaily mentioned, FRANCIS OLIVER FiNCII was

cxiiibiting a few (.Ira\viny;s annually, and takincj i)upils to raise an

income, on whicli he mitjht marry the lady of his choice. The long-

vvished-for event took place in the spring of 1837. He then mo\cd

from 82 Great Titchficld Street, where he had resided with his mother

for fifteen years, to 5 i Upper Charlotte Street, I-'itzroy Square. The

mother followed her son's example in both particulars. She herself

married again, and with iicr new- husband, Dr. William Thomscjn,

settled in one half of this larger house, while the j'oung Finches

matle a nest in the other. Mrs. Finch in the ' Memorials ' of her

husband gives a pleasant account of their quiet social ways in the

old artists' quarter, with Cristall, Uwins, Samuel Palmer, and others,

of whom George Richmond, R.A., is perhaps the only survi\or ; their

quartet parties at Bone's the enamellist in Percy Street, hard by, and

soircvs at neighbour Bartholomew's the flower painter ; their little

monthly meetings of brethren of the brush to compare sketches and

talk of art and science ; and their other evenings at home tcte-d-tctc

(for they had no children), when they alternately read aloud, and

where they made a home for many cats. But the greatest enjoyment

of his life, she tells us, was painting, and its greatest trial teaching.

He grudged the time of which the one occupation deprived the

other. ' The only drawback ' to the delights of his studio was a

certain 'want of confidence in his powers, which often depressed him

much ;
' and this was increased by want of time to devote to his

drawings. For he was usually slow in execution, except when fitfully

inspired. Then, for a time, every touch appeared to tell.

Finch's contributions to the gallery during the sixteen years ' of his

residence in Charlotte Street accord with the even tcnour of his life

there. He has a steady average of between four and five drawings.

They are, with scarcely an exception, landscape compositions ; in

three instances only illustrating passages from the poets, namely, a

scene from the ' Castle of Indolence ' in 1843, one from ' Comus ' in

1S44, and an ' Ideal Landscape from Keats' " Ode to the Nightingale " '

in 1852. Finch, being a poet with the pencil as well as the pen, did

not, like certain less inspired painters, encumber the catalogue with

long quotations of descriptive verse.

' Calvert notes th.jt Finch 'att.iineil to his gre.it powers, not ,Tt once, but with slow and

natural grow th,' his best period Ijcing ' the last fifteen or twenty years of his practice
;

' which

emlirace most of this stage of his career. (Memorials, p. 344.

)
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In the summer of the year last named, he went abroad for the

first and only time, on a visit with his wife to some friends in Paris
;

the trip being partly undertaken to recruit his spirits, which had been

depressed by sorrow at the recent death of his eldest aunt, and anxiety

at his mother's failing health, as well as the serious illness of his step-

father. He took the opportunity of making a little copy of one of

the Claudes in the Louvre, where he spent some time almost every

morning. .

On the death of Mrs. Thomson in 1853, the Finches made another

move, to 2 Argyle Square, Euston Road (then called the ' New Road '),

where their society was more limited. Here Finch devoted himself

more assiduously to laboiu's connected with his Church, the place of

worship being on the opposite side of the square, where he took an

earnest part in debates and discussions as a champion of its faith.

These exercises were not disconnected with his art ; for he held the

doctrine of his prophet that Beauty (with the perception whereof man

alone among all living creatures has been endowed) is the outward

and visible sign of the spiritual graces of Goodness and Truth. Thus,

with him, the handling of the brush was in itself a kind of religious

observance. Among his literary ' Remains ' there is an address to

the ' Society of Junior Members ' of his congregation, in which he

warmly supports the view that the aim and end of art is to awaken

in the mind sensations of sublimity and beauty ; and he joins with

his old master Varley in an expression of contempt for ' pictiu'cs

which appeal only to the bodily eye, and exhaust their meaning there,

claiming its mere recognition of a resemblance of certain natural

objects presented to it.'' With all this earnest piety Finch was no

ascetic, nor did his sentiment preclude a keen sense of humour. At

the late Sir Henry Cole's chambers in the Adelphi in his bachelor

days, about the year 1830, his singing of Horace Smith's ' Loves of

the Pigs,' 'with a humorous pathos and hesitating sort of accompani-

ment on the piano,' was said by his host to have been 'a triumph of

comic genius.' -

His social qualities are thus attractively set forth by his old friend

and brother Member, the late Samuel Palmer :
' Those who were

intimate with Mr. Finch will find it difficult to name a man more

evenly and usefully accomplished. Besides modern languages and

scientific acquirements he had large general knowledge. His conver-

' Memorials of Finch, pp. 235, 236. * Ibid. pp. 35, 36.
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sation was never obtrusive, and never flagged ; it was solemn, playful,

or instructive, always at the right time and in the right place. An
eminent friend, a sagacious observer of men, said that he never thought

a friendly dinner partj- complete unless Much were at the table ;
" it

was like forgetting the bread." '

'

A thoughtful summary and appreciative estimate of the qualities

of I'"inch's art and his position as a painter, from the pen of his friend

Edward Calvert, is appended to. Mrs. Finch's Memorials of her

husband. It contains the following comparison between him and

two of his brother artists, the fiist of whom he resembled so much in

style as to be sometimes called an imitator of his works. ' In chaste

truthfulness of colour and grandeur and repose of st)-le, he seems to

rank with Barret and David Co.x, although more varied than the one,

less free and large with the pencil than the other. These three men,

successors of Girtin in his healthy view of nature, were unable to

exceed his delicacy of sight and readiness of representation, yet

appear to have surpassed him in appliance of the means of art to a

raised imitation. Barret and Finch have highly ethical tendencies.

Neither is content unless some defined kind of human life be repre-

sented or implied. With the latter, this is so unmistakable as to win

for him a name among the painters of poetic landscape.' Of Co.x he

remarks that ' with an ideal less defined,' he is so like Finch ' in sim-

plicity of character as well as in noble colouring, that one cannot

help associating old David Cox and Francis Finch as " brothers in

Art." Both masters in the poesy of landscape, they differed in motive

and expression. One a mountain giant sounding forth wild music

from his home among the rocks ; the other a herald of civilization to

the valleys and the hills. Both grand in utterance, Justice would

link their names together for enduring honour.' ^ Barret and Cox,

indeed, with the great Turner, were the leaders of landscape in his

day in whom Finch most delighted ; with Claude and the two Poussins

among the ancients. Of his own affections, ' one of the most marked,'

says the same friendly critic, ' is the attachment to that which is equa-

ble in things, whether in climate, the state of the elements, or the

doings and manners of men. . . . An old Saturnian quietude per-

vades all that he thinks and does. Repugnant to him is turbulence

of every kind, even when of nature's producing, as in steep waterfall,

or in storm of wind or rain. . . . Dear to his tastes are the garden

' Memorials of Finc/i, p. 354. - Ihiil. pp. 342, 343.
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and the grove, sacred places, bowers votive to peace and to friend-

ship, seats and walks, where what is noble in converse with men and

with gods may be safe from disturbance.'

'

No account of Francis Finch can approach completeness without

some tribute to his memory as a painter in words as well as with the

brush. Appended to his widow's memoir of him are some literary

remains in prose and verse, all of which amply justify their publica-

tion. The former consist of a few essa}-s and discourses, chiefly

theological, but one or two, as in an instance above referred to, bearing

on the nature of the fine arts. They are written in an ea.sy style, and

the arguments clearly set forth. In the latter the works of pen and

pencil have a closer connexion. To use the words of his brother

Member, Carl Haag, Finch's ' pictures are all painted poetry,' and, as

his widow wrote, ' his pictures being brief poems, his brief poems are

pictures.' The verses consist of ten sonnets, to most of which this

description may be literally applied, and a longer piece entitled ' An
Artist's Dream.' Here the dreamer is supposed, under the guidance

of a friendly genius, to be led forth from a grove of outer darkness

through deep recesses of a mountain, where various forms of art are

cultivated. Therein he learns that none can hope to reach the bright

city of palaces upon its summit, without a purification of the soul

from selfish influences, such as love of fame and praise of men. The

poem is replete with imagery, and contains passages of great beaut)'.

Of the sonnets, the following is a specimen :

—

Night holds her silent vigil, and on high

Spreads out her glittering stars, like shining eyes,

To watch the slumbering earth. Calm splendours rise

Before my thoughts, of distant Araby

And deserts vast, where patient camels ply

Their night march, and the lonely stillness lies

O'erarched with solemn brightness ; nor denies

Imagination to reveal that sky

Where the fixed pole-star at the zenith shines

O'er waste of northern ice. The summer's breath

Recalls my shuddering fancy, and combines

Night with the garden's sweetness, like a wreath

Wound in her ebon locks : so let her reign

With sleep's consoling quiet— I refrain !

The artist's biography has still to be concluded. Finch remained

a steady, though small, exhibitor, and was never once an absentee.

' Jl/cmorials of Findi, pp. 345, 346, 349.
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lie survived Coplcj' Fielding seven years, the last of which were

saddened b)^ man}- troubles. In 1857 his hcaltli had begun to fail,

and on the 13th of May he was afflicted by a stroke which produced

partial deafness. In the following j-car he became more extensively

paralyzed. Meeting about the same time with more family bereave-

ments, in the death of his remaining aunt (then residing with the

Finches), of his wife's father and her godmother (long also an inmate

of their house), and of his 'old friend and stepfather,' Dr. Thomson,

and the domestic circle being thus reduced, he moved to a smaller

house in the neighbourhood, 38 Manchester Street, at Michaelmas,

i860. A year after, 10 October, 1861, he quite lost the use of his

limbs ; although a partial recovery enabled him afterwards during two

hours in the day to make small copies in pencil ' of some old studies.

In the Minutes of the anniversary meeting on the 30th of November

we find recorded, as read, a letter from Mrs. Finch ' informing the

Society that her husband had been suffering from a severe stroke of

paralysis, and that he feared that he would never recover the use of

his hand sufficiently to contribute to the e.Khibition in future.' Never-

theless, he had as many as twenty drawings in the gallery in 1862, by

much the largest contingent he had ever sent. Some at least must

have been earlier works. He was able to be moved in the following

May to the house of a cousin of his wife's at Holloway (6 Highfield

Villas), where he could watch the sunsets and enjoy a purer air than

that of St. Pancras. And there he died peacefuU}- on the 27th of

August, 1862. He was buried in Highgate Cemetery.

It is a pleasure to record that the close of Finch's life was not, as

in the case of too many of his contemporaries, embittered by the fear

of want or by straitened circumstances. But this was not owing to

any exceptional success in making a profit by his profession. During

the forty-two years from his election as an Associate in 1822 to

1863, he e.xhibited 234 drawings in the gallery, making an average of

between five and six a year. This limited j)roduction was at least equal

to the demand, for his drawings were in the nature of ' caviare to the

general.' Charming as they sometimes are, no higher price is recorded

of them in the ' Art Sales' than iJl. \6s. for a ' composition ' sold in

the year of his death. But they are generally of small size. Shortly

' The ' sm.-ill black and white studies which he was in the habit of ni.aldng as overtures to

more elaborate works,' says his friend Calvert, 'might serve as a school of composition.'

(Memorials, p. 345.)
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before his death, he and his wife made to the Society the Hberal offer

contained in the following letter, written by her on their joint behalf:

'6 Highfield Villas, HoUoway, N. June 31st, 1S62.

' To the Committee of tlie Water-Colour Society {Ohf).

' Gentlemen,— If a few of Mr. Finch's framed drawings should be

found acceptable to the Society, nothing will give us greater pleasure

than to make arrangements for reserving them for this purpose. With

myself the desire has been so strong for some time past that in the

coming time there should be some little focus, as it were, for the

gathering together a few specimens of my husband's peculiar style,

that I feel I would almost make any sacrifice rather than have them

scattered. Circumstances have lately arisen, however, that have put

us more at ease on the subject of our pecuniary resources, and having

reduced our expenditure very considerably by giving up housekeeping,

we shall be enabled to reserve the drawings in question without feeling

the loss in any degree that we care about, and in order to save the

Society any future expense Mr. Finch prefers to make them over at

once as a gift, only wishing or stipulating as to retaiiunent of their

possession for our joint lives. Allow me to remain. Gentlemen, yours

obediently, Eliza Finch.'

A list of twelve drawings accompanied the letter. The Society

considered themselves compelled by want of space at their disposal

to limit their acceptance to one drawing as one of the collection of

single specimens which it was proposed to gather together of the

works of all the Members. No engraved works after F. O. Finch

have come to the writer's knowledge.
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CHAPTER 111

EXITS 1863-1865

Biogrnphies concluded

—

Harding —Hunt— M'hicheh.

Nearly all the facts which go to make up the biography of jAMES

DUFFIELD Harding relate to the professional career to which his

life was wholly and earnestly devoted. In the year 1832 he removed

from 12 North Crescent, Bedford Square, to a larger and more modern

house, one of a few then recently erected as the nucleus of Gordon

Square. Here he was still residing when the first term of his

Membership came to an untimely end by his resignation on the 30th

of November, 1846. During these fifteen years his show of drawings

did not make an average of quite three in a season, though he had

fairly established himself as a leader in the more modei-ii development

of his art. His time was mainly emplo}-ed in other ways than in the

working up of pictures for exhibition. This was the period of hia

greatest activity in producing graphic works fof the press. He was

at the same time labouring assiduously in the calling to which hisi

heart was always the most responsive—that not mefely of a teacher,

but a teacher of teachers. Thus the aspects Under which his life work

has to be regarded are threefold, as he Combined the three vocations

of painter, draftsman for the press, and last, not least, professor of

Art, both as to theory and practice.

Whether Harding would have obtained a higher position among
artists had he confined himself to painting only, may be left open as

matter for discussion. If so, it would have been as a painter in oils

rather than in water-colours. His practice in the latter medium is

open to criticism on account of a copious use of opaque pigment in

the laying on of lights, which he defended on principle, and would

therefore have adhered to. It was no doubt well adapted to the dex-

terous rapidity of his handling, but it imposed restrictions on his art,

being, when partiall)- used, inconsistent with unity of effect, and

II. .N
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incapable, without infinite labour and minute manipulation, of tlie

delicate gradation to be obtained under the old and purer system of

transparent colour on white paper. His tints are gay and harmonious

nevertheless, without much regard for the exact local colours of objects.

It is not known that he ever worked for the theatres, like Stanfield

and Roberts ; but his painting belongs to the same school, and he

would have made a most effective scenic artist. In his pictures the

deft handling of the brush seems to betray a consciousness that his

more fitting material is oil, Vv'hich makes the reason he gave for with-

drawing from the Society in 1846 no great matter of surprise. It was

' in consequence of a desire to offer himself as a candidate at the

Royal Academy.' As, after making unsuccessful efforts for the next

ten years to obtain admission to that body, he eventually returned to

the Water-Colour Society, he may, notwithstanding this temporary

desertion, be classed here as one whose Membership was not finally

concluded until long after the epoch of Fielding's death.

Up to 1846 the drawings he had sent to the gallery showed the

same variety as before, the foreign outnumbering the home subjects.

A large and important work of his, powerful in colour and effect, and

of great beauty, was a marked feature in the exhibition of 1845. It

represented the range of snow mountains seen from Berne, in the light

of ' Morning as it sometimes wakes among the Alps,' and was accom-

panied in the catalogue by a long verbal description of a stormy sun-

rise in September 1844, and the gorgeous sight that followed, as

beheld by the artist on the spot.' His one exhibit in 1844 had also

been a view of the high Alps, in the range seen from the road between

Como and Lecco. Harding, it need scarcely be added, travelled much

abroad, collecting subjects and pencil sketches. He is said to have

been on the Rhine and the Moselle and in Venice in 1834, again on the

Rhine in 1837, and in Normandy in 1842 ; but no subjects from the

French province are comprised among his works of this period at

Fall Mall East.

Harding's engraved works, under which term are included those

reproduced by lithography, are very numerous. Many of great

excellence are contained in his educational publications. Notice of

these bsing for the present reserved, the list begun in the previous

' The author of Modern Painters (i. 100) refers to this ' grand sunrise ' as exceptional

among the artist's works, in the interest of the sky, and as displaying a power not even then

ully (Icve'opsd. Ru.kin and H.^rding were at Venice to^-.thcr in 1S45.
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account of tlic painter is here continued ; the [iriiits from iii.s original

designs, and tliosc for which he was only the draftsman upon stone,

being, as before, separately dealt with. In the first category we have

a large number of plates in which his drawings are interpreted by line

engravers, including some of the best who flourished in the time of

Turner, and became distinguished in his service and under his guid-

ance. These will be taken, as far as may be, in order of date. Fiist,

we find our artist assisting his old master, P. F. Robinson, the archi-

tect, with a ' View of Woburn Abbey,' engraved by W. Radclyffe in

the New Vitruviiis Britannicus, imp. folio ; issued in parts beginning

1 83 1 .' ' Richmond and its surrounding Scenery, engraved by and under

the direction of W. B. Cooke, with descriptive letterpress by Mrs.

Hofland,' 4to, 1832, contains t\\'ent)--four plates (4x6^ in.) dated

1831-32, seventeen of which arc after J. D. Harding. They do no

justice to his spirited style. Of the remainder, six are after the late

George Barnard, who, it is believed, was one of his pupils. The
' Byron's Dream,' engraved b\' J. T. Willmore in Tlie Keepsake for

1832, has been mentioned before. The three octavo volumes of

The Landscape Atmual for 1832, 1833, and 1834, the second title of

which was in the first two ' The Tourist in Italy,' and in the third

' The Tourist in France,' the letterpress in all being by Thomas
Roscoe, contain twenty-four plates in each, together with a frontis-

piece and title vignette, whereof the designs are all by J. D. Harding.

In these plates, which are executed by the best engravers, the

characteristic qualities of his treatment of landscape are faithfully

rendered. The original work was published by Jennings and Chaplin,

62 Cheapside. Later impressions of the three sets of plates were pub-

lished in one volume by A. H. Baily & Co., 83 Cornhill, with the title,

' Seventy-five Views of Italy and France,' and the date 1834. And
there was another reissue of the plates, together with Front's, in

3 vols., 1849-50, as 'Thomas Roscoe's Continental Tourist,' with

French descriptions added, by A. Sasson. Plates after Harding are

also distributed among the following works :—In Gallery of the

Society of Painters in Water-Colours, 1833, ' Italy,' engraved by
E. Goodall.— In Finden's Illustrations of Byron, 3 vols. 4to, 1833-34

twenty-one of the plates, including three vignettes, chiefly after

' Some of the landscape embellishments to the following works by P. F. Robinson are

drawn on stone by J. D. Harding: Rural Architecture,— Designs for Oritxmeiilul Villas,

— Designs for Lodges anJ Park Entrances.
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sketches by others.— In John Tillotson's Album of Scottish Scenery,

small 4to, published by AUman (1834?), one out of twenty-six

plates, viz. :
' Doune Castle' (engraved by E. Finden).— In Landscape

Illiistyaiions of the Bible, descriptions by T. H. Home, 2 vols. 1836,

some plates after Harding's drawings.— In G. N. Wright's Landscape

Historical Illustrations of Scotland and the IVavcrlcj A^ovels, 2 vols.

8vo, 1836-8, some plates attributed to Harding.— In Thomas

Roscoe's Wanderings in South Wales (1837 .'), the title-vignette of

'St. Govan's Head.'—In Fisher's Dra%ving-Rooin Scrap-Book for

1837, 'Church at Polignac ;
' 1838, ' Hurdwar ' (from a sketch by

Captain R. Elliot, R.N.). These were probably reissues.— In The

Keepsake, 1839, 'The Battle Field;' 1840, 'The Indian Maid ' (both

engraved by VVillmore).— In Heath's Picturesque Annual for 1840,

royal 8vo, which volume is devoted to ' Windsor Castle,' ten full-

page plates and title-vignette, all after drawings by J. D. Harding.

—

In Finden's Ports, Harbours, Watering-Places, and Coast Scenery

of Great Britain, 4to, 183S, fifteen out of fifty steel plates.— In

Dr. Camillo Mapei's Italy, Classical, Historical, and Picturesque, ^^to,

1859, two out of sixty-three plates, namely, ' Vicenza ' and ' Benevento.'

The above are all from metal plates. The impressions from

drawings on stone, mostly by the artist's own hand, exemplify still

better the characteristics and quality of his style and draftsmanship.

Besides those which illustrate his treatises on Art, the more impor-

tant are comprised in the following publications : Harding's Sketches

at Home and Abroad, folio, 1836. Fifty lithographs, containing fifty-

nine landscape sketches. On grey or warm stone-tinted paper,

heightened with white. This series is noteworthy as being a first

application of the process called ' lithotint,' whereby a graduation of

tones executed with a brush can be reproduced. It 'created some-

what of a sensation in the art world, and gave a great impetus to

art illustration by this method. It was soon followed by similar

publications from drawings by Stanfield, Roberts, Nash, and others.' '

The work was dedicated to King Louis Philippe, who sent the artist

a diamond ring and an autograph letter. It is said that his Majesty

desired also to confer upon him the decoration of the Legion of

Honour, but finding that this would involve a breach of etiquette,

ordered a Sevres breakfast service as a further gift instead, which,

however, got damaged by an accident to one of the principal pieces.^

' Portfolio, February 1S80 ^ ////,/.
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In course of time tlic work becoming scarce, a selection of twenty-

four of the prints was autotyped, and reproductions on a smaller

scale (loi by 7 in.) published by Chapman & Hall, 4to, KS74.

—Harding's Portfolio, published by Tilt, 1837, printed by Hull-

mandcl, contains twenty-four original lithographs, drawn by Harding

on the stone (about 5 by 7 in.), without letterpress. Some copies

are tinted in colours, which is not always an improvement, particu-

larly as the white has in some cases become discoloured. 1 he

subjects are English, German, Italian, and French.— Tlie Park and

the Forest. Imp. folio (McLean), 1841. Twenty-six large original

lithographs drawn by Harding on the stone ; without letterpress.

Printed by Hullmandel. This series was issued by the artist pro-

fessedly as a work on foliage, not (as he tells us in a prospectus) to

portray botanical varieties or celebrated trees, but to depict the

marked features that give, or combine to give, a peculiar charm to

landscape. It was not, on the other hand, intended merely for

technical instruction in drawing. This had been given in his treatise

' On the Use of the Lead Pencil' It was an attempt (and no better

has ever been made) ' to illustrate the picturesque beauty of trees

themselves, alone and in combination,' and 'afford ideas to the

planter and the landscape gardener, as well as to the artist.'— Our

artist's last set of original lithographs was published a few years

before his death, and was in the nature of a summary of his life's

work, being appropriately called Picturesque SeIectio7ts, subjects, as

he describes them, ' selected from a large collection of out-of-door

studies, rather for their picturesque than for their imposing character.'

It is a large folio, published by Kent & Co. (1861 ? ), containing thirty

lithographs, some with two, three or four subjects on the stone.

Some are dated 1859 and i860. They were printed by Lemercier

of Paris, and Hanhart & Co. of London, and professed to embody all

the then improved appliances of lithography. The artist considered

that in them he approached more nearly than he had yet done to

' the freedom and force, in short the indi\iduality, of an original

drawing in black and white chalk upon tinted paper.' The drawings

in this work, as in the cases of the ' Sketches at Home and Abroad '

and the ' Park and Forest,' were to be effaced from the stones after

a thousand impressions had been taken.

In the following publications, Harding worked more in association

with others : Reccllcctions of India, bj- the Hon. Charles Stewart
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Hardinge, in two parts, royal folio (McLean), 1847. Twenty-two

out of the twenty-seven lithographs are landscapes drawn on the

stone by J. D. Harding, from sketches made by the author in British

India, the Punjab, and Kashmir, in 1845-46, some being scenes

during the Sikh war. The figure groups were partly arranged by

H. Warren. The prints are on tinted paper, and heightened with

white.— S. C. Hall's The Baronial Halls and Picturesque Edifices of

England, 2 vols. imp. 4to (1848.''). The seventy-two lithotint illus-

trations herein were produced under Harding's superintendence, and

many drawn by himself on the stone ; thirteen of the latter being

also from his original designs. Dates from 1843 to 1847 are on the

stones. There are also many cuts, some of which are probably his.

Prout, Cattermoie and Holland are among the other contributors.

—

J. P. Lawson's Scotland Delineated, 2 vols, folio. Published in parts,

first by Hogarth, afterwards by Gambart, 1847 to 1852. Many
large lithographs, seven of which are from Harding's drawings. Of

these, four were also put on the stone by him ; and he further

lithographed thirty-two after Leitch, Cattermoie, Roberts, Stanfield,

J. Nash, and Creswick.—To the list of drawings on stone, by

Harding, after the designs of other artists, have to be added some in

J. F. Lewis's Sketches and Dratvings of the Alhainbra, imp. folio,

(1835?) 1838.

The long series of published works in which Harding appears not

only as a practical artist, but as a teacher of art, have yet to be

mentioned. To deal with them fairly, and indeed to form a just

estimate of the whole produce of his pencil, it is necessary to have

some acquaintance with the theories that governed and regulated, and

in some respects limited, his practice. The outlines and tendency of

both may be gathered from two treatises written as text-books in two

successive grades of instruction. The first, originally published in

1834,' is entitled Elementary Art, or the Use of the Lead Pencil, and,

as its name implies, is devoted not only to an explanation of the best

methods of representing natural objects by line and shadow, but to

an advocacy of the implement above named as applicable to that

purpose. Therein he holds up to just ridicule some of the crude

and laboured ' st}-les ' of pencilling which it had hitherto been the

' The third edition (ro)'al Svo) was published in 1S46, the fourth (4to) in 1S54. In these

the second title was enlarged into 7/ie Use of tJie Chalk and the Lead Fcntil, and ther

were divers emendations and new illustrations.
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habit of drawing masters to teach ; and inaugurates a better method,

based on observation of nature, but having due regard to the powers

and hmits of the material, a method which has since been generally

adopted by landscape draftsmen when sketching in black and white.

The work contains many beautiful and characteristic examples of

Harding's own handiwork, chiefly drawings on stone of sylvan sub-

jects. The author's main theme throughout is the representation of

foliage. The germ, indeed, of the ' Elementary Art' is said to have

been an observation that occurred to him during his early sketching

in Greenwich Park, that the theory of tree-drawing should be based

on the laws of tree-grow th.' His subsequent thoughts on the subject

he now reduced to systematic form. In a later volume^ devoted

exclusively to this branch of the subject, he again sums up his theory

somewhat in this fashion. Seeing that the endless ramifications and

aspects of leaves, in a tree, are beyond human power, both of vision

and imitation, all that the artist can do is to convey an impression of

the essential qualities which distinguish them from other classes of

objects. His task must be to impart ' ideas of their height, their

rotundity, their intricac\', the transparency and flexibility of the

foliage, the opacity and hardness of the stems and branches, and the

suppleness of the spray . . . that some branches project, that others

recede ; that some trees are young and pliant, others old and rigid.'

Ruskin, who was a pupil of Harding's,-'* admitted him to be ' un-

questionably the greatest master of foliage in Europe,' "* but disparaged

his practice as ' originally based on the assumption that nothing is to

be delicately drawn, and that the method is only good which insures

specious incompletion.' ' His execution,' he adds, ' which in its

way no one can at all equal, is yet sternly limited in its reach.' ''

He declares him over-fond of brilliant execution, ' fonder of seeing

something tolerably like a tree produced with few touches, than

something very like a tree produced with many ;
'

'^ a kind of criticism

which might, however, be applied to the whole practice of suggestive

generalization which we understand by the term ' sketching,' a term

fairly descriptive of the best of Harding's drawings in pencil or chalk.

In the Principles and Practice of Art, ro\al quarto, 1845, Harding

' Portfolio, February 1880. " Lessons on Trees, menlionedbelow.
' 'When the first volume of Modern Fahifers by an O.xford Graduate appeared in 1848,

mnny of his old pupils recognised, in an amplified and elaborated form, some of his lessons

in chapters " on skies," " on water," " on mountains," &c.' {Portfolio, February i£8o.)

' Modern Painters (.fifth edition), i. 382. ' Ibid. iv. 79. ' Ibid. i. 397-9.
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ascends to higher ground, treating, under the first head, of the

pliilosophical theory of Beauty, and under the second, of pictorial

devices more than the imitation of objects. The writer continues to

advocate the kind of imitation that is mental rather than mechanical,

subjective rather than objective, and upholds his principles of art as

deducible from truths existing in nature ; contending that in Form and

Composition, at least, wherein the feelings and the judgment are

equally concerned, the latter should hold the former in control.

Harding's theory of Beauty, like Hogarth's, is based on Variety, which

he regards as a primary characteristic of Nature. ' Perfect Beauty,'

he affirms, ' is constituted of infinite Variety.' His choice of forms

and grouping of objects, therefore, has constant reference to this

essential quality. In the practical application of his theory, however,

he pursues an entirely different course from that of Hogarth.

Whereas the latter employed it to trace and modulate the gradations

of a curve, the former appeals to it in marshalling contrasted objects

and regulating the proportion of opposing forms and masses.' It is

less with him a guide to 'the Beautiful,' the smooth and polished

symmetry of Edmund Burke, than a means of insuring 'the Pictu-

r-isque.' Composition, while conducive throughout to this view of per-

fection in the general design, he further employs for the practical

purpose of avoiding some of the defects which are necessarily inherent

in graphic art. Principally he uses it to overcome the conscious-

ness of a flat surface and of the boundary of a picture
;

pointing out

the arrangements of lines and objects most conducive to ideas of space.

The volume contains useful hints for the management of light and

shadow, mainly with the same object ; chapters on colour and draw-

ing from nature, and an appendix on materials, wherein he strongly

advocates opaque white for the lights, and gives a list of thirty-three

pigments found by him to be ' permanent' after four years' exposure

to light and rough usage.'-^ The book is profusely illustrated with

' Harding goes so far as to denounce in set terms the 'repetition of forms,' which he says

had been ' urged as a special nostrum for good composition,' calHng it ' a fallacy ' which ' a

breath should be sufficient to dispel.' He is constrained, however, to admit that ' repetition

of lines and forms of the same kinds of objects . . . may sometimes (rarely) be useful ' to give

an idea of ' repose.' Many of Harding's works would have been the better for a little of this

' repose ; ' which with a wider theoretic view would in itself have added more of the variety

that he worshipped.

- Harding also exerted himself to secure to artists a supply of the best materials ly

lending the sanction of his name to specially prepared pencils, and by the invention of a

well-known kind of drawing paper, admirably adai>tcd to the rcccpli.in of even washes of

colour.
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original examples executed by tlic author himself in various styles

of engraving and lithography. A posthumous edition edited by

William Walker (a pupil of Harding's) was published by Kent & Co.

in 1876 with some additional plates prepared by the author.

Other educational works were more in the nature of drawing

books of technical instruction, illustrated by examples. Harding,

indeed, though most fertile of models for imitation, was wont to con-

demn the old plan of setting a student down to copy ' copies ' in an

unintelligent way. This he likened to the equally antiquated school

practice of learning lessons by rote, instead of reading and understand-

ing what one reads. The object of his own teaching was to make the

pupil think of the thing depicted, and descry the artist's meaning and

intention, in place of resting content with his graphic results. The

course of instruction in which Harding endeavoured, under this

system, to embody the grammar of art, is comprised in the three

publications next named :

—

Lessons on Art (second edition, revised,

royal quarto, 1849; another, royal octavo, 1854). Here the author

takes up the study from the very beginning, and, by means of a

series of progressive examples, leads the pupil from simple forms to

complex combinations, explaining the reason of every step. The

book contains a series of 140 verbal lessons in drawing with the lead

pencil, with lithographed examples and woodcuts, and blank spaces

to copy on.

—

Lessons on Trees, royal quarto (Bogue), 1852. Con-

tains sixty-three lessons on thirty stones, mostly signed and dated

'J. D. H. 1850,' with letterpress instructions. They are 'progres-

sively arranged from the elements to the complete pictorial combina-

tions.'— Cw/V/t' and Companion to Lessons on Art, imp. 8vo, 1S54.

This was supplementary to the ' Lessons,' but meant more for teachers,

to enable them to appreciate the scope and purpose of the system,

and examine their pupils as to the intent of every line and touch of

the pencil. Thus the ' Lessons ' were to teach liozv, the ' Guide ' to

explain ivliy. These books are confined to pencil drawing, being in

fact an amplification of the ' Elementary Art.' In the earlier work he

had, as we have seen, exposed the inartistic aims of the old teachers,

whose pupils learnt to pride themselves on smoothness of touch and

softness of effect, or on a ' bold ' handling without regard to facts of

nature. In these later volumes he not only shows the real power of

the miiterial, but defines the limits within which it can be fitly

applied to the delineation of natural facts. For example, he holds
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that local colour should rarely, and only in very marked instances, be

indicated by pencil shading, the brush being the proper implement

for this purpose. Harding's disapproval of direct copying was

further applied to the mere imitation of natural objects. He recom-

mended the delineation of general (geometrical) forms, as a matter

distinct from shadows and from details of texture, and for such prac-

tice devised a set of cubic sections which, put together in various

ways, were capable of being combined in an endless variety of solid

structures, bearing a general resemblance to buildings and other

objects. He had these ' models,' as he called them, manufactured and

sold, and afterwards published a small illustrated handbook setting

forth their advantages, entitled Drazvitig Models aud tlicir Uses,

foolscap Svo (VVinsor & Newton), 1854. In the ' Guide and Com-

panion ' he further carries the student, with their help, to the applica-

tion of his pencil to shading and shadow, and the indication thereby

of the different textures of surfaces.

Besides these treatises, in which precept and example were com-

bined, Harding brought out very many sets of lithographs containing

the latter alone. The list that follows comprises all that have come

to the writer's knowledge, but its completeness is not vouched for

:

The Lithographic Draiving Book for the year 1832 (six numbers).

Ditto, 1834.

—

Hullmaiidel's Litlwgraphic Drawing Book for 1835

(this contains twenty-four numbered prints on white paper, the

subjects embracing English and foreign landscapes, architecture,

marine, &c. They are effective and in a matured style. Mostly

signed 'J. D. H. 1834'). The above were all published by Acker-

mann & Co.

—

J. D. Harding's Lithographic Drawing Book for 1837

(Charles Tilt), imp. 4to. Six numbers. Contains twenty- four numbered

prints of home and foreign picturesque subjects, on stone-tinted paper

without white. Some are signed 'J. D. H. 1837.'

—

Harding's Early

Draiving Book, oblong imp. 4to (Charles Tilt). Contains twenty-

four lithographed landscape studies, signed 'J. D. H. 1838.' The

Lithographic Draiving Book for i^^i'^. Six numbers. (According to

Ackermann's advertisement in 1840 there were two such series, one

in imp. 4to at 3.?. a number, the other at i.y. 6d. a number ; complete

at a guinea and half a guinea respectively.)

—

Harding's Draiving

Book for the Year 1841. 'Studies in Sepia, partly original and partly

selected.' Imp. oblong 4to (Tilt & Bogue), 1841. Contains twenty-

four subjects, some reproduced before, mostly English views. In a
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mixctl manner of lithojjraphy and lithotint, heightened with wliite. The

imitation of sepia drawing is not nearly so well given as it was b}' the

old aquatint process in Prout's and Cox's early examples.—y. D.

Harding's Lithographic Drawing Book for the Year 1847, imp. oblong

8vo (David l^ogue, late Tilt & Bogue). Contains tvvcnt>--four numbered

prints on white paper. Some signed 'J. D. H. 1846.'

—

The Early

Drawing Book, by J. D. H. ' New edition ' (Bogue). Imp. oblong 8vo.

Contains twenty-four lithographs of studies and bits, chiefly of rustic

and picturesque architecture, dated 1854, 1855. The author explains

in a prefatory address, that the work is ' supplemental to " Lessons on

Art" and "The Guide and Companion," and intended to supply

examples for the application of principles and methods learnt from

those works.'

—

J. D. Naniing's Di-azcing Bool', 4to{\\"insor & Newton).

Contains forty lithographs (published in eight numbers), dated 1863.

The)' form a progressive series, the latest being elaborate drawings,

much shaded. Some have perspective and guiding lines added, and

of some there are separate outlines. These numerous books, says

Ottley, gained for their author ' the highest eulogium from foreign

artists of eminence, and a hearty, almost reverential, welcome among

every artistic association he chanced to visit abroad. In the schools

of Paris especially, which he often visited, he had always an enthu-

siastic reception from professors and students.'

'

It was not only by the employment of his pen and pencil thus, as

well as by his own personal tuition, that Harding laboured with all

his might to place the education of students in art upon a sound

basis. He had endeavoured to organize a system of training teachers

long before the Government measures were adopted for that purpose

in connexion with schools of design, and had nearly matured a scheme

which was frustrated by the death in 1850 of Sir Robert Peel, whose

approval had been gained ; as an earlier plan with a similar object,

which he had hoped to set on foot at Rugby, had had to be abandoned

on that of Dr. Arnold in 1842.^ And again, at a later period, he

brought forward, as already related, a proposal at the Water-Colour

Society, to employ their vacant gallery in the winter months as a

place of instruction. But this proposal was defeated by the amend-

ment which resulted in the establishment of the Winter E.xhibition of

Studies and Sketches.

The ' Principles and Practice of Art ' was published about a year

' Supplement to Bryan's Z)/V/. of ra.'nUn aiiJ Eii^raz'crs. • Porl/olio, Feb. iSSo.
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before Harding sent in his resignation of Membership of our Society.

This was not, ho\\'ever, his final adieu. In the year after Fielding's

death, namely on the 30th of July, 1856, he was restored to his former

position ; and he remained a Member until it was his turn to depart

this life also. In the mean time he had been making ineffectual

attempts to obtain admission to the Royal Academy. From the

year 1843 'I'S name reappears in the Academy Catalogues after a long

absence, and from that date until 1858 he had generally from one to

four works in the exhibition at Trafalgar Square. Generally they

were views in Switzerland or Italy. In 1846 a view of Verona is

accompanied by three stanzas from the pen of Mrs. V. Bartholomew.

The single exhibit in 1 848 appears to have been the same grand view

of the high Alps that had been the subject of his last contribution to

our Society in 1846. As a rule his works in oil, though they were

brilliant and effective, do not seem to have met with much favour

from the hanging committee. One of his best, in 1850, was placed

in the Architecture Room.' He was, however, honoured by a com-

mission from her Majesty the Queen to paint a picture of the Crystal

Palace of 1851, which was exhibited in the following year. A view

of the reconstructed edifice at Sydenham followed in 1854. In 1855

his works at the Paris Exhibition received honourable mention, he

being the only English landscape painter not in the Royal Academy

who was thus distinguished.''' After returning to the Society he had

but one more picture at the Academy, a view of Fribourg in Switzer-

land, in 1858. Switzerland had latterly become a more constant

sketching ground ; and he was there in 1850, 1853, and 1856.

He was then residing at 3 Abercorn Place, St. John's Wood,

which was his address from 1848 to i860. Then he removed to

1 5 Lonsdale Terrace, Barnes, where he died on the 4th of December,

1863, in his sixty-seventh year, after two months' illness. He had

that year been in Switzerland. At his funeral, in the West London

Cemetery, New Brompton, the Society was represented by several of

its Members. During his second Membership, Harding exhibited

thirty-five works, ten of which were in the first winter exhibition in

1862-63. They were British and foreign views of the same class as

before, and make up the total of his exhibits at the Society, including

his three years as an outsider at Spring Gardens, to 1 16. Graves

counts up his exhibits at the Academy as thirty-five, at the British

• ArtJoumal, I June, 1S50. ' Oltlcy, Dietioitaiy of Modern aitii Living Paiiilcrs,
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Institution eiglit, and Suffolk Street seventeen ; making an addition

of sixty, mostly oil pictures.

The sale of his remaining works, numbering more than 400, with

some drawings by other artists, produced 4,000/. at Christie's in May
1864. The highest price for a work of his own was forty guineas for

' On the Wharfe.' The following prices above 200/. have been

obtained for Harding's water-colour drawings in public sales.'

(.
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and rural nature only, in their uncultured state, which he sought to

depict. In each branch it was the same. His interiors were of the

stable, the kitchen, and the blacksmith's shop. His figures were

Hastings mariners, or peasant boys and girls, with now and then a

mendicant friar. His flowers, if not his fruit, grew in a village garden,

or were gathered from the hedgerow or the coppice. This he could

no more help, as Thackeray said of his own satirical vein, than one

can help being 'irascible, or red-haired, or six-feet high.' ' Hunt was

not insensible to his want of power to depict genteel life, nor wholly

without regret that it should be so. His correspondence with an in-

timate friend contains the following lament :
' I do not wish it to be

known what I had to do for Mr. R , but have no other objection to

tell you, only that I am ashamed to say that I broke down ; it was to

make a drawing of Mrs. R . I think I could have made a nice

drawing of her if she had been one of my tramp girls. I think her

very beautiful.' ' I wish,' he saj-s in another letter,' I could get a very

beautiful face to paint from, so that I might, by taking a long time,

try if I could not, although I broke down with Mrs. R , still do

something that way. It is a different thing having a lady to sit, to a

model that you pay, and can have at your command at any time.'

The only approach to added sentiment of a serious kind in his figure

drawings occurs in a few to which he gave conventional names, such

as ' Devotion,' ' Prayer,' ' Piety,' &c. Of these it may at least be said

that they are unaffected and earnest in feeling, and afford a wholesome

contrast to the ' Book of Beauty' type of drawings then in vogue with

similar names. But they are less true because less spontaneous than

the rest of his works, and are chargeable with over-finish in the exe-

cution. Mr. Ruskin, than whose no study of this great painter has

been longer and deeper or more loving, places in the first and highest

class of his figure su'ojects, his ' drawings of rural life in its vivacity

and purity, without the slightest endeavour at idealization, and still

less with any wish either to caricature or deplore its imperfections.

All the drawings belonging to this class' he declares to be ' virtually

faultless, and most of them very beautiful.' -

In depicting such subjects, this absolute adherence to unadorned

and undistorted fact arose, in no degree, from want of discrimination

of character, or dullness in the sense of humour. It was rather owing

to the presence of these qualities in more than usual subtlety and

' Lecture on IIitNiour and Charily. '• Notes on Front and Ilnnt, ja. 85.
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strength. lie had a keen appreciation of the ludicrous, and as his

principal biographer ' tells us, although sensitively mindful of his per-

sonal deformity, which ' frequently made him reserved and not easily

accessible to strangers,' yet at times, ' when his health was at its best

and his spirits were ' good, there were (e\v more boisterous, gay, and

frolicsome men than little ' Billy' Hunt. He loved and was beloved

by children, assisted at their games, was ' great in charades,' and ac-

companied their songs by performing on the bones. He had a pecu-

liarly comic power of twisting the nasal organ, which he employed not

only to amuse, but sometimes in self-defence. ' When walking on the

parade at Hastings,' says the writer above quoted, ' the small boys

laughed at him because he was deformed,^ and probably because his

hair was long. " I turned round upon them," said he, after such an

event, " and shook my nose at them, and they were afraid." '

' Finch

declared to Samuel Palmer that Hunt used persistently to vote for

electing as a Member a certain Associate (long since deceased) who

was of a quarrelsome habit, mainly for the sake of the ' fun ' he would

import into the meetings of the Society. Jenkins notes, under date

of February 1856, how Evans of Eton told him that 'old Hunt,' as he

was then, had just been chuckling over one of the candidate's drawings

exhibited that da}', and seemed to enjoy it more from its excessive

badness, than the better class of works. It was the figure of a child,

and he had ' found great humour in the legs, which he declared were

drawn upside down, and struck him as " so funny."
'

This unforced sense of the ridiculous was utilized largely in the

class of work which gained him the widest popularity. At what

precise date is uncertain, but it must have been near the end of

Cristall's or the beginning of Fielding's reign, when Hunt had the

good fortune to meet with a model at Hastings who served him for

many of his best known and most characteristic works for j'ears to

come. He was a healthy-looking boy, a typical rustic in figure and

face ; and withal a remarkably clever lad, being a capital mimic, who

could assume a variety of expressions, and retain them long enough

for the artist to fix them on his paper for all time. He was just the

character for Hunt's pencil, and fed his lively zest for ' fun.' The youth

was accordingly captured and brought to London, where the painter

' Mr. F. G. .Stephens in Fraser's Magazine, October 1865, p. 531.

- His deformity consisted in weal< legs, not properly attended to in childhood, so that

his knees and toes turned in, and he could only shuffle along.

^ Fvascrs Ma-^atine, ilud.
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kept him in his house to draw from. Many and varied are the cha-

racters in which this lad was made to figure, and many and varied his

depicted occupations, as shown on the walls of the gallery in Pall

Mall East, for a long series of years, during which ' Hunt's boys' were

always a stock feature of the old Water-Colour Exhibition. At one

time he would be a sturdy young cricketer, handling his bat with

nervous grasp and knitted brow, lips compressed, watchful and eager

of eye, the whole body braced up for a hard hit. At another, he

would be fast asleep in placid unconsciousness. In one picture you

might see him burning his mouth with hot porridge ; in another red

to the finger-tips with winter's cold. Here he is intent on catching

with his hand a ' bluebottle ' on the wall; there he dodges a wasp

with his knife and fork. Two of the most popular impersonations

were, it is believed, exhibited in 1834 under the names ' The Com-
mencement ' and ' The Conclusion,' but are better known as ' The
Attack ' and ' The Defeat.' These Mr. Jenkins describes in the follow-

ing words :
' In the " Attack " he is seen with an immense pie before

him. He has commenced a determined onslaught on the crust. Just

note how he holds the knife and fork ; how the hands arc turned in

and the knife forced down to the very bottom of the dish. Sturdy in

hand, as vigorous as his appetite. His eye glistens, and his whole

face beams with healthy animal life. And he eats with hearty relish

as much as he can get, and is bent on making a holiday feast. In the

" Defeat " the same boy, the same table ; but the pie has vanished.

The young lout has eaten it all. The dish is empty, the knife and

fork drop from his listless hands, his head droops, his eyes are closing,

in a few minutes he will be asleep, dreaming, perchance, of mountains

of pies and endless treats.' ' A few savoured more highly of carica-

ture. One in particular of ' a young shaver,' or, as it was also pun-

ningly called when exhibited in 1841, ' giving himself (h)airs,' would,

with others in which lather was a main element, have brought him a

small fortune in these days of saponifcrous advertizing. The humour

of these boy-pictures was not, it may be admitted, of the most refined

order. Mr. Ruskin says they 'are usually very clever, and apt to

be popular,' but condemns them as 'on the whole dishonourable to the

artist.' '^ And the purists in art call them vulgar. But they are not

'J.J.J. MS.
- No/cs on Prout and Hunt, p. 86. This must be taken in connexion with the writer's dictum

th.1t ' there is no place for humour in true painting' {IbiJ. p. 89). Thacl<er,iy, on the other

hand, somewhere wrote :
' If I were the Duke of Devonshire, I would have a couple of Hunt's
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necessarily so, though their subjects may bj, and ordinary people liked

them so much. Hunt's humour, no doubt, belongs to the class of low

comedy ; but a low comedian may be free from \'ulgarity, as, for ex-

ample, was the late Robert Keeley, to whose humour that of William

Hunt bears no small resemblance. There is in all these boys the

same apparent unconsciousness of the presence of a spectator that was

characteristic of the st_\'le of that excellent actor. It was this purely

native expression that Hunt detected and was able to represent. Its

absence in persons of a higher class disqualified them for his models,

the facial expression of well-bred folk being too much under their own

control. So, too, when Hunt chose to be pathetic, his pathos was

simple and unaffected as that of Keeley, and Robson too, when in a

serious mood. In course of time it was but natural that Hunt should

be deprived of his clever boy model with the flexible face. Being a

strong, healthy lad, he in a few j'ears outgrew his master's require-

ments. With his waning adolescence, the series of portraits came to

an end. 'What a pity!' sighed Hunt. 'He ought never to have

grown.' But the grateful painter did not forget him in after years,

and left him a small legacy.

There were other figure subjects among Hunt's studies, less liable

than his ' boys ' to the above kind of criticism. Several were of negroes,

generally young, whose dark skins afforded good material for his

wonderful blendings of colour. These had nothing of the modern

comic ' nigger ' element about them, though he may have given them

on occasion such popular names as' Massa Sambo ' (1836), 'Jim Crow '

(1837),' or his sister, ' Miss Jemima' (1839). There was, indeed, no

touch of the ' Elegant Pastoral ' in his village maidens, and the actual

grace which exists among them is absent from his portraiture. ' It is

to be sorrowfully confessed,' says Ruskin, ' that the good old peach

and apple painter was curiously insensible to this brighter human
beauty.'- But they are none the less true for all that. The nice ob-

servation of character shown in such studies as ' The Shy Sitter,' now
in Mr. Orrock's collection, it would be difficult to surpass. Some of

in every room in all my houses ; if I had ihe blue devils (and even their Graces are, I suppose,

occasionally so troubled) I would but cast my eyes upon these grand, good-humoured pictures,

and defy care.'

' One Rice, a comic singer, with a bl.ickened face, was at this time very popular in

London, the burden of his song 'Jump Jim Crow ' being in every mouth. This was some
years before the original ' Ethiopian Seren.aders ' at the St. James's Theatre brought bands

of coloured minstrels into fashion.

^ Notes on Ti out anJ Hunt, p. Ij.

II. O
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his figure subjects were possibly chosen for the sake of the accessories.

Now and then he gave us a Capuchin monk, whose grey beard and

the coarseness of whose serge dress could not fail to be an attraction

to the painter. And to a late period he continued to exhibit at in-

tervals examples of plain interiors and of the candlelight effects which

had first brought him into notice. Gradually the proportion of life

studies became smaller, those of still life more numerous, until the

latter superseded the former entirely.

In 1845 Hunt moved from the neighbourhood wherein he had

resided for more than twenty years— the last three at 55 Burton

Street, Burton Crescent, the preceding ones at 6 Marchmont Street,

Brunswick Square—to No. 62 Stanhope Street, Hampstead Road.

The studio in Marchmont Street seems to have been an untidy place

with a night of ladder steps by which to climb into it, and a dirty

floor, full of holes. James Holland related to Mr. Jenkins how the

dealer Roberts (nicknamed ' Spectacles '), who had a keen eye to

business, once paid Hunt a visit there, and glancing round at the dirt,

scraps of paper, drawings, and sketches, remarked that it was ' no use

working in such a sty as that,' and advised him as a friend to ' have

a clear out, and sell the whole, muck and all, in a lot' ' But who

would be the buyer .'
' said Hunt. ' I will,' replied the dealer, flourish-

ing a handful of new bank-notes, amounting in value to 200/. The

bargain was struck. Hunt took the notes ; and Roberts, after having

the drawings ' shaved, pared, clipped, and mounted,' made a good

thing of the transaction ; while the artist found that he had been too

precipitate in the matter. Among the drawings which thus changed

hands was a study for which Holland's little daughter (who after-

wards died) had sat as the model. Her father told how, to the child's

disgust, the painter had stripped off her nice frock, put on her ' a

nasty red petticoat,' and thrust into her hand a large lump of yellow

soap, calling the subject ' Saturday Night.' What a pictorial prize

for some artistic soap-boiler of the present day !

In 1 85 1 the number of his exhibits drops suddenly from twenty-

one to eleven, all of which are flower and fruit pieces. After that

date they greatly outnumber the other classes of subjects in his

annual average of about eight works. This year (185 1) is the first in

which he gives a country address in the catalogue, namely,' Park-gate,

Bramlc)', near Basingstoke, Hants.' This for a series of years he

adds to that in 'Stanhope Street, Hampstead Road.' Probably a
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resort in summer to his Hampshire home had become a substitute

for his annual sojourn at Hastings. However that may be, he was

now looked upon almost exclusively as a painter of fruit and flowers,

and in this capacity won a place in popular estimation as high as he

had previously cnjoj-cd as a humorous delineator of rustic life.

Those who had been most tickled with the fun of his boy-pictures,

declared that his fruit made the mouth water. It was with a different

kind of admiration that the connoisseurs regarded his works. To
them, no matter what the subject, it was as a consummate painter

and colourist that he stood unrivalled among water-colour draftsmen
;

as one moreover who, deriving his power from observation of nature

alone, had been ' enabled to set forth at once the wonderful simplicity

and the divine mystery that exist in common things. No painter in

his time,' wrote a just critic in the month of the artist's death, ' has

been endowed with so marvellous an insight into the subtleties of

colour ; and, although he was not a designer, and his pictures were

alwaj'S painted directly, and almost slavishly, from the objects before

him, his perception of truth was so fine, and his colour so full and

resplendent, that under his treatment the most commonplace people

and things were invested with an interest utterly new to us, which we

should perhaps have been too proud to discover for ourselves, but

which he, in his humility, had brought to light. VVe were but faintly

beginning to appreciate and understand his genius, when he was

taken from us—one of the greatest artists of the century,'

'

A representative set of eleven of Hunt's water-colours were in

the Paris Universal E.xhibition of 1855, where they are said to have

been highly appreciated ; and from 1856 he added to his name the

honorary title of ' Member of the Royal Academy of Amsterdam.'

In a previous section of this memoir some of the tochnical

characteristics of Hunt's earlier manner have been described.^ In

the course of what he called the 'fudging out' of his art, he had

gradually changed his method of painting, and more especiall)' his

selection of materials. Beginning with an ejiceptional and sparing

use of opaque white, he increased it by degrees, combining and

mixing it more or less freely with the transparent pigment, until in

his latest flower and fruit pieces there is little else but body colour,

and what had hitherto been regarded as distinctive of water-colour

painting was discarded altogether. 'His later' drawings, writes

' The Reader, 27 February, 1S64. '• W.l. i. p. 4-0.

O 2
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Ruskin, depended ' for their highest attainments on tlie flexibility of

a pigment which yielded to the slightest touch and the softest motion

of a hand' ahvaj's more sensitive than firm.' ' Hunt's handling was

peculiar, but no other method would seem capable of reaching the

essential qualities of his work. Ruskin aptly describes it as a

' broken execution by defined touches,' touches which, however

minute, ' are always frank and clear, to a degree which may seem not

onl)- imperfect, but even harsh and offensive, to eyes trained in more

tender or more formal schools.' These ' became indeed in process of

years a manner in which the painter somewhat too freely indulged, or

prided himself; but it had its origin and authority in the care with

which he followed the varieties of colour in the shadow, no less than

in the lights, of even the smallest objects.'^ It was, in fact, a method

of painting opposed to that which had long prevailed in the water-

colour school, of transparent washes of colour over colour, or the

blending of tints in each ; and it marked a new departure in practice.

The course finally adopted by William Hunt to 'render with absolute

purity all accidents of local colour and all differences of hue between

direct and reflected light ' was that which found favour with the new

pre-Raphaelite school, of which the critic quoted was then the leading

apostle, namely, to ' attain the required effect ' not by ' pigments

mixed on the palette, but only interlaced touches of pure tints upon

the paper.' • When in the last decade of his life, the artist was

employed by Mr. Ruskin to make a series of small studies of natural

objects as types of work to be given to country schools of art. Six

of them were exhibited in the gallery between the years 1856 and

1861. Some of these, in particular one of 'Mushrooms—Study of

Rose-Grey' (i860), were exquisite. But the generous donor ultimately

gave up the project, finding, as he tells us, that ' no kindness or care

could altogether enable ' the artist ' to work rightly under the direc-

tion of another mind.' * The old man used to pause in the task,

which he was trying his very best to accomplish, and cry out, ' How
difficult it is to paint this oyster-shell

!

' After painting some

' Pilchards— study of gold ' in i860, one of the most striking of the

series, he wrote, however, ' If you want studies of colour, fish is the

sort of thing to look at.'

Hunt himself described his method as ' pure colour over pure

' Notes oti Fyout aiiJ Ilui!t,\t. 9.
- Ihid. p. 18.

' Ji'ia. p. iS « JliiJ. \\ 84.
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colour
;

' and of body-white he said, ' I ahvays glaze it over with pure

colour.' On one occasion, however, he was heard to exclaim, ' There

is colour upon that light, but I cannot afford it.' Again, ' It is

astonishing the number of colours you can work into flesh.' But for

so ' working in ' these many hues he repudiates the employment of

opaque pigment in the following criticism of one of Lewis's later

water-colours. ' I think it much inferior to his former work. It is

most painfully made out. It is painted in body colour, which will

never do for flesh.' ' That there was no spark of jealousy in such

criticism on one distinguished like himself for the same minuteness of

detail, may be inferred from the modest candour evinced in the

following extract from a letter to the same correspondent dated

24 April, 1862:—'I think I have learned much from seeing Birket

Foster's and some other drawings, and intend to try to take advan-

tage of the knowledge as soon as I get into the country, for I think

it never too late to try to do better.' Hunt at any rate was true to

water-colour. Late in life he wrote (with more shrewdness than

grammar) to his friend Brown :—' The Water-colour men are taking

to oil ; that will be all the better for those who stick to Water. I

am fearful Cox will never get the same qualities in oil that he gets in

water, and which quality was a great charm in his works.'

What has been related above of William Hunt has been chiefly

connected with his work as an artist ; for all his life long he was de-

voted to the practice and improvement of his art, and beyond and be-

side his technical knowledge and keen observation of what he saw, he

was not a man of much intellectual culture, ha\'ing received but a poor

general education. His love of flowers was not that of the botanist

or the horticulturist, nor in his view of human nature was he either

philosopher or poet. To the end of his life he retained a taste

engendered no doubt during his early residence in the parish of St.

Giles, a simple delight in theatrical entertainments. ' It was very

striking,' writes Mr. Stephens, ' to see the white-haired, eager-looking

old man absorbed in the glitter and show of the stage.' To take him

to the play was to give him a great treat. ' There he would sit, his

hands upon his stick-top, bent forward with strength of interest in the

performance, his eyes bright as those of a child, his mouth restless

with emotion.' And, strange to sa)% what charmed him most were

' In a letter to Philip IJiown, Esq. The picture was probably ' The Hhareem,' cxhiDitcd

in 1S50
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productions 'of the melodramatic and "spectacle" order; a sensa-

tional piece was his delight, fireworks fascinated hirfi, blue and red

fire had charms at the age of three score and ten years.'

'

Like most of his brother painters, Hunt gave lessons to pupils

during some part of his career.- But there can have been little of the

conventional drawing master about him. He had indeed an aversion

to the recognized system of teaching. ' I cannot tell,' he wrote in an

outspoken friendly letter, 'what to recommend you to do. I should

say paint your pictures from nature ; and, if you did that, there are

some of the members, Mr. Harding in particular is, strong against

that, and says if that is Art he knows nothing about art. Perhaps he

cannot paint from nature, at all events only in his mannered way. I

like some of the Preraphaelites' work which looks like the thing they

represent, not as if they had been taught in a conventional manner

like Harding and lots of his school.' He has been known to say, on

looking at a picture, ' I like that because it is not like a drawing

master's drawing.' We have seen how little he was able to lay down

rules or propound doctrines, and what was his advice to one young

student. One more example may be cited of the kind old man's

readiness to assist another, as well as to acknowledge talent whenever

he saw it. It is in the following account given by Miss Clayton :

—

Miss Anna Maria Fitz-James, a fruit painter (a pupil of Valentine

Bartholomew), ' with a view of obtaining pupils, exhibited a small

painting at a shop in Camden Town. Shortly afterwards, on entering

the shop, she was informed that this work was sold. An old gentle-

man had been so much struck by the little drawing that he was

anxious to see the painter. The name of this old gentleman was

William Hunt, and of his kindly, flattering invitation the young

aspirant was only too glad to avail herself. . . . From that time until

his death Miss Fitz-James found William Hunt the best, the kindest

of friends, although two years elapsed from the beginning of their

acquaintance before he would take her as his pupil. Having discon-

tinued teaching so many years, he feared to offend those whom he

had refused. One morning in July 1863, when Miss Fitz-James

went to him, he was painting one of his most lovely pictures—one

composed of white grapes, two peaches, and some holly. He told his

young visitor of the difficulty he had met with in procuring the holl\-,

' Fra!crs Ma!;azine, October 1S65, p. 52S.
'' Mr. John .Sherrin, R.W.I., was a pupil of Hunt's.
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having obtained it from a stranger, in whose garden he saw it ^t

Hampstcad Heath, when being driven out in the little pony carriage

belonging to a friend, who used to call and take him out for drives.

It was the only time Miss Fitz-James ever found her dear old master

low-spirited ; it was just after his accident, and that morning he had

heard of the death of his old friend and brother artist, William Mul-

read}'.' He was just four years the senior of William Hunt. Seven

months later, the mourner himself was laid to rest."-

This brings us to the last stage of our narrative, and refers to an

event to be described in fuller detail. On the 23rd of May, 1863

Hunt had written to his ' friend Brown :
' 'I am glad to say I can

still amuse myself by making drawings. Of course you will be in Town
before long to see the Exhibitions. I fear I shall not be able to see

them. If you or your son Charles are in Town before I lea\e, which

will not be )-et awhile, perhaps you would help my nephew get me up

the steps and stairs of the Royal Academy. I should much like to

go there.' While at Bramley in the following summer, he met with a

serious accident by a fall on the staircase, owing to the breaking of a

rope which he had used instead of a rail wherewith to haul himself up

to his bedroom. It gave way as he was descending the stairs, and (to

use his own expression) he ' tumbled down to the first landing all of

a heap.' This mishap occurred on the 14th of July, and it was

unluckily followed soon after by a second of the same kind ;
^ in an

attempt to seat himself, he appears to have mistaken the position of

his chair. ' Of course,' he writes on the 3rd of August, ' I fell to the

ground all my weight, and hurt the opposite side to that which was

hurt before, and now I am quite unable to walk at all.' On the 13th

of October, however, he writes again to the same friend :
—

' I am
tolerable myself—except that I am very feeble. How I do wish that

I were 30 years younger 1 How I would paint out of doors ! I sup-

pose it is that I must not sit out of doors that makes mc think I

never saw the country looking half so beautiful as it does at present.

. . . One sees so much more might be done when w'e are about being

obliged to leave it off altogether. . . . You must fag away and do

better and better.' In November he is in London again ; for he

writes on the 21st:— ' You will of course be in Town when all the

' He died on the 7th. - English Female Artists., ii. 274, 271;.

' These were not his first misadventures of the sort. On 17 May, 1S61, lie writes with

'a sprained hand, having tumbled out of a c.-ib a fortnight back.'
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Exhibitions are open. I get to see very few drawings, but did manage

to sec the Winter Exhibition, by sending a chair with wheels to the

Gallery on Saturday and going there on the Sunday— so had a good

view of the pictures by myself— no one to get in the way.' Thus all

his thoughts and interests were absorbed in his art still ; and he con-

tinued to busy himself in the welfare of the Soeiety. The last acts of

his life had relation to the selecting of candidates for admission as its

Associates. The place of meeting for that purpose, on Saturday, the

6th of February, 1864, was at Suffolk Street. Thither he sent his

invalid chair ; and after spending the morning at his easel, he was

carried up to the room where the probationary drawings were on view.

Next day he wrote to the Secretary :
—

' Will you have the kindness to

give my vote for Watson, Walker, Lundgren, and Solomon ? The

drawings by Shields and Johnson are very good, do you not think

so? If you elect more than four,' I should give my vote to Johnson.'

This was the last note that poor Hunt was destined to write. The

effort to attend the election had proved to be more than his enfeebled

frame could bear. Soon after returning home he had been taken ill.

A paral}'tic attack supervened ; and, at the gallery, on the Monday

morning, shortly after his communication had been received, a further

message arrived that Mr. Hunt was speechless. He died on the

following Wednesday (Ash-Wednesday), the loth of February, 1864.

His grave was made in Highgate Cemetery, where his funeral was

attended by many artists, including a representative group from the

Watcr-Colour Society.

In the summer exhibition of that year, a marble bust of the

deceased, by the late Alexander Munro, the property of Madame

Bodichon, was placed in the centre of the galler>'. This bust was in

the summer of 1889 presented by her to the Society, and it now

occupies a recess on the staircase. There are two portraits of Hunt,

painted by himself, the property of Mr. Sutton Palmer and Mr. Osier

respectively. In the Illiistrated London Ncivs of 20 February, 1864,

there is a woodcut of him, a half length, seated, the face nearly in

profile.

William Hunt was married,- and had one child only, a daughter,

who became Mrs. Robinson, and several grandchildren. He seems

' There were only two vacancies, which were supplied by Walker and Lundgren, both

deceased. Watson and Johnson have since become IVIembers ; and Shields is an Associate.

I
It is stated in Century of Fainkrs, ii. 505, that he ' never married.'
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to have survived his wife, for h:r sister, Miss Holloway, kept house

for him for man)- j-cars up to his death. A ncpliew, William Hunt,

attended upon him a good deal in his helpless bodily condition.

Among these and other relations he was able to divide a personal

estate valued at about 20,000/.

The number of Hunt's drawings in the Society's summer Exhibi-

tions, from 1824, when he was made an Associate, to 1864, the year

of his death, was 742 ; whereof 507 belong to the twenty-three

years of Fielding's presidency. To these must be added the nine

works sent to Spring Gardens, and forty studies and sketches in the

first three winter Exhibitions ; making a total of 791 works of all

kinds. A sale of remaining works took place at Christie's in May
1864, mostly sketches and slight studies of figures, beach scenes at

Hastings, &c. ; scarcely any of flowers or fruit. The latter class of

subjects had had too ready a sale to need recourse to the auction

room. They had lately, to his own regret, occupied him entirely.

On October 25th, 1863, he had written :
—

' I was in hopes of trying my
hand at figures, but have so many persons' promises to do fruit and

flowers for them, that I can get no time to do anything else.' Thus

he was not one of those who, as his father had prophesied he would be,

are unable to make a living out of the painter's trade. Even during

his lifetime the market value of his works rose so as to justify him in

considerably raising his prices in his later years. ' Les petites Etudes

de M. Hunt,' says our French critic, amazed, in 1855, 'qui frisent

de pres la caricature, se vendent plus cher que les tableaux de

M. Ingres et de M. Delacroix.' ' In September 1858 Hunt writes :—

•

' I have now thirty-five guineas for the same size that I used to

have twenty-five, perhaps somewhat more finished. On the 8th

of March, 1862, he writes :^' Friend Brown— I am still painting

fruit. You will be glad to hear a drawing of mine of a bird's nest

was sold at Christie's yesterday for 117/., size 11 by lo inches.'

One of his best known works, called ' Too hot
!

' representing a

boy cooling his porridge, which he repeated more than once, was

sold before he died for 300 guineas. The same, or a reijlica,

realized no less than 750 at Ouilter's sale in 1875. That price

was also reached on the same occasion by ' The Eavesdropper

'

(29x21 in.), which had been sold two years before for 520. In

1872 'Spring Gathering' (i2§ x i6i in.) brought 590 guineas at

' About's Voyage a /ravers VExposition da Beaux-Ar/s, p. 32.
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Gillott's sale, and in 1868 an oval study called 'Supplication' was

sold for 505. T\\ o flower and fruit pieces have also reached the price

of 500 guineas each, viz. :
—

' Roses in a Jar and Mossy Bank ' (9 x

11^ in.), in a sale by R. Wade's executors in 1872; and 'Summer
Flowers and Early Fruit ' (iS^x 19J), in that of J. Heugh, 1874 ; thus

justifying Hunt in his estimate of this branch of art, which he declared

to be ' most difficult, and not to be thought so slightly of as some of

the artists do.' The most important collections made of Hunt's

works have been those of Mr. Wade, the artist's old doctor, who used

to reside in Dean Street, Soho ; and that now in the possession of

Mr. James Orrock, of the Royal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours.

He was well represented by thirty-seven works at the Manchester

Jubilee Exhibition.

John Whichelo remained an Associate until his death, ten

years after that of Copley Fielding ; and, during the forty-three years

of his connexion with the Society, sent an average of between three

and four drawings to the summer exhibitions, besides having some

fifty 'sketches and studies' in the first four of the winter shows.

These (including eleven posthumous exhibits in 1865-66) make up a

total of about 200 works at Pall Mall East. Whichelo established a

claim to the title of naval as well as marine painter on the strength

of four drawings of historic scenes, two of which were of events in his

own time, namely, ' The Bombardment of St. Jean d'Acre,' exhibited

in 1 841, and 'The British Fleet, under Sir Charles Napier, entering

the Baltic,' exhibited in 1854. The others were of older stories, 'The

Glorious Battle of the Nile,' exhibited 1S44, and ' H.M.S. Victory in

the Battle of Trafalgar firing her first broadside,' exhibited 185 1.' The

choice, in two of these, of the moment when a magazine explodes or a

ship is in flames, as well as a sketch, exhibited in 1864-65, of the ' Burn-

ing of Drury Lane Theatre,' seems to indicate a taste for fiery effects.

Coast and coasting, however, among merchant craft and fishing smacks

in the Channel and on Dutch rivers, make up the bulk of his maritime

contributions ; with occasional studies of H.M. ships at Portsmouth

or in the Med^vay. Whichelo, as has been said, aspired to be a land-

scapist as well, painting elaborate tree subjects with small figures, in

which the foliage, though rather stiff and mannered, was not ill

' There was alio a sketch of the 'Storming of Algiers' in the Winter Exhihition of

1S64-65
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executed. Some arc views near Norwood (the tlicn rural district now

centred in the Crystal Palace), where he was a resident in 1833;

others from the New Forest. One visit at least to Yorkshire ' seems

to have produced a few inland sketches ; but more are from Surrey

and Hants. There is no evidence of further acquaintance with

British scenery, unless we include that of Jersc)-, whence he has five

subjects in 1854, one of which is a man-of-war coming to the relief of

a mail steamer in distress off the Corbiere rocks. But he penetrated

the Continent somewhat further than the Low Countries. From 1835

we find a few views on the Rhine, and in and after 1846 some from

Switzerland ; one or two on the coast of Sicily being, probably, from

sketches by other hands. In 1836 and 1844 there are three works

(seemingly drawings) at the Royal Academy by '

J. Whichelo,' the

subjects and addresses leaving no doubt that they were by our

Associate. And in 1849 'John Whichelo' had two sea pieces at the

British Institution.^

Early in this period our artist took up more central quarters than

Brixton or Norwood, where he had previously resided. From 1834

to 1837 his address was 238 Regent Street; and from 1838 to 1846

he had chambers at 26 Charles Street, Haymarket, opposite the site

of the present ' Junior United Service ' Club. Then he retired again

to a suburb, making his home at Hammersmith (at Ravenscourt Park

till 1856, and then at Shaftesbury Lodge, Shaftesbury Road) from 1847

to the date of his death, September 1865. He is described, by a

friend who knew him in Charles Street, as a gentlemanlike man, and

tall in stature.

His works are not very often met with. There is no example in

the South Kensington collection. There was a sale at Christie's of

his remaining drawings in April 1866.

' Ravens Gill, Bewerley Hall, Yorkshire—A Study from Nature, 1S57,' was exhibited

in 1858. And there is a ' Kirkstall Abbey' in 1S62.

' See Graves's Dictionary of Artists.
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CHAPTER IV

EXITS, 1 866- 1 889

Biographies concluded

—

RIasey Wright—Eliza Sliarpc—Gaslineau—
Evans (of Eton)

—

F. Taylcr,

John Masey Wright was entering his fifty-fifth year when Fielding's

term began. He continued to exhibit drawings of the same class as

before throughout that period, and for ten or twelve years after its

close
; rarely more than one or two in the season ; though in two

exceptional years, 1833 and 1843, he had a round dozen at a time.

Shaksperc's plays are to the last his main source of inspiration
;

Milton supplies a few subjects (from L'Allegro and Conius) ; and

some are from Don Quixote, Burns's Poems, the l^iear of Wake-

field, &c. Now and then there are fancy scenes, and sometimes a

sacred subject is illustrated. From 1832 to 1854 were sixty-nine

contributions,' and after that but eleven in the summer exhibitions,

making with the previous thirty-one a total of 1 1 1 drawings since

1824. The last of these was in 1864 ; but a score of sketches and

studies ' were in the first five of the winter shows, between 1862 and

1867, the last year's being posthumous exhibits. Graves credits him

with thirty-six in other galleries between 1 808 and 1 836. In his many

figures he was wont to please more by simple gracefulness of con-

ception than strong marking of characters ; and, latterly, the pale

delicacy of his colour and rather conventional elegance of his drawing

were little in accord with the taste for vivid realism which had begun

to prevail. The presence of his modest offerings was somewhat

of an anachronism. They were little heeded by the many, and

when he passed away were scarcely missed.

The highest price mentioned by Redford for one of J. M.

Wright's drawings is only 28/. ys. for the ' Procession of the Flitch of

Bacon" ( 85x24 in.) at the ' Agnevv and Sons ' sale in 1881. In

the worldly sense, he had not been, latterly at least, a successful

' It is possible that a few more may have been set down, by a misprint, to J. W. Wright.

See supra, p. 31, «. I.
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artist. The frequent cliangcs of residence whicli we find on lookins;

through the j-early catalogues—(he gives no less than twelve different

addresses during the term of his Membership)—arc not a sign of

prosperity. And there is more direct evidence on the Society's

Minutes, that his profession had not been a source of wealth to him.

On 12 February, 1849, there is an entry of ' 20/. voted to Mr. J. M.

Wright on the application of Mr. Mackenzie, who stated that he

was suffering from pecuniary embarrassment. On 11 June, i860,

' Wright, J. M.—Member—had, voted to him as a gift, 20/.' And again,

on 31 July, 1 861, 'Application from Mr. Wright soliciting assistance,

and 10/. voted in aid of his immediate wants.' In the mean time,

mainly, it is believed, at the instance of Samuel Palmer, his necessities

had been partially relieved by the grant of a life annuity of 50/. by

the Royal Academy. This was in May 1858. What his condition

was at that time was feelingly described by an honoured Member of

the Society, now living, in a letter to a friend which was forwarded to

the Council in support of the application, in the following words :

—

It has long been with me a source of grief to know that my old

friend Mr. Wright has been compelled to work so hard and with such

small pecuniary result at his advanced age, eighty-four.' He not only

has to maintain himself, but a son crippled some years ago by being

run over by a cab, and also blind of one eye and nearly so the other

;

and an unmarried daughter too claims his help. During an intimate

acquaintance with him for about fifteen years, I have had frequent

occasions to admire his character, and to respect and esteem him the

more, the longer I have known him. I assure j'ou his equanimity

under trials, his disinterested generosity in poverty, his cheerful and

uncomplaining and ever amiable temper of mind, have endeared him

to everyone capable of appreciating that which is best and noblest in

human nature.' Wright was a recipient of the annuity for eight

years, and died on the 13th of May, 1866, in his eighty-ninth year.

The following later engraved works have to be added to the list

already given : in the Gallery of the Society of Painters in Water-

Co/ours, ' Scene from Tivclfth Night' (engraved by F. Bacon), 1832.—

In the Gallery of Modern British Artists, 1834, ' Romeo and Juliet,'

' Don Quixote and Samson Carrasco,' ' Village Glee-singers.'— In the

Forget-me-not, 1843, 'The Birthright' (J. Skclton).-

' He secm.<; not to have been re.illy more than eighty. See supra, vol. i. p. 536, ;;. 2.

« This is merely inscribed ' Paiutcd by Wriyht,' and nny possibly be by J. W. Wright.

.See also supra, p. 32, n. I, for <j;her.> in the Keepsake of simil.irly doubtful attribuliiai.
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During Fielding's presidency, wliich was her most prolific period,

Miss Eliza Sharpe had forty-five drawings in the gallery ; but the

term of her lady-membership extended to a much later time. In

i8j4, the year of her sister's marriage, both their names are absent

from the Catalogue. They are restored in the following season, when

Miss Sharpe exhibits two drawings contrasting in sentiment ; one

called ' The Phrenologist,' which was bought by the King of Prussia,'

the other ' The Dying Sister.' Both of these arc in the following list

of plates contributed by her to the Annuals of this period :
— In the

Keepsake, 1833, 'Flora' (engraved by T. Engleheart) ; 1834, 'The

Widowed Bride' (J. C. Edwards); 1835, 'The Love Quarrel' (F.

Heath) ; 1840, ' The Somnambulist ' (R. Staines).— In Heath's Book of

Beauty, 1833, ' Belinda ' (H. Robinson).— In the Forget-iiie-not, 1836,

'The Dying Sister' (H. Robinson), 1838, 'The Phrenologist' (C.

Rolls). The subjects of her exhibited drawings continued to be

of the class that found favour with the patrons and publishers of

these drawing-room books. The following is a representative

selection of their titles :—The fancy subjects include :
—

' The Sleep

Walker' 1836, ' Curiosity ' 1841, ' Prayer ' 1849, ' The Little Dunce'

1S43, 'St. Valentine's Morning' 1846, 'A Dame's School—the Bible

Lesson' 1855, 'The Soldier's Widow opening for the first time the

Wardrobe of her late Husband ' 1853, ' A Bride taking leave of her

widowed Sister' 1867, 'The New Mamma' 1865, &c. Among
authors illustrated are Maria Edgeworth (scene from 'Madame de

Fieury ' 1837), Dickens (' Little Nell, showing the old church' 1844),

Scott ('Lucy Ashton ' 1853), Wordsworth ('Bessie Bell and Mary

Grey' 1868), Moore ('Rich and rare were the gems she wore ' 1850),

Mrs. Hemans and other poets ; with Shakspere (' Portia and Nerissa

'

1833, and the statue scene in 'Winter's Tale' 1852), and Musseus

(' The Widowed Lady Richildi consulting the Magic Mirror,' 1854).

About half a dozen are from Holy Scripture both in the Old and the

New Testament, as 'Ruth and Naomi' 1836 and 1856, and 'Christ

raising the Widow's Son' 1839. Her after exhibits were fewer and

less important, and number only sixteen in the summer and nineteen

in the winter shows, to the first eight of which she sent sketches and

studies. With these her contributions to the gallery do not exceed

eighty-four in the forty-two years of her connexion with the Society

' The (iiii^inal sketch, wiA a leconl of the piirchnse, w.t; in the Winter Exliihition of

1S64-65.
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During their joint lifetime Mrs. Seyffarth and Miss Eliza Sharpc

had generally a common address, but neither was long constant to one

place of residence ; the most permanent abode of the latter being at

8 ' Bark ' or ' Park ' Place, Bayswater, from 1846 to 1854. Her name

last appears in the Catalogue in 1870, with, for a third year, the

address 34 Oakley Crescent, Chelsea. But she lived a few years

longer, dying on the nth of June, 1874, at the house at Burnhani

Beeches of her nephew Mr. C. VV. Sharpe, engraver,' having then

attained the age of seventy-eight. Her personal activity was main-

tained to the last. ' Up to the age of seventy-seven,' writes Miss

Clayton,^ ' she could walk, dance, and skip like a young girl, and

sweep a grand eighteenth century curtsy with inimitable grace. Six

months before her death, she had her name put on a tombstone at

W'illesden, with a suitable inscription, the date only being left vacant.

. . . Through her own industry and talent, she was enabled to leave

a modest little fortune.'

Henry Gastineau was a .steady supporter of the exhibitions

throughout the Copley-Fielding age, with a yearly average number

of twenty-three drawings (rising once to thirty-five, and never sinking

below sixteen), which, if not sensationally attractive, or varied with

gay colour, were sound, well-considered landscapes, that helped to

maintain at its high level the staple quality of the gallery's contents.

Though little called upon now to make views for books of engravings,

he still confined himself almost entirely to the class of drawings

adapted to that purpose. Most of his subjects are taken from the

British Isles ; man}- from Cornwall and Devon, and North and South

Wales ; not a few from Yorkshire and other northern counties, and

a fair contingent from Scotland ; while the coast of Kent and other

home localities contribute a small quota. After 1838 we have a

number of subjects from the North and East of Ireland, the rock-

bound coast of Antrim being a favourite sketching ground. These

are intermingled with occasional scenes from Switzerland and the

Italian Lakes, and in 1844-5 there are one or two from Waterloo and

Brussels, the few other foreign views being possibly from pupils'

sketches. For teaching continued to be a main part of Gastineau's

professional work.

' Clayton's English Female Ar/is/s, i. 382. Rerlgrave says in his Diitiovary (2ncl eilit.)

that slic tiled in Chelsea. - Vbi sii/ra.
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To the list of his engraved works have to be added:' In

Hav;ll s Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Seats, ' FonthiU ' (sketched by

T. Higham), a coloured aquatint, 1833.— In Finden's Illustrations of

Byron, 3 vols. 4to, 1833-4, vol. i., ' Bellagio, Lake of Como,' and

'The Simplon Village.'— In Lawson's Scotland Delineated, 1847-52,

' St. Andrew's,' lithographed by R. Carrick.

There is little more to relate of his even personal career. Happily

it does not furnish another text for lamentation over hardships like

those which beset the course of so many of his brother artists. He
lived a quiet family life in his settled residence at Camberwell, devoted

to his profession, and taking his due share in conducting the affairs

of the Society and performing its social observances. When Fielding

died, Gastineau was one of its deputed representatives at the funeral.

Soon after, he is busying himself about making up the Committee,

though hampered at the time with studio work. ' When yesterday

I received your letter,' he writes to Jenkins on the 13th of April,

' I was in a state of desperation, having just sponged out best part of

my principal picture. How I shall recover myself I know not, but

shall be happy that Topham and Oakley should join us. I intend to

be at the Gallery on Monday at three o'clock, and then (if not too

late) will be ready to do anything in my power to seek after another

Committee man. Our beginning this year seems to be unfortunate,

but I hope we shall get out of our difficulties, and that all will end

well.' On the 15th of November, 1857, in answer to a suggestion of

the President's that the members should dine together, he writes :
' It

has long been my opinion that the Water-Colour Society has been

very negligent in not seeking some more definite opportunities of

association as a means of producing that social union which may tend

to its general welfare.'

This veteran artist lived on, through the reigns of that President

and the next (Lewis and Taylerj, the long term of Fielding's tenure

of the chair having filled scarcely more than two-thirds of the allotted

span of his own connexion with the Society. When he died, on the

17th of January, 1876, aged eighty-six, he was the oldest surviving

member of the Society, having been an exhibitor there for fifty-eight

consecutive years; that is to say, in every summer show from 1818

to 1875, and in all the winter ones to 1875-6, except the penultimate

' Two earlier plates in Ht'MoTLf, Ca/hcilral Anliijia'ties [IVills), 1S24, shoukl hive been

mentioned before.
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one in 1874-5. His drawings in the fcirmcr series amount to 1,083,

and his ' studies and sketches ' in the latter to about 200, making in

all nearly 1,300 exhibits. To the last they were of the class above

described ; and with him the old school of picturesque topography

may be said to have expired.

Henry Gastineau died at Camberwcll, and was accompanied to

his gra\-e in Norwood Cemetery by a representative band of his brother

Members. He had survived his wife fifteen years. He left several

children, one of whom, Miss Maria Gastineau,' followed her father's

profession. His remaining works were sold at Christie's on 19 Maj',

1876. The highest price for a 'Gastineau ' in Redford's list is 127/. is.

for ' Mill near Ambleside ' in ' G. Bicknell ' sale, 1863.

During the first ten years of his Membership, WiLLlAM EvANS

0/ Eton exhibited about 100 drawings in annual groups of from

five to fifteen. After that his average declined, and at the time of

Fielding's death he was becoming intermittent in his consignments to

the gallery. From 1832 to 1834 he had not more than 130 drawings

there. In the earliest of these years his subjects from Windsor and

the Thames are varied by some from the Isle of Wight and the

counties of Hants and Dorset, and others from Scotland. The latter

begin in 1833, and are mostly from the Isle of Arran. In 1834,

about half a dozen of his drawings are of Clovelly in Devonshire.

In 1836 and 1837 we have evidence of a visit to the West of Ireland

in a number of subjects from the counties of Galway and Ma\-o.

Then follow some from Ulverston, Whitby, and elsewhere in the

north of England ; in 1840 a ' Lismore Castle, county of Waterford,'

painted for the Queen ; and then and after, a few of the Lakes of

Killarney are intermingled with home views in various places. In

1845, on the ad\ent of his namesake from Bristol, the distinguishing

words ' of Eton ' were added to his patronymic, and this cognomen

is given him in the catalogue to the last, e\-en long after the death of

his brother painter. The date 1847 is noteworthy as that of the

beginning of a fresh series of Scotch subjects, which not only were

his most characteristic ones for many years after, but indicate some

of his habits of life at that period of his career. E\ans was from

this time an almost constant guest of the Duke of x^thole's during

' Her sad death, on 27 September, 1890, at Llantysilio, near Llangollen, where she was
sketching, was ravised by exhaustion in the attempt to scale a Welsh moiinlain lo witness a

brilliant sunset.

II. P
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the vacation, and quite in his element among the Highland scenes

and Highland sports on the Duke's estate. But his drawings were

not as numerous as of yore ; and it may be surmised that when he

donned the kilt, the pencil was often laid aside in favour of other

congenial pursuits. During six years after Fielding's death he had

but four drawings in the gallery, all subjects from his favourite resort.

But soon after, they cease, and, returning to some of his former

classes of subjects, he becomes a more constant exhibitor, though

generally a small one. Late in life he entered upon an entirely new

sketching ground. In 1867, when in his sixty-ninth year, he exhibited

the first of a series of views on the Riviera, chiefly about San Remo,

and these form nearly his whole contribution to the gallery till 1872,

when and in 1873 he fell back on his Scotch subjects, ending in 1874

and 1875 with sketches of the Burnham Beeches. These were his

last exhibits. He had also twenty or more in the winter exhibitions

from 1862 to 1874. From first to last his works at the Society

number about 240.

Evans just lived to enter his eightieth year. His strength had

failed very gradually, ' fading away from week to week,' until he died

on the 31st of December, 1877, where he had so long resided and

was so much beloved, and where he had so amply justified the

appellation by which he was known, of ' Evans of Eton.' Although

he did not hold office, Evans's whole artist life was passed in

promoting, by every means in his power, the welfare of the Water-

Colour Society, for which he never ceased to labour until his last

hour. In 1859 he is making strenuous exertions to press its claims

to a site at Burlington House, and in communication on the subject

\\ith Lord St. Leonards and many other influential members of the

Legislature. In 1861 he took an active part in the arrangements for

and collection of the folio of drawings presented to the late Edwin

Field in acknowledgment of his services as the Society's professional

adviser ; his own contribution to which, ' Eton from Romney Island,'

was the sole work he exhibited in 1863. The subject was well chosen,

not only as characteristic of the painter, but because donor and donee

had tastes in common in their equal love both of the scenery of the

Thames and of the stream itself One phase of Evans's devotion

thereto is worthy of special record. He was a prominent member

of a society called the PsycJirohites (from the Greek ^vyfioXovTt)^, a

bather in cold water), the qualification for membership whereof was
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the (lail)' practice of bathing out-of-doors from Xo\cmbcr to March.

It was presided over bj- tlic late Vice-Chancellor, Sir Launcelot

Shadwell, and among its leaders were the brothers Sclwyn, more

especially George Augustus, the first Bishop of New Zealand, and

afterwards Bishop of Lichfield. Before his consecration to the

colonial see in 1841 Sclw\-n held a curacy at Windsor, and resided

at Eton, as tutor to the sons of Lord Pow\-s. At this time he and

Evans were much together, leading an amphibious life, and spending

a great part of their leisure time both on and in the water. The

Societ)- had its professors and leaders in special feats of swimming

and diving, who rejoiced in appropriate titles of classic derivation.

It had its ceremonials and red-letter observances, the season ending

with a presidential address on the river-bank, to which the assembled

psychrolutcs were required to listen in a humid state before any

application of the towel was permitted. As an instance of the

respect entertained by the brethren for Father Thames and the

sanctity of his siher stream, it is related that one of a fishing party

in a punt, \\ ho happened to be smoking, was seriously enjoined by his

ps3-chrolutic comrades to abstain from fouling the sacred river by

expectoration, and to use the boat, if needful, as a spittoon. An
official almanack and diary of the Society's proceedings is still

preserved by the artist's son, Mr. Samuel T. Evans, himself an

Associate of the Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours.

The following engravings have been made after drawings by

William Evans of Eton : In the Gallery of the Society of Painters in

Watcr-Cohmrs, ' Fisherman's Hut,' interior (engraved by C. Fox),

1833.— In Tillotson's New Waverley Album, ' Round Tower, Windsor.'

— Separate plates, 'Celebration of the Fourth of June at Eton'

(engraved by C. G. Lewis), published i May, 1837 ;' 'The School

Yard, Eton College—The Morning of the Montem of 1S41,' and

' The Playing Fields, Eton College—The Evening of the Montem of

1841,' subscription plates ' of two drawings made for J. H. Sm\th

Pigott, Esq., and exhibited in 1844.

The last of the old Members who survived Fielding was FREDERICK
Tayler, a name afterwards conspicuous in the Society's records. He
was, as the reader may recollect, admitted Associate in the last year

of Cristall's presidency, namely, on the 14th of February, 183 1 ; and

' Announced in Catalogue for 1S37. > ///(/. 1S47.
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three years later, on the 9th of June, 1834, he became a full Member.

He was Vice-President when Fielding died, and filled the Presidential

chair from February 1858, when it was vacated by Lewis, until June

1 87 1, when he himself retired. He continued, however, to send

drawings to the gallery as an ordinary Member until his death on

the 20th of June, 1889. He was then by much the oldest Member

of the Society, having long survived the contemporaries of his youth.

Tayler contributed some 500 drawings and sketches to the

exhibitions in Pall Mall East, whereof nearly half (220) were shown

(at the rate of two to fifteen per annum) during Fielding's presidency.

This includes a dozen, between 1834 and 1836, painted in conjunction

with George Barret ;' and one in i860, 'The Favourites,' in which

the landscape is by T. M. Richardson. His works, though similar

in character and artistic features, arrange themselves in the following

general classes :— (i) Sporting scenes both of past and present times.

The former include stag-hunts of the early eighteenth centurj', and

hawking parties of prior date, when gay costumes of ladies were

among the picturesque accompaniments of horn and hound. In these

the horse is generally an essential element. The latter are for the

most part incidents on the moors, and of deerstalking in the Scotch

. Highlands.—(2) Pastoral scenes, with rustic figures of gleaners and the

.' like, also mostly from Scotland.—(3) Other illustrations of past times,

involving the picturesque grouping of figures and animals, some being

suggested by scenes in the Waverley Novels.

It has been already stated that Tayler's first exhibited work (at the

Royal Academy) was in oil, and that in his early days he painted a

little in that medium. Yet at the time when he was President of our

Scciet}', the oil method either was or had become ' strange to him.'

F"or Mr. Frith, R.A., relates that Tayler, ' being ambitious to try

his hand in oil colours,' went to that painter ' for some friendly lessons

in a part of the art with which he was unfamiliar. Though hampered

by a strange method,' continues the same writer, ' he succeeded in

producing a charming study, which was immediately bought by Mr.

Jacob Bell ; and if the great demand for his water-colour drawings

would have allowed him time for different practice in oil, I have no

doubt that my old friend . . . would have rivalled his own excellence

in water-colours.' ^ It is, however, almost entirely by his work in the

• One of these, ' The Gleaners ' (20 x 25 inches), exhibited in 1834, was sold at Christie's

in Mrs. Sara Au!;ten's sale, 10 April, 1889, for no/. 5^.

' Frilli's Aiilohiography, i. 192.
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latter medium that his name is and will remain known in tlie history

of art. Few painters, indeed, have been more successful than he in

showing the capabiUties of the material in rapid and suggestive

sketches. Mr. Ruskin selected the works of Frederick Tayier as his

illustration of powerful sketcliing, the best of its kind, to contrast with

highly finished drawing, like that of John Frederick Lewis. ' Few

drawings of the present day,' he writes, in the first volume of Modern

Painters, ' involve greater sensations of power. Every dash tells, and

the quantity of effect obtained is enormous, in proportion to the ap-

parent means. But,' he adds, ' the effect obtained is not complete.

Brilliant, beautiful, and right, as a sketch, the work is still far from

perfection as a drawing.' In another chapter he links the name of

Tayier to that of Cox himself in praise of ' the purity and felicity ' of

some of their ' careless, melting, water-colour skies7~pfoduced with the

facility afforded by the material in ' one accidental dash of the brush,

on a piece of wet or damp paper,' an effect that would require ' the

labour of a day in oils.' True, the latter reference to the artist's work

is made, like the former, by \\ay of comparison ; its object, this time,

being to enhance the merit of greater completeness in similar passages

produced by the hand of Turner.'

Not a few of Frederick Tayler's drawings have been reproduced

by various processes of printing. Among his engraved works are

• Weighing the Deer,' ' Crossing the Tay,' &c. In 1844-5 were pub-

lished by McLean under the title, Frederick Tayier s Portfolio, a series

of twenty-four or twenty-six original and characteristic designs

executed by him in lithotint, a process which his facility in handling

the brush enabled him to employ with peculiarly good effect.^ Before

the great revival of the practice of etching with acid which has recently

threatened to supersede all other kinds of engraving on metal, Tayier

was one of the little society of artists called ' The Etching Club,' which

kept alive the practice of that art in England when it was well-nigh

extinct among us. Recontributed his quota of small plates, delicately

executed, to the following publications by the Society :

—

The Deserted

Village—Etched Thoughts—Milton's L'Allegro—Songs of Shakespeare

(2 parts), and some promiscuous subjects called Etchings by the

Etching Club. He also with other artists furnished designs on wood

to the following works :— The Good-natured Bear—Chevy Chase, and

Robin Hood {In Felix Summerley's Collection)

—

Thomson's Seasons—
' See Modern Painters, i. 34, 253. ' Cattermole^s Portfolio followed a year after.
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Goldsmith's Poems— The Traveller, &c.—Bloovifield's Farmer's Boy,

and Sir Roger de Coverley (published by Longmans & Co.),— Old

English Ballads (Ward & Lock, 1 864) ; and, in his old age, made

a series of Studies in Animal Painting, for a book with that title

(published by Cassell & Co. in 1884 in English and French).

Mr. Redford notes the following six drawings of Frederick Tayler's

as having been purchased (or bought in) at public sales for more than

350/. :—'Return from Hawking' (2o| by 28^ in.), 465/. y., N. N., 1864

(bought in) ; 'The Greeting,' 388/. \os., J. L. Clare, 1868 ;
' Gillie and

Hounds,' 372/. 15^-., J. Rucker's Exors., 1876; ' H.M. Buckhounds

'

(21 by 30 in.), 367/. \os., C. Suthers, 1876; 'Sheep Shearing' (20J

by 28| in.), 363/. 6s., N. N., 1864 (bought in) ;
' Sheep Shearing ' (20 by

28 in.), 357/., A. H. Campbell, 1867. Her Majesty the Queen and

the late Prince Consort purchased several of Tayler's works, which

are now in the royal collection. There are also examples at South

Kensington, four being in the Ellison gift.

At the time of the Paris Exhibition of 1855, Frederick Taj-ler

received the cross of the Legion of Honour of France, and a gold

medal in recognition of his merit as an artist. Besides these honours,

he was decorated with the cross as Knight of the Belgian Order of

Leopold, and received the first gold medal from Bavaria in 1859, and

the Austrian medal from Vienna in 1873. He was also a Member of

the Pennsylvanian Academy, the Royal Cambrian Academy, and the

Soci^te des Aquarellistes of Belgium ; and one of the Vice-Presidents

of the Society for the Promotion of the Fine Arts. The Athcn?eum

and Garrick Clubs also included his name in their lists of members.

From 1874 to 1881 he was one of the Committee of the ' Black and

White' exhibition at the Dudley Gallery.

Tayler was a frequent guest in Scotland at the houses of the

aristocracy, and had many opportunities of gratifying a keenness for

sport which gave zest to his delineations. In 1856, at I nverary Castle,

he painted the portraits of the Marquis of Lome and his sister, Lady

Edith Campbell, afterwards Countess Percy, galloping through the

heather on their ponies. Of this portrait the Duke of Argyll wrote

to him that it was ' like a sunbeam on the wall' In his early

time he was much engaged in teaching, and had many aristocratic

pupils.

In 1837 he married, at his brother's parish church of Stoke

Newington, Jane, daughter of Edward Parratt, Esq., and grand-
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daughter of Edward Parratt, for upwards of thirty years Clerk of the

Journals of the House of Lords. There arc five surviving children

of the marriage, two sons and three daughters, to more than one of

whom a practical taste for art has been transmitted. His .second son,

Mr. Norman Tayler, gained the first medal for drawing from the life

when a student at the Royal Academy, and in 1878 was elected an

Associate of the Water-Colour Society. Frederick Tayler resided in

London, wherein the catalogues assign to him a variety of addresses.

In his later life he unfortunately incurred some pecuniary losses which

deprived him of much of the well-earned profits of an industrious

life.

No biography of Tayler would be complete without some account

of his official life as President of the Water-Colour Society for

thirteen consecutive years. But his course of action during that

period is so identified with those of his brethren as a body that it is

needless to add much here to the general sketch already given of the

proceedings of the Society. Although the period referred to is

marked by several occasions on which important questions came

under discussion, and the Society asserted itself with vigour in its

corporate capacity, there seem to have been few in which the

President took a decidedly leading part, beyond that which devolved

upon him as the representative of the majority of his constituents.

Amiable and generous in his nature, he was not one who loved to

thrust himself into the forefront as an advocate. Thus he was for

the most part content to hold the reins when the team was composed

of steeds that required no urging.

He had had a foretaste of official life, which did not, however,

foreshadow the equanimity of his subsequent reign. When Fielding

died, Tayler found himself somewhat in the position of one who ' hath

greatness thrust upon him.' Happening, as the senior member of the

committee of management, to be Vice-President for the year, and it

being determined, out of respect to P^ielding's memor}', that no

permanent successor to his office should be immediately appointed,

it was resolved (at a meeting at Secretary Jenkins's house on 1 3 March,

1855, Tayler in the chair), on the suggestion of Evans of Eton, that

the then present chairman should discharge the duties of President

in the interval. Ta}'ler ,was consequently appointed as aforesaid to

take the place of Copley Fielding in the Associated Committee of

the Fine Arts for the Paris Universal Exhibition, w hicii was to be
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held in the ensuing season. He accordingly hastened to the French

capital, but only to find the hanging of the pictures nearly com-

pleted. Arriving so late, he had in fact no voice in the hanging.

But he had nevertheless to bear the brunt of a somewhat merciless

attack on the subject of its alleged unfairness, particularly in the

places given to the works of Lewis. The matter was warmly

discussed by the malcontents, and even went so far as the printing of

polemical tracts on both sides. Serenity was restored on the election

of Lewis as President ; but the anxiety and vexation of spirit under

the sense of unjust imputations which he had endured were enough

to prostrate poor Tayler for the time witli a serious illness. All,

however, was forgiven and forgotten ; and on Lewis's withdrawal

from the Society in February 1858, Tayler was elected President by

the unanimous voice of his brother Members ; he himself, to make

the mutual accord more palpable, giving his own modest vote to

Evans, who in the above controversy had been his most fiery oppo-

nent. Thenceforward, though burning questions arose from time to

time among the Members, the President maintained throughout an

impartial position, his retirement, owing apparently to a mistrust of

his own strength, and much against the Society's wish, drawing from

the meeting at which it was announced a special expression of

gratitude and esteem. He continued to be regarded with respect and

affection by all who knew him, until the day of his death, which event

happened on the 20th of June, 1889, at the age of eighty-seven, at

his then residence. No. 63 Gascony Avenue, West Hampstead. The

Society was represented beside his grave in Hampstead Cemetery

by a large deputation ; and there were present also several leading

Members of the Royal Academy. His engravings, etchings, and

illustrated books were sold at Christie's on the 27th of January,

and his remaining drawings and sketches on the 17th of February,

1890.



BOOK IX

ACCESSIONS UNDER FIELDING

CHAPTER I

NEW ASSOCIATES ; 1832-1837

Biographies—/". Sloiu— G. Chambers— C. Beniley—J. Nash— V. Bartholomew—/. Hollaml —
A. Glennie--Lake Price.

The careers of all the Members and Associates who entered the

Society before the end of 1831 having been traced as far as may

be to their close, an account has now to be rendered of the artists

who joined it between that date and Fielding's death in 1855. These

it will be expedient to deal with in the order of their admission

as Associates, dividing the period as before into three parts by the

dates of the Queen's accession (1837) and the death of Cristall (1847).

The first subdivision of six years comprises the dduits of the several

artists whose names are at the head of this chapter.

Out of eight candidates who presented themselves in 1832, none

were chosen ; and it was not until the i ith of February, 1833, that a

fresh exhibitor was admitted. He was a figure man, Frank Stone

by name, better known as a painter in oils, who afterwards became an

Associate of the Royal Academy, and whose son Marcus Stone is

now a full Academician. The successful candidate came from

Manchester, where his father was a cotton-spinner, and he himself,

born on the 22nd of August, 1800, had followed that business till he

was twenty-four years of age, when he abandoned an occupation that

seemed to be leading him to wealth, in order to fulfil his desire to

become a painter.' The sacrifice, indeed, was less than it had appeared

to be ; for the business did not continue to prosper, and the share

' He is said to have ' received no education in art, never having studied under any master,

or even having had a drawing lesson at school.'—H. Walker's Our Liiing Faiiilers \l^S9)-
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which he still retained therein proved inadequate to his support, so

that throughout his life he remained hampered by narrowness of

means. While still in Manchester he had begun to practise in oils,

and painted portraits in that material ; but it is believed that when he

came to London, which was not until 1831, it was with the intention

of devoting himself to water-colour art.

His first lodging in town consisted of a back parlour and a

bedroom in Newman Street, and some of his earliest work consisted

in making pencil drawings for Charles Heath at 5/. each, to be

engraved by him in the Book of Beauty ; for that speculator declined

to pay twice the amount for a water-colour head, remarking that the

former would answer his purpose quite as well. But Stone found a

purchaser for his ten-guinea drawings in the cunning dealer before

mentioned under the name of ' Spectacles ' Roberts, who, it is said,

agreed to take, at that price, all the water-colour drawings he could

paint during a term of three years. Roberts ' went into Holywell

Street and purchased a large lot of all kinds of silks and satins, boots,

and petticoats, costume, &c., which he sent to Stone's, also a large

bookcase-looking piece of furniture which was converted into a

wardrobe to keep them in, and F. Stone had the properties transferred

to Berners Street,' ' where he set up a fresh and probably a better

studio. Many drawings so made passed through Roberts into the

hands of Mr. Bernal. The connexion with this dealer seems not,

however, to have been wholly advantageous to the artist. It is said

that Robson treated it as an impediment to his election, and further

that his vulgar patron's offensive behaviour was one cause of Stone's

afterwards taking to oils as a means of escape from his thraldom.^

Frank Stone exhibited twenty-three drawings in the Society's

gallery (generally one a year, and never more than three) in the

fourteen years from 1833 to 1846. During the last four of these he

was a full Member, to which rank he was raised on the 13th of June,

1842. He was another of the artists whose subjects belonged to

the ephemeral literature of the drawing-room, and adapted them-

selves to the fashion of the day. ' The Reverie,' ' Lady and Duenna,'

' O dear ! what can the Matter be ? ' ' The Selected Flower,' ' The

Treacherous Shot,' are titles culled almost at random, which sufficiently

indicate their general nature. His first exhibit, named ' The Massacre

of Glcncoe,' and four scenes from Shakspere and Scott in 1835-37,

'

J. J. J. MS. ex relatione James Holland. '' IbiJ.
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may be regarded as exceptional ventures. Beginning as above

mentioned, Stone continued his employment also in drawing for the

Annuals. Among his contributions to them and to similar publica-

tions are plates named as follows :— In Heath's Book of Beauty, 1S33,

'Donna Julia,' 'Madeline,' ' Therese,' ' Geraldine ;
' 1834, ' Bianca

Venuzzi,' 'Catherine Seymour,' ' Matilde,' 'Lucy,' 'Alice;' 1835,

' The Pink Domino ;
' 1837, 'The Countess.'— In Finden's Illustra-

tions of Byron, 3 vols. 4to, 1833-34, vol. i.,
' Miss Chaworth,' ' Maid of

Saragoza,' ' Ali Pasha,' ' Maid of Athens,' ' Ada.'— In the Forget-nie-

Not, 1834, 'The Mother's Picture;' 1836, 'The Confession.'— In the

Literary Souvenir, 1835, 'La Pensee.'— In the Amulet, 1836, 'My
Mother's Warning.'— In Fisher's Drazving-Rooni Scrap-Book, 1836,

' The Lily of the Valley ' (probably a reissue).—In the Keepsake, 1843,

' Lady Jemima.'— In the Book of Gems, ' The Coquette.' He is named

as a draftsman of plates in Finden's Gallery of the Graces, 4to, 1837,

and in Heath's Gallery of British Engravings. He also contributed

to the publications of the Etching Club, and drew on wood for several

works, notably an edition of Thomson's Seasons, illustrated by the

same group of artists.

At this time he was beginning again to paint in oil and send works

to the Royal Academy, the earliest of which we find in 1837, when

he exhibited two portraits. In 1838 he has 'A Study' there, and in

1839 four portraits. In 1840, with one more portrait, he sends his*

first subject picture in oils, a ' Scene from A Legend of Alontrose.' In

1 841 he received a premium of fifty guineas from the British Institu-

tion. It was in the first )-ear of his full Membership of the \\'ater-

Colour Societ}' that he exhibited in Trafalgar Square (in 1S43) the

picture b}- which he is perhaps most generally remembered, a love

scene called ' The Last Appeal,' well known by a popular engraving.

Others of the same class followed year by year, of which several have

been engraved, with the titles 'The Course of True Love,' 'The Im-

pending Mate,' ' Mated,' &c.

That Frank Stone, coming to London at a comparatively late period

of life, without the advantages of wealth, station, introductions, or any

special educational acquirements, and ha\ing made no high mark in

his profession, should have stepped at once as he did into a circle of

the elite in the literary and artistic world, saj's much for his innate

abilities, and the natural good taste and courteous bearing that were

in keeping with his tall and handsome person. Mingling in the higher
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ranks of his own calling, he was the associate also of Thackeray and

Dickens, the poets Campbell and Rogers, and many others of their class.

In 1S45, having then been some years married, he moved from Berners

Street to Tavistock House, Tavistock Square, which was his home

until 185 1. The house then became the residence of Charles Dickens.'

One common attraction which drew author and artist together was

the taste and talent they both had for play-acting. When in the

before-mentioned amateur performance of Ben Jonson's Every Man
in his Humour, Dickens took the leading part both as actor and

manager. Stone supported him in both capacities, coming effectually

to his aid in the character of ' Downright ' to his friend's ' Captain

Bobadil.' Stanfield had originally been cast for the part, but was too

busy with the scenery to undertake it. It was then offered to Catter-

mole ; but finally fell to the lot of Stone, who played it, writes

Dickens, in a ' very sober ' suit, ' chiefly brown and grey,' which was

a contrast to the ' very bright ' costumes of nearly all the other

characters.^ We get a more graphic glimpse of our artist, when off

the stage, in one of the letters of ' Boz ' in 1847. In that year they

were comrades in a troupe of amateur players, who made a theatrical

tour in the North. On this occasion Dickens conceived the idea of

further aiding the charity for whose benefit they acted, by writing an

account of the company and their doings, as from the pen of Mrs.

Gamp, supposed to be a spectator of their performances. The jcu

d'esprit was to be illustrated by Stone and others, and some of the

woodcuts were actually engraved ; but it was never finished. Dickens's

biographer, John Forster, however, has given to the world some

portions of the incomplete manuscript, among which is the following

sketch of our artist's personal appearance at this time. It is part of

the immortal Sairey's account of her conversation with the wig-maker

to the company. ' " There," he says, alluding to a fine-looking, portly

gentleman, with a face like a aimiable full moon, and a short, mild gent,

with a pleasant smile, "is two more of our artists, Mrs. G., well beknowed

at the Royal Academ)', as sure as stones is stones, and eggs is eggs.' '

•''

It need scarcely be added that the former was Frank Stone, the latter

Augustus Egg.

It was not till 1851 that Stone became an A.R.A. ; and he had

' F. Stone painted an oil sketch of one of Mr, Dickens's sons, who was afterwards

drowned at sea. See Forster's Life of Dickens, ii. 339 n.

Letters of Dickens, i. 134, 148. ' YoK\ei'% Life of Dickens, ii. 353.
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already severed his connexion with the Water-Colour Society. On
the 17th of June, 1846, doubtless with a view to seeking admission

to the Academy as an oil painter, he gave in his resignation at our

Society. He at the same time asked permission, which was un-

animously accorded, to place a premium picture of his in the next

exhibition at Pall Mall East ; but his name docs not appear in the

catalogue for 1847.

In the summer of that year he was staying with Dickens at

Broadstairs, as we read in a letter from his host under date the 2nd

of September. ' Stone is still here,' he writes, ' and I lamed his foot

by walking him 17 miles the day before yesterday.' ' The terms of

playful companionship which existed in the same circle of friends may

be further illustrated by an amusing anecdote. Stone was fond of

riding, rather proud of his horsemanship, and somewhat noted among

his associates for marvellous tales of his leaps in the hunting field.

Forster, when about to meet him one day at dinner at their common

friend George Cattermole's, took upon himself to play him a trick.

He bribed his host's little daughter, with the promise of a new shilling,

to drop herself under the table when she came in to dessert, listen for

Stone's voice, and when he began a narrative, to come up suddenly

and cry, ' Old Stone, don't humbug us with your rubbish !

' The

scheme was successful, Forster adroitly leading the \ictim on to re-

count one of his adventures, and the child popping out at the right

moment ; but adding, much to Forster's discomfiture, ' and now

where's the new shilling ?

'

In November 1848 the genial artist is found assisting in the illus-

trations of one of Dickens's Christmas books, ' T/ie Haunted Man^ his

design of Milly on the Chair ' being pronounced ' CHARMING ' by the

author.^ The two friends continued their comradeship on the amateur

stage also. The Merry Wives of Windsor, with Stone as ' Page,' v\'as

among the comedies they acted ; and in 185 i he played ' the L^uke of

Middlesex ' in the representation of Bulwer's comedy, Not so had as zve

seem, at Devonshire House,' and was complimented thus by Dickens

in a letter to the author during the rehearsals :
—

' The Duke comes

out the best man in the play. I am happy to report to you that

' Fcrster's Life of Dickens, ii. 355. ' Letters of Dickens, i. 199-203.

' The ('lay was written and acted for the benefit of the proposed ' Guild of Literature

and Art,' of which Dicken.s was an enthu.siastic promoter. The third performance was at the

Hanover Square Rooms on the 3rd of June, 1 85 1. It was afterwards acted at the IlaymarUct

Theatre by professional pl.iycrs.
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Stone docs the honourable manly side of that pride inexpressibly

better than I should have supposed possible in him. . . . He is not a

jest upon the order of Dukes, but a great tribute to them.' ' Another

successful part of his was ' Mr. Nightingale' in Dickens's farce, Mr.

Nightingale's Diaiy. Dickens was also desirous that he should play

as his substitute the ' title role ' in ' Uncle Joint', in his own native

town of Manchester, in August 1857. This he had agreed to do, but

the project was abandoned in deference to the ' men of business,' who

declined the risk of a change, as Dickens's name had become identi-

fied with the character.^ On one occasion his inventive friend had

devised a new part expressly for Stone ; and the conception of its appro-

priateness gives him the credit of some considerable degree of dry

humour. ' I have got,' he writes, ' a capital part for you in the farce,

not a difficult one to learn, as you never say anything but " Yes " and

" No." You are called in the drajuatis persona an able-bodied British

seaman, and you are never seen by mortal eye to do anything (ex-

cept inopportunely producing a mop) but stand about the deck of the

boat in everybody's way, with your hair immensely touzled, one brace

on, your hands in your pockets, and the bottoms of your trousers

tucked up. Yet you are inextricably connected with the plot, and are

the man whom everybody is inquiring after. I think it is a very

whimsical idea and extremely droll. It made me laugh heartily

when I jotted it all down yesterday.' ' This, however, affords but the

' fabric of a vision ' of what Stone might have transformed himself into,

had the idea been carried into effect, which was not destined to be.

Among our artist's works at the Academy after he had left our

Society were :
' The Gardener's Daughter,' and some subjects among

the fisher folk of Boulogne. There again he is found associating with

Dickens, who took for him the house on the St. Omer road which he

inhabited with his family in 1853.^ Six years later he had to engage

for him a residence for a longer term. Frank Stone died on Friday,

the l8th of November, 1859, and was buried in Highgate Cemetery.

The event is thus referred to by Dickens in a letter written the next

day: 'You will be grieved to hear of poor Stone. On Sunday he was

not well. On Monday went to Dr. Todd, who told him he had

aneurism of the heart. On Tuesday went to Dr. Walsh, who told him

he hadn't. On Wednesday I met him in a cab in the Square' here,

' Letters of Dickens, iii. 126, 127. ''^Jbid. ii. 24-27. ' //lid. iii. 180, 181.

• Forster's Life of Cickciis, iii. S3, 84. ' Ta\i,tock Square.
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and he got out to talk to inc. I walked about with him a little wliilc

at a snail's pace, cheering him up ; but when I came home, I told them

I thought him much changed, and in danger. Yesterday at 2 o'clock

he died of a spasm of the heart. I am going up to Highgate to look

for a grave for him.' ' His widow outlived him thirty years, and died

on the 2nd of January, 1S90.

The catalogues show forty-two works by F. Stone at the Royal

Academy, twenty-four at the British, and ten at the Suffolk Street

Gallery ; making a total of seventy-six,'' besides our twenty-three

water-colour drawings. In 1 875, the ' Last Appeal ' and ' The Admoni-

tion,' both in water-colours, were sold at Christie's for 147/. and

99/. i^s. respectively.^

For seven consecutive seasons in the earlier half of Fielding's

reign, the gallery contained from four to eight drawings by one of the

most eminent of our marine painters, GEORGE CHAMBERS. He was

elected an Associate on the loth of February, 1834, and a full Member

on the 8th of June, 1835 ; and had exhibited fort}--one works there

when his short career was terminated by death at the early age of

thirty-seven, before the full merit of his paintings had come to be

generally appreciated. Until about two years before he joined the

Society, Chambers had practised almost exclusively in oils ; but he

proved himself also a master of the more subtle medium, which he

employed with great elegance and freshness of effect. His short life

is of touching interest ; for the years through which he had ascended,

by toilsome steps, to his present position, had been mostly expended in

overcoming the obstacles of his birth ; and now the enjoyment of a

brief period of increasing success was marred by the consciousness

of a decline in ph}-sical strength.

Chambers was born in 1803, of the poorest parents, and began

h'fe under the most untoward circumstances. He was second son in

the large family of a common mariner at Whitby, who ' occupied a

humble tenement in a court leading to the old Methodist chapel, in

the very heart of the communit}- of sailors and fishermen whose

houses, crowded and jumbled together, stretch up the East Cliff,'

under the Abbey ruins, a 'district of squalor and dirt.'** The father

being unable to pay for the schooling of two boys at once, though

' Forster's Life of Dickats, iii. 227 n. Graves'5 Dictionary of Artists.

' Redford's Art Sates. '
J. J. J.
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the fee was but a penny a week, George took turn and turn about

with his elder brother John for some time at that rate, and, provided

with this amount of education, was launched on the world at the

tender age of eight. His first service was on board the coal sloops in

the harbour, where he was employed to hold open the sacks while

they were being filled, for which he received two shillings a week, and

was allowed to take home to his mother the sweepings of coal dust

from the deck. At ten he was sent to sea in the Enterprise, a

' Humber keel,' owned by his uncle and worked by him and a single

shipmate. On board this small craft he was, during the next two

years, made familiar with much hardship and privation. At twelve

he was apprenticed for seven years to one Captain Storr, of the

transport brig Equity, belonging to his father's employers, Messrs.

Chapman. Such a life would in any case have been hard and rough
;

but in his it was peculiarly trying. For his master was an unfeeling

man, given to drink ; and, when in his cups, would amuse himself with

cruel jokes, of which his poor apprentice was made the victim. Little

Chambers was active and willing, and could climb like a cat. But he

was singularly small in stature. It was said that on board the

Enterprise he made his bed in a sea-boot ; a dormitory scarcely more

commodious than that of the famous parent of many children in the

nursery legend. When he joined the Equity, the captain had no

small trouble to find a suit of slops small enough for him, in Ratcliff

Highway. It was Storr's pleasure to wager bottles of wine with his

comrades that he had a cabin boy who could creep into a cat hole, or

coil himself in the binnacle, feats which young Chambers had duly to

perform. He suffered yet more, however, from inconsiderate neglect.

His clothes being stolen, he was left through a severe winter without

bed or bedding, which so injured his health that cramps and rheuma-

tism affected him sorely for the rest of his life.

But in these voyages, while sowing the seeds of disease, he at the

same time laid the foundation of his artistic fame. When in foreign

ports, it was his delight to go into the churches and look at the

pictures they contained, and so he acquired some taste in art. Mean-

while a love of drawing began to display itself He sketched

portraits of the ships he met with, and copied the captain's rude drafts

of the headlands they passed. The sailors of the crew, with whom

he had become popular, encouraged him with gifts of paper and

pencils. Moreover, he found other work for the brush, which he
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performed in a manner so attractive, that it led to a recognition of his

talent, and at length gave him liberty to employ it as he desired. He
used to paint the ship and its stores and buckets ; and some of such

ornamentation happening to catch the eye of one Captain Braithwaite,

of the Sovereign of Whitby, when that vessel and the Equity were

both at St. Petersburg, young Chambers was borrowed to decorate

the former. He proved so competent, and gave such satisfaction,

that Braithwaite interested himself in his behalf, and, getting Storr

to swear to him, over a bottle at the London Docks, that he would

set the artist free, obtained his manumission. Storr, indeed, endea-

voured to evade the promise, but Messrs. Chapman, the shipowners,

were induced to cancel the seaman's indentures when two years of

the seven were still unexpired.

Free from servitude. Chambers had still his living to seek. He
worked his way in a trader to his native Whitby, and there engaged

himself for three years as house and ship painter at from fi\e

shillings to six and sixpence a week, in a business carried on by a

widow named Irvin. Here he surpassed his fellow-apprentices, and

brought new custom by his clever lettering and marking of the

Greenland whale boats. Mr. Jenkins relates the following anecdote,

told him by the late Mr. A. Clint in October 1857. Clint 'took

lodgings in a house, when he was staying at Whitby, in which there

was an imitation marble mantelpiece painted by Chambers. His

landlady informed him that she sent for the house painter, with whom
little Chambers was employed, to have the mantelpiece grained,

stating that she wanted it done in the best way possible. The man

said he would send some one who could do it better than any one in

Whitb}', and sent Chambers to do the work. When he presented

himself, the lady expressed her surprise to the master that he should

send a mere boy, as she wanted it done by a first-rate workman.
' Let him alone,' said the master, ' and see it when it is finished. He
will do it better than any man that I know of And to the surprise

of every one the sailor boy did it to admiration. Mrs. Irvin had

a foreman, John Younghusband by name, who was probably the

' master ' referred to. This cleverness brought an offer to Chambers

of double wages from a trade rival. But, declining to leave an

indulgent mistress, he more profitably employed the spare time she

allowed him, in making copies on millboard of sketches furnished by

captains of scenes in the whale fishery. For these his prices began

II Q
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with a few shillings, but soon rose to a guinea. He had patrons, too,

of the opposite sex, and was employed in painting pails for the old

women, and designing valentines for the young.

At the same time he did what little he could to obtain some

teaching in art. It is told how he got a librarian's shop-boy to lend

him a drawing book for the night ; and how he once sat up all night

to earn an extra shilling to give to Mr. Bird, a landscape painter, to

show him how to copy in colours a picture of ' Jacob and Rachel'

Bird, however, who was not a mere brother of the brush,' did more

than this. He gave him some commissions, and recommended him

to others. At this time, his biographer tells us, his best efforts were

little oil paintings of vessels at sea, not painted to look 'fine,' but

actually sailing, and their crews engaged in performing some nautical

operation, such as reefing, tacking, &c. He painted on the panel of

his humble home a picture of the Equity, and a panoramic view,

which are possibly still to be seen.^ He also worked earnestly from

nature ; but one of his attempts nearly cost him his life. In order to

make a drawing of Whitby from the sea, he pulled off with two com-

panions in an old coble. He had scarcely finished his sketch when a

violent storm arose, and the three were only able by almost super-

human efforts to keep the craft afloat until they reached the harbour.

Chambers had pulled so hard that he had to be placed under medical

care, and it took him five weeks to regain his strength and recover

the use of his hands. The ill wind nevertheless blew him some good
;

for his medical attendant, Mr. Allan, who was a clever artist, lent

him sketches and prints to copy, besides giving him introductions.

And moreover, as we shall see, his own sketch of the town was of

great use to him afterwards.

' Watkins, who relates the anecdote (Life of Cliambers [1841], p. 15), calls him a geologist

and local antiquary. Probably he was the John Bird, mentioned by Redgrave {Dictionary of

the En«lish School)a% a self-taught man, who drew views for Angus's ' Seats,' and the ' History

of Cleveland ' (1808), and died at Whitby, 5 Feb. 1829, aged 61.

- Mr. Jenkins adds the following in a memorandum, dated 9 August, 1865 :
—

' In 1865,

in company with Dodgson, I made a sketching excursion in the neighbourhood of Whitby,

and then searched out the " Wesleyan Court " in which Chambers lived with his parents. It

is to be found in the quarter occupied by sailors and fishermen, the poorest and most squalid

part of Wliitby, under the East Cliff. Mr. Wetherall, a resident and friend of Dodgson's,

told me that at some time or other Chambers had painted a picture on a panel over the

chimney-piece of the house in which his father lived. The subject was a fleet of North

Country vessels in a calm off Flamborough Head. This picture was cut out and sold ; and

is now in the possession of a Mr. Corner. Mr. Wetherall took me to the house of a

Mr. Redman in Whitby, who had several scraps liy Chambers and two of his early pictures.

—

.T- J-
]'
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Chambers was but nineteen when, his term of service at Whitby

having expired, he found himself again thrown upon his resources.

He had Hterally nothing but his talent to rely on for support. What
little savings he had made had been exhausted in the funeral of his

mother, who had died but shortly before. Meeting with no en-

couragement from his relations to pursue a career of art, his sailor

father being of opinion that painting only spoiled good canvas, he

resolved to shake the Whitby dust from his feet, and try his fortune in

a larger world. Putting himself on board a new ship, the Vallcy-ficld,

Captain Gray, he earned a couple of pounds and his passage to London

to make a start in the great (and on that small) capital. Even there

he had to encounter the opposition of a relative, a married sister, who

tried to dissuade him from his intent, but did not refuse to afford him

board and lodging. His prospect seemed dark enough ; but, bent on

his chosen career, he refused an offer of 30.?. a week as a journey-

man house painter, and set to work resolutely to paint shipping.

Fortune favoured the brave, and by a lucky chance he gained a

staunch friend, who recognized his talent, took him by the hand, kept

a generous eye on him for the rest of his life, and virtually adopted

him as a son.

The name of this kind benefactor, which deserves to be recorded

beside those of patrons of art more noble in rank, was Christopher

Crawford, landlord of the ' Waterman's Arms,' 22 Wapping Wall,

near St. James's Stairs. This was a house of call for Whitby sailors,

and thither, eight years before, little Chambers had been brought

by Captain Storr, of the Equity, with the bundle of miniature slops

above mentioned. The place was frequented by three classes of

visitors, owners, captains, and common seamen, each having its appro-

priate parlour ; while the landlord, ' an honest, hearty, blunt and

bluff John Bull,' was ' ever to be found seated in his great arm-chair

in the bar, smoking cigars, and surrounded by parrots and other

e.xotic things, presented to him b_\- sailors from some far foreign land.'

Crawford's antecedents, however, implied education, and were con-

sistent with the taste for art which he certainly displayed. He had

been on the stage, as a comedian, at Whitby ; and sailed to Green-

land as a ship's doctor.

It happened at that time that a view of Whitby was wanted as an

appropriate decoration of the owner's room at the ' Waterman's Arms,'
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and Huggins' tlie marine painter had been applied to for the pur-

pose. But, as he would have had to pay a visit to Yorkshire and

required his travelHng expenses, there was a demur about the price.

While the landlord, in his big chair in the bar, was meditating on this

matter, the same subject was talked of in the sailors' room, hard by
;

and Crawford overheard one of the crew of the vessel in which our

hero had worked his way to London declare himself— ' blowed ' (at the

least)— if his comrade, little Chambers, wasn't the right man to do the

job. Crawford thereupon sought out this 'little Chambers,' and recog-

nizing a portrait of the brig Equity that the painter still had by him,

was reminded of the sailor lad's visit to Wapping in 1815, which

Chambers had not forgotten. He found the young artist diffident of

his power to execute such a commission ; but liked his modest way,

and proceeded to tempt him with the novelty (to him) of a prepared

canvas. Chambers evinced his delight by beginning to design upon

it at once ; and, the first step taken, went on with and completed the

work. A difficulty arose as to the particular vessels to be introduced

into the picture, there being danger of offence to owners whose ships

might be omitted. But this was overcome by limiting the set to

those in which Crawford himself had sailed. When the picture was

finished, Chambers's patron took him with it to Mr. Chapman, the

shipowner who in former years had so considerately cancelled the

sailor lad's indentures ; and he, pleased, no doubt, that the young

man's liberty had been so well employed, gave him a commission for

another picture, with his own ship, the Phcciii.x, put in, ' returning

home with full cargo.' ^

The view of Whitby for Crawford was a great success, and brought

further employment to the artist in taking portraits of vessels. But

his desire was to paint pictures rather than portraits ; and he longed

to go to nature again, if only to obtain suitable backgrounds to his

shipping. Through the interest of the friends last mentioned, he was

enabled to gratify these aspirations in coasting voyages to Yorkshire

and Northumberland, and to the Isle of Wight, during which he made

numerous sketches. Among other acts of generosity, Crawford is

related to have bought and presented to Chambers a ten-guinea pic-

' William Huggins, afterwards appointed Marine Painter to King William IV. ; born 1781,

died 1845. (Redgrave, Dictionary of the English School.)

^ This picture, says Chambers's biographer, Watkins, was engraved by Messrs. Fisher,

ostensibly for the p.rinter's bent-fil. but he only received a few copies as his share of the

iirotit.
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tiiic b}- W'hilcombe,' which had tal^cn our artist's fancy. The above

cruises gave Chambers the means, some time after, of testifying his

gratitude to Crawford, by decorating the walls of his enlarged parlour

(probably the captains' room) with a long coast view from Whitby to

the Tecs, introducing the vessels of various owners who frequented the

house. This proved a considerable attraction to visitors.

It was moreover by that means a source of further advantage to

Chambers. A gentleman, who called one day about some foreign

shells which were on sale, chanced to sec it ; and being struck with its

picturestjue truth, made inquiries respecting the painter. This was

Mr. Horner, projector and proprietor of the Colosseum ^ in the

Regent's Park, who was engaged in superintending the execution by

E. T. Parris, and his assistants, of the huge panorama of London from

the top of St. Paul's, which was long its chief attraction. Here,

thought Crawford, was a fresh chance for \\\'> protege. So he dragged

him oft" to the Regent's Park, in spite of his shyness, and his protests

that such work was out of his line, and presented him as a candidate

for a place among the staff of Parris's assistants. Horner, who was a

native of Hull, received them as brother Yorkshiremen, but, with the

prudence of his race, demanded further samples of the young man's

work. A picture on hand of Bridlington Quay was enough to show

that Chambers could paint houses as well as ships, and his further

capabilities for the particular task required were proved the next

morning in a wonderfully elaborate bird's-eye view which he sketched

from Crawford's garret window four storeys high. On being intro-

duced into the building where the painters were at work, suspended in

boxes that swung in the vast rotunda, ' little Chambers ' at once gave

evidence that this perilous position had no terrors for a sailor lad like

him. His answer to Horner's inquirj-, whether his head would stand

it, was to seize a slack rope and mount at once to the roof, hand over

hand, with the agility of a monkey.^ So he was taken upon trial.

' Thoma.s Whitcombe, an excellent and effective painter of sea fights &c. Born about

1760. Living soon after 1824. (Redgrave, Dictionary of the English Hclwol.)

^ For many years a conspicuous object, on the site now occupied by the row of houses

called Cambridge Gate ; not far from the old Diorama designed by Fugin.

' His readiness to go aloft is illustrated in an anecdote reported by his friend Sidney

Cooper, R.A. The incident seems to have occurred at the 'Waterman's Arms,' where, a

chimney catching fire. Chambers without a word climbed the stack with a mat, which he

placed on the chimney-pot, and then sat upon. Thereupon the smoke poured forth into

the bar, and a sea-captain firing his carbine up the flue to dislodge the soot, dislodged our

artist also. (See My I. ife, by T. .'^. Cooler, R.A. , i. 223.)
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After the first day's work, Horner called him up. ' I want a word

with you, sailor,' says he. ' I have only to tell you this—that you

have done in a most masterh- way more work in a day than a fine

German artist that came here with a livery servant spoiled in a week.'

'

Needless to say, Chambers made good the first impression. He
worked so well and so fast that he superseded the rest of the

assistants, and he and Parris finished the painting between them.

The former was naturally emplo}'ed on the river and shipping ; but

he did other parts as well, for which, however, the latter is alleged to

have assumed the credit. It is said that our artist was engaged on

this panorama for seven years.^ But this can hardly be the case if, as

it is also stated, the term during which Parris was so occupied was no

more than from 1825 to 1829.' Unfortunately, after all, he was

doomed to be deprived of the anticipated profit of all this hard work.

Horner's afilairs becoming involved, poor Chambers had to suffer the

loss of a great part of his wages. Dejected by this disaster, he sorrow-

fully returned to his former quarters in the East of London, with the

prospect of being cast back upon his old practice of ship portraiture.**

Chambers had apparently b)' this time taken to himself a wife,

though it is not quite clear whether this event had preceded his

engagement at the Colosseum. She was a lively young woman, with

whose grandmother his sister had lodged, and had a liking for the

arts, and a respect for the artist which had gradually warmed into a

passion that was mutual. Their attachment had been somewhat of

a trial to good Christopher Crawford, who thought Chambers too

young to marry, and wished to send him to Italy. But the lover

beginning to pine, he made the best of the matter, let him have his

way, stood sponsor to his first child, and was as much his friend after

as before
;
proving his goodwill by getting berths for the artist's father

and his younger brother William. Unhappily the after life of George

Chambers was much embittered by his wife's frivolities.

The experience which Chambers had acquired at the Colosseum

now turned his thoughts to the stage ; and he earnestly desired to try

his hand on a scene. A friend from Whitby named Dodd, who was

' Watkins's Life of Chairben, p. 31. ' Penny Cyclopadia, Supplement, vol. i.

" Bryan's Dictionary of Painters (Graves's edition).

In each of the Royal Academy Catalogues for 1S2S and 1829 is named a work by

George Chambers, viz. :
' Sketch on the River Medway,' and ' Off Ryde, Isle of Wight ;

' and

the successive addresses given are '44 Cleveland Street, Fitzroy Square,' and ' II Wapping

Walk, Shadwell.'
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both a portrait painter and an actor in London, introduced him to

Farrell, the manager of the Pavihon Theatre, who received him into

the scene room, and, as he had no knowledge of distemper, and Httle

of technical perspective, gave him a few lessons to start with. Amid
some ill-natured ridicule from the older hands, he managed, by-

perseverance, to master the material ; and his success with ' a view on

the Liffey' was rewarded by an engagement at two guineas a week,

which amount was soon doubled. His scenes at this theatre proved

very popular, and were no less admired by artists than by the public.

A ' Panorama of Views on the Rhine,' a representation of ' The

Glorious First of June,' and a drop scene of 'Greenwich Hospital,'

are specially recorded. Thcj- were ' like pictures, and possessed equal

attraction with new plays.' Notwithstanding his close duties at the

theatre, which often extended through the night, Chambers contrived

to find time to paint some cabinet pictures ; and, although he is said

to have been unsuccessful at the Royal Academy,' he was more

fortunate outside the walls. For two small works of his, in the

window of a framer named Smart, in Greek Street, Soho, caught the

eye of Admiral Capel, who, struck with their nautical exactness, not

only gave the painter a commission, but also some valuable introduc-

tions ; so that he was able in time to leave the theatre, and set up as

a marine painter at No "^"j Alfred Street, Bedford Square. His scenes

at the Pavilion Theatre were long preserved by an excellent artist

who succeeded him, William Leighton Leitch, whose admiration

restrained him from painting them out.

The tide of Chambers's fortune seemed now to ha\e fairly turned.

Among the patrons whom he had acquired through Admiral Capel's

introductions were Colonel Long, and Admirals Munday and Lord

Mark Kerr, the latter of whom in particular took every opportunity

to advance his interest. Thus Chambers came to be fully employ'ed

b}- the first naval commanders of the day. He was still a j-oung

man (only twenty-seven in 1830, when William IV. came to the

throne), and as diffident and bashful as ever. So he was quite taken

aback when his noble friend in the navy came to him one day with

the news that the sailor King had commanded his presence at Court.

He scarcely knew what to do, and is said to have procured a Court

suit for the purpose. When Queen Adelaide offered him accommoda-

' Watkins relates that he once showed his vexation, by leaving a rejected picture

uncalled for at Somerset House till some time after the Exhibition had closed.
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tion in Windsor Castle, he in his simpHcity answered that he thought

he should be ' more coomfortable at the " Red Cow." ' The frankness,

however, with which he was received by their Majesties soon put him

at his case, and when he thought the Queen stood too close to his

pictures to judge of their effect, he did not scruple to tell her to ' coom

backarder.' Several commissions were given him for pictures from

his sketches ; and when the artist got home he declared that ' the

King was a jolly good fellow, and the Queen a nice little woman.'

For the former he painted ' The Opening of London Bridge ' and ' The

Hydra Frigate on the Coast of Spain ;
' for the latter, a ' View of

Dover,' and another of ' Greenwich ;
' the prices being thirty guineas.

Sir Herbert Taylor, the King's private secretary, also gave two

commissions.

It happened more than once in Chambers's career that some

apparent stroke of good or ill fortune had a sequel of an opposite

kind. And it was so on this occasion. On his return journey from

Windsor he caught a severe cold, and his rheumatic pains returned,

aggravated by mental excitement, which deprived him of all power

to begin the royal commissions for six months. During this illness,

however, he once more gained a friend and patron in his medical

attendant. This time it was Dr. RoupcU, who afterwards became

possessed of some of Chambers's best works. When the patient was

convalescent, he and Mr. Carpenter, the before-mentioned dealer in

Bond Street, with whom the artist had had kindly relations, took him

to their houses in the country to recruit his strength ; and when his

commissions were fully executed, he was ordered to his native town

for change of air. There he spent some time with his relations.

• He had left Whitb}-,' \\rites Mr. Jenkins, ' a poor wanderer, to seek

his fortune in the way he loved best. He now returned in all humility

to the humble home of his parents, though broken in health, a man

of distinction, to be pointed at in the streets by wondering sailors

and fishermen as little Chambers who had won the favour of the

King.'

While at Whitby, Chambers kindly gave a helping hand to some

local artist brethren, and took them out sketching. But he was not

always honoured as a prophet in his own country. For his biographer

Watkins (whose acquaintance with him began at this time) relates

that the two, when visiting Staithes on an excursion of this kind, were

mobbed and pelted by the uncouth inhabitants.
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Cluunbcrs made good use, notwithstanding, of the stcctch he

then took, for he writes to his companion soon after, from London :

' I keep on improving prices for my jMcturcs every day. I am just

painting a view of Staitlies ' from the sketch I made with j-ou ; it is

a beautiful subject. I could have sold it to a dozen different gentle-

men. There is always something good in these barbarous places,

where the\- ha\c not manners to allow }'ou to sketch.'^

The ' favour of the King ' did not extend bej-ond the giving of

commissions. For the post of Marine Painter to the Crown was

bestowed in 1834 upon Huggins, whose work, Redgrave tells us, was

esteemed by King William IV. ' rather for its correctness than its art.'

Mrs. Chambers joined her husband at Whitb}', and the two were

in the South again in the spring of 1833. In the following autumn

he writes that he has still been ' running about' to recover his health.

' My time has been spent in the delightful county of Sussex, at

Tunbridge Wells, Lewes, Brighton, Shoreham, &c. I have had a most

delightful little residence about one mile from Bramblet\'e House.'

On their return to town Chambers and his wife took up their resi-

dence in a small house. No. 6 Park Village West, Albanj- Street. This

brings us to the time when he became an Associate of our Society.

He refers to that event, in one of the letters above quoted, in the

following words :

—
' I have also to tell you more good news. I was

last week elected a member of the old Water-Colour Societ)-, which

is almost as good as being a Royal Academician. I was unanimously

elected, although I do not know a single member. There were a

great number of candidates, who have been trying for years past to

become members.'-^ This election as Associate was followed the next

year by election as Member.

The forty-one drawings which Chambers exhibited at Pall Mall

East belong to the last seven years of his short life. They are

mostly of subjects which combine shipping or boats, and studies of

wave or water, with scenery of the coast or river below the bridges.

About half a dozen, in 1837, 1839 and 1840, are Dutch, the result of

two trips to Holland which he made with pupils. For at this time he

did a little teaching, his usual fee being three guineas for a couple of

lessons. Two drawings only were of historic subjects, being represen-

' There is such aview among his exhibits at the Water-Colour Society in 1S34, misprinted

Starths ' in the Catalogue.

' Life oj Chambers, p. 76. ' Jbid. pp. 76. 7;.
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tations of the battle of Trafalgar at critical moments, first the J'utoij

breaking the line, and secondly her situation when Nelson died.

These were exhibited in 1837 and 1838. Except one in 1840 of a

' Greenlandman bearing up to leave the Ice— full Ship,' the rest were

English scenes within the limits of his native sketching ground.

Thus Chambers, as a water-colour artist, belongs to a somewhat

different class from the same Chambers the marine painter, who was

contemporaneously employed to decorate the painted hall at Green-

wich Hospital with records of naval history. For tliat gallery he, in

1836, painted 'The Bombardment of Algiers by Lord Exmouth,' and

received for it 200 guineas. One of his pupils ' told Mr. Jenkins that

when he received the commission he made many beautiful studies,

varying the arrangement for the general effect ; but would not begin

the picture itself for some time, ' for,' said he, ' I am to have a large

sum for it, and I must study it well, and not slash it off merely to

get the money.' He also went down to Portsmouth to study the men-

of-war. 'The Taking of Portobello in 1739,' another of his pictiu'es

at Greenwich, was presented by the Under Governor, Edward Hawke

Locker. He also copied on commission (for 100 guineas) from the

same institution. West's picture of ' The Battle of La Hogue,' in tlie

Duke of Westminster's collection.

In July 1837 Chambers paid another visit to Whitby, in health

much improved since the last. ' He looked,' says Watkins, ' a jolly,

chubby, sailor boy again.' On his return he moved to 7 Percy Street,

Rathbone Place. In the following season he writes: 'I have been

very unlucky this year with exhibitions—altogether badly placed, and

none sold. It will not do without getting more to nature. I wish

I were living on the sea coast for a year or two.' The means of

gratifying some of this thirst for nature were given him by another

accomplished pupil now living, Mr. J. Chisholm Gooden-Chisholm,

who has kindly furnished the writer with the following interesting

note of his recollections of the time :
—

' Chambers and I were much

about together on the river, on several yachting excursions, in which

he accompanied me. We had very rough weather, so I doubt that

very much came of them to him ;
- but when it was impossible to use

' Harris. Another pupil describes him as a very deft copyist of Chambers, and a ' good

ship's portrait painter,' who resided at the Mumbles, near .Swansea.

* Chambers in anticipation of this cruising had written :
* Views from Gravesend to London

Bridge with the immense variety of shipping will be a good work to publish.' But it is not

known that any such series was brought out.
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colour, his scrap-book was always in his hand, aiitl an}- accident in

the arrangement of a vessel's sails and notes of colour of clouds were

at once recorded. Failing any particular object, he would be studying

black and white in a little jet mirror, probably come from his early

days at Whitb}'. This occupation would seem always to afford him

great contentment.' The same informant was his companion in one

of the Dutch trips. '
I was in Holland with him fift\--onc years ago'

(i.e. in 1838J,
' and our life there was to be in a boat sketching all the

mornings and afternoons, and then at Amsterdam into the boat to

sketch the great schuyts that were taking people away to the villages

on the Zuyder Zee after their work of the da\' was over in the city.'

These sketches were the foundation of a drawing exhibited in 1840

of ' German Reapers leaving Amsterdam for the different Towns in

VVaterland—Evening.' A subject of a similar kind, ' Dutch Passage-

Boat crossing the Maas,' was among his drawings in Pall Rlall East

in 1839 ; and a painting thereof, whicli, after being rejected at the

Academy,' was sent to Manchester, where it gained a twenty-guinea

prize, and Chambers received the Heywood Silver Medal.

Of the season of 1839, he himself writes :
—

' I have nothing in the

Academy this year, but have been very successful in the Water-

Colour Gallery. My drawing, a Broadstairs anchor-boat going off, is

hung as the centre drawing, and has been very highly spoken of Mr.

Harding bought it before the private view, which is a great honour
;

but in spite of all, I do not find the encouragement that I strove for.

Artists are all alike for that. There is no selling a picture but through

dealers.' The purchase by the Queen Dowager of one of his drawings

exhibited in 1840, 'Dover Pilot-Lugger returning to the Harbour,'

was, however, a pleasant reminder of the Court favour he had enjoyed

at the beginning of the last reign. On her present Majesty's

accession, his friends at Whitby endeavoured, by means of a memorial,

to obtain him the post of ' Marine Painter to the Queen.' But when

he died that honour had not been conferred upon him.

His health was now failing rapidly. Though he expressed a wish

to go to Stockton or Shields, as he declared it impossible to study

' The only pictures of Chambers's which obtained admission at the Royal .\cademy appear

to have been the two above mentioned in 182S and 1S29, and one in 1838 of ' Dutch Vessels

going out of Harbour, Rotterdam in the distance.' Graves indeed counts up fourteen under

the name ' George Chambers,' but he evidently includes father and son under that their

common name. For the remaining eleven were hung in the years 1850-1861, that is, from

about ten to twenty after our artist's death.
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marine in London, he was, in fact, too ill for sketching of any kind.

Being obliged to desist from work, he was once more threatened \\ith

poverty ; when his old benefactor, Christopher Crawford, came again

to his relief, and sent him off for a cruise in the Dart packet. Captain

Airth, to the Mediterranean, and Madeira, where he remained ten

days. He was able to sketch on deck, and made some studies on the

island, for a large picture, which he did not live to paint ; for he

only returned to die (as it was found, of heart disease), at Brighton,

on the 29th of October, 1840, aged thirty-seven. The faithful Craw-

ford followed, as chief mourner, to his grave at St. James's Chapel,

Pentonville. The sale, in February 1841, of his remaining works did

not realize much for the famil}'. But a contribution of 50/. was voted

on the Sth of that month by the Society in aid of a subscription (of

which T. Sidney Cooper, R.A.,' was Treasurer) to assist his widow

and three orphans under twelve j'ears of age, besides what they

received in respect of his share as a Member. Among the many

evidences that the great Turner, with all his thrifty ways, was not

wanting in kindly charity to brother artists, is the fact that he gave

10/. to this fund ; and he further testified his appreciation of Chambers

by attending the sale for the purpose of giving it help. Stanfield, R. A.,

is said to have put the last touches to a painting left unfinished by

our artist.^

' Chambers,' says his biographer Watkins, ' was a born gentleman,

as well as a genius ; his love of the fine arts had refined him. . . .

His voice was mellow, and his smile sweet.' Mr. Chisholm calls him

' a lovable little fellov\', entirely unaftected by the success which reached

him.' His tastes were very domestic, but he was sociable withal. He
talked with visitors while he was at work in the daytime, and loved

to chat with friends round his fireside in the evening. He read little,

and said he would rather make a sketch than write a letter. But he

was fond of music, and played well on the flute. He and a few

brother artists used to hold small sketching meetings at each other's

houses, after which, when at home, Chambers ' would adjourn to his

kitchen and sit over hunks of bread and cheese and glasses of beer

' Sidney Cooper, who first met Chambers at Carpenter the dealer's, became sincerely

attached to him. ' His early death,' he writes, ' was a very great loss to art, for, had he

lived, I feel convinced that he would have become one of the greatest marine painters of his

time, or, indeed, of any time. . . . His painting of rough water was truly e.\cellent, and to all

water he gave a liquid transparency that I have never seen equalled ... his ships were all

in motion. '—.(l/j' Life, by T. Sidney Cooper, R.A. (iSgo), i. 221, 222.

Dictionary of National Biography.
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till eleven o'clock. When no sketching night was on, I suspect,'

writes Mr. Chisholm, ' that a glass of gin and water, and a pipe,

perhaps in a public-house in the neighbourhood, sufficed him. He
was a perfectly sober man, but this was the sort of life pursued by-

most of the artists, aye, and the rising ones, of the time.' Though,

as Watkins declares. Chambers keenly felt the necessity of ' painting

for the pot,' lie liad to pass his mornini^s in London in doing little

paintings or drawings for this purpose, and 'the disposal of these at

shops,' writes Mr. Chisholm, ' would afford their producer his quantum

of out-of-door exercise.' 'lie painted in his drawing-room; but,

excepting the picture on the easel, there were no marks of its being

a painting room. His colours and brushes were kept in a mahogany

case, designed by himself, and having the appearance of a piece of

drawing-room furniture.' ' Chambers's way of speaking was apt, as

might be expected, to be homely and colloquial. A not uncommon

interjectional phrase of his was— ' Blow me !
' Always on the look-

out for subjects for his pencil, he one day, finding nothing that

interested him, was seen to pull up suddenly before a formal row of

leafless trees, with the exclamation, ' Blow me ! I )iiiist do something,

'

and proceed to make a careful study of the bare branches.^ ' It was

distinctive of him more than of any other artist that I have worked

with,' continues Mr. Chisholm, 'that on any impressive effect in sea

or cloudland presenting itself, his plain little face would light up, and

his hand become tremulous, and for the time he was raised. These

would be the rare intervals when the poverty and discomfort of his

life would be lost to him. He had ample of the miseries.'

The engravings after George Chambers's works arc not numerous.

He himself produced but one (unfinished) etching, ' Hay Barges in

a Breeze.' In the Gallery of Modern British Artists, 2 vols. 4to, 1834,

are two plates in line after paintings by him, viz. :
—

' Burlington Quay,

Yorkshire,' engraved by J. C. Bentley ; and ' North Foreland.' In

the spring of 1839, he writes of having been 'at Liverpool since

Christmas to take a view of it to publish,' and that he expects ' to

have a large lithograph finished in about a week or two ' of ' Stranded

Shipping.'' A picture of his, possibly this, is said to have been

engraved by ' Carter, of Liverpool.' And there is a lithograph by

Gauci after a study by him of ' Scheveling Beach.' The highest

' Watkins's Life of Chambers, p. 82. '
J- J. J- «-f relatione k. Clint.

" Walkins's Life of Cliamhers, pp. 143, 144.
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sale price recorded by Rcdford for one of Chambers's water-colours

is 215/. 5^. for 'Merchantmen signalling for Pilot, 1835,' at the 'Birch'

sale, 1878. Nothing had previously reached one-half that amount.

Another able painter of sea and shore subjects, as well as general

landscape, was elected an Associate on the same day, 10 February,

1834, as George Chambers. His name was CHARLES Bentley. He
did not possess the seaman's knowledge which gave special character

to that artist's painting ; but the number of his works, and of the

annual seasons during which they adorned the gallery, made him a

more conspicuous contributor to its attractions. He practised almost

exclusively in the water medium, and was a typical representative of

its modern application to the class of subjects which he mostly

selected. Using body colour without stint, he gave his drawings

much spirit, with varied effects, and imparted to his scenes the

suggestion of movement and life.

There is little to record of Bcntley's personal history ; but that

little is all to his credit. He was born in 1805 or 1806 in Tottenham

Court Road, London, where his father was ' a carpenter and builder,'

who 'employed' several men. Having shown from his earliest days

a taste for drawing, ' he went,' writes his mother,' ' to Mr. Fielding to

colour prints, and then was 'prenticed to him ' to learn aquatint

engraving. Doubtless the master so named was one of Copley

Fielding's brothers, all of whom practised in that branch of chalco-

graphic art ; but which of the three is uncertain. Mrs. Bentley adds,

however, that ' while he was 'prenticed he went to Paris to do a work

Mr. F. had there.' And thcreexistsa set of coloured aquatints published

in Paris as illustrations of a folio entitled, Excursion sur les Cotes et

dans les Ports de Normandie^ some of which are engraved by Newton

and Thales Fielding ; so one of these may have been Bentley's master.

The name of Bentley occurs as engraver on some good plates in

the line manner, though he is said to have relied mainly on his talent

for drawing from the time of completing his term of pupilage. He is

not found among exhibitors either at the Academ}' or elsewhere before

he joined our Society. By that time, however, his merit as a designer

had been displayed in some of the illustrated publications of the day,

and he continued to be emploj-ed in this way during the period when

' In December 1855, when she was in her eighty-eighth year. J. ]. J. MSS.
- .Some of these views are after drawings Iiy Ronington.
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he was still an Associate, in which lunk he remained until the [2th of

January, 1843, when he was elected a full Member. The following

plates from his draw ings are in the .Annuals, and works of the same

class :— In the Literary Soitrciiir for 1833, ' A Shipwreck off the Isle

of Wight,' remarkable for a fine and original effect of sky, with a halo

round the sun ; 1834, ' St. Michael's Mount ;' 1835, ' Venice ' (all en-

graved by J. Thomas).— In the Gallery of Modern British Artists,^

2 vols. 4to, 1834 :

—
' Pont Gwr)-d, with Snowdon in the distance' (en-

graved by the artist), and ' Scarborough Castle.' Throughout this work

the artist's name is printed 'J. C. Bentley.'—In the Keepsake for 1839,

' The Shipwreck,' a group of two figures, apparently Don Juan and

Haidee ; 1 841, ' Morning ' a view of a ferrj-. (Both by J. T. Willmore.)

The painter's name is printed 'J. Bentley.'— In the Forget-me-not for

1 842, ' Fort Rouge, Calais ' (T. Thomas).— In Fisher's Drawing-Room

Scrap-Book for 1837, 1838, 1840, 1841, eleven \-iews in the Mediter-

ranean and in India, after sketches by Lieut. H. E. Allen, R.E., Sir

Grenville T. Temple, Bart, and G. F. White, Esq. These had proba-

bly been published elsewhere, according to common practice in these

compilations.—Among the Illustrations to the Waverley Novels^ col-

lected and issued, or reissued, by the same publisher, ' The Pass of

Abcrfoil—" Stand I" ' from Rob Roy (J. Redaway), with date, 1842.—In

Tillotson's Beauties of English Scenery, ' Hull,' ' Falmouth,' and ' St.

Mary's Church, Minster ' (H. Wallis) ; and in Tillotson's Album of

Scottish Scenery, the ' Bridge of Bracklin ' (engraved by W. B. Cooke

after '

J. Bentley ').

Graves finds eleven works of his at the British and three at the

Suffolk Street Gallery. The drawings he is best known by are, how-

ever, what he e.xhibited in the Society's Gallerj'. The titles of these,

as entered in the catalogues, mark out his sketching area as nearly

confined to the seas within sight of the British and Irish coasts, or of

Normand)- and the Channel Islands. He rarely penetrates so far

inland as to lose touch with the sea or get free of the salt savour of

maritime scenery. Three times only does his range extend as far as

Holland ; for four views of Venice, and one on the Rhine, are not

enough to imply personal travel thither. The latter belong, more

' Several of the plates after other artists in this collection are also engraved by Bentley,

among them a ' Rievaulx Abbey' by Turner, and ' Burlington Quay' by Chambers, in the

latter of which (he painter and his translator are in unusual sympathy.

- One of these, of ' Hamish Bean and his Mother,' from ' The Iligliland Widow,' after

Topham, is engraved by 'J. C. Bentley.'
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likely, to the category of three, in 1841 and 1849, from the Black Sea,

which are professedly after sketches on the spot by another hand, that of

' Coke Sm\-th, Esq.' With these exceptions, and two illustrative designs

in 1838 representing fancy scenes from 'The Red Rover' and 'Tom

Cringle's Log,' Bentley's named subjects are all from his native shores.

To find them we must make almost the entire round of the English

and Welsh coasts, taking an occasional run up the Thames ; and must

visit all the four provinces of Ireland for those of twenty-eight which

form the contingent of the sister kingdom. In and after 1848 there

are generally also one or two drawings from the Firth of Forth. In-

cluding all the abo\e, his total number of exhibits from 1834 to 1854

was 197, made up from an average of nearly six during the nine years of

his Associateship, and thirteen for the eleven when he was a Member.

Apart from his acknowledged artistic talent Bentley had come to

be regarded personally in the Society as a most valuable Member,

when he was snatched away in the prime of life, and in the midst of

his career, by an attack of cholera, which carried him off after a few

hours' illness on the 4th of September, 1854. Dying as he did, it is to

be feared that he must be reckoned as one moie able artist who made

but a small pittance by his profession. Redgrave tells us that he was

' in the hands of picture dealers, uncertain in his transactions, and

always poor.' He left a widow, and a very aged mother (then living

at Boston in Lincolnshire), who was stated to have been more or less

dependent on his support. For many years, up to his death, he re-

sided at 1 1 Mornington Place, Hampstead Road.

His remaining works were sold at Christie's on the i6th of April,

1855. The highest price for a 'Bentley' recorded by Redford is

98/. 14s. for ' Boats returning to Harbour,' in ' Fred. Somers 'sale, 1867.

—Four of his drawings have been imitated in chromo-lithography by

Rowney & Co., viz. ' Ilfracombe' 10 x 14I in., 'Old Pier Head, Coast

of Normandy' 9^x14! in., 'Off Port Madoc ' 10x15 in., 'Scar-

borough Castle ' 8^ x 1 1.

The third Associate, elected with Chambers and Bentley, was

Joseph Nash. He was not far removed from them in age, being

about five years younger than the first, and two than the second of

the group. But he long survived them both, exhibiting drawings

throughout Fielding's term of office, and as long again after his death.

Nash is commonly regarded as an architectural painter and draftsman,
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ill which clcpartmciit his works arc numerous, and widely known

throuL;li the metlium oi" the press, [larticularly by lithographic prints.

But he aimed at subject drawing also, and has even been set down as,

primarih', an historical painter.' Considerably more than twenty ]ier

cent, of the drawings which he sent to our gallery make distinct claim

to a place in that category, being illustrations of Shakspcre's pla}-s

and Scott's novels, Don Quixote and other standard fictions, or scenes

and incidents of past times and historic tradition. When he depicted

an ancient building, moreover, he usually peopled it with men, women,

and children, costumed and occupied as in the days of its prime.

Thus he ventured to tread the ground already occupied by George

Cattermole, whereon, in his own line, that painter held undisputed

swa)-. In several respects there was much in common between the

two artists. In others they differed widely ; and, for the most part,

the resemblance was only superficial. In manner of painting they

agreed in the lavish use of body colour, which practice Nash was one

of the earliest to adopt ; and, drawing in a sketchy way, they were

equally regardless of textural detail. Masters of picturesque compo-

sition, they aimed alike at making the artistic arrangement of the

design a main source of its attraction. Hence the works of both were

admirably adapted to engraving. But, partly from a difference of

handling, and of proclivities as to line and form, and more still from

diversity in general sentiment, the drawings of the two are so obvi-

ously distinct, that they seem scarcely to belong to the same school.

Each illustrated the time of the civil wars of the seventeenth century
;

but Cattermole also lived more in the Middle Ages, Nash more in that

of the Tudors. As a subject-painter, the former displaj-ed dramatic

power and luxuriant fancy to which the latter could make no preten-

sion ; with Nash, the disposal and grouping of the figures, and their

utility in setting off gay costume and effecting a pretty play of light

and colour, were apt to be more important considerations than the

expression of individual character. Thus their proper functions were

those which they performed as accessories to his architectural drawings,

wrhere the nobles who disport themselves, and the cavaliers who flaunt

in statel)- mansions and quaint Elizabethan halls, administer merely to

the sentiment of the building portrayed.

Joseph Nash was the eldest son of a clergyman of the Church of

England, the Rev. Okey Nash, who kept the Manor House School,

' .'^ee Graves's Didionary of Artists.

11. R
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North End, Croydon, and was sometime Vicar of Throwle}- in Kent.

He was born at Great Marlow in 1808, and educated at his father's

school, where he showed his bent by covering his lesson books with

sketches. In 1829 he became a pupil of Augustus Pugin's, and he

was one of the group of young men who went with him to Paris, as

before mentioned, to make drawings for his Paris and its Envirotis

(^2 vols. 4to, 1830). Joseph Nash, Benjamin Ferrey, and Talbot Bury

were the principal contributors of the drawings engraved in that work.'

He began in this early part of his career to draw upon stone, his first

lithographic work being also done in conjunction with Pugin, whose

Vietvs Illustrative of the Examples of Gothic Architecture, 1830, arc

lithographed by J. Nash, from sketches taken under Pugin's direction.

It was chiefly, however, as a painter of genre that he made his first

independent efforts to obtain distinction as an artist.

At the time when he joined the Society, Nash furnished the

drawings of some of the pretty steel plates that adorned the Annuals

and their allied publications ; and there are one or two of later date.

The following prints are from his designs :— In the Keepsakeior 1834,

' The Merchant and his Daughter ' (evidently meant for Shylock and

Jessica), engraved by C. Rolls; 1848, 'The Crevice in the Tower,'

engraved by Frederick A. Heath.— In the Gallery of Modern British

Artists, 2 vols. 4to, 1834, ' Scene from Kenilworth, Wayland, Am}-

Robsart, and Janet '
—

' Roland Graeme's first Interview with Catherine

Seyton, from The Abbot'—and ' Christopher Sly and the Hostess.'— In

the Forget mc-not for 1839, ' Alice Lee,' ^ engraved bj- L. Stocks.

During the first four }-ears (1834-37) of his Associateship, more

than three-fifths (sixteen out of thirty-seven) of his drawings belong

to this illustrative class. But with these he exhibited eleven archi-

tectural subjects, the majority of which he transferred to stone, to

make up a set of twenty- five lithographs, published by McLean of

the Havmarkct in folio, in 1838, with the title Architecture of tlie

Middle Ages. Except two (at Arundel and Oxford) the examples in

this collection are all foreign, and for the most part ecclesiastical,

buildings. But they nearly all belong to the latest or flamboyant

period of the Gothic style, and its mixture with that of the Renaissance.

' There is .it the South Kensington Museum a collection of etchings of Paris, by J. Nash,

small folio, without title, date or te.xt (Universal Catalogue of Books on Art. Supplement,

1S75-)
"- The plate is inscribeil ' F. Nash.' But the table nf contents attributes the drawing to

•J.
Nn'ih.'
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In a few prefatory words, the artist shows a partiahty for the arclii-

tecturc of that transitional time, which declared itself more plainly

afterwards in his choice of subjects for illustration. The present

selection was avowedly made with an eye to the picturesque chiefl}-
;

and the series not only satisfies the taste by its artistic quality, but

exemplifies in perfection the ' new st)'le of lithograjjhy ' as employed

by a first-rate executant. For, in his own class of subjects, Joseph

Nash's drawing on stone is on a par with that of J. D. Harding,

which it resembles both in manner of handling and the character of

its interpretation of nature. It was, however, by delineations of civil

architecture that Joseph Nash achieved his greatest success and his

widest celebrity. The four series of coloured lithographs entitled

Tlie Mansions of England in tlu Olden Time, correctly described as

' depicting the most characteristic features of the domestic archi-

tecture of the Tudor Age, and also illustrating the costumes, habits,

and recreations of our ancestors,' takesi ts rank among books of

history. While Nash was engaged on this large undertaking, his

exhibited drawings were naturally almost confined to subjects of the

class that he was so collecting. Thus for some ten years from 1839,

when the ' Mansions ' began to be published, he sent scarcely half

a dozen pure figure-pieces to the gallery.

On the 13th of June, 1842, he was elected a full Member. In

1846 his sole exhibit is a view, painted for the Honourable Society of

Lincoln's Inn, of the ceremony of opening the new Hall b\- the Queen

in November 1845. In 1847 he falls back upon his foreign sketches,

and announces on the cover of the catalogue the intended completion

of his great work early in 1848. A letterpress description followed

in octavo in 1849, the lithographs having been printed in folio size by

Hullmandel.' While the 'Mansions' were in progress, Nash found

time to employ his crayon in transferring to stone Sir David Wilkie's

Oriental Sketches, published in two folio volumes in 1846 ; the first of

the two series which they comprise being dated 1840 and 1841. As

a sort of culmination to his own architectural series, he brought out

a large folio set of twenty-five Viezvs of the Exterior and Interior of

Windsor Castle. They were coloured lithographs of original drawings

which he exhibited at M'Lean the publisher's in May 1847. The

' A second edition was published in 1869, in royal 410, re-edited by J. Corbet-Anderson,

in which the drawings are re-lithogfaphed on a smaller scale liy Samuel Stanesby. Another

edition is dated 1872.
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volume is dated 1848, and there is an edition dated 1852. In J. P.

Lawson's Scotland Delineated, a series of large views lithographed by

J. D. Harding and others, and published by Hogarth in 2 vols, folio,

1 847- 1 S 54, two, ' Moray House, Canongate,' and ' Glasgow Cathedral

— Interior,' are by Harding after Nash. The great Hyde Park

Exhibition of 1851 afforded excellent opportunities for Nash's pencil.

His two drawings the next j'ear were views inside it, and he contri-

buted to the collection of CovipreJiensive Pictures of tlic Great Exhibi-

tion of 185 1, painted for H.R.H. Prince Albert, and reproduced in

two volumes folio, published in 1854 by Dickinson, with that title.

To complete the list of his engraved works, there ma\- be mentioned

seven woodcuts in Edward M'Dermot's The Mcrric Days of England,

4to, 1858-9, for which designs by Nash were copied on to the block

by J. F. Skill ; and others contributed to the illustrations of Old

English Ballads, 4to, 1 864.

Nash's drawings in the gallery continued to be of the same class

until the end, varying only within the limits above indicated, but

showing a decline of power in his later time. In 1856 he sends ten

drawings, all from Oxford. In 1859, for a change, his nine are all

designs from his favourite authors, Shakspere, Scott, and Cervantes.

He does not seem to have sketched any more abroad, and was con-

tent to be represented at Paris in 1855 by one view of Abbeville onlv,

with five of his drawings of old EnglLsh mansions, which sufficed to

gain him honourable mention. The number of his later exhibits

varied much from year to year between one and fifteen, but until

1875 his name had never been absent from the summer, and but once

from the winter, exhibition. He was then getting old, his health

was broken, and, except two posthumous drawings, and four

sketches in 1879-80, there was nothing more of his work seen in the

gallery.

He died at Hereford Road, Bayswater, on the 19th of December,

1878, in his seventy-first year, after much suffering ; having been longer

connected with the Society than any then remaining Member except

Frederick Tayler. In the very year of his death he had been granted

a Civil Service pension of 100/. a year, which he was not destined to

enjoy. Joseph Nash married a lady of some property who resided at

Croydon, and he left a son and a daughter, the former of whom

followed his father's profession, though in a different branch, being

known as a draftsman on wood and a painter of marine subjects. He
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is a I\[ombcr of the Royal Institute and one of the artistic staff of the

Graphic journal.

Though a valued Member of the Society, Nash was not al\va\s in

perfect harmony with his brethren therein. Two printed pamphlets

exist in which he expresses in decided terms his disapproval of cer-

tain of their proceedings. They are addressed to two successive Pre-

sidents, John Frederick Lewis and Frederick Tajlcr. In the first,

written in April or May 1S57, his complaint is against the hanging

committee, on their having, as he contends, acted unjustly in skying

nine or ten of his drawings in that year's exhibition. The second,

which was distributed among the Members in April 1862, is, though

it does not name him, ' an attack on J. D. Harding for having made

some unfavourable observations on the drawings presented by Mr.

Nash's son, who was a candidate in 1861, and again in 1862 ;' on the

ground of his alleged pre-Raphaelitism. It is stated that in the latter

part of the summer of 1854, Joseph Nash was a sufferer from an

attack of brain fever.'

There was on the 19th of December, 1854, a sale at Southgate

& Barrett's, 22 Fleet Street, of what is described in the catalogue

as a ' Selection from Joseph Nash's finished drawings and sketches

together with the ancient furniture, armour, and tapestry, engravings,

&c., from the artist's studio.' The catalogue had a pretty lithographed

title, on drab paper heightened with white, of a Renaissance doorway

as a frame, and a group of studio ' properties ' in front :—a good

example of Nash's pencil. But the works sold were said to be of

small importance.

The name of Joseph Nash was, as we have seen, on the roll of the

Society for forty-five years ; for nine as an Associate, and thirt}'-si.x

as a Member. He contributed 186 works to forty-two summer, and

80 works to thirteen winter, exhibitions : making a total of 266

drawings and sketches, 47 as Associate and 219 as Member.

Graves also finds fourteen works of his, three at the Ro}al Academy

and eleven at the British Institution. The highest recorded price for

a water-colour drawing by J. Nash in a public sale is 50/. I Si', for

' Queen Elizabeth' in the 'A. Grant' sale, 1868.

With the notable exception of William Hunt, in one only of the

phases of his art, the painting of flowers and fruit had hitherto been

'

J. J. J. MS.
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left to the Lady Members. At the election of Associates on the 9th

of February, 1835, however, admission was given to two of the sterner

sex whose spurs at least had been won by success in that line of

practice. One of them, Valentine Bartholomew, was in the

main an artist of this class, in which branch of art he held a

distinguished position, being appointed in 1836 'Flower Painter to

their R.H.'s the Duchess of Kent and the Princess Victoria,' the latter

part of which title was superseded when the Queen ascended the

throne in the following year, and Bartholomew became ' Flower

Painter in Ordinary to her Majesty,' retaining that office till his

death. Bartholomew's art was very different in kind from that of

William Hunt, with his birds' nests and hedgerow handfuls of wild

plants. His models were reared in the conservatory, and his studio

was supplied with orchids and rare exotics.' ' Largeness of style

'

and ' careful execution ' are the qualities for which his works were

esteemed, and his painting was altogether of the elegant order.

Born on the i8th of January, 1799, he was in the prime of life

when he became an Associate, in W'hich rank he remained until his

death forty-five )-ears after, at the age of eighty. He first saw the

daylight, such as it was, in Red Lion Street, Clerkenwell, where his

father lived for more than sixty years, ' much esteemed for the part

he took in parochial affairs.' ^ The son was so far brought up for an

artist that, when sixteen years old, he had some professional instruc-

tion given him with that view. But his teacher died soon after, and

thenceforward Bartholomew relied on his natural taste and his own

industry, and taught himself to paint by constant practice from

nature.

So he grew up to man's estate, and in 182 1 was so fortunate as to

become known to Charles Hullmandel, the lithographer, for whom he

not only executed a published work on flowers and other subjects, but

after a time undertook the management of the business in Great

Marlborough Street, where all the early printed lithographs were

issued from the press. There the young artist resided for the next

five years in a refined family circle, which included not only the

' Some at the Water- Colour Society in 1843 and 1846 were ' from the collection of

Sigismund Rucker, Esq., West Hill, Wandsworth;' and one at the Royal Academy in 1848

was 'reared by John Allnutt, Esq., of Clapham.'
'•' Portraits of Men of Eminence, photographed by Ernest Edwards, vol. iv. p. 89

(Bennett, 1866). A likeness of the artist is in this collection, tcgelher with a memoir whence

some of the following facts are taken.
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lithot,nai)hcr Charles, but his father Nicholas HuUmandcl, eminent as

a professor of the pianoforte, and sister, Miss Eveline Charlotte

Adelaide HuUmandcl, a good musician too, who won the heart of

Valentine, and became Mrs. Bartholomew in 1827. Although for a

time, while occupied with the abov-e duties, his art had been in

abeyance, his professional prospects had gained by the contact into

which he was brought with the many artists of the day who resorted

to Hullmandel's establishment for the means of multipl>'ing their

works. So that when on his marriage he gave up his part in the

lithographic business and made a real start as a painter, he was to

some extent known in the profession, and able to form a connexion

as a teacher as well as a practitioner of the art. Moreover he had

not entirely neglected the brush, for he is found exhibiting at the

Royal Academ)- in 1826, ' A Group of Flowers from Nature.' From

1829 to 1838 he had at least one drawing at Somerset House every

year, nearly always of flowers ; and in 1836, when he became Court

painter, he had also two views there of Eton and Windsor contem-

poraneously with two of Windsor at the Water-Colour Society.

After election as Associate in Pall Mall East in 183 5 he was less

regular in exhibiting at Trafalgar Square, but sent an occasional

drawing there till 1854, making up a total of twenty at the Academy

from his first in 1826. Leaving Great Marlborough Street, he and

his spouse took up their quarters at 16 Foley Place. There he lived

while ascending the path of his professional success, and there he was

residing when he joined our Society, and when he received his Court

appointments. There, too, he became bereft of her who during the

twelve years of her married life had been his much loved companion.

Mrs. Bartholomew died on the ist of January, 1839.

The Mrs. Anne Charlotte Bartholomew whose name is, for several

reasons, more inseparably associated with his, was a second wife.

Her union with him, which took place in 1840, seems to have been

singularly well assorted. The lady, some twelve months, at most,

younger than he, was herself in the third year of her widowhood.

Her former husband was Walter Turnbull, a composer of popular

melodies ; and she was daughter of Arnall Fayermann, of Loddon,

in the county of Norfolk, niece of Admiral Fayermann, and grand-

niece of John Thomas, Bishop of Rochester. Mrs. Turnbull was a

woman of parts, and elegantly accomplished in literature and art.

When still a spinster she had published a farce entitled It's only my
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Aunt, which was afterwards successful on the stage ; and, just before

her marriage with Bartholomew, had solaced her bereavement by

producing a volume of poems called the Smtgs of AzracI, which was

followed five years after by Tlie Ring, or the Farmer's Daughter, a

domestic drama in two acts. She also painted miniatures, some of

which were exhibited at the Royal Academy ; and, finally, under her

new husband's inspiration, became a flower painter to boot. Miss

Clayton ' pays a high tribute, doubtless deserved, to her active

benevolence, as well as to her various accomplishments. She was

never, indeed, as that writer asserts, a Member of the Society of

Water-Colour Painters, though her name does appear in the catalogues

in her capacity of poet ; for her admiring spouse was much in the

habit of adding to the interest of his drawings by making long

quotations from her verses.^ Thus there was far more of mutual

admiration than of rivalry in their artistic intercourse. At mid-

summer 1842, the Bartholomews removed from Foley Place to

23 Charlotte Street, Portland Place. Their sociable life there, with

friends of kindred tastes round about them, Mr. and Mrs. Finch

among the number, is pleasantly referred to in the biography of the

latter artist much quoted above, and appears to have been a very

happy one. The earthly union of this attached couple lasted more

than twenty years, when it ended in the death of the wife, whose

health had often failed her, on the i8th of August, 1S62. The

husband continued to reside in the same house for sixteen more

years, and, on the 21st of March, 1879, he also departed this life. All

that we thus learn of Bartholomew's career, pictures it as one of

placid content, well befitting the tender amenities of the kind of art

he practised.

A very few of his exhibited drawings are of landscape subjects.

They are confined to the two views of Windsor in his second year,

1836, before mentioned, and sixteen old sketches shown in 1871-76,

nearly all in the winter exhibitions. Some of the latter are of York-

shire Abbeys (one dated 1832), and two (' Luxembourg, original

Sketch from Nature,' exhibited 1S70-71 ; and 'Heidelberg, 1855,'

exhibited 1873-74) indicate at least one of the trips abroad which he

is known to have taken for the purpose of sketching. In 1838 he is

reported to have been on the Moselle in company with J. D. Harding,^

' English Female Artists, i. 399, ^ See Catalogues 1S41, 1S43, 1S46-4S.

'
J. J. J. ex relatione Mrs. F. Nash.
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who is said to have been indebted to Bartholomew for his iiilrcKluction

to Ilulhnandel.

Bartholomew had 169 drawinj^s and sketches in all in the gallery,

I 15 in the summer and 54 in the winter exhibitions. Two or three

years before his death he ceased to exhibit. Graves finds twenty-

seven of his works at Suffolk Street, besides the twenty at the

Academy, between 1826 and 1856. He was not raised to the rank

of full Member of our Society.

It was not as a painter of flowers that JAMES IIOLLANT) was

chosen an Associate on the same day, 9 February, 1835, with

Valentine Bartholomew. Floral study, with which he had bc^un

his career in Art, had been with him introductory only to a more ex-

tended range of subjects. One flower piece alone is named among

his contributions to the Gallery, and, curiously enough, it is numbered

as the very last of all his summer exhibits. But it was sketched

thirty years before, during the term of his early Associateship, and

called a ' Study of Roses in my Garden at Blackheath, 1839.' This

first application of his talent had been due to the accidents of his

birth. He came into the world in September 1 800, at Burslcm in

Staffordshire, where his father was engaged in the pottery works.

Thomas Holland, his grandfather, was noted as the first manufacturer

of the ' shining black ' ware. On this ware little James Holland's grand-

mother painted flowers, while he sat and watched her, learning thus to

do the like. But he went to nature for his models ; and two specimens

of his drawing, ' Flowers ' and a ' Red Linnet,' got him employment

in this way for seven years under James Devonport, of Longport.

Coming to London in 1819, to set up as a flower painter in water-

colours, he is said to have had but a small beginning, and to have

sold his first dozen drawings for the sum of ten shillings,' after which

the dealer's price was raised to five shillings apiece. But he perse-

vered, and got some pupils, and taught himself landscape, by making

many sketches on the banks of the Thames near Greenwich. His

earliest flower groups at the Ro}-al Academy appeared in the year

1824.2 Doubtless he was known among the rising artists of the

time ; for he was a man of many acquaintances, and his disposition

' Otlley's Dictionary of Recent and Living Painters, 1876.

- Graves gives 1815 as the dale of his first exhibiting ; apparently assigning to him a

' Design for a military depot,' by one 'J. Holland ' of ' .St. I'ancras.'
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by no means reserved. The number and character of the anecdotes

which Mr. Jenkins has noted down as culled from his conversation

show him to have been long and well acquainted with the habits

and ways of his professional brethren. There is at the South Ken-

sington Museum a water-colour portrait, dated 1828, of James

Holland seated at his easel, by the hand of William Hunt, who was

ten years his senior, and already a Member of the Watcr-Colour

Society. About 1830 Holland is said to have visited France, and

made some architectural sketches there.' A ' View of London from

Blackheath,' at the Royal Academy in 1833, is mentioned as a work

by him of considerable pretension. In the Gallery of Modern British

Artists, 2 vols. 4to, 1834, is one of the earliest of his engraved

works, a view of ' Greenwich Hospital,' which shows that he had

already become an accomplished landscape designer.

Holland was a worker in oil as much as in water colour, and when

he used the latter was apt to thicken it lavishly with opaque pigment.

His best known works therein belong to a later period, when, after an

absence of many years, he became a full Member of the Society, and

his mode of painting was more in vogue than when he was first

elected an Associate. At that time, he seems to have been hesitating as

to the branch which he should chiefly adopt. A letter to his friend and

admiring patron, the late Mr. Edward Magrath,-' of Upper Terrace,

Hampstead, bearing date 24 April, 1837, seems to have been written

in this indeterminate frame of mind. ' Pray believe me,' he says,

' when I assure you it is more a want of confidence in my own powers

that has hitherto kept me from sending to the R.A., than any want

of faith in their disposition to do justice to any talented artist. I will

henceforth devote myself to painting, and look forward with hope to

do something worthy notice.' He was then exhibiting pictures at the

British In.stitution and the Suffolk Street Gallery, as well as drawings

in Pall Mall East.

The result of this competition was that, after retaining the

Associateship for eight years, he sent in his resignation on the 30th

of November, 1842 ; and although he again sought admission, it was

not until fourteen years had elapsed. During this first period of his

connexion with the Society, he exhibited thirty-seven drawings in

North Italy and Switzerland and Portugal, the remaining few being

sketched within easy reach of his place of residence, No. 3 Union

' Redgrave's Dictioiiaiy. = For many years Secretary of the Atlienxum Club.
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Place, Blac'<hcath. His first visit to Venice was in the year of his

election (1835), and for the next two jears that city and the journey

thither supph'cd the subjects of his exhibited drawings. Of the

Tombs of the Scaligers, Verona,' in 1837, he writes, in the letter

abo\c quoted :

—
' Mr. Burke's drawing is very much admired, and

would (if people are to be believed) find twenty purchasers.' ' In 1837

he was sent to Portugal by the proprietor of the Landscape Annual,

and the resulting pictures were engraved in the volume for 1839, with

letterpress by W. H. Harrison, entitled TIic Tourist hi Portugal. The
four volumes of that periodical, since Harding had contributed the

drawings for 1834, had been devoted to Spain and Morocco, as re-

presented b}' the pencil of Da\id Roberts. The drawings sent by

Holland to the Gallery in 1838 (one) and 1839 (five), were all from

Portugal,- and in the remaining three years, 1840-42, there were some

from each of the sources above mentioned.

In the year after leaving our Societj' he became a Member of

the Society of British Artists, remaining so until 1848. In 1845 he

sketched at Rotterdam ; in 1850 in Normandy and North Wales ; in

185 1 at Geneva, thus accumulating varied material, some of which he

worked into pictures. Among the most successful subjects were still

those from his old neighbourhood ; Greenwich Hospital being always a

favoured one. A picture thereof, painted for Mr. Hollier, was pre-

sented to the institution by that gentleman's widow ; and a smaller

one went to the Paris Exhibition of 1855, where the painter was

honourably mentioned by the jurj'.

Holland returned to the Society in the year when Lewis became

President, being re-elected Associate on the nth of February, 1856,

and was made a Member the next year— namely, on the 8th of June,

1857, on the death of Richter. He was thenceforth a constant ex-

hibitor, sending an average of four or five drawings annually to the

summer exhibition, and many more to the winter ones, from their

commencement in 1862-63 ; his contributions to the former being of

a high quality of beauty, and his slight but singularly effective sketches,

often little more than memoranda,' forming a characteristic feature of

the latter collections. He now asserted his true pre-eminence as an

original and poetic artist. He, whose taste for colour had in the

' The same subject was afterwards painted for Mr. Hollier.

' lie had also a picture of Lisbon at the Royal Academy in 1839.

' Holland once wrote that ' parting with a sketch was like parting with a tooth ; once

sold, it cannot be replaced.' (Valpy's Memoir of Samuel Palmer, p. 76.)
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undeveloped stage of his art subsisted on a merely vegetable diet, now

spread his wings to sport in Venetian sunbeams. Among the subjects

during the time of his Membership, those from Venice were the most

frequent and characteristic, and displaj'ed his greatest power in the

assortment of rich and radiant hues. The gem of the Adriatic inspired

him with the poetry of the palette, and he revelled in dreams of moon-

light, or the vesper hour, or the glory of midday sunshine. Some of

his delicate harmonies rival even the pencil of Turner. In not a few

of his works the effects of colour are obtained or aided by figure

groups in gay costume. Among the Venice views were also a sprink-

ling of his Portuguese subjects, with some from Genoa and Verona, a

few views in the Tyrol (in and after 1858), and two at Rotterdam (in

1857 and 1862). The winter ' sketches and studies ' are more varied,

comprising also some from North Wales (about Bettws, &c.), and

Lynmouth, and one or two from Rouen. In 1866 he recurs to his

favourite Greenwich in a drawing called ' The Anniversary of the

Battle of Trafalgar in the old days, when Greenwich Pensioners

drank ale and smoked to celebrate great victories.'

With the n in Fielding's time and 65 afterwards, Holland had

102 drawings in the summer shows, together with 93 exhibits (con-

taining nearly double that number of distinct subjects) among the

winter sketches and studies. There were 14 of the latter on the

Gallery walls when he died on the 12th of February, 1870, in Osna-

burgh Street, Regent's Park, where he had resided throughout the

second term of his connexion with the Society. Graves finds 32

works by J. FloUand at the Royal Academy, 91 at the British Institu-

tion, and 108 at Suffolk Street; making 231 between 1S51 and

1867.

Besides the engraved works above mentioned, there are the follow-

ing :— In the Forget-me-not, 1842, ' Venice ' (engraved by J. Carter).—

-

In S. C. Hall's Baronial Halls, &c., of England, vol. i., a lithotint of

' Charlton House, Kent'—In Marvy's Sketches after English Land-

scape Painters, a sea piece, with sun on the horizon, coloured. And

there exists a fine print on a larger scale of one of his views of

Venice.

His remaining works were sold at Christie's on 26 May, 1870.

The following are the prices exceeding 200/. noted by Rcdford for

which water-colour drawings by James Holland have been sold at

auctions since his death :

—
' Roses,' 288/. 5.^., at the Ouiltcrsale, 1875. -
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' Rollcrdam ' (24 X 3 1 in.), 280/., T.Shaw sale, 1S80.—'The Rialto,'

258/. 6s., Heritage sale, 1874.

No Associate was added in 1836, but on the 1 3th of Fcbruar)-,

1837, two were elected. One was Aktiiur Gi.ENNIE, a landscape

painter. The si.x views, five in Rome and one at Liccn/.a, which he

sent to that year's exhibition, were typical of the class of subjects

which he almost exclusively adhered to during a long career of more

than half a century as Associate and Member. He was born on the

5th of Februar)', 1803, at Duhvich Grove, Surre}\ His father was

William Glcnnie, LL.D., and his mother's maiden name was Mary

Gardiner. He was one of a family of thirteen (twelve brothers anil

one sister), and the only member thereof who followed the profession

of an artist. Nor did he himself betray his love of art b}' any early

indication, until, being put to school at Dulwich Grove aforesaid, he

there learnt drawing with the other boys, as a part of the educational

course, from the school teacher, our own Samuel Prout, who used to

spend a great portion of one day in the week there and to take the

boys out to sketch in fine weather. But he began life in a mercantile

business, and it was only when ill health gave time and occasion to

follow art instead as an amusement that the talent he displa}ed was

held, under Front's advice, to justify his taking thereto as a profession.

With this sound foundation of knowledge he, later in life, derived

much benefit from the remarks and advice of that excellent artist,

William Havell.

He was thus about thirt)'-four j-ears of age when he joined the

Society. In 1837 and 1838 his eleven subjects are from Rome and

the neighbourhood. In 1839, four out of the five are from Sandwich

in Kent. In 1840 the address changes to ' Keston, Bromley, Kent.'

Next year he is at ' Penzance,' and it may have been at this peri< d

that he was engaged in teaching, chiefly at Sidmouth in Devonshire,

for about two years. From 1842 to 1854 he is at ' 90 Park Street,

Grosvenor Square.' From the first, however, he had (with the above

exceptions) exhibited foreign subjects, and in 1846 we have ' Rome '

as his second address. But it was not until 1855, the year of Fielding's

death, that he made his head-quarters in the Eternal City, which con-

tinued to be his home for the rest of his life.' He was only an Asso-

' From 1S55 to 1870 he was at 43 Vicolo ile' Creci, in which house the Associate Henry-

Riviere had for many years a lodging also. From 1S71 his address was at 17 ri.azza

Margana.
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ciate in Fielding's time, but on the 14th of June, 1858, received his

full Membership, having exhibited a total of 68 drawings in annual

numbers varying from one to six during the twenty-two years when

lie held the lower rank.

In 1865 he married Anne Sophia Parker, daughter of the late

Rev. E. G. Parker, formerly Chaplain at Bahia under the Foreign

Office for twenty years, and afterwards Chaplain to her Majesty's

Forces. There was no issue of the marriage.

With few exceptions his subjects were foreign, and chiefly confined

to Italy. Most are from Rome, and the Campagna, and the surround-

ing territory of Central Italy, some extending to towns in Umbria and

Tuscany, and on a few occasions northward to the Riviera. A con-

siderable number of his drawings, beginning with the year 1844, are

from P'iume on the borders of Croatia, and Pola in Istria.' To this

district he appears to have been attracted' by the residence of a

brother-in-law during his life, and, after the death of that relative in

i860, by duties devolving on himself as his executor. In August

1866 the painter was sojourning with his wife at Sorrento, and after

that year there are many subjects thence and from the Bay of Naples.

Mrs. Glennie accompanied him also to Istria, which profitable sketch-

ing ground he revisited ' many times for the purposes of his art.' On

the 28th of January, 1868, he writes to his friend Jenkins, on return-

ing to Rome after seven months' absence, that his wife and he having

found Fiume too hot in the summer had sought 'cooler quarters in

the Croatian Mountains,' where they had enjoyed ' a delightful climate,

in the midst of pine forests.' The result was apparent in several

.subjects in the winter exhibition of 1867-68. It is remarkable that

there are no studies of Venice among the Italian subjects exhibited

by Glennie. A view 'in the Slotspladsen, Copenhagen— done on the

spot ' (exhibited 1863), one 'in the Baltic ' (188 1-2), and one ' from

the Calvary, Botzen ' (1882-3), are solitary exceptions among the

foreign views, in that thej- show some travel in the north of Europe.

The names of about a score of home subjects lie scattered among the

above in the pages of the catalogues from 1837 to 1 881, including the

four early Kentish drawings before mentioned, a few sketches at old

Gilbert White's Selborne in Hampshire (in and after 1865), and

others in the Home Counties, together with three that have Scotch

' A. Glennie's ' Dmwings of PoLi in Istria ' are described by C. C. Nelson in a

'Sessional Paper' of the Royal Institnlc of British Architects, printed in 1S51.
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names, which do imt nccessaril)- imply a personal acquaintance wiili

North l^ritain.

Arthur Glennic died at his house in Rome on the 23rd of

January, 1890, aged eight)--sevcn, bcin_o- then the oldest exhibitor

in the Society. His widow died on the following 30th of Jul)-, aged

fifty-eight. The Rc^me he painted hatl untlergone vast changes in

his later days, and that some of his views in the ]'"<jrum had alrcadj-

become antiquated lie recognized by adding the words ' as formerly
'

to some of the drawings of his last decade. At the time of his

ileatli he had exhibited an aggregate of 252 drawings in the summer
exhibitions, and 134 frames of 'sketches and studies' in the winter

shows, which began in 1862-63 ; making a total of 386 exhibits, as

Associate or Member, since 1837. To this, if separate sketches,

several in a frame, be counted sing!)-, must be added about fortv,

which brings the total to considerably above four hundred. A gather-

ing of seventeen works by the deceased Member was also made in

the winter exhibition of 1890-91. Landscapes, inspired by the above

scenes, careful in topography, distinguished by tender harmonies

of cokur generally warm in tone, and conve)'ing the impression of a

broad glow of Italian sunshine, form the staple of Glennie's pleasing

art. His practice was almost exclusively confined to water-colours,

and his atmospheric effects appear to be due to the employment of

the transparent pigments that characterize the British school of

water-colour painting in its native purity. He used Newman's dr\-

colours, and his drawings were generally worked up as much as

possible on the spot. Although his subjects are of topographic

interest it is not known that any works of Glennie's have been

engraved, otherwise than in six very slight memoranda in the illus-

trated catalogues between 1883 and 1886.

W. Lake Price, who was elected an Associate with Glennie on

the 13th of February, 1S37, is, happily, still within the category of

living artists, though the short term of his connexion with the Societ\-

came to an end many years ago. Primarily a draftsman of architec-

tural subjects, he, like his fellow-student, Joseph Nash, established a

claim to be called a subject-painter as well, by virtue not only of the

figure incidents that enliven his views of buildings, but of composi-

tions in w-hich they take the chief place. His exhibits in our gallery

amount to no more than ffirty-two. They extend from the \-car
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1837 to 1852 ; but not quite consecutively ; for in 1840 and 1842 lie

sent nothing, and the omission, which was in contravention of

Law XXXIV., being repeated in 1846, his name was removed in the

following year, to be restored, however, on an expression of regret,

for the remaining five years of his appearance in Pall Mall East.

Previously to 1 840, most of his architectural studies are of interiors

of the old English mansions, Knole, Haddon, and Hardwick. To
these are added a few historic and dramatic scenes, as ' Charles the

Fifth at the Court of Francis the First,' ' Scene at Loch Leven,' with

Mary Queen of Scots signing her abdication, ' Othello relating his

Adventures,' and fancy subjects entitled ' The Farewell,' ' The Doomed,'

' Discovery,' ' The Confession,' ' The Baron's Return,' &c. During

most of the period of his Associateship, our artist had a studio address

at 46 Warren Street, Fitzroy Square, but in 1839 and 1840 he hailed

from Rome, and in the following two years from Venice, whence,

from 1841, nearly all his subjects were taken. To this extent only

do the facts of Lake Price's career form an integral part of the

Society's annals ; but an acquaintance with many of its earlier

Members strengthens his connexion with its history. In his drawings

may, moreover, be traced the influence of the old school of broad

composition and harmonious colour. Among the painters of yore

for \\hom he retains a special reverence is Richard Parkes Bonington,'

for whose figure work in water-colours he has an unbounded admira-

tion, as well as for his unsurpassed power as a draftsman on the

lithographic stone.

These dozen years of contributing to our gallery form only a small

portion of the artistic career of Lake Price. He was born in 18 10. His

father was Mr.W. F.Price, son of Dr. Price, chaplain to King George IV.

His mother, C. M. J. Price, was daughter of William Lake, son of

Sir James Lake, Baronet. His family being in easy circumstances,

and he himself not being compelled to work for a living, his pursuit

of art has always been in unrestrained accordance with his own

inclination. He has studied and painted what took his fancy, and

has not been under the necessit\-, like most of his artistic brethren,

' Bonington's short earthly career terminated in 1828, and, like Girtin's, at the early age

of twenty-seven. But he, also, lived long enough to earn undying fame. Though claimed

both by the English and French school, he was not a member of any society of artists.

In all its affinities, however, his art was of the kind that owed so much of its develop-

ment to the Society of Painters in Water-Colours, and hi.^ concurrent share therein should

be duly taken into account. In water-colours none ever handled pencil with more

brilliant touch, and his mastery in landscape composition was supreme.
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of eking out an income by giving lessons to amateurs. At first lie

was designed for an architect, a choice partly to be attributed to the

fact that an uncle, J. W. Iliort, was Chief Examiner of H.M. Board

of Works. He was, therefore, put through a professional course of

education, and learnt the practical part of the business with a large

firm that built Kemp Town, Brighton. Then he was articled to

Augustus Pugin, in whose pupil-room he was the contemporary of

Charles J. Mathews, Wclby Pugin, Benjamin I-'crrey, our own Joseph

Nash, and others now no more. Here, however, his strictly architec-

tural education came to an end ; for on proceeding to take some

lessons from Dc Wint in water-colour sketching, the charms of Nature

proved too strong to resist, and he abandoned architecture for water-

colour art. The knowledge he had acquired under Pugin, neverthe-

less, gave a direction to his subsequent practice. His art has been

pursued in various parts of Europe ; wherein he has travelled much

for many years, having been very frequently in Italy and Sicily,

Malta, Spain, Portugal, France, Holland, Belgium, Germany (Saxony,

Bavaria), Switzerland, and the Tyrol ; and being conversant with

the French, Italian, Spanish, and German languages. He married

Julia Ann Lake (daughter of E. W. Lake, Esq.), and survives her,

having had issue two sons and two daughters.

Lake Price has painted a little also in oils, and exhibited a few

pictures at the Royal Academy. He has practised etching too
; but

the works by which he is the most widely known are lithographs

b}- his own hand. The following list of publications comprises also

designs of his engraved or reproduced by other processes :

—

Interiors

and Exteriors of Venice, folio, M'Lean, 1843, lithographs.—In S. C.

W^Ws Baronial Halls &c. of England, vol. i. 1843, ' Hardwick,' in

lithotint.—In The Keepsake, 1845, 'Lord Byron's Room,' Venice (en-

graved by J. T. Willmore, A.R.A.) ; 1846, ' Cortile Salviati,' Venice

(Robert Walks), ' Sala de Gran Senata,' Venice (John Le Keux)
;

1847, ' The Baptistery, St. Mark's, Venice ' (E. Radclyffe), ' Exterior

Gallery, round the Ducal Palace, Venice ' (R. Walks), ' Titian's Studio,'

Venice (John Le Keux), all line engravings.— ' Tattromachia,' letter-

press by Richard Ford, folio, Hogarth 1852, lithographs, depicting

the Bull Fights of Spain.—Among thirty Illustrations of Cliilde

Harold, drawn on commission of the Art Union of London, 410,

1855, 'Bull Fight, Seville' (canto i, stanza jd) ;
'Bridge of Sighs,

Venice' (canto 4, stanza i). Lake Price is also an accomplished

II. S
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photographer, and the author of a ]\[anual of PliotograpJiic ]\[(xiiipitla'

tion, treating of the practice of the art in its various applications to

Nature,' Churchill & Sons, post 8vo, 1858. There is also a second

edition. In 1857 he executed at Windsor Castle large portraits of

their R.H.'s the Prince Consort and Princess Royal
';
and at Osborne,

of Princes Leopold and Arthur, and of the Grand Duke Constantine

of Russia surrounded by his staff on the deck of the frigate Si'etlaiid,

with the crew at quarters. Full-length portraits of their R.H.'s the

Prince of Wales and the Duke of Edinburgh, also taken by him at

Windsor Castle, engraved by R. J. Lane, A.R.A., were published by

Mitchell of Bond Street in 1858. Also in 1858, Interiors of Osborne,

Isle of Wight, published by Dickinsons of Bond Street. Various

Roman subjects by him were published by Messrs. Fores of Piccadilly.

Divers figure compositions, arranged after the manner of tableaux

7;nw«/i', and photographed, by him, were published by Graves & Co. of

Pall Mall. Twelve portraits of Royal Academicians (12 x 10 inches)

three-quarter length, were published by Lloyd Brothers of Grace-

church Street, 1859. These comprise Frith, Maclise, Phillip, Cope,

Ansdell, Elmore, Stanfield and Roberst ; and there was one of Catter-

mole. In 1859 he was commissioned by the Art Union of London to

take three photographic views of Rome on a large scale (18 x 14 in.),

as prizes to be distributed to the subscribers. They represent ' The

Forum,' ' The Temple of Saturn,' and ' St. Peter's.' He was also at

one time offered a handsome commission by Colnaghi for a photo-

graph, eighteen inches high, from Raphael's ' Transfiguration,' but was

unable to obtain the requisite consent of Cardinal Antonclli. Two
chromolithographs, ' The Spanish Contrabandista,' from life at

Granada, and ' Goat Herd of the Campagna,' from life at Rome, by

Lake Price, were published by Rowney & Co. of Oxford Street, in

1886.

Independently of his services to art, the gratitude of his country

is due to Mr. Lake Price as one of a small band of patriot spirits who

were in some sort pioneers of the Volunteer movement of 1859.

Moved by the celebrated threat of the French colonels to invade

England, he and a few others associated themselves together, at a

time when the scheme was regarded by the public as visionary, to

promote the formation of a citizen army. P'or that purpose, fixing

their head-quarters in an entresol over a bootmaker's at No. 455

Strand, they proceeded to establish correspondents all over England.
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As representatives of this union, Lake Price and J. E. Millais, R.A.

(now Sir John Millais, Bart.), waited by invitation on The Hon. Francis

Charteris (afterwards Lord Elcho and now the Earl of Wemyss) to

explain the views of their association ; and it need not be said to

what willing ears their appeal was addressed. More than that : Lake

Price designed the first grey uniform seen in England. It was made

by his tailor, drawn, in three views, on his person
; engraved and

published by Ackermann in Regent Street. Mr. Price, having lived

for a series of years at Ramsgate, is now resident at Blackheath ; and

contemplating the reproduction of some of his earlier works which

are out of print, by a process of photogravure.
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CHAPTER II

NEW ASSOCIATES; 1838-1847

Biographies— ?'K Callmv—G. A. Ftlpp-O. Oakley-S. ra/mcr—T. M. Richardson—
IV. C. Smith—A. D. Fripp— D. Morison—W. Evans (o{ \infXiA)—G. Harrison —
S. Rayner—Miss M. Harrison— G. F. Rosenberg.

The second or central sub-period into which the presidency of Copley

Fielding is herein divided introduces us to some of the veteran

Members who are still working in the Society's support. Out of

thirteen painters who became Associates during the ten years from

1838 to 1847, four remain' to this day contributors to the annual

exhibitions. The first of these is WILLIAM CALLOW, the only

Associate elected in 1838. He was so admitted on the 12th of

February, and he acquired full rank ten years after, namely, on the 12th

of June, 1848. His connexion with the Society has been longer than

that of any other living Member. In 1861 he was appointed one of

the Society's trustees, from which office he retired in 1878 ; and from

1865 to 1 870 he held the post of Secretary. He is a landscape, marine,

and architectural painter, chiefly the latter, and has been a most

industrious exhibitor. During the eleven years of his Associateship,

he sent annually his full complement of eight drawings, making a

total of eighty-eight. As Member, from 1849 to 1881, the year in

which the Society received the ' Royal ' title, he had a total of 547 in

the summer exhibitions, and 231 in the winter shows, making 778

exhibits, or (together with the previous 88) a grand total of 866. And

if distinct subjects within a frame of sketches be counted separately,

about a hundred more must be added, to give the number exhibited at

Pall Mall East up to that epoch only. William Callow's drawings

embrace a wide range of subjects, chiefly foreign. These are taken

from various parts of France, from Calais to the Pyrenees, and from

Havre to Marseilles and the Riviera. Holland and Belgium, the

' W. Callow, G. and A. Fripp, and Maria Harrison.
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Mciisc, tlic Rhine, and the Moselle, and various principal towns in

Central Germany (the range extending in 1852' northward to

Hanover, and eastward to Leipzig and Dresden), Switzerland, with

the Tyrol and divers northern towns of Italy including Venice, and

an extension on some occasions to Rome and Naples, are comprised

within the broad area of his sketching ground. Home views arc

also numerous, though less so. They are taken from many different

counties in all parts of England, with a few in South Wales as far

west as the Wye, and a small contingent is from Southern Scotland

(from 1 844), extending from Jedburgh and Edinburgh to Glasgow

and Inverness (in 1850). Such home views are more common in the

winter exhibitions, which began in I.862-3. They also include

marine subjects and atmospheric effects at rise and set of sun.

William Callow, the elder son of Robert Callow, Esq., was born

at Greenwich on the 28th of July, 1812. He was one of a family of

four; of whom his only brother, John Callow, was also, in his turn,

an Associate of our Society. Indications of William's love of art

were shown at the earliest possible period, in attempts to draw every-

thing he met with. To become a painter was, from the first, his one

ambition ; so he was allowed to begin his art education at the age of

eleven )-ears, b\' being placed with the Fielding family (in London) as

an articled pupil. He remained with them till he was sixteen, ai.d

then went to Paris to continue his studies. Some half-dozen years of

practice and observation in the French capital having brought his

power to maturit}', he, in 1S35, established himself there as a teacher

of his art. 1 he )oung man's talent for tuition was soon recognized,

and rewarded by patronage of the highest rank. His pupils included

many of the French nobility. The earliest were the Due de Nemours,

and the Princesse Clementine of Orleans. Later, he gave instruction

to the Prince de Joinville. At the same time he began to extend his

acquaintance with nature and collect subjects for his pencil by making

a series of sketching tours on foot. In 1835 he went down the Seine

to Havre ; in 1836 to the South of France and the P)-renees ; in 1838

to Switzerland; and to Italy in 1840. During Callow's residence in

Paris he had also some practice in aquatint engraving, with know-

ledge acquired probably from the Fieldings, and there exist some

early prints so executed by him, illustrating various methods of deep-

sea fishing.

Subjects exhibited in 1853 and 1854.
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By this time he had become an Associate of our Water-Colour

Society, having been unanimousl}' elected on the strength of his

specimen drawings of landscape and marine subjects sent from Paris
;

for he was otherwise unknown at that time as an artist in his native

country. The impression made of his skill on the first appearance of

his works in England may be inferred from the fact of his being

engaged to illustrate the volume for 1839 of Heath's Picturesque

Annual, the plates in which are a set of eight views with a title-

vignette, representing the palaces and gardens of Versailles and the

Trianons, all from the pencil of William Callow.'

He continued to reside in Paris and to teach the members of the

family of King Louis Philippe until 1841, when he returned to live

once more in England, pitching his tent at first in the old artist

quarter, at 41 Charlotte Street, Portland Place. Here again he

combined with the practice of his art employment as a private

teacher, in which he persevered for more than forty subsequent years.

On the 2nd of July, 1846, he married Miss Harriett Anne Smart,

niece of Sir George Smart, the eminent musical professor. In 1856

he added a country address, ' Great Missenden, Bucks,' to that in

London, which latter, after several changes, was finally dropped in

1876 ; but he went on taking pupils.

Though settled now in England, his travels abroad were more

frequent and extended than they had been when he lived in France.

One of these many continental trips was marked by the following

gratifj'ing series of incidents. In 1863, while at Coburg, he had the

honour of receiving a command from the Queen, who was staying at

Rosenau, to bring his sketches for inspection, and her Majesty was

graciously pleased to direct his attention to many places of interest

in the neighbourhood, and on his return to England to give him a

commission to make two drawings from the sketches she had seen.

The Crown Prince and Princess of Germany also invited him to

Berlin, where he remained some days sketching with the Princess at

Potsdam, who presented him with a valuable breakfast service in

Berlin china. He was also summoned to attend the Emperor

William the First, and further honoured with a commission frcm

that monarch for two drawings of Berlin and Potsdam. Before

' There is also a plate after W. Callow, engraved by J. C. Varrall, of ' The Boulevard du

Temple,' in The Keepsake for 1S49 ; and several of his drawings have been imitated in

chromolithography by Rowney & Co.
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returning to Engl.md 011 that occasion, he extended Ills tour to

Stettin on the Baltic.

Although Callow's works arc chiefly in water-colours, he has

between 1846 and 1S81 [)aintcd small pictures in oils, and exhibited

them at the Royal Academy, antl in provincial gatherings. He has

sent pictures, both in oils and water-colours, to the principal towns

in Engh nd, Scotland, and Ireland, and to Paris, ]5crlin, Adelaide,

Melbourne, Boston, and Philadelphia ; and has at various times

received the following medals from foreign bodies :

—

Gold : Paris,

1840; Silver: Cambrai, 1836, 1838 ; Boulogne, 1837; Rouen, 1840;

Brotizc: Rouen, 1839; Philadelphia, 1876; Adelaide, 1887. He is

a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society ; and was a member of

the ' Graphic,' until the very recent dissolution of that societ)'.

Callow continued to take pupils until 1883. In that year he had the

misfortune to lose his first wife, who died without issue. In 1884

he married a second, Louisa Mary, daughter of Mr. Jefferay, of

Buckinghamshire.

Callow's style of painting, formed during his long residence in

Paris, is naturally based on the F"rcnch school of that period ; for,

notwithstanding his bo}-ish training under the Fieldings, he was

virtually unacquainted with the works of the water-colour painters

in England previously to his coming to reside here in 1841. He
brought with him a ' dashing' method of execution, which, being of

foreign birth, possessed an air of originality. Though so many of his

drawings represent buildings, he does not belong to the severer class

of architectural draftsmen which included Pugin and Mackenzie

;

nor quite to that of Prout and Joseph Nash, who cultivated the

pictorial element more than they did as a main attraction. In

Callow's views that element is the leading motive. He rarely, if ever,

attempts the elaborate representation of a great cathedral, for

example, with all its minute details of ornament. Street scenes,

with old overhanging houses, and the traffic at their base, are his

commoner and more characteristic subjects, and picturesque buildings

usually form an important feature in those which partake more of the

nature of general landscape. He is very skilful in the effective

disposition of light and shade and masses, the colour being dealt

with in artistic fashion to afford harmonious contrasts, rather than

registered with local exactness.

After the election of Callow in 1838, no more Associates were
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admitted for three years, when, on the 8th of February, 1841, the

doors were again opened for the reception of one who has long held

a distinguished place among the Society's Members, and whose name

is representative of a type of landscape art most refined in character,

and withal essentially and purely British. GEORGE ARTHUR Fripp

came from Bristol, where he was born in 1813. His father was a

clergyman, the Rev. S. C. Fripp, and his paternal grandfather a

merchant of that town, from whom the family taste for art may have

in part descended ; for he took a delight in collecting Dutch pictures,

when he found opportunities of purchasing them at a moderate price.

The Fripps have an ancestry far back in the county of Dorset. The

student of heredity has, however, more tangible ground whereon to

theorize, in the fact that his grandfather on the mother's side was

Nicholas Pocock, the marine painter, whose name occurs on an early

page of this history, as one of the actual founders of the old Water-

Colour Society. The proclivity for art is extant in others of the

family, notably in George Fripp's brother Alfred, now also a leading

Member of the Society.

George Fripp received his art education in his native town, where

in his youth there dwelt a notable group of good landscape painters.

The Bristol school, indeed, has furnished from time to time so many

contingents to the main body of artists in London, that the traces of

local origin have been absorbed in the process, and somewhat unduly

lost sight of.' There he had some lessons in oils from James Baker

Pyne ; his master in water-colours being Samuel Jackson, father of

the Bristol school, and Associate of our own Society. Fripp's first

practice was as an oil painter, and he pursued it for four or five years

in his native town. But the first development of his power as an

artist in water-colours was in companionship with his distinguished

friend and fellow-townsman William J. Miiller, with whom he spent

seven months abroad in a sketching tour to Italy in 1S34. In 1838

he exhibited a picture of ' Tivoli ' at the Royal Academy. In 1841

he came to try his fortune in London, and sending up as a venture

some probationary drawings to the Society of Painters in Water-

Colours, was, to his own modest surprise, at once elected an Associate

on the 8th of February in that year.

His career was now established as a water-colour painter, though

he for some years painted a few pictures in oils also. Three of these

' See snpra, p. S7.
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were shown at the Royal Acadeni)-, namely :—in 1843, ' In the Via

Mala—Pass of the SpUigen, Switzerland ;
' 1844, ' Durham, from the

South ; ' and 1848, ' Mont Blanc, from near Cormayeur, Val d'Aosta.'

The last, a very large painting, was purchased and presented to the

Corporation of Liverpool by Mr. James Robinson, solicitor, of that

town. This work is said to have elicited a tribute of praise from the

lips of Turner, to the painter's intense gratification ; for there is no

more devoted admirer than he of the genius of that great master.

On the 9th of June, 1845, Fripp was elected a Member of the

Water-Colour Society. He had, during the five seasons of his

Associateship, exhibited thirty-seven drawings in the gallery ; begin-

ning in 1 84 1 with \iews from the neighbourhood of Bristol, with

three foreign subjects:—'Heidelberg,' 'SpUigen,' and ' Tivoli.' In

1842 he sent two castles in South Wales (' Tenby ' and ' Caerphilly '),

and three views of Durham, together with four Thames subjects, the

first of a long and characteristic series ; and in 1 844 the first of many

Yorkshire views, namely, 'Richmond Castle' and 'Bolton Abbey.'

All told their story of careful study in the face of nature. In 1846

he married Miss Mary Percival ;
and they made their first residence at

3 Lidlington Place, near the Hampstead Road, he having previously

shared with his brother Alfred (who had become an Associate in

1844) the successive addresses, '92 Albany Street' and ' 17 Golden

Square.' In 1848 he succeeded J.William Wright as the Society's

Secretary.

Not being limited now in the number of exhibits, he, for the first

dozen years of his IMembership, sent an average of about seventeen

works to the annual show, amounting to 158 more in Fielding's time.

That he was steadily winning his way to public favour and the

estimation of connoisseurs, we have evidence in a letter from David

Cox given in Mr. Solly's Life of that artist. ' G. Fripp,' he writes in

1850, 'has some very carefully finished landscapes, which are very

good and are much liked.' Reference to the catalogue informs us

that a large proportion of his drawings that )-car were studies on

the Dorset coast, about Swanage and Luhvorth. The next year,

1851, is a marked one in the list of his annual exhibits, as the first

in which he included in his repertoire scenes from the Scotch High-

lands.

He retained the post of Secretary until the 13th of February,

1854, when, finding the extra work too burdensome, he sent in his
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resignation owing to domestic arrangements,' and was succeeded by

the late Mr. Jenkins. The fact was, that at this period, and for many-

years, the claims of a large and increasing family demanded an en-

tire devotion to professional work. He now found it expedient to

employ some of his time in teaching. It is apparently in the last

year of his secretaryship that he writes thus to Mr. Jenkins, on a

Wednesday, from 66 Albany Street :
—

' The last few days a sudden

rush has been made at me by pupils, so as to make it worth my while

to work at them from morning till night ; but on looking over my
memorandums, I find that I have rather more leisure till Saturday,

when I run down to Southend.' Many of his exhibited drawings

from 1852 to 1859 are from this neighbourhood, at Leigh, Hadley

Castle, &c., in the south of Essex. Mr. and Mrs. Fripp now (1853-

54) moved to 56 Camden Square, which remained their residence for

ten years.

Our artist had continued to make journeys to Perthshire and

Argyllshire, and his broad yet highly wrought delineations of mountain

and moorland scenery in that part of North Britain had come to be

as much an annually expected feature of the exhibition as his quiet

studies on the Thames. The spccialitc he had so acquired was

honourably recognized in a command which he received from her

Majesty the Queen to visit Balmoral for the purpose of making

sketches of the royal residence and the neighbourhood thereof in

i860, a series of drawings from which were added to the royal

collection. Thus the range of his Scotch subjects was extended to

Aberdeenshire. Subsequently, he has penetrated further north and

west, and illustrated much of the grand scenery of Ross-shire and

the Isle of Skye. His sketching there and elsewhere has often been

accomplished during visits to admiring friends and patrons, at whose

liouses his genial society could not fail to render him ever a welcome

guest.

In 1864, when Jenkins resigned the secretaryship, the Society

thankfully accepted George Fripp's offer to undertake the duties of

that office until the annual election of officers in November ; and he

accordingly resumed it for that short interval, retaining it further until

Callow's election in 1865. Since then his services to the Society

have consisted chiefly in his valued contributions to the gallery. In

' Ottley, in the supplement to Bryan, alleges that it was ' on account of ill health ;
' but

this is a mistake.
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the same j-car he removed to 36 Carlton Hill, St. John's Wood, where

he erected a studio, and remained for another ten jears ; after which

he established his househcjld for a while (1875- 1876) by the sea at

Lancing in Sussex, retaining a small studio at Hampstead. Then he

dwelt for a series of years at 13 College Terrace, Belsize Park,

previously to removing to his present quarters in I'airfax Road. He

was elected in 1872 or 1873 a Member of the Belgian Society of

Painters in Water-Colours, but resigned his membership in 1888, by

reason of his inability to contribute regularly to the exhibitions. In

the latter year he had the misfortune to lose his wife. Nearly all his

remaining family had by that time been established in the world
;

several of his children hax'ing, moreover, shown a taste for art,

especially a son, Mr. Charles Fripp, whose spirited battle pieces are

the result of experience in the field in several African campaigns as

artist correspondent of the Graphic newspaper.

Up to the time, in 1882, when the Society received the title of

'Royal,' George Fripp had exhibited 455 drawings (and sketches) in

its gallery, 402 in the summer and 53 in the winter exhibitions.

He has been more constant to the former, having missed but two within

the period named, whereas in the latter he exhibited nothing for the

five successive seasons from 1869-70 to 1874-5. The cause may

probably exist in the habit of his mind, which does not content itself

with incomplete work or fragmentary delineations of nature, his own
' sketches and studies ' being rather pictures in various stages of

progress, than works of art fulfilling their whole purpose as suggestive

representations of nature.

The works of George Fripp may be generally classified under a

few distinct heads. It is hard to say which is the most characteristic

group. Setting apart foreign scenery, chiefly of Switzerland and the

North of Italy, for the most part the result of early tours abroad, the

rest are characteristically British. None more so than the long series

of river scenes, mostly on the silver Thames. With these may be

grouped a large number of rustic and agricultural subjects, such as

farm buildings, windmills, and harvest scenes. Of ruined castles and

abbeys in South Wales, Yorkshire, South Kent, and Sussex, there

are an appreciable number. Mountain scenery, chicfl}- in Scotland,

but also in North Wales and Yorkshire, forms a principal class ; and

finally, some careful portraits of cliffs and rocky coasts are entitled

to a category by themselves. These last include the Dorset views
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above mentioned, studies on the Cornish coast about Tintagcl,

exhibited in and after 1867, and a series of views in Sark, the result

of two sketching sojourns in 1871 and 1872. The artist's water-

colour drawings, particularly of his middle and later time, are

characterized by refined delicacy and tenderness of aerial effect, by

truth of colour, and by the learned breadth and scrupulous balance

of their composition. There is a restful purity in his river scenes.

His delineation of mountains conveys a feeling of solidity and surface

which seems to add to their vastness, and his rock studies are true to

the geological formation. Like his fellow-student Miiller, he is some-

what short-sighted. He paints transparently and with few colours,

soaking them well into the paper. His early drawings, which partake

of the characteristics of the Bristol school, are distinguishable from

more recent works by a greater darkness in the shadows. The later

are softer in their gradations, and in them the warm colour is

more generally diffused. A plate of ' Kilchurn Castle ' engraved by

Wallis in S. C. Hall's series TJte Queen's Gallery in the Art Journal

for February 1868, is the only engraving after a work of George

Fripp's that has come to the writer's knowledge.'

One new Associate only, OCTAVIUS Oakley, was admitted at

the annual election on the 4th of February, 1842. He became a

Member two years after, and remained one until his death in 1867.

Oakley's clean, smooth, and highly finished drawings of rustic figures

were familiar for many years to frequenters of the Gallery, more

especially those of the class which had earned for him the sobriquet

of ' Gipsy Oakley.'

As his baptismal name indicates, he was one of a large family.

His father was a wool merchant of London, much respected and, in

1800 when his eighth child was born, wealthy also. The boy

received a good general education at the school of the Rev. Dr.

Nicholas, at Ealing, and as he was intended for the medical profes-

sion, it was proposed to apprentice him to Aston Key, the surgeon.

But this design was frustrated by his father's misfortunes. On the

opening of the foreign ports, after the peace of 181 5, the value of

' This print, from a drawing at Osborne, is made the text of a dissertation by Mr. P. G.

Hamerton in his Life of Turner (pp. 76-7) on the justifiable limits of artistic exaggeration

in dealing with a topographic subject. He cites it as an example of legitimate treatment

adopted to accentuate the local character ; and contrasts it with Turner's distortions of fact,

which transfer the same scene to the regions of fancy.
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wool suddcnl) fell, and Mr. Oakley having a \cn' large qiiantil)- in

stock, was in consequence a serious loser. The event had an influence

on the son's career. His medical studies being commenced under

less favourable conditions than those above mentioned, a distaste for

the profession, which he had evinced from the first, was so obviously

strengthcncd, that the father was induced to alter his plans for the

son's future, and young Oakley was sent to a cloth manufacturer's

near Leeds, to gain a practical knowledge of that branch of industry,

with a view of his engaging in the wool trade. In both these schemes,

however, the boy's natural bent was studiously ignored. It was the

old story, so often repeated in these pages. He had shown the

artistic faculty from an early age, being never so happy as when

employed with his pencil. But the practical father considered this a

waste of time, and to escape punishment the j-oung artist would take

refuge in the privac)- of his bedroom, and save up candle ends, that

he might draw when others were, and he ought to have been, in bed

and asleep. On one occasion an elder sister ventured upon an

expostulation, which was afterwards regarded by the family as

prophetic. ' Who knows,' said she, ' but some da\' he may be

glad to earn his bread by his pencil }
' And so it turned out. But

for the present her brother Octavius was packed off to the north

country.

Being of somewhat elegant appearance, and comparatively slight

in physique, the ' fine London chap ' met at first with small considera-

tion from the brawny Yorkshire lads among whom he was thrown,

and he had to show his pluck in a pugilistic encounter with the village

bully before he was able to gain their respect. In the want of

sympathetic companionship, however, his love of art was a double

solace to him, and in time it proved a means of securing the friendship

and the interest also of those about him
;

for he used to make

pencil likenesses of his acquaintance, and eventuall)-, acting on the

advice of a young lawyer in whom he found the most congenial

spirit among them, he began to turn his talent to account, by receiving

payment for his portraits. As sitters became more numerous, practice

developed his talent, and in fulfilment of the prophcc}- he at length

bade adieu to the wool business, and set up as a professional artist.

How he acquired his skill in water-colours, tradition does not .sa\-

;

but he painted portraits in that medium, which were greatly reputed

for their individuality. His carl\- patrons doubtless afforded ample
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material for the delineation of character, much of his first profes-

sional limning being emploj-ed on the shrewd features of Yorkshire

farmers. He used to relate in after times how one of his sitters, on

being shown his half-length likeness, expressed his dissatisfaction at

tiie curtailment of his manly figure by exclaiming ' Eh ! mon, but I

want t' whole carcase.'

It was, however, by a more aristocratic class of sitters that Oakley

was destined to be chiefly employed as a portrait painter. The talent

and taste displayed in his early productions gained him the support

of several noblemen and persons of influence ; and when he took up

his residence at Derby, about the year 1825, he was invited to stay

at Chatsworth, where he painted the Duke of Devonshire and many

of his distinguished guests. This led to his spending much of his

time at the different country seats in Derbyshire. The Earl of

Shrewsbury, one of his patrons, thought so highly of his talent that

he offered to give him introductions at some of the foreign courts if

he cared to go abroad. But Oakley preferred to live quietly at home

with his young wife (he had by that time become a married man),

aiul pursue his placid art among rural surroundings ; for, successful

as he was, portrait painting in high life was not the branch of art

most congenial to his taste. He had a love of nature which inclined

him to prefer pure landscape and rustic figures of children of the

soil. Moreover, he had already conceived his fancy for gipsies, and

was making a spccialitc of the study of their picturesque life. He
was now well known amongst them, and the_\- would often pitch their

tents purposely near to his house.

During his residence at Derby he began to exhibit at the Ro}'al

Academy, and had seventeen portraits there between 1826 and 1832.

Among these are (in 1829) Lord Melbourne and the Hon. Mr. and

Mrs. Lamb, and (in 1831) the Duke of Rutland. He also painted

Prince George and Princess Augusta of Cambridge, and divers

persons eminent in the literary and scientific world ; among the

latter Audubon the naturalist and Spurzheim the phrenologist.

The premature death of his wife led to the breaking up of his

home at Derby. Being then unsettled, he came to London, and

sought for a time the companionship there of his brother artists.

In 1836 he settled in a pleasant villa at Leamington, in the Hollj'

Walk, and there took up again the position of a fashionable portrait

painter. He also continued to study his gipsy figures from life, his
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waiHlerinnr acquainlnncc following him iiilo Warwickshire. Thc_\-

were not immaculate neighbours, but he rarelj' suffered from their

predatory habits. In or about 1841 he was induced by several of his

artist friends, among whom Cattermolc, Stone and Charles Landsecr

arc named as inlluential with him, to remove to London, where, as we

have seen, he was elected Associate by the VV'ater-Coiour Society n

the following February. He was made a full Member on the loth of

June, 1844. While sending rustic studies to Fall Mall East, he at

the same time resumed the exhibition of portraits at the Royal

Academ}'. He had thirteen there between 1842 and i860.' Among
them (in 1844) was a likeness of Lord Auckland ; and the last (in

i860), of 'Mrs. Octavius Oakley,' indicates that the painter had

married a second time.

From 1842 to 1848 he lived at 3 Bentinck Street, Manchester

Square; from 1849 to 1861 at 30 Somerset Street, Portman Square;

and from 1862 to the time of his death, at 7 Chepstow Villas, Bays-

water. That event occurred at the last-named residence, on the ist of

March, 1867, when he was in his sixty-seventh jear. The second

Mrs. Oakley survived her husband. One of his daughters married

Mr. Naftel, a Member of the Society. To another, Mrs. Mark

A. Bourdin, the writer is indebted for many of the facts above

narrated.

Oakley's exhibits at the Water-Colour Society number in the

whole 210, from 1842 to 1867, those of the last year being post-

humous. No exhibition, either in summer or winter, during that

period was without from two to sixteen of his works. The rustic

figures were not confined to gipsies, but these had frequent com-

panions in gleaners and fisher-boys ; and on his coming to reside in

London, the Italian organ and image boys supplied him with models

as well suited to his pencil as had been the Bohemians of the rural

districts. He also painted landscape subjects and fragments, of

picturesque character and detail. Many both of these and of the

figure subjects were studied in the Channel Islands, Guernsey and

Sark. None of his works went to Paris in 1855; but ten were

among the Manchester Treasures in 1S57, and three in the London

International Exhibition of 1862. His remaining works were sold

at Christie's on the nth and 12th of March, 1869, in two hundred

lots, with forty-two by other artists.

' lie li.id nlso, accordini; to Gr.-.ves, one drawinj; ,it SufToIk Street.
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Three Associates were elected on the 13th of February, 1843.

Samuel Palmer held for many years an exceptional position in

the Society. At a period when landscape art, though practised

usually with an eye to picturesque beauty, had again become

essentially realistic, he alone sought after and cultivated the ideal
;

and latterly it seemed to be his sole province to keep alive the embers

of poetic fire, when in danger of extinction. Thus his history

connects itself more closely with that of the artists of an earlier

generation with whose names and careers the reader is already

familiar, than with the present or future part of this narrative.

Samuel Palmer's place of entry upon the stage of life was

scarcely what one would choose for a poet's birth. Surrey Square,

St. Mary's, Newington, where he first saw the light, on the 27th of

January, 1805, is near the Bricklayers' Arms tavern in the Old Kent

Road, and close to the site of the present goods station of the South-

Eastern Railway. His parents are described as ' old-fashioned and

simple-minded people,' but happily they had none of the prejudices

against an artist's career which have hindered the early professional

training of so many of our painters. He was, indeed, in a great

degree, self-taught ; but in his case circumstances conspired to foster

the esthetic germ that was born within him, and favour the current

of a vein of poetry which tinctured all his art. Of his remoter

ancestors we Icarn that a great-great-grandfather and namesake was

'collated to the living of Wiley in Wiltshire in 1728 ; that the ne.xt

in descent was also a clergj'man ; and that a grandfather was author

of several works, one of which contains a portrait of our artist's

mother as " Lavinia " by Stothard, and another, the Guide to Domestic

Happiness, has its niche among the British Glassies! In Palmer's

own belief, his early ' spoiling of much paper with pencils, crayons,

and water-colours,' in attempts to depict ecclesiastical structures, arose

from ' a passionate love for the traditions and monuments of the

Church,' inherited from his clerical forbears. But they were natu-

rally laid to the account of a love of art, and when the boy entered

his teens it was thought right that he should attempt painting as a

profession. Shortly before that time he had lost an affectionate

mother, to whom the influences of a home training had doubtless

been largely due. ' If my life-dream must be told,' he wrote in his

declining years, ' it begins with good parents, who, thinking me too

fragile for school, gave me at home the groundwork of education.
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sound Latin, so far as it went, with the rudiments of Greek
; and my

father, having notions of his own, thought that a little English might

not be superfluous.' ' By little and little, he made him learn much

of the Bible by heart; and took pleasant ways of storing his mind.

' He carried in his waistcoat pocket,' adds the son, ' little manuscript

books with vellum covers, transcribing in them the essence of what-

ever he had lately read, so that in our many walks together, there

was always some topic of interest when the route was weary or un-

attractive.' Other, and earlier, impressions were derived from the

domestic attendant of his infancy, than whom there never was more
' mete nurse for a poetic child ;

' a woman of singular intelligence,

who ' with little education else, was deeply read in her Bible and

Paradise Lost! He told the following anecdote to illustrate her

influence on his mind :
' When less than four years old, as I was

standing with her, watching the shadows on the wall from branches

of elm behind which the moon had risen, she transferred and fixed

the fleeting image in my memory by repeating the couplet :

—

Vain man, the vision of a moment made.

Dream of a dream, and shadow of a shade.

I never forgot those shadows, and am often trj-ing to paint them.'

Tonson's Mt/toti, her gift, ' a venerable brass-clamped copy of the

minor poems,' ^ lived in his pocket for twenty years, and was his

treasured companion till death.

It was, however, with scarcely an)- other art-teaching than his own

that he ventured on his professional career by sending two pictures,

necessarily in oil, to the British Institution, when just completing his

fourteenth year. Both were ' compositions '
: one a ' Bridge-scene,' the

other, ' Landscape.' One (we are not told which) he was so fortunate

as to sell ; and the news of the e\-ent was brought him on his birthday

in 1 8 19, together with 'an invitation to visit the purchaser ' (whose

name has not transpired), and receive from him ' further encourage-

ment.' He had three pictures at the Academy in the same year, viz.

' Cottage Scene, Banks of the Thames, Battersea,' ' Landscape with

Ruins,' and ' A Study ;
' and then for a series of seasons was

represented at one or the other gallery by one or more works from

' This and the accompanying extracts are from an autobiographical letter written by him

to Mr. F. G. Stephens on i November, 1871, and published in the Port/olio, vol. iii.

pp. 163, 164.

-' Times, 20 December, 1888.

II. T
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year to year. He tells us, however, that he considered his time to

have been ' misused ' until he obtained an introduction to Linnell,

who took an interest in his improvement, and gave him as a friend

some technical instruction in oils. Linnell recommended him to study

the figure ; and he accordingly sat among the students at the British

Museum who draw there from the antique. But he made small

progress in anatomy. ' Sedulous efforts,' he sa)'s, ' to render the

marbles exactly, even to their granulation, led me too much aside

from the study of organisation and structure.' He consoled himself

afterwards with a dictum of Mulready's, that, ' no one had done much

who had not begun with niggling.'

At least as deep a debt of gratitude to Linnell was that which

Palmer acknowledged for an introduction to William Blake. For

that ' great man ' he conceived the most profound reverence, the

'memory of hours in familiar converse with whom' he cherished to

his dying day. ' The acquaintance commenced,' says Gilchrist, ' when

Blake was about midway in the task of engraving his Job.' ' Palmer

may then have been eighteen or nineteen, and Blake about sixty-six

or sixty-seven. This is Palmer's account of his first reception. ' He
fixed his grey eyes upon me and said, " Do you work with fear and

trembling ? " " Yes, indeed," was the reply. " Then," said he, " you'll

do !
" ' It was between 1825 and 1827, the year in which Blake died,

that the two would walk up together to North End, Hampstead, to

visit Linnell when he lived at Collins's Farm. Blake was then in

Fountain Court, Strand, and called for Palmer on the way, the latter,

according to the Academy Catalogues, hailing from 10 Broad Street,

Bloomsbury.

It must have been at about the time of Blake's death, and when

under the full inspiration of the poet-painter's mind, that Samuel

Palmer, just come to man's estate, went for his health, which was

fragile, to live at the village of Shoreham, on the Darent, in Kent,

about five miles north of Sevenoaks. There he remained for seven

years. The character of his art was in a great degree formed by the

influence of the rural surroundings amid which he then pursued his

studies. Though Shoreham is now accessible as a station on a branch

of the London, Chatham and Dover Railway, it is still a country

place ; but in Palmer's time it had yet more left of its primitive

character. ' It was,' he wrote to Mr. Jenkins in 1879, '"^ the playful

' Life of Blake, i. 297.
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style which was his wont, ' a genuine village with the appurtenances

thereto belonging. The shoemaker, in advance of his age (such

virtue is in the smell of leather) ; the wise woman still resorted to
;

the " Extollagcr who went by the stars of the heaven," a strange

gentleman whose sketching-stool, unseen before in those parts, was

mistaken for a celestial instrument ;— the rumbling water-mill, and

haunted mansion house, where one of the rooms declined to be

boarded ; the hospitable vicarage, with its delightful sentiment and

learned traditions ; the " crazy old church clock ;
" and the " bewildered

chimes " of Wordsworth.' Readers of the life of Francis Finch ' will

have recognized in the above description a local name therein

mentioned as having been applied to a set of enthusiasts, of whom
that poetic artist was one. Palmer, too, joined in their night

wanderings, and in their reading of Chaucer, Jonson, Shaksperc,

Spenser, and Milton. Among his intimates at this time were one John

Giles (a cousin), George Richmond (the veteran R. A.), Edward Cahert,

and Henry Walter, some of them brethren in this union of choice

spirits. Palmer in these days was also led by the harmony of sweet

sounds. He sang and played on the violin. But he gave up music

and musical society in later years, and devoted himself solely to the

sister art. Though he worked also in oils, many of his compositions,

at this period, were in sepia and ivory black ; nearly all being pastoral

or scriptural subjects and archaic in character. They 'express,'

writes Mr. F. G. Stephens,- ' that exquisite idyllic feeling which is

manifest in later productions, with, as might be expected when the

youth of the draftsman is considered, less of the solemnity, if not less of

the grave suavity, of the work of a riper time of his life. They give

us glimpses of Arcadia, as it appeared to the fancy of the inventor.'

In 1835 he came to London again and settled at 4 Grove Street

Lisson Grove, and in 1836 visited North Wales, where he made some

elaborate studies of waterfalls and sketches of other subjects.^ In

1837 he married his friend Linnell's eldest daughter. Palmer, in one of

his letters to Jenkins (dated 30 April, 1879), informs him, with many

appended notes of admiration, that when Mrs. Palmer was 'a little

girl about nine years old,' she was considered by John Varley, who

was then possessed with his craze of ' Zodiacal Physiognomy,' to be

' Vide supra, vol. i. jip. 519, 5:0. " Portfolio, iii. 164.

' Some of these were shown many years after in the Winter Exhiliitions of 1864-5, 1866-7,

and 1 87 1 -2.
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' so perfect an example of Scorpio ! ! ! ! ! that he got ' lier fatlier ' to

make a sketch of her, an etching from whicli' he believed to be

contained in the painter-astrologer's extraordinary book bearing that

title. The forecast was not one of the prophet's happiest hits.

Being found, in her womanhood, in no way to justify such a classifica-

tion, Miss Linnell was chosen as our painter's congenial companion

for Hfe. She was also a keen and accomplished student of art. As

he and his friend Richmond had married at about the same time, they

determined to form 7ine partie carn'c, and trav-el together through

France and Italy for their joint wedding-trip. The Palmers remained

in Italy for two years, during which the husband made many sketches

from nature in water-colours, and imbibed the classic spirit of the

country, while the wife copied from Raphael and Michael Angelo.

The return to London and its fogs, after their residence in the sunny

south, is believed to have laid the seeds of an asthma from which he

suffered much in later years.

His painting had now settled more into a conventional style, but

was not less careful than before. He practised more in water-colours,

and after his election as an Associate of the Society in 1843, ceased

to exhibit oil pictures at the Ro)'al Academy. During the twelve

years of his Associateship, the termination of which coincided with

that of Fielding's presidency, he had sixty-seven drawings at Pall

Mall East. The earliest are directly due to his sketching from nature,

being named views for the most part in Italy. But these soon give

place to motives of the more general kind, mostly derived from the

study and aspects of bucolic life in England. Some give evidence of

sketching westward, as ' King Arthur's Castle, Tintagel ' (1849), and

' Scenery of West Somerset ' (1852). But most were doubtless based

on the aspects of the home counties, and man}' still inspired by his

loved village in Kent. His biographer ' tells us that he sketched at

Guildford in 1844, and at Margate in 1849. According to the same

authority the centre of this period is marked by a transition in the

character of his painting, the colour at this time being comparatively

faint as a rule, but delicate and pleasing, and the drawing careful, and

the artist's style assuming its later individuality about the year 1850.

A few selected titles and subjects between 1843 and 1854 will

sufficiently indicate the range and tendencies of his art at that time.

' SeeSumNn/ Palme)-: A Memoir by A. H. Palmer. Published by the Fine Art Society,

1882.
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In 184^ \vc ha\c, \ariuusl\-, 'The Colosseum and Alban Mount,'

' Harlech Castle, Twilight,' ' Rustic Scene near Thatcham,' ' Evening,

the Ruins of a Walled City;' in 1844, 'Jacob wrestling with the

Angel,' ' The Guardian of the Shores,' ' Twilight after Rain,' ' Mountain

Pastures,' 'The Silver City—Morning on the Jura Mountains;' in

1845, ' I'^vening in Italy—The Deserted \'illa,' ' Saturday Evening—

•

The Labourer's Reward.' Many of the above have illustrative verses.

Erom 1846 rural scenes greatly preponderate, such names as 'The

Listening Gleaner,' 'The Skirts of the Village,' 'Sylvan Quiet,' 'The

Breezy Heath,' ' Haste and Patience,' and ' I-"ast Travelling,' having

more than ordinary significance. Among these, interspersed, arc a

few illustrations of more ambitious themes from Tclcviaque, The

Pilgrim's Progn'ss, The Fai'ry Queen, and Robinson Crusoe. In the

latter subjects he was able to turn to good account his foreign reminis-

cences, and in 1846 he therefrom contributed four drawings on the

wood to the illustration of an edition of Dickens's Pictures from Italy.

Within this period changes were taking place in his domestic

condition. In 1848 Mr. and Mrs. Palmer, with one son si.\ years old

—

now their sole child, for they had lost an only daughter in the previous

year—removed to Kensington, where they resided for the first two

years or so at \\ Victoria Road, and then, for about a dozen, at

6 Douro Place, Marlborough Place, close b\-. Another son was born

in 1853. At this time, besides practising his art. Palmer did a little

teaching, both in schools and in private lessons ; and, as a substitute

for some of the rural objects of study which had played so strong a

part in his own art-training, he used to cherish in his garden a natural

growth of weeds to inspire his pupils with a love of the picturesque.

While at Kensington he ' became acquainted with eminent and

excellent neighbours.' Among these may be reckoned two, to whom

he was indebted for aid and experienced advice in early efforts to

master the art of etching, if not for his first introduction to its charms.

These were the late T. O. Karlow, R.A., the well-known engraver, and

C. W. Cope, R.A., an artist whose skill on canvas was more than

equalled in his work on copper. Ten out of Palmer's thirteen plates

are said to have been executed while he lived at Kensington. The

width of appreciation of what may be called with peculiar truth his

' painter-etchings ' belongs to a later age, but the year 1853 is a note-

worth)' date in his career, as that of his election as a Member of the

Etching Club.
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In the next year, 1854, on the 12th of June, he was elected a full

Member of the Water-Colour Society. Inspection of the Catalogue

does not show in his case, as in that of many new Members, a sudden

influx of drawings awaiting the privilege of unlimited admission to

the gallery. For his produce was regulated rather by the inspiration

his mind received than by the desire to meet or to create a popular

demand. His annual contribution of from two to eight works main-

tained its average of more than five for some years, but never rose,

and latterly was much reduced. The quality of his drawings made

up, indeed, for their paucity of number. In the first two years he

sent three notable illustrations of Coiinis. In 1856 he did a little

more drawing on wood, furnishing nine illustrations of ' The Distant

Hills ' to W. Adams's Sacred Allegories, and three cuts for a book of

poetry for children. In 1857 he sketched in Cornwall, and in 1858

and i860 in Devon. Some of the studies which he sent to the winter

exhibitions between 1864 and 1867 were from Clovelly and Tintagel,

and many of the sunset effects which he reproduced were witnessed

by him from the Atlantic cliffs of that romantic coast. His biographer

relates that, when on his sketching tours, he travelled much on foot,

with simple impedimenta, associating freely with the peasant folk, and

sometimes walking, as in his student days, throughout the night.

In 1861 poor Palmer had to endure a painful bereavement in the

loss of his elder son, who was then about nineteen and a young man

of high promise, to whom he was devotedly attached. They had

been companions on the Cornish tour. He died and was buried at

Abinger, whither he had been taken for change of air. This event,

together with a consciousness of his own impaired health, seems to

have determined Palmer to return no more to London. After a year

in Reigate, he settled for the rest of his life at Furze Hill House,

Mead Vale, Redhill ; in the district which, it may be recollected,

was chosen also b}^ his father-in-law, Linnell, for a rural retreat in

declining years. There he led a retired life, indulging his literary

tastes, and applying his poetic fancy to natural scenes, of which he

had sufficient memoranda. Before leaving London he had already

begun to be careful of his health, as appears from his friendly and

unreserved correspondence with Jenkins, to whom, when he also had

been, as he often was, a great invalid, Palmer wrote in the following

characteristic style, by way of condolence, on the 21st of January

i860:—'Affliction while it lasts will ever /v affliction, and there are
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mail}' trials which at the time scarcely admit comfort of any kind, but

it is not the smallest of the "great uses of adversity" that it enables

us to sympathize with each other ; for those who have not suffered,

though clicy ma}' be good-natured, are yet hard, and sitting here in

the midst of a universe of mystery, I am conscious of really knowing

of being equally certain of two things ; one that the world is round,

the other that our moral being can never be perfected but through

suffering. As, however, self-preservation is said to be the first law of

nature, might we not do well to get out of the exhausted air of London

altogether? Our friend Hunt would not at his age be the man he is

if he had stuck to Stanhope Street ; and perhaps you and I should

hardly know each other after a couple of years' residence at Reigate

or Brighton. I will not say with the poet, whose name is synonymous

with elegance, " Oh, for a lodge in some vast wilderness !
" but perhaps

you will join me in saying, " Oh, for a lodge in a nice little garden

with a nice large Studio 1 " Surely the sight and smell of sunshine

and new-mown hay are more congenial with our pursuits than those

of smoke and sewers.' At Redhill he had his wish, and the little

garden was considered all the nicer for a corner carefully preserved

in native wildness. After Palmer's retirement into the country, how-

ever, his failing health became more an object of solicitude to him,

and some of his later letters are those of a confirmed valetudinarian.

But there was no falling off in the quality of his art. Although his

exhibits at the Society during the last sixteen years of his life were but

one or two at most in each summer season, his most important works

were among them, evolved and elaborated in the studio at Furze Hill.

Some of his fresh undertakings were a return to an early lo\e.

Acting on a suggestion, and in performance of a commission from

the late Mr. L. R. Valpy, he turned once more to the old Milton

volume, which had not directly furnished him with themes since 1856,

and began in 1 864 a series of drawings in illustration oi 11 Pcnseroso and

LAllegro. Five or six of these appeared in the gallery in the years

1869 to 1 88 1, and were among the works which e.xcited most admira-

tion for their imaginative feeling and brilliancy of colour. The

possessor wrote, in a letter to the Atlienceum, dated 2 October, 1S77,

that in drawing them ' It was with a view to obtain a representation

or rendering of Milton's ripe and expansive thought and s\-mpathies

rather than to secure special designs or illustrations.' While these

drawings were in progress, and while he was under the same kind of
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inspiration, Palmer in 1872 resumed, with even greater ardour than

before, his work upon copper. So great became his enthusiasm for the

art of etching that he was ' always willing,' it was said,' ' to exchange

the brush for the needle.' ' So curiously attractive,' he once wrote,

' is the teasing, temper-trying, yet fascinating copper. Colours and

brushes pitched out of window
;
plates, Liber Studiorum size, got out

of the dear little etching cupboard where they have long reposed,

great needles sharpened three-cornerwise, like bayonets ;— oh, the

joy !
' In the composition of these later etchings, he would revert in

fancy to the old days of his youthful residence at Shoreham.

Referring to those times he wrote to Mr. Jenkins on 28 July, 1879

(in a letter already quoted) :
' When I was first introduced to dear

Mr. Blake, he expressed a hope that I worked " with fear and

trembling." Could he see me over an etching, he would behold a

fruition of his desire copious as the apple-blossoms of that village,

where I lost, as some would say, seven years in musing over many
strings ; and of which this " Bellman " is in some way a " cropping-up "

(geologically speaking), though I had no room for the clear trout

river which ran through it, not unfamed in song.' The etching

particularly referred to is an illustration of the lines in // Pcnseroso

:

And the bellman's drowsy chami
To bless the doors from nightly harm,

which is the subject of one of the Valpy series of drawings. Another

was suggested by the same poem, and called ' The Lonely Tower.'

It was published by the Etching Club, and the plate destroyed. The

last of his etchings was called ' Early Morning—Opening the Fold,'

published by the Fine Art Society shortly before his death. In his

etching operations he was now assisted by his remaining son, Mr.

A. H. Palmer (afterwards his biographer), who, having obtained some

instruction from Goulding, the eminent printer, made use of a private

press to turn out excellent proofs of his father's w^ork.- In these last

years, too, the artist resumed a literary work, which had been inter-

rupted at Kensington by professional avocations, that of translating

the Eclogues of Virgil into English verse. This was to be illustrated

with etchings, for which the drawings were nearly complete, when

the design of publication was frustrated by the author's death. Thus

' Times, 1 3 January, i SS3.

' A set of Palmer's etchings, with some in special states, was presented by Mr, Jenkins to

the Society. Many of the impressions were .selected by the artist himself for the purpose.
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his days drew quietly towards their close. He rarely left his retreat

at Rcdhill, save to make an annua! visit to his friend J. C. Hook, R. A.

(a brother Member of the lUchin;^ Club), at W'itle)-, in Surrey, and

Churt, near Farnham. And so age crept on, and Samuel Palmer,

happy to the last, and much beloved, died on the 24th of May, 1881,

and was laid to rest at Reigate.

During the fort\- years of his connexion with the Society, Palmer

did not exhibit more than 176 drawings and sketches in its gallery,

142 being in the summer and only 34 in the winter collections, in ten

out of 20 of the latter of which he was altogether unrepresented.

In his later works the composition became more careful, and the

colour more intense and glowing. Like Turner, he ' painted his

impressions ' and sought more to suggest the light of heaven than the

varied hues of earthly objects. An effect of great brilliancy is pro-

duced in these drawings by subtle manipulation without the use of

opaque pigment.' When his position was assured by Membership,

their titles had come to indicate more distinctly than before the

subjective character of his treatment of landscape, the special senti-

ment or poetic aspect of the scene being more to him than the local

association. They do not serve as a guide-book description of the

view, by giving compass-bearings, and telling off the hill-tops in sight,

as was the practice of Fielding and others. These are but ' Distant

Mountains ' to his eye. The Italian scenes are ' Memories ' and ' Day-

dreams,' and Rome becomes ' The Golden City.' Once, indeed, he

condescends to paint what would formerly have been called a

' gentleman's seat,' but with him it is ' An ancient manor house

beneath the western slopes of lovely Albion.' In the first two years

of his Membership, 185S and 1856, he had exhibited three illustra-

tions of Coiniis, which afterwards came to be placed in the Milton

series collected by Mr. Valpy. Of his subsequently exhibited

drawings the following are the best known and most generaflN'

esteemed :— In 1859, ' The Comet of 1858, as seen from the skirts of

Dartmoor.' In i860, 'The Ballad,' representing a girl reciting to a

' The editor of the second edition of the Century of Painters (p. 411) informs us, how-

ever, that Palmer prepared the cardboard on which he painted by ' a slight wash of Chinese

white, with perhaps a little cadmium to obtain a warm ivory tint.' But it is added that 'he

took infinite pains in the preparation of his pigments, and w'ould use several palettes in order

that he might not be tempted to mix those colours together which did not properly assort, or

whose juxtaposition might lead to serious consequences. It is therefore probable that his

pictures . . . will stand well.'
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companion, with an autumn landscape and the sun setting behind

hills; 'The Abbey,' with another sunset sky; and 'Mountain

Pastures,' with moonrise over the sea.— In 1869, ' Pompeian

Memories,' in which, as Mr. Stephens writes, he gave ' the ruins once

again to the livid splendours of the sun, with harsh-looking wastes

about them, and the surrounding plain in ridges that culminate in the

peaks of the mountains which are swept by thunder-clouds as these

take their course to the fiery horizon.''— In 1S71, 'The Fall of

Empire.'— In 1S73, 'A Golden City,' the glorified Rome above

referred to.— In 1877, ' Tityrus restored to his Patrimon\',' under

another gorgeous setting of the sun.

To these have to be added the following that belong to the

' Milton series : '— In 1868, ' From // Penseroso,' otherwise called ' The

Lonely Tower," and 'A Towered City; from L'Allegro.'— In 1869,

' Morning.'—In 1870, 'The Curfew.'— In 1877, 'The Waters Mur-

muring.'— In 1 88 1, 'The Prospect,' and 'The Eastern Gate.' The

Milton drawings, collected by Mr. Valpy, ten in number, included

these seven and another called 'The Bellman,' all from L'Allegro or

II Pcnscroso ; and the two Counts subjects exhibited in 1856 were

etched by the artist's son, Mr. A. H. Palmer, for a new edition of the

poet's works. The originals formed an important part of a repre-

sentative collection of drawings, paintings, and etchings by the artist

exhibited at the Fine Arts Society in 1881, shortly after his death
;

which were the subject of an amply descriptive notice with critical

remarks from the pen of Mr. F. G. Stephens prefixed to the Cata-

logue. Subsequently, after the owner's death, the series of ten were

sold, in May, 1888, at Christie's, and realized prices varying from

94/. \Os. each (for the Coiniis drawings), to 173/. 5^. each for two of

the later series, viz. :
' Towered Cities,' and ' The Eastern Gate,'

exhibited in 1868 and 1881 respectively.

The following had been the highest prices obtained for Palmer's

water-colour drawings in previous sales :— In 1875 (J. Mitchell sale),

' Emily and Valancourt, '105/.— 1 883 (G. Gurney sale), ' The Traveller,'

120/. 15^.; ' Lycidas,' exhibited 1873, 131/. 5J. ; 'Glorious Sunset,'

engraved, 131/. 5J. ; 'Tityrus restored to his Patrimony,' exhibited

1877, 168/. Four of the most celebrated of his oil paintings were

sold in 1881 (Giles sale) for sums varying from 89/. ^s. to 162/. 15^.^

Mr. Stephens, whose special study of Palmer's works is apparent

' Portfolio, iii. 166. • Kcdfoixl's Art Sales.
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in several critiques,' finds traces in his technique of an influence tlerived

through Linnell, Mulready, and John Varley, and still further back-

wards, through Cozens and Claude, to an original source in Adam
Elzheimer. He observes in his works a change of motives and

expression coincident in time with his abandonment of oil for water-

colour ; and comparing painting with ])oetry, recognizes in the later

practice an alliance with the writings of Tennyson, and in the former

a resemblance to Keats. Among characteristic devices of composition,

he notices a favourite practice, ' much affected in later life, according

to which he placed the central light of his design in the rear of, and

parti)- obscured b\-, a mass of trees, rocks, ruins, or what not, and

thence projected large shadows into the middle of his foregrounds ;

'

and ' a peculiar mode of representing the full-orbed sun, by means of

raj-s of golden light issuing from the luminary, and thus depicting the

result of prolonged sun gazing on the retina, rather than the actual

aspect of the luminary itself"^ Prefixed to the Memoir oi Samuel

Palmer, by his son A. H. Palmer, above quoted, from which most of

the above facts are derived, is a photo-printed portrait of the painter,

as an old man seated at a table, his face resting on his left hand. A
woodcut likeness also accompanies the obituary notice of him in the

Illustrated London Aden's.

Another of the Associates elected on the 13th of February, 1843,

was Tho.mas Miles Richardson. He came of an artistic family.

From the date of his election to 1847, his name is entered in the

Catalogue as ' T. M. Richardson, Jun.,' to distinguish him from his

father, who was also a landscape painter in water-colours of much

ability, at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The elder Richardson was founder

of the Newcastle Society of Painters in Water-Colours, established

in 1 83 1, and five of his children have been or are practitioners in Art.

Besides the subject of this notice, the eldest son George,' who died

many years ago, was an artist. The names of two others are in the

list of Members, past and present, of what is now the Royal Institute

of Painters in Water-Colours, viz., Edward Richardson, deceased, and

John Richardson, now living. A younger brother of the brush,

Charles Richardson, completes the group. Our own Member, T. M.

' Ubi supra, and in the Athciusum, 4 June and 5 November, iSSl.

- Notes ofDrawings &=[. at t/ie Fine Art Society, 1881, pp. 10, 15, iS, 19.

' ' Mr. G. Richardson ' was Secretary of the Newcastle Watei-Colour Society. See

Library of the Fine Arts, i. 255 (.\pril 1S31).
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Richardson, was born in 1813, and originally practised at Newcastle.

He did not come to London until some years after he had joined our

Society. In his carh' time he did a little in oils, and there were,

between the years 1832 and 1848, while he still lived with his father

at 53 Blackett Street, Newcastle, six of his works at the Royal

Academy, three at the British Institution, and five at Suffolk Street.'

He was unanimously elected a member of our Society on 9 June, 1851.

The history of his life is almost written in the account of his exhibited

drawings, nearly all of which are local views, British and foreign, which

imply many seasons of sketching both at home and abroad. He was

married, at P"rankfort, to Miss Mary Green, in 1S45 ; and the graphic

taste of the family has been carried into a third generation in the

persons of two daughters who also practise art. After a year's

address at 6 Stanhope Place, he was at Radnor Place, Hyde Park,

from 1847, until in 1856 he settled himself in the residence, No. 12

Porchester Terrace, Bayswater, which became his home for life.

The statistical record of Richardson's works shown at Pall Mall

East deals in large figures. Never from the time of joining the

Society till his death was he unrepresented in the gallery in any one

season, summer or winter. The total, 688, separately numbered

exhibits, is made up of 429 in the former, and 259 in the latter series

of shows. This includes the one drawing in i860, 'The Favourites,'

which was the joint work of himself and Frederick Tayler, but does

not include above 140 of the winter ' sketches and studies,' which

were placed in the same frames with others. So that the number of

separate subjects exceeds 800. The very large majority are either

Scotch or Italian views. The former begin in 1846 with a ' Moor

scene in Lanarkshire—Rain passing away.' In 1847 he showed us

the Bass Rock and took us to Arran. We are among the Perthshire

Highlands in 1848, and his range extends to the counties of Inverness,

Argj-ll, and Aberdeen in 1849, 1850, and 1851 respectively. After

this there was not a year without a Scottish subject. The home views

are not, however, exclusively from North Britain. As early as 1843

or 1844 there are subjects from Northumberland, Durham, Yorkshire,

the English Lake District, and North Wales. And these were

continued at intervals until late time.s. From 1852 there were

occasional subjects from Hastings or St. Leonards, and from 1861 a

few from the Isle of Wight. Among foreign subjects those from Italy

' Graves.
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occupy a similar position to that of the Scottish among home scenes.

They begin with views on the Lake of Como in tlie year of his

election, 1843. These are continued from I.S49 to 1852, and after

that there was scarcely a yeav without its contingent from the sunny

peninsula. In 1852 they extend southwards, and thereafter a large

proportion are from Naples, Salerno, and Calabria. In 1850 are two

Italian figures ; in 1853 we ha\e an ' Italian composition,' and in

1856 a ' composition ' of Sicilian scenery. But with these exceptions,

the views, at least in the summer exhibitions, are all of real places.

Among the winter 'sketches,' Italian subjects do not begin until

1872-3, after which they appear almost yearly. Besides these, the

views from abroad comprise man}- from Switzerland (from 1844), a

few from the Rhine or Moselle (from 1843), one from Nice (in 1869),

and the department of ' Hautes Alpes ' (in 1 870). Latterly to the winter

exhibitions he was in the habit of sending frames containing a collec-

tion of some half-dozen little pictures of his familiar subjects, grouped

under a general title, as ' Highland Lochs,' ' Border Castles and Towers,'

' Italian Lakes,' or ' Scenes in Switzerland.' During his last few years,

although still an unfailing contributor to the gallery, he was in feeble

hcaltli and a frequent sufferer ;
and his life came to its end on the

5th of January, 1890.

The works of T. M. Richardson are specially characterized by-

clever drawing and workmanlike skill in manipulation of material.

They are rendered attracti\e by bright contrasts of colour, and a

deftness of handling which is particularly apparent in his sketches.

As might be expected from so prolific a painter, there is much

similarity of treatment in his many landscapes. In his finished

drawings the pictorial arrangement conforms to a settled sj-stem of

construction, the effect being commonly enhanced by the introduction

of telling groups of figures and animals in the foreground. In

depicting extensive moorland and other scenes, he not unfrequently

extends the field of vision laterally by the use of paper of widel)-

oblong proportions.

Not many of Richardson's works have been engraved. The two

following prints are from his drawings :— In Lawson's Scotland

Delineated, 1847-52, ' Donolly Castle,' lithographed by Dickinson.

—

In S. C. Hall's ' The Queen's Collection ' in the Art Journal, an
' Italian Landscape.' He is understood to have made one etching only,

' many, many years ago,' as he said in his last }-car ; and there is a
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portrait of F. O. Finch prefixed to the Memoir of the life of that

artist, engraved by Alfred Roffe, from a photograph by T. M.

Richardson.'

Redford's list shows no fewer than eight drawings by Richardson

which have realized more than 200/. in public sales, between the

years 1862 and 1881, the highest prices being 315/. for ' Como,' in

1876 (Wyatt sale); 310/. for 'Sorrento,' and 283/. 10s. for 'City of

Chiuse,' in 1878 (Birch sale); and 252/. for 'Como' in 1862 (Charles

Layton sale). His remaining drawings and sketches were sold at

Christie's on 16, 17, and 18 June, 1890, in more than 600 lots.

William Collingwood Smith, the third Associate elected on

the 13th of February, 1843, was another skilful and prolific artist in

landscape, whose works were plentiful in the gallery for five and

forty years. Untiring in devotion to his art, and exercising wide

influence as a teacher both of professional students and amateurs, he

may be taken to have exhibited in his style of painting a type of the

ordinary practice of water-colour sketchers in the middle period of

the present century. He, moreover, conferred much benefit on the

Society by the active and zealous interest which he long displayed in

its welfare, and the management of its affairs.

He was born in 1815 at Greenwich, where his father held for

many years a post of trust under the Admiralty. Mr. W. Smith,

being himself fond of drawing as an amateur, as well as a very good

musician, had no scruples in dedicating his son to an artistic pro-

fession. Although originally intended for the line of life from which

he never deviated, Collingwood Smith was, however, in a great degree

self-taught ; except that he received some occasional instruction from

J. D. Harding. By the age of sixteen or seventeen he was already

beginning to practise as an artist on his own account. His first

appearance as an exhibitor was at the Royal Academy in 1836, with

an oil painting of the north aisle of Westminster Abbey ; and he

continued to send works thither, and to the British Institution and

the Society of British Artists, until he joined the Water-Colour

Society. It was, however, during the early part of his career only

that he painted a few pictures in oil. He afterwards became ex-

clusively a water-colour painter.

Probably by reason of the surroundings of his youth, Collingwood

' See Mciiioyiah, p. 330, n.
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Smith's earliest subjects were nearl}' all marine. A large proportion

of the drawings which he exhibited as an Associate and for the first

few years of his Membership belong to that category. Some even

aspire to historic rank as battle-pieces of the old school. For we

have, in 1846, 'The French ship " Lc Vengeur " sinking' on the

glorious 1st of June ; in 1849, ' Admiral Collingwood breaking the

Line at Trafalgar ;' and, in 185 1, an 'Attack by English Gun Brigs

under the P^arl of Dundoiiald during the Spanish War.' Otherwise,

they are chiefly landscape with water, or landscape with architecture.

The subjects are varied in locality, including views in many parts of

Great Britain, and numerous foreign scenes, for the most part in

Italy. Some of the most important were taken from the Italian

lakes, and others from Venice, Geneva, and Rome. The production

of these works involved much travelling, in Scotland, Wales, France,

Switzerland, Belgium and Germany, but especially in Italy.

He always resided, however, in or near London. In 1847 he

married Louisa, daughter of the late W. Daniel Triquet, by whom he

had one son, William Harding Smith, who follows his father's pro-

fession.' At first they lived at Camberwell, and, during the last

thirty years of our artist's life, at Wyndham Lodge, 13 Brixton Hill.

He generally had also a studio in some more central part of London.

Before February i860 it was in Chester Square, and after that date

at 1 5 Cockspur Street, Charing Cross, in one that had been occupied by

F. R. Lee, R.A. He was elected a full Member on the nth of June,

1849, and in the next year's exhibition had no less than thirty-two

drawings. They embraced subjects- throughout the length and

breadth of the land, but were still confined to Great Britain. We do

not find foreign subjects until 1852, when he has twenty-three draw-

ings, including seven from Normandy and one on the Lake of Thun.

From that date views in Switzerland mingle more with the home

subjects, until in 1857 those of the Italian lakes begin.

Though Collingwood Smith did not abuse, as some artists have,

the privilege of loading the Catalogue with descriptive quotations, he

could not resist the occasional temptation to send now and then a

few illustrative lines from Byron or Rogers, not always unfamiliar to

the ordinary reader, to accompany these Swiss or Italian views. A
letter to Mr. Jenkins, to which internal evidence gives the date 1861

(in addition to ' 29 April '), contains an amusing reference to the

' He has kindly furnished ihe writer with some of the facts of this biography.
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practice. It plso affords a pleasant example of the lively and genial

style of our artist's writing and discourse. ' I have been pulled over

the coals,' he says, ' for putting a quotation from Byron's CJiiUon

to a scene in Italy, and being badly off in Poesy, as Longfellow,

Barry Cornwall, and Bj'ron's effusions will not fit my drawing, I

have tried a stanza of my own—and if it won't do— the cold mutton

and hard beer which have formed my supper are alone to blame.

The doggerel is enclosed, and if )'ou think it will pass muster for

Milton or Rogers, please order its insertion instead of those which

now exist to " No. 91—Lago d'Orta," and if it will not pass, expunge

all quotation, if it docs not disarrange the catalogue, for of these

topographical matters I am very ignorant.

By the bright Lake of Orta have I stood

And looked on spire and palace, strand and wood.

While, from her azure floor, St. Giulio's Isle,

And farther, farther off, full many a mile

More distant, e'en than piercing eye could stray.

Hill, rock and glacier rose : all seemed to smile

In the gay sunshine of the noontide ray.

' Mrs. Smith asks me to add

—

Asses, baskets, broken bottles,

Lazy monks with naked throttles,

Fountains, pines, and dogs, and pitchers,

Women 1 those sad, sad bewitchers

All ' drawed out' and done 'from natur'

On a large-sized sheet of paper

—

but don't.' Neither effusion was inserted, for the seven lines to

' Lago d'Orta—from the Sacro Monte '—beginning ' I saw their

thousand years of snow,' stand unaltered in the published catalogue.'

Collingwood Smith began to teach at an early period in his

career, and at one time had the largest clientele of pupils in London,

among families of the nobility and gentr\\ He instructed not a few

of the most distinguished amateurs, including the late Mr. Gambler

Parry, and many well-known officers in the military and naval

services. Nor was his tuition confined to amateurs. In later times

he could boast that the following Members and Associates of his

own Society had been among his pupils : Samuel Read, William

Collingwood, Wm. Matthew Hale, and W. Eyre Walker ; and also

J. W. Whymper, of the Royal Institute.

' Is in fact No. 99.
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His own water-colour drawings arc ' marked by breadth of effect,

firmness of drawing, and precision of touch, if they sometimes lack

qualities of colour and intricacy of form of a more subtle kind.'

'

His handling was free and sketchy in early years. But the works of

his later period are painted with much more finish, tone, and atmo-

spheric effect. Latterly, he used little or no body colour, but painted

with transparent pigment over a neutral groundwork of chiaroscuro,

thus reverting in system to the practice of the early draftsmen, with

the advantages of improved materials and modern experience in their

use and capabilities. Rapidity of execution was one of the chief

characteristics of his work, especially in sketching, when he would

seize at once upon the chief points of light, shade, and colour, and

commit them quickly to paper. His field kit was of the simplest
;

stool, board, colour-box and brushes, being all that he took about

with him, or required.

His art being to him alike his profession and recreation, his life

affords nothing more to relate except what is connected therewith.

His zeal in the interests of the Society has already been referred to.

He was elected Treasurer on the nth of June, 1854, after the death

of Mackenzie, and retained that office until 1879, when he retired.

He was also one of the Society's trustees from 1861 till his death,

which event happened on the 15th of i\Iarch, 18S7, at his resi-

dence at Brixton Hill, he having then attained the age of seventy-

one.

During the forty-five years of his connexion with the Society he

exhibited 681 drawings in the summer exhibitions and 369 frames of

'sketches and studies' in the winter—making a total of 1,050, or, count-

ing the separate small subjects when grouped together in one frame,

about 2,000 in all. Many large drawings of Collingwood Smith's

were engra\-ed on wood for the Illustrated London Netvs, chiefly views

among the Italian and Swiss lakes and mountains. His last work

was a view of ' Windsor from Datchet,' contributed to the collection

of drawings done for the Queen on the occasion of the Jubilee of her

Majesty's reign. His remaining works were sold at Christie's on the

3rd and 5th of March, 188S. The sale comprised 355 lots of drawings

and sketches by him, and a collection of 67 water-colour drawings by

other artists—422 lots in all. According to Redford, the highest prices

for his drawings in the sale registers are 102/. lis. for the ' Bay of

' Time!, March 21, 1SS7.

II. U
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Uri,' in Mrs. Morrison's sale, 1884 ; and 94/. los. for 'Constantinople

and the Golden Horn,' in the ' Fuller' sale, 1870.

Collingwood Smith received diplomas from various International

Exhibitions. He took no special share in societies unconnected with

his own, but was always ready to promote social gatherings of his

brother artists. He was a Member of the ' Graphic ' Society, and a

supporter of the ' Artists and Amateurs ' Society while it held its

conversaziones in the gallery at Pall Mall East. On the secession of

that body to the Prince's Hall in Piccadilly, he brought forward a

scheme for a new association, which took shape under his assiduous

guidance as the ' Royal Water-Colour Society Art Club,' more par-

ticularly described in the foregoing general account of the Society.

Collingwood Smith was its Treasurer and an active manager of its

meetings until his death. When in 1857 an annual dinner of the

Water-Colour Society had been proposed, he wrote to the Secretary,

Jenkins :
' I have been for eight years trying to bring about a meet-

ing of this kind, and am glad to find that the arguments of others

have at last (after a space of fifty-three years) determined to carry this

matter out.' He goes on in the same letter (14 November, 1857) to

add :
' My nervous affliction, which generally attacks me before the

30th instant, is giving me its usual warnings.' This must not be

supposed to indicate an infirm state of health, bodily or mental. He
was, indeed, remarkable for the energy and activity of mind which he

displayed up to the very hour of his death. It merely refers to his

anxious solicitude to discharge satisfactorily the duties of his office of

Treasurer. In another letter he contends that Dante's hifcr7w is

' deficient ' in not having ' depicted the miseries of a poor wretch

casting up his accounts for the annual meeting.' Ever conscien-

tious in the performance -of his duties, he was also a man of generous

impulse and of strong religious feeling.

Two Associates were elected on the 12th of February, 1844, one

of whom was ALFRED DOWNING Frifp, younger brother of George

A. Fripp. Promotion to the rank of Member followed almost as

quickly as it had in his case. It took place two years after, on the

8th of June, 1846, when the candidate was 'duly elected upon the

first ballot.' He also, after an interval, held the office of Secretary,

which he undertook on Callow's retirement in 1870 and still holds.

He was horn at Bristol in 1822, and, like his brother, there fell within
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the artistic influence of William J. Mlillcr, to whom he was indebted

for his first knowledge of art. He joined George Fripp in London,

where the latter was, as we have seen, received into the Society in

1 841. Alfred, then only eighteen, employed some of the time until

he also was ripe for election, in study at the British Museum and the

Royal Academy, and, in 1843 or 1844, laid the foundation of his ac-

quaintance with nature and human nature during a thrice-repeated

tour through the West of Ireland with his fellow-artists, F. W. Topham,

Mark Anthonj', and Frederick Goodall, R.A. When he was elected

an Associate, old Secretary Hills expressed to him the pleasure he

had had in voting for the two grandsons of his dearest friend, Nicholas

Pocock, which he felt would probably be his last acts in the Society
;

as, indeed, they were. Hills's name appears again only at the

next meeting. Later in the same year J. W. Wright assumed the

office of Secretary, and Alfred Fripp became tenant of Hills's vacant

rooms in Golden Square. With the above training and practice our

artist became qualified to take his place as a figure painter of rustic

Hfe, and his deftly painted Irish groups, which had great spirit and

character, were a welcome novelty in the Society's gallery. One of

' Irish Reapers meeting their Friends after harvesting in England,' and

testifying their joy in an airy dance, was an attractive feature in the

exhibition of 1846, during which the artist was elected a Member.

Other themes were of a more sentimental nature, and Moore's

Melodies were naturally drawn upon for one or two of the motives.

With these products of the Emerald Isle were mingled studies of

Welsh peasantry, and in 1848 and 1849 a few from the Scotch High-

lands.

In 1850, after the death of his first wife, he went to Rome, where

he was elected a Member of the British Academy of Arts in 185 1.

Among his intimate acquaintances there were Frederick Leighton,

E. J. Poynter, George Aitchison, G. H. Mason, Penry Williams,

Arthur Glennie, and Carl Haag— all names distinguished in the modern

history of English art. Italian subjects in that and the following

years tell of journeying further south to Naples, Capri, and the

Abruzzi, and in 1854 there are several subjects from Venice. The
leading motive in all these pictures was generally a figure or group of

figures ; but carefully studied landscape was often added, and in a

few cases forms the entire subject, as, for instance, in his ' Pompeii

—

the City of the Dead,' a very large drawing, which had a central place

u 2
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in the gallery in 1853.' Italy had wholly superseded Ireland as the

source of his inspiration, for from 1852 to 1858 every subject without

exception is from the former country. During the six j'ears in which

these drawings were executed, Alfred Fripp continued to reside in

Rome. After exhibiting an average of nine or ten drawings since he

became a Member, he had only one in 1857, a temporary falling off

due to an illness which had confined him to bed for the whole of the

previous winter. On his return to England, Italian subjects become

again the exception instead of the rule, and he reverts to Welsh and

English scenes and incidents of life. In 1862 we have a tendency to

seaside subjects, and ' A Dorsetshire Shepherd Boy ' indicates an

acquaintance with that county, which afterwards ripened during a

residence at Blandford from 1865 to 1869, and in constant summer

sojourns at Swanage.

Alfred Fripp married again in 1861, and has two sons and two

daughters, the latter both married. Upon his election as Secretary

he removed from Dorsetshire to London, taking up his residence in

Hampstead, being attracted thither by the near neighbourhood of his

first and best friend, Edwin W. Field, the Society's solicitor.

In his painting Alfred Fripp eschews the use of body colour.

The drawings of the Italian period possess a richness and force of

colour ; which is more subdued, though not less harmonious, in his

later works, under increased refinement and more elaborate finish, and

a successful endeavour to present the delicate greys of mist-laden

atmosphere on our native shore. More owing doubtless to the

constant calls upon his time in his official capacity and to the pains

bestowed on his work than to any relaxation of industry, his pro-

ductions have been less numerous than in the earlier days. During

the ten years preceding the epoch of 1881, his yearly average was

little more than three, including the winter exhibition, to which he

was but an occasional contributor. At that era his total of exhibits

was 122 ; ninety in the summer, and thirty-two in the winter shows.

But happily this is not his final record. One of his works, ' The Irish

Mother ' (exhibited in 1 846, and repeated in oils at the British

Institution in 1848), was engraved for the artist by the late Francis

Holl, R.A. Another, ' Young 'England,' was well reproduced in

chromo-lithography, and published by the Art Union of London as a

prize ; the stone being destroyed after 500 impressions had been

' It H.isal tlie 'Manchester Tnl'ilec Exhibition, 1SS7.
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taken. One picture by Alfred Fripp, called ' Sad Memories,' with

lines from Moore's Melodies, was at the Royal Academy in 1848;

and Graves notes two at the British Gallery, and five at Suffolk Street,

between 1842 and that year.

It is not merely by the works of his pencil, and the punctual

performance of his duties as Secretary, that Mr. Fripp's exertions

have been of service both to the Society and to the profession. To

him was mainly due the introduction into the former of the seceding

members of the ' New Water-Colour ' (Topham, Duncan, Dodgson,

Jenkins, and Davidson) in 1848 and some following )'cars ; the

foundation of the new class of Honorary Members in 1873 ; and the

erection of the new entrance-hall with fagade and staircase by his

friend Cockerell in 1875. In 1872 and for six successive summers

he filled with acknowledged credit the responsible office of repre-

sentative of the London exhibitors with the Arts Committee of the

Corporation of Liverpool to arrange their annual Autumn Exhibition
;

he was officially present at the opening of the noble Art Gallery

given to that city by Sir Andrew Barclay Walker ; and he has, at the

President's request, represented him on the following important

occasions :—In 1878 as a member of the committee' to arrange the

water-colours at the Paris Universal E.xhibition ;— in 1884, as one of

the hanging committee ^ of a representative E.xhibition of Works by

Members and Associates of the Society, made at the instance of the

Corporation of Liverpool, on the occasion of the adding of a new wing

to the Walker Art Gallery, presented by the same munificent donor
;

— in 1887, on a similar duty at the Manchester Jubilee E.xhibition.

The other Associate elected on the 12th of February, 1844,

D0UGL.\S MORISON, fills but a small space in the history of the

Society. He never became a Member, and exhibited only fifteen

works on the walls in the three years following his election. His

drawings were of architectural subjects, except two views in Scot-

land, ' Falls of the Dulnain ' and ' Taynault Bridge,' in 1846, which

are the last works of his named in the catalogues. He is said to

have died young in that or the following year.^ The date of his birth

has not been ascertained, but its place was Tottenham, where his

' In association with E. A. Goodall for the Society, ami Louis llaghe and J. D. Linton

or the Institvite.

- In conjunction with F. Powell, W. Collingwood, K. A. Goodall, and E. F. lirewlnall.

' Redgrave's Didionaij.
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father was a medical practitioner. The name Douglas Morison

indicates a Scottish origin ; but our artist himself was far from being

a true child of the mist, as the following incident will show. He was

a friendly pupil and frequent companion of Frederick Tayler's, and

being on a visit with him at the Highland home of Cluny M'Pherson,

a keen deerstalker, was anxious to see something of that sport.

Having no idea, however, of the fatigue of a long day's journey over

the hills, with no bodily sustenance beyond the biscuit and small flask

of whisky which sufficed for his wiry host, he was completely

prostrated on his return. So great, indeed, was the shock to his

delicate system that, in Tayler's belief, he never entirely recovered

from it.' Morison had been for a short time a Member of the New
VVater-Colour Society before he joined the Old. He was elected by

the former in 1836, but resigned in 1838 ; he had eight Scotch views

there in 1837. Graves also finds six works by him at the Royal

Academy between 1836 and 1841.

That Morison's art was acceptable in high ranks of society is

indicated not only by the subjects of his water-colour drawings, but

in two published volumes of lithographs by his hand. The first,

printed by HuUmandel, and published by Graves in 1842, in imperial

folio, contains twenty-five Vteivs in Haddon Hall, with a title-

vignette. These are dedicated to the Duke of Rutland. The

drawings (on stone) are dated 1841 and 1842. This work was

followed by Views of the Ducal Palaces and Hunting Scats of Saxe

Coburg and Gotha, published in large folio by Hogarth in 1846, and

printed by Hullmandel and Walton. The latter was brought out by

subscription under royal patronage. Sketches for it were made by the

artist on the spot, the late Prince Consort suggesting the subjects and

supplying materials from his library for the letterpress. The dates

1843, 1844, and 1845 are under some of the lithographs, which are

twenty in number besides the title, and are on tinted paper heightened

with white, after the practice of Harding and Joseph Nash. These

prints vary in merit, but show little originality. Some of the tree

drawing is curiously mannered in the leafage ; and the figure groups

are let in to the landscape in conventional fashion. The earlier series

display an unfortunate anachronism, by representing the building in

its modern state of picturesque dilapidation, and peopling it with

residents of its palmy da\-s. Of the six works exhibited by Morison

J.J.J. MS.
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in 1844, five represent royal interiors, four in IJuckingham I'alacc,

and one in Windsor Castle, the remaining drawing being of Chats-

worth. Of his seven in 1845, five <^^^ ^^ Furness Abbey in Lancashire,

and two at least are subjects from Derbyshire.

The loth of February, 1845, added three more Associates to the

list, none of whom attained to the rank of Member. One was a

second WILLIAM Evans, known by way of distinction from his

Eton namesake as ' Evans of Bristol,' which city was presumably his

birthplace, at this time so prolific a feeder of the landscape school
;

or otherwise, more familiarly as ' Welsh Evans,' from the range of his

earlier subjects. He was born in 1809.' His father, who was 'the

prompter at the Brunswick Theatre,' was ' killed by the fall of that

building, which suddenly gave way and buried a number of persons

in the ruins.' ^ Nothing further is recorded of his early life. But a

familiarit}- with North Wales scenery, shown in the drawings he sent

to the gallery in the first five years of his Associatcship, which are

exclusivel)' from that section of the Principality, is said to have been

the result of a residence there for many years.*

His premature death, which occurred after a long illness, at the

age of fort)'-nine, seems attributable to the life of endurance to which

he was there exposed. Mr. Jenkins writes as follows :

—
' To study

the snow effects on the mountains he put up at a wretched little farm

called Tin-i-kie^ near Bettws-y-Coed. When I was in Wales I went

to this farm and was shown the hovel of a room in which Evans slept.

It was full of holes and open cracks ; swarming with rats, which arc

said to have continually disturbed him by coursing over his bed in

the night. No wonder he set up a chest complaint, from cold and

exposure in such a place, which terminated his life.' Except, how-

ever, in i848,~when he hails from Harlech, his catalogue addresses

are all in London.

In 1850, among Welsh subjects, there are two views at Green-

wich ; and the next \'ear his single exhibit is ' Ash Church, Kent.'

Then he takes new ground altogether, and with few exceptions his

later drawings represent scenes in Ital\-. Tivoli is the site of some,

others are on the lakes, two as far south as Sorrento and Capri,

' Messrs. Clement and Hutton, in Ar/is/s of the Nineteenth Century, give the dates of

birth and death erroneously as iSll and 1S59. See advertisement ol his death in the Times,

18 December, 185S. ^
J. J. J. ex relatione T. Danby.

• Redgrave. * .i'«V. Otherwise perhaps Tyn-y-caieu.
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Florence and Genoa supply one each, and there is a view of Heidel-

berg en route in 1857.' In 1858 we have a drawing of ' Wastwater

Lake ' in Cumberland, which gives colour to a statement by

Mr. Jenkins that Evans accompanied J. B. Pyne to assist him in the

production of his work of ' The Lake Scenery.' There is no

acknowledgment in the book of such aid having been rendered.

Evans's drawings are gay and rich in decorative colour, and agree-

able to the eye without very close suggestion of familiar aspects of

nature. His manner of painting involves much use of the texture

of the paper, and de\-ices of soaking, pumping, and taking out lights

by means of bread, scratches and abrasion. This gave a uniformity

to Evans's works, which savour of mannerism. Some are large in

size ; but he was not a veiy prolific artist, his contributions to the

gallery numbering no more than forty-five, including two posthumous

exhibits in 1859. Two, ' The little Hypocrite ' in 1850, and ' Sabine

Peasant Woman ' in 1856, are exceptional, as figure subjects.

Mr. Jenkins writes further :— ' I knew him very well, meeting him

often at the house of some musical friends. He played the guitar

well, and halted from time to time between following painting or

music as a profession. He occasionally taught both, now painting,

now the guitar, as disappointment followed the one or the other.'

He died on the i8th of December, 1858, at his residence, 143 Mary-

lebone Road. It is presumed that he was unmarried, as an applica-

tion respecting the drawings he left unexhibited came from a brother.

Twelve of his works were shown at the Royal Water-Colour Society

Art Club on the 30th of March, 1888, nine from the collection of

Dr. Jackman, and three from that of Mr. W. Harding Smith.

The connexion of George Henry Harrison, who was elected

on the same loth of February, 1845, with our Society, was of even

shorter duration than that of Evans. He died within two years

of his admission, and twenty-two works from his hand, seven of

which were exhibited by permission after his death, were all that

adorned the walls of the gallery. Though he did not live to middle

age, he had already acquired a reputation among his brother artists

for taste and skill so great that ' on his election into the Old Water-

Colour Society, he was congratulated by all as a rising man—certain

' Redgrave says that he wintered successively in Gcno.i, Rome, and Naples. He was in

Rome in 185.1. (J. J. J. MSS.)
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to become an ornament to his profession.' ' The class of subjects

most characteristic of his fancy were such as Watteau might have

selected, involving the combination of figure groups gaily attired and

harmoniously disposed both in colour and form with luxuriant

foliage. Among his first year's exhibits were ' Sir Roger de Covcrley

with the Gipsies,' ' A Quiet Afternoon in Kensington Gardens,' ' A
Fete at St. Cloud in 1745,' ' Beatrice in the Garden,' and others which

afforded scope for such treatment. He also exhibited, according to

Graves, fourteen works at the Royal Academy, two at the British

Gallery, and eleven at Suffolk Street, between 1840 and 1846.

George Harrison was born in March 18 16, at Liverpool, where his

parents then resided. His father, originally in the enjoyment of a

good income arising from property in land, had the misfortune to

incur considerable losses in business—speculations which rendered

him incapable of supporting his family of twelve children, whose

education fell chiefly to his wife's care, although he himself lived till

1 86 1. It is probable that the father was a man of elegant tastes,

and he may have been the ' Mr. Harrison, a merchant' of Liverpool,

mentioned in 1809 in the curious little book by William Carey as

being possessed of a drawing of ' Melrose Abbey' by 'young Field-

ing.'^ It was, however, through the mother that the love of art was

more obviously transmitted.

About the }-ear 1830, when the family losses occurred, Mrs.

Harrison, who had alread}- cultivated a talent for painting, found an

opening in London, where she took part in the formation of the

'New Society of Painters in Water-Colours' in 1831, and became

celebrated as a painter of growing flowers, and of fruit and birds'

nests, exhibiting works of this class for some forty years in the gallery

of that institution, until her death on the 25th of November, 1875, at

the age of eighty-seven. Miss Clayton in ' English Female Artists''

gives some interesting details of Mrs. Harrison's life and her early

precocity in art. Her maiden name was Mary Rossiter, and her

father was a hat-maker of Stockport. Care of an invalid mother

and sister had left her little time for painting, but, during a honey-

moon visit to Paris in the eventful year 18 14, she had obtained per-

mission to copy pictures in the Louvre, ' being, it is believed, the

first English lady who had e\er painted there.' Her son George, about

' Alt Union, February 1847.

• III the passage before quoted, vol. i. ji. 260, «. 2. ' Vol. i. pp. 41I-13.
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fourteen years of age, came to London at the same time as his mother,

with some intention, it is said, of becoming an engraver, but finding

some sale for his landscapes among dealers, devoted himself to drawing

only. Lil<e his mother, he had already made some acquaintance with

nature, during rambles amidst the scenery of Denbighshire.

He was a young man of great energy, and applied himself stead-

fastly to the task of his artistic education. He obtained employment

in making anatomical drawings and illustrations, and studied anatomy

at the Hunterian school then existing in Windmill Street. His only

supplement to his self-teaching, besides what he may have learnt

from his mother, was due to an acquaintance which he was so for-

tunate as to make with John Constable, R.A., who kindly criticized

his sketches, explained to him the principles of composition, and

exhorted him to persevere in the unremitting study of nature.

Beginning, as above noted, to exhibit at the Royal Academy in

1840, and at the Water-Colour Society in 1845, he also gave lessons

both in London and Paris, where the family went to reside, and in

the neighbourhood whereof most of the exhibited subjects of 1846

and 1847 were studied. The palaces and gardens of St. Cloud and

Fontaineblcau, peopled as in the days of Henri Quatre or Louis

Quinze, were scenes well suited to his special proclivity. In his

teaching he remembered Constable's advice, and impressed it on his

own pupils by making what is believed to have been the first attempt

to lead amateurs to sketch landscape in out-of-door classes, ' an idea,'

writes Mr. Jenkins, ' that might be more generally adopted with

advantage to pupils.' His plan was to meet on Saturdays during

the summer months at a given rendezvous within easy reach of town,

and return thither in the evening together. Many pleasant afternoons

were so spent, and fellow-artists with their friends would join the

party.' An advertisement, in the Art Utiio?t for June 1843, of the

coming meetings, runs as follows :

—

' Rendezvous of Mr. Geo. Harrison's Sketching Classfor t/ie Ensuing

Month.—On June 3—Putney Bridge ; on June 10—Lewisham Church

Yard ;— on June 17—Vale of Health, Hampstead ; on June 24

—

Dulwich College. At 3 P.M.—punctuality is indispensable. Further

particulars may be obtained of Mr. Geo. Harrison, 6 Bowling Green

Street, Kennington.' Most of these resorts, alas ! have lost their

rural charms in proportion to their greater accessibility.

' lie formed similar classes in Paris.

—

Dictionary of National Biography.
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Our artist was forced by the state of his health to travel abroad,

and his short life was terminated on the 20th of October, 1846,

by an 'aneurism of the aorta, after long and severe suffering.' He
was buried at Kensal Green. ' lie will lont^ be regretted,' adds

the writer of the obituary notice in the last-mentioned periodical, ' by

his friends and relations, as a kind-hearted and amiable man, ener-

getic, and devoted to his profession.'

The art talent of the family did not become extinct on the death

of George Harrison. It had also dcsccntlcd upon a brother and two

sisters who survived him, and who followed the same profession. The

first, William Frederick Harrison, who was the eldest son, painted

coast scenery, and exhibited at the Roj'al Academy, the Dudley

Gallery, and elsewhere. He died of the same disease as his brother,

on the 3rd of December, 1880. Both the sisters are living. One,

Maria Harrison, who paints flowers, was, as we shall soon sec,

admitted into the \\'ater-Colour Society in her brother's place. The

other, Harriet Harrison, also a painter of flowers, is an Honorary

Member of the Society of Lady Artists. Another brother is Mr.

Robert Harrison, Secretary and Librarian of the London Librar\'.

There is a lithotint by George Harrison of ' Ilinchinbrook House,

Huntingdonshire,' in vol. i of S. C. Hall's Baronial Halls Sfc. of

England ; and he made for the Illustrated London Neivs some draw-

ings of festivities at Buckingham Palace.

The third Associate elected on the lOth of Februaiy, 1845, "'"is a

draftsman of architectural subjects, by name S.A.MUEL R.WNER. Me
exhibited twenty-nine drawings in the gallery in the six years 1845

to 1850. Among them were about nine of abbeys and picturesque

buildings in Scotland and the north of England, besides si.x of

Haddon Hall, four in the Midlands (at Kenilworth and Lichfield),

one of Salisbur}-, and two of Knole ; and four foreign subjects, two

from Caen and one of Heidelberg. His studies were cleverly

handled and agreeable in colour, but obviously based upon the

manner of George Cattermole, whose works they sometimes resemble

so closely that they may be easily mistaken for his. Rayner was not,

however, a direct pupil of that artist. He also did some work for the

engravers. In Britton's Cathedral Antiquities, there are two plates

after his drawings in the illustrations of Wells (1824), and in the

Exeter (1S26) three more, besides one drawn by Cotman after a sketch
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by S. Rayner. In S. C. Hall's Baronial Halls &c. of England, vol. i,

is one lithotint (of ' Retainers' Gallery, Knole ') after S. Rayner. He
left the Society in disgrace, after a judgment given on the 6th of

February, 1S51, in the Court of Queen's Bench in a case involving a

serious charge of fraud.' At a meeting of the Society held on the

lOth of February, 185 1, for the election of candidates, after the' atten-

tion of the Society ' had been 'called to his case,' it was unanimously

resolved ' that Mr. Rayner's name be erased from thelist of Associates.'

The date of Rayner's birth has not been ascertained, but he

cannot have been a very young man at the time of his election.

Probably he is the same artist to whom, under the name ' Samuel A.

Rayner,' Graves attributes twenty works at the Royal Academy, four

at the British Institution, and nineteen at Suffolk Street between

1 82 1 and 1872. There was a drawing by S. Rayner at the Dudley

Gallery in 1865 and another in 1871. We shall again meet with his

surname among the lady exhibitors. No less than five daughters of

the ex-Associate followed his profession, and one joined our Society.

' Mrs. Rayner also,' Miss Clayton tells us, ' was distinguished in early

life for her beautiful engravings on black marble, though she has

ceased to create artist work in later \ears.'
''

No further changes took place in the personnel of the Society in

1845 or 1846 bej-ond what have been mentioned. In the February

of the latter year seven candidates presented themselves, but none

were elected as Associates ; and the only election in February 1847

was that, on the 8th, of MiSS Mari.\ HARRISON, sister of the late

Associate, George Harrison, as a Lady Member. Her parentage has

been already stated. To add that her mother instructed her in the

art of flower painting is to say no more than might be anticipated.

But her training went beyond the narrow practice of the department

to which her professional work has since been confined. She and her

sister were sent, when in London, into Kensington Gardens to draw

from nature ; and when the family went to Paris she took lessons in

chalk drawing,' and acquired a general knowledge which enabled her

to give lessons in schools on her return to England. Her contributions

' According to the Times report, Roe v. Mauser was an action on a promissory note for

2,000/. purporting to be drawn by defendant in favour of his daughter, Mrs. Rayner, and

endorsed by the husband, Samuel Rayner, to the plaintiff; the defendant ple.ading that the

note was forged. - English Female Artists, i. 383.
• Miss Clayton says from a ' M. Millais,' {English Female Artists, ii. 2S0.)
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to tlic gallci")', whicli liavc been constant since her election clown to

the current year, have all been flower or fruit pieces. In 1 881 she

had exhibited nearly 300 drawings and sketches in the gallery, and

they now amount to more than 400. Since 1862 she has resided at

Hampstcad.

On the 14th of June, 1847, a new precedent was set in the summer

election of an Associate. The addition so made was one more to the

strength of the department of fruit, flowers, and still life, already

represented by Bartholomew and Miss Harrison, and with exceptional

power by William Hunt. William F. Rosenberg, the new

Associate, had, it is true, no opportunity of making his debut in the

gallery until the following year ; but in virtue of the date of his

election, it will be convenient to deal with him in the present chapter.

His works were not, however, confined to the above category. His

name of ' Rosenberg ' curiously foreshadowed a change that subse-

quently took place in his line of art. Beginning with flowers, he

ended with mountains. Never more than an Associate, he was from

1848 to 1870 a constant exhibitor, his works numbering 228 in all,

whereof i 50 were in the summer gatherings. These figures include

twenty posthumous exhibits, and number as one each above half a

dozen frames, including from two to six separate studies or sketches.

To the end of Fielding's time he was constant to a modest range of

subjects, which included fruit, dead game and fish, and a few views

near Bath. One or two studies of buildings in Wales and Shropshire

occur in 1855. In the following year a 'Scene in Glencoe' leads the

way to loftier aspirations, and between 1857 and i860 we have views

in Switzerland as well as the Scotch Highlands. In and after 1861

mountain views in Norway became his common and most charac-

teristic subjects, though with these were associated drawings of the

class in which he had first appeared. His treatment of mountain

scenery was more remarkable for careful accuracy of detail than for

largeness of feeling or pictorial composition. The date of his birth

is not recorded. His patronymic implies foreign ancestry, but he

himself is believed to have been a native of Bath, where his family

resided, and he lived and died, his address in the catalogue changing

once, in 1864, from 6 New King Street to 3 Brunswick Place, where

he died on the 17th of September, 1869, after a short illness, leaving

a widow. He was much engaged in tuition in his native city, which
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cmpliiyment added about 500/. a year to his income, a great portion

of it being in colleges and schools of the best class. An octavo

handbook published in 1853, Tltc Guide to Flower Painting in Water-

Colours, with illustrations, was the work of his pen. That he inte-

rested himself in the promotion of art in his own neighbourhood

is shown by letters written in 1854, 1856, and 1863, in which he asks

Mr. Jenkins for the loan of drawings to exhibit at the ' Bath Fine

Art Society,' which he defines as a ' Graphic Society on a large scale.'

That he was of a modest and amiable disposition is apparent in

another of 17 April, 1858, wherein he asks, without a trace of

irritation, and in a manner strongly contrasting with that of some

other similar requests received by the Secretary, whether a drawing of

his not hung b)' the committee had been rejected for want of merit
;

saying, ' I value the criticisms of brother artists of note very much

more than any others.' The works remaining at his death were sold

at Christie's on the 12th and 14th of February, 1870. They comprised

more than 300 drawings and sketches.

Charles Rosenberg, a brother, it is believed, of George F.

Rosenberg's, and also a water-colour artist, was the author of A
Critical Guide to the Exhibition of the Royal Academy, i 847 (4to,

1847); and a Guide to the Exhibition of the Royal Academy and

Institution for the Free Exhibition of Modern Art, iS48 (4to, 1848).

A sister, Frances Rosenberg, also painted flowers. She married

Mr. Harris, a jeweller in Queen Square, Bath.
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CHAPTER III

NEW ASSOCIATES; 1 848- 1 849

Biographies

—

G. H. Dod«son—E. DtDican—F. W. Topham—D. Cox Qaniot)—J. J. Jeiikiin

— C. Branwhite—Mrs. H. CriddU—J. Callow.

For some years the flow of new blood into the body of the Society

had somewhat slackened, and the death of Crtstall in the previous

autumn had deprived it of the last of its original Members, when, in

1848, it received an accession of strength from an unexpected

quarter. It has already been related that dissensions arose in the

' New Society ' and caused an exodus of some of its best Members.

Three of these ' presented themselves as candidates, and were

unanimously elected Associates of the Old Society on the 14th of

February.-

George Haydock Dodgson, the first in alphabetical order, was

an artist of very sterling quality, whose landscapes possessed in a

high degree the charm of beauty. He was a native of Liverpool,

where he first saw the light on the i6th of August, 181 1. He used

to declare, jocosely, that he was ' born in a ditch,' referring to the

quarter named ' The Castle Ditch,' where his parents, who belonged

to the middle class, resided. From his youth he had looked forward

to becoming, some day, an artist, and the desire was doubtless

increased on his taking a series of lessons from a local drawing

master, Mr. Hunt, father of one of the most distinguished living

Members of our Society, Alfred W. Hunt. He was, however,

originally intended for a civil engineer, and with that view was, on

leaving school in 1827, apprenticed to the celebrated George

Stephenson, the pioneer of railway locomotion ; and with him he

remained until 1835. His practice, when employed on his master's

work, had in more than one way an influence on his future career in

' Dodgson, Duncan, and Topham. Jenkins and J. Callow, also seceders, were elected in

the succeiding two years. Riviere also came thence ; but his retirement was rather later.
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art, when he determined, as he eventually did, to give up engineering

and take to painting as a profession. It chanced that he and three

companions were set to prepare plans for the line which now runs

between Pickering and Whitby. They had to be ready for delivery

without fail by a certain 30th of November,' in order to fulfil the

legal requirements. To complete these drawings in time the young

men were obliged to work night and day ; and they sat up without

taking off their clothes for a whole fortnight, keeping themselves

continuously awake by the aid of opium and strong black coffee. It

is believed that an affection of the nerves from which he suffered

much in after times was in a great measure due to this severe strain

upon them. He, moreover, met with an accident which at least

contributed to impair his health throughout life. He had a serious

fall in a gymnasium in Liverpool, and thereby broke a blood-vessel.

The strength thus shaken and overtaxed was never entirely regained.

Not only did he suffer greatly in old age from tic-douloureux, but his

hand was always affected with a nervous tremor, which, although

apparently under more control when he painted, had doubtless an

effect in the peculiarity of his touch. But the exertion which ruined

his health gave him at the same time the means of supporting him-

self in life ; for the money he earned thereby was enough to start

him in the profession for which he was best qualified. So he

determined to devote himself to art, as he did not now feel strong

enough to pursue his first calling. After spending some months of

sketching in Wales, Cumberland, and Richmond in Yorkshire, he

settled in London in 1836, between which year and 1839, when he

married, he made sketches in Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's, and

other public buildings.

One of his first ventures was connected with the very undertaking

which had so injured his health. He furnished a set of pretty

sketches which were engraved on steel and wood for a thin royal

octavo volume, published in 1836, with the title, 'Illustrations of the

Scenery on the Line of the Wliithy and Pickering Railzuay, with

descriptions by H. Belcher.' We shall sec that, late in life, he

revisited this district and drew from it the subjects of many of his

most characteristic studies. Between 1835 and 1841 Dodgson had

nine works in the Suffolk Street and one in the British Gallery. In

' The Act for the Whitby and Pickering Railway received the royal assent in May
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his earlier days he was employed upon architectural subjects, for tlie

execution of which his training (like that of old Paul Sandby) as an

engineer's draftsman, together with a very refined eye for colour,

eminently qualified him. There exist some beautiful drawings of

St. Paul's Cathedral and Greenwich Hospital, in which the tender

harmonies of grey in the stonework are treated by him with consum-

mate delicacy ; and he painted a most elaborate view of St. Paul's from

the south end of 151ackfriars Bridge, now in the Walker Art Gallery,

Liverpool. A large group of Wren's principal buildings composed

by the late C. R. Cockerell, R.A., which was exhibited at the Roj-al

Academy in 1838, and engraved, was chiefly coloured by Dodgson.'

It was in 1842 that he joined the New Water-Colour Society, by

which time he had become more addicted to pure landscape. He
was elected a full Member thereof in 1844, and resigned in 1847.

Between the date of his marriage and 1846 his time seems to ha\-e

been occupied in drawing on wood and stone, and making small

w-ater-colour drawings for exhibition. After this he made some

larger ones, as ' A Village Fair,' and two others exhibited in 1847

called ' Sweet Summer Time ' and ' Going to the Chase.' Altogether

he had forty-five drawings in the gallery of the New Society from

1842 to 1847. Other designs for engraving were made by him at

this time. Among them were those for seven of the plates at the

head of the Cambridge Almanack, between the jears 1840 and 1847 \

and many drawings for woodcuts in the Illustrated Lotidon Nczvs and

other publications. A vignette to Old English Ballads, published by

Ward & Lock, small 4to, 1846, though unsigned, has the apparent

marks of his stj-le. ' Summer Time ' has been chromo-lithographcd

(9I X 1 1 ^ in.) by G. Rowney & Co.

His reception into the Old Society on the 14th of February, 1848,

was followed four years afterwards by his election as a Member, on

the 14th of June, 1852. The architectural drawings in which he had

shown such exceptional quality supplied a very small part of the

matter which rendered his works attractive at the Water-Colour

Society. If we except divers views of Richmond Castle and Whitby
Abbey exhibited in and after the years 1862 and 1863, and two or

three drawings sent late in life to the winter shows, most of which

partook largely of the nature of landscape, and some dim interiors

' Burlington Fine .A.rts Club C^X-d\o^,\xt,Exhihit!on of Dra-,i'ings of Architcclural Subjects

1884, No. 47.

II. X
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treated more for their effects of chiaroscuro than for their ornamental

detail or proportions, the only adequate representative of his power

in this respect was a remarkable view of ' Ludgate Hill ' exhibited in

1870-71. From 1848, when he joined the Society, to about i860, his

catalogued works are for the most part of general subjects of the

landscape class. These are roughly divisible into two equally

characteristic classes, corresponding to the moods of his mind, as

alternately swayed towards Fallegro and il pensieroso. In the first

we have garden scenes, with gay figures and green umbrageous foliage

in warmest sunshine. Of summer days, that here enjoy an undisputed

reign, the artist seems to have made a special study ; for, accom-

panying his works, the catalogue abounds in such titles as :
' Summer

Time,' or ' Summer Shade,' or ' Summer Morning, Noon, Evening,

and Night,' as the case may be. More specific names are :
' Sunshine

Holiday,' or ' Sunny Hours,' ' A Music Party,' or ' A Fete Champetre,'

' A Village Fair,' or ' Going to the Chase.' Views of the far-famed

terrace at Haddon, interspersed throughout the whole period of his

Membership, belong to the same category. Of the graver class the

subjects are mostly evening or twilight scenes, or strong effects of

artificial light. Such are :
' The Vesper Bell,' ' Interior— Evening,' and

' Preaching in the Crypt,' or ' Gipsies—Twilight,' ' The Beacon,' and

' The Village Smithy.' To these may be added the somewhat

depressing theme 'A London Fog' (1851), and later on (1863) a

poetic rendering of the subject of Hood's weird lines, ' The Haunted

House.' A few, allied to the gayer scenes, some of which afforded

scope also to the latter kind of pictorial treatment, were :
' A Christmas

Morning' (1848); 'Return from a Christmas Party' (1851), and

' Christmas Revels at Haddon—Bringing in the Yule Log ' (i860).

After this period, although general motives of all the above kinds,

together with occasional studies of atmospheric effects, as ' A Showery

Day,' 'A Storm in the Hills' (1863), ' Grey-hooded Even ' (1871),

and 'The Harvest Moon' (1880), continue to the end, his drawings,

if not topographical in the drier sense, become more definite as to

places whence the artist derived immediate inspiration. These can

be classed according to their several districts, thus :—Some sparkling

views on the Thames begin in i860, come thickly in 1861 and 1862,

and afterwards at intervals. Studies of woodland scenery among the

fine beech trees in Knole Park become from 1863 a most charac-

teristic group of his works, particularly in the winter exhibitions.
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Whitby with its neighbourhood, the scene of his early illustrations, is

reverted to in 1863, and becomes, from 1866, a nearly constant

sketching ground. Beginning with views of the old Abbey in 1863,

1866, and 1S67, he at the same time showed, in the winter exhibition

of 1865-6, the first of a series of charming studies, of great force

and graceful composition, made among the leafy Yorkshire becks of

the district at Larpool, and here and after 1872 the moorland dale of

Goathland. Very distinct in feeling from these, but from the same

district, are a number of coast studies on Whitby scaur, beginning

with the winter exhibition of 1867-8, and becoming from that time

his most noteworthy works. In these he showed a unique power of

dealing with blinding effects of storm-driven spray, as well as a keen

appreciation of the depth and richness of colour in the dark cliffs of

this rough bit of coast. In the last half-dozen years of his life, a

period beginning with 1875, he supplemented these maritime views

with a further set from the picturesque seaboard of the Gowcr

district of Glamorganshire. In these the mind is once more in the

allegro mood, revelling in the bright hues of noonday sunshine on a

southern shore.

Thus the works of Dodgson, though much varied in scope,

and sometimes rising to the importance of pictures with human

interest and motive, and though always animated by a spirit that is

truly artistic, and always complete in pictorial arrangement, were yet

limited in range, in so far as they never, or rarely, extended to a

distant horizon, or embraced a width of landscape such as those of

Fielding and Cox, and other of his contemporaries. But Dodgson

never crossed the borders of England ; and moreover the delicate

handling demanded by a far perspective may have been beyond his

physical power. His skill in landscape composition and breadth of

chiaroscuro are evinced in a number of charcoal studies, one or more

of which he sent to the winter exhibitions.

His manipulation in water-colour was peculiar ; arising probably

in some degree from the unsteadiness of his hand. He used power-

ful colours, including vermilion and emerald green, spotting them

separately upon the paper, whereon he sometimes worked when it

was in a very wet state, and in some marvellous way produced a rich'

ness of broken tints without losing purity.

After his death, which event, arising from congestion of the

lungs, occurred on the 4th of June, 1880, his memory as an artist
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vvas specially honoured by the Society in the exhibition of the

following winter, when a representative loan collection of his works,

to the number of fifty-two, was gathered together and shown upon

screens in the centre of the room. His remaining works were sold

at Christie's on 25 March, 1881. The highest price recorded for a work

of his in a public sale is 145/. for a 'Fete Champetre ' sold by

E. Duncan's executors in 1883.

Dodgson resided near the Regent's Park during the greater part

of his time, from 1850 for ten years at iBMornington Road, and from

i860 for about twenty at i St. Mark's Crescent, Gloucester Road

after which he moved, shortly before his death, to 28 Clifton Hill,

St. John's Wood, where he died. He left surviving, a widow, two

daughters, and a son, who is also a professional artist.

Edward Duncan, chiefly celebrated as a marine painter, was

another of the seceders from the younger Society, and elcctcil

unanimously on' the 14th of February, 1848. For thirty-four years,

during which he never missed an exhibition, his works were con-

spicuous on the walls at Pall Mall East. They number in all 225

separate exhibits, 172 in the summer and 53 in the winter shows, to

which may be added about a dozen sketches shown with others in a

frame. In the above are included twenty-three posthumous exhibits

in the winter of 1882-83.

Duncan was born in Frederick Street, Hampstead Road, London,

on the 20th of October, 1803. ' F"rom childhood,' writes Jenkins, 'he

seems to have had a pencil constantly in his hand. I have seen

drawings executed by him at the early age of eleven years, which

foreshadow his precision and careful work of later years. At first

the boy seemed destined to become an architect, and Charles Wild,'

the Member of our Society, ' was consulted by his parents ' on the

subject of his profession. ' But in the end he was bound to one of the

Havells to become an engraver.' ' According to Duncan's own

statement to Mr. Jenkins, it was Robert Havell, the aquatint engraver,

who lived in the house in Newman Street which became known

afterwards as Leigh's Academy of Art, and has been conducted since

Leigh's death by Mr. Heatherley. There were two Robert Havells,

father and son, under both of whom Duncan served as an apprentice.

In their house above mentioned there hung for many years the

J. J. J. MS.
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picture called ' Wuliuit Gathering,' referred to early in these pages'

as an important work b}- their distinguished relative, William Ilavell,

one of the first Members of our Society and leaders of the British school

of landscape. This and others of that artist's works Duncan had

frequent oijportunities of seeing and occasionally of copying. These

produced a strong impression on his mind, which took deeper root as

his years increased. His first practice, however, on his own account,

was as an engraver, like his master, in the aquatint style. In that

capacity he was employed in the representation of stage coach inci-

dents for Fores of Piccadilly, the publisher of sporting prints, and in

various kinds of work, some of which had little or nothing of an

artistic character. Yet it was in the course of this miscellaneous occu-

pation that he acquired the knowledge which finally determined the line

of art wherein he made his name. First and foremost, he derived the

acquaintance with shipping and nautical matters that he afterwards dis-

played as a marine painter, which was full and accurate, not at all from

a ' life on the ocean wave,' like that of Chambers. There was really

nothing of the sailor about Duncan. The ' rolling deep ' was never ' his

home.' What he knew of these matters he mostly ' picked up ashore

in the society of sea-captains and the like, into which he was thrown

as engraver of the sea-pieces of William Huggins, before mentioned as

marine painter to King William the Fourth. Many of his pictures are

said to have been aquatinted by Edward Duncan. His connexion

with Huggins was of yet more enduring character, for in the course of

time he led the daughter of that painter to the hymeneal altar.

There was yet another example of Duncan's power of retaining

and turning to account his casual information. In these days, when

he undertook whatever work might come to his hand, he was a good

deal engaged in drawing, for the purposes of illustration, the fat cattle

exhibited at agricultural shows. Therefrom he gained a knowledge

of such stock and their recognized points of merit, which might have

enabled him to pass muster as a breeder of sheep and oxen, and

actually furnished him with the means of excelling, as he also did, as

a painter of bucolic scenes. For some years he continued to exercise

his profession as an engraver, ' halting between the necessity of living,

and inclination to devote his time to painting.' ^ The yearning at

' Su/>r'a, vol. i. p. 296.

' About 1S40 he made a little voy,ige to the Ziiyder Zee in a Dutch schuit from Billings-

gate wharf. 'J J.J.
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length was too strong to resist, and he yielded thereto after having

duly qualified himself for the higher pursuit by careful and earnest

study of nature.

He began to exhibit his pictures in the London galleries in 1830.

Graves finds, from that year to 1879, seven at the Royal Academy,

thirteen at the British Institution, and twelve at Suffolk Street.

Although he earned a fair success at the New Society of Painters in

Water-Colours, where he was chosen as a Member in 1834, and

exhibited an average of about thirteen drawings a year there from

1835 to 1847, ^^ was still greatly dependent upon his engraved

work.' In 1847 he retired from the New Society, and in the following

year, as we have seen, joined the parent body. This was followed by

election as Member on the nth of June, 1849.

Most of the drawings exhibited by Duncan, particularly the

larger ones, represented subjects or incidents associated with the

sea. His line of art differed essentially from that of the old marine

painters who made portraits of men-of-war and depicted naval

engagements, or even those who confined themselves to the merchant

service, and whose big East Indiamcn in full sail walked the waters

life-like in their water-colour drawings. In his long list of contribu-

tions to the gallery only three or four views are to be found (in 1855

to 1857) at Portsmouth and Spithead, painted just after the close of

the naval war with Russia, when portraits of her Majesty's ships

were in special demand, that seem to connect themselves with the

old school. Three small historical sketches in the winter show of

1864-5 of royal ' progresses ' by Henry VIII., Charles II., and Queen

Victoria respectively, are also quite exceptional.^ It was with vessels

of the commercial class that Duncan conijerned himself most, and

landsman as he was, his marine painting has generally more reference

to the land than to the sea. He did not depict the waves with the

same obvious love of the clear blue depths of ocean or the glitter of

the salt spray with which they are represented by some of our living

artists. Like the lady passenger on a coasting voyage described by

' To this period belong the following prints :
' Off the Foreland. The Schooner Ellen

Gillman,' lithographed liy E. Duncan after Huggins, 1S40. ' Florence, or the Sutherland

Family,' engraved by H. Rolls in the Forget-mc-itot, 1841. There are also at the British

Museum, ' Partridge Shooting ' and ' Pheasant Shooting ' (both 6| x loj inches), drawn and

elaborately aquatinted by E. Duncan ; and a small etching by him of a boat converted into

a house.

' He, however, painted in oils, for Lord Dufferin, a large picture of the capture of the

French ship Guillaume Tell, over which he spent six months;.
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Thomas Hood, he seems more at his case in the shallower water,

where the ship wrth its living freight has some chance of ' going

ashore.' Yet he revels in rough and breezy weather, and his most

successful works are representations of wrecks and lifeboat manoeuvres,

and rescues with the rocket line. It is not the mere interest in

navigation that gives zest to his work, but rather the sense of danger

that excites, and gives a human interest to the scene. Seafaring

pursuits conducted near the coast, and industrial occupations upon

the shore itself, were among the most favourite subjects of his pencil.

Oyster dredging, crab catchers, shrimpers, and the like, afforded such

material ; but the most characteristic are those which involved the

introduction of many figures similarly employed, as in gathering

maritime produce, such as mussels, seaweed, or fragments of wreck-

age. The landing of fish, cattle, or sheep, are subjects of the same

class, which he treated with success. The localities where Duncan

found scenes and objects of this kind were exclusively on the British

coasts, those which belong more to the sea being studied about the

mouth of the Thames and in the Downs, northward along the cast

coast of Suffolk,' and sometimes, but more rarely, as far as, and even

across, the Scottish border. The Bristol Channel supplied more

studies of trading craft ; and for the shore subjects the neighbour-

hood of Swansea was his constant, and latterly quite his most

favoured resort. In 1854 and 1855, and not unfrequently after-

wards, he had a series of effective drawings of the picturesque

V^raick, or seaweed harvest on the coast of Guernsey, and other of the

Channel Islands were laid under contribution for wrecking subjects

and scenes in troubled waters.

A contrast to the above are a large number of inland scenes,

which he painted with equally characteristic care and skill. Most of

the agricultural subjects relate to the tending or pasture of sheep.

Besides these he painted many views of quiet Thames scenery,

beginning about the year 1861, in some of which he introduced

figures engaged in rush-cutting and other industries. With these

exceptions, merely local landscape formed but a small part of his

ccuvre ; but interspersed among the exhibitions were views in North

as well as South Wales, and in the Home Counties, and elsewhere in

widely scattered spots in England, with a few in Scotland about the

Edinburgh district, and even as far as Ross-shire and the Isle of

' Several from Yarmouth and Lowestoft are in 1851.
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Skye.' In winter 1866-67 there was a series at Stratford-on-Avon

of subjects connected with the Hfe of Shakspere.

Even after joining the Water-Colour Society, Duncan did not

for some years at least sever his connexion with the press. Many
drawings of his were engraved on wood in the Illustrated London

Neivs, which had been started in 1843. For example, in 1850

(27 July), is 'Lowestoft Regatta,' and (17 August) ' Sniggling for

Eels ;
' and among the sketches sold as remainders after his death

there were: 'Transept of the Exhibition of 1851, looking South,'

' On Christmas Eve,' ' A Christmas Dinner,' and ' The Fleet in the

Solent, 1854,' all reproduced in that journal.^ In many cases he was

fortunate in having the co-operation of the engraver Linton, who

had a special knack of translating his work. In 1853 a treatise on

Modern Husbatidry, written by his friend George H. Andrews, was

published by Ingram, Cooke & Co. with illustrations by Duncan.

The following are also works for which he is stated ^ to have drawn

on wood : Favourite Modern Ballads, Favourite English Poems,

Rhymes and Roundelayes, Poetry and Pictures from Tlwmas Moore,

The Soldier s Dream, Lays of the Holy Land, and Bohn's edition of

Southey's Life of Nelson. His picture of 'The Lifeboat' was en-

graved and published by the Art Union. There have also been

reproductions of his works in colour. He is among the artists of

whose drawings there are facsimiles in 'the Art Album,' 4to, 1861
;

and sixteen of his sketches in water-colour have been chromo-litho-

graphcd by G. Rowney & Co. To the same class belong his illus-

trations to the following 4to volumes of ' Vere Foster's Water-Colour

Drawing-Books,' viz. : British Landscape and Coast Scenery (eight

facsimiles), Marine Painting {Advanced) (eight facsimiles) ; and

Simple Lessons in Marine Painting.

Though Duncan, writes Jenkins, ' produced a greater number of

drawings than most men, they all bear evidence of the artist's

conscious care.' The ' strict drawing, tasteful arrangement, and

careful finish,' which rendered his works so popular, were the outcome

of a mind that was singularly well ordered. Though his life was

unusually busy, he was never known to be in a hurry. Thus he

found ample time and leisure to do his best in everything. There

are no signs of haste in the composition of his drawings, all the

' In Winter E.xhibition, 1S68-9, &c.

^ Also a sketch in pen and ink, ' II Penseioso,' for the Art Union.

' In Bohn's edition of Chatto's Treatise on Wood Engraving, 1861.
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details whereof are thoroughl}- worked out.' ' I do not like,' he once

wrote to Jenkins, 'the scene-painting style of . . . and . . ., and I

hojjc that will be the general feeling, as that style of art is not likely

to improve the character of the Socict)- if we have too much of it on

the walls.'

The further events of Duncan's life are mainly connected with

his professional work, so far at least as it directed his movements

and determined his places of resort from year to year. A series of

his letters, preserved by Mr. Jenkins, for whom, alike in their general

tone and in particular expressions, they bear evidence of warm

respect as well as long and intimate friendship, fill in some of the

domestic details of his career, and harmonize with other evidence of

the affection with which he was regarded by his family and an

attached circle of acquaintance. They tell us of home events both

grave and gay, his daughters' marriages and a son's bereavement ; of

annual Christmas gatherings at his house, of pleasant suppers of the

' Chalcographic Society;'^ and, from 1855, of his sketching ashore

'
J.J. J. MSS.

' The ' Chalcographic,' which numbered among its members several artists well known
in our .Society, in or after Fiekling's time, originated, as the name implies, in a different

though allied branch of the artist profession. I's birth was nearly coeval with that of the first

Water-Colour Society. It is believed to have been founded in commemoration of the result

of an action at law, which was considered beneficial to the interests of engravers. Delatre

V. Copley, tried before Lord Kenyon in the Court of King's Bench on 2 July, 1801, had for

its subject a claim by the plaintiff to the payment of a sum (Soo/. ) agreed upon for making

a copy of Bartolozzi's engraving of defendant's picture of the ' Death of Chatham,' now in

the National Gallery. The task had been three years in hand, and part payment made ; but

Copley refused the balance (580/. ) on the ground that the copy was a bad one, particularly

in the likenesses. It was considered to a great extent a professional contest of rights

between painters and engravers. Bartolozzi, Nagle, Landseer and Smith were among the

witnesses for the plaintiff; while West, P.R.A., Beechey, Bourgeois, Opie and Hoppner

gave evidence for the defendant. The Attorney-General was on the one side, and Erskine

on the otiier ; and the verdict was for the plaintiff. (See Williams's Life of LawreucCi

i. 210-213. The writer, however, states on p. 333 that SirJohn Leicester was the originator

of the 'Chalcographic Society' in 1810.) It was apparently as a league for the defence of

professional riglits that the founders were first united ; but, whatever steps they may have

taken with that object in early times, the society had, by the end of Duncan's day, become

no more than a sociable club, comprising members whose connexion with graphic was, like

his, at least as strong as with chalcographic art. The following account of the society is

given in Buss's Almanack of the Fine Arts, 1852, pp. 154, 155: 'The object of this

association is to hold a series of friendly meetings amongst the Professors in the art of

Engraving. It has existed for nearly 50 years, and has numbered on its list all the most

distinguished members of the English School of Engravers during that period. By means

of these friendly meetings, which are held in succession at the residences of the different

members, an intercourse is kept up amongst the engravers in various styles of art

—

any technical improvement is canvassed as to its utility, proofs of plates in progress are

exhibited, and criticism courted ; meritorious works by continental engravers examined, and

choice states of etchings, or of plates by the ancient engravers, are brought to contribute to
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and afloat near the Mumbles and on the coast of Gower, whither he

is always trying to induce his artist friends to come and join him

and share in contemplation of the beauties of nature around him.

They tell of him at Hastings in August 1858, not sketching, but

making ' pot-boilers.' He has been there a fortnight with Whitaker,

and is about to accompany Leitch to Penygwrhyd. In the following

summer he and Mr. Gooden (now Mr. Goodeh-Chisholm) took a

memorable trip up the Thames in Andrews's boat. There they made

many sketches themselves, and encountered Dodgson, George Fripp,

Edwin Field, and others, similarly employed. From May to mid-

July 1 861 he is in Scotland. In 1865, apparently for the only time

in his life, he went abroad, and spent a few weeks in Italy, visiting

Venice, Rome, and Naples ; but there is no trace of this journey in

the subjects of his exhibited works. In August he is at Fort Madoc

with Topham and Field, and writes that he is changing his London

quarters. This was only the second removal since he had become an

Associate, when he lived in Mornington Place. The first was in

1858-59 to 10 Oakley Villas, Adelaide Road, and his new and last

residence was at 18 Upper Park Road, Haverstock Hill. All these

were on or near the road to Hampstead.

His letters from this time continue to describe him as frequenting

his accustomed summer haunts, the Mumbles in particular, and en-

joying his social surroundings when at home. The Christmas party

of 1 87 1 includes George Cruikshank the caricaturist in its circle of

old friends. In 1874 he had the satisfaction to see hi.s son Walter

admitted an Associate of the Society. The next year he is up the

the interest of the evening. An interchange of ideas such as mast result from these meetings

cannot fail to add to the knowledge of the members, and to assist them in their laborious and

refined studies upon copper or steel ; besides the pleasure which is always felt at meeting

with, and numbering amongst one's friends, a man of talent in any branch of Art. By its

rules visitors are admissible to the meetings. Nothing is allowed to be placed on the supper

table but bread and cheese and salad, with ale or porter, consequently the members become

great connoisseurs in Parmesan, Gruyere, Stilton, Cheshire, Cream, Neufchatel, .Shabzigo, (sic)

choice cheeses, and lobster salads. Burton ale, Guinness's stout, and other favourite com-

pounds of malt and hops, keep close to the law, only construing it in its most liberal sense.

The meetings are held on the first Friday of every month. Amongst its present members are

the names of T. S. Agar, J. H. Robinson, .S. Cousins, E. Goodall, F. Bacon, W. Finden,

G. R. Ward, E. Duncan, &c. &c.' To the names of the above engravers may be added those

of William HoU and T. O. Barlow, R.A. In later times the suppers were less strictly

limited. Nor were the members solely confined to professional artists. Mr. John Paget,

lately police magistrate, who is an excellent amateur draftsman, was a member, and the

most genial of hosts. It is only very recently that these festive meetings have become things

of the past. Both this society and the ' Graphic ' have (alas !) expired while this history has

been in course of compilation.
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Tliames, ' steamed by Jackson to Oxford, and to do sketching on the

way.' But we have references now (which was not so before) to his

state of health, and the inroads of time on his constitution ; and

these become more frequent as the years advance. In 1875 he

begins to complain of rheumatism. On the i6th of September, 1S81,

he writes from 4 Southend Villas, Mumbles: 'The weather here is

glorious, but I have not been sketching from nature. I find I am
not up to the mark for such work. Rheumatism, and very shaky

legs, bunions and foggy eyesight, take all the sketching pluck out of

one ; and Nature, who is no flatterer, tells me that I am now only an

old Hulk and must be very quiet and content at my moorings, and

feel thankful that my timbers are in fair condition and may last for

some time yet if I am careful. So I have not been killing myself

with hard work or with caricaturing Nature, but have been looking at

and enjoying the beautiful and ever changing effects that I have seen

daily from my window. I hope to retain the impressions for my
winter work.' In less than a fortnight, however (28 September, 1881),

he writes from ' Mr. Morgan's, Pitt Farm, O.xwich, Gower,' that he is

' able to work out of doors and get some sketching in Penrice Park, a

verj' beautiful spot. ... I am up at seven while here, this morning at

6.30, and I feel better for such early rising.' At home in October

after two months of what he calls ' holidays,' he is off to Leicester to

stay with his friends the Pagets, and on 3 November is ' back to

London fog.' On 29 January, 1882, 'the foggy weather has quite

upset me. I have felt very queer all this last week.' The subsequent

letters are from one of his sons, reporting fluctuations in his state,

through February and March. But in April there comes a deadly

wind from the east. On the 9th a ' Chalcographic ' meeting at Mr.

Paget's is put off on account of Duncan's illness, and on the evening

of the I ith, ' cheerful and resigned,' he breathes his last.

Though ' poor Duncan,' wrote one of his associates to Mr. Jenkins,

immediately after our artist's death, 'lived to a very advanced age,' he

' enjoyed his life up to within a short period of his death ; for his two

great enjoyments were the practice of his art and the society of his

friends, and I am not aw-are that these have scarcely suffered any

interruption during his long life ... he was such an amiable man,

so genial, kind and hospitable.' Jenkins himself wrote of his friend

in the following warm terms of admiration :
' Mr. Duncan in himself

eminently represented one of the finest types of English character.
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Blest with great talents, a happy disposition, and a vigorous constitu-

tion, he worked liard because he loved his work and his art for its

own sake. Scrupulously upright, genial, hospitable, and very generous,

he drew around him an attached circle of devoted friends who have

rarely had to deplore the loss of a more estimable or valued life.'

To this tribute of praise may be added the testimony of Mr. Andrews,

who wrote at the time of his own election into the Society in 1856,

to Mr. Jenkins (then Secretary), as follows :
' It is to Mr. Duncan

that I owe everything, for he has over twenty years treated me with

undcviating kindness and given me most freely every information

that he could to enable me to progress in art. Without that valuable

help I never could have done anything in it. The great advantage

of an acquaintance with artists I owe to the same source, for I never

in my life had, nor have I ever required, any other introduction than

the simple statement that I was a " friend of Duncan's," that seemed

always a full and sufficient reason that I was to be treated with

respect and consideration.'

It is pleasant to be able to add that in his later years he made a

handsome income by the disposal of his works, although the sums he

received for them were greatly surpassed by what they have realized

in public sales. A drawing exhibited at the New Society's, entitled

'The Last Man from the Wreck,' for which he charged 160 guineas,'

was bought for 504/. at the 'Parker' sale at Christie's in 1875 ; and

the ' Lifeboat going out ' (20 x 39 inches) realized 483/. at the

'Brooks' sale in 1879.- Two separate sales, each of Duncan's

' remaining works,' took place at Christie's after his death. Thejirsf,

on the 9th, loth, and 12th of March, 1883, comprised 496 water-

colour drawings, thirteen oil pictures, eighty pencil, pen and sepia

studies and sketches, and forty albums of scraps, &c., all frorn the

artist's hand ; and with these were sold eighty-three works by other

artists which he had collected. The seco)td, on the iith, 12th, and

13th of March, 1885, comprised 280 water-colour drawings and

sketches, twenty-four oil pictures, ninety-one pencil, pen and sepia

studies and sketches, and eighty-six albums of scraps &c. by Duncan
;

with 145 works by other hands. Two of Duncan's sons are artists,

one of them, as before mentioned, an Associate of the Royal Water-

Colour Society.

There was a third seceder from the ' New Water-Colour,' who
'

J. J. J. M.SS. ' Redford's An Sales.
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found a iiome in the ' Old Society' on St. Valentine's Day, 1848 ; a

popular and attractive painter of figure subjects and studies, whose

art was of a gayer sort than that which has just been described.

Francis William Topiiam was for thirty years a contributor to

the galler}' ; his most noteworthy drawings being those which por-

tra}-cd in bright hues a certain tj^jc of beauty common to Spain and

to the West of Ireland. He was himself a Yorkshireman, born at

Leeds on the 15th of April, 1808. Like his comrade Duncan, he

began professional life as an engraver. But his training was of a

more mechanical kind. Articled to an uncle, \\ ho was a writing

engraver, his 'prentice hand was. exercised in carving names and

monograms for cards and billheads, and on spoons and coffin plates
;

and it w^as quite a treat to him to have to execute a few extra

flourishes for the business card or invoice form of a Chinaman or a

tea dealer, with perhaps the insignia of his trade. When Topham

had acquired due proficiency in this kind of work, he came to

London, about the year 1830, and made a step in advance by

engraving coats-of-arms. If a precedent were needed for this, there

was a good old one in the early heraldic employment of William

Hogarth. Then he obtained an engagement with Messrs. Fenner &
Sears, who had recently erected a large building to carry on an

extensive business as engravers and publishers. Here he undertook

to execute, under the direction of a professional line engraver,' a

landscape plate of a view in the South Seas. But the task proved

somewhat beyond his strength. Fortunately for him, however,

another engraver, Tombleson by name, ' whose ready mode of doing

his work found more favour with the establishment,' was substituted as

his director while the plate was in progress, and not only finished it

for him, but gave young Topham some friendly aid in his endeavours

to become an artist. Shortly afterwards he made what was perhaps

his first professional design. It was for a label required by Messrs.

Kirby & Co., the great pin manufacturers, which was entrusted to his

employer's firm to be executed, and was duly engra\'ed. Thence he

advanced to more artistic work, and after a time did plates for the

pocket-books which, as we have seen, used to afford scope for artistic

talent of no mean order.^

' Believed to have been T. Engleheart, eUlest son nf Francis Engleheart, who engraved

after Wilkie and Smirl<e.

* .See account of Pye's plates after Havell and Prout, supra, vol. i. pp. 296, 297, 4S1.
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At this time he also became acquainted with one Henry Beckwith,'

an engraver, who worked for the same house, and happened to be

employed on a plate from a subject by ' Hancock.' This led to

Topham's obtaining a picture from that painter which he undertook

to engrave for Alaric Watts, the editor of the Literary Souvenir.

After working day and night on the plate, he was, however, unable to

agree with that gentleman as to terms, and sold the plate to the rival

editor, S. C. Hall, for some of whose publications he was afterwards

occasionally employed to design as well as to engrave. Further and

more permanent results accrued from an application to Virtue the

publisher, who gave him a drawing by Bartlett to translate on copper,

and continued to employ him in similar work until he left off

engraving entirely. It was while he was thus pursuing the laborious

profession of a line engraver, that he entered upon matrimonial

life. He married a sister of his friend Beckwith.

No complete list can be given of the plates which he engraved.

Some are after the landscapes of T. Allom, as well as Bartlett's.

Three of his own illustrations to the Waverley Novels, hereinafter

mentioned, are among them, as well as two plates, included in

Fisher's Drawing-Room Scrap-Book, called ' The Robber's Deathbed,'

dated 1843, and 'The Shipwreck,' a vignette dated 1850; of which

the former at least is from his own design. In Tattersall's Lakes of

England there are fourteen illustrations etched by him. Topham's

connexion with chalcographic art did not cease with his exchange of

the burin for the brush. He supplied designs for the Annuals and

other book illustrations, and he drew on the wood for divers

publications. The following is an imperfect list of his engraved

works not already referred to :— In S. C. Hall's Book of Gems (about

1838), frontispiece.—In Fearnside & Harral's History of Lotidon,

some of the illustrations.— In Fisher's Drawing-Room Scrap-Book,

1839, ' Prince Charles Edward bidding adieu to his Friends ; ' 1841,

' The Lady's Sorrow ;
' 1843, ' The Robber's Deathbed,' engraved by

him. Among the illustrations of the Waverley Novels, published by

Fisher, there are : To Peveril of the Peak, ' Holm-Peel Castle, Fenella

and Julian Peveril ;
'

^

—

Red Gauntlet, ' Prince Charles Edward taking

leave of his Adherents ; '— Tlie Betrotlied, ' He is gone for ever
;

'— T/ie

' There is a small Svo volume called TAe Angler's Sotivenir, by P. Fisher (a pseudonym

of W. A. Chatto), published in 1S35, which contains vignette plates and woodcut borders

by ' Beckwith ' and Topham.
-' Also engraved by Topham.
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Higliland IVidozv, ' Hamish Bean and his Mother ; '

—

T/ie Talisman,

' Sir Kenneth and the Baron of Gilsland ;
'

•

—

Anne of Geierstchi,

' Anne of Geierstcin and Arthur PhiUpson ; '

—

Count Robert of Pan's,

' Bertha at the Camp of the Crusaders ;' '

—

T/ie Surgeon's Daughter,

' ZiUa de Moncada and her Father.' The above are Hne engravings.

He also drew on wood for Mrs. S. C. Hall's Midsummer Eve ; T.

Moore's Alelodies and Poems ; Burns's Poems ; Dickens's A Child's

History of England, frontispiece ; Tlie Book of Ballads and the Illus-

trated London News.

Thus before he ceased to engrave he had also taken to original

drawing. His education as a painter appears to have been picked up

for himself, partly by study from nature, and partly at the Artists'

Society in Clipstone Street, which he is understood to have joined

shortly after the events above recorded. The following account of

this ' Academy,' as it was called, is taken from a draft, found among

Mr. Jenkins's papers, written by him for the information of Mr. N.

Neal Solly, for his Life of Miiller:— ' About the year 1823-4 a few

artists, with Mr. S. P. Knight as their chief, banded themselves

together into a little society for the systematic study of veritable

rustic figures from the life. The idea was novel in its leading feature,

that of pressing into their service models drawn from the wandering

tribes of sturdy beggars, ballad singers, gipsies, pifferari, Italian boys,

street musicians, and tramps of every caste, worn, travel-stained, and

often picturesque in rags, who throng our public ways. It was an

attempt to return to the Dutch-like truth in its severest realism, as a

corrective and antidote to the artificial and conventional manner

which the painters generally had fallen into of dressing up their

figures representing humble life. This society commenced with the

modest number of eight or nine members, who met in a rough room

down a stable-yard in Gray's Inn Lane. Each in turn had to catch

his model from the streets and arrange the figure for a given number

of nights, and many were the amusing tales told of the trials and

difficulties experienced, and the tact required to make these vagabond

wayfarers comprehend the novelty of the situation, for which they

were offered to be well paid for " sitting still and doing nothing " for a

couple of hours on three evenings of the week. The plan of study,

however, prospered and soon became popular ; applications for

admission outgrew the means of accommodation, till eventually the

' These are also engraved by Topliam.
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members removed to spacious rooms in Clipstone Street,' Fitzroy

Square, further enlarged their numbers, added costumes, collected

books, and introduced lectures on anatomy and cognate subjects

applicable to the fine arts. With the termination of the lease of

these premises, the society made a third remove to rooms built for

them in Langham Chambers, which they now occupy. ... In addi-

tion to the ordinary routine of study, the members once a week held

an evening meeting for sketching an improvised composition. A subject

was named, often a single word, as " Summer," " Winter," " Snow,"

&c., as the theme upon which to build a composition. At the end of

two hours, the individual studies were collected together, and nothing

could be more interesting than to compare the remarkable variety and

different mode of treatment which the same word suggested to the

minds of the different sketchers.' It, in short, included another of

the sketching societies that date from the time of Girtin.

To return to the life of Topham : According to Graves, he began

to exhibit his works in 1832, and between that year and 1S58 had

seven at the Royal Academy, three at the British and three at the

Suffolk Street Gallery. In 1842 he was elected an Associate, and in

1843 a Member of the New Society of Painters in Water-Colours.

It was apparently in 1844^ that he went to Ireland, as before

mentioned, with Alfred Fripp,' and there entered upon the field of

art which he made more especially his own. He retired from the New
Society in 1847, having exhibited thirty-eight drawings in its gallery

during the six years of his connexion with it. The two exhibits of his

first year in Pall Mall East were a Welsh view near Capel Curig, and

an Irish subject of the conventional sort from the popular ballad of

' Rory o' More.' His election as Member followed in four months

after his admission there as an Associate, namely, on the 12th of June,

1848, in the place of J. W. Wright, deceased. Topham was not a pro-

lific exhibitor, but his share in making the gallery attractive was more

than proportionate to the number of his works. From 1848 to 1877

he had always one at least but never more than five drawings in the

summer exhibition, the total amounting to no more than eighty ; and

in the winter ones, from the first in 1862-63, to that of 1877-78, which

' ' The Artists' Society,' at 29 Clipstone Street, Fitzroy Square, was, according to the

heading of its printed notice form of ' List for providing Models,' established in 1830, ' for

the Study of Historic, Poetic, and Rustic Figures.'

- A folio of his Gahvay sketches, exhibited at the Graphic Society, 13 February, 1S78, was

dated 1S44, and his Iri^h sulijectsat the New Society begin in 1S45. ' Sufra, p. 291.
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followed his death, lie had but thirty-nine, having been absent four

times. For the first half-dozen years his subjects were confined to

the United Kingdom, Welsh and (from 1850) Scotch figures being

painted, as well as Irish. ' Highland Smugglers leaving the Hills with

their Whiskey' (1851) and 'The Morning of the Pattern—a Holy-

day in the West of Ireland' (1852) are among the more ambitious

titles. After this the range was widened by journeying abroad.

One drawing, in 185 i, of a special subject demands notice of a

phase of his life in England before following him to Spain. It was

an illustration of Dickens's story of Baniaby Rudge, where children

flock round the half-witted hero, while he and his mother pass through

her native village, as she had herself done when a child. Another

from the Old Curiosity Shop followed in 1856; and the two together

point to a fellow-feeling with the author. This, as in the case of

Frank Stone and Cattermole, exhibited itself also in their kindred

taste for the drama. Topham had already shown himself possessed

of histrionic power by acting in the two pieces mentioned below,

which had been got up by a party of ' Artist Amateurs,' and per-

formed at the St. James's Theatre on 13 May, 1850, for the benefit

of the ' Artists' General Benevolent Institution,' under the patronage

of the Queen and Prince Albert. The committee of management

included Dodgson, Duncan, Topham, and E. A. Goodall ; and

Topham played the parts of Martin Heyzvood, in Douglas Jerrold's

' The Rent Day,' and Stephen Harrowby in ' The Poor Gentleman.""

The amateur performance of Sir E. B. Lytton's comedy, ' Not so bad

as We seem,' which took place in the following year, has been referred

to in connexion with Frank Stone, who acted The Duke of Ilidd/esex.

For Mr. Goodenough Easy, John Leech had been originally proposed

by Dickens, the stage manager, but he eventually gave the part to

Topham, who he ' thought would do it admirably.' ' That the im-

personation was a brilliant success va sans dire. In the same year

Topham became one of Dickens's company of ' splendid strollers.' ^

In the winter of 1852-53, leaving his wife and family in England,

Topham went to Spain to study the class of subjects which proved

so congenial to his artistic taste. That his life there was not one of

comfort or of admiration of his surroundings, otherwise than in their

picturesque aspects, is apparent in the letters which he wrote home to

his friend Jenkins. He was hampered, both in the production of his

' Lettets of Charles Dickens, iii. 123. ' Ibid. i. 241.

II. Y
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works, and by difficulties in sending them home. Those intended for

the exhibition of 1853 appear to have been too late. He writes of

delays in shipment and at sea ; and he had but one drawing there

that year, called ' Wild Flowers,' the first of his Spanish series being

in 1854. His troubles began with unruly conduct among his models.

On 25 March (?), 1853, he writes from Seville that they had 'suddenly

disappeared.' On the 1st of April they had ' suddenly reappeared,'

but ' too late.' Then he describes a bull fight, in terms of disgust

enough to allay any fear of his desiring to depict its brutality.

From the same letter we learn that he was proposing to draw some

of his subjects on wood for the Illustrated London Neivs. Thence he

proceeded on his tour, and in the summer was at Madrid. The

account of his impressions of Spain in general and its capital in

particular, in a letter of the 23rd of July, 1853, in the same series,

must be given in his own words, italics and all. ' I am now in

Madrid, which glorious city every Spaniard will recommend you to

visit once before you expire, and which every Englishman wJio knozvs

Wz glories \\\\\ advise you to avoid and steer clear of if you wish to

live. " There is but one Madrid" says the Spaniard. " So much the

better," says the Englishman. The Spaniard will tell you that

whenever it is mentioned the world is silent with awe, that there is

but one stage from Madrid to paradise, where there is a window for

admiring angels to look down on it. In my opinion it is the most

ugly, unsocial, unhealthy, beastly, stinking place I was ever in, except

Lisbon. . . . It's only redeeming point, the Museo, ... is certainly

glorious. I will pass over its thousand mai-vels and merely tell you

that we know nothing of Velasquez in England. He is marvellous

beyond expression. . . . Since leaving Seville I have visited Cordova,

Granada, Toledo, and other places of interest, and everywhere I have

regretted my inability to paint architecture. Such glorious combi-

nations of landscape and architecture I don't think are to be found in

any other country.' Then he regrets the wanton destruction of anti-

quarian and artistic remains ; and waxes enthusiastic on Granada, its

beauties and its climate. But Seville he considers the best sketching

ground. He had 'purchased a good many articles of dress, &c.,'

for studio use at home ; and was now about to start for Segovia.

The following extract is from an undated letter to his friend

Davidson, now a Member of the Society.' It doubtless belongs to a

' Elected Associate, 12 Febiu.iry, 1S55 ; Member, 12 June, 1S58.
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later period of the same tour, and is written from Cucnca, of which

picturesque town there is a tinted pen-and-ink sketch, about i li x 8

inches, at the back, representing houses cHnging to the two vertical

sides of a ravine, with no foreground, introduced ' to convince ' his

correspondent that the place whence he wrote was ' hardly a back-

ground for a figure subject
;

'
' I wrote to you I think from Cordova,

and I have since been to Granada, Madrid, Segovia, Toledo, &c. . . .

Edward Goodall ' is here, and his feeling is like mine, although his

models do not make promises and disappoint him. I think, however,

he is not satisfied with Spanish subjects altogether, but I expect it

will be otherwise as he goes further south. I make some excuse for

him because he, like myself, is half starved, and you will readily

imagine that an Englishman with an empty stomach and only

nastiness to live upon cannot be in the best possible temper. I think

our landlord begins to fear that he won't get his money
; for he does

not perceive that we make much here. He recommended our sending

for the printer that we might have some bills and cards to distribute,

that our first visit might be better known, and that so we might have

a better chance. Since they discovered that we sometimes pay the

people to have their likenesses taken, they—" the landlord and his

lovely family "—think we are insane. We leave this place very soon

for Valencia, and then we finish our sketching in Spain, and make
the best of our way to old England.'

In 1854 or 185s he took up his quarters at i Bloomfield Villas,

Tufnell Park West, having previously lived at 32 Fortess Terrace,

Kentish Town. After this, Spanish subjects were most looked for as

representing his talent, such titles as ' Fortune Telling—Andalusia,'

'A Gipsy Festival near Granada' (1S54), 'The Andalusian Letter-

writer,' ' The Posada ' (1855), ' Spanish Gossip ' (1859), &c., sufficiently

indicating their nature. He had domestic afflictions to endure in

the winter of 1S56-57— his wife's illness and a child's death ; but

the following November he joins the first annual dinner of the

Society, and in May 1858 he is the host at a ' Chalcographic ' supper,

whereat Jenkins is to be ' presented to the brethren.' In August i860

he revisits Ireland, with a brother artist, Baxter, and his own son,

Frank W. W. Topham.- He found most of his old Galway friends

' Now also a Member. The sketch of Cucnca was by his hand.

- Now a Member of the Koyal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours, and also an

acconiplishcd painter in oils.

Y 2
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dead or gone to America, but was recognized and received a warm

welcome at Claddagh. The next year some of the products of this

fresh visit appeared in his two exhibited drawings, ' The Angels'

Whisper,' from the lines of Samuel Lover, and ' Irish Peasants at

the Holy Well.' In 1861 he is sojourning in North Wales, his

address being ' Dinas, near Llanrwst
;

' and thence comes a subject

of ' Peat Gatherers' for the next exhibition. In July 1862 he is

again in Ireland, and writes from ' Eglinton Hotel, Salt Hill, Gal-

way :
'

' I regret that it will not be possible to meet our Chalcographic

friends on Friday. It would, indeed, be a treat if I could get away

from wretched Galway for such an evening—but alas ! I am hard at

work, having established (for a short time) a capital studio in Galway,

and returning home to dinner daily, I get a little fresh air.' At this

time and for fourteen years, he hails from ' Warwick House, 86

Adelaide Road, N.W.' Within this period a few Italian subjects

occur, almost the only foreign ones not brought from Spain.' They

begin in 1864 with ' Italian Peasants ' and 'The Fountain at Capri.'

'A Venetian Well,' 1870, and a few winter ' sketches and studies,'

also at Venice, are nearly all the rest.

Towards the close of the period his life was again shadowed by

domestic calamities, and the deep black edge to his letter paper tells

of successive bereavements. On the 5th of November, 1873, he

writes, after his wife's death, that he has ' taken a house at Reigate

for the winter months, on account of his daughter's weak health, and

speaks at the same time of the dangerous illness of a grandchild.

Next year it was his own turn to be on the sick list. On 29 Decem-

ber he complains of ' bronchial irritation and cough,' and has ' been

shut up here with cold for nearly two months.' He had moved

shortly before into new quarters in Arkwright Road, Hampstcad,

where his house was christened ' Dinas,' the name of that he had

occupied near Llanrwst. He was not destined to reside there long.

In the winter of 1876-77 he set off for another, and what proved a

fatal, visit to Spain. He appears to have been taken ill at Madrid,

but ventured upon an excursion thence to Cordova, in company with

two friends, Mr. Joshua Mann and Mr. Rutter (an amateur artist).

The long journey, and a fast, it is said, of seventeen hours with only

two biscuits among the three, were too much for his strength to

' ' Villnce Musicians, Eiitlany,' 1S57, and ' Cn the Beach near Eoalogne,' 1S66, are

other exceptions.
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endure, and wlicn he i^ot to Cordova it was quite exhausted. Unable

to rally, he died there on the 31st of March, 1877.'

In the next summer and winter exhibitions there were six

drawings and sketches by his hand, but none were the produce of

this last abortive tour. For the meeting of the Graphic Society on

the 13th of February, 1878, a collection was made of works by

Topham, including three portfolios of sketches : from Galway of 1844,

from Scotland of 1850, and from Spain of 1853. A number of his

drawings were also brought together at the conversazione of the

Royal Water-Colour Society Art Club on the 27th of March, 1889,

in conjunction with a gathering of works by his brother member tlie

late Thomas Danby. Four of his drawings are at South Kensington
;

three in the Ellison gift, and one in the William Smith bequest.

Topham's best works are remarkable for power and depth of

colour, the shadows being rich and transparent. Latterl)-, however,

he was much addicted to body colour. Jenkins, on being asked

with reference to the exhibition of the artist's works at the ' Graphic,'

how his friend succeeded in obtaining such force of colour without

blackness, wrote the following answer :

—
' If Topham were alive and

the question put to him I suspect he would say that he didn't know,

or possibly he might say, " I keep painting in and out until my eye is

satisfied ; " much in the same way that Will Hunt said, " I grub it

out somehow or other." Topham was essentially a colourist, and the

sense of colour seems to me a gift which no procedure can explain or

any particular pigments express in other hands. What the mind

recognizes will come out. Topham's shadows are " rich and trans-

parent " because he saw light in shadow, &c. . . . Topham's mode of

working was altogether without system. I have often painted in the

same room with him. He put on colour and took off colour, rubbed

and scrubbed, sponged out, repainted, washed, plastered and splut-

tered his drawings about in a sort of frenzied way in the effort to

produce something lurking in his mind, but which he could not readily

realize. Every drawing seemed something like an experiment'

That his drawings were highly appreciated in his lifetime is

indicated by the following list of prices (above 300/.), realized in art

sales, as noted in Mr. Rcdford's valuable work.

' He was interred in the little Protestant cemetery inclosed and arranged by the late

Duncan Shaw, British Consul at Cordova, a friend to all English artists, who himself lies

buried there.
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of drawings to our gallery than many artists who have acquired the

privileges of Membership. For during the thirty-eight jears of his

connexion with the Society he never missed an exhibition, generally

sending his full quota of 8 to the summer one, and in the winter,

where the number was not thus limited, an average of about 14.

His total of separate exhibits stands as high as 587, 268 being in the

former, and 319 in the latter season. In this enumeration are in-

cluded 6 posthumous exhibits, but where several sketches are in a

frame they are reckoned as one only. His subjects are all of the

landscape class and, with few exceptions, views of named spots, his

usual sketching ground being nearly conterminous with his father's,

and the treatment and manner of painting obviously founded on that

artist's practice. It need scarcely be added that the fire of original

genius which had illumined the master's works did not burn so

brightly over the pupil's, and that of the light it had shed very much

was lost in the reflexion. The drawings of the younger Cox were,

however, as a rule harmonious in colour, and, being for the most part

unobtrusive, their number was not felt to weigh too heavily in the

general balance of the walls. Views in North Wales form the largest

class, and there are some also in Scotland, not a few among the

Cumberland lakes from 1861, others in the Midlands, and many in

the home counties of Kent, Sussex, and Surrey. In the winters of

1865-6 and 1877-8 are groups of sketches from Devon, the former

about Tiverton and the Exe, the latter round Dartmoor. Exceptions

to these and to the rest, which are confined to Great Britain, are two

separate groups of foreign views, the first exhibited between the j-ears

1853 and 1857, from Grenoble and the Isere, and the second from

Switzerland, in the winter show of 1869-70, and the summer one of

1870.

After his father's death in 1S59, he moved to 2 New Park Road,

Brixton Hill. In the catalogue for i860 his name is entered (with

that address) simply as ' David Cox.' But a year after he reverts to

his old description as ' David Cox, junior.' There could indeed be

only one David Cox, and the son honoured his father's mcmorj' by

modestly abstaining from the use of the well-known name without

the qualifying addition. There still remains some need for the exer-

cise of caution by collectors, on account of the superficial resemblance

of manner which exists among the works of the two Coxes. More-

over, when the son was called at length to rcbt with his ancestors, he
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too had attained so venerable an age that he was himself entitled to

be spoken of as 'old ' David Cox. He died in his seventy-seventh

year, on the 6th of December, 1885, at Chester House, Streatham

Hill, where he had resided since 1876. His remaining works, com-

prising upwards of 400 finished drawings and sketches, were sold at

Christie's on the 14th and isth of April, 18S6.

The 1 2th day of February, 1849, 's entitled to be marked with a

red letter in the calendar of this history, for the reason that among

the three candidates then elected was JOSEPH JOIIN JENKINS, with-

out whose initiative and preliminary labours the task of compiling it

would not have been undertaken. He was another of the band of

artists who in 1847 had renounced their short allegiance to the rival

society in Pall Mall, and now rejoined his former comrades, Dodgson,

Duncan, and Topham, in their more congenial home of Pall Mall

East. His election as Member followed a year after, on the lOth of

June, 1850.

Jenkins was primarily a figure painter, but many of his subjects

and studies were combined with landscape, and some belong to the

latter category alone. In early life, however, he pursued the profes-

sion of engraving, for which he was educated by his father, who was

a pupil of William Holl (the elder), and practised that branch of art

with skill and success.' The son was born in 181 1. Among his

papers there is a letter, dated 19 February, 1875, from o"^ who claims

renewal of acquaintance as a playmate of his childhood, wherein a

faint glimpse is given of his early home. ' I recall,' says the writer,

' your father showing me ... a plate upon which he was at work,

"The Greenwich Pensioner," cooling his tea in a saucer with his

breath, and a proof of its companion, the old dame " Threading the

Needle ;
' and his giving me my first lesson in etching. I can like-

wise see you unrolling a drawing, most neatly and carefully executed,

of a foot from plaster.' A writer in the Athenaum (21 March, 1885)

mentions a picture with the above title, ' The Greenwich Pensioner,'

in the gallery of the Society of British Artists in 1829, as our artist's

' first exhibited drawing,' and that it was followed by ' The Hareem

Queen' in 1832. Mr. Graves, however, assigns the year 1825 (when

the artist was only fourteen) as the date of his first appearance in

' A print called ' Happy Times,' whereof in impressions were sold at Christie's among

J. J. Jenkins's ' remainders,' is believed to have been engraved l^y the father.
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public, and finds under liis name between tliat date antl 1849 thirteen

works at Suffolk Street, one at the Ro)-al Acadcni}', and two at the

British Institution.

Thus he used the pencil contemporaneously with the cjraver, and

there are line engravings of which he seems to have been both designer

and executor on the metal.' Among the works which he engraved

are portraits, including those of Lord William Russell, Allan Cunning-

ham, (Sir) Joseph Paxton, and others ; a ' Susanna and the Elders,'

by Francesco Mola, and ' The Greenwich Pensioner and the Chelsea

Pensioner,' by M. W. Sharp.^ The class of subjects in which his

talent was shown as a rising painter was that w hich found read)' ac-

ceptance in the Annuals, wherein the following plates from his designs

may be found :— In ihe Keepsake , 1835, 'My Aunt Mansfield ' (engraved

by C. Heath).— 1838, 'Zuleikha' (T. Stodart), ' Theresa ' (H. Cook),

'Angelica' (W. H. Mote).— In the Forget-me-not, 1838, ' Rosanna

'

(H. Rolls); 1840, ' Alice "(H. Rolls).—In Heath's Book of Beauty,

1S38, ' Rhoda ' (Hall).—^In Fisher's Draimng-Rooin Scrap-Book, 1838,

' The Devotee ' (J. Jenkins), a vignette ; 1 839, ' The Flower Garden '

(P. Lightfoot), ' The Ancient Prude' (J. Brain), ' A Society of Anti-

quaries ' (T. A. Dean), the incident represented being a child discovered

hiding in a box of curiosities ;
' The Poet's Grave '

(J. Cochran)

;

1840, 'Kate is crazed' (J. Thomson); 1850, 'The Mask' (W. H.

Mote); 1851, 'Highland Flowers' (W. Hewett). The designs for

these prints were mostly, if not all, of an earlier date than his election

as an Associate of the New Water-Colour Society, which event occurred

in 1842, and was followed by his election as a Member thereof in 1843.

During the six years of his connexion therewith, he exhibited fifty-

seven drawings in its gallery in Pall Mall.

While working at his art he also in his earlier time gave lessons

to pupils in figure drawing. He further took advantage of the

period of his life when his health was less precarious than it latterly

became, to lay in a stock of impressions by sketching sojourns, both

in this country and abroad. An undated letter of his (conjectured

to have been written about 1840) to an old friend and brother artist,

the late H. Pidgeon, proposes a ' sketching business ' in W'ales with

Dodgson, and in a postscript he adds :
' My companion for Scotland

cannot go, and I hate wandering alone.' For we shall sec that he

' For example, ' The Devotee,' mentioned below.

' .See Putlick and Simpson's sale catalogue, 2 July, 18S5, Lots 88, 126, 128, &c.
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was of an eminently sociable disposition. Another letter, also undated,

to the same friend, gives a full and particular account of a journey to

Belgium, with critical encomiums on the famous pictures by Van

Eyck and Memling at Ghent and Bruges, and those of Rubens at

Antwerp ; together with graphic descriptions, which, although of

stock sights now familiar to every tourist, have a pleasant na'ivei^

about them, that seems to appertain to a first trip abroad. As a

painter of contemporary life, this visit to Belgium was not very

profitable to him. He was far from being taken with the aspect of

the people. ' I selected Belgium,' he writes, ' because I was led to

believe that I should meet with very picturesque figures and fall upon

new subjects. In this I have been most completely disappointed.

The people are neither "picturesque" nor "agreeable." ' But he tried

there to realize the past, and nearly succeeded at the Hospital of St.

John in Bruges, where the sceurs de la charite, who in the same vaulted

room and the same costume of old were tending the sick or dying

' as they might have done in the time of Memling himself,' seemed to

him ' to have just glided from the old frames to visit the scenes of

bygone days, and flit about like ghosts of the past.' But at the

Bdguinage in Ghent he says of the 400 or 500 nuns assembled for

vespers :
' I stood at the door and longed to see a beautiful woman

—

a beautiful nun.' But no, ' nothing but age and ugliness passed me
there, and the poetry of the thing vanished with the sight.' There

was in fact no sentimental prettiness about it, and it formed but sorry

material for the Book of Beauty or the Draiviug-Rooin Scrap-Book
;

so we find among his pictures no motives derived from the Flemish

tour. It was far otherwise with a visit which he made to Lower

Brittany in 1846,' where the habits and picturesque costume of the

peasantry afforded the very models he required. There he resided

for some time, and thence he derived the scenes and subjects of many

of his most successful works.

In 1847 he seceded, with the group of companions above

mentioned, from the New Society. In the following year it was

reported that he had formed an intention of giving up water-colour

painting and taking to oils.^ However that may be, he offered him-

self as a candidate at the old Society of Painters in Water-Colours,

and was elected, as above mentioned, Associate in 1849, and Member

' Athciiitum, 21 March, 1885. A French passport was granted to him at Boulogne, for

the interior, on the 25lh of August, 1S46. ^ Art Union, 1S4S, p. 131.
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in 1850. He had not long been invested witli a vote in tlic Society's

affairs when he began to show his zeal in its interests, and to make

his influence felt. To him is said to have been due the printing in

that year of a French edition of the catalogue for the benefit of the

many foreigners who came to England in 1851 to see the Great

Exhibition in H}de Park.'

It was also at or before this time that he conceived the idea of

writing a history of water-colour art in England, embodying therein

an account of his own Society, though embracing a much wider

scope. The first public intimation of this design came in the form of

an advertisement in the Times newspaper of 20 February, 1852, in

the following words :--' Preparing for Publication. A History of the

English School of Painting in Water-Coloiirs, with Examples illus-

trative of its Progress, and Biographical Notices of the most eminent

Professors of the Art. By Jos. J. Jenkins, Member of the Society

of Painters in Water Colours. Mr. Jenkins respectfully solicits in-

formation respecting the early Professors of the Art,— S Newman .

Street.' The intending author did not, however, trust for infor-

mation to what might come to hand in answer only to this appeal.

He set about his task systematically, and for the purpose of

collecting facts had a paper printed for circulation among cog-

noscenti, directing their attention to useful points of inquiry.

These were arranged under the two heads :— ist, The History of

the Material; 2ndly, Personal History of the most Eininefit Artists

in IVater-Colonr. The inquiries thus set on foot were pursued, as

the reader is aware, until almost the last year of his life, but the

task remained unfinished at his death. For he was only able to

work at it as time and opportunity served, and as the state of

his fragile health permitted. It happened, moreover, that as the

time became absorbed by his ordinary avocations, the means of

obtaining information were more commonly available through the

special channel which they afforded him. Contemporary facts which

he was enabled to register clustered naturally round his own stand-

point ; and thus the materials he left were more fitted for con-

structing a history of the ' Old Watcr-Colour Society ' than one of

the wider scope originally announced. Early in the course of his

inquiries, he sought for such information as was to be found in the

' Athcihiuni, 21 M,irch, 1SS5. The practice of publishing such catalogues is there stated

to have 'obtained for some time.'
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archives of the Society, and on applying to the Secretary, George

Fripp, in April 1853, he found that at the death of that gentleman's

predecessor in office, J. W. Wright, they were in a state of some

confusion. ' All the Society's papers,' wrote Mr. Fripp, ' came to me
loose at the bottom of a cab! They had, however, been placed, and

carefully preserved by him, in a large trunk which Jenkins obtained

leave ' to look at and rummage.' It is not surprising, after evidence

such as this of industrious interest in the affairs of the Society, and

a systematic habit of working, that J. J. Jenkins was unanimously

chosen as Secretary when the next vacancy occurred, namely, on

the 13th of February, 1854.

He had not been Secretary much more than a year when Fielding,

the President, died, and a season of some temporary discord followed

as above mentioned, which gave ample occasion to prove his value in

an official capacity. It is not necessary here to refer in detail to the

controversies which took place over Tayler's mission to Paris at the

time of the Exhibition of 1855, to the resignation of President

Lewis three years afterwards, to the agitation for a site at Burlington

House in 1859, or to other vexed questions that arose or wei'e

debated during Jenkins's term of office, both within the Society and

with respect to its external relations. But it is impossible to read

the letters which passed between Members and the private correspon-

dence with successive presidents, preserved among Mr. Jenkins's

papers now in the Society's possession, without perceiving how he

was universally trusted, how his opinion was valued and respected,

how calm was his own judgment, and how his tact and good temper

fitted him to be the peacemaker who was to reconcile discordant

elements. ' Certainly,' wrote Samuel Palmer ' after his friend's

retirement from office, ' Mr. J. Jenkins's vigilance in everything

which affected the interests of the Society, and the sound wisdom

which on every occasion he brought to bear upon them, left nothing

to be desired, and will long be remembered by us.' As a testimonial

of the esteem in which he was held by his brother Members, they

presented him with a gift of lOO/. on the loth of June, 1861. A
vast deal of work, which he cheerfully undertook, was thrown upon

him that did not strictly belong to the duties of his office. For

example, when the London International Exhibition of 1862 was in

course of preparation, he became engaged in a burdensome corre-

' MS. letter to Mr. Henry B. Jenkins, the artist's brother.
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spondencc as a medium of communication between the Commissioners

and the Members of the Society, wlio were making up lists of their

chief \vorl<s, and indicating where they were to be found. He also

wrote occasional articles on art subjects in the Brighton Gazette, and

other periodicals.

He resigned his post of Sccretar}' in 1864, probably on the

ground of failing health. One of his later acts had been the in-

stitution in the previous year, of press private views of the Society's

e.\hibitions, a great boon to critics, and an example which was

followed b}' the Ro}'al Academy and other societies.' The benefits

conferred on the Society by Joseph Jenkins did not end w ith his

term of office. In his later years he busied himself in the foundation

of a permanent library and museum at the Society's house, to preserve

examples of the work of deceased Members, and records of the his-

tor)- of their art. For this purpose he not only made a gift of books

himself in 1878, but induced other Members to present exam-

ples of their engraved and other works to the collection. In 1884,

having been unable through illness to send anything to the gallery

for two successive seasons, and being conscious that age and infirmity

had at length incapacitated him from further work, he generously

resigned his INIembership to make room for some j-ounger man. But

the vacancy would soon have occurred without his taking that step.

He died the next year on the 9th of March, 1885, at dj Hamilton

Terrace, St. John's Wood, where he had resided since 1874.

By his will, of which his brother Member, Edward A. Goodall, was

made executor, he was found to have left to the Society a sum of

1,000/., and a further addition to its art treasures in nine drawings by

living Members. He also bequeathed 500/. to the Artists' Benevolent

Institution. Notwithstanding his weak health, from which he had

been a sufferer for many years, he had survived all his relations, and

was thus able to confer upon his professional brethren an inheritance

which might otherwise have been bestowed on his own family. He
had never married, and, after the successive deaths of his mother and

only brother, his life would have been solitary had it not been for the

sociable disposition which drew around him a circle of attached

friends with whom he was in frequent communion. He kept up a

friendly correspondence by letter with several brother artists at home
and abroad ; ' and we have seen how he was the expected guest of

' See Alhenctum, 21 March, 1SS5. - See account of Henry Riviere, iii/ra.
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Duncan at his Christmas dinners ; who, with Topham, was also among

the boon companions that met periodically at the social suppers of

the Chalcographic Society. He was, moreover, for some time a

member of the ' Graphic' There are memoranda of his goodwill to

others in divers small benefactions, such as a gift to Topham in 1868

of a Spanish mantle for his studio wardrobe ; and one to the Artists'

Society at Langham Chambers, of two ' properties ' in the shape of

an old leather chair and an earthenware pitcher, for which the

Secretary, Charles Cattermole,' returns thanks on the 26th of

September, 1874.

On the 3rd of June, 1875, he was elected a Fellow of the Society

of Antiquaries. From 1859 to 1873 he resided at 35 Upper

Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square
;
previously to which his address

had been 5 Newman Street from at least the date of his joining the

Society ; and at an earlier time at 8 Caroline Street, Bedford Square.

As a contributor to the gallery he was not largely productive, never

exceeding eight in the summer or nine in the winter exhibitions ; and

at both he was occasionally unrepresented. Thus the total number

of his exhibits is only 271 for the thirty-six years of his connexion

with the Society. Of these 152 were in the summer and iig in the

winter shows. To the latter figure the inclusion of a few frames of

three or four subjects apiece may entitle him to an addition of eleven

more. The earliest years, from 1849 to 185 1, comprise most of his

subjects from Brittany, notably a drawing among his first batch

called ' Going against the Stream,' which was the fellow to one of

' Going with the Stream,' and formed with it a very popular pair.

They depict a boat with two Breton figures emblematic of the

' course of true love,' the latter illustrating the exception required to

prove the oft-quoted rule. These two drawings were engraved, in

probably the most successful prints from the artist's designs. To

some of these Brittany subjects there are such titles as :
' The Rival's

Wedding' (1849), 'A Gossip over the Wedding Dress' (185 1), 'The

Roadside Cross' (1862), 'After Vespers' (1863), &c., which suffi-

ciently indicate their nature. After these dates they occur from time

to time only. Between 1850 and 1856 there are occasional subjects

from Boulogne ; and others on the coast of France, chiefly near

Calais, are found from 1875 to 1878. Studies on the Thames begin

in 1863, and continue to the last, coming more thickly between 1866

' R. W. I., son of Rev. Richard Cattermole.
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and 1S60. In the winter of 1865-66 there arc a cji'oup of studies

from the district about Wiiilby ; and scattered among his works are

views in North Wales, at Haddon, and Warwick, in tlic counties of

Surrey, Sussex, Kent, and on the coast of Norfolk. It was in the

later years, and ciiicfly in the winter exhibitions, that these landscape

subjects became more common. The carHcr works belonged more to

the figure and genre school. Their motives, as before intimated,

inclined to the sentimental or to the infantine and mildly humorous

class. A few titles will be enough to define their scope ; such as :

'Thoughts of Home ' (1852) ; 'Evangeline at Prayer ' (1854) ; 'The

Return, in Sight of Home ' (1856), &c., among the more serious ; and

of the lighter class, ' After a Romp ' (1849) ; 'Waking Up' (1851) ;

' Take Me Up ' and ' Put Me Down ' (1855) ;
' Come along ' (1856) ;

' Now then ' (1858) ;

' Uonne Moi ' (i860) ; &c. &c.

Several other of the exhibited drawings were engraved as separate

plates ; for example, ' The English Side of the Channel,' and ' The

French Side of the Channel,' and ' Sleeping Companions ' (all ex-

hibited in 1853): 'Hopes' and 'Fears' (1855), both engraved by

William Holl. His engraved works further include a drawing entitled

' Love,' the property of the Queen ; and a complete list should

include the ticket of the ' Guild of Literature and Art ' which he

designed for Charles Dickens. And there may be more. A sale of

his books and prints took place at Puttick and Simpson's on the 2nd

of July, 18S5, and his remaining works and collection of drawings

were sold by Christie & Co. on the 1st of March, 1S86. The highest

registered prices of Jenkins's drawings at public sales are the fol-

lowing :

—
' N'ayez pas Peur ' and ' Donnez Moi,' 84/. each (' G. J.

Rogers' sale, 1867); and 'New-Comer,' 78/. 15J. (' G. Gurney'sale,

1888).'

CHARLE.S Branwhite, another of the Associates elected on the

1 2th of February, 1849, was a Bristol man by birth and by residence

throughout his career. He was of an artistic family, his father having

been a very clever miniature painter there, who also painted some

portraits in oil, and had great power in reading the characters of his

sitters. An elder brother, Nathan, who died j'oung, was also a

portrait painter, and an engraver^ as well. Charles was born in 1817

or 1818. Having received some instruction in art from his father,

' Redford's Art Saks. Redgrave's Dic/ioiiaty, second edition.
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he began his own practice as a sculptor, and at about the age of

twenty obtained silver medals for figures in bas-relief from the Society

of Arts.' It was not until some years after that he took to painting,

as a landscape artist, working chiefly in oils. Between 1845 and 1859,

Graves finds thirty-six works of his in the London exhibitions ; nine

at the Royal Academy, twenty-five at the British Institution, and two

at Suffolk Street. And he also exhibited with success in provincial

galleries.^ But his name as an artist is best known by the works

which he contributed for thirty years to the Old Water-Colour

Society, as an Associate ; for he never became a full Member. He
sketched w-ell in water-colours, having a very rapid and popular style

of execution. But he was so lavish in the use of body colour, that

many of his drawings may be regarded as works in distemper. His

most characteristic subjects are winter scenes with ice, often under a

sunset effect ; and green foliage by river beds. The resources of his

native land sufficed him for the locale of both ; the ' Bath Canal

'

affording his ideal of a ' Frosty Evening,' ^ and the East Lynn, at

Lynmouth, for many a leafy retreat at the summer's noon. Wales,

as well as Devon and Somerset, supplied him with scenes, and

sometimes he sketched on the Thames. There are also subjects of a

later time from Switzerland ; but he seldom ventured upon exten-

sive landscapes. His works, though mostly in the nature of 'studies,'

are composed with pictorial effect. Branwhite contributed eighteen

drawings to the gallery in Fielding's time (i 849-1 854) ; and remained

a steady exhibitor until his own death, which occurred on the 1 5th

of February, 1880, at the age of sixty-two, at his residence, Bramford

House, Westfield Park, Bristol. His place of interment is Arno's

Vale Cemetery, Bristol.

Only missing one exhibition, that of the winter of 1873-74, he

had in all 266 drawings in the gallery, 143 in summer and 123 in

winter shows, in the course of his Associateship of thirty-two years.

The remaining works in the deceased's studio were sold at Christie's

on the 15th of April, 1882; the water-colour drawings in '156 lots,

and the ' pictures ' in four. Among the latter was his last oil painting,

' The Head of Nant Frangon ' (46 x T}, in.). The highest price

recorded by Redford for a drawing by Branwhite is 185/. i8j. for a

' Rocky Landscape,' in the sale of— Moore's collection at Christie's in

1866.
' Clement and Mutton's Artists of the Nineteenth Century. ' Ilni.

' In the lixhiliitiun of 1S51.
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Mrs. H. CriddI-E, elected a Lady Member on the same 12th of

February, 1849, was a constant contributor to all the Society's

exhibitions for more than thirty years. She was one of the group

of artists of her sex who had higher aspirations than to delineate

flowers, fruit, and birds' nests. Like the Misses Sharpe, she painted

subject pictures, chiefly in illustration of the poets. There were 139

exhibits under her name, sixty-three in the thirty-two summer shows

from 1849 to 18S0, and seventy-six in the winter ones from 1862-3

to 1879-80. They comprise many subjects from Shakspere, with

some from Spenser and Milton, Thomson, Crabbe, and writers of her

own day, as Dickens, Tennyson, Longfellow, and George Eliot. The

themes of not a few are to be found in old and popular ballads and

tales ; and the rest are mostly original or fancy subjects, the tendency

throughout being generally towards motives of a sentimental kind.

One or two scenes are from the New Testament. The following

particulars of her life are chiefly derived from the account in Miss

Clayton's English Female Artists, vol. 2, published in 1876, revised

and added to by personal friends of the deceased artist.

Mrs. Criddle was a Welshwoman by birth. Her maiden name was

Mary Ann Alabaster, and her life began in the year of our first

exhibition, 1805. She was born at the Chapel House, Holywell, in

Flintshire. She appears to have derived a love of drawing from her

father, a man of inventive ingenuity, who used to make caricatures

to amuse his children of an evening. But her anxious desire to take

lessons in art remained ungratified until she had grown to be a woman.

For her father died when she was but thirteen, and she was then

recalled from Miss Masters's school at Colchester, where she had been

encouraged to read, but never taught to draw, only to find herself

again forbidden by her mother from indulging in so vain a pursuit.

But the thirst for art was strong within her, and many a time would

she steal from her bed in the early morn to try her untutored hand at

painting in oil. At length her will prevailed and, at the age of

nineteen, she was allowed to attend the studio of Hayter, with a view

of devoting herself to an artist's career. Working there assiduously

from 1824 to the autumn of 1826, she received in the latter year the

silver palette of the Society of Arts for a chalk study from the

antique. This was followed by further rewards : the large silver

medal in 1827 for an oil copy from West; the gold Isis medal in

1828 for an oil portrait of her sister; and the large gold medal in

H. z
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1832 (which had not been awarded for ten years) for an original

picture, ' The Visit to an Astrologer.' Her appearance at the

London exhibitions began under her maiden name in 1830, and

continued after her marriage with Mr. Harry Criddle of Kennington,

in 1B36. Mr. Graves counts up fifty-two works exhibited by her

between the first date and 1 848 : eleven at the Royal Academy,

twenty-five at the British Institution, and sixteen at Suffolk Street.

Her first exhibited picture (at the British Gallery) was bought by the

Marquis of Stafford, afterwards first Duke of Sutherland. So far

her practice had been confined, or nearly so, to oils. It was not until

1846 (when she was forty-one years old) that, finding that medium

injurious to her health, which had never been strong, she took

some lessons in water-colours from Miss Sarah Setchel, of the ' New'

Society ; ' and three years afterwards she was, as we have seen, received

into the ' Old.'

In 1847 she had sent a large cartoon to the competitive exhibi-

tion in Westminster Hall for the decoration of the new Houses of

Parliament. Its subject was taken from the ' Epithalamium ' of

Spenser ; as was also that of the last drawing she exhibited in our

gallery in 1880. In 1852, about three years after her admission

into the Society, Mrs. Criddle was obliged to lay aside her pencil for

a time, owing to an affection of the eyes, produced by an attempt to

practise miniature painting. At first it rendered her partially blind,

and she did not entirely recover her sight for several seasons. Her

husband died in 1S57, leaving her with one son, born in 1844, who

afterwards emigrated to North America. He was remarkable for his

strong musical taste. She had also adopted and educated three sons

of a deceased brother, two of whom being good linguists obtained

consulships in the Far East.^

Having previously resided in London, she now retired into the

country, and in 1861 settled in the village of Addlestone, near

Chertsey, where she was much respected by a cultivated circle of

' The powerful group entitled ' The Momentous Question,' exhibited there in 1S42,

which had suddenly established Miss Setchel in high repute as an artist, must then have been

fresh in the memory of the town.

' Charles Alabaster, the eldest, took orders, married, and finally settled in New Zealand,

where he died. Henry became the trusted adviser and friend of the young King of Siam.

He married the younger daughter of the late James Fahey, Member, and for many years

Secretary, of the ' New Water-Colour Society,' and died a few years since, leaving three

sons. He wrote a little work on the Buddhist faith. The remaining nephew, Challoner, is

in the consular service in China.
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friends, and died at the age of seventy-five on the 28th of December,

1880, having shortly before resigned the ' Associateship ' of the Society

of Painters in Water-Colours, which had long since been adopted as

the cquixalcnt title to ' Lady-Membership.'

The only works of hers known to have been engraved are four

pictures of 'The Seasons,' painted in 1854, the originals of which

were sold to the Baroness Burdett-Coutts ; and some illustrations to

TIic Children's Garden, a little book written by her friends and neigh-

bours, the Misses Catlow (authors of several other well-known works

on natural history).

A summer election, on the nth of June, 1849, brought into the

Old Society one more seceder from the rival body in Pall Mall, in the

person of JOHN CALLOW, the brother before mentioned of William

Callow, the Member now living. He was ten years his junior, having

been born on the 19th of July, 1822. The younger brother was

indebted to the elder for his artistic education. He joined him i

Paris in 1835, at the age of thirteen, and, residing with him there,

became his pupil. After William Callow's departure thence, early

in 1 84 1, he continued to reside in Paris till 1843, during which time

he was occupied in teaching in addition to painting and engraving.

He was elected to the New Water-Colour Society in 1845, in

which year he had eight drawings there. These were followed by ten

in each of the following two years, and he left that Society in 1848.

All the above were of marine subjects. Beginning with 1850, he

exhibited drawings at our own gallery until 1878, the year of his

death, 191 works in the summer shows during that period, and 154 in

the winter ones from 1862-3 to 1878-9 (the last set of eleven being

posthumous), making a total of 345 exhibits, which number may be

swollen to 431 if we count all the small sketches which in the winter

were often put together, several in a frame. The subjects are

generally sea and coast scenes, with native shipping, on the British

coast all round England and Wales, and in the Bristol and British

Channels, including the Channel Islands and coast of Normandy.

There are also some inland views in North Wales, the first being in

1861 ; and a few Scotch views on the Forth and Clyde in 1862 and 1863,

and at the English Lakes in and after 1864. These are mostly in the

earlier winter exhibitions, to which he also sent marine sketches

and studies for pictui-es, and (in 1872-74) a few studies in Knole
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Park. Besides his water-colour works, he painted a few pictures in

oils, from about 1852 to 1859, some of which were exhibited at the

Royal Academy, and the British Institution, and (together with

water-colour drawings) at numerous provincial galleries in England,

Scotland, and Ireland.

The brothers Callow resided together again in London, first at

20 Charlotte Street, Portland Place, and then (from i860) at

3 Osnaburgh Terrace, Regent's Park, until John Callow's marriage, on

the 15th of February, 1864, to Rebecca Searle, after which he settled

at New Cross. In addition to private tuition of amateurs, he was

largely employed as a drawing-master in colleges and schools. In

1855 he was elected professor at the Royal Military College,

Addiscombe, which post he held for six years till 1861, when he

received compensation in consequence of changes made in the

establishment. After this he was appointed, on the 19th of August,

1861, a master of landscape drawing to the Royal Military Academy,

Woolwich (at a salary of 250/.), his colleague being the late Aaron

Penley, of the New Society. Here he remained for three years and

a half, when he was placed on the retired list with a pension. In

1875 he was chosen professor at Queen's College, London, which

appointment he held till the time of his death. That event occurred

on the 25th of April, 1878, at his residence, Hellington House,

35 Lewisham High Road, New Cross. He left one son surviving.

At the sale by ' Callow's executors,' on 24 June, 1878, a drawing

by our artist, of ' Scarboro' from the Sea,' brought 57/. i^s. ; and in

April, 1879, 214 of his drawings were sold by auction.' John

Callow contributed some examples in sepia and in water-colours to

Vere Foster's Dratving Copy-Book, oblong 4to, 1871 ; and thirty

sketches of his of the same class have been chromo-lithographed by

G. Rowney & Co. under the titles Callow's Easy Lessons (12), and

Le.aves from Calloivs Water-Colour Skeicli-Book (18).

' Red ford's Art Sales.
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CHAPTER IV

NEW ASSOCIATES, 1850-1854

Biographies— C. Baag—P. J. Naftel—Miss N. Rayner—J. Burgess—J. Bostock—Sir

J. Gilbert, R.A.—H. F. Riviere—Miss M. Gillies— W. Goodall—S. P. Jackson—

H. Brandling.

The nth of February, 1B50, brought into the Society two new

Associates and one more Lady Member. The first two are well

known and admired among living artists, and one of them is further

distinguished as having introduced new and striking features into the

technical development of English water-colour art.

Carl Haag, though naturalized now in England, is of German

parentage, and was a successful artist in his own country before he

settled in this. He was born at Erlangen in Bavaria, the eldest son

of his parents. His father, though not an artist by profession, was a

skilful amateur, who not only made drawings himself in red chalk,

but had his own views on art-training. He desired to encourage

'original observation ; and so, when he saw his son, who had ever a

pencil in his hand, adorning the walls and furniture of the house

with sketches of natural objects, he steadfastly refused the boy's

repeated requests for drawing lessons, though there were competent

masters to be had in the country town where the family resided.

He promised, indeed, to have him taught when older ; but said he

had better begin by finding out what he could for himself. Through

life he appears to have followed the principle thus early instilled into

his mind. The parent, however, did not live to fulfil the promise he

had made. He died when young Carl was but eight years old,

leaving the boy's mother to carry out his plans of education. She

had already aided her son's early progress by giving him a colour-

box and brushes. At the age of about fourteen, his bent being

evidently settled, he was accordingly sent to Niirnbcrg. There, for

about two years, he received instruction at the Polytechnic School for

drawing, where he was put through a comprehensive course in all the
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departments considered necessary to the education of an artist. Thus
qualified for election into the Niirnbcrg Academy, he became a

student thereat in 1836, and there passed through the antique and

life schools, and became the leading scholar. There he experienced

much kindness and attention from the eminent director, Albert

Reindel, with whom he was a favourite. In 1844, when Haag left

Niirnberg for Munich to enter upon the higher grade of professional

study provided in that city, Reindel offered to procure him a state

scholarship or stipendium for a term of two or three years, to aid him

in his studies there, should the student think fit to apply for it. But

Haag had an ambition to make his own way without assistance. He
left the matter open for a short time, and then, feeling confident that

he could maintain himself independently, abstained from making

such application.

At Munich he did not strictly adhere to the Academy course, but

studied, from his own points of view, the works of Cornelius, Kaul-

bach, and Carl Rottman, forming or modifying his own taste by such

observation. The fact was that he had, without seeking it, already

acquired credit for originality, which enabled him to take up an

independent position as a professional artist. It had happened in

this wise. When a student at Niirnberg, he used to keep an album

wherein to preserve memoranda of friends and acquaintance. There

he not only noted their birthdays and collected their autographs, but

drew their likenesses with his own hand. His manner of executing

these portraits was to begin with a pencil sketch, which he made

more complete by degrees, and after finishing with great care in the

same material, began to tint with water-colours. Touching upon this

from time to time, he went on adding tints, until the drawing finally

assumed the aspect of a finished miniature in colour. When the

later stages of the process had acquired this importance, he gradually

took to working up the portraits more and more in colour, until the

elaborate pencil-drawing which had served as a foundation came to

be discontinued. In short, this gradual development of his art was

not dissimilar to that, which had taken place in the practice of our

earlier water-colour draftsmen and brought into existence the English

school. Now, unknown to Haag, the fame of this portrait album had

preceded him to Munich, and the repute which it conferred upon him

led to his being employed, on his arrival thither, to paint little effigies

of the same kind. He proved very successful in securing likenesses,
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which he attributes in a great degree to a power of working from

memory. Possessed of a gift of mentally recalling with distinctness

the image of his sitter, he would compare with his sketch this vision

of tlie mind's ej-c, and only when the two appeared to coincide would

he trust himself to continue the drawing in the absence of the

original. His practice, thus carefully pursued, grew apace, and he

was soon able to earn his living by these little water-colour portraits,

the heads in which were of about the size of half-a-crown. He was

largely patronized by the nobility and high aristocracy, and among

his sitters were the Duke and Duchess Maximilian of Bavaria, parents

of the present Empress of Austria. But this employment did not

satisfy his desire, or fulfil his aims in art. True, he made designs

also for book illustrations ;
• and practised in oils, though his predilec-

tion was always for water-colours. After about two years at Munich,

finding that he was becoming overburdened with commissions for

portraits, he determined to quit that city and see the world. His

proficiency in art was then assured, and honours would doubtless have

awaited him had he either remained where he was or returned to

Nurnberg. But he preferred to travel.

It was in the autumn of 1846 that Carl Haag left Munich with

the intention of going to Paris. On the way, however, he turned

aside into Belgium to visit some of his artist friends in that country—

•

Wappers at Antwerp, and Gallait and others at Brussels. While

staying in the latter city, he encountered a lady whom he had known

in Germany, la Comtesse de Lallaing,'^ and she beset him with a

request to paint her portrait. He could not well refuse ; and while

engaged in the task other commissions were forced upon him, so

that in the end he was persuaded to stay in Brussels for five months

and through the winter, and the journey to Paris did not take place.

But instead, in the spring of 1S47, he came to England. One of his

chief inducements to visit this country was the opportunity so afforded

of acquainting himself with the native school of water-colour paint-

ing. How purely local it had hitherto been may be inferred from the

fact that, although its fame had reached his ears and excited his

curiosity, he had never up to that time seen a single example. The
British aquarelles were talked of abroad by travellers, but not

' They are contained in various works published at Leipzig, and would not be easy to

trace.

' Her ancestors were patrons of Rubens, and in their family the great painter held the

office of page.
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exported to the Continent. On his arrival in London in April he went

to the water-colour exhibitions, passing from picture to picture w ith

ever renewed delight, and especially struck with the perception that

English art was not dependent on 'old master' traditions, but

altogether self-made. He was thereupon fired with an ambition to

be himself one of this band of originals, and accordingly resolved to

take up his residence in London, and endeavour to join the school.

True to this resolve, and to the principle of independence that he

had shown on former occasions, he set to work to discover for himself

the secrets of water-colour art ; beginning, with scientific method, by

making an investigation as to the nature of its materials. At that

time the question of permanence of colours had begun to be seriously

agitated. So, before attempting to paint pictures, he procured, from

most of the artist's colourmen, samples of all the pigments they sup-

plied, and, with the valuable aid of his friend, Mr. (now Sir) Frederick

Abel, submitted them to every variety of test, the result being the

selection of mineral colours for exclusive use. To these alone

he has since adhered in his practice. With them he began to draw

from nature, availing himself of such subjects as the metropolis

afforded. In the summer of 1847 he made many sketches and

studies at the Tower of London and in Westminster Abbey, and a

panorama six feet long from the top of the Monument. At the same

time he was occupied in puzzling out a technique, and settling for

himself his method of working. He had convinced himself that ' in

the elements of water-colour painting there was both a purity and a

power capable of still further development ... an almost illimitable

field for further discovery and improvement.' ' Pure aquarelle, he

saw, was in its nature opposed to \\\& gonadle system practised abroad.

Opaque white he had rejected from the first, not as being in itself

unpermanent, but because he distrusted its combination with other

pigments. Using the paper alone for his white lights, he ' took them

out ' much after the manner employed as aforesaid (if not invented)

by Turner. He abstained from mixing his colours, applying them

separately in a pure state, in successive superincumbent washes,

stippling with the point of the brush, where needed, afterwards.

Our aspirant was not, however, so wholly taken up with his new

pursuit as to abandon the project of travel which was to enlarge his

' Biographical account by M. rhipps-Jackson, prefixed to Cata'tOi^ue of Exhibition of

C. Haas's Works at Goupil's, 1SS5, p. 6.
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mind with a wider view of the world. The winter of 1847-48 was

spent at Rome, where he made studies of all kinds of subjects, using

for this purpose oils, which he considered best suited for rapid sketch-

ing. Returning to London in the spring of 1848, he continued his

experimental practice of water-colours, endeavouring now, by more

direct comparison, to obtain a power in this material which should

equal that of the oil medium. His course was to sketch his sub-

ject first in oils, and from the sketch so made to paint his picture

in water-colours. At about the same time he took a step which bore

witness to his keenness and pleasure in the pursuit of art even in its

more elementary stages. In 1848 he entered himself as a student at

the Royal Academy, and sat down among a squad of English lads to

draw w'ith them from the antique. He had done something of the

same kind in his native country. Perspective drawing having always

had a strong fascination for him, he had chosen to go through his

student's course a second time, after he had become a learned

proficient, for the mere enjoyment of observing how a fresh professor

of the science would deal with a subject that was familiar to himself.

And it was with a similar feeling, and because he held that practice

in drawing could never be wasted upon an artist, that he attended the

classes of the late John Prescott Knight. To the surprise of George

Jones, the keeper, it was casually discovered one day that the young

German was as much a master of the subject as the professor him-

self ; and it was with a sense of roguish complacency that our artist

received a recommendation from Jones to go up to the life school, for

which he had shown himself ' fully qualified.' As, however, he did

not view that sanctuary from the lower level thus implied, he abstained

from availing himself of the privilege.

Carl Haag was so employed in securing for himself, as it were, a

second course of art education, when an event occurred which

threatened to close abruptly his professional prospect, but had in the

end a strongly beneficial influence on his career. On the 8th of

December, 1848, a friend had been spending the evening with him

at his lodgings in Shaftesbury Terrace, Pimlico, and the two had been

amusing themselves by endeavouring to blow out a candle with blank

charges from a new pistol just received by the former as a present.

When his friend had gone, the powder-flask by some unknown means,

perhaps a spark from a cigar, exploded in Haag's right hand, as he

held it lightly, and was probably pla}'ing with the spring. Stunned
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at first, he was aroused by the landlady ; and two young men who
lodged in the house and were fortunately at home, one of them being

a medical student, came to his assistance, put him to bed, and instead

of going to the opera, for which they were dressed, went off and

fetched the best surgeon they knew, Prescott Hewett, of St. George's

Hospital.' He found the poor artist's hand ' torn asunder between

the first and middle fingers down to the wrist, the thumb being

wrenched from the joint, and remaining attached by the sinews only.'^

It did not seem possible that the hand could be saved. But this

eminent surgeon bound it up and treated it with such skill that in

about two months' time Haag was able once more to wield his brush.

The period of confinement had been an anxious and weary time to

him, but he had employed it in meditation, and it served the purpose

of a wholesome fallow in the course of cultivation of his art, and

promoted a fresh luxuriance of the subsequent growth. For the

first five weeks as he lay in bed, he had continued to paint in fancy,

not only composing new designs, but considering the technical pro-

cesses of his art. The result of all this thinking was that when he

again began to paint in water-colours he adopted a new system, con-

trasting in some respects with his earlier practice, and enabling him

more completely to achieve the end he desired.

The change was of the following nature. Whereas, in the first

practice, the required tone had been obtained by the addition of

layers of thin colour, it is arrived at in the second by the removal of

superfluous pigment purposely laid on in extra strength. While the

effect produced by the former, with the stippling essential to its

completeness, found an analogy in the work of Diirer, the latter had

in its result more of the richness and transparency of Rubens. The

first efforts of his restored hand were gratefully devoted to the paint-

ing of two pictures for the kindly surgeon, whose skill had made

this possible, and who had attended him as a friend. The friendship,

so commenced, was followed by further benefactions on the part of

Sir Prescott Hewett,' whose interest and taste in art, and benevolence

to artists, are well known ; and it has been cemented by many years of

intimacy and mutual regard. He introduced him to Colonel Pen-

nant, afterwards Lord Penrhyn, who was his first patron in England.

' Among the sources of relief at that critical time, remembered with gratitude by the

artist, was the power of conversing freely in a common language (French), with which both

were familiar.

' Portjolio, June 1878. ' The baronetcy is of later date.
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That gentleman gave him commissions to paint in water-colours fac-

similes of some of the oil sketches he had made in Rome. On these

being shown to Uwins, our ex-Member, for his opinion, he advised

Ilaag to seek admission into the Watcr-Colour Society, for which, as

he had now become a resident in England, he conceived that he

might be eligible. The Secretary, George Fripp, was consulted on

the subject, and the result was the artist's election as an Associate on

his first application.

That >'ear, 1S50, he sent six drawings of Roman subjects, both

figure groups and architectural studies. Two of them, ' The Fish-

market at Rome ' and ' A Group of Pilgrims in sight of St. Peter's,

Rome,' were painted for Lord Pcnrhyn. In the autumn he went to

Nijrnberg, and remained there painting all the winter, returning to

England in the spring of 185 1, when his chief drawing at the gallery

was an important view of the ' Schoene Brunnen ' at Niirnberg, which

he had painted on the spot. Still for a few years Carl Haag was

partially occupied in painting portraits. These, as the reader knows,

were not admissible into the Society's exhibitions. But he sent some

to the Royal Academy. In the years from 1849 to 1855 he had

eight exhibits there,' of which all but the first (called ' The Return

from the Vineyard ') were portraits. Now, however, he did not confine

himself within the limits of the miniatures which had gained him

such repute in Germany. He succeeded in an attempt, which it is

believed was quite a novel one, to paint heads and half-lengths of

life size in water-colours. His power in this department was made

manifest in a drawing exhibited at our gallery in 1852, entitled ' A
Lady in the Costume of Coblentz.' Portraits which he so painted

are not readily distinguishable from works in oil.

In this same year, 1852, after spending the autumn in Rome,

being desirous of obtaining subjects of a novel character for exhi-

bition, he went into the Tyrol, seeking untrodden paths, and came

by chance upon a hunting castle of the late Prince of Leiningen (our

Queen's half-brother) and the Duke of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, in

the valley of the Inner-Riss. There he was found sketching by the

Prince, who, on seeing his portfolio, declared that the contents

reminded him of works in aquarelles which he had seen in England.

The justice of the comparison was easily explained. Hospitable

entertainment followed, and our artist was detained in the neighbour-

' Graves finds ten in all, the last in '80O
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hood until the Duke of Coburg's arrival enabled him to complete a

commission for a large water-colour picture, introducing portraits of

the two illustrious sportsmen returning from a chamois hunt. The

Prince also promised an introduction which would enable the artist

to submit his sketches to the Queen. Returning to England in the

spring of 1853, our artist found that this promise had not been

forgotten. Not only had he the gratification of being elected, on the

13th of June, a full Member of our Society, but there awaited him

an invitation to Balmoral, whither he went in the autumn. In the

meantime the picture that he had painted for the Prince in the Tyrol,

which had become the property of her Majesty, was shown at the

Society's gallery. Another important drawing of the same year,

1853, was: 'Marino Faliero and the Spy.' In Scotland, Haag

accompanied a royal shooting party from Balmoral to the summit

of Loch-na-gar, and made sketches thereof which were afterwards

elaborated into two large drawings exhibited in 1854 in Pall Mall

East. They were entitled respectively, ' Morning in the Highlands

—

The Ro}-al Family ascending Loch-na-gar,' and ' Evening at Balmoral

Castle—The Stags brought Home,' ' and were painted by command,

the one of Prince Albert, the other of the Queen. From the manner

in which these commissions were confided to him the artist had for a

time to bear the weight of a twofold responsibility of a delicate kind.

For they were given separately under pledges of secrecy on his part,

it being the simultaneous design of each of the royal couple to

present the work so bespoken as a Christmas gift to the other. The

following winter Carl Haag spent at Windsor, engaged in completing

these pictures. The latter was, in fact, presented to the Queen that

Christmas, the former to the Prince Consort on the 26th of August,

1854. Both, together with the Tyrolese drawing, were lent by her

Majesty, in January 1890, to the exhibition at the Grosvenor Gallery

of ' Works of Art illustrative of and connected with Sport.' Their

richness of colour did not perceptibly suffer from the proximity of

oil paintings among which they were placed.

In 1854 a series of titles, specified below, which have been con-

ferred upon Carl Haag, began with his appointment as Court-painter

{Hofinaler) to the reigning Duke of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha. In the

autumn of that year he resumed his travels, seeking yet newer

' There is a large wood engraving of this, filling two pages of the Graphic, 6 December,

1S90.
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subjects, and visited Dalmatia and Montcncs^ro, where, among other

works, he painted a portrait of Prince Danicio of Montenegro. The

winter of 1854-55 was passed in Venice. In tlic exhibition of 1855

he had the unusually large number of thirteen drawings, among

which were figure studies from the above localities, a view of the

' Ruins of Salona, in Dalmatia, with a party of Moriachs listening to

a Bard singing the history of the destruction of that city ;
' another

of the ' Ruins of the Palace of Diocletian, Spalatro ;' and a drawing

of the ' Prince of Wales and Prince Alfred returning from Salmon

Spearing ' (the property of Prince Albert). On the 3rd of March,

1856, he writes from Rome, where he is working to make up for time

lost by an accident, which also incapacitates him from serving on the

j'ear's committee. In the next three exhibitions we find little but

studies of Italian and Tyrolese figures.

After another winter in Munich, he was in England for some

months in 1858, only to set forth in the autumn upon a tour of

greater extent and duration. He then began a long sojourn in the

East ; spending that season in Cairo, and the following winter also in

Egypt, in company with Frederick Goodall, R.A.' He was delighted

with the new ground on which he had entered. A letter to Secretary

Jenkins, in the spring, apologizes for his not sending a single drawing

to the gallery for exhibition in 1859, on the plea of want of time

under ' the hard work in sketching and collecting the most valuable

materials one meets with here at every step. . . . Tell those,' he adds,

' that are in search of new ground of subjects for their pencil that

there is but one Cairo, and artists ought to see it. Goodall and I

have spent a most delightful winter here. The weather was ever fine.

The most grand and picturesque subjects crowded upon us. We met

with no difficulties whatever, but made most valuable acquaintances,

and many a good friend among the here residing Europeans.' They

had just returned from a week's sketching at the Pyramids, and were

preparing for another sketching trip in the desert towards Suez.

' After that,' he says, ' I shall start for Jerusalem, where I intend

staying over Easter. My way will be through the short dessert. The

coming somer and autumn will find me travelling about in Syria

and among the Greek Islands. We winter in Cairo again. The

result of these journeys will, I hope, enable me to send home much

new stuff from these old places. If God preserves my life and health,

' Then.-\.K..\.
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I shall come home to old England in the spring of i860, when I hope

to meet you in best health and have many a pipe together looking

over the new Portefoglios.' One sees from this letter not only how

he had come to regard this country as his home, but how nearly by

that time he had mastered the English tongue ; and it affords some

suggestion of the lively geniality of his humour. The scheme of travel

was executed nearly in accordance with this programme. The latter

part of April 1859 found him in Jerusalem at the Easter festivals,

and sketching the Holy Places. In the summer he travelled in

Samaria and Galilee, and in the autumn went to Palmyra. Thence

he returned to Egypt for the second winter. In the course of these

peregrinations he had lost no opportunity of studying Eastern life,

more particularly that of the various desert tribes. For this latter

purpose he sojourned long among the Bedaween Arabs, learning their

manners and habits of living, as well as noting their appearance and

costume. The result was that, on his return to England early in

i860, he had a store of material and memories, which enabled him

to assume what was then quite a unique position as an illustrator

of the East. His four drawings that year constitute an epoch in his

career as being the first of the series of subjects of this class, for which

he has since then been chiefly celebrated. They were all notified as

' painted on the spot,' and were entered under the following titles :—
' Ruins of the Temple of the Sun, Palmyra (the Ancient Tadmor in the

Wilderness)
;

'
' Preparing for an Encampment at Palmyra ;

'
' The

Cave beneath the Holy Rock, Mosque of Omar, Jerusalem ;
' and ' The

Jews wailing at the Temple Wall.' The last two were painted by com-

mand of her Majesty. The first was a work of special importance.

In this year Haag gave further and loyal proof of his adoption of

the home of water-colour painting as his country, by joining the

Volunteer movement which had arisen in his absence, and enrolling

himself in the Artists' Corps, in which he served for the next seven

years. He has been heard to relate, with comic gusto (for he is an

excellent racottteitr), how, on a winter's morning when engaged in

cleaning his rifle, he heard what seemed to his martially disposed ear,

attuned by thoughts of French invasion, to be a cry of ' War's broke out'

On his presenting himself, weapon in hand, at the window, to the amuse-

ment of some passers-by, it, however, resolved itself into the more

familiar complaint, ' We're all froze out' In the course of the next

five or six years he exhibited divers views in the East, including the
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Acropolis of Athens (1861), two of the Gates of Jerusalem' (i86r,

1864), and several of Baalbek, or Palmyra (1862, 1863, 1865). Haag

was again summoned to Balmoral in 1863—the Prince Consort having

died in December 1861—and a picture, exhibited in 1865, of one of the

last happy scenes in her Majesty's married life, ' Fording Poll Taibh in

Glen Tilt,' was the result. \A'ell assured in his high position, and pos-

sessed of ample material to work upon, our artist now led a more

settled life. He resided at 16 New Burlington Street when in London,

and he further provided himself with a studio on the Rhine, both for

his own sketching and to serve as the summer resort of his now aged

mother. For this purpose he, in 1864, bought and furnished an old

tower at Oberwesel. But his bachelor life, comfortable as it was, was

soon to be superseded by a better ; for in 1866 he led to the h}-meneal

altar the only daughter of General Buttner,^ Commandant of Luneburg,

in Hanover. The issue of the marriage has been three sons and

one daughter. On marrying, he bought his present house in Lynd-

hurst Road, Hampstead, and gave it the name of ' Ida Villa,' after

Mrs. Haag's baptismal praenomen. There he built a very handsome

studio,^ in the Egyptian style of architecture, a notable example of

the luxurious artist-habitations which in the present day contrast so

nobly with the straitened surroundings of the struggling draftsmen

who founded the now Royal Society of Painters in VVater-Colours.

One more visit to Egypt took place in 1S73, when Haag was

entertained by the Khedive on an introduction by the Prince of

Wales. In the same year a large dramatic drawing entitled ' Danger

in the Desert,' which was exhibited here in 1S71, gained an Art

Medal at Vienna. It was exhibited in Paris in 1878, and has been

etched by L. Flameng in the Portfolio of June 1878. Other of the

most striking of the later works have been ' The Swooping Terror of

the Desert' (1873), representing an eagle threatening an attack on a

travelling group ; and the ' Sphynx of Geezeh and Pyramid of Cheops '

(1880). Works of so elaborate a nature cannot, of necessity, be very

numerous. From his first appearance in 1850 to 1881 Haag ex-

hibited 130 drawings in the summer show and 144 sketches and

' A third, the 'Golden' Gate, was not shown.

' General Biittner, of whom our artist painted a life-size portrait in water-colours, which

was exhibited at the Royal Academy, served under three English Kings of Hanover, and was

present at the Battle of Waterloo.

' A description of it by M. Phipps-Jackson, illustrated with cuts, is in the Art Journal

for March 1883, under the title 'Cairo in l.ond )n.

'
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Studies (including six in frames with others) in the winter ; making a

total so far of 274 subjects. In 1876 a loan collection of eighty-eight

of his paintings, studies, and sketches, illustrating his career, was

exhibited at the German Athcnjeum in Mortimer Street ; and

another assemblage of his works was made at Messrs. Goupil's in

New Bond Street in 1885. Besides the office of Hofmalcr above

mentioned to have been conferred upon him by the Duke of Coburg,

Carl Haag has received from time to time the following foreign titles

and distinctions in recognition of his talent as a painter:— Honorary

Member of the SocicHd Royale Beige des Aquarellistes, at Brussels,

1864; Royal Bavarian Cross of Merit, 1872 ; Officer of the Order of

the Medjidid, 1874 ; Knight of the Legion of Honour, France, 1S78 ;

Knight-Commander of the Saxe Ernestine House Order, 1887. He

was also elected an Honorary Member of the Royal Society of British

Artists in 1882. A recent notice of Haag's life and works from the

able pen of Mr. Frederick Wedmore, with a self-drawn portrait of the

artist, and six cuts from his pictures and sketches, is contained in the

Magazine of Art for December 1889.

The second Associate elected on the nth of February, 1850, was

Paul Jacob Naftel, now also a well-known living Member of

the Society. He was raised to the full rank of membership on the

13th of June, 1859. Naftel was a native of the Channel Islands, and

at the time of his election resided in Guernsey, where he was largely

employed in tuition, not only as drawing-master at the college there,

but as a private teacher of amateurs. He did not take up his resi-

dence in England until the latter part of the year 1870, after which,

for the next thirteen years, he lived at 4 St. Stephen's Square, West-

bourne Park.' On settling here he again became very successful as

a teacher of landscape drawing in water-colours, from which depart-

ment of the art he has never swerved. The educational practice

which he left behind him in Guernsey was taken up by a son of our

late Member, Joseph Nash. Naftel had, as before mentioned, married

a daughter of Octavius Oakley. Mrs. Naftel is herself an accom-

plished artist, and the talent thus shown on both sides was trans-

mitted to an only daughter, the late Maud Naftel, whose premature

death within three years of her election as an Associate is now

mourned by the Society.

' He thence moved to his present residence r\nd studio at 76 Elm r.irk Road, Fulham

Road, Chelsea, in 1SS3-84.
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Our artist's life linving^ been devoted to his profession, in which he

has ever been an assiduous worker, its nnteworth)* incidents are

mainly the travels and changes implied in the varied localities from

which his exhibited landscapes have been taken. Of these an inspec-

tion of the catalogues gives the following statistics. From the time

when he joined the Society in 1850 to the epoch of 1881 he had

exhibited in the gallery 520 di^awings or frames of studies, or nearly

550 separate works or sketches, 298 of which were in the summer

shows. And he has since then continued to be a prolific contributor.

As during the first twenty years of this period Naftel still resided in

Guernsey, a large proportion of his earlier drawings were of scenes

in the Channel Islands. These were his recognized spccialite. Among
the familiar features of the 'Old Water-Colour' exhibitions were, for

many \-ears, -his pretty little reminders of the bright contrasts of

colour afforded by the gay vegetation that sparkles on these granitic

rocks, and crowns the sea-cliffs which rise pink and grey above clear

blue waves ; as well as his graceful studies of the tangled water-lanes

and embowered stone-built springs that are characteristic of the

locality. These drawings were further remarkable for an extremely

lavish use of body colour, less prevalent in the painter's later practice.

That their artist quality is not dependent, however, on colour alone,

is made manifest in a series of effective woodcuts from his designs,

which adorn the late Professor Ansted and Dr. Latham's elaborate

book on The Channel Islands, Svo, 1862. The remainder of his land-

scapes are from studies made in various districts of the United King-

dom ; and abroad, for the most part, in Ital}\ In the home category

we have a considerable number from Scotland, begiiming in 1859

with views of Loch Lomond and in the Perthshire Highlands. In

1866 are some from the Isle of Skye ; a few from x\rran occur

between 1875 '^'id 1877 ; and Ross-shire affords more in 1879. North

Wales gives us one in 1850, but very few more until 1875, after

which they become more numerous thence, particularly in the winter

show of 1875-6. Between 1872 and 1875, and afterwards, there arc

drawings from one spot only (Pcnllergare) in South Wales. Between

1858 and 1864 there are about half a dozen Irish subjects, from

the counties of Wicklow and Kerry, and again in 1878 a group

from Killarney and Glengariff Of the English counties, York-

shire furnishes its contingent from the Wharfe, the Greta, and the

Tecs, in 1867, 1868, and later years; Cumberland, some views of

II. A A
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Borrowdale, chiefly in 1872; North Devon and Somerset, a few in

1853 and 1854; and one or two other counties a drawing or two

each, inckiding a set from Madingley near Cambridge in 1864-5,

where the Prince of Wales resided when at the University. Views

at Windsor and Eton, and on the Thames, were exhibited in 1857,

1858, 1863-4, 1869, and 1877. The foreign subjects begin as early

as 1 85 1 with three from Switzerland, being scenes on the Grimsel

route. The first Italian views are in i860, and the six years that

follow, being chiefly from the Bays of Salerno and Naples, and

including nine or ten drawings of the ruins at Prestum. In 1861,

1862, and 1S65, there are some from North Italy, of Venice and the

Lago Maggiore, &c. Thence, and on the St. Gothard Pass, are also

some views in 1877, with one at Bordighera. There are, moreover,

three outlying subjects from Spain (one of Cadiz and two of Seville)

in 1871, and three from the Pyrenees in 1881. His drawings of later

date do not come within the scope of this history.

The Lady Member elected on the nth of February, 1850, was

Miss Nancy Rayner, eldest of the five artist daughters of the then

Associate, Samuel Rayner, who directed her studies in art from an

early age, when her talent showed a strong power of development.

She is said also to have ' owed much to the advice and friendship of

Cattermole, Oakley, David Cox, Samuel Prout, Frank Stone, and

more especially David Roberts.' ' Picturesque and rustic figures, and

careful studies of interiors, were what she mostly painted. Her works

are not numerous, owing to the shortness of her mortal career, which

was terminated in 1855 at the age of twenty-eight by a slow decline.

In the six years of her connexion with the Society, from 1850 to

1855, she exhibited only thirteen drawings. Among her four in 1852

were two interiors of Knole. After that she had but one a year, the

last of which was quaintly called ' An Equestrian Portrait of an

Officer in her Majesty's Service, taken at St. Martin's-le-Grand.' She

is said to have been ' unusually successful in securing fame and high

patronage as soon as her works were brought before the public' - On

the 30th of November, 1855, at her mother's solicitation, a sum of

20/. was voted by the Society, by way of help to her surviving

sisters.

One Associate only was elected on the loth of February, 1851,

' English Female Artists, i. 383. ' Ibiti.
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out of sixteen candidates. This was John Burgess, an artist of

oiiginal taste, known almost exclusively to the public by his skilful

and picturesque treatment of architectural subjects. His fame has

scarcely been commensurate with his merit, owing to a temperament

that restrained him from pushing himself even into the rank to which

he was fairlj' entitled. He is said to have owed his election mainly

to a strong advocacy of his claims by George Cattcrmole, who ex-

tolled the ' fine spirit ' of his drawing, and regarded his entry into the

Society as an infusion of new blood whereof he thought it was then

in need. During the twenty-four years of his exhibiting in Pall Mall

East, he remained an Associate only ; but throughout that time con-

tributed steadily to the gallery, his works there amounting in all to

258. With few exceptions they represent foreign buildings and street

scenes, mostly in France, from Normandy and Brittany, and other

districts north of the Loire, extending (chiefly in 1858) into Burgundy

on the east. Belgium (1852 &c.), Holland (1857), Westphalia (1859

to 1 861), and Nuremberg (passi/n) supply further subjects. They are

generally of Gothic architecture, to which a few studies of Roman
remains at Treves and Aries form exceptions. In his later time, and

more commonly in the winter exhibitions, there are to be found a

few landscape sketches, chiefly from the neighbourhood of Leaming-

ton, where he lived. It is said, indeed, that he much disliked to be

called an architectural artist, feeling conscious of his power in land-

scape, and considering that his best work lay in that department. A
series of unexhibitcd pencil drawings in Derbyshire and South Wales,

as well as in Warwickshire, many now dispersed, are probably the

best evidence in support of his opinion.'

Burgess was about thirty-seven years of age at the time of his

election, and had been established for about ten years as a successful

teacher of drawing at Leamington ; having taken up the practice

there of one Mrs. Dighton (widow of Dennis Dighton, military

painter) on the purchase of her goodwill. He came, by both parents,

of a remarkably artistic stock. On the father's side he is reported to

have belonged to a fifth generation of painters
;
^ of four of these

we have further details. His great-grandfather, a portrait painter of

' At the British Museum are two bold landscape sketches by Burgess in sepia and
indigo.

' See ' The Late John Burgess, Esq., of the Society of Painters in Water-Colours.' A
sketch by Rosario Aspa. Reprinted from the Leamington Sfa Courier, February 1S77.

From this pamphlet most of the facts of this notice are derived.
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merit both in oils and crayons,' had three sons who followed art,

namely, Thomas Burgess, an artist of promise, who died young

;

H. W. Burgess,^ landscape painter to King William IV., author of a

set of large lithographic ' Views of the General CJiaracter and

Appearance of Trees, Foreign and Indigenous, as connected with

Picturesque Scenery,' published in 1827; d.nA John Cart Burgess, who
painted flowers, is said also to have published works on art, and was

our Associate's father.' On the mother's side the roll is scarcely less

full of artists' names. She herself was a silver medallist for sculp-

ture at the Royal Academy, and one of four children of Anker

SiTiith, the engraver and A.R.A., who followed the arts. Her three

brothers referred to were Edwin D. Smith (a miniature painter) ;

Herbert L. Smith (historical and portrait painter, who died in

1870); and Frederick Smith (sculptor, a pupil of Chantrey's, who

died young).

It is to be inferred from these surroundings that any proclivity

which he may have shown for artistic pursuits would have been duly

encouraged. But his earliest penchant was for the sea, and this he

was allowed to indulge, in a Channel cruise. Landing, however, in

the course of it, on the Isle of Wight, he discovered the superior

attraction of the pencil, and subsequent sketching on the Thames

with his uncle, the Court landscapist, confirmed him in the choice of

his professional career. Then he went abroad and made sketches, of

a large size, in Normandy. But he was at that time intended for a

figure painter; so, after a sojourn in Paris in 1833, he travelled to

Italy, via Turin, to complete his education in art. There he remained

from 1834 to 1837, making many miscellaneous sketches, and no

doubt maturing his taste in a congenial atmosphere. But he had not

the faculty of systematic application required for the higher study of

the figure ; although many of his life sketches, and the groups that

animate his street scenes, denote his power in this line, which included

considerable grasp of character. His real inclination was for land-

scape ; and here also he had full liberty to follow his bent. Being in

' A portrait by him of a ' Dr. Yonge ' was exhibited among the ' Old Masters ' at the

Royal Academy in January 1S77. See a letter from 'A Granddaughter of the Artist,' in

the Tillies ol 17 January, 1877, naming several members of the family who followed his

profession.

'
J. B. Burgess, R.A., the well-known living painter of Spanish subjects, is his son.

" The son's name is given in the letter in the Times albove referred to as 'J. C. Burgess.'

But the Water-Colour Society Catalogue describes him simply as ' John Burgess, junior.'
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easy circumstances, lie enjoyed life in I'lorcncc and Rome, proceeding

thence to Naples. And when he returned to ICngland in the year of

her Majesty's accession, he brought back a portfolio of sketches of

merit enough to justify his courtier uncle in submitting them for the

young Queen's inspection. Her Majesty graciously selected a subject

from his portfolio, and commanded a drawing thereof for the ro) al

album. It is noted by his biographer as characteristic of the artist's

modesty, that the sum he asked for the finished work being con-

sidered to be very much less than its value, he was paid twice the

amount as a better approximation to a fair price. He continued his

study of nature by sketching in Devon and collecting ' street bits in

Surrey,' and views on the Thames, and so maturing his art, until, in

1840, he settled in Leamington, and bought the teaching business

there. It secured him a steady income, and, in 1842, he married

Miss Vaughan of Llanelly. ' Wellington House, Leamington,'

remained his home during the whole time of his connexion

with the Society, which ended with his life on the nth of

June, 1874.

Burgess's coloured drawings are admired for the clearness and

range of their greys. ' Sunny and cheerful effects are the rule,

while a play of colour pervades every work, most agreeable to the

eye, and satisfactory to the judgment.' ' It was, however, in his use

of the lead pencil that his strength and originality as an artist were

most apparent. He was an extremely able sketcher, and his archi-

tectural drawings made on the spot take rank with those of Prout

and Edridge, being indeed favourably compared with the former in

respect of the better drawing of his figures, as well as the more im-

pulsive quality of his suggestion of nature. Like Prout he preferred

to sketch standing, not only because it gave him more facility of

escape from a crowd of lookers-on, but because one's ordinary view

of nature is observed from the eye-level so obtained. He chiefly

drew on tinted paper, with French pencils of two powers of tone,

putting in the high lights with opaque white. He used his pencil in

the manner of a brush, to produce both flat and graduated tints,

and got special effects by the ways in which he fashioned the point

and applied the implement. For example, he had a device of

indenting the paper with the uncut end of the pencil before laying

on the black lead. ' It should be remembered,' says his biographer,

' Sketch of his Life. liy R. Aspa, p. 8.
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' that Burgess's powers can only be judged by the studies he made

from nature, or the finished works he produced from them ; as, for

instance, those shown at the exhibitions of tlie Society to which he

belonged.' This he affirms by way of warning to collectors who

may have offered to them as ' drawings by Burgess ' some of the

numerous bits which the artist knocked off for his pupils' edification,

to illustrate, it may be, defects as well as principles. These, it is con-

tended, ought not to have been preserved.

In personal character Burgess was the reverse of conventional.

A rugged exterior concealed the goodness of his heart. He was a

warm friend to those he esteemed, but a strong hater of humbugs.

An honest pride forbade him to pass himself off as a better man
than he was, but inclined him at the same time to be dissatisfied with

less than due appreciation. Thus he was chary of parting with his

works to those who could not understand their quality, and would

habitually show his worst drawings to strangers. He would raise

his price to one who tried to lower it, and make the rate of his

charges inversely proportional to the good judgment of the buyer

;

while an independent spirit kept him aloof from dealers. Mr. Aspa,

in the obituary memoir above quoted, relates a number of anecdotes

illustrating these traits of character. When asked where his best

drawings were to be found for the Manchester' Art Treasures' Exhi-

bition in 1S57, Burgess wrote to Jenkins :
' I cannot look back with

any particular pleasure on any of the works I have sold. I believe

my best drawings are in m}' own possession.' The only two there

exhibited, ' Roodloft under Repair ' and ' Cathedral of Chartres,' were

accordingly contributed by the artist himself He had two works at

the Royal Academ\- in i860 and 1861. His remaining works were

sold at Christie's on the 3rd of February, 1876.

In the three years 1852 to 1854 the name JOHN BOSTOCK, of

7 Campden Hill Villas, Kensington, appears as that of an Associate

exhibitor, attached to four drawings only. The Minute-book records

that he was elected on the 9th of June, 185 i, and that his name was

withdrawn from the list of Associates in the catalogue for 1855, as

he had not sent any drawing for that }-ear's Exhibition. In answer

to a letter of inquiry from him, dated 27 March, 1856, he was

informed that he must be proposed again, according to rule, if he

wished to become once more an exhibitor. It does not appear
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whether he again became a candidate, and there is, indeed, no further

trace of his career. The titles of his four drawings are— in the 1st

year, ' Going to Market,' and ' The Lonely One,' ivith desponding

versed by T. K. Hervey in elucidation of the sentiment ; in the 2nd,

' The Inseparables ; ' and in the 3rd, ' A Gathering for the Birthday.'

These are subjects which, a few years earlier at least, would have

raised a strong suspicion of alliance with the ;\nnuals ; and on a

search among volumes of that class, the same name is found under

the following prints :— In Heath's Book of Beauty : 1835, ' The Lady

Elizabeth Leveson Gower' (engraved by H. T. Ryall) ; 1837, 'Juliet'

(W. Eagleton), and 'Ila' (H. Austen); 1838, 'Marguerite' (H.

Robinson); 1839, 'Miss Ellen Home Purvis' (G. Stodart) ; 1 840,

' The Lady Gardner ' (W. H. Mote), ' The Hon. Mrs. William Ashley

'

(H. Robinson), and 'The Lady Williams Bulkeley ' (H. Robin-

son).— In the Keepsake: 1836, ' Camilla '

(J. Thomson)
;

' 'Fashion's

Idol' (H. Ryall);' 1840, ' Florine ' (W. H. Mote).—In Fisher's

Draiving-Room Scrap-Book : 1 841, ' Katherine Airlie ' (H. Cook);

1849, ' Frances Diana Manners Sutton ' (H. Robinson).

At the election on the 9th of February, 1852, there were nine

candidates, of whom two were accepted as Associates and one as a

Lady Exhibitor. The name of the first was already distinguished,

and destined to be more so. It was JOHN GILBERT, now Sir John

Gilbert, R.A., and President of the Royal Society of Painters in

Water-Colours. Sir John was, it need scarcely be said, a born artist.

As has been the case with so many of the emfnent men whose

careers are here registered, his bent was not onlj' pronounced in

boyhood, but it proved strong enough to override the plans which

his parents had endeavoured to form for his course through life. He
was born in 1817, at Blackhcath, where his father resided, a gentleman

of good family in Derbyshire, of limited income, captain of the Royal

East London Militia, who upon the disbanding of that regiment found

it necessary to turn his attention to business as a land and estate

agent. The pursuit of Art being thought to be out of the question,

it was looked upon as fortunate when a friendly neighbour, a Mr.

Dickson, who held a large farm at Kidbrook, close by, offered to take

the lad into his office in the Cit}-, where he too carried on the business

' To these the draftsman's name is given as ' W. Bostock.' Graves attributes tifty-

nine exhibited works, specially portraits, to 'James Bi^stock,' between 1S26 and i86g.
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of an estate agent. There the young Gilbert remained for about two

years.

The office of the firm of Dickson & Bell was in Charlotte Row,
the name then given to a few houses which lay between the Poultry

and the east end of Bucklcrsbury, a locality now much altered by
the formation of Queen Victoria Street; and it happened that the

room in which the pupil was placed had a window nearly opposite to

the side door of the Mansion House that not only commanded a

prospect of the crowded and continuous flow of traffic through the

main artery of the City, but afforded on occasions a view of the pomp
and circumstance that cluster about the dwelling of the great Lord

Mayor. It is easy for anyone acquainted with the proclivities evinced

in much of the artist's after-work to understand the fascination exer-

cised by such a moving and motley scene, and how his attention came

to be absorbed by what was going on in the street outside. There

was not much work doing in the office, so he was for ever making

sketches of passing objects, and, however little he may have learnt of

mensuration or land surveying, he at least was storing his mind and

his portfolio with a mass of useful memoranda, comprising, among

other things, graphic notes of costumes and liveries of City companies

complete to the last buckle, and the many florid trappings that so

enhance the dignity of the Corporation of London. When circum-

stances permitted, he would, moreover, betake himself to Woolwich

Common to watch and sketch the Royal Horse Artillery at their

manoeuvres, and of these and other troops he made a vast number of

studies, until he had drawings of most of the uniforms of the British

Army. The way in which the young man employed his time was

duly reported to his pai'ents, and, on his hoard of clever sketches

being brought under serious consideration at home, it became

abundantly evident in what direction lay his natural bent. He was

then, mainly on his mother's intercession, allowed to pursue it, and,

wisely, in his own way. He took a few lessons, chiefly in colour,

from George Lance, the late able painter of still life ; but, with tliis

exception, had no teacher but himself and his own observation of

nature and art.

His first exhibited work was a water-colour drawing at the Society

of British Artists in Suffolk Street, in 1836, of The Arrest of Lord

Hastings at the Council Board in the Tower by the Protector, Richard

Duke of Gloucester.' The next year, 1837, he had an oil picture
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there of ' The Coronation of Inez de Castro,' the first he had exhibited

in that medium, a venture the year before at the Academy having

been rejected there. In 1S38, however, he had a ' Porcrait of a Gentle-

man ' in the first exhibition held in Trafalgar Square, and between

1840 and 1851 ten subject-pieces there, either in water-colour or oil,

all of historic incidents or illustrations of Shakspere or 'Don Quixote,'

except one from Scott's ' Monastery.' ' He also exhibited, according to

Graves's list, as many as forty pictures at the British Institution, where,

it will be recollected, neither water-colours nor portraits were admitted.

Before, however, John Gilbert had done much of this work with

the brush, the special aptitude of his talent in another way had been

discovered and acknowledged, and turned to most profitable account,

not only by himself, but by his employers, to the great advantage of

British art, and literature as well. Some of his pen-and-ink drawings

coming to the hand of Mr. John Sheepshanks, the munificent donor

of pictures to the nation, that gentleman showed them to Mulready,

who advised that the artist should seek employment in drawing on

wood for book illustration. Duncan also, who had much experience

in such matters, on being asked whether he thought that the young

man might hope to make his bread and cheese by such an occupation,

declared that many a publisher would be delighted to avail himself

of such talent. Gilbert was then entering upon his majority. He
began in 1838 by illustrating a child's book of Nursery Rhymes ; and

soon devoted himself mainly to wood drawing, in which his success

as an illustrator was quite without a precedent. The main stor}' of

his life henceforward until the time of his election into our Society

would be comprised in or indicated by a list of the engravings

designed by him for this purpose. It is impossible, however, to

furnish a complete catalogue even of the works he has so adorned.

' I have illustrated,' he writes, ' nearly every British Poet, illustrated

newspapers, cheap weekly publications, books of all kinds, too

numerous to name.' The names of the books so enriched, wholly or

in part, by Sir John Gilbert occupy nearly six pages of the British

Museum Library folio catalogue, and are comprised in little short of

1 50 separate entries. He made a distinct mark as the originator of

a new and improved style in such embellishments. ' His influence,'

' Two of these, a scene from Don Quixote, representing Sancho ' entering the gates of

sleep ' (1849), and 'Touchstone and the Shepherd ' from As You Like A (1850), are wrongly

attributed in the catalogues to J. (i.e. Josiah) Gilbert of Ongar ; and per contra, three

portraits by the latter, in 1S47 and 1849, are unduly credited to J. Gilbert of Blackheath.
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says a writer in the journal that derived chief benefit therefrom,

' developed an eminently daring, suggestive, picturesque, and playful

style of wood engraving, quite novel in the history of the art, which

commends itself by its admirable appropriateness to the nature of

the material and the methods of printing.' ' It was to the enterprise

of the late Herbert Ingram that the foundation was due of the

newspaper from which the above words are taken, and with it that of

pictorial journalism in general. But the early success of the move-

ment whereof the Illustrated London Neivs was the pioneer was to

an appreciable extent derived from the aptitude displayed by the

proprietor's friend John Gilbert, long employed as its leading artist,

whose style of drawing, singularly well fitted to the purpose in hand,

became, and remained for many years, the model for this kind of

illustrative work. Since that time, with the development of photo-

graphy, and its applications, and the introduction of divers mechanical

and other methods of aiding or superseding the craftsman's labour,

not to mention new theories of graphic delineation, the art of the

wood engraver has passed into new phases. But at the period in

question there were no such effective means of conveying to the eye

a vivid impression of the scenes of passing events of note, as those

afforded by our artist's free pencilling, cut as it was in facsimile upon

the block. The class of subjects, moreover, w^hich he had hitherto

chiefly studied, the moving crowds, and incidents of London life and

ceremonial, were precisely calculated to serve his turn as a delineator

of the public events of the day. This had been his ' drawing from

the life,' his preparation for the painting of ' histor)'.' He had neither

time nor inclination now to employ ' models ' in the ordinary sense,

or build up his subjects by slow degrees in the studio. What he

sketched he presented as it passed before his eye, visual or mental.

The power he had thus acquired of rapid and decisive drawing, and

readiness of design that guided his hand, were extraordinary. He

has been known to put an elaborate working drawing on the block

while the publisher's messenger was waiting. Some of his large

two-page cuts for the newspaper were executed thus. He would first

sketch the whole design in ink upon the plain surface of the compound

block, made up as it necessarily was of a number of smaller ones

clamped together. This he would then cover with white, the ink

marks just showing through as a guide. Then he would begin the

' Illuslyated London News, i6 March, 1S72.
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engraver's drawing upon the top Icft-liand elemental block, which,

when co\cred with the necessary lines, would be screwed off and

sent to the engraver. So with a second, and a third, and all the rest,

until the design was complete. It might thus happen that the first

detached portion would be under the engraver's hand before the last

was out of the draftsman's. When the imagination had to be called

into play, as gcnerall}' in book illustration, the power of visualizing

was no less remarkable. 'Sir John Gilbert,' said a late critic, ' has

the faculty of thinking out his subject at the end of his pencil. He
extemporizes on paper as a musician does on the piano ; a theme

given, he can reduce it to form ; a narrative read, he at once knows

how best a picture can be made. His fertility of pictorial invention

is inexhaustible.'

'

Gilbert's contributions to the Illustrated London Kcn's begin with

its first number, published on 14 May, 1S42, and extend until the

time when he left off that kind of work. Among the ' cheap weekly

publications ' for which he drew on wood in his early time, the most

important was the London Journal (first issued in 1S45), a penny

periodical of small 4to size, part of which was devoted to more or

less sensational fiction. But its importance was derived from the

very effective woodcuts on the upper half of the first page of each

number, representing some scene of the story in course of issue.

These were not only telling and vigorous in the delineation, and

rendered attractive to the ordinary eye by forcible contrasts of black

and white (and what engravers call ' colour '), but thc\' displaj-ed to

the more cultivated taste a degree of refinement and artistic feeling

hitherto unknown in illustrations of their class. When Mr. Jenkins

was forming the nucleus of a collection of Members' works for

preservation in the Societj^'s Library, one of the present Associates^

wrote to him in March, 1879 :
—

' The works of Sir John Gilbert alone

are so multitudinous and admirable that they would form an important

part of the collection. Many of his best designs might be culled

from the numbers of the London Journal and of Reynolds's Miscellany,

which made me look for their weeklj' appearance when I was a boy,

as eagerly as the public do now for a Millais at the Academy.'

Nearly all the book illustrations have also been drawn on wood, and

many were executed before the date of his joining the Water-Colour

'
J. B. Atkinson's English Artists of the Present Day.

' Mr. Shields, himself distinguished as a draftsman on wood.
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Society. He also drew upon stone a series of Chronological Pictures

of Eyiglisli History, containing some hundreds of scenes and portraits,

grouped together, a folio page for each reign or period, published in

1 842-3 by Roake & Varty (afterwards Varty alone), of 3 1 Strand.'

He has also produced a considerable number of etchings, including

four or six for Carleton's Traits and Stories of the Irish Peasantry.

Though elected a Member, with the late Samuel Palmer, on the

1 2th of June, 1854, Sir John had only exhibited as an Associate when

President Fielding died in March 1855. During his three years in

the junior rank, he had exhibited ten drawings, most of which were

typical in subject of those in the long series that have followed.

Especially so were two studies in the first year, of a ' Standard Bearer

'

and ' A Trumpeter,' which were eminently characteristic of his pro-

clivities. Similar subjects have been repeated by him from time to

time with evident gusto. The first two years' exhibits also included

scenes from some of Shakspere's historical plays (Richard H. and HI.),

and the third, a drawing of ' Hudibras in the Stocks.' After becoming

a Member he remained a constant exhibitor, his drawings, many of

them large in size, being chiefly illustrative of historic incidents,

generally English, and often as represented by our great dramatist,

whose plays have afforded him an inexhaustible mine of motives.

Other standard poets and writers of fiction, none more often than

Cervantes, have supplied many of the subjects. With these have

been some representations of modern life and fancy scenes from by-

gone times. While working thus with the brush, he in no degree

relaxed his industry in drawing for the engraver. The list of books

containing his designs becomes fuller and fuller with the increasing

years. Most noteworthy of all was the elaborate Illustrated Shake-

spcarc, edited by Howard Staunton, and published by Routlcdge in

monthly numbers, beginning in December 1856. This work was

steadily pursued, one play every month, and, after being three years

in hand, was issued complete in three handsome volumes with its

hundreds of wood engravings. Illustrations of the ' Songs and

Sonnets ' followed, and editions of various poets and standard writers,

mostly published by the above-named firm. They comprise the

poetical works of Milton, Pope, Goldsmith, Cowper, Burns, Scott,

Campbell, Wordsworth, Longfellow, and others of minor note. Illus-

' Five out of the thirty-eight lithographs are by Waterhouse Hawkins, the rest by

Gilbert.
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trations to the Book 0/ Job, the Pilgrim's Progress, the Proverbs of

Solomon (by historical parallels), Fox's Book of Martyrs, the Swiss

Family Robinson, and many other books of various kinds, with collec-

tions of Ballads, and Fairy and Nursery Tales, were poured forth

continuously from his prolific pencil for a long series of years, while

he was at the same time painting both in oil and water colour.

Coloured facsimiles of his pictures have also been published on a large

scale as supplements to the Illustrated London News, and on a smaller

scale in The Art Album, 1861 (afterwards reissued in ' Beauties of

Poetry and Art,' 1865).

When Gilbert handles the brush, at least in his water-colour

drawing, it is in a manner distinctly founded on his practice when

working for the press, the surfaces being habitually modelled by means

of lines such as those which he would make with pen or pencil to

guide the engraver. Even shading and shadow seem primarily con-

ceived in line. These peculiarities give a marked character, and for

some purposes a strongly expressive qualit\-, to his work. Gilbert's

firm and robust style of illustration, while it was the very opposite to

the laboured sweetness of the Annuals, had at the same time nothing

in common with what at the period of his rising became known as the

school of the pre-Raphaclites. His painting is not minutely realistic.

To the sense of form which governed it, mediaeval dryness and

angularity are altogether repellent. His pencilling leads the eye by

way of flowing lines, of well-rounded curvature, that give a richness

to their contrasts, and a fullness to the forms they inclose. These

qualities belong to the Renaissance, and harmonize with Classic taste

rather than Gothic, and that of the Roman more than the Greek.

What influence he has derived from the ' old masters ' seems due to

the Flemish school, and more particularly Rubens, to whose works,

albeit the application of their art is very different, those of Gilbert

bear a strong resemblance, both in form and composition, and to a

considerable degree in colour. There is a soiipcon also of a Spanish

element in his use of black, caught peradventure in the Netherlands,

that gives local character to his many scenes from ' Don Quixote

'

and ' Gil Bias.' As a colourist he is striking and powerful, fond of

rich and full contrasts, with a partiality for scarlet, whether in soldier's

tunic or cardinal's robe, and for the fine harmonies of black and

yellow that occur in gold lace and state trappings of British ro)-alty.

The keynote seems to have been struck during his early studies near
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the Mansion House and on Woolwich Common ; and some of Sir

John's most effective pictures in later times have still been illustrative

of scenes of military and state pageantry not unfamiliar to dwellers

within the sound of Bow bells.

Painter, on a moderate scale, of ' history,' in all senses of the

word, Sir John would be entitled, by virtue of a large group of his

works to take primary rank as a military painter also. He has not

indeed depicted the wars of his time, though on an occasion he

portrayed the supplemental scene to one such tragedy, in a picture

exhibited in 1856 at Pall Mall East of 'Her Majesty the Queen

inspecting the Wounded Coldstream Guards at Buckingham Palace,'

after the close of the Crimean campaign. When, however, he gives a

rein to his fancy, he is commonly carried to the battle fields of old
;

and there he plunges into the thick of the fray. It is in subjects of

this kind that he most exhibits the individuality of his genius. Like

Cattermole, he imbues himself with an ideal spirit of the past, which

gives a marked unity to the representation. There are, nevertheless,

essential differences between the two painters, not only in sentiment,

but in the artistic treatment of their subjects. Gilbert's force lies

more in the play of line, Cattermole's more in picturesque grouping.

Gilbert's crowds do not possess the suavity and repose, the ' temper-

ance even in the whirlwind of passion,' that ' give smoothness ' to the

well-balanced composition of Cattermole. But the heavy troops and

bio- Flemish war-horses that he moves in masses over the rolling

ground have a sway in their combined movement which his pre-

decessor never attempted. And when they charge, it is with a

rush that carries all on earth before it, and seems to sweep along

with it the wreaths of cannon smoke and the very clouds of heaven.

In many of Gilbert's fancy subjects, wherein he delineates soldiers on

the march and the like, a wild forest landscape is a main part of the

motive. Here, again, the influence of Rubens is apparent, though

the application is thoroughly British, and suggestive of the ruggedness

of England in the olden time.

With such constant devotion to his art, the events of Sir John

Gilbert's life have not been greatly varied. For more than fifty years

he has been continually at work, with few holidays, spent in travelling

about England and Scotland, France, Belgium, and Holland. But

the benefits that he has conferred upon the Society are not confined

to his contributions to the gallery walls. They began before he
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occupied tlic presidential chair. It was, as before mentioned, owing to

his suggestion and advocacy in the year 1862, that the attractions of

that galler)' have been nearly doubled b)- the establishment of a second

annual exhibition. The circumstances have been already referred to.

The reader will recollect that up to that time the Society had been in

the habit of under-letting their room in the winter time, when it had

been used b\' dealers and others for various art exhibitions. This

appeared to many of the Members, and to Gilbert among them, to be

objectionable in some respects, and the question of retaining the

gallery in the Society's hands during the ensuing winter came on for

discussion in the month of July. At a general meeting held on the

2 1st, J. D. Harding explained the views which he and some other

Members entertained in reference to the future application of the

gallery when not required for the purpose of the exhibition, viz. by

holding classes for instruction in water-colour painting, instead of

letting the premises as hitherto. A letter was also read from Gilbert,

bringing forward an alternative scheme in the following terms :

—

' I would venture to propose for consideration the advisability of get-

ting up a second annual exhibition ourselves, a Winter Exhibition of

Sketches—not finished drawings, but sketches, first ideas of pictures,

in chalk, pencil or colours, not close framed, but mounted and framed

in light narrow gilt mouldings, of course for sale.' This, the writer

contended, would not only be more profitable than letting it to some

one who would perhaps use it for the very same purpose, but would

enable the Society to retain the control of its own house. At an

adjourned meeting held on the 28th of July, to discuss these propo-

sitions, that of Gilbert was after a lengthy debate so far adopted that,

on his own proposal, seconded by Mr. (now Sir Frederick) Burton, it

was resolved, ' That an Exhibition of Sketches shall be held in the

Winter of this present year, 1862.' Messrs. Gilbert, Holland, and

Burton were appointed to serve on a committee for that purpose in

conjunction with the officers of the Society ; and it was arranged that

the exhibition should open on the 1st of December and close at the

end of February. The result of the experiment and the subsequent

expansion of the winter exhibitions have been duly set forth in the

general history of the Society. Gilbert's own contributions to the

earlier of these new exhibitions were, as might be expected, strictly

' sketches ' of the kind he had described as above ; in no case could the

advantage of showing such preliminar}- studies be better exemplified.
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It remains to speak of the later honours with which our artist's

career has been rewarded ; beginning with his election as President

of this Society on the retirement of P'rcderick Tayler in June 1871.

The occasion of his appointment was that selected by her Majesty the

Queen to confer a distinction upon the Society, which had not hitherto

been enjoyed by any associated body of British artists except the

Royal Academy, by raising its President to the dignity of knighthood.

As some misapprehension occurred at the time as to the nature of the

transaction, it may be well to reprint here the material part of a letter

which Mr. Jenkins, as Secretary, wrote to the Times of the 22nd of

August, 1871, explaining the circumstances, in correction of an error,

which, however, turned out to be prophetic. Our artist had been

already, but prematurely, styled in the newspapers a member of the

Royal Academy. Thereupon Mr. Jenkins wrote :
—

' Mr. Gilbert, on

whom the honour of knighthood is to be conferred, is the President

of the Society of Painters in Water-Colours, and it is generally

understood that the dignity is offered to the President of this dis-

tinguished body of artists as a public recognition of an art which in

its modern form of expression is peculiarly British, and which the

Society of Painters in Water-Colours, as the representative institution

from its foundation in 1804, has done so much to foster and elevate.'

The knighthood of Sir John Gilbert was thus offered and accepted in

August 187 1 ; but it was not actually conferred until the 14th of

March, 1872. In the mean time, namely, on the 29th of January, 1872,

Gilbert was elected, almost unanimously, an Associate of the Royal

Academy, although he had painted little in oils since he joined our

Society. The news came to cheer him in illness, for he was at the time

confined to the house for seven weeks, a sufferer from acute rheumatism.

The presidency of Sir John Gilbert has, as the reader knows, been

signalized by important events and changes in the Society, which,

although he has ever been duly alive to its interests, belong more pro-

perly to its corporate history than to his individual memoir. Amidst

the duties of office and his own more serious work, he finds time for

the playful employment of his pencil in various minor ways in the

Society's service. Thus, when the new building in Pall Mall East,

designed by the late Frederick Pcpys Cockerell, was opened, its ornate

entrance had an appropriate record in a large wood drawing by him,

published in the Illustrated London News oi 24th April, 1875. And

in the year 1882, when, after conferring the name of ' Royal' upon
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the old Water-Colour Society, the Queen was graciously pleased to

signify her readiness to grant diplomas to the Members, the never-

failing pencil of Sir John Gilbert furnished at once an appropriate

design. His graceful handiwork may be recognized in the decorated

covers of the modern illustrated catalogues,' and on the cards of

meetings of the Society's Art Club. These are small and casual

sprinklings of his talent ; but he is understood to be preparing a

much wider benefaction. Some six or seven years ago, although he

has since continued to paint as before. Sir John determined not to

part with any more pictures. He has thus accumulated a very large

collection of his works, both in oil and water colour, and of these he

proposes to make a munificent gift to the nation.

Sir John Gilbert's works exhibited at the Water-Colour Society

show an average of between three and four drawings in the summer,

and rather more in the winter. In the year 1881 he had made up a

total of 112 in the former and 98 in the latter, or 210 exhibits, con-

taining some 230 separate subjects at least. Besides these there are

74 counted up by Mr. Graves, from the catalogues of other galleries,

to wit:—31 at the Royal Academy, 40 at the British Institution,

and 13 at Suffolk Street. And happily, his graphic power is still in

full productive energy. Sir John Gilbert is an Honorary Member of

the Royal Society of British Artists, and of the Royal Scottish Society

of Painters in Water-Colours ; Honorary President of the Liverpool

Society of Painters in Water-Colours ; Honorary Member of the

Societies of Artists and Painters in Water-Colours of Belgium ; and

Chevalier of the Legion of Honour of France ; and has been awarded

medals in gold and in bronze by Sydney, Australia, and a gold medal

by Austria.

The second Associate elected on the 9th of February, 1852, was

Henry Parsons Riviere, who, although he never rose to the rank

of Member, was a constant contributor to the gallery for nearly forty

years. He was born on the 1 6th of August, 181 1, and was one of a family

of artists. His father was a drawing master, and so also was his brother,

the late William Riviere, formerly head of the drawing school at Chel-

tenham College, and afterwards a private teacher at Oxford, who died

in 1876. Briton Riviere, R.A.,is William's son. They were connected

with the allied art of music (in which Henry Riviere was also proficient),

' There was a quarto one in iSSo, besides the octavo one since used.

II. IJ B
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in the person of his sister, the wife of the composer Sir Henry
l^ishop, but better known by her own talent as a singer, under the

name of Madame Anna Bishop.

Henry Riviere appears to have been regularly educated as an

artist, attending the schools of the Royal Academy as a student.

He probably owed much of his skill in water-colours to practice

among kindred spirits at the less formal academy in Clipstone Street.

In a letter to his friend Jenkins, written in December 1867, he waxes

sentimental over the changes that had come over that old artist

quarter. The latter was still in Upper Charlotte Street, Fitzroy

Square, when Rixicre then wrote from Rome :
—

' So you are alone in

your glory ; all the Boys having left the Clipstone Street neigh-

bourhood must make it somewhat melancholy ; changes come over

us,' &c. &c. Just then a fire had nearly burnt down the ' favoured spot.'

But there was enough of artist life in the old precincts when Riviere

sent thence to Suffolk Street his first exhibited pictures in 1832. They

were, ' An Interior,' and ' The Triumph of Silenus,' after Rubens.

Two years after, in 1834, he was elected a Member of the New
Society of Painters in Water-Colours. There he exhibited his draw-

ings during the next sixteen years, at the end of which he followed

the example set three years before by his friends Duncan, Dodgson,

Jenkins, and Topham, and retired from that body, rejoining them

after the lapse of two more within the walls of the Old Society. His

drawings exhibited in our gallery for the first dozen years after his

election were commonly devoted to the illustration of Irish life and

humour of the popular kind. ' A Bit of Blarney,' ' A little Bothera-

tion,' ' Sleep Thee, my Darling,' ' Don't say Nay, charming Judy

Callaghan,' and the like, were the sort of subjects, until in 1865 his

address at 9 Russell Place, Fitzroy Square, is suddenly dropped, and

the titles of his drawings indicate a visit to Rome.

He had made a rather sudden change in his plans of life, giving

up a considerable practice in teaching, which he had enjoyed in

London, and settling himself as a painter in the ' Eternal City,' where

he continued to reside till near the end of his days. When he had

settled in Rome the subjects of his drawings were, with scarcely an

exception, views within and without the walls of that cit\- ; most

commonly of the Forum and the surrounding ruins, with groups of

figures characteristic of the place, and sometimes a separate study

or subject of human motive, of a pathetic or humorous kind.
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Riviere was an intimate friend of Jenkins's, and a good corre-

sjjondent. During his residence in Rome he wrote him frequent

letters ; reporting the progress of his own works ; retailing tlic artist

gossip of the Cafe Greco, descanting, sometimes with warmth, on

current questions of art and politics (being in the one department a

strong anti-pre-Raphaclite, and a fervid Tory in the other), com-

menting on the affairs of the Society and the profession in general in

an outspoken way ; and manifesting a special interest in his own

circle of friends, including more particularly the little group of

secessionists above mentioned, with whom he had a natural fellow-

feeling. These letters, now in the Society's possession, are numerous

between 1865 and i86g. In some of the later ones he shows some

degree of bitterness in reference to his non-election as a full Member.

In October 1866 he has 'been at work upon the ruins of Rome and

nearly completed two large drawings (41 X 21). The Roman Forum

is one, the Coliseum the other.' He has also commenced one or two

figure subjects, ' to gratify his taste.' His only exhibit in 1867 was of

the latter class, 'The Dying Brigand,' priced at 150 guineas. In

1868, the ' Coliseum ' appears alone, at 125 guineas. Meanwhile he

writes, on 29 March 1867 :
—

' Hundreds have been to my studio to see

my Forum.' In May he has sent it off to Fuller's, and has to paint

a repetition. ' A picture of this size,' he adds in a characteristic

strain, ' is no joke to paint out of doors or on the spot, with a few

stones thrown occasionally at j-our head ; for the savage nature of

the old Romans still remains with the present generation, but the

nobler qualities and grand inspirations have long died away,' &c. &c.

The picture in question does not seem to have been e.xhibited at

Pall Mall East. In the year 1869 he was doing so well in Rome that

he felt himself ' in a position to do without the Society,' though he

evinced some soreness at having, as he said, worked there for more

than sixteen years without ' due advantage ' therefrom, referring

apparently to the fact that he was still an Associate only. In that

year he was fitting up in his studio an elaborate screen adorned with

gold-work, for the showing and sale of his drawings, priced at 600/.

During his residence in Rome, he paid occasional visits to

London, where he had retained an address, which in 1870 chan"-es

from 17 Kilburn Priory to St. John's Wood Road. In 1871 his

Roman address becomes 68 Via Sistina, in place of 43 Vicolo di

Greci. But in 1884 the latter is dropped, on a final return to his

H n 2
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native country. He continued to reside at 26 St. John's Wood Road

until his death there on the gth of May, 1888.

Riviere's drawings in the summer exhibitions of the Society from

1853 to 1SS8 amount in number to 172, and his winter ' slcetches and

studies' from 1862-3 to 1888-9 (the nine in which last year were

hung after his death) to 121, making a total of 293 exhibits. He
had also, according to Graves, six works at the Royal Academy,

seven at the British Institution, and fifteen at Suffolk Street between

1832 and 1873.

Miss Margaret Gillies, the lady elected on the same day,

9 February, 1852, with the President, was an illustrator of a very

different type from his. She was then already of a ' certain age,'

having been in practice as a miniature painter for twenty years, and

her birth having occurred more than fifteen months before that of the

Society of Painters in Water-Colours, namely, on the 7th of August,

1803. She was a younger daughter of William Gillies, and, on his

side, of Scotch descent ; her mother being of a Gloucestershire

family. The father was from Brechin in Forfarshire, but at the time

of her birth was settled in London, where he had acquired some

wealth as a merchant. Only a little of Margaret's early life was

spent at home. When but three years old, she was taken to Lisbon

with her mother, whose waning health required a warmer climate. In

five more years the parent's illness had a fatal end, and the children

were sent to Brechin under the care of a governess. Family troubles

did not fall singly on the bereaved father, who suffered a reverse of

fortune also, which induced him to accept a brother's offer of a home

and education for his motherless offspring. This proved, however,

much to their advantage ; for Mr. Gillies's Scotch relations were of no

small intellectual distinction. One of his brothers, John Gillies, LL.D.,

was a scholar and an historian ; ' and the uncle, who, having no family

of his own, benevolently adopted his brother William's children, was

Lord Gillies, an Edinburgh judge, who moved in the highly cultivated

literary society of the Scottish capital, which has long been famed in

history. Miss Margaret had, indeed, a year's schooling at Doncaster,

and paid occasional visits to her father in London. With these

' He translated Aristotle's Ethics, Politics and Rhetoric, and the Orations of Isocrates,

wrote a View of the Reign of Frederick II. of Prussia, and a History of the World from

Alexander the Great, and succeeded Dr. Robertson as Historiographer Koyal of Scotland.
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exceptions she resided and grew up at the judge's house in Edinburgh.

At the reunions tlicrc she often met such men as Walter Scott,

JefTrcy, and Lord Eldon. But amidst the charms of literary society,

a passion for art, which she had acquired without any regular training,

grew up within her, and proved too strong to resist. When still

under age, she resolved to make art her profession, and so was allowed

to travel south again and try her fortune in London with the pencil,

in company with an elder sister, who had in a like manner devoted

herself to the pen. The father had taken another wife, and a third

and still older sister had also married and gone to India, when the

two Misses Gillies thus set forth on their joint career. For fifty years

they pursued their path through life side by side, never separating

until death did them part in 1870, when the elder was summoned to

another world.

Margaret Gillies had, it is said, exhibited \\ct penchant for drawing

at a very early age ; for we arc told that when she was a child at

Lisbon, little pictures of the exiles' adventures used to come from

abroad for the amusement of her sister and a younger brother at

home.i ^(- a later period the direction of her talent showed itself in

a faculty for seizing likenesses ; and her first efforts were to maintain

herself b}' making portraits. She accordingly procured some instruction

in miniature painting from Frederick Cruickshank.'' Doubtless she

was favoured by good introductions to patronage, and she does not

seem to have lacked sitters, even at the beginning. We read indeed

that ' when she undertook her first miniature she had to take a lesson

in the art before each sitting in order to enable her to achieve the

task,' and ' thus had to get her training as she went along, learning

and working at one and the same time.'^

Her first appearance in the exhibitions was at Somerset House in

1832, where she had a ' Portrait of a Lady,' and one of ' Mr. Robert

Maule Gillies,' in the Antique-Academy room. From that time until

1 86 1 she was a steady annual exhibitor at the Royal Academy of

from two to seven works, making an aggregate of loi. Among the

persons portrayed are the following, of more or less distinction :—Rev.

W. J. Fox, afterwards the anti-corn-law lecturer (1833) ; Dr. South-

wood Smith (183s) ;
John Finlaison, the Government actuary {1837) ;

' English Female Arlisls, ii. 90.

' Jbid. gi. Probably the F. Cruickshank, painter of portraits, by whom Graves finds 166

works exhibited between 1S22 and 1S60, 149 of tlieui at the Royal Academy.
" Ti»ies, 26 July, 18S7.
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the 'Rajah Ram Roy' (1838); Miss Helen Faucit as Julie de

Morteviar, and Macready as the Cardinal Richelieu, in Bulwer's play

(1839) ; the poet Wordsworth (1840) ; J. G. Lough, the sculptor, and

the Hon. Richard Denman (1841); Charles Dickens (1844); R. H.

Home, the poet, and William and Mary Howitt (1846); Judge

Crampton (1847); Edwin Chadwick (1848); Mrs. Marsh, author of

'Emilia Wyndham,' &c. (1851); Dr. Sutherland' (1852); and Mrs.

William Gladstone (1854). Not a few are portraits of children,

generally in family groups. The occasion of painting Wordsworth's

likeness ^ was one of special gratification to the artist. She was

employed to do so by Moon, the publisher ; and the performance of

the commission involved a visit of several weeks to the poet at his

home at Lake Rydal, which she remembered to the last as one of the

most interesting events of her life. She was not content, however,

to be a mere taker of likenesses. As early as 1838, among her quota

of drawings at the last ' Exhibition ' at Somerset House, was one of

' The Captive Daughter of Zion,' which was at least an approach to a

subject picture. But for a time she relapses entirely into miniature

portrait taking. About a dozen years later, she seems to have

resolved on a more serious attempt to tread the higher walk of art.

In 1847 she was living with her sister near London, and her home

is pleasantly referred to in Mary Howitt's Autobiograpliy (published in

1 889). The writer tells us of an ' annual hay-making at Hillside, High-

gate,' on the 31st of July, to which she took Hans Christian Andersen,

the Danish author, ' thus introducing him to an English home, full of

poetry and art, of sincerity and affection. The ladies of Hillside,

the Misses Mary and Margaret Gillies—the one an embodiment of

peace and an admirable writer, but whose talent, like the violet, kept

in the shade ; the other, the warm-hearted painter—made him cordially

welcome.' ^ Five-and-thirty years after, the sister having died in the

mean time, Mrs. Howitt writes to Margaret Gillies, ' You are so

tenderly connected with old, old times that seem to belong to another

life, that I have for you a peculiar affection,' and refers again to the

' life at Hillside, and the wild single daffodils in the field opposite, all

of your planting. They did not get double and spoil themselves like

' This, being hung in the East Room, must have been an oil picture.

' This portrait has crossed the Atlantic, having been bought by a literary society at

Boston, U.S.
' Vol. ii. pp. 30, 31. ' Vol. ii. pp. 311, 312.
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In 185 I she went to Pan's and became a pupil of both Henri and

Ary Schcffer. She had painted a few subjects' as well as portraits

in oils, but found a field for her more imaginative efforts the next

year on the walls of tlie Water-Colour Society. Her first exhibits

there in 1852 were two in number, entitled, 'Jcanie Deans's Visit to

Efifie in Prison,' and ' TIic Absent Thought.' These were typical of

the nature of the works, which were to follow during a long series of

years, whereby her talent was best known and most favourably

esteemed. Wiss Gillies's art was essentially feminine ; dealing almost

exclusively with maiden's sentiment and woman's sorrow. Shakspere

and Scott won her graphic alliance chiefly by the woes of their

heroines. Trials, such as those of Imogen and Rosalind and Jcanie

Deans, are what she most aspired to delineate. Once she pictured a

scene from Spenser ; and it was ' Una with the Red Cross Knight.'

More often she found verses to her purpose in the later poets' writings
;

and her earlier subjects more especially are accompanied by quota-

tions from Shelley and Keats, and Wordsworth, and Moore, Tennyson,

Browning, Longfellow, and Alaric Watts. Old songs too, and ballads,

mostly from bc}-ond the Tweed, with ' Robin Gray ' at their head,

afforded kindred motives of a sentimental character, and Dickens

lent another in his ' Little Nell.' A general elegance of treatment

as well as the leaning towards a special type of features suggest

the influence of her teacher, Ary Scheffer, whose example she also

followed in the purity and pathos of her motives. Besides subjects

from the poets, and other fancy compositions, there were a consider-

able number of figure studies made during repeated travels abroad.

Italian figures from Florence begin in 1862, and a few years afterwards

there are some from Normandy and from Toulouse; in 1870-71

groups from Venice and Verona, in 1874-75 and the following winter

studies from Brittany, and in 1877-7S two from Rome and Albano.

From i860 or earlier there are moreover Scotch peasants, and in

1865-66 Irish also.

Another bright glimpse of our artist during one of these visits to

Rome is also afforded by the pen of her old acquaintance, Mary
Howitt. 'In the spring of 1877,' she saj-s, 'we had the joy of

welcoming our faithful friend, ]\Iiss Margaret Gillies, whose affectionate

nature luxuriated in a sojourn at Rome.' And thence under date

' One, of King .Mfietl when a Cliild listening tolii^ Motliei's Recilalof the Heroic Deeds
of the Saxons,' was hung at tlie Koyal Academy in 1S4S.
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25 March in that year she had written :
' Yesterday in tlie afternoon

I went out to try to find people who would take tickets for Madame
Ristori's reading for the benefit of the " Gould Memorial School." I

had not at all a successful crusade. None were inclined to put their

hands in their pockets, excepting dear Margaret Gillies, on whom I

called, and after that went no further. She was just finishing her

picture, and was worried at the last, and wanted to go to good

Mr. Glennie to borrow a sketch of distant scenery in the neighbour-

hood of Rome, the bad weather not permitting her to go out sketching

for herself When her things were all put aside and left for their

Sunday rest, we took a little carriage and drove to the Glennies',

down into the very centre of Rome ; and had such a cordial recep-

tion, such a nice call ; tea made for us, and dear Margaret given the

pick of his rich portfolios for a bit of Latin or Volscian mountain,

blue and dreamy in its sunny distance.'

'

Miss Gillies contributed to our gallery from 1852 till 1887, con-

tinuously, until the last six years, her total being 254 works, 1 1 5 in

the summer, and 139 in the winter exhibitions. Graves records two

of her works at the British Institution and eight at Suffolk Street.

She also exhibited with the Society of Female (now called ' of Lady')

Artists. The earlier addresses in the Academy catalogue show

frequent changes of residence, but in 1 863 the sisters removed from

6 Southampton Street, Fitzroy Square, where they had been for at

least ten years, to 25 Church Row, Hampstead, in which quiet retreat

their home remained during the last years of their respective lives.

Margaret Gillies survived her sister for seventeen years, and died on

the 20th of July, 1887, at Crockham Hill near Westerham, in Kent, of

pleurisy, after a few days' illness, when nearly eighty-four. In her

time she had lived much in London society and been intimate with

the leaders of literature here. And within a week or two of her

death ' the venerable Miss Gillies, a pleasant-looking lady in grey

satin, was among the guests to view the album offered to the Queen

on the occasion of the Jubilee, and was herself a contributor.' ^

Many of Margaret Gillies's works are said to have been engraved

both in this country and the United States.^ The following are all

that have come to the writer's knowledge :

—
' The Past and the Future,'

exhibited at the Water-Colour Society in 1855 (engraved by Francis

' Mary Howitt : an Autcbi.\^iaf/ty, li. 262, 263. ' The World, 27 July, 1S87.

' English Female Artists, ii. 92.
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Holl) ; of the size of the dravvinsr, twenty by sixteen inches.— In the

Keepsake, 1856, ' Subject from Auld Robin Gray,' apparently that

exhibited in the Water-Colour Society in 1854, to illustrate a I'rcnch

version of the ballad (engraved by Frederick A. Heath) ; 1857, ' The

Lady Violet' (engraved by Alfred T. Heath).

No new Associates were elected in the summer of 1S52 ; but two

more were added on the 14th of February, 1853, one only of whom,

S. P. Jackson, now survives. The other bore a surname illustrious in

modern English art history, and partook of the talent so widely dis-

tributed in his family. Walter Goodall was the youngest son of

Edward Goodall, the eminent landscape line-engraver, whose appre-

ciative and masterly skill with the burin secured from early death so

many of Turner's finest compositions. He was thus the brother

of Frederick Goodall, R.A., and of Edward A. Goodall, now and

for the last quarter of a century another worthy Member of this

Society. Walter was born on the 6th of November, 1830. With

his artistic surroundings, it cannot be doubted that his natural instinct

was duly encouraged at home. Part, however, of his training was

certainly acquired by association with other art students at the well-

known ' academy ' in Clipstone Street, where he was wont to work

from the life. And he also studied at the Government School of

Design at Somerset House, and at the Royal Academy. He did not

practise in oils. His first exhibited works appear to have been three

drawings at the Royal Academy in 1852, the year before his election

by the Water-Colour Society. Two of them were portraits of young

ladies, the third was a ' study from nature.' After that date his

exhibits in London were confined to our gallery, though many of his

works went to the Royal Manchester Institution.' He was made a

full Member of the Water-Colour Society on 10 June, 1861.

Walter Goodall was a refined and graceful draftsman and colour-

ist ; his works, which were of the figure class, recommending them-

selves rather by good taste and sweetness of expression, than by

strength of character. The subjects were for the most part studies

of peasant life, somewhat idealized ; often of children, with some

familiar incident, as of the poultry yard or the dairy, or by the sea-

side, to connect and give a name to the group. Sometimes a local

association was suggested by the title, that indicated travel, or a

' Dictionary of National Bw^rafhy.
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sojourn at some particular spot, at home or abroad ; as ' Sea-anemone

gathering, North Devon ' (1859), 'The Dutch Shrimpers ' (i860), or

'A Brittany Interior' (1864). In 1867 and 1868 the titles, ' La Mere,'

' La Priere,' and ' Chantez-chantez toujours,' speak of a further visit

to France ; and in the intervening winter exhibition there were three

studies in the Pyrenees. These lead the way to more distant wan-

dering.

The winter of 1868-69 was spent in Rome. We have pleasant

glimpses of him there in Riviere's letters. On the 2nd of December

the latter tells of his arrival, and writes that he has seen to his wants,

'Tell his father and Edward so at the Chalcographic' Glennie too

is going to call on him. Then on the 25th of January: 'Our friend

Goodall really enjoys Rome ; he will soon be on his way to Paris to

give lessons to F . . ., and then makes his way on to England in time

for the Gallery. He is very much liked among us—feels the time

pass gloriously—will work all day long, and pleasant companions at

night.' Again, on 9 Fcbruar)', 1869: 'Walter Goodall has done

about 300/. in drawings and commissions. Mr. Field, the lawyer, has

been of use in recommending a Mr. R ... to him, and I sent a

collector up to him, who also bought a ymall work from him.' Some

of the results of his visit to Rome were seen in the figure studies and

groups that he exhibited in the following three years ; and in 1872

there is a ' Venetian Fruit Boat,' the first of several which he painted.

Goodall was not, however, a prolific contributor. He never exhibited

more than five drawings at a time in the gallery. From his election

in 1853 to his last appearance in 1884 he had but 154 works hung,

87 in the summer, and 6"] in the winter exhibitions.

For some years before poor Goodall ceased to paint, he had, it is

painful to say, becorne a confirmed invalid. About fourteen years

before his death he was afflicted by a paralytic seizure, whereby,

although for a time it did not prevent him from using the brush, he

was finally rendered altogether helpless. In 1887 his name was

placed by the Society on an honorary retired list ; and he died at the

age of fifty-nine on the 14th of May, 1889, at the village of Clapham,

about a mile from Bedford, leaving a widow and three children

surviving. He was buried in Highgate Cemetery. For twelve years

from 1865 Goodall had a studio at 6 Wells Street, Oxford Street;

but for a considerable time before his death he had resided in the

country. The highest sale price recorded by Redford for one of his
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drawings is 108/. at tiie ' A. Grant ' sale, 1 863, for 'The Harvest

Home.' He did some woodcut illustrations to Rhymes and Kounde-

layes, and Ministering Children.

Samuel Phillips Jackson, also elected Associate on the

14th of February, 1853, had altogether no more than eleven

drawings in the gallery in Fielding's time ; but he has been a con-

stant contributor of landscapes ever since. He is son of the former

Associate, Samuel Jackson, of whom a biographical account has

already been given; and was born in 1830. His works, the great

majority whereof have been of coast scenery in England intermixed

in later years with inland scenes from Wales and on the Thames,

have been very numerous ; although for the first twenty-four years,

during which he remained an Associate, they were limited by law to

eight a year, in the summer exhibitions.

S. P. Jackson received his early instruction in art from his father

in Bristol ; but he also studied figure drawing a good deal at the life

school there. He has devoted himself, however, entirely to land-

scape of the classes above mentioned. His first exhibited work in

London was painted when he was about twenty. It was a large

picture, four feet long, called, ' An Indiaman ashore on the Welsh

Coast,' and was hung on the line at the British Institution in 1850 or

1 85 1. Another of the same size followed next year, and was not

only favoured in like manner, but bought by Mr. Bicknell of Heme
Hill, the well-known collector. A third, equally large, in 1852, was

chosen by the late George Lance for a member of his family as an

Art Union prize. These successes were followed up by the exhibition

in good positions of his works at the same gallery in Pall IMall, until

he had had nine ' pictures in all, hung there. At the Royal Academy

aJso he has had, between 1852 and 1880, with intervals of from four

to eight years,^ an aggregate of fifteen works exhibited. About half

of these were drawings. After joining our Society he ultimately gave

up oil painting, as he found a readier sale for his water-colours.

S. P. Jackson continued to reside at Clifton until 1S70, when he

removed his home to Streatley-on-Thames, near Reading ; a few

years before which date, Thames subjects had begun to appear among

his works at the gallery, particularly in the winter ' sketches and

' Graves's Dictionary of Artists.

' There was nothing in 1854-5S, 1S60, 1S63-6S, and 1S72 79.
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studies.' Out of our artist's Bristol origin there had arisen some

close friendships, notably with the late Francis Danby, A.R.A., who

resided there for many years ; ' and with Charles Branwhite, late

Associate of this Society. His removal eastward brought him more

in contact with contemporaries here, and among deceased Members

of the Society with whom he was in most intimate alliance were

Jenkins and Duncan, with whom he enjoyed many a pleasant and

profitable trip on the river. He made a shorter move in 1876 to

I River Terrace, Henley-on-Thames, where he remained until quite

recently, when he returned to his native Clifton. It was in the same

year, 1876, that he became a full Member of the Society.

Of Jackson's coast studies, most have been in Cornwall, with

some in Devon, and a few in the Channel Islands. They extend also

to South and North Wales; and, in 1863 more especially, there is a

contingent from Yorkshire. A few earlier drawings (1857 and 1858)

are from the Lakes in Cumberland. Some of the Thames views are

taken in winter. Among the more important drawings, in their

several classes may be mentioned :

—
' The Spartiate, Sheer Hulk, at

Hamoaze, Plymouth,' one of his first year's exhibits (1853); 'Sty

Head Tarn—Early Morning' (1858); 'A Summer Day on the

Coast' (185s); 'A Dead Calm, far at Sea' (1858) ; 'Dartmouth Har-

bour ' (1858) ;' Whitby Pier in a Gale '(1863); 'St. Ives' Pier' (1864);

' The Thames from Streatley Bridge ' (1868). Thus his repertoire has

been confined to England and Wales. There is a single exception,

however, in a 'Lake of Thun—Evening' in 1859, the solitary mark

of a tour in Switzerland, made with his father in the previous year.

When the Society acquired its ' Royal ' rank, i.e. on the close of the

exhibition of 1 881, he had already, although but five years a full

Member, had 237 drawings in the summer, and 260 exhibits in the

winter shows. In the latter series, moreover, particularly during the

earlier years, there had been many ' sketches and studies,' often four

in a frame, which if counted separately would add some fifty or more

to the number of distinct works. And, happily, this does not nearly

close the record.

Jackson's drawings are remarkable for clean handling and sober

harmonies of colour, in which the moist vapours of our west country

are suggested by the use of well-concocted greys, which won the

expressed approval of Copley Fielding when our artist made his

' He died at Exmouth, 9 February, I So I.
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di'but in the c^allcrj'. Several of his works liavc been successfully

reproduced in chromo-lithographj'.

Respecting Henry Brandlinc, who was elected an Associate

on the 13th of June, 1853, and exhibited eight drawings in 1854-56,

six of which were views in Nuremberg, the remaining two, both in

1854, being ' Crypt of Glasgow Cathedral ' and ' Durham Cathedral—
Installation of Bishop Neville, 1441,' respectively, the scantcst infor-

mation is all that can be given. Neither date of birth nor death is

recorded, and literally nothing has been gathered, either of his ante-

cedents, or of his subsequent career after his name was struck out by

the Committee from the catalogue list of Associates for 1837 because

he had sent in no drawing for exhibition that year. In Graves's list

one ' H. Brandling ' is named as an exhibitor of portraits at the

Royal Academy, viz. two works in 1S47-8 ; also ' H. C. Brandling'

as doing the like in 1850. Whether these or either be identical with

our evanescent Associate, it is hard to say. When he came to the

Society his address was 34 Fitzroy Square, and when he left it

28 Maddox Street.





BOOK X

LATER MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES DECEASED

CHAPTER I

DEATHS ; 1855-1881

Biographies— ;K W. Dcane—F. Walker— G. J. rimuell—A. B. Houghton—

E. S. Liouigrcn—J. W. IVhittaker.

An account has now been rendered of all Members and Associates

of the Society who exhibited their works in its galleries before the

epoch of the death of President Fielding in 1855. Among that

number it will have been seen that there are a few of the veteran

exhibitors at Pall Mall East at the present day. These having been

so included with their former contemporaries, it is not proposed to

deal further with the lives or works of living men. But to complete

the roll of the deceased, it becomes necessary to add, by way of

supplement, some notice of those who made their entrance as well

as their exit at more recent dates. To this task the remainder of

the present volume will be devoted.

It is painfully remarkable how many of the subjects of the

following notices were destined to die at a comparatively early age.

During nearly eight years after Copley Fielding's death no loss

among these younger Members has to be recorded ; but one death

occurred early in 1873. William Wood Deane, an excellent

painter of architectural subjects, which he treated in a picturesque

manner and with a refined ej'e for colour, was an Associate from the

13th of June, 1870, to the day of his too early death. He was

another of the artists who have been promoted from the ranks of the

Institute to those of the Society. He was born on the 22nd of
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March, 1825, in Liverpool Road, Islington, the third son of John

Wood Deane, who was a cashier in the Bank of England, after

having been at sea in the merchant service, and was also a devoted

amateur of water-colour drawing.' His maternal grandfather, whose

name was Glasse, was Mayor of Barnstaple, in North Devon. As an

elder brother, Dennis, had been made a painter, William was trained

as an architect, after having previously received a general education

at the Islington proprietary school, under the mastership of Dr.

Jackson (afterwards Bishop of Lincoln and of London). He ' was

articled to Mr. Herbert Williams, architect, on September 7, 1842.

On the 13th of January, 1844, he was admitted a student of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, and ' he ' obtained prizes there in

1844 and 1845. After serving his articles, he assisted Mr. Mocatta,

and received some premiums in competition.'^ This was in 1846.

He had begun to exhibit designs at the Royal Academy in 1844.

' About this time he took up with private theatricals, and played at

Miss Kelly's theatre, which he subsequently decorated.' ' In 1848

he was elected an Associate of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. Going abroad in 1850 with his brother Dennis, he spent

that and the next year in continental travel, mostly in Italy. After

his return to England in the spring of 1852, his professional work

was chiefly confined to making designs for others, colouring their

perspective drawings, and giving lessons to young architects. He
also drew a little on wood for the illustrated journals ; and sometimes

painted in oil. He can scarcely be said to have practised as an

architect, though there exist in London two buildings at least, designed

wholly or partially by him ; namely, Langham Chambers (at the

north end of Regent Street, since altered), which he built in con-

junction with the late Alfred Bailey during a short partnership

between them at 13 Great James Street, Bedford Row; and Messrs.

Dickinson's shop front. No. 114 New Bond Street. That his inventive

power, no less than his taste, entitled him to success in the profession

which he had to abandon for lack of patrons, was the opinion of

appreciative friends. But it was as a water-colour painter that he

attained to distinction. Dr. Percy in his MS. catalogue'' states that

he ' was a pupil of Cox.'

" There is a colouied etching, published I June, 1S05, of the ' Surrender of the Cape of

Good Hope by the Dutch in February 1S03,' from a sketch made by him on the occasion.

^ The Builder^ 25 Januar}*, 1873. • Dictionary of Naiiotial Biography, xiv. 260.

• At the British Museum.
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He ' virtual 1_\- relinquished practical architecture in 1856 ;' but did

not entirely dc\olc himself to painting until after his mother's death

in September 1H59, when he received a small accession of means,

and took up his quarters at 17 Maitland Park Terrace, Haverstock

Hill, in 1S60. During the iiitervening summers he had sketched in

Normandy in 1856, Belgium in 1857, and at Whitby in US59. In

i860 he also remained in this country, sketching in Cumberland.

He was elected an Associate of the New Society in 1862, and a

Member thereof in the autumn of 1S67, when it had come to be

called the ' Institute ; ' and he exhibited nearly lOO drawings and

sketches in its gallery in Pall Mali, from 1863 to 1870. His group

of drawings each summer was generally confined to a special district

of the Continent where he had made his last sketches. Beginning in

1S63 with the picturesque streets of Vitr6 in Brittany, he selected

buildings in Rouen (with two at Le Puy) for 1864 ; and Treves and

the Moselle, with Rheims, sufficed for 1865. In 1867, after he

had been travelling in Spain with Topham in the preceding year,

his views were solely Spanish, from Grenada and Seville, some of

them enlivened with many figures. Prom 1867 to 1870 the rest

are nearly all Italian, from Venice chiefly, with two at Assisi, and

some on the Riviera. Among the ' sketches and studies ' were a

few of more general landscape, one or two being (quite as excep-

tions) from North Wales. At Pall Mail East, from 187 1 to 1873-4,

were exhibited 58 of his works, 17 in the summer show, and

41 in the winter, the last 16 appearing after his death. About two-

thirds of the whole were Italian subjects, and two-thirds of these from

Venice ; France contributing about 8, including some fine studies of

the cathedral of Chartres ; and the home drawings, only 7 in number,

being of buildings, either in Kent (Chiddingstonc, Hever) or on

the Scottish border (Jedburgh, Melrose, Stirling), with one London

view', taken from the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square. During

the whole period of his connexion with our Society, poor Deane was

a sufferer from an affection of the liver, which finally caused his

death, that event occurring on the i8th of January, 1873. He left

a widow, sister of the architect George Aitchison, A.R.A. The memoir

by his brother-in-law in the Dictionary of National BiograpJiy \% "C^o.

authority for many of the dates and facts above given. To those

who knew him well, our artist's memory was endeared by his sterling

depth of character, while a wider circle of acquaintance regretted the

II. c c
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lost charm of his brilliant conversation. There is a woodcut portrait

of him in the Graphic oi 15 February, 1873.

The drawings of Deane are specially admired for their power of

suggesting the different qualities of atmosphere peculiar to the several

countries where he painted, and for the purity and harmony of their

colouring, as well as a breadth of treatment which is at the same time

comprehensive of facts and judiciously reticent of detail. His Venice

views have an affinity to those of James Holland (and of the great

Turner), particularly in a recognition of the value of pure white. But

the lavish use of opaque colour sometimes produced in his works a

tendency towards ' chalkiness.'

Graves finds twenty-three works of his at the Royal Acadcm}-,

four at the British Institution, and thirteen at Suffolk Street—between

1844 and 1872. The highest sale price recorded by Redford for one

of Deane's drawings is 105/. for ' Horse Fair, Seville' (26 x 35 in.) in

the ' Sibett ' sale, 1 884.

Frederick Walker was born in Marylebone, on the 24th of

May, 1840, under circumstances not adverse to his cultivation of art

as a profession. His father was a designer of jewellery, and had also

a taste for painting, which descended from a former generation, our

artist's grandfather having, as an amateur, made some creditable

family portraits. His mother, also, fostered his desire to become a

painter, when, after he had been through his course of general

education at the North Collegiate School, Camden Town, and at the

age of sixteen had, by way of experiment, been put, like Sir John

Gilbert, for eighteen months with an architect and surveyor (one Mr.

Baker), the direction of his bent was clearly pronounced. From early

years he had been always sketching, when at school had ever a pencil

in his hand, and before he was set to count up acres, roods and

perches, had been busy at the British Museum copying the Greek

statues. When emancipated from the former less congenial task, he

returned to the latter practice with fresh gusto, working in Great

Russell Street in the daytime, and at Leigh's life school in Newman

Street in the evening. In March 1858 he was admitted as a student

at the Royal Academy. He did not advance there beyond the

antique school, his further studies ' from the life ' being made from

what he saw around him in the outer world, where he was ever

observant, and making mental sketches when not actually plying the
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pencil. That may be said perhaps of all true artists ; but with him

it had a special significance. Mis fancy designs, made without models

before him to copy from, have been cited ' as singularly apt illustrations

of the value of cultivating the memory as an aid to art. A large

number of these, many of which are in existence, he executed at the

sketching club at Langham Chambers. They are mostly done in

grey with a brush, over unobtrusive but exquisite outlines in pencil
;

and, although the hand of genius is perceptible in all, they show

between the first and the last a progressive advance in power. While

the young man was still working at the Academy, he was not

unmindful that he had his living to make. He accordingly at the same
time entered upon an engagement for three years with T. W. Whymper,
the wood engraver, to attend his atelier on three days in the week
and draw on the block under his instruction. Thus he learnt the

technical requirements of this species of engraving, and the manner
of delineation then in vogue. A newer style of wood drawing

developed itself when he took to original designing.

His first essay in making illustrations for the press, which was the

beginning of his career as an artist, is thus graphically described bv
the late Tom Taylor. ' In November 1859 a nervous, timid, boyish

aspirant for employment as a draftsman on wood, called on the

editor of Once a Week, with specimens of his work. They were

examined, approved, and a commission was given him to illustrate a

story called " Peasant Proprietorship," which appeared, with the

nervous young artist's illustration, in the number for February 18,

i860. This shy, sensitive, feverish draftsman was Frederick

Walker, then a youth of nineteen.'' By the end of i860 he had

contributed twenty-four designs to the above periodical. In the

following spring he came under the notice of Thackeray, who was

then editing the Corn/till Magazine, and about to publish in its pa"-es

his story of ' Philip.' That writer employed his own pencil for the

illustration of his earlier works, as for example in Inanity Fair, but he

latterly sought the aid of professional artists. Still, for a time he

remained, to a certain extent, his own designer, merely seekin" a

skilled hand to put his sketches into a form adapted for publication.

This task Walker was invited to perform for him, and accomplished

' By Frederick Smallfield, A.R.W..S., in an In.iugural lecture at Bedford College,

12 October, 1887.

= Preface to the Catahigur of the Exhibitioti of Works of the late /•'. ]Va!ker, A. A'. 1

1S76.

C C 2
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entirely to the autlior's satisfaction. On his first introduction,

Thackeray handed the j'Oiing artist a pen, and requested him, as a

test of skill, to make a rapid sketch of the satirist's own broad back.

It was, fortunately, a kind of art for which \\'alker possessed a

natural aptitude. His happy talent for hitting off personal character

was often exercised in little pen-and-ink drawings sent to his friends,'

so he was easily able to stand the trial. The sketch made on that

occasion was exhibited among Walker's works after his death. In

the May number for 1861, Walker's first cut for ' Philip' appeared in

the Cornliill, and he continued to illustrate that story until the end in

August 1S62. How long Thackeray himself had a share in the

designing is uncertain. For some time the cuts are unsigned ; but

afterwards they are marked with the initials ' F. W.' Tliis may
indicate that Walker had by that time had the entire task intrusted

to him. It is said that on the author's happening to fall ill, the

modest young draftsman timidly suggested that he thought he could

furnish a design himself, and, thereupon proving his capacity on a

subject given, was from that time left to do the whole work. While

Thackeray lay sick, he would place the artist by his bedside and relate

the story to him orally, so that he might picture to himself the scene.

Meanwhile he continued to work for Once a Week, whereto, when

he contributed his last design in 1863, he had furnished seventy-four

illustrations in the three years of his connexion with that publication.

His employment on the Cornliill Magazine lasted longer. The story

of 'Philip' had come to an end in August 1862. After that he

illustrated stories by Miss Thackeray, including ' Elizabeth ' and ' The

Village on the Cliff,' and again accompanied with his pencil the issue

of her father's last and unfinished novel, ' Denis Duval'

In these illustrative designs there may be traced a gradual change

of method as well as growth of power. Beginning in the traditional

manner which he had learnt from the engravers, he formed by degrees

a style of his own, based partly on the wood-drawing of Adolf Menzel

(whose book on Frederick the Great's Generals was much studied by

Walker) and partly on a new practice introduced into that art by

Millais and the pre-Raphaelites, but far surpassing the productions of

the latter in breadth and grace, as well as freedom of hand. Walker

also made designs on wood for Good Words, Sunday at Home, and other

' Mr. Marks possesses one containing excellent caricature likenesses of the Academicians

Calderon, Marks, Yeames and Leslie, of .Storey, A.R.A. , and the late Mr. Wynficld.
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mat^azincs. While workiiit^ thus for the engravers, he was teaching

himself to paint in water-colours, and in oils also. His first exhibited

work was in the latter material, and won deserved praise from the critics

in spite of the lofty place which was assigned to it on the Academy

walls in 1863. It was a pathetic subject, called ' TheLost Path,' and

represented a woman in a snowstorm, clasping a child to her bosom.

lie was more readily appreciated by the Society of Painters in

VVatcr-Colours, who elected him an Associate on the 8th of February,

1 864, on the strength of three drawings out of the four wherewith he

made a triumphant ddbut at the ensuing exhibition in Pall Mall East.

Two of them were designs originally made for wood drawing ;
one

having sei-ved as an illustration of ' Philip ' in the CornJiill \n 1S62
;

and a second, called ' Refreshment,' representing a group of children

at dinner in a field, having appeared in the same year in Good Words.

The third, called ' Garden Scene,' was in fact a subject from Miss

Bronte's ' Jane Eyre.' The remaining drawing, which was the largest,

represented under the name ' Spring ' a girl and boy gathering

primroses in a copse. In these he amply proved that, besides being

a refined master of human expression, he had (subject to a lavish use

of opaque pigment) already acquired consummate skill in his craft as

a water-colour painter. The first-mentioned exquisite drawing, of

' Philip in Church,' afterwards gained a second-class medal at the

Paris International Exhibition in 1867. It was the only medal

awarded to an Englishman for a work in that medium.

By the 30th of November, 1866, on which day he was elected a

full IMembcr, he had only added two more drawings to the summer

exhibitions and three ' sketches and studies ' to the winter ones ; for

his temper was of too fastidious an order to let work flow quickly

from his studio. All, or neai-ly all, were subjects which the artist had

treated on wood blocks ; and during the next four years some of the

most attractive of his drawings were still inspired by the tales of Miss

Thackeraj'. Of these were, one in 1867 from 'The Village on the

Cliff,' two subjects in 1868 (i.e. 'The Plates' and 'The Chaplain's

Daughter') from her 'Jack the Giant Killer ;' and, best of all, ' Let

us drink to the health of the absent,' a jketch for illustration of the

first-named story, exhibited in the winter of 1870-1. 'The Escape,'

shown in 1872 (four figures in a boat at sea), had also been put on

wood in Once a Week in 1861. Beautiful as these were, it is to the

remaining subjects, which do not owe even so much of their sentiment
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to the inspiration of others, that one must look in order to form a

just estimate of his creative originality. For the most part, however

the latter connect themselves with his work in oils, which medium he

now began more assiduously to cultivate. He had sent nothing to

the Academy since 'The Lost Path' had been skied. But in 1866

he exhibited at Gambart's gallery in King Street, St. James's, a

picture called ' The Wayfarers/ representing a blind man led by a

boy along a wet country road. In the next year, 1867, when he first

exhibited in our gallery, he also sent a second venture to the

Academy. It was a remarkable picture, representing a group of

naked boys disporting themselves on a river bank,' and called

' Bathers.' Though again unfavourably hung he persevered, and

continued to send there one picture every year, which always attracted

the general as well as the critical eye. These were all works now

well known, and need no minute description here. In 1868 there was

the 'Vagrants,' recently placed in the National Gallery. In 1869

•The Old Gate;' in 1870 'The Plough.' Walker's high claim to

graphic honours, long established as it had been through his water-

colour drawings, was now recognized by the Academy ; and advantage

was taken of the same relaxation of rules which had empowered it

to grant the Associatc^hip to Sir John Gilbert, when knighted in 1871

as President of the Society of Painters in Water-Colours, to confer

the same distinction upon Frederick Walker.

In his first year as an A.R,A. (1871) he exhibited at the Academy
a study which, in its depth of tragic expression, stood alone among

his works. It represented a female prisoner ' At the Bar.'^ In 1872

his pathetic picture of almshouses,^ called ' Harbour of Refuge,' was

at Burlington House. A scarcely satisfactory work of his last year,

called ' The Right of Way,' representing a child alarmed by a sheep,

completed the number of eight pictures, which were all that appeared

at the Royal Academy. Several of these subjects, repeated in water-

colours, were at the Society's gallery, viz. :
—

' Wayfarers ' (in 1870)

;

'The Harbour of Refuge' (1873-4); and 'The Old Gate' (1875);

besides a pen-and-ink sketch of 'The Vagrants ' (in 1S70-1). Other

of his most characteristic original designs exist in water-colours only
;

' The landscape was studied between Cookliam and Marlowe. (G. D. Leslie's Om-
/!izv>:

)

^ A I'cplica was al the Ltiidley Gallery Oil Exhibition in 1S72. The original failed lo

satisfy its author, and after it had been exhibited he painted out the head.

' The buildings are a study of Jesus Hospital, Bray. (G. D. Leslie's Our Rizxr.)
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for example, ' The Street, Cookham,' with a girl driving a Hock uf

geese (exhibited 1866-7) ; 'I'ltl ' The Village ' (1873).

It was in the portrayalof ordinary humble life in the world around

him that his special forte lay. In such scenes as those last referred

to, of which ' The Harbour of Refuge ' may be taken as a type,

wherein there is generally a tinge of sadness, he was the most original,

and showed most the bias of his mind. That in the representation

they had to conform to his own ideal, is but the inseparable result of

his being an artist of poetic perception. The graceful refinement

which he was wont to infuse into pictures of peasant life did not con-

flict with reality, and his simple pathos was, at the same time, as

distinct from the stern sadness of Jean Francois Millet,' or the massive

solemnity of Jules Breton, as it was opposed to the Arcadian pretti-

ness of the last century, or the forced sentiment of this, that had

recently worn itself out in the pages of the Annuals. While observant

of domestic and rural surroundings. Walker's eye for beauty, like that

of Flaxman, was guided and sustained by a classic feeling, derived

from his early study of Greek art. The influence of the Elgin marbles,

of which to the last he had casts in his studio, is to be traced, not

only in his rendering of the figures of the boy bathers, but in other

everyday scenes wherein he was not directly painting the nude. But

the charm of his work lay chiefly in form and e.xpression. Though

agreeable hues in delicate gradations are frequently to be found in

his drawings, he does not take the highest rank as a colourist. The

flesh tints are not very pure, and the general tone too often tends to a

copper>' brown that interferes with the true rendering of natural light.

Mr. Ruskin denounced his skies as of ' the colour of buff plaster,'

admitting, at the same time, that ' in their chosen key,' his ' harmonies

of amber colour and purple ' were ' full of exquisite beauty.' His way

of painting in water-colours the same writer aptly describes as • a

semi-miniature fresco, quarter wash manner of his own—exquisitely

clever, and reaching under such clever management, delightfullcst

results here and there, but which betrays his genius into perpetual

experiment instead of achievement, and his life into woful vacilla-

tion between the good, old, quiet room of the Water-Colour Society

and )-our lab\-rinthit'e magnificence at Burlington House.'

-

The subjects of his exhibited works do not give much indication

' W.ilUcr and Millet died in tlios.imc year.

' Letter to U. Stacy Marks, A. K..\., primed in the Times, 20 Janu.iry, 1S76.
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of travel abroad, or of study in the face of Nature in her wilder

haunts at home. 'A Gondola' in 1S68-9 is all that tells of conti-

nental touring ; but we learn from another source that he was in

Venice in 1870.' It is on record, too, that he visited the Paris Uni-

versal Exhibition in 1867.^ And he spent the winter of 1873-4 in

Algiers ; but this was in search of health, not of new subjects for his

pencil. 'A Moss-bank near Torquay' (1865-6) is all which nomi-

nally comes from the English West Countiy, though the background

of ' The Plough ' is said to have been studied in Somerset ;
and from

North Britain the only definite titles are a 'Stream in Inverness-

shire ' (1868), with a girl bringing linen to wash, and ' A Lady in a

Garden, Perthshire' (1869-70).

But Walker was not, in the distinctive and higher sense of the

word, a 'landscape' painter. 'Red-roofed or grey remnants of old

luiglish villages and manor-house,' ^ cottage and suburban gardens

full of lilies, and fields or coverts teeming with sweet blossoms of

.spring, he indeed loved and studied, and set down with much detail,

but in a fragmentary fashion. The scenery of Cookham''' on the

Thames afforded the most fitting locale for his homely incidents. For,

as Constable said of himself, he ' preferred a modest subject which he

might ennoble, to a grand subject with the risk of debasing it.' It was

not the roMing mists and mountain grandeur that attracted him to

the Highlands, but the pursuit of grilse and salmon. For, unaddicted

though he was to robuster forms of sport, he was ' passionately fond of

fishing.' And ' when away from home for a holiday,' he ' seems

rarely to have touched a pencil.' Mr. Hodgson, R.A., in a recent

interesting sketch of the artist,- relates as an exceptional case that

when at ' Corryhoylie,' the house of the late Mr. Ansdell, R.A., on the

bank of the Spean, where Walker used to stay and fish, he was

induced to make up for the loss of a bank-note (under some forgotten

circumstances) by setting to work and producing ' an exquisite draw-

ing representing old Green ' (the fisherman) ' on a rock by the side of

the Spean, with a salmon just caught' Possibly it was the drawing

' A slight sketch by him of the house in which he then lodged was lent by Mr. Birket

Fu;.ler to the Exhibition of his works in 1876. ^ Ruskin.

' Art and Lel/eis, November lS8l, p. 46.

* His mother took a cottage at Cookham, ' halfway up the main street on the right hand

as you go up from river to railway,' and a consumptive brother passed much time there.

(G. D. Leslie's Our J\ivcr.)

' 'An Artibt'i Holidays,' in ihs Ma^a:.ine of Art, September 1SS9, pp. 3SS-9.
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called 'Fisherman and Boj-,' ' exhibited in 1867. There exists an

amusing caricature in pen and ink, which he inade in answer to an

invitation in September 1873 to leave the easel shrine of his devotion

and ' come to the North,' allured by visions of huge fish, one of 26

pounds caught by his friend Mr. Watts being introduced to him by

a kilted gillie, and others swimming around read}- to be hooked. He
calls it ' The Temptation of St. Anthony Walker.' ^ His admiration

for the finny tribe was manifest in one of his latest drawings, reckoned

by some as among his choicest gems, which depicted, with extraordi-

nary minuteness of detail, a 'Fishmonger's Shop' (1872-3). He

repeated the same subject in 1 873, on a smaller scale but with broader

chiaroscuro, in a drawing unexhibited in his lifetime.^ In other of his

drawings, which, being on a small scale, were mostl)' hung on the

screens, he seems to have been actuated by a desire to emulate, in

closeness of observation, the later and more imitative work of Hunt,

notably in a ' Study of Mushrooms and Fungi ' (1868-9), which, save

in colour, almost equals that exemplar. Mr. Ruskin, indeed, went so

far as to say, ' It entirely beats my dear old William Hunt in the sim-

plicity of execution, and rivals him in the subtlest truth.' *

It is sad, indeed, to have to record the premature close of a life

the work of which seemed not yet half done. Poor Walker in-

herited a tendency to pulmonary disease, which developed itself at

the time when he ought to have been in his prime. In the winter of

1872-3 the climate of Algiers had been tried, as above stated ; but

what benefit he had gained therefrom was lost on his return in the

cold winds of March. One careful drawing (before mentioned) of a

red brick bridge and groups of countrj- people, called ' The Village,'

represented him in the gallery in the summer show of 1S73, ^"d the

' Harbour of Refuge ' in the following winter exhibition. But for

1874 he sent nothing; and on the 23rd of July he writes from

Folkestone to S. P. Jackson, who had offered him help as to

lodgings :
—

' I fear I must give up the notion of being at the Thames

side this season, for since I wrote to Leslie on the subject I have had

a letter from my Doctor, who thinks I ought for this season to avoid

the Thames as " lowering" and "relaxing," compared with certain spots

' In the catalogue of the Walker Exhibition, 1S76, this drawing is described as a scene

in ' Corriechoille, Glen Spean.'
'' Engraved on wood in Aii ami Letters, November iSSi, p. 50.

' Exhibited No. 9 in the Walker Exhibition, 1S76.

' Letter to H. S. Marks, Times, 20 January, 1S76.
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1 have mentioned to him as being good from an artistic point of view

and as there is some chance of my going to Scotland a little later

perhaps it is better for me to give up the notion.' ' He had but one

study in the winter exhibition of 1874-5. It was called 'The Rain-

bow ;
' and that evanescent glory was a too fit emblem of his fleeting

course. A deeper meaning, too, than was intended attaches itself to

one of the sketches which he left unfinished in his portfolio. It was

a study for a picture to be called ' The Unknown Land,' - and repre-

sented a band of explorers springing ashore from a ship's boat in the

bright glow of the rising sun. In the fading light of the painter's

earthly life, it seems to typify that ' bourne from which no traveller

returns.' He went once more to Scotland to fish, but died while on

the excursion, after a few days' illness, at St. Fillan's, Perthshire, on

the 4th or 5th of June, 1875. He was buried beside his mother and

brother, at his favourite sketching resort, Cookham-on-the-Thames

;

and a memorial tablet, with a profile portrait carved by H. H. Arm-

stead, R.A., has since been placed in the church there by the painter's

friends and admirers. He died unmarried.

His remaining works were sold at Christie's on 17 July, 1875. In

January 1876 a singularly complete representative collection of

Frederick Walker's works was formed and shown at Deschamps'

Gallery, 168 New Bond Street, in aid of a ' Walker Memorial F"und,'

the first object of which was the erection of the tablet above

mentioned. The catalogue of this collection, with a biographical

preface from the pen of the late Tom Taylor, and a schedule of all

Walker's exhibited paintings and drawings, forms a valuable guide to

this artist's works. Fifteen of his most noted drawings have been lent

to the Winter Exhibition of the Royal Academy which opened on

the Sth of January, 1891.

The following high prices were realized at Christie's by the sale of

Walker'swater-colour drawings in 1886:—'The Lilies; Lady watering

Flowers' (12 by 16 in.), 1,365/. ; 'Street, Cookham ; Geese and Figures'

(9I by 13! in.), 903/.; ' Stothall Garden; Lady seated with Dog'

(18 by 22 in.), 567/.^

When he had fairly taken up the brush, Walker discontinued his

regular practice of drawing on wood. But there are a few examples

of later date. When John Leech died in October 1864, the pro-

' From an aiitogr.iph letter in the cuUection of Mr. W. V. Morten, now dispersed.

^ It was engraved on wood in Ar/ and Letters, Nov. iSSi, p. 49. ' Red.ord.
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pn'etors of ' Puiicli ' were sorely at a loss for a successor, l-lxcept a

headpiece by Tenniel, the Almanack for that year had been \vh(}lly

embellished with Leech's designs ; and for 1865 new hands, more or

less unused to the kind of work, were pressed into the service.

Among these were Millais and Frederick Walker, the latter con-

tributing a half-page cut entitled ' New Bathing Company (Limited)

—

Specimens of Costume to be worn by the Shareholders.' It represents

a party of ladies and gentlemen partially immersed in the sea, and is

more distinguished by graceful fancy than by comicality of humour.

Another design, ' Captain Jinks of the "Selfish"' and his Friends

enjoying themselves on the River,' evidently derived much of its force

from the artist's love of the quiet Thames, which resented the ruthless

disturbance of its silv'er fish and placid surface by steam launches.

Once also he drew a large cartoon (85 by 51 inches), exhibited in the

'Black and White' Dudley in 1872, for a theatrical poster of a

dramatized version of the late Wilkie Collins's ' Woman in White.'

And for a series of years he designed invitation cards for the ' Moray

Minstrels.' But these were sportive effusions, like the pen-and-ink

caricatures in letters to his friends. He also etched a few plates, one

or two being translations of the ' Wayfarers.'

It remains to indicate some points of his character as recorded by

those who knew him. Mr. Hodgson, R.A.,- describes him as a man
w ith ' strange whims and weaknesses . . . contradictory, capricious,

and to some not altogether lovable.' He was, he says, ' blown about

by every wind, childishly elated at one moment, depressed almost to

despair at the next. . . . His mind was not very culti\'atcd ; he was

inarticulate, and his conversation gave no idea of his powers. His

intellect, I should opine, was rather of a slow and lethargic cast.

Never did artist groan as he did in the throes of production. It was

painful to see him ; he would sit for hours over a piece of paper, biting

his nails, of which there was very little left on cither hand ; his brows

would knit, and the muscles of his jaw, which was square and

prominent, would twitch convulsively like one in pain ; and at the

end all that could be discerned were a few faint pencil-scratches, the

dim outline of a female figure perhaps, but beautiful as a dream— full

of grace, loveliness, and vitality. A few scratches would indicate a

background, a background which seemed a revelation, so completely

' Said to be a careful study from life. (G. D. Leslie's Our River.)

' ' An Artist's Holidays,' AJagazint of Arl, September 18S9, pp. 388, 389.
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was it the appropriate setting to the figure.' Thus sensitive in tem-

perament, not over industrious, but ever fastidious as to his own work,

he was at the same time steadfast in his endeavours to realize the con-

ceptions he formed. ' Nothing is more remarkable in Walker,' says

an appreciative writer, ' than his firm and lasting attachment to

motives which had taken strong hold of his imagination. He had

but little invention, in the ordinary sense of the word, neither had he

the faculty of rapidly conveying his impressions through the medium

of the language of art. . . . His ideas were not renewed, but merely

developed. He seems never to have approached a subject in his

youth without having discovered something in it which was beyond

his power then to express, but he rarely laid it aside, until by incessant

effort and oft-repeated experiment he had satisfied his ideal.' ' Some

further traits of character are noted in Mr. Leslie's Our River, among

other things his fondness for cats and his influence over them. The

black kitten that trims the floating cradle in Millais's flood was from

one that belonged to Walker.

There is a remarkable similarity in the work and in the artistic

career, and also in the general incidents of life, between Georce JOHN
PiNWELL and Frederick Walker. The former was the younger by

little more than two years and a half, and the survivor by three

months only. The two were partially educated at the same school of

art. Each began his professional employment as a draftsman on

wood, and in some cases they illustrated the same books. This kind

of practice led in both cases to w'ater-colour painting, and when they

were in our Society, first as Associates and then as Members, their

mode of painting had a close resemblance, their sentiment was almost

the same, and their subjects were often nearly allied. Each died in

harness, cut off in the flower of his age by a fatal malady, after a vain

attempt to arrest it by passing a winter in Africa. The analogy was

made even more complete after death, for, as had been the case with

Walker's, an exhibition of Pinwcll's works was held in the same

gallery (Deschamps') in Bond Street in February 1876, with a simi-

larly complete catalogue, and a preface which furnishes the fullest

n'su iiii' wc have of the artist's biography. What it is needful here to

note arc rather the points where the lives and works of the two men
differ, than where they agree. Had it not been that all the above

' Art and Letfen, October 1S81.
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were coincidences of fact only, and not of time, it miglit almost have

been a question which artist was the originator of their common stj'le.

But, as in every case Walker led the wa\% anil I'inwell followed, in

their correlative course, it is the ftMincr who must be regarded as the

master, and the latter mainly as an apt and sympathetic disciple.

Pinwell was born in London on the 26th of December, 1842. The

circumstances of his early life are said to have made it a struggle

against adverse surroundings. From the date of his earliest recollec-

tions he was trying to draw ; but he had almost arrived at man's

estate before his inadequate professional training began. He studied,

it is said, in a Government local school of Art, presumably before he

entered the acadcm\- in Newman Street in 1862, by which time that

establishment had come under the management of Mr. Hcathcrley,

after Leigh's death. A short course there was all the teaching our

artist had in the wa}' of preparation for practice ; for the next year

he began his work on wood, designing for the gravers of his first and

most constant employers, the brothers Dalziel, in illustration of an

edition of Goldsmith's Works, completed in 1864. He also drew

sometimes in companionship with Walker and others, for the periodi-

cals Once a Week, Good IVords, The Sunday Magazine, and London

Society, and helped to illustrate A Romid of Days, Dalziel's Arabian

Nights (10 designs), and Wayside Posies, poems of Jean Ingelow and

Dora Greenwell, and Robert Buchanan's Ballads of the Affections.

When the ' Dudley ' was founded, he obtained therein an opening for

exhibition of his essays in water-colour ; and he then began, like

Walker, by developing in colours what he had already drawn for the

press in black and white. The subject he chose for his first exhibit

at the Egyptian Hall in 1865 was the incident adopted by Goldsmith

in the Vicar of Wakefield, from the author's own travels, of the wan-

dering youth earning his humble board and lodging with a merry

tune. After that, he had three drawings there in 1866, one being from

the same author's metrical sketch ' The Double Transformation ;
' and

one in 1869. Thus brought into favourable notice, he sought election

at the Water-Colour Society, and was at once chosen an Associate on

the 3rd of April, 1869. He made his mark on his first appearance in

the summer exhibition at Pall Mall East, in that j'ear, with two

memorable renderings of the poet Browning's narration of the story

of the ' Pied Piper of Hamelin ;
' one of these depicting the weird

minstrel charming away the plague of rats frcm the town ; the other
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his vengeful alluring of its children to their doom. A third drawing,

called ' A Seat in St. James's Park,' and four studies in the next

winter show, were of the class that, being more of the ' Walker ' type,

showed proportionately less of Pinwell's originality.

Whether he sought inspiration from the poet's page, or trusted to

his own imagining, the follower was wont to venture much further than

his leader into fancy's realm. The next year, 1870, he gave full scope

to his inventive power in a composition of many figures, called the

' Elixir of Love,' ' which was full of beauteous tenderness and refine-

ment. He attained full rank in the Society in thesameyear, and first

exhibited as a Member in the summer of 1871, doing himself less

justice, however, in a study of girls and turkeys, called ' Awa)- from

Town.' He was more himself in 1872 in a large and conspicuous

work, the subject taken from the old historic legend of ' Gilbert a

Beckett's Troth ; the Saracen Maiden "entering London at Sundown,'

and calling his name through the country. ' The Great Lady,' - again

his single contribution, in the summer of 1873, was another of his best

works. Meanwhile he had sent a larger contingent of ' sketches and

studies ' to the winter exhibition ; among them a few of special sub-

ject or meaning, such as ' Time and liis Wife,' an old couple making

hay among graves, suggested by a simile of Dickens's, and ' The Earl

o' Quarterdeck ' from a quaint Scotch ballad. These were both in

1 87 1 -2.

In 1874 and 1874-5 three scenes of African street life bore

witness that he had been at Tangier. But they betrayed at the same

time a failure of power ; and, after relapsing, in the summer exhi-

bition, into more common themes, he sent no more himself to the

gallery, although 33 posthumous ' sketches and studies ' were placed

there under his name in the following winter. He had died in the

interim, on the 8th of September, 1875, at his residence in Adelaide

Road, Haverstock Hill. Pinwell had been an indefatigable worker

while health lasted, but long and severe illness and the expense of

travelling reduced his slender resources and hard-earned savings, and

after his death a body of his professional friends, with their usual

kindly charity to their brethren, combined to raise a fund for the

benefit of his widow. His total number of exhibits in the gallery

(from 1869 to 1875-6) was 59 (12 in summer and 47 in winter).

' It was sold at Christie's in 1871 for 273/.

- Sold at Christie's in 1S76, and again in 1879, for 152/. 5^.
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Cut off thus prcmatuiel)-, his career must be regarded as one

of much hope and promise unfulfilled. Some work he bequeathed of

most refinctl loveliness, but weakened by great imperfections. It

may be a question, how far his defects of workmanship were due to

ill health, and how far to insufficient training ; and to what extent

they might have been remediable, with time, and strength, and further

practice and observation. Although many of his scenes ate in the

open air, he was even less of a landscape painter than Frederick

Walker. He seemed to have but little sense either of chiaroscuro or

aerial perspective. In his paintings definition of detail is introduced

capriciously, without due regard to the relative distance of objects

from the eye ; and this produces a patchy effect. There is sometimes

a want of keeping between the figure and the background ; as if the

one had been painted in the subdued light of the studio, and the

other under the roofless sky. Though his pictures contain passages

of refined grace, as well as dramatic pathos, the beautiful was

administered in fragments, and did not govern the entirety. One
cannot withhold admiration for what he was ; but it is tempered with

sadness when one speculates on wliat he might have become. He
made some attempts to paint in oils, and left many unfinished studies

for a picture in that medium, which he did not live to execute. He was

an Honorary ]\Iember of the Belgian Society cf Painters in Water-

Colours. Pinwell had many friends. He is described as generous,

kind-hearted, honest, and upright, though sometimes rough in his

manner.

Before the above-mentioned exhibition of his works in Bond Street,

the\- had been shown in Manchester (in September 1875) ; and those

which had remained in his possession were sold at Christie's on the

1 6th of March, 1S76. Eighteen of his drawings, the propertj' of

Mr. Edward Dalziel, some of which had been exhibited in our gallerj-,

were sold at Christie's on the 19th of June, 1886.

Yet a third figure painter, who had even more recently joined

the Society, and whose name is associated with the same school

of wood drawing, was carried off prematurely b\- death in the fatal

year 1875. This was ARTHUR BOYD HoUGHTON, who died at

the age of thirty-nine, four- years older than \^'alker, and six than

PinwcU. He, like the last, had taken to art rather late in life, and en-

tered into its practice before he had thoroughly mastered its processes.
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He was born in 1836, the fourth son of the late Captain M. Houghton,

of his Majesty's Indian Navy, on whose return invalided from India

he began to practise painting, but in a somewhat desultory fashion.

He first tried oils, and sent to an ephemeral exhibition, a kind of

salon de refusi's which was held for a season or two at the Portland

Gallciy in Regent Street, certain ' quaintly conceived drolleries, and

most daintily touched scenes of street and London life.' • He exhibited

some pictures, too, at the Royal Academ}', the first being ' A Fisher,'

and ' Here i' the Sands,' in 1861. He then tried his hand at drawing

on the block, and was employed by the Brothers Dalziel upon their

Illustrated Arabian Nights' Entertainments, published in parts by

Ward, Lock & Tyler, and completed in 1865. To the 'upwards

of 200 cuts ' therein he contributed the designs for ninety-three.

As an original designer and draftsman on wood, both his merits

and defects may be gauged by this series of illustrations. The work

itself when compared with the Thousand and One Nights, edited by

Lane, and embellished by the woodcut designs of Bewick's pupil,

William Harvc}', shows in a striking manner the complete revolution

which had taken place in this country in the stj-le of its xylographic

art. Sooth to say, Houghton's woodcut drawing in the ' Arabian

Nights ' has about it a strong savour of the amateur. If Pin\\^eirs

works suffer from insufficient training, still more do those of Hough-

ton. In his case, however, it is probable that defective workman-

ship was in a measure due to defective vision. For the artist

possessed but one e\-e, having had the misfortune to lose the other

earl\- in life ; and this must have deprived him to a great extent of

the power of measuring spaces. Unfortunately, in his endeavours

to compress a scene within the boundaries of the block, he was

apt to set himself hard tasks of foreshortening and grouping, in the

attempt to grapple with which he sometimes evolved proportions

and combinations that were not far removed from the grotesque.

Moreover, he shared with others of his school their apparent blind-

ness to the charms of chiaroscuro, substituting for artistic breadth

a meaningless and often confused series of sharp contrasts. Taking,

however, these defects and blemishes as prescribed conditions of

his art, there is recognizable in his works a certain strength and

originality of conception, which might under more favourable cir-

cumstances have placed him in a position of considerable rank as

' Concordia, 4 December, 1S75.
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an artist. He was possessed of inventive and dramatic power of

no mean order ; though it was of an eccentric and somewhat

sensational l<ind, and his comic humour had a leaning towards

caricature.

Besides the wood drawing above mentioned, he worked for a time

on the GrapJiic newspaper, which, as we have seen, began its career at

the end of 1869, and in its earliest volumes formed a contrast with the

Illustrated London Nezvs, representing what had then become the

' advanced ' school of wood drawing and engraving. A series of

articles entitled ' Graphic America ' in the new journal were illustrated

by Houghton. He was also engaged as a ' cartoon artist ' by the

proprietors oi Fun. In the Poetical Works of Lord Byron, published

by Warne & Co. in 1868, in the series called ' Popular Poets,' fools-

cap 8vo, are four full-page cuts by Dalziel, drawn by Houghton. He
was able to do more justice to his talents w hen he took up the brush.

Where his brethren of the block most commonly failed, Houghton

was at his strongest. For he was a rich and powerful colourist
;

and it was this quality that was most to be commended in the works

he exhibited at Pall Mall East. They were very few in number, no more

than eleven in all (six in the summer, and five in the winter shows), and

these were spasmodically sent. Three were from his Arabian Night

illustrations. One in the year of his election, 187 1,
' Hiawatha and

Minnehaha,' was from Longfellow's poem. The most original was a

procession of women and children and aged men leaving a mediaeval

city, presumably about to suffer a siege. It was called by the some-

what perplexing title ' Useless Mouths ;' and exhibited in 1872. It

measured 27I x iSf inches, and was sold at Christie's in 1874 for

157/. loj-., again in 1876 for 120/. iJJ.,' and again on 15 March, 1890,

for 138/. \2s. Graves enumerates his paintings exhibited elsewhere

as seventeen in all, ten at the Rojal Academy, four at the British

Institution, and three at Suffolk Street. These were probably all oil

paintings. One of the most noteworthy was ' John the Baptist

rebuking Herod,' in 1872, his latest at the R.A. ; for one which he

painted later, called ' A Visit to an AssjTian Studio,' was rejected at

Burlington House. He took most of his inspiration from the East,

and his figures thence were full of Oriental character accompanied

by appropriate incidents.

Houghton was ' early married, and early a widower,' and his

' ReJford's Art Sales.

II. D D
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bereaved condition, added to failing health, is thought to have en-

gendered a certain restlessness, which is reflected in his work.' He
died on the 22nd of November, 1875, at 162 King Henry's Road,

South Hampstead, and was buried in the Paddington Cemeteiy,

Willcsden Lane. He had not passed out of the rank of Associate.

His remaining works were sold at Christie's on 17 March, 1876.

There died, before the close of this fatal year 1875, yet another

Member, a figure painter also, but one whose work had little in com-

mon with that of the trio last noticed. His admission affords an

example, of which there are several, of the liberal spirit, so charac-

teristic of the English nation, that made the Society ever ready to

welcome talent for its own sake, whether native or foreign. Egron
SiLLIF LUNDGREN was a Swede, bom at Stockholm on the iSth of

December, 181 5. But he received his technical education in the

studio of Leon Cogniet, in Paris, where he remained for four years.

Little is recorded of his early practice as an artist, nor is it exactly

known what induced him to take to water-colour painting in prefer-

ence to oils. He appears to have done so before he came to England,

where he rarely used and did not exhibit in the latter material.

When a young man in his native country he illustrated a series of

Swedish Popular Tales. But he did not remain settled at home,

although possessed of property in Sweden.

He had a taste for travel. After making acquaintance with Paris,

as aforesaid, he went to Italy in 1841 and remained there for eight

years. He was in Rome during the memorable siege by the French

in 1849, and served as one of Garibaldi's volunteers. In the same

year he first visited Spain, where he spent about ten more. It seems

to have been in the winter of 1852-53, when the late John Philip,

afterwards R.A., was beginning to paint the subjects for which he

became so celebrated, and when, as before related, our Member

F. W. Topham was laying a similar foundation for future success,

that Lundgren made a pleasant acquaintance with both artists during

a sojourn at Seville. Long after, when revisiting that city in 1868,

he referred to this companionship in words of sweet remembrance.

'
I find the place very much the same, and am continually reminded

of the jolly days I had here with Philip, Topham, Ansdell, &c.'

And later still, in December 1870, when collecting his memoranda of

' Coiuorilia, 4 December, 1S75.
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the same jovial time, he declares that the occupation has ' made his

autumn sunny.'

These painters appreciated his talent, and, when they came to

England in the following season, introduced him to the London art

circle. Topham indeed had already prepared the way. He writes to

Duncan, in a letter from Seville, of the 1st of April, 1853 :
' A friend

of mine, Mr. Lundgren (by the bye, I hope a candidate for future

membership at our Gallery) is making a drawing on wood ;
' and this

with a block of his own he proposes, with the aid of Dodgson's good

offices, to send to the Illustrated London Nezvs, Lundgren came

to London in the summer or autumn of 1853 with Topham, who at

once presented him to his friends in the Watcr-Colour Society. And

the relations with Philip naturally led to what became a lifelong

friendship with the late Thomas Oldham Barlow, R.A., the admirable

engraver of most of that painter's works. To Mr. Barlow our artist

was indebted for most kindly and valuable help and ad\ice in his

affairs. Lundgren's susceptible heart seems to have been deeply

impressed by his hospitable welcome to this country. ' From the first

and e\cr afterwards,' wrote his brother to Mr. Jenkins after our

painter's death, ' he was attached to England sincerely and truly.

Not only that he was, naturally, struck with admiration for the

grandeur of England, but there he met with a kind reception and

found his best friends. Consequently, his companions both in his

wanderings and in his studies of art were Englishmen. Most of his

letters and artistic works went to England.'

How his talent was employed during the next four j-ears has not

been ascertained. His name does not appear in the catalogues of the

London exhibitions. But it is not unlikely that he may have obtained

work here in the wood drawing on which we found him trying his

hand at Seville. Certainly at a later date he was in the habit of

exercising his fancy by composing sketches from memory, or of his

own invention ; and it was conjectured by his brother, from the many

drawings which he left, apparently first outlines for book illustrations,

that he was engaged when in England in designing for the press. At

any rate he acquired repute enough for facility in sketching to secure

him the privilege of accompanj-ing the staff of Lord Clyde in the

campaign of Oudh, immediately following the relief of the garrison

of Lucknow in November 1857. In that and the next year he made

a series of military and other sketches in India, including portraits of

*l) D 2
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distinguished persons. The greater part of these drawings were

made for the Queen. A collection of 271 of them was purchased by-

Mr. Sam Mendel, of Manley Hall, Manchester, and resold at Christie's

on the l6th of April, 1875, to Mr. Edward Hermon, M.P., for 3,050

guineas. The artist, writing soon after the latter date from Sweden,

whither he had then returned (alas ! to die soon after), says to his

friend Barlow :
' It has interested me very much to see that the sale at

Christie's turned out so well—far beyond my expectation. I am also

glad that the collection, such as it is, may be kept together, because

of course it increases the interest tenfold. It would really give me
pleasure to get' an opportunity to look over these papers again, as

they would recall to my mind many remarkable incidents, and I can

well fancy the interest they may have to many old Indians, I mean

such as have seen Indian service, and made the acquaintance with

the Bengal sunshine. Not a few of these sketches were made under

very trying circumstances, and at a few moments' notice without

much hesitation ; and perhaps not a little of their interest is derived

from the fact of their being the immediate transcripts of the moment.

But I fear it will be apparent how the damp weather, during the wet

season, spotted the paper I had to use nevertheless, as Winsor and

Newton had no agents in the jungles, and where there may be had

more Tigers and Vipers than painting materials.'

On his return to England, Lundgren was honoured with further

commissions from the Queen, one among them being for a picture

of the marriage of the Princess Royal, which took place on the

25th of January, 1858. He also made for her Majesty a series of

drawings of scenes at the Princess's Theatre during the late Charles

Kean's Shakspere revivals. In September 1859 he writes to his

friend Barlow^, from Balmoral, where he is a guest at Court, in high

delight at the kindness and marked distinction he receives :
' This

week I have seen her Majesty every day, always most charmingly

gracious. ... By the Queen's desire I was taken the other day to a

beautiful waterfall, &c. I have a kind of painting room. The other

morning the Queen and the Princess Alice came there by themselves.

. . . The other day I was up among the high mountains with the

Royal party about ten miles on horseback ;—very good and beautiful

scenery.' Yet the ' country here about,' ' exceedingly beautiful ' as it is,

is ' not congenial to my own feelings. It is peculiarly melancholy.'

Perhaps he was a little home-sick. For, a short time after he had
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concluded his visit to her Majesty, he set out for Stockhoh-n, and

writes ere long :
' I have enjoyed the journey exceedingly. . . . My

pleasure of seeing Stockholm again surpasses what I expected. I

am now travelling in the interior with m>- brother.' In Jul}- he again

writes from Christiania, Norway.

In November 1861 he is at Cairo. Here again we find him

with English associates, Mr. Frank Dillon of the Institute, and

Mr. George P. Bo}-ce, now a Member of our Society. These three

artists hired a house in Gizeh on the river bank, and there they li\ed

for a time in Oriental fashion. His letters describe the native hos-

pitality they received from a young Egyptian, Iscander Bey, son of

the late Soloman Pasha, visits to the Boulay Museum and the

Sphinx's head, and an English picnic at the Pyramid of Cheops.

Then he records his impressions : Eg}-pt is even more picturesque

than he expected ; at Gizeh, ' the neighbourhood is of extraordinary

beauty—a strange grandeur with .sycamores and lovely waters and

most glorious sunsets and twilights, impossible to paint, but tuning [?]

the imagination to the melody of Genesis of Moses and the Patri-

archs.' Lundgren outstayed his English friends at Cairo. It appears

to be in February 1 862 that he writes to Barlow :
' Boyce is gone.

He takes with him an interesting number of costumes and curiosities.

As for myself, I have scarcely bought anything, although opportunities

present themselves every day. Instead, I have unexpectedly received

a Swedish thing which rather astonished me, but at the same time

gave me assurance that I am not forgotten by my influential friends.

The King has named me a member of an Order of Knighthood,' a

kind of Legion of Honour, with a star and a green ribbon for the

button-hole. " What do you think of that. Master Brook ? " Of

course I have not the slightest use of it, in England ; but it is

certainly a distinction at home and on the Continent. In many cases

as good as a letter of introduction, as it at all events means that you

arc personally known by the King, and appreciated. To me esi^ccially

who travel so much it may be a very useful thing, as I by that through

the different ambassadors and consuls with great facility may get

access to many places and persons whose acquaintance may be of

value to me. Besides, I feel very grateful for this public mark of the

King's kind disposition towards me, and his endeavour to facilitate

my progress.' We trace him back to London by the summer of

' lie was created a Knight of the Order of Gustavus Vasa.
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1862, where, from the address ' Auburn Lodge, Victoria Road, Ken-

sington,' which was Barlow's place of residence, he sends two pictures

to the Royal Academy, results of his visit to the East. They were

his first exhibited works, at least in England ; their titles, ' A Jew and

a Mussulman playing Chess,' and ' Interior of a Mosque at the Tomb
of the Kalifs, Cairo.'

In October he is in Spain again. It is ten years since his first

visit, and he meets a new generation of English painters there. On
the 30th he writes from Madrid :

' We have been staying two days at

Toledo and enjoying the picturesque city amazingly, sketching fast.

We had the pleasure to meet there two English artists, Messrs. Long

and Burgess ; and, the day before we left, with S. Read.'' He has

been at Segovia as well as Toledo, and ' had the opportunity to make

a number of outdoor sketches, useful bits for backgrounds.' On the

21st of June, 1863, still, or again, at Madrid, he writes: 'In the

morning I am in the Pictiu-e Gallery, and have made some sketches

already. I am going to the Bui! fight with the Austrian Secretary of

Legation, with whom and Madrazo I dined last evening at the

Swedish Minister's. To-morrow I intend to take my ticket for

Bayonne.'

In the December of that year Lundgren attained the age of fifty

;

yet, although he had led so long an artist's life, his name had scarcely

come before the public through the usual channel of the exhibition

room. Long before, as we have seen, had Topham set a mark upon

it as suitable for the Society ; and now, urged by the advice of several

friends, he presented himself as a candidate, with three finished water-

colour drawings and a folio of sketches. His election as an Associate

followed at once, on the 8th of Februaiy, 1864. 'Choristers at

Seville,' and ' Egyptian Donkey and Boy,' the only works he showed

that year in the gallery, were not only indicative of the countries

where he had chiefly studied, but exemplified the nature of much that

was to follow. A charming artist and most graceful draftsman, and

moreover a rich and refined colourist, it is to be regretted that his

talents were seldom or never employed to depict subjects deriving

importance from dramatic interest, or human expression of a high

order. Fascinating and artistic as they were, they come more within

the category of studies, or even of sketches, than that of complete

pictures. This apparent want of ambition was possibly due in some

' EJvvin Long, K.A.; John Bagnold liuigess, R.A.; and the late Samuel Read, M.R.W.S.
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degree to the fact that Luiulgrcn's works of the above kind were

favourites with the dealers, and, being much in demand, they occupied

his time ahnost entirely. As might be expected under these circum-

stances, he was a more prolific exhibitor in the winter than in the

summer shows at Fall Mall Eiist. On the 12th of June, 1865, he was

elected a full Member. In the course of his twelve years' connexion

with the Society he had ninety-three exhibits in the gallery (thirty-

five in the summer, and fifty-eight in winter), without counting some

twenty or thirty separate sketches included in frames with others.

During the whole of this period his catalogue address was ' 1 3 Upper

Phillimore Gardens, Kensington,' the house of his friend, Mr. Frank

Dillon, where he had a studio when in England. But his travels

were not yet ended, and the last years of his life were spent in his

native countr}-. In 1865 he paid a visit to Italy, where he was again

with his old friend Dillon and Mr. F. W. W. Topham,' at Ravenna,

in May, outstaying them there to finish ' certain things which I have

begun.' Returning to Bologna and Florence, where he meets Duncan,

he is at Siena in June, full of admiration for its cathedral ' of black

and white marble, sparkling with gold and frescoes, mosaics, and

exquisite doorways, quite bewildering in its richness,' and the library

thereof with Raphael frescoes, ' more like a jewel casket than any-

thing else.' He speaks of his copying some of these frescoes, and

adds :
' I think I am the only foreigner in Siena, which is a small

and quiet town, 20,000 inhabitants, quite a place for study and for

student's life.' His solitude was enlivened, however, by the news

which here reached him of his election as a Member of the Water-

Colour Society. ' As you may imagine,' he writes, ' I rejoice very

much, and cannot tell how surprised I am that this distinction should

fall upon me so soon.' The results of this trip were apparent in the

next three exhibitions. In 1S65-6 he had 'The Church of St. Vitale,

at Ravenna, with the mosaics from the sixth century;' in 1866

another drawing of St. Vitale, and ' Dominican Friars showing to a

Traveller the Fresco said to be painted by Raffaelle in the Library at

Siena;' and in 1866-7, 'Dante and Giotto—Sketch for Fresco,'

'Michael Angelo and Lorenzo de' Medici,' and 'The Old Baptistery

at Ravenna.' These, however, are quite exceptional as subjects,

among his customary studies and groups of Arab girls, Spanisn

gipsies, and the like.

' Son of the late F. \V. Topham, of our Society.
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After this he went to look after his property, apparently with the

intention of making Sweden once more his home. Dating from

' Hastinge near Stockholm, 14 July, 1867,' he says :
' I write this from

my own place where I have been staying. . . . The next day I sent

for my horses and carriage, and we drove out at once to my country

cottage, where I found everything better than I had expected. The
situation is very pretty indeed, the garden sloping down to a good-

sized lake, with varied and hilly scenery all around, full of fish they

say. The fields I have let, so that I am quite free from all trouble

about that, and can dispose of the houses according to my own

pleasure. In the principal building I have nine rooms and kitchen

besides ; in the other house four rooms and kitchen, and a third house

contains a large very light room which would suit me as a painting

room. My own rooms are very neatly furnished, with old carved

genuine furniture, old gilt ornaments, plenty of chairs and tables, all

my books, and all my English gilt frames hung up.' Sojournings in

the South had, however, so far quelled the ' hardy Norseman ' in him,

that he shrank from the winter's cold there, which he had ' not tried

for many years,' and he went once more to Seville at the end of 1867.

' I have been fortunate enough,' he writes thence on 10 January, 1868,

' to get a tolerably good studio,' and 'now I am very busy, and plenty

of visits from gipsies and others all day long, so that I have already

begun several things.' Among these models were some who had sat

to Philip in the old days, one of them ' Antonia,' locking ' as handsome

as ever.'

He must have returned to England very early in the year, and

paid a visit to Derbyshire in the early spring, for on the 1st of Feb-

ruary and 5th of March he dates from Matlock. But he is settled

in Sweden again in the autumn of 1869, and sharing a house at

Stockholm (4 Oxtorget) with one of his brothers, Mildhog Lundgren,

who writes in the month of September of two sudden and alarming

attacks of illness with which Egron had been affected. From their

effects, however, he appeared to recover, and he proceeded to occupy

and amuse himself ' during the dark November days with the task of

collecting the memoranda which he had made during his travels.

These he eventually published in the Swedish language. After his

death a copy of this work was presented by his brother, Mildhog, to

Mr. Jenkins, for the Society's library, and the donor at the same time

gave, in a letter to him dated 7 November, 1S78, the following account
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of its origin and tlic circumstances of its publication and reception

in Sweden :
' During his long stay abroad, Egron proved himself to be

gifted with an extraordinar)- talent for writing letters, and fur making

up sketches with the pen. lie had the view of the things not as a

commercial traveller but as a gifted artist with keen perceptive and

poetic eyes, and consequently penned down his impressions pic-

turesquely and in vi\id colours. His style was improved ever more

in course of time, and proved to have all the merits of an excellent

one; it was easy, pure, elegant, charming, pleasing, humorous. His

writings in MS. attracted the attention of the public, so much that

Egron some years before his death was considered to have acquired

a kind of Mastership in our literature. The public, the editors, his

friends, all were calling for the publishing of his manuscripts, and

Egron was persuaded to remodel his collected letters and bring them,

as well as a portion of pen-sketches made abroad, to the form of a

work fit for the press. So the work now presented to you was pub-

lished. It is entitled " Notes by a Painter" extracts from journals and

letters, and forms three parts, Italy—Spain, India, and '" Leisure hours

abroad." ' The Swedish Academy, or the supreme authorit}- here in

Belles Lettres, was pleased after the publication of the work to ad-

judge its medal in gold to Egron as an acknowledgment of his talent

as an author, and did it with these words—" having read his work, a

large and thankful circle of readers were convinced of the fact that

Mr. Lundgren handled the pen in a manner quite as charming as that

in which he handled the pencil, and every one who had looked at the

masterly productions of the latter had in doing so refreshed his

recollection of the same vigorous hand and the same fair, glowing

tone of colour that was apparent at the handling of the former."

'

Besides writing this work, he contributed to divers ' Christmas books,

periodicals, and magazines.' It will be justly inferred from what has

gone before that Egron Lundgren was not only an intelligent and

well-informed writer, but an excellent linguist. It is to be regretted

that, with the exception of such portions of his letters to friends as

are here quoted, his published writings should be confined to his

native tongue. But his brother points out that the author's Swedish

being ' very peculiar,' a good translator of them must be \ery

familiar with both languages, and fears that no competent person

' UlJtiJs; ur Da;;/'ockcr och Href : —//alien och Spaniin, 1873- 1S74; fiiJioi, 1S74 ;

Ledi^a Stunder Ftiimmandc Laud, 1S79.
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could be found to undertake the task of turning his works into

English.

We have seen how on his former return to Sweden, Lundgren had

been honoured with a knighthood. On his final residence there he

received further marks of Court favour in his own country similar to

those which had been bestowed upon him in this. In 1871 he says :

' I am now staying out in the country at one of the King's summer

palaces where there is a large park and particularly fine scenery. I

have there with great kindness been noticed by the new King, and

even at several times been invited to his table.' And on the 25th of

November, 1873, 'I made a portrait of the youngest of the Royal

Princes (a boy of eight). The day before yesterday I left it as

finished at the Palace, and was very graciously received by the Queen.'

This and subsequent letters are written from ' 5 Hercules Gatan,

Stockholm.' In December 1874 he feels that his health is declining.

' I am not so well as I would like to be, and that makes me look at

everything in a more gloomy mood than is useful even to the healthy.

But it cannot go on for ever in this world. Years are coming on with

weakness and its associates. It is then fortunate if we have sunny

memories to turn back to ; and as to me, it would be most unfair to

complain of not having many such, and I am therefore continually

trying to adorn the present with the past.' In this contented frame

of mind he lives for one short year more. In December 1875, when

at Oxtorgct, Stockholm, with his brother Mildhog, he was seized

again with apoplexy, and died on the i6th, in the sixtieth year of his

age. He had left written instructions, requesting his ' dear friend,

Thos. O. Barlow,' to notify his decease ' to the Secretary of the

Society of Painters in VVater-Colours, as well as to the others of my
English friends. As I reckon a great number of them,' he had added,

' it may be best to insert an advertisement in the Times! That was

done on 23 December, 1875. To what has been recorded above, it

need scarcely be added that Lundgren was not only an accomplished

but a most amiable man, and a delightful companion. His memory

has been cherished by the circle, now fast disappearing, of those who

knew him.

Among the later works he exhibited were a few studies of Swedish

peasants (in 1869-70, 1870, and 1870-1), but the rest were still from

Spain, Italy, and the East. There are two plates etched by him, one

of ' a Spanish water-vendor,' the other, ' a boj- holding a bird's cage
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in his hand.' After Lundgicn's death, an exhibition of his works

extant in Sweden was held in 1876,10 which were added some of

those executed for Queen Victoria. These had not before been lent

by her Majesty for pubhc exhibition. An interesting Hkeness of

this artist, engraved on wood from a photograph taken in Stockhohn

in 1 874, appeared in the Illiistraied London Neivs of 8 January, 1876.

In the year 1876 a melancholy accident deprived the Society of

a Member who for fifteen years had been an unfailing contributor of

landscapes, which, if limited in the range of their subjects, were faith-

ful renderings of native scenery, reflecting the beauty of Nature in her

wilder aspects. Rough moorland tracts of ground in North Wales

were depicted by James W. Whittaker with a suggestive strength

which few could surpass. With rare exceptions, his sketching-ground

lay in the district round about ' Snowdon and the Glyders,' which was

the title of one of his first }ear's exhibits, and Capel Curig, Bettws-y-

Coed, the Dollwydellan valley, the Pass of Nant Frangon, and such

well-known haunts of artists. In this neighbourhood he lived and

died. He was, however, a ' Manchester man.' He began his profes-

sional life as an engraver, but having a taste for drawing, gave up en-

graving as soon as he was able to sell his sketches. Then he took a

small cottage on the mountain-side on the road from Bcttws-y-Coed

to Llanrwst (Ffrith Cottage b)' name) at a rental of 10/. a year, and

worked very hard at making drawings of Welsh scenery. For these,

some dealer in Manchester gave him trifling sums of from 2/. to 4/.

each. It was when on a visit to North Wales that Topham made

his acquaintance, and thought so well of his drawings that he advised

him to become a candidate at the Society of Painters in Water-

Colours. At his first trial he failed, but he succeeded on a second

attempt, and was elected an Associate on the loth of February, 1862.

YwW Membership followed on the 13th of June, 1864. For some

years he was very successful in the sale of his works ; but latterly they

declined in merit, from a failure, it is believed, of physical energy.

His death occurred on the 13th of September, 1876, by drowning

in a stream near Bettws-y-Coed, where he had resided for twenty

years. The lamentable circumstances were described by his brother

artist, Mr. Edwin A. Pettit, who was there at the time, in the follow-

ing words :

—
' On Wednesday evening last he returned to the fatal

spot—a most dangerous one, about a hundred yards above the Miner's
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Bridge on the Lliigwy—to collect his painting traps, where he had

left them during the afternoon. In collecting them, no doubt he

slipped, and fell a distance of between 20 feet and 30 feet on to a

shelving rock, scattering the contents of his coat pockets, where with

difficulty they were collected on Friday morning. The body having

been washed down the stream, was recovered on Thursday evening

below the Miner's Bridge ; and on Saturda)', at the coroner's inquest,

from indisputable evidence, the jury returned a verdict of " Accidental

death." '

' He was a widower with a family of four children (the

youngest a boy of twelve or thirteen at the time of the father's death),

who happily were not left destitute of resources.

Whittaker had 191 exhibits in the gallery between 1862 and 1876,

70 in the summer, and 94 in the winter shows, including 14 sketches

placed there in 1S76-77 after his death. To these above 30 may be

added for small sketches more than one in a frame, and not separately

numbered. The only exceptions to the North Wales subjects are

four views on the Northumberland coast, and one on that of Fife (in

1868, 1869-70, and 1870); and two in Piedmont (a 'Farmhouse,'

1864-5, and ' Lago d'Orta from the Monte Sacro,' 1866), with a' Sketch

in Switzerland' (1876-7). These latter may or may not indicate

foreign travel. In 1870-71 he had three works at the Royal Academy.

Rcdford's list records the sale of one drawing at 157/. los., namely, a

' Sunset on the Glydders ' (25^x38^ in.), in the Malford sale, 1S68,

the only example that had exceeded 100/.

' Times, 15 ScptenibLT, 1S76.
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CHAPTER II

DEATHS SINCE 1 88

1

Biographies— i'. Read—A. P. NcMton—H. B. Willis— T. Dauby—Mrs. Aiigell—Mis.

Lofthouse {/tt'e Forster)

—

F. Holl, R.A.— O. Wcba—Miss M. Aa/i't/— List of present

Members and Associates.

The Members and Associates whose lives and works have been above

considered had all passed away before the ennobilization of the Society

in 1 88 1. In the decade which was then beginning (the first of the

' Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours '), four Members and

five Associates, who had entered it since the death of Fielding, joined

the great majority ; and three of the Associates both began and

ended their terms of connexion therewith during the period named.

Some notice of these nine artists will complete the record of the deceased.

When the late SAMUEL Read was made an Associate on the gth

of February, 1857, no painter o purely architectural subjects had

been elected to supply the place of Frederick Mackenzie, who died

nearly three years before. Except Joseph Nash and John Burgess

(and to some extent William Callow and James Holland), there was

no one now left in the Society who specially cultivated that depart-

ment ; and the void seems to have been somewhat felt. Of the

above-named, Burgess alone depicted the same particular class of

objects as the new-comer. But the position of Burgess was more

dependent on the quality of his style than on the nature of his sub-

ject. Thus the name of Read came to be more familiarly associated

with the stock delineation of ' architectural antiquities,' such as had

in the old time given work to the plate engravers and been fostered

by the enterprise of speculators like Ackermann and Britton. Here,

as in other departments of graphic art, the methods of reproduction

in vogue at the time had their usual bearings and influence on the

work and hand of the draftsman. As the successive labours of

Pugin, Wild, Mackenzie, F. Nash, Prout and J. Nash were connected
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with the arts of aquatint and Hne engraving, and with soft etching and

lithography, so were those of Samuel Read connected with that of

engraving on wood. He was another of the practised draftsmen on

the block, so many of whom in his time swelled the ranks of the

Watcr-Colour Society.

Read was born in 1S15 or 18 16, at Needham Market near Ipswich,

and was first intended for a lawyer, and accordingly placed in the

office of Mr. Sparrow the Town-clerk there ; but was thence removed

to that of an architect in the same town of Ipswich, whom he served

as an assistant. The latter position accorded more with his taste,

w hich had early shown itself in the usual love for sketch-book and

]jencil ; but neither calling satisfied his strengthening desire to be an

iivtist fer se. So when about five-and-twenty years of age (in 1841

to wit), he came to London and learnt wood drawing under the same

engraver, Whymper, who was to teach Frederick Walker some fifteen

to twenty years thereafter. In 1844 he began to contribute designs

to the Illustrated Lo7idon Nezvs, for which journal he continued to

draw for the rest of his life subjects not exclusively architectural, but

embracing also marine and general landscape, together with certain

imaginative compositions for Christmas numbers, such as ' The

Haunted House' (suggested by Hood's description). A series of large

views by him of English cathedrals was published therein, and a

number of small studies of picturesque architectural fragments,

entitled, 'Leaves from a Sketch-book,' some of which were also

brought out separately in a volume.

In 1843 Read exhibited for a short time at the Royal Academy,

sending to the architectural room a drawing of the ' Vestibule of the

Painted Hall,' at Greenwich, where he then appears to have resided.

From that date he sent architectural drawings at the rate of one a

j'ear to the Academy, until 1857,' when he was received into our

Society. His two drawings exhibited that year, one of Milan Cathe-

dral, the other of the doorway of Roslyn Chapel, indicate the width of

area from which come the subjects of his water-colour drawings.

But he had travelled yet further. He was the father of the race of

artist correspondents who have of late years played so important

a part in preserving the great graphic record which now exists of this

age, for the information of posterity. He is credited with the dis-

' lie had three more drawings there in i860, 1S61, .and 1872, making 18; and also,

according to Graves, 13 at Sufifolk Street.
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tiiiction of ha\iiit^ been 'the first Special Artist ever sent abroad to

furnish sketches for any illustrated newsjiapcr. Just before the out-

break of the Crimean War in 1853, he went out to Constantinople

and the Black Sea for the performance of that service.'

'

No trace, however, of this martial experience is visible in his

water-colour drawings. For the most part they represent Gothic

buildings, chiefly abroad, the result evidently of much industrious travel.

For the first five or six years his subjects are chiefly from Belgium,

a large proportion being studies in the interiors of the churches

at Antwerp, with a few from Nuremberg, Westphalia, and North

Ital)-, and a small home contingent from Haddon and Roslyn. In the

autumn of 1S62 he was seen, as related, by Lundgren at Toledo, and

after that date subjects thence and from other places in Spain are

added to the list. A few from Normandy and the north of France

appear occasionally, and an increasing number from Scotland. But

he is no longer content with the border abbeys, and some views in

the old town of Edinburgh between 1873 and 1876. He enters upon

the wider field of landscape. Some sketches in 1865-66 had told of

a visit to the Isle of Skye, and from 1872-73 a large proportion of

his works are coast views, nearly all in the extreme north of Scotland,

with a few from Antrim in 1874-75, and on the English seaboard.

To these cliff studies of his later time he did not bring the more

comprehensive scope of vision required by the largeness and infini-

tude of nature's handiwork. It is too much with the builder's eye

that he erects these vast sea walls ; and the new departure did not

raise the position he had acquired as an architectural painter. He is

best remembered still by his foreign church interiors.

He was not raised to the full rank of Member until the 13th of

May, 1880. When he joined our Society, Read's address was at ' 15

New Cavendish Street, Portland Place.' Therefrom in 1861 it changes

to ' 55 Argyll Road, Kensington,' where it remains till 1874, when he

went to live at ' Parkside, Bromley.' In thus taking up his final

residence in Kent, he was undeterred by the remembrance of a

narrow escape with his life which he had had a few }-ears before, in

the terrible railway accident which occurred at Staplehurst, in the same

county, in June 1865. He was returning home from a continental

sketching trip in the ill-fated mail train, part of which, including his

carriage, was rolled off the embankment into a river. Read was only

' ItluslnUJ Londou Niv>s, 19 M.-iy, 1S83, p. 4SS.
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rescued after he had lain for some time pressed down immovablj-

with his head under water. Happily he had sustained no serious

injury, and in a short time was even able to render some assistance

to others. It was the accident which is further memorable by the

fact that Charles Dickens was a passenger in the train. His activity

in aiding the wounded is recorded in his Life by Forster.

Read was married to a daughter of the late Dr. Carruthers, pro-

prietor and editor of the hivcrncss Courier. His wife and a son and

daughter survived him. There is a woodcut portrait of him at the

head of the obituary notice in the IllustratedLondon Nezvs, from which

most of the above facts of his life are taken. He died at Sidmouth,

South Devon, on the 6th of May, 1883, aged sixty-seven. Including

eight in the gallery in the following winter, there were 210 exhibits in

his name between 1857 and 1884, and until the year of his death

he had never failed to send something to every exhibition in our

gallery. Mr. Redford notes the following as the highest prices realized

by S. Read's drawings at public sales:— 315/. for 'Interior, St.

Stephen's, Vienna ' (52 x 30 in.), at ' W. Leaf ' sale, 1875 ; 199/. \os. for

' Church of Bron, Bourg,' and 132/. 6^.'. for ' Toledo Cathedral,' in the

artist's executors' sale, 1884.

The works of another artist, a landscape painter in the stricter

sense of the term, were shown in the gallery year by year during almost

identically the same period as Read's. ALFRED PiZZEY Newton
was elected an Associate on the 1st of March, 1858, a year after Read,

and survived him onl}' four months, dying on the 9th of September,

1883. He, too, remained long an Associate, for he was not raised to

the rank of Member until the 24th of March, 1879. His exhibits at

Pall Mall East during the twenty-six years (including the sketch

exhibition next after his death) amount to 247, of which 100 were in

the winter shows. With few exceptions they represented scenes in

the Scotch Highlands, most commonly under sombre effects of

morning or evening twilight, sometimes of moonshine, or of the

sun's gleams penetrating through mist or rain. His greater strength

was shown in his early works, exhibited then and shortly after he

joined the Society. One, called ' Declining Day, View in Argyllshire,'

attracted much admiration on his first appearance in the gallery,

and two j-ears after, in i860, he had a powerful drawing there, a

winter scene in the Pass of Glencoe, called ' Mountain Gloom.' His
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exhibited works may be traced a little furtlier back to tlircc or four

at the Ro}'al Academy in 1855, 1856, and 1857,' all of them views

in tlie Western Highlands. And he had already enjoyed Court patron-

age, having been selected by the Queen to paint a picture for a

wedding gift to the Princess Rojal on her marriage in January 1858.

He also made some sketches for her Majesty in the neighbourhood

of Inverlochy Castle, which was the royal residence during a visit to

that part of Scotland.

Little or nothing further has been recorded of Newton's earlier

life, except that, being fifty-three years of age when he died, his birth-

day must have been in 1830 or the latter end of 1829; or of his

parentage other than that ' he was of Italian descent on the maternal

side, but was a native of Essex.' ^ The southern type of feature may

be recognized in his portrait, from a photograph, engraved in the

Illustrated London N'czus at the head of a short obituary notice.

The exceptions to the Scotch subjects which form the mass of

this artist's works are, first, a few from the South of Euroi^e, which

begin in, and belong mostly to, the years 1861 and 1863, when he

exhibited some from Mentone, Lago Maggiore, and Venice, In the

latter year there was one from Rome, and a moonlit ' Coliseum
'

appeared in 1S66. Then there is a small group of English subjects,

chiefly from the county of his birth, about Southend at the mouth of

the Thames. Four or five of these were in the winter show of 1869-

70. Others are on the coast of Cheshire and in the mouth of the

river Mersey ; where there was also a local attraction for him, his wife,

whom he espoused in the year 1864, being daughter of a gentleman

residing at Rock Ferry, the late Mr. Edward Wylie. In the last year

of our painter's life, there was a more notable new departure in his

choice of subjects. In the preceding autumn he had accomplished

a long-projected journey to Athens, whence he brought home a

number of drawings which, with two or three on the way (at Capri,

Gibraltar, &c.), he sent to the gallery in 1883. It was too late, how-

ever, for these to become a characteristic portion of his ccuvre. The

artist's health had been failing for some time, and he did not live till

the opening of the winter exhibition. He died at the house that had

been his father-in-law's (14 Rock Park, Rock Ferry)
; leaving a

' Graves finds another at SufTolk Street in 1855-9.

' Illuslratcd Londou News. Here and in Graves's Dictionary the second name is .spelt

' Pizzi,' which seeins to point to an Italian derivation, but the artist sijjned hi.s name as it is

above given.

II. E E
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widow and five children to mourn his loss. Throughout the period of

his connexion with the Society, his address was at 44 Maddox Street,

Regent Street. His remaining works, including most of the Greek

views, and a few essays in oil, were sold at Christie's on the 29th of

April, 1884. Among the drawings ' Inverlochy Castle' was sold for

162/. i^s. and 'The Mountain Pass' and 'Left by the Tide— Isle of

Arran from Bute' for 157/. each.

Newton's drawings are distinguished rather by general effects of

light, mist, and shadow broadly indicated, than by any searching study

of the varied lines and texture of mountain surface. But beseems to

have been an industrious worker ; and an incident of his earlier study

indicates a resolute devotion to his art. It is said that the sketch of

his picture ' Mountain Gloom ' above mentioned was made on the

spot, in Glencoe, in so hard a frost that he had to use pure whisky as

a vehicle instead of water.

Since the death of Robert Hills, the place which he had occupied

in the Society as a delineator of animal life had never been fully sup-

plied. They were different orders of viaviuialia that Lewis had

selected for study. He, after mastering the caniivora, had taken to

painting the primates. Tayler devoted his talent to horses and dogs ;

and even Duncan, master as he was of agricultural subjects, was not

primarily a cattle-painter. Thus the election on the loth of February,

1S62, of Henry Brittan Willis, who had already acquired a name

and standing in that department, filled a place which had long been

practically vacant in our company of artists. He had, according to

Graves, exhibited pictures or drawings of cattle at other galleries since

1 844 (the very year of HiUs's death), 27 to wit at the Royal Academy,

18 at the British Institution, and 14 in Suffolk Street
; 59 in all. He

had, moreover, published two series of prints, viz. : Studies of Cattle

and Rustic Figures, oblong 4to, 1849 ; and Studiesfrom tlie Portfolios

of Various Artists, folio, 1850.

His father was a landscape and figure painter of local repute at

Bristol, where our artist was born in 18 10. What training he had in

the principles of art, he received at home ; and he bettered this in-

struction by persevering study of nature, having much inborn taste,

and an eye for the picturesque. Meeting, however, with small profes-

sional success in his native city, he emigrated to the United States ;

'

' Our Living Painters, by H. Walker.
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but returning thence, a year after, by reason of ill Iicalth, he set up

his studio in London in 1843, anti bj- dint of steadfast industry

cstabHshed his position. 'An unfinished Study,' exhibited in 1S65-6,

'done at Chpstone Street Life School,' shows him to have been a

student there ; and of a continuance of the same connexion with

brother students at the ' Langham Chambers Sketching Club,' in 1 856

there was evidence in a repetition from memory, which he sent to the

gallery in 1880, of a drawing made there.' It is said that he owed

his introduction to the Society to the discriminating interest of Carl

tlaag,'- whose discernment was justified by Willis's speedy exaltation

to full rank. He was elected IMember on the 8th of June, 1863.

After 1862 he seems to have confined himself to the Gallery in Pall

Mall East. There he was a prolific contributor, and never missed an

exhibition. His numbered works amount to 364 in all, 118 in the

summer, and 246 in the winter gatherings, during the twenty-two

years of his appearance on the walls and screens. Although his draw-

ings were so numerous, they were wrought with much care and

minuteness, and were generally sparkling and attractive. He appears

to have been short-sighted, wearing spectacles, as represented in a

likeness given of him in the Illustrated London News.

Brittan Willis was not, after all, exclusively a painter of cattle.

His most characteristic works are those in which he would set his

groups of kine in landscapes of more or less specific locality. Latterly,

indeed, his drawings generally belonged more to the category ' Land-

scape ' than ' Cattle,' and often entirely to the former. Thus an ac-

count of his works involves a note of the districts in which he sketched

not only as affecting the breeds of his oxen, but in respect of the

scenery amidst which they fed. Except a sketch at Antwerp and

three on the Rhine,' all in the winter exhibition of 1S65-6, and one

at Killarney in 1 88 1-2, there was nothing in our gallery from which

to infer that Willis was ever out of Great Britain. The greater part of

his backgrounds or separate views are either from North Wales, mostly

about Port Madoc, but extending southward by Barmouth to Dolgelly

and sometimes northward as far as Llandudno ; or in the Western

Highlands of Scotland from Oban to Ben Nevis. But he sketched

' It illustrated the given word ' Deserted ' by a representation of horses left to starve on

the heights of Balaclava, the original of which had gone to Sydney.

= Illustrated London Navs, 2 Feb. 1SS4.

" Some pencil drawings sold after his death represent scenes from the Moselle and Ileidel-

lierg, besides some of Ivillarney.
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in English counties as well ; especially in Sussex, from Arundel to

Pevensey, and (after 1876; at IVlidhurst. Other home counties furnish

a few subjects, and there are some from the west country, mostly

North Somerset, or the mouth of the Torridge in North Devon.

Many of Willis's landscapes are effects of sunset or early morning
;

and some are harvest scenes. To the winter exhibitions he sent

numerous slight sketches and studies both of cattle and of ' effects ;

'

and a few of rustic figures. He had the grievous misfortune to lose

nearly all his memoranda of this kind in the great fire of 1874 at the

Pantechnicon, where they were stored.

Our artist was honoured with a commission from the Queen to

paint a drawing of ' Highland Cattle,' which was exhibited in the

Gallery in 1866. The following are the prices quoted by Redford

over 300/. of his water-colour drawings at sales by auction during his

life. In 1870 at G. Rennie's sale, ' Early Morning—Snowdon Range '

was bought in for 320/. 5^'.
; in 1879, at Mcllraith's, ' Ben Cruachan

and Loch Etive,' sold for 383/. ^s. His remaining works, including

some oil studies and pictures, were sold at Christie's on the i6th of

May, 1884, after his death ; when some of the landscape studies

brought 72 guineas, and an oil painting of ' Horses and Cattle in the

Essex Marshes' 262/. los.

During the whole period of his connexion with the Society, Willis

resided at Kensington ; till 1S64 at 24 Victoria Road, thenceforward

till 1870 at No. 6, and then No. 12, Palace Gardens Terrace. It was

at the latter house that he died on the 17th of January', 1884, after a

few da}-s' illness, leaving a widow behind him. He had many friends,

and among other amiable qualities is remembered for the kindness

which he showed to young painters.

In 1886 the Society suffered the loss of a painter of marked ori-

ginality, whose landscapes had lent a charm to nearly every exhibition

for twenty years, and infused an element of repose which could not

fail to be felt in the general aspect of the Gallery. TllOMAS Danby
was a son of the well-known Irish artist, P"rancis Danby, A.R.A., and

was born, it is believed (but at what precise date is not known), at

Bristol, where his father resided for a series of years in the first

quarter of the century. He had an elder brother, James Francis, born

there in 18 16, when the father was about three-and-tvventy ; and it

may be taken that the ages of James and Thomas were not widely
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different. Both the sons were brouglit U[) to tlicir father's profession,

and became well known also as landscape painters, being for some

thirty years contemporary exhibitors in oil in the London galleries.

It is necessary to distinguish the one from the other. The father's

pictures, several of which are in the national collections, are for the

most part of a sensational sort, either glowing representations of sun-

set, or compositions that recall the theatrical dreaming of John

Martin. There exist pictures, however, by the elder Danby, which

show that he viewed the more ordinary aspects of nature with poetic

spirit in a milder mood. It was a susceptibility of the quieter kind

that descended upon Thomas Danby, his brother James taking

more kindly to the sunsets of blood and fire. While the latter

revelled in the redness of the western sky at eve, the former had a

keener relish for the summer morn, with its fresh air and sparkling

light.

An educational influence, besides the hereditary, helped to lead

the taste and form the style of Thomas Danby. His parent left Eng-

land in 1829, partly impelled, it is said, by a rupture which had taken

place between him and the Royal Academy, and for the next eleven

years resided on the Continent. Thus our young artist became

acquainted with the treasures of the Louvre, where he studied to such

present advantage, that when only thirteen j'ears of age he w^^s able to

earn a livelihood by making copies of the celebrated pictures there.

But the future benefit was greater. For while so employed he

became deeply impressed by the works of Claude, the image whereof

attended him ever after in his study of the aerial effects of nature.

Much of his father's self-banishment abroad was spent in Switzerland.

Hence it may be that from early times we find among our artist's

works subjects from that country as also from the Italian lakes.

Others which appear at intervals later in his career were the result of

more recent trips to these localities.

The family came back to England in 1S41, when the father began

again to exhibit at the Royal Acadenay, and his sons soon after made

their debuts there, James in 1 842, and Thomas in 1 843. The one kept

up the paternal reputation for fiery sunsets after their father's death

in 1 86 1, having become a Member of the Society of British Artists,

where, and at the British Institution, many of his works were exhibited

until he himself died in 1875, an oil painter to the last. But the other,

after sending a picture or two to the Academ}- annuall)', for about
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twenty years, besides man)- to the British Institution,' found at length

his true vocation as a painter in water-colours, through the opportunity

afforded by the ' general exhibition ' at the Dudley Gallery. There, at

the second annual gathering, in 1866, he showed two large and im-

pressive drawings, both of them simple treatments of Gwynant Lake

in North Wales, but broad in composition and mellow in tone, which

proved at once his power over the material, and were honourably hung,

attracting much attention. Danby had already been very near

election as an Associate of the Royal Academy, missing that honour

by, it is said, one vote only. But, encouraged by his new success, he

offered himself as a candidate at our Society, and in 1867, on his first

application, was elected unanimously ; a concurrence of good opinion

which had been very rare. His election as a full Member followed in

the summer of 1870. While an Associate only, he had continued to

send a }'early drawing or two to the Dudley Gallery, but ceased to do

so after the latter date. He had had seven works in all there in the

five years. In our Society he had 233 (94 in the summer, 139 in the

winter shows) between 1867 and 1886 (the 8 in the last year being

exhibited after his death).

Admirable artist as he was, and an unwearied student of nature,

Danby's range of subjects was not wide. Nearly all, except the occa-

sional foreign views above mentioned, were taken from a few limited

areas in Wales. His most frequent haunts for sketching lay in the

county of Merioneth, where minor hills and broken ground on the

borders of lakes seemed more in accord with the Ijent of his poetic

feeling than the larger forms of mountain scenery. For he concerned

himself less with the portraiture of hill-tops, or the task of unfolding

to the eye a stretch of familiar country, than with the play of light and

the mystery of shadow over rugged tracts, often in contrast with the

sheen of placid water, and the softened forms of earth and sky as

mirrored in its still reflections. In his later time he varied these sub-

jects with some from Scotland, a large proportion between 1880 and

1882 being from St. Fillan'sand Loch Earn in Perthshire ; still content,

it would seem, with the approach to hills, rather than seeking mountain

scenery in all its grandeur. After a year or two more of drawings

from North Wales, at Llanberis and Dolwyddelan, in 1882 and 1883,

he broke comparatively new ground with a series of studies in South

' Graves finds 30 by T. Danl>y at the Roy.il Academy, 42 at the Eritish Institution, and

I at .Suffolli Street, making 73 in all.
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Wales, at Llanstcjihaii, Laugharnc, Swansea Bay, and the coast of

Gowcr. There are a very few outlying subjects, sucli as two at

Arundel in 1875-6, and two at Pevensey in 1885-6. But these are

exceptional. Many of the most characteristic of his drawings are un-

connected by name with any locality ; having titles such as ' The Way
over the Stream,' ' Happy Land,' ' Shepherd's Land,' ' L^p in the Hills,'

' The Cloud,' ' Spring-Time,' ' A Summer Morning,' ' Evening,' ' A
Fisherman's Nook,' ' Loneliness,' and others, which indicate an aim

very far remote from that of the landscape topographer. ' For his

life long,' writes a brother artist who knew him well, ' he was always

trjing to render the feeling of a beautiful view given to the inner

heart rather than the facts reflected on the eye.' Danby's colouring

was tender, mellow, and harmonious, and his chiaroscuro broad and

subtle. In his choice of pigments, writes the friend just quoted, ' he

was devoted to real ultramarine, yellow ochre, and the earths of the

quietest and most permanent character, and never used indigo &c.'

His drawings are not easily mistaken for work by other hands. His

st}'le is his own, and in no degree based on his father's. One older

artist, perhaps, his works may sometimes suggest, namely, the late

Paul Falconer Poole, R.A., whose feeling for ideal landscape was of a

similar poetic kind. An influence derived from this painter is likely

enough to have been shed on our artist's work. For Poole was his

intimate and attached friend, and had bestowed upon him a more than

fatherly kindness when he was enduring the family troubles of his

early career. They appear, from the Royal Academy catalogue, to

have been living together at Squire's Mount, Hampstead, in 1843.

Thomas Danby was twice married, first to a wife some twenty

years older, and secondly to one about twenty-five years younger,

than himself. The former was daughter of Mr. Williams, landlord of

the inn at Capel Curig where he always stayed ; the latter, by whom
he had a family of two girls and a boy, was Miss Muir, a teacher of

music, sister of Miss Emily Muir, a singer of some celebrity. Danby

resided at or near Hampstead during the whole of his professional

career in London, from 1855 to 1868 at Glydder House, Haverstock

Hill, and from the latter date till his death at 44 (afterwards 11)

Park Road, Haverstock Hill. He was often present, as a guest, in

the cheery social circle, now broken up by successive deaths, that used

to meet periodically round the festive board of the old Chalcographic

Society. When he died, on the 25th of March, 18S6, after a pul-
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monary illness of many weeks, which ended in dropsy, his loss to the

Society was that of one of its foremost landscape painters, and one

of the few remaining links with the old poetic school in that branch

of water-colour art.

Danby's remaining works were sold at Christie's on the 17th and

1 8th of June, 1886. Besides about 200 water-colour drawings and

sketches, there were included in the sale a nearly equal number of oil

pictures and studies painted before the artist abandoned the latter for

the former material. Many of these studies, painted direct from

nature some thirty years before, and left untouched and unsought for

since, were of fine and masterly quality.

A short account remains to be given of the five Associates who

have died since the year 1881, all at an early age. Three of them

were ladies, two of whose deaths occurred after marriage.

Mrs. Helen Cordelia Angell was a flower, fruit, and bird

painter of very distinguished talent. Her maiden name was Coleman,

and her father was a physician at Horsham in Sussex. There she

was born in January 1847, the fifth daughter in a large family. She

obtained her first instruction in art from a brother, William S. Cole-

man, an artist known in two separate branches of painting, first, that

of small landscapes in water-colours, much after the manner of

Birket Foster ; secondly that of figure designs on ceramic ware. The

former were familiar to visitors at the Dudley Gallery during its earlier

exhibitions, the latter to connoisseurs of Minton's china. He is said

to have discovered his sister's bent for flower painting when she was

a girl of twelve, and to have encouraged the assiduity whereby she,

in the course of three years' study, acquired ' that kind of local

reputation which heralds a brilliant future.' ' In her early practice

she gave skilful assistance to her brother in his ceramic decoration.^

Eut her name was first brought before the public on the opening

of the Dudley Gallery, whereof William Coleman was, from the

beginning, a member of the conunittee of management. To the

first of its exhibitions, that of 1865, she contributed eight studies,

whereof six were of wild flowers and wild fruit, and two of birds (a

sparrow and a kingfisher).

Already her work had attracted the attention of old William

Hunt, who died a year before her d.'but, and had won from him a

declaration that in her he saw his only successor. And he proved to
1

Clayton's English Female Artists, ii. 262. - South Kensington Museum Catalogue.
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some extent a true pioplict ; albeit, she did not tread exactly in his

footsteps. In her earlier studies she aimed more at minute finish

than at a later period, when she had formed her style ; but there was

in her best work a gem-like brilliancy in the management of colour

which has been favourably compared even with the above-named

consummate master.' After the first few years, as her manner became

larger and more elegant, models from the greenhouse and the parterre

were laid beside the hazel-nuts and hedge-roses ; and regularly year

by year the bright and delicate flower-groups by Miss Helen Coleman

came to be reckoned upon as among the increasing attractions of the

February show at the Egyptian Hall.

In 187s she became the wife of Mr. Thomas William Angell,

Postmaster of the South-Western District of London, and from that

date exhibited in her married name. In the same year she was

invited to become a lady member of the Water-Colour Institute, and

she contributed for some seasons to exhibitions thereof, besides sending

at the same time her full annual quota of drawings to the ' Dudley.'

But in 187S she resigned her membership of the Institute, and early

in 1879 was elected an Associate of the Society of Painters in

Water-Colours. Including three farewell bouquets in 1879, she

exhibited sixty-three works in all at the Dudley Gallery.

However true it maj' have been that the mantle of William Hunt

had fallen on the shoulders of the young artist whom he named as

its future wearer, it was more as the legitimate successor of the veteran

Valentine Bartholomew that Mrs. Angell assumed her position in the

gallery at Pall Mall East. That painter died in the same year, 1879,

and his office of Flower Painter in Ordinary to her Majesty was

then conferred upon Mrs. Angell.^ Between 1S79 and 1884 there

were fifty-seven of her works in our gallery, thirty-three in the

summer, and twenty-four in the winter exhibitions, four in the former

being shown after her death. That much-lamented event took place

on the 8th of March, 1884, at the age of thirty- seven, at her place

of residence. No. 55 Holland Road," Kensington. She had been

failing in health for some time previously. That the rare quality of

Mrs. Angell's work was becoming more and more widely appreciated

when her career came thus prematurely to an end, may be inferred

from the increasing demand for her drawings, and the high prices they

obtained.

' Times, 12 March, 1884.

' Her name appears with this addition in the catalogue for 1879, but not afterwards.
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The short term of another lady artist's connexion with the

Society was even more curtailed than that of Mrs. Angell. The art

of Mrs. Mary Lofthouse was of a quality too delicate and refined

to attract the attention it deserved during the two years only wherein

her landscapes were accorded a place in the gallery. But they

afforded fair ground for anticipation that had she lived longer they

would have become a much more important feature in the annual

gatherings. Mrs. Lofthouse, born in 1853, was the only daughter of

Mr. T. B. W. Forster, of Holt, Trowbridge, near Chippenham in

Wiltshire. Her father's name appears in the Royal Academy cata-

logues as that of an exhibitor of landscapes from 1859, between which

year and 1875, Graves tells us, he had thirteen \\'orks there, and seven

at Suffolk Street. So there was hereditary tendency enough to

account for Miss Mary Forster's taking to the brush, and continuing

the succession by exhibiting two pictures at Burlington House in the

following year, 1876. They were both of French subjects, ' Dauphiny

Cottages, Evening,' and ' Chateau de St. Laurent, Isere.' And she

had afterwards two more there, a Welsh scene in 1878, and a view of

' Christchurch, Hants,' in 1 880. But her chief exhibiting before she

joined our Society had been at what had proved its nursery in the

case of so many young artists, the Dudley Gallery. Thither from

1873, when she was twenty years of age, she sent drawings to all the

exhibitions except two (in 1874 and 1876) until the last of the

'General Exhibitions' in 1882, after which she joined as a member

the ' Dudley Gallery Art Society,' which continued the annual

gatherings of drawings in the same rooms, to the first of which in 1S83

she contributed three. These make up a number of nineteen which

she showed at the Egyptian Hall.

Elected early in 1 884 an Associate of the Royal Society of Painters

in Water-Colours, she sent to its three succeeding exhibitions (1884,

1884-5, 1885) an aggregate of sixteen works. The first two seasons'

contingents were still under her maiden name. Before the third she

had assumed that of her husband, S. H. S. Lofthouse, Esq., barrister,

of Elm Bank, Lower Halliford, Walton-on-Thames. It is painful to

record that her death occurred but a few months after her marriage,

namely, on the 2nd of May, 1885, while the summer exhibition of that

year was on view. In the following winter show, a collection of

twenty-six frames of studies and sketches placed in the gallery bore

evidence not only to the thoroughness of her work from nature, but
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to her taste and variety of observation. A large proportion of iier

drawings were studies in Normandy, on the Seine. Others are from

Pembroke, Bradford-on-Avon, Norwich, Richmond in Yorl<shire, and

Christchurch in Hants. Often they contain buildings, and the scenes

are commonly treated under tender gradations of atmosphere.

In the general art obituary for 1888 an important place is de-

servedly given to the late FRANK HOLL, R.A., who died on the 31st

of July, aged fortj^-two. A representative collection of his works in

oil was formed at the Royal Academy in the following winter, and

justice has been done by the press to his great merits as a painter, in

that material, of subject pictures and of portraits. But it is almost

forgotten, if it was ever much known, that he painted in water-colours

also, and that his proficiency therein had been acknowledged by

election as an Associate of our Society in 1883. To that )-ear's ex-

hibition he sent one drawing entitled, ' Leaving Home.' With that

single exception, however, he contributed nothing to the gallery,

though his name remained as an ornamental item in the list of

Associates until the date of his death. Doubtless the increasing

demand for portraits absorbed his whole time in the later years. It

need scarcely be said that the old rule, so stringently enforced in

former da\-s, which enjoined upon Associates and Members the duty

of sending at least one work annually to the exhibition, is now no

longer adhered to. Frank Holl was of a companionable turn, and had

manj- friends in the Society. For a short time he was a member of

the ' Chalcographic,' whose roll contained the name of one at least of

the deceased engravers of his famih-, his uncle, \\'illiam Holl, if not

that also of his father, Francis Holl, A.R.A.

Another of the deceased Associates, who for twelve of these later

years was among the regular contributors, was Otto Weber, a

German artist of some repute, chicflj- known as a skilful painter of

cattle pieces in oils. He was son of a merchant of Berlin, Herr

Wilhelm Weber, and born in that city on the 17th of October, 1832.

His art education began thereunder Professor Stefifeck, and is believed

to have been continued under Kriigcr, whom he resembled in feeling

and style, as well as in handling and technique. He afterwards

settled in Paris, where his pictures of animal life created quite a

furore, and were all bought up at high prices by Messrs. Goupil & Co.

He appears even to have been claimed as of the French school, in
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virtue of an alleged ' pupilage under T. Couture, at whose studio he

was at least a frequent visitor ; for there was a picture by him at the

Luxembourg of hounds in a forest receiving ' La curee de chevrcuil.'

In 1870, however, when the Franco-German war broke out, he was

obliged to leave Paris, where he had been so well established. He
first betook himself to Rome, and sta)-cd there for two years ; but

finding Italian subjects unsuited to his taste and style, he in 1872

came to London, where he lived for the rest of his days. Here he

set up a studio in Greville Road, St. John's Wood, with stable arrange-

ments for the reception of live animals as models. He exhibited

pictures at the Royal Academy from the year 1874 till his death,

continuing to do so after his election into our Society in 1876. He
was also a Royal Hibernian Academician. His water-colour drawings

at Pall Mall East, which number forty-two in the summer and forty

in the \\'inter exhibitions from that year to 1888, belong, however, as

much to the landscape as to the animal class. When not to the

latter alone, they might more often be called ' landscape with (or

without) cattle,' than ' cattle in a landscape.' The sites of his views

are chiefly English, with some in the Scotch Highlands in 1876-7. In

1877-8 there are half a dozen from abroad, three Italian, and the like

number from North-Western P"ranee. The English ground comprises

Kent, Sussex, Windsor, and the Thames, and in and after 1884-5,

Central Devon and West Cornwall. His name appears for the last

time in the catalogue of the winter exhibition of 18S8-9, but without

exhibits, and he died not long after it had opened, namely, on the

23rd of December, 1888. His last address was ' 32 Great Ormond

Street, Queen Square.' On the 20th of May, 1889, his remaining

works, comprising more than sixty studies and finished paintings, were

sold at Christie's by his representatives.

Another melancholy death of an accomplished young artist, which

is of recent occurrence, has still to be added to the record ; that,

namely, of MiSS Maud Naftel, before mentioned as the only

daughter of the Member of that name. She was a painter of charm-

ing flower pieces, which for the short period of three years during

which they had a place in the gallery were a pleasing and valued

feature of the exhibitions. She was elected in 1 887, and had shown

but sixteen drawings there when her career was cut short by a painful

' See the official catalogue of the Musee National du Luxembourg, 1S72. Weber is there

erroneously btated to have died in 1S71.
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illness, which terminated in her premature death on the i.Sth of

I'ebruar)-, iSyo, at her parents' residence. Previously to joining the

Society, ]\liss Naftel had been a contributor to the general water-

colour exhibitions at the Dudley Gallery, where she had eight

drawings between 1877 and 1882. She also became a subscribing

member of the supplementary ' Dudley Gallery Art Society,' to which

she sent two drawings in 1883, and another in 1885. Most of these

were landscape studies ; but a few were of flowers, and her works at

Pall Mall East were, with the following exception, of the latter class.

That she could infuse both character and picturesque grace into a

landscape is shown e\en in the slight reproduction, in the illustrated

catalogue for 1S89, of her drawing of an English hop-garden in its

despoiled condition, ' when hops are housed and gardens bare.' A
posthumous work was in the Lady Artists' Exhibition in the spring of

1890, entitled, ' Unwillingly to School.'

The rest of the Members and Associates who joined the Society

after the last exhibition (that of 1854) to which Fielding contributed

are still working for our adx'antage. Among them are artists of no

less distinction than many whose careers have been traced in the

foregoing pages, together with others of still hopeful promise. The
writer's design has, however, been limited to the compilation of a

record of the past, and, as already intimated, he refrains from the

invidious task of comparing the talents of living men, and assigning to

them an order of merit in their profession. It may well be left to

younger hands to complete, in the light of future events, the accounts

of lives not yet ended, and to deal in their entirety with the main

body of existing Members, whose Associateship docs not reach so far

back as the ' good old days of Copley Fielding.' In such a task,

indeed, there can be no real finality, so long as the Society lives and

renews its strength from time to time with worthy accessions.

Happily the tide of prosperity of the ' Old Water-Colour Society ' (as

its friends of long standing still love to call it, notwithstanding its

more illustrious modern title) has not yet ceased to flow. Long in-

deed may it continue to prosper, and confer on future ages benefits

such as those it has wrought in the time past, to the cause of pure and

gentle Art, based on loving and thoughtful observation of Nature
;

and long may it add more and more to the already immeasurable

delight that it has afforded to many successive generations of
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admiring followers of both. The existing condition of the Ro)-aI Society

of Painters in Water-Colours may now be left to be its own witness

in the list which follows of its present Members and Associates,' and

in the array of works available to the public twice a year for contem-

plation in the pleasant and familiar gallery at 5 A Pall Mall East.

Members.
(Names in italics are those ofMembers of Council.

)

Elected

1845
1846
1S48

1853

1S54

1858
1S59
1862

,1864
I1864
1S70

I
1S75

I1875

,1876
1876

I
1876
1S77
1S7S

1880
iSSo
iSSo
18S1

1881

1S81

1881

1S82

1883
18S3

1883

1883
1883
18S3

18S4
18S4
1886 =

1886
1S87

1 888
1890
iSgo
1891

Members

George A. Fripp .

Alfrni D. Frifp (Secretary)

.

William Callow .

Cart Haag (Deputy Piesictcitt)

(Hofmaler to H.R.H. the reigning Puke of Saxe-Coburg
SirJolin Gilbert^ R.A., (President) (Trustee)

Charles Davidson
PaulJ. Naflel .

Birket Foster (Trustee)

Edward A. Goodall (Trustee)

William Alfred Hunt .

John D. Watson .

William C. T. Dobson, R.A.
L. Alma-Tadema, R.A.
Samuel P. Jackson
Edward K. Johnson
Francis Powell

George P. Boyce .

George H. Amlreirs, F. R.G. .S. (Treasurer]

Sir Oswald W. Brierly, F. R.G.S. (Marine Painter

Heiuy Moore, A. R.A. .

Henry WalHs
Basil Bradley

Albert Goodwin .

William Matthew Hale
John Parker

H. Clarence Whaite, P.R.C.A.
H. Stacy Marl;s, R.A.

.

John W. North .

Edwartl F. Breuittiall .

Herbert M. Marshall .

Charles Gregory .

Edward J. Poynter, R.A.
WilHam Collingwood .

R. Thome Waite

.

E. Burne Jones, A. R.A.
Tom Lloyd ....
\V. Holmaii Hunt
Sir Frederick Leighton, Bart., P. R.A.
Mrs. Allingham '

.

Samuel J. Hodson
Charles Robertson, R.P.E. .

to the Queen)

and Gotha

Elected
As.sociate

184I

1844
1838
1850

1S52

185s
1850
i860
1S58

1S62

1865
1870
1S73

1853
1866

1867
1S64
1856
1872
1876
1878
1867
1871
1S71

1876
1872
1871

1871

187s
1879
1882

1883
1S55
1S76

1864'

1878

1869

1S75
1882

1 885

elected Member, 18S6.

' The order is that of election to their respective rank;

^ Elected Member in 1868. Resigned in 1870. Re-i

The election of Mrs. Allingham as a Member was under a new Rule of 18S9, authorizing

the admission of ladies to full rank in the Society. A similar relaxation was made in the

Laws of the Royal Academy, but the Water-Colour Society has been the first to inaugurate

the new practice, no lady Academician having been elected since the old days of Mary Moser

and Angelica Kauffman.
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Associates.

Elected
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The proposal for Amalgamation made hy the Ijistitnte of Painters in

Water Colours to the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours

(copies of the original docutnents).

• Institute of r.iinters in Water Colours, Founded 1831,

'(;aller)', 53 Pall Mall, 2Sth April, 18S1.

'Sir,— I am desiied hy the President and Council of the Institute of

Painters in Water Colours to heg you to lay the inclosed before the President

and Council of your Society at as early a date as possible.

' I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

' H. F. Phillips, Sec".

'A. D. Friijp, Esq., Sec' Society of Painters in Water Colours.'

• Society of Painters in Water Colours,

'Gallery, 5 Pall Mall East, May 7th, 1881.

'Dear Sir,—The communication I received from you on the 29th ultimo

bearing the signatures of the President and ^'ice President of the Institute of

Painters in Water Colours and addressed to the President and Council of this

Society was laid before the Council at their meeting yesterday and considered

to be one in which they could take no step without the participation of the

Society. They have accordingly directed me to convene a General Meeting

at an early date to consider it.

' I am, dear Sir, faithfully yours,

' Alfred D. Fripp. Sec".

' }{. F. Phillips, Esq., Sec Institute of Painters in Water Colours, 53 Pall Mall.'

(Letter inclosed in Mr. Phillips's Letter above.)

' To the President and Council of the Society of Painters in IVater Colours.

' Gentlemen,—Having at length practically completed the arrangements on

which we have for a long time been engaged for securing Galleries in which

Exhibitions of Water Colour Art can be held on a large scale, we feel that the

time has arrived for approaching your Society with the view of ascertaining

whether you will be inclined to join us in the project.

'As a body we have long felt that it would be a great advantage to the

Art of Water Colour Painting, and also to the interest of both Societies, if an

Amalgamation could be arranged.

' For the details of the plan we would refer you to the Pro-spectu.s, a copy

of which has been forwarded to every Member of your Society, and we may
II V i
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add that so many applications for shares have already been received that the

financial success of the Company is practically secured.

' We have the honour to be, Gentlemen, your obedient servants

(Signed) 'Louis Haghe, President.

' Wm. Leighton Leitch, Vice President.

' On behalf of the Members of the Institute of Painters in Water Colours.

'Gallery, $3 PaH M-''ll. S.W., 28th April, iSSl.'

' Society of Painters in Water Colours,

' 5 Pall Mall East, May lytli, 1S81.

' Dear Sir,—A Special General Meeting of the Society of Painters in

Water Colours was held yesterday for the purpose of considering the letter

addressed to the President and Council on the 28th ultimo by the Institute

of Painters in Water Colours. I am directed to transmit to you the following

Resolution passed thereon and to request the favour of your communicating

the same to the President and Members of the Institute of Painters in Water

Colours.

' (CfJ>y of Resolution') " That the Society having considered a letter from

the Institute of Painters in Water Colours, proposing an Amalgamation of

the two Societies to take the projected new Galleries to be erected by the

' Piccadilly Art Galleries Company, Limited,' the Council be directed to

reply to the same respectfully declining such proposal."

' I am, dear Sir, faithfully yours,

'Alfred D. Fkipp, Secretary.

' H. F. Phillips, Esq., Secretary Institute of Painters in Water Colours.'

(RENEVi-Eu Proposal of the Institute.)

Institute of Painters in Water Colours, P"oundecl 1S31,

'Gallery, 53 Pall Mall, I4tli March, 1S82.

' Dear Sir,— I am directed by the President and Council of the Institute of

Painters in Water Colours to beg you to lay the inclosed before the President

and Council of your Society at as early a date as possible.

' I remain, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

' H^ F. Phillips, Secretary.

'A. D. Fripp, Esq., Sec' Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours.'

' Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,

'5 Pall Mall East, 27th March, 1882.

'Dear Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 14th inst. I beg to say that the

Council of the Society met on Saturday evening last, when the communication

from the Institute of Painters in Water Colours was read and referred to the

Society in General Assembly for consideration.

' I am, dear Sir, faithfully yours,

'Alfred D. Fripp, Sec".

'II. F. Phillips, Esq., Sec Institute of Painters in Water Colours.'
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(Letter inclosed in Mr. Phillips's Letter adove.)

' To the President and Council of the Royal Society of Painters in IFater Colours.

'Gentlemen,—Since we last had the honour of communicating with you,

many things have occurred to show that some misunderstanding prevailed as

to the nature and scope of the proposal for the amalgamation of your Society

and the Institute then submitted to you.

' The consideration that this misunderstanding may have been largely

responsible for the adverse result of our overture, together with the encourage-

ment we have derived from observing the increased friendliness and good

feeling on the part of Members of both Societies, has induced us to reopen

the question. The opportunity now afforded is one that may never return,

and we feel that it would be unwise and unworthy of us if we allowed it to

pass without at least a serious endeavour to discover whether the dilificulties

in the way of such an union are altogether insuperable.

' In the friendly unofficial meetings and conversations that have taken

place between Members of your body and ours, the following points have

been put forward as presenting the most important obstacles : ist. The name

of the Society ; 2nd. The question of accumulated property
;
3rd. The dispro-

portion between the numbers of the tsvo Societies.

' With regard to the first of these the Institute of Painters in Water Colours

would agree to give up the title it has held for so many years, and would

consent that the united body should be known as the Royal Society of

Painters in Water Colours.

' With respect to the second the Members of the Institute would willingly

establish a guarantee fund sufficient to secure its share of the necessary Rent,

on condition that a similar sum was provided by your Society.

' The third point, that of the disproportion of Members, need present no

difficulty. A large number of Members of the Institute have signified their

readiness to return to the rank of Associate rather than stand in the way of

union.

' In thus endeavouring to meet your views we are influenced only by

a sincere desire to advance the progress of Water Colour Art. We believe

the present division is very detrimental to it, and that as a united body we
could take such a position that ere long we should be able to do for the

Painters in Water Colours what has been done for Oil Painters by the Royal

Academy.
' To us this end seems so desirable that we are willing to make any

reasonable concessions to bring it about, and we beg to offer the foregoing

to your consideration, and if they are not found sufficient to meet all objec-

tions they may perhaps furnish a basis for further negociations.

' We have the honour to be, Gentlemen, your obedient servants,

' Louis Haghe, President.

' W. L. Leitch, Fice President.

' On behalf of the Members of the Institute of Painters in Water Colours.

•Galk-ry, 53 I'M Mall, >.\V.. 14th March, 1SS2.'

F r 2
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' Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,

' 5 Pall Mall East, April 25th, 1S82.

' To the President, J'iee President and the Members of the Institute of

Painters in Water Co/ours.''

' Gentlemen,—At a General Assembly of the Members of this Society

held this day, the letter from the President and Vice President on behalf of

the Members of the Institute of Painters in Water Colours, dated 14th March

last, was very carefully and respectfully considered.

' The Members of this Society while recognizing and acknowledging the

friendly feeling shown in the proposal of the Institute, which they very

sincerely reciprocate, regret that after mature consideration they have been

led to the conclusion that the fusion or amalgamation of the two Societies

presents difficulties of various kinds which they find to be insurmountable,

and that consequently they are unable further to entertain the proposition

whu h the Institute has done them the honour to make.

' I have the honour to be. Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

' John Giluert, President.

'On behalf of the Society.'

{Letterfrom Mr. Jenkins to the President R. JI'.S.)

' 67 Hamilton Terrace, N.W.
' April 24th, 1S82.

' Dear Mr. President,—As I am precluded by the state of my health from

attending the Special General Meeting called for to-morrow to consider

a letter from the Institute of Painters in Water Colours, relating, I presume,

to the proposed amalgamation of the two Societies, I venture to address a few

words to you on the subject, as I conceive the views and wishes of all our

Members must be desired before accepting any vital change in the constitu-

tion of our body.

' I have carefully endeavoured to consider this subject from an indepen-

dent point of view, apart from all solicitations or pressure from without, in

order to arrive at a just conclusion as to the possibility of our entertaining

the proposition of the Institute, and I am forced to the conclusion from the

calculations I have made and the evidence I have been able to sift that we as

a Society can in no way benefit by amalgamation, but on the contrary we

should become involved in extraordinary charges and lasting liabilities which

the Exhibition receipts could never cover. If each gentleman will analyse

for himself the certain expenditure and problematical income, and compare

results with others and with kindred Institutions, I think that like myself

they will shrink from committing themselves to an experiment involving

responsibilities of which there is no seeing the end.

' I am faithfully yours,

' Jos. J. Jenkins.

' Sir John Gilbert, President Roy.il Society of Painters in Water Colours.'
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ABN
Abnf.y, Captain : experiments on action

of light on water-colours ii. 127
About, Edmond : on English water-colours

ii. 89, 90, on Hunt 201, on Lewis 145
Academy, first attempt to found a public

i. 21

Academy, Royal : early attempt to found

a i. 22, founded 23 ; exhibition rooms
in Pall Mall 214, 224, engaged by the

Society 215, the Society's Exhibition of

1807 held there 224 ; in Trafalgar

Square ii. 2, removes to Burlington

House 96, lot, 104-5, Commission of

Inquiry on 1 13, landscape not taught

at i. 88, miniatures at 133, water-

colours at 129-30, 130 «. 4, improved
relations with ii. 120- 1, members of the

Society holding rank in 121

Ackermann, Rudolph : publisher and
dealer i. 360-5, his art school 360, his

Repository of Arts in the Strand 138,

360-I, 365, employs imgres 361, his

publications 361, 363-4, lashion-plates

by Uwins in the ' Repository ' 245,

245 «. 2, lends Mackenzie's drawings for

exhibition 436
Acland, Bart., Sir Thomas Dyke : supplies

foreign sketches to Nicholson i. 289
Addresses to the Queen ii. 112

/Esthetic School ii. 117
Agas, Ralph : maps by i. 9
Alexander, William : draftsman to Lord

Macartney's embassy to China, character

of his art i. 53
Allan, David : early water-colour figure

draftsman i. 31 «. 2, his works engraved
by Sandby 31

Allegorical subjects (1S05) i. 204, 204 «.

AUnutt, John : his collection i. 436, buys
drawings by Cox 337, buys picture by
F. Nash 370, supplies flowers to Bar-

tholomew ii. 246 It. I

Allport, Henry C. : elected Member i.

357, 398, re-elected Associate 432,
retires 433 ; exhibited works 357, 433,
scope and quality of art 357.

—

Bioi^raphy

(to 1S20) i. 357 (after 1820) 433; art-

training 357 ; residence 357, conjectured

relations with Cox 331-2 ;
goes into

wine trade 433

ART
Alma-Tadema, R.A., M.R.W.S., Law-

rence : on committee to investigate action

of light on water colours ii. 127
Amateurs : zeal of i. 72, drawings at Royal
Academy 130, rejected by the Society 435

Amherst, Lord : Havell draftsman to

embassy of i. 447
Angell, Mrs. : elected Associate ii. 425 ;

exhibited works 424-5, scope and quality

of art 424-5, lady member of Water-
Colour Institute 425.

—

Biography ii.

424-5 ; birth and parentage 424, artist

brother 424, art-training 424, ceramic

decorator 424, exhibits at Dudley Gallery

424, Hunt names her his successor 424,
Court flower- painter 4251 marriage 425,
residence 425, death 425

Angus's ' Seats ' i. 39
Animal painters at Oil and Water Colour

Society i. 394
Anniversary Meetings, day of : restored i.

400
Annuals and their illustrators ii. 4
Ansdell, R.A. , Richard : with Lundgren

in Spain ii. 402
Anthony, Mark : sketches in Ireland with

A. Fripp ii. 291
Antiquaries, Society of: employ as drafts-

men J. Carter i. 43, F. Nash 252, 371,

J. Stephanoff ii. 149
Aquatint engraving : invention, process

and effect of i. 27-9
Archaic school ii. 116

Architectural draftsmen : early i. 9, at Oil

and Water Colour Society 394, later as

connected with engraving ii. 413-4
Arden, Lady : patron of Cox i. 339
Argyll, Duke of : patron and collector i.

436
Arnald, A.R.A., George: in Wales with

Varlcy i. 1 70
Arnold, Captain : marries Miss Gouldsmith

i. 415
Arnold (of Rugby), Dr. : his death frus-

trates Harding's educational scheme ii.

87
Art Club, R.W.S. : and its exhibitions ii.

126

Artists, Incorporated and Free Societies of

;

i. 127-8
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ART
Artists' quarters : in Girlin's time i. 102-3,

Rathbone Place and Fitzroy Square
district 68, ii. 370

Art-manufactures ii. 2

Arts, Society of: sci; ' Society'

Associated Artists (or Painters) in Water-
Colours : foundation and first exhibi-

tion i. 228-31, subsequent history and
collapse 267-73, original members 230,
changes of membership 26S, list of

exhibitors 271-3, exhibitors who joined

Water-Colour Society 268-9, admit oils

270
Associated Engravers i. 413-4
Associated Painters in Water-Colours i.

269 (and see 'Associated Artists'), title

revived by projectors of ' New Society,'

afterwards ' Institute ' of Painters in

Water-colours 271 n, ii. 11

Associates : first creation of i. 208, of the

first Water-Colour Society 417-20,
number of 435, 555, summer election of,

introduced ii. 301, existing 431
Astley, the circus proprietor : employs Cox

i. 333, his ignorance of perspective 333
Athole, Duke of: patron of Evans (of

Eton) ii. 209-10
Atkinson, John Augustus : elected Asso-

ciate i. 226, Member 231, retires 409,
declines re election 432 ; exhibited works
409, engraved works 226-7, scope and
quality of art 226.

—

Biography (to 180S)

i. 226-7, (after 1808)409-10 ; Ijirth 226,

practises in Russia 226, member of a

sketching society 279, residence 410
Austin, Samuel : elected Associate i.

526-7, Member 527-8 ; exhibited

works 526, 52S, engraved works 528,
scope and quality of art 527, Member
of Society of British Artists 526.

—

Biography i. 526-8 ; birth, parentage
and education 526, early passion for art

526, a bank clerk 526, lessons from l)e

Wint 526, marriage 527, takes pupils

527, sensitive nature 526-7, generously
treated by the Society 528, his last worli

527, death 528, talent inherited by a

daughter 528

Badeslade, Thomas: topographic drafts-

man i. II

Baltimore, Lord : F. Smith travels with i.

53
Bankers, failure of the Society's ii. 10
Banks, Sir Joseph : patron of Paul Sandhy

i. 27, takes Cleveley to Iceland 52
Barber, Charles : elected Associate i. 234,
265; exhibited works t,h\.— Biography
i. 341 » from Birmingham, friend of Cox,
settles at Liverpool, death, 341

Barber, Joseph : Cox a pupil at his art-

school i. 33 1 -2
Baiber-Beaumont, patron of Nicholson i.

162-3
Barker, Benjamin : exhibitor at Oil and
Water Colour Society i. 395

BAR

Barker, Henry Aston : his biography i.

103-5, friend of Girtin 103, with Turner
at Royal Academy schools 104, his

panorama of London 105, of Paris 112
Barker, Robert : founder of panoramas i.

103
Barker (of Bith), Thomas: exhibits in

Brook Street rooms i. 202
Barker, Thoinas Edward : panorama

painter and partner of Reinagle i. 537
Barlow, J. : engraver, master of Cristall i.

1S7
Barlow, R.A., Thomas Oldham: Member

of Chalcographic Society ii. 314;/. , helps

Palmer to learn etching 277, his kindness

to Lundgren 403
Barnard, George : landscape artist, pupil

of Harding ii. 179
Barralet, J. M. : teacher of Wells i. 131,

131 n. I

Barret, R.A. , George : a foundation R.A.
i. 48, exhibited and engraved works 48,

50, his panoramic views of Lake scenery

at Norbury 50, scope and quality of art

50, unfairly compared with Wilson and
Gainsborough 49, colours prints in

Dublin 49, gains premiums 49, 50,

in fashion as a landscape painter 49,
patrons 49, 50, personal qualities 49,

176, insolvency 176, death 176, pension

to widow 176 II. I, children artists 177
Barret, George : a Memljer from 1S05 i.

176, on Committee 277, share in founding

Oil and Water Colour Society 285-6 ; ex-

hibited works 177, 177". I, 299, 441-2,

ii. 22-3, 26, receives a premium i. 399,
profits and prices i. 300, ii. 26-7, en-

graved works i. 444, ii. 26, scope and
quality of art i. 177, 299, 300, 44 1,

compared with Finch and Cox ii. 173,

gradual growth of power 442, technique

442-3, whether his colours fugitive 442.

—Biography (io 1805) i. 176-8,(1805 to

1820) 229-300, (182 1 to 1831) 441-4,

( 1S32 to death) ii. 22-7 ; birth and parent-

age i. 176, art-training 177, mode of

studying nature 177 ;
places of residence

176, 176 ;/. 2, 300, 300 n. I, ii. 22, wife

and family i. 299, ii. 22, 25, son dies 22 ;

copies pictures for engraving i. 443, adds

background to a Cristall 440, paints in

conjunction with Tayler ii. 212, 212 n.

I, his treatise on painting 23-4, letter

to Ilewett 24-5, quotes and writes verses

23, 25, personal qualities i. 177> i"
secrets in art 444 ; straitened means

299, ii. 22, 25 ; last work 25, death 22,

burial 25, annuity raised for widow 26,

memorial tablet 26, how name spelt 27

Barret, James : brother of George Barret,

e.xhibits at Royal Academy i. 177
Barret, Miss3L : sister to George Barret,

elected Lady Member i. 432, 553, ex-

hibited works 177, 553, scope of art

I77i 553. art-training, residence, and

death 553
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BAR

Barrow, Joseph Charles : Varley and

Francia at his art-school i. 99, 167-S,

takes \'arley to reterboroiigh 170

Harry, K.A., James: and Nicholson ex-

pose fraud at the Society of Arts i. 161,

164, on cheap living at Rome 1S8

Bartholomew, Anne Charlotte : second

wife of \'alentine Bartholomew, her

works and accomplishments ii. 247-S
Bartholomew, Valentine : elected Associate

ii. 246 ; exhibited works 247, 249, scope

and (piality of art 24O.

—

Biogra/'liy ii.

245-9 ; '"'''li ^"'1 parentage 246, manager
to Hullmandel 246-7, places of residence

246 7, two niarri.ages 247, second wife's

poetry 24S, her death 248 ; friends 171,

248 ; Court flower painter 246-7 ; per-

sonal qualities 248, portrait 246 «. 2,

death 248
Bartolozzi, F. : master of Middiman the

engraver i. 40
Bath in Cozens's and Gainsborough's times

i. 56-7
Baynes : with Varley in Wales i. 170,

questioned by Varley as to his share in

pupils' drawings 164
Baynes, James and T. M. : exhibitors at

Oil and Water Colour Society i. 396
Beaconstield, Lord : recommends pension

to Ca'.termole's widow ii. 71
Beaumont, Sir George : patron of artists

i. 77, kindness to Cozens 63, letter to

Girtin 113, recommends Constable to

study Girtin 124, his panorama 50
Beckford, William : his burlesque history

of Dutch painters i. 62, takes Cozens to

Italy 62-3
Beckwith (of York) : teacher of Nicholson

i. 149
Beckwith, Henry : engraver, Topham's

father-in-law ii. 318
Beechey, R.A. , Sir William: exhibits

works in Brook Street rooms i. 202 //. 2

Bell, Sir Charles : surgeon, an excellent

artist, lectures at Royal Academy i. 247
Bennett, William James : elected Asso-

ciate i. 401, 424 H. , retires 514;
exhibited works 514 ; Member and
Treasurer of Associated Artists 270-1,

514, President of New York Academy
514 ; an engraver 5:4, brother-in-law of

F. Nash 514, afl'ected by Fauntleroy's

failure 514, name variously spelt 514
Bentley, Charles : elected Associate ii.

238, Member 239 ; exhibited works

239-40, sale of remaining works 240,
prices 240, engraved and chromo-printed
works 239-40, scope and quality of art

23S, technique 238, works engraved by

239 III!. I and 2.

—

Biography ii. 23S-40 ;

birth and parentage 238, early taste for

drawing 23S, apprenticed to engraver

238 ; residence 240, poverty 240, death

240, leaves widow 240
Berlin, Royal Academy of : invites exhibi-

tion of water-colours ii. II

BRE

Bettws-y-Cocd, artists at ii. 158-9
Bickersteth, Rev. Robert, afterwards

Bishop of Lincoln, baptizes Cattermole
ii. 68

BidlaUe, Dr. : Prout's sympathetic school-

master i. 342
Biographies: limitation of list of ii. 1 30-

1

Birch, Charles : friend and patron of Co.x

ii. 152 n. I, 157
Bird (of Whitby), John : befriends Cham-

bers ii. 226, 226 ;;. I

Bishop, Madame Anna : sister of Riviere
ii. 370

Blaine, D. Roberton : promotes reform of

Copyright Law ii. 95-6
Blake, Mr. : and Turner's 'Norham' i.

121

Blake, William : book illustrator i. 204,
exhibits at Associated Painters' 270,
Richter and Holmes improve his colour

38S, acquaintance with Varley 319-22,
his visions 320-I, acquaintance with
Linnell 320-I, 446, Finch's description

of 520, influence on Palmer ii. 274, 280
Blomberg, Mr. : patron of Nicholson i.

151
Bond Street, 16 Old : Exhibition rooms

at i. 228
Bone, Henry Pierce : enamel painter,

Member of Associated Artists i. 231, of

Sketching Society 2S0, his quartet

parties ii. 171

Bonington, Richard Parkes : engraved
works ii. 23S «. 2, share in develop-
ment of water-colour school, and early

death 256 «., friend of F. Tayler i.

551
Bostock, John : elected Associate ii. 358,
withdraws 358-9 ; exhibited works 359,
359 «., engraved works 359. — Bio-

graphy ii. 358-9 ;
place of residence 358,

personal history unknown 359
Bouton, Charles Maria : part inventor of

diorama i. 4S6
Boyce, M.R.W.S., George P.: with

Lundgren and Dillon in Egypt ii. 405
Boydell, John : topographic engraver i.

14-5, continues Middiman's ' Views ' 48
Brandling, Henry : elected Associate ii.

38 1, retires 38 1 ; exhibited works 381.—Biography ii. 381 ; place of residence

381, personal history unknown 381,
doubtful identity 38

1

Branwhite, Charles : elected Associate ii.

335 ; exhibited works 336, sale of re-

maining works 336, highest price 336,
scope and quality of art 336, technique

336, paints in oils 336.

—

Biography ii.

335-6 ; birth and parentage 335, artist

family 335, art-training 335, a sculptor

336, gains Society of Arts medals 336,
takes to painting 336, place of residence

335-6, friendship with S. P. Jackson
380, death and burial 336

Breton, Jules : contrasted with F. Walker
ii. 391
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Bristol school of artisis ii. S7, 264, 268
' Britannia lUustrala '

i. 9, 10-3

British Artists, Society of: founded i. 437,
exhiliits water-colours 437

British Institution : its foundation i. 427
;/. , excludes water-colours 427

Britton, John : his patronage of Prout i.

344-7, employs Cattennole 496, ami
Cotman 499

Broad belt, Mr. : friend of Nicholson i.

Broadhelt, Mrs. : Hills at her school i. 137
Broiik Street exhibition rooms i. 20 1 -2

Brookbank, Mrs. : .dv ' Miss M. Scott

'

Brownlow, Earl : collector of water-colours

i. 436
Brumniell, Beau : his ' break of day '

i.

3S0, friend of Holmes 3S0
Buchr.n, Earl of: patron of P. Sandby i.

26, of Girtin 96
Buck, Samuel and Nathaniel i. 13 4, their

' Antiquities ' 14
Buckler, J. C. : exhibits at Oil and Water

Colour Society i. 394
Bullock's Museum i. 401, 401 >?.

Burgess, John : elected A.ssociate ii. 355,
exhibited works 355, 358, scope and
quality of art 355-8, use of lead pencil

ZSl-— Biography ii. 355-8; birth and
descent 355-6, artist family 355-6, 356
K. I, first penchant for sea 356, takes

to art 356, art-training 356, places of

residence 355-7, patronized by the

Queen 357, takes pupils 355, travels

3';6, personal qualities 356, 358
Burgess, K.A.

, John Bagnold : meets
Lundgren at Toledo 406, 406 n.

Burghers, Michael : prints of buildings

after i. 10
Burke, Edmund: 'on the Sublime and

Beautiful ' i. 22
Burlington House : application for a site

at ii. IOO-5
Burney, Rev. Dr. : collector i. 436, con-

versation with Turner 82
Burney, E. F. : illustrative designer, con-

tributes landscapes to Walker's Mag.t-

zine i. 75
Burton, Decimus : proposes to build a

gallery for the Society i. 402
Burton, Hon. M.R.W.S., Sir Frederick:

elected Associate ii. 117, Member 117,
withdraws from the Society 117, re-

elected as an Honorary Member 117,

share in founding Winter Exhibition

367
Bury, F.R.I. B.A., T. Talbot: pupil of

I'ugin, his skill with the pencil i. 369
Bute, Lord : visits Nicholson's studio at

Knaresborough i. 157, Nicholson visits

him in Scotland 157-8
Byrne, Miss Anne Frances : elected Asso-

ciate i. 208, resumes membership 401,

424, resigns 552 ; exhibited works 209,
2S7, 552, scope and quality of art 209. -

Biography (to 1805) i. 20S-IO, (1S06 to

CAR

death) 552 ; birlh and parentage 2og,

residence 552, death 552
Byrne, John : elected Associate i. 529 ;

exhibited works 529, ii. 40- i, scope and
quality of art i. 529. - Biography \\o

1831) i. 529, (1832 to death) ii. 40-I ;

birth and parentage i. 529, an engraver

529, death ii. 40, burial 41
Byrne, Letitia and Elizabeth : engravers

i. 529
Byrne, William : landscape engraver, age

and contemporaries i. 40, art-training

40, works engraved by 41, 52, 209,

student of archjeology 41, family 209,

teaches his daughters 188 n. i, death

209

Cabareuss, M. : entertains Uwins i. 374
Callcott, R.A., Sir Augustus Wall: mem-

ber of Girtin's sketching society i. 100,

Varley's [)rophecies about 323-4
Callow, John : elected Associate ii. 339 ;

exhibited works 339-40, auction sales

after death 340, prices 340, colour-printed

works 340, scope and quality of art 339 ;

Member of New Wpter-Colour Society

ii<).- BiographyVi. 339 40; birth 339,
brother of W. Callow 339, art-training

339, practises engraving 339 ; in Paris

339, places of residence in London 340 ;

takes pupils 339, teacher in military

colleges 340, marriage and son 340,
death 340

Callow, William : elected Associate ii. 260,

Member 260, Secretary 119, 260, 266,

Trustee 260, retires from trust 260 ; ex-

hibited works 260- 1, engraved and
colour-printed works 261-2, 262 «. , scope

and quality of art 260, 263, paints in oils

263.

—

Biography ii. 260-3 ; birth and
relatives 261, early love of art 261, art

training 261, practises in Paris 261,

engraves in aquatint 261 ; places of

residence 262, marriages, 262-3, patron-

ized by English and German Courts 262,

eng.iged in teaching 261, 263, pupils

among French nobility 261, sketching

tours abroad 25l-2, medals received

263, membership of other societies 263
Calvert, Edward : his art foreshadows

Rossetti's i. 520, friend of Finch 520,

his opinion of Finch ii. 173-4
Campbell, Charles : architectural drafts-

man i. 9
Candidates, number of i. 435, 555~^
Carey (of Manchester), William : letter to

I. A. quoted i. 199 «. 2, 260 n. 2, ii.

297
Carlisle, Earl of : collector of water-colours

i- 436
Carpenter, James : dealer ; his collection

of Boningtons i. 512, befriends

Chambers ii. 232, Sidney Cooper R.A.
meets Chambers at his house 236 n. i

Carter, John: architecliiral topographer,

writer and scene-painter i. 43
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Cartoons at WV-stminster Hall ii. 2

Catalogues of the Society : in French ii.

331, ilUistrateil, 124

Calhcart, Colonel : ILibotson draftsman to

his embassy i. 52
Catherine of Russia, the Empress : patron-

izes Urit sh Art i. 32, 37, patronizes

Atkinson 226
Cattermole, George : elected Associate i.

430, 496, 498, Member ii. 61, resigns

68- 9 ; exhibited and other works i. 497-
8, ii. 62, 64, 66-7, 70> pul>l'c and loan

collections of his works 71, sales and

prices 71, engraved works i. 497-S, ii.

71-4, scope and quality of art i. 49S-7.
ii. 6l-3, 69, 70, compared with J. Nash

241, technique 63-4, 69, mode of

composition 63, 68, p.aints in oils 6S-9.

—Biography (to 1S31) i. 495-8, (1832

to death) ii. 6l-74 ; birth, parentage

and education i. 496, places of residence

ii. 64-5, marriage 65, friends and associ-

ates 65, 69, an actor and humourist 65 ;

his clubs 64, foreign estimation of his

works 63, 70, 90 ; honorary titles 70,

ofi'ered knighthood 64, spoken of as

I'resid.nt 69 ;
personal qualities and

opinions 64, 66, portraits of 71, a linguist

63, never went abroad 63 ;
proposes

memorial of Barret 26, befriends young
artists i. 496 n. I, ii. 354-5 ; enframing

drawings 68, 109 ; illness and baptism

6S, losses of children 70, death and

burial 70, a son an artist 70, widow's

pension 71
Cattermole, Rev Richard : exhibits at Oil

and Water Colour Society i. 394,
architectural draftsman 496 7, de-

gree and church liiings 496 n. 3, son

an artist ii. 334 «.

Catton junior, Charles : contributor to

Walker's Magazine ; his parentage and
scope of art i. 75

Chalcographic Society ; history of the ii.

313-4 «• 2

Ch.alon, R.A., Alfred Edward : portrait

painter in water colours i. 210. Member
of Associated Artists 230, share in

founding Sketching Society 2S0, com-
panionship with brother 210, 279, death

279
Chalon, R.A.

, John James : elected Asso-

ciate i. 208, Member 225, retires 276,

declines re-election 432 ; exhibited works

278, engraved works 279, scope of art

210, oil paintings 279, elected A.R..\.

and R.-A.. zl%.— Biography (to 1S05) i.

210, (1806 to death) 27S-9 ; birth and
descent 210, place of residence 279,
companionship with brother 210, 279,
connexion with Sketching Society 2S0,

death 279
Chambers, George : elected Associate ii.

223, 233, Member 223 ; exhibited works
223, 2335, 235 It., sale of remaining
works 236, prices 238, engraved works

237, scope and quality of art 223, 236
K. I, early paintings 226, 226 h. 2,

paintsin oils 223.— Biography \\. 223-38
birth and parentage 223, schooling 224,

employed in Whitby harbour 224, goes

to sea 224, hardships under a cruel

captain 224, shows aptitude for art 224-

5, indetitures cancelled 225, house and
ship painter at Whitby 225, art training

226, places of residence 223, 227, 230
n. 4, 231, marriage 230, patrons and
friends 226, 226 «. I, 227-9, 231-2,

234-5, member of a sketching society

236, works way to London 227, em-
ployed to decorate the ' Waterman's
Arms' 227-8, employed by Horner on
his panorama 229-30, a scene painter

230-1, patronized by King William IV.

and Queen Adelaide 232-4, teaches 233,
sketches with Mr. Gooden-Chisholm 234-

5, personal qualities and habits 236-7,
small stature 224, agility in climbing

229, 229 «. 3, simplicity 231-2, con-

scientiousness 234, kindness to brother

artists 232, revisits Whitby 232-4,

nearly lost when sketching from a boat

226, pelted at Staithes 232-3, in Sussex

and Kent 233, impaired health 233 4,

235, last cruise 236, death and burial

236
Chambers, Sir Thomas, Recorder of

London : promises to move for copy-

right reform ii. 96
Champion (of Bristol), Richard : Pocock
commands his ships i. 143

Chantrey, R.A. Sir Francis : exhibits at

the Oil and Water Colour Society i.

394
Charitable gifts by the Society : to Barret's

family ii. 26, to Chisholm 41, to Macken-
zie's family So, 86, to J. M. Wright 205,

to J. W. Wright's widow 33, to public

charities i. 554, ii. 10, II

Chalelain(e), J. B. C. : topographic views

by i. 17, Sandby's etchings compared
with his 20

Chiaroscuro, uses of i. 13
Chisholm, Alexander : elected Associate

i. 546 ; exhibited works 547, ii. 41,

engraved works i. 547, ii. 41-2, scope

and quality of art i. <^iS,(i--] .— Biography

(to 1831) i. 546-7, (1S32 todeath) ii. 41-
2 ; birth and parentage i. 546, early pas-

sion for art 546, art training 546, marri-

age 547, gives lessons 546, straitened

means ii. 41, assisted by the Society

41, death 41, spelling of name i. 547
Chisholm, James Chisholm Gooden- :

pu|iil of and friend to Chambers ii. 234-

7, sketches with Duncan 314
Christie : his auction rooms in Pall Mall

i. 214, 224
Cipriani : comes to England i. 20
Clarke, Captain H. ; sits to Nicholson i. 153
Classic : landscape (in 1805) i. 205, style

and its characteristics 178 n. 2
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Clay'on, Mr. and Mrs. : friends to Cristall

i. IS6-7
Ckmenti, Muzio : the musician, Varley's

Iirother-in-law i, 172
Clennell, Luke : elected Associate i. 234,

245, 265 ; exhibited works 245, 37S,

437, highest price 379, engraved works
378-9, scope and quality of art 377,
379. —Biography i. 377-9 : birth and
descent 377, early love of drawing 377,
art training 377, work as a wood
engraver 377-8 ; marriage 378, becomes
insane, death 379, widow becomes insane

379
Clerisseau, C. L. : water-colour drafts-

man, Sandby engraves after i. 31, 31
71. I

Clerk for sales first employed i. 142
Cleveley, John : marine painter and

traveller, pupil of Sandby i. 52
Clipstone Street Academy : its origin and

history ii. 319-20, 320 n. I, later days

370
Cockerell, F.R.I.B.A., Frederick Pepys :

designs facade of the Society's Galle.-y

ii. 122

Cole, Sir Henry : friend of Finch i. 514,
ii. 172

Coleman, Miss Helen C. : see 'Angell, Mrs.'

Coleman, William S. , brother of Mrs.
Angell, promoter of Dudley Gallery, his

scope of art ii. 424
Coleridge, Rev. Derwent : friend of

Finch i. 520
Collins, Richard : miniature painter i. 134
Collins, R.A., William : Varley foretells

his death i. 323
Colour, painting in local : i. 5, 19S, 205,

applied to figure drawing 205
Colouring prints : artists employed in i.

49, 85, 218, modes and art of 85-6,

362-3, 363 It. I

Colours: see 'Pigments' and 'Water-
Colours '

Ccanmittee of the Society : the first i. 176
Constable, R. A., John: his praise of Cozens

i. 64, Girtin's influence on 124, his

choice of subjects ii. 392
Constitution of the Society : stated in a

ycport ii. 91-93, resettled i. 424-5, its

independent principle preserved ii. 123
Continuity of the Society i. 285-7, 400,

423-4
Cook, Captain : Webber travels with i. 52
Cooke, \V. B. : his exhibition of water-

colour drawings i. 436 ;?.

Cooper, A.R.A., Abraham : exhibits at

the Oil and Water Colour Society i. 394
Cooper, Richard: drawing master i. 361,

361 II. 5
' Copies,' drawings lent as i. 361
' Copper-plate Magazine ;

' Kearsley's i.

34, Walker's 73-5, prints after Turner
and Girtin in 81-2, 89, 90

Copyright, artistic : a."itation respecting
ii. 94-6, letters on, from the Society to

COX
the Royal Academy 95-6, Act passed
no, its draftsman no «.

Coquelin, C. : the actor, his definition of
' Art ' i. 47 H.

Corbould, Richard ; and his works i. 75
Cosway, R. A. , Richard : miniature painter

i- 134
Cotman, John Joseph : artist, son of J. S.

Cotman ii. 35
Cotman, John Sell : elected Associate i.

49^> 5*^5 ! exhibited works 499, 500,

504-6, ii. 34, 37, loan collections of his

works 38-9, prices i. 506, ii. 37, 39,
etchings and engraved works i. 499,
501-4, ii. 34, 36-9, scope and quality of

art i. 498, 500, 502, 504, paints in oils

505, admired by Cox ii. 37 n. 3, Nor-
mandy etchings precede I'ugin's i. 483,
Member of Associated Artists 268, 272,
Member and Secretary of Norwich
Society of Artists 500, 504.

—

Biogiaphy
(to 1831)1 . 498-506, (1832 to death) ii.

33-9 ; birth and parentage i. 498, art

training 499, relations with Crome 500,
early life in London IOI-2, incidents

therein adopted by Jane Porter 101-2,

member of Girtin's sketching society

100, 499, places of residence 500, ii. 35,
marri.ige i. 500, friends and patrons

100-2, 499, 501, ii. 35, 157, plan of

leaching i. 500-1, pupils 501, teaches

at King's College, London ii. 35 ;

antiquarian taste 34, elected Hon.
RLLB.A. 36, visits Normandy i. 503,
sales of his collections ii. 35, 37, want of

thrift i. 504, nervous depression 306, ii.

37, Varley prophesies his recovery of

health 33, professionally unsuccessful i.

506, portraits of ii. 39, death and burial

37, two sons artists 35
Cotman, Miles Edmund : artist, son of

J. S. Cotman ii. 35, 37-8
County Council, London : its offices on

site of Wigley's Rooms i. 403
County histories ; early illustrated i. 10
Cowper, Hon. Spencer : patron of Girtin

i. 96
Cox, David : elected Associate i. 234,

244, 265, 330, Member 330; exhibited

and other works 337-40, 458-460, ii.

152-3, 157, 160-3, collections of his

works 164, 164 It., prices 152, 152 «.

2, 160-2, 161 ??. , 167-S, engraved
works i. 340, 462, ii. 154, 268, scope

and quality of art i. 334, 337, 459, ii.

151, 151 nil. I and 3, 155, early critiques

on i. 337, compared with Barret and
Finch ii. 173, technique i. 334, 459,
461, ii. 155-6, 165-7 ; Member and ['re-

sident of Associated Artists i. 268, 270,

272, 336-7, paints in oils ii. 156, 159.

—

Biography (to 1820) i. 330-41, (1S21 to

I S3 1) 458-62,(1832 to death) ii. 151-69;
birth, parent.age and education i. 330,

331 n. 2, at blacksmith's forge 331, name
inscribed on walls 331, 331 ti. i, art train-
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cox

ing 33'-2. 335. '" 'oy '"<'<= 33'. a

scene painter 332, 333 «., 335. on the

stage 332, conies to London 333, makes
'copies' for dealers 333, studies old

masters 334-5, subscriber to Turner's

Liber 335, places of residence 330, 333,

335. 337-9- 458-9. " >5'. '5<J. marriage

i. 335, wife's death ii. 157, friends and

patrons i. 336, ii. 152 «. I, gives lessons

'• 336. 338-9. " '52, 166, teacher at

ladies' schools i. 339, teacher at military

college 338, attempts to teach perspec-

tive 336, published treatises and draw-

ing books 338, 340, 461, ii. 155 ; draw-

ings at Bond Street seized for rent i.

271. 337 i firs' tour in Wales 334, visits

to Continent 459-60, ii. 152, sketches in

Derbyshire 153, at Bolton Abbey 153,

157, visits to Bettws 158-9, 163, life at

Haibourne 157, 166; personal qualities

164-5, fastidious in his work i. 336, his

opinion of Cattermole ii. 63, 64, 69, of

Cotman 37 11. 3, rescues a sketch by

Nesfield 84, portraits and bust of 163,

163 II. I, Funch's farewell 164, death

164, funeral 165
Co.K (Junior), David : elected Associate ii.

326 ; exhibited works 326-7, sale of re-

maining works 328, engraved works 326,

326 II. 2, scope and quality of art 327 ;

Member of New Water Colour Society

326.

—

Biographyn. 326-8; birth, parent-

age and education 326, sketches with

father 326 ;
places of residence 326-8 ;

marriage 326 ; succeeds father as teacher

326 ; suffix ' Junior ' 327, death 32S
Cozens, lexander : called ' father ' of

school i. 56, 58, fashionable teacher 54,
receipt for landscape making 5^-7.
character of art 6l«., repute as artist

147.

—

Biography i. 54-9 ; birth and
parentage 54-S, studies in Italy 55,
pkaces of residence 59, at Bath 54-8,
professor at Eton 54 ; marriage 55,
published works 59, Italian sketches

recovered by son 61

Cozens, John Robert : exhibited and other

works i. 60, prices 63, 63 n. 2, engraved

works 65, scope and quality of art 54,

6o-5, influence on water-colour school

54, 60-I, admired by Constable and
Leslie 64, technique 65.— Biography \.

60-5 ; birth and parentage 54, 60, art-

training 54, patrons 61-3, sketches in

Switzerland &c. with Payne Knight 61,

in Italy with Beckford 61-3, loses reason

63, evidence of failing mind in later

works 63, kindness of Dr. Monro to 63,

death 63, 63 «. 4
Craig, W, M. : Member of Associated

Artists i. 268, 270, 272
Crawford, Christopher: of the 'Water-

man's Arms,' his kindness to Chambers
ii. 277-9, 236

Criddle, Mrs. II. : elected I^ady-Member
''• 337. resigns 339 ; exhibited works

CRI

337-8, engraved works 339, scope and
quality of art 337.

—

Biography ii. 337-9 ;

birth, parentage and education 337,
youthful passion for painting 337, art

training 337-8, gains Society of Arts
prizes 337-8, pkaces of residence 338-9,
marriage and husband's death 338, son
and adopted sons 338, 338 n. 2, injures

eyes by miniature painting 338, sends a
cartoon to Westminster Hall 338,
death 339

Cristall, Joshua : a Member from 1805 i.

176, 17S, 191, share in founding the

Society 1S9 11. 2, on Committee 217,
receives premium 399, share in founding
Oil and Water Colour .Society 285-6,
President 41S, 425, 425 «., resigns

presidentship 441, ii. 15, a country
member i. 439; exhibited works 17S,

191, 436, 439, ii. 18, 21-2, early

sketches i. 190 n. 2, early Cornish
drawings 189, dra\\'ing transformed by
Robson 440- 1, supplies figures to Rob-
son and Barret 441 «. ,

paints portraits

438, 440, ii. 17, 20, begins a cartoon
for Government competition 20-I ; sale

of remaining works 22, prices i. 440, ii.

22 ; engraved works i. 301-3, ii. 22 ;

scope and quality of art i. 178, 216,

301-2, 430, attempts oils 303.— Bio-

graphy (to 1805) i. 178-91, (1S05 to

1820) 300-3, (1821 to 1831) 438-41,
{1S32 to death) ii. 15-22; career

parallel with Barret's i. 178, parentage
and birth 179, mother's influence and
support 179-80, 185, 189, early passion

for art iSo-I, father's opposition 181,

education 180, attachment to sister 179,
art training 178, 18S-9, in a china shop
181, at Turner's factory 181-4, letters

from Mary Wollstonecraft 181-4, father

ruined 185, a copying clerk 185, hard
life 185-6, tries china enamelling 185-6,

186 H., befriended by Mr. Lacklan and
Mr. Clayton 186, 187, at print works at

Old Ford 1S7, with an engraver 187,
proposed walk to Rome 1S8, takes to

water-colours 188, paints on a panorama
189-90, gives lessons 190; places of

residence 179, iSo, 187, 191, 300-I,

438-9, ii. 18, 20, cottage and garden at

Goodrich i. 439-40, ii. 21 «. 2 ; a first

courtship i. 300 n. 2, marriage 300-1,

301 It. I, wife's previous adventures

300-I, married life 43S, wife takes

pupils 440, her death and burial ii. 15 ;

friends and patrons i. 180-1, 185-6,

301, ii. 16, 21, 171, connexion with
sketching societies i. 279, 439, ii. 18 ;

sketching tours i. 172, 190, adventure
with Welsh miners 190-1, in Scotland

301, ii. 16, visits Paris i. 301 ; narrow
means 438, 440, weak health 43S, ii. 17,

iS, last years at Goodrich 15-18 ; per-

sonal qualities i. 1 78, ii. 1 9-2 1, letters

to friends 1 5-1S, favourite poets 16, l6«.,
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befriends Barrel's widow 26 ; run r>ver

21, last days, death and Ijurial 21,

attentive servants iS, 19.

—

Presidency ol

i- 423-55S
Critique on the Society, a hostile i. 556-7,

557 «•

Croker, T. Crofton : Nicholson's son-in-

law, proposes to publish the artist's

autobiography i. 146
Crome, John : founds Norwich Society of

Artists i. 500, pupils Stark and Vincent

395, relations with Cotnian 500, his

portrait by Cotman 500, ii. 39
Croucher, Miss : Cox teaches at her school

i- 339
Cruickshank, F. : miniature painter,

teaches Miss Gillies ii. 373, 373 n. 2

Cruikshank, George : a guest of Duncan's
ii. 314

Crystal Palace erected ii. 2

Cumberland, Duke of : T. Sandby in

Sco land and Flanders with the i. 19

Daguerre : par: inventor of the diorama
i. 486

Danby, R. A., Francis : character of art ii.

421, settles at Bristol i. 524 n. I, ii.

420, S. Jackson his pupil i. 524, rupture

with Royal Academy ii. 421, resides

abroad 421, his artist sons 420-

1

Danby, James Francis : character of art

ii. 421, an oil painter 421, Member of

Society of British Artists 421, brother
of Thomas Danby 420-I, death 421

Danby, Thomas : elected Associate ii.

422, Member 422 ; exhibited works
421-3, sale of remaining works 424,
scope and quality of art 420-4, compared
with brother's 420, influence of Claude
421, technique 423, paints in oils.

—

Biography ii. 420-4 ; birth and parent-

age 420, artist father and brother 420-I,
art training 421, early residence abroad

421, copies pictures at tlie Louvre 421,
success in water-colours at Dudley
Gallery 422, places of residence 423,
marriages and family 423-4, friendship

of Poole, R.A.
, 423, guest at Chalco-

graphic Society 423, death 423
Dance, Commodore : in the Malacca

Straits, Westali with him i. 262-3
Daniell, R. A., Thomas: paints in water-

colours i. 142
Daniell, K.A. , William t gives up post of

draftsman to Flinders's expedition to

many Miss Westali i. 262 n. i

Dawe, K. A., George: employs Hunt and
Linnell on a transparency i. 376

Dayes, Kdward : topographic draftsman,

scope and quality of art i. 75, works by

75, technique 75, 205, travels with

J. Moore 88 n. 5, published writings

75, 114, imprisons Girtin his apprentice

84, disparages his art 90, 95, asperses

his ch iracter 114 5

DEW
Dealers' tricks upon Nicholson i. 156,

161-2
Deane, William Wood : elected Associate

ii. 383 ; exhibited works 384-5, highest

sale price 38'i, quality of art 3S3, 3S5-6 ;

Member of Waler-Colour Institute 3S4.
- Biography ii. 383-6 ; birth and
parentage 3S3--4, etching by his father

3S4 /;. 1, brother a painter 384, education

384, trained as an architect 384, archi-

tectural works and designs 384, elected

A.R.I.B..\. 384, pupil of Cox 384;
residence 385, marriage 385 ; sketching

travels 385 ;
personal qualities 385-6,

weak health 385, death 385
D'Egville, J. T. : pupil of Pugin i. 36S

Delamotte, William : elected Associate i.

208, retires 231-2, exhibited works 211,

232, engraved works 211 n. 2, 232,

scope and quality of art 211, 232,

technique 232.

—

Biography (to 1806) i.

211, (1807 to death) 231-2; probable

French descent 211, 211 n. i, art

training 211, at Oxford 211, master at

Marlow Academy 211, residence 211,

in Paris 211, death 232, artists of same
name 232

Delaroche, Paul : his opinion of Catter-

mole ii. 70
Denham, J. C. : member of Girtin's

sketching society i. 98-9
Denning, S. P. : miniature painter, pupil

of John Wright i. 549 n. 3
Deputy-President appointed i. 439, 439 K. 3
Devonshire, Duke of : patronizes Hunt i.

392
De Wint, Peter : elected Associate i. 234,

256, Memlier 234, 244, 256, declines

re-election 432, re-elected Member 455 ;

exhibited works 245, 255, 327, 455-7,
ii. 45, collections of his works 47 «.

,

50, sale of remaining works 49, prices

i. 456, ii. 50, engraved works i. 327,

455-6, ii. 50, scope and quality of art

i. 255-6, 457, technique ii. 46-7 ;

Member of Associated Artists i. 255,

268, 272, paints in oils ii. 47. — Biography

(to 1812) i. 252-6, (1813 to 1818) 327,

(1819 to 1S31) 455-7, (1832 to death)

ii. 45-50 ; birth and descent i. 252,

original destination 252, early taste for

art 252, art training 252, 256, at Dr.

Monro's 254, Varley's and Girtin's

influence on 254-5, places of re.sidence

255, 256, 456, friendship and connexion

with Hilton 253-6, 456, ii. 46, 49,

marriage i. 256, death of wife ii. 49 ;

commissions from Raphael Smith i.

254-5, patrons ii. 46, teaching and
pupils i. 252 K. I, 256, 456, 526, ii. 46 ;

on the Continent i. 456, first visit to

North Wales 457, in Yorkshire ii. 46,

sketches with Y. Nash i. 370, love of

sketching ii. 46, personal qualities 48,

shy of other artists, 47-8, independent

with dealers 47, except Vokins 47,
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quotes pottry in catalogue 48 9, portrait

of 48, death, burial anil monument 49
Diclcens, Charles : his relations with

Cattermole ii. 65-6, with Stone 220-2,

with Topham 321
Dighton, Dennis : artist, his widow a

teacher ii. 355
Dilettanti Society, Pars employed by the

i. 52
Dillon, R.W.I., Frank: on committee to

investigate action <if light on water-

colours ii. 127, with Lundgren and Boyce
in Egypt 403, with Lundgren and F. W.
W. Topham at Ravenna 407

Dinner : annual i. 398, anniversary ii. 97-8
Diorama ; invented by Daguerre and

Bouton i. 4S6, e.\hibi'ion-rooni designed

by Pugin 4S6-7
Diploma : of Membership, signed by the

Queen ii. 125, drawings of Members 122

Dis.solution of the first Society i. 273-S
Dobson, F. R. I. B. A. , John : pupil of Varley

i. 313, the first coloured architectural

drawing by 9 n. 2, 313
Dodd, Thomas : patronizes young Linnell

'• 375
Dodgson, George Haydock : elected As-

sociate ii. 305, Member 305 ; exhibited

works 304-5, 307, loan collection of

works at the .Society 30S ; sale of re-

maining works 308, prices 30S ; en-

graved works 304-5, scope and quality

of art 305-7, technique and handling

304, 307 ; Member of New \Vater-Colour

Society 305.

—

Biographyn. 303-S; birth

and parentage 303, art training 303,
apprenticed to George Stevenson 303,
injures health by over-work 304, accident

in a g)'mnasium 304, gives up engineering

for art 304 ; early sketching tours 304,
settles in London 304, residence 30S ;

marriage 304, family 308, on a theatrical

committee 321, sketching companions
226 «. 2, 314, 329, death 307-8

Dogs as sitters i. 151

Dorrell, Edmund ; elected Associate i.

234, Member 234, 418, retires 413 ;

exhibited works 24S, 2S7, 413, scope

and quality of art 248.— Biography (to

1S12) i. 24S, (1813 to death) 413 ; birth

248, original destination 248, early taste

for art 248 ; residence 413, marriage 413,
wife's death 413, death and burial 413

Drawing-master school : i. 70, ii. 94
DudLy Gallery : water-co'.o.ir exhibitions

instituted at ii. 114-5, exhibitors who
joined the Old Society 1

1 5-6, jesthetic

school at 117, junction with the Institute

124-5, °'l exhibitions at 124
Duncan, Edward : elected Associate ii.

308, 310, Member 310 ; exhibited works
310-I, sale of remaining works 316,

profits and prices 316, engraved works

309-10, 312. works engraved and litho-

graphed by 309, 310 K. I, scope and
quality of art 30S-12, paints in oils 310

EV.\

n. 2 ; Member of New Water-Colour
Society 30S, ^10. —Biograp/iy ii. 308-
16 ; birlh 308, designed for an architect

308, apprenticed to an engraver 30S,

practises in aquatint 309, takes to

painting 309-10, influence of Ilavell

309, art training 30S-10, jilaces of resi-

dence 314, marriage 309, artist sons 314,

316, family events 313, sketching com-
panions 314-5, 380, Christmas parlies

314, Member of Chalcographic .Society

313, 314 II., letters to Jenkins 3 1 35,
voyage to Holland 309 >i. 2, tour to

Italy 314, 407, chief sketching resorts

311, 315, personal qualities 312-3, 315-
6, failing health 315, death 315

Dutton, wreck of the : studied by Prout

and Haydon i. 343

Eagles, Rf.v. John : amateur and writer

on art, a candidate for the Society i. 435
Edridge, A. R..\., Henry: his life and

works i. 476 -7, 479 ; birlh 476, art train-

ing 476, scope and quality of art 476-
7, compared with Prout's 477, preceded
Prout in Normandy 477, places of

residence 415 «. I, 476, sketching com-
panions 476, elected A. R. A. 476, death

479, burial 476
' Effect ' in landscape : wanting in early

topographic views i. 13

Egyptian Hall: the Society's exhibitions .at

i. 402, 435 ; and see ' Dudley liallery
'

Elcho, Lord : suggests fusion of the two
Water-Colour Societies ii. 113

Elections of Associates, summer : intro-

duced ii. 301
Elliot, James : befriends Barret's widow

ii. 26
Ellis, William Stone : friend and patron

of Cox ii. 152 ;/.

Engravers: in 1 740, i. 15, education
difficult for lady- 188, water-colour

copies for 443, 413-4, 414 h. I

Engraving : in connexion with archi-

tectural drawing ii. 413-4, decline of

line 4, superseded by photograpliy 4,
aquatint i. 27-9, wood ii. 5

Engravings: republication of i. 15, 444, from
works in the Society's gallery 554-5

Essex-, Earl of: patron of art's'.s i. 77, of

Giriin 84-5, of Varley 171, of Hunt 392
Essex, Earl and Countess of : colleclors of

water-colours i. 436
Essex, James : architect and writer i. 495
Essex, Richard Hamilton : elected As-

sociate i. 432, 495, 521, resigns 495 ;

exhibited and engraved works 495, scope
of art 495, death and age 495

Evans, Richard : copyist, friend of Cox i.

333
Evans, A.R.W.S., Samuel T. : son of

Evans of Eton ii. 211

Evans (of Bristol), William : elected As-

sociate ii. 295 ; exhibited works 295,
scope and quality of art 295-6, technique
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296, loan collection of his works 296.

—

Biography ii. 295-6 ; biith and parent-

age 295, residence 295, member of a

Bristol sketching club 37 n. 2, teaches

music and drawing i. 296, ill health 295,
death 295-6, sobriquets 295

Evans (of Eton), William ; elected As-
sociate i. 529, Member 530 ; exhibited

works 530* ii- 209-10, engraved works
22, scope and quality of art 530.

—

Bio-

graphy {Ko 1S31) i. 529-30, (1832 to

death) ii. 209-11 ; birth and parentage!.

529-30, art training 530, connexion with
Eton 529-30, ii. 209, a psychrolute 2 to-

ll, visits to the Duke of Athole 209-10,
zeal for the Society 210, exertions to

obtain Government site 105, examined
by Royal Academy Commission 113,
death 210, son an Associate 2H

Everitt, Mr. : dealer, his relations with
Cox i. 336

Ewson, Mr. : chinaman, Cristall's employer
i. i8r

Exhibition : first, of works by British

Artists (1760) i. 23; first historical, of

water-colours (1823) 436-7, 436 n. i ;

of cartoons (1847) ii. 2; first inter-

national (1851) 2 ; London international

(1862), superintendence of hanging re-

fused to Water-Colour Societies IIO-I ;

Manchester Art-Treasures (1S57) 97 ;

Manchester Jubilee (18S7) 12S ; of

unfaded water-colours (18S6) 127; use

of definite article before i. 12S n. 2

Exhibitions : their history i. 127-8, their

influence on water-colour art 23 ; of the

Society, and their statistics (1805) i,

202-8, (1806) 215-6, (1807) 224-5,
(180S) 227-8, 231-2, (1809) 233, (1805
to 18:2) 266, (i8i3to 1820) 421, (1S21)

428-9, (1822) 430-1, (1S21 to 1S31)

434-5, {1832 to 1S43) ii. II ; system of

numbering the 123, 123 n. ; of the

R.W.S. Art Club 126 ; estaiilishment

of winter 107, 367 ; in Bond Street,

independent (1S14, 1815) i. 289
Exhibitors : at the Society, annual lists of

;

(1805 to 1820) i. 417-20, during Cristall's

presidency 557 ; at the Associated
Artists 27 1-3

Exits and entrances from and to the

Gallery, schedules of: (1S32 to 1847)11.

7, (1848 to 1855) 13, (1856, 1857) 98,

(1858 to 1S70) 99-100, (1871 to 1S90)
129-30

Extension of the Society proposed ii. 104
' Kxtollagers,' or 'extologers' i. 520, 520

n. 2, ii. 275

Fabbrucci, Signor : designs sculpture on
facade of Gallery ii. 22.

Farington, R.A., Joseph : paints in water-
colours i. 142

Farnborough, Lady : see ' Long '

Fauntleroy, Henry : Bennett afliiscted by
failure of i. 514

FIE

Fawkes, Walter : his collection at Farnley
i. 426, exhibited in London 426 «. 2,

patron of Hills 31

1

Fellow-Exhibitors : Associates first called

i. 208
Ferrey, F.R.LB.A. , Benjamin : pupil and

biographer of Pugin, his skill with pencil

i. 369
Field, Edwin Wilkins : promotes reform of

Copyright Law ii. 95, resettles the

Society's Code of Laws 106, portfolio of
drawings presented to 106, Evans's share

in forming it 210, his sketching com-
panions 314, friendship with Fripps 292,
friend to W. Goodall 378

Fielding, Anthony Vandyke Copley

:

elected Associate i. 234, 244, 261,

Member 328, Secretary 425, 42S,

Deputy President 439, 458, President ii.

I ; exhibited works i. 245, 328-9, 457-
8, ii. 77» loan collection of his works 82,

highest prices 82, engraved works i. 329,
ii. 78, scope and quality of art 74-7,
technique 75.

—

Bio^yaphy (to 1812) i.

256-61, (1813 to 1820) 32S-9, (1S21 to

1831) 457-8, (1832 to death) ii. 74-82;
birth, parentage and family i. 257, bap-
tismal consecration to Art 257, sensitive

to beauty as a child 257, schooling 257,
brought to London 257, clerk in a

Chancery office 25S, art training 259-60,
disciple of Varley 256, 260-1, influence

of Wilson 260, life at the Lakes 259, at

Liverpool 260, 260 n. 2, places of resi-

dence 329, ii. 74, marriage i. 172, 328;
gives lessons ii. 74 ; sketching tours i.

260- 1, first sight of sea 329 ; personal

qualiiiesii. 10, 79, So, perseverance i. 257,
260, conduct as President ii. 10, 77-81,
election of successor deferred as mark of

respect 81, 89, elected by acclamation

So, on committee of lo.an exhibition

{1823) i. 436; letters to friends ii. 10,

79-81, portrait of 82, writes inscription

for Barret's tomb 26, death and funeral

81, death of widow Si, death of daughter
82.

—

Presidency of ii. I-13, subdivide

into periods 5, 14
Fielding, Nathan : engraver and water-

colour painter, youngest brother of

Copley P'ielding i. 530
Fielding, Newton : engraver, younger

brother of Copley Fielding i. 257, ii.

238, possibly master of Bentley 23S
Fielding, Raphael : mentioned as a brother

of Copley Fielding i. 25S
Fielding, Thales : elected Associate i. 530 ;

exhibited works 530, scope and quality

of art 531.

—

Biof^raphy i. 530-I ; birth,

parentage and death 257, 530, teacher

at Woolwich Military Academy 531,
practises aquatint engraving ii. 238,

possibly master of Bentley 238
Fieldinr;, Theodore Henry Adolphus: elder

brother of Copley P'ielding i. 257, 530,
engraver 447, 530
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FicUling, Mrs. T. II. : elected I.ady-

.Member i. 424 /;., 552 ; exhibiled works

552, (and see .iddendum) scope of art

^$2.—B/o^ra/'/i}' i. 552-3 ;
parent.igc

552, artist relations 552, residence 553,
marri.ige 552

Fielding, Theodore Nathan : Landscape

and portrait painter i. 257, scope and

cpiality of art 258, 260 ». 2, father of

Copley Fielding 257
Fieldler, of Birmingham : Cox's master in

toy trade i. 331
Figure painters : at the Society (in 1805) i

203-4, at the Oil and Water Colour

Society 375-8S, at the .Society (1821 to

1831) 532-558, stock subjects 532, in-

flux of (in Fielding's time) ii. 12

Finance of the Society : (1805 to 1812) i.

266-7, (1S17) surplus funded 397-8,
(1821 to 1831) 434

Finch, Francis Oliver : elected Associate

i. 430, Member 520 ; exhibited works

Si7-9> 521, ii. 17 li early figures and
portraits i. 518, works not engraved ii.

176, scope and quality of .art i. 515, 519,

521, ii. n6, 172-3, 175, compared with

Barret and Cox 173, profits and prices

\Tf,.—Biog>-aphy (to 1831) i. 514-521.

(1832 to death) ii. 171-6 ; birth, parent-

age and education i. 515, home and
female influence 515-16, delicate health

in childhood 516; art-training 516, 518-
h9, al Varley's 517, old and modem
masters studied 517-18, ii. 172,

development of art 171 «., league of

'Poetry and Sentiment' i. 519-20;
pl.ices of residence 515, 517-18, ii. 171-

2, 175, courtship and marriage i. 521,

ii. 171, domestic married life 171,

friends and companions i. 514, 520, ii.

171, his description of Blake i. 520,
patrons 519, dislike of teaching 521, in

Scotland 518, visits Paris ii. 172; per-

sonal qualities i. 514, ii. 172-3, early

enjoyment of rural sports i. 515-17,
taste for science 517, a musician 517-18,

521, taste for poetry 516, 519, early admi-
ration of Keats 519, himself a poet ii.

171, 174, his literary works 172, 174,
a Swedenborgian i. 521, ii. 172, theory

of art i. 519, befriends Barret's widow
ii. 26, offers drawings to the Society

176, illness, death and burial 175
Finch, Mrs. : her account of Cristall ii.

9-21
Fitzjames, Miss : flower painter, kindness

of Hunt toii. 198
Flinders, Captain : his expedition to

Australia and shipwreck i. 262, im-

prisonment at Mauritius and return to

England 264-5
Flitcroft, Henr)' : draws from Inigo Jones's

designs i. 9
Flower-painters : originally excluded from

the Society i. 209, .at the Oil and Water
Colour Society 396

Foreign artists : .admitted into the Society

ii. 402, admitted to its exhibition (in

1862) ui
Foreign subjects : sources of their interest

i. 53-4, interrupted by war 299, 341,
resumed after wartime 304

Forster, Miss Mary : see ' Lofthouse, Mrs.'

I'Virster, T. B. W. : father of Mrs. Loft-

house, his exhibited works ii. 426
Founding of the Society : meeting at

Str.atford CoHTee-house i. 175, Fielding's

account of ii. 79
Foundling Hospital : exhibition at the i.

Frames for water-colours, suitable : ii.

108-9
Francia, F. L. T. : exhibited works i. 99,

engraved works 99, scope and quality

of art 98-9 ; Member of Associated

Artists 268, 272, Treasurer of Associated

Painters 270, patronized by Duchess of

York 99.— Biography 9S-9, 98 /;. 99 «. I ;

birth 98, at Barrow-'s drawing-school

99, 16S, Secretary and alleged fjunder of

Uirtin's Sketching Society 98, place of

residence 99, teaches drawing 99, death

99, others of same name 99 n. i

Free Society of Artists i. 127-S
Freebairn, Robert : elected Associate i.

208; exhibited works 211, scope and
quality of art 211.

—

Bios^raphy (to 1805)

i. 211, (1806 to death) 225-6; art-

training 211, death 225, permission

given to widow to exhibit his works
225-6

French, catalogues printed in ii. 331
French Painters in Water-colours, Society

of: founded ii. 93
Fripp, Alfred Downing : elected Associate

ii. 290, Member 290, Secretary 290

;

exhibited w'orks 291-3, engraved and
chromo-printed works 292, scope and
quality of art 291-2, technique 292,
Member of British Academy at Rome
291.

—

Biography ii. 290-3 ; birth and
descent 290-1, art-training 291, influence

of Miiller 291, places of residence 291-2,

in Rome 291-2, marriages 291, friends

and companions 291-2, sketching tours

in Ireland 291, illness 292, zeal in the

Society's interests 293, other services to

art 293
Fripp, Charles E : son of George A. Fripp

ii .2'')7, Ass3ciate 431
Fripp, George Arthur : elected Associate

ii. 244, Member 265, Secretary, 10, Si,

119, 265, resigns Secretaryship 266, re-

sumes it pro. tern. 266 ; exhibited works
265-7, engraved work 268, scope and
quality of art 264, 267-8, 26S;/., praised

by Turner and Cox 265, technique 26S,

paintings in oils 264-5 » sometime
Member of Belgian Water-Colour

Society 267.

—

Biography ii. 264-8 ;

birth and parentage 264, art-training

264, sketches in Italy with Miiller 264,
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comes to London 264, places of residence

265-7, marriage 265, friends and patrons

265-6, 314, paints for the Queen at

Balmoral 266, takes pupils 266, personal

qualities 266, admiration of Turner 265,

testimony to Fielding's merits 81, artist

children 267, 431
Fuseli, R.A., Henry: paints for Boyd ell's

Shaksfere Gallery i. 182, 182 11. 2

Fusion of the two Societies suggested ii.

"3, 124, 433

Gage, Bart., Sir Thomas: supplies

Irish sketches to Nicholson i. 2S9

Gainsborough, R.A., Thomas: his in-

fluence on landscape art i. 46-71 o"

amateurs 58, imitated by Dr. Monro and

Hoppner 78, love of transparencies 47,
his camera 48, 48 n. 2, engraved works

131-2, in want of drawing paper 24-5,

mainly .an oil-painter 47 ; friend of Kirby

16 ; at Ipswich 20, at Bath 58, death 47
Gallery : want of a permanent i. 401-2, in

Pall Mall East taken 431, underletting

of 434 «., ii. 107 K. I, plans for a new
i. 554, ii. 100, for extension of 97, in

Pall Mall East purchased and enlarged

105-6, improved, with a new facade 122

Garnet, Dr. : friend of Nicholson i. 155

Garrard A. R.A., George: buys Lewis's

first picture i. 541
Gastineau, Henry : elected Associate i.

424, 507, Member 508, exhibited works

289 n. I, 507-8, ii. 207-9, sals of re-

maining works 209, highest price 209,

engraved works i. 507-8 ii. 208, scope

and quality of art i. 50S, ii. 207.

—

Biography (lo 1831) i. 507-8, (1832 to

death) li. 207-9 ! birth and descent i.

507, art-training 507, places of residence

508, gives lessons ii. 207, travels abroad

207, active in the Society's interests 208,

attends Fielding's funeral 81, death and

burial 208-9, oldest Member 99, 208,

wife and family 209, death of an artist

daughter 209
General Exhibition of Water-Colour

Drawings ii. 114

George in.. King: his patronage of Art-

Societies i. 23, attended by Dr. Monro 77

George iv. , King : patronizes John Nash i.

367, and Holmes 381-2, picksup Pugin's

colour-box 367
Gilbert, R.A., Sir John : elected Associate

ii. 359, Member 364, President 357

;

exhibi ed works 360-I, 364, 369, en-

graved works 361-5, 368-9, scope and

quality of art 360-3, 365-6, compared

with Cattermole 366, resemblance to

Rubens 365-6, technique and handling

362-3, 365 ; elected A.R.A. 121, 36S,

R.A. 121, 359; confounded with an-

other J. Gilliert 361 n.—Biography \\.

359-69 ; birth and parenl.age 359, early

passion for drawing 359, with an estate

agent 359, sketches from a City window

GIR

360, on Woolwich Common 360, art-

training 360, fertile fancy and quick
hand 362-3, devotion to art 366,
designs bookcase 123, proposes Winter
Exhibitions 107, 367, intended gift to

the nation 369 ; knighted 357, 368, other
titles and honours 369.— Prcsidciuy of
ii. 120-31

Gilliert (ol Ongar), Josiah : portrait painter

confounded with Sir John Gilbert ii.

361 ti.

Gillies, Miss Margaret : elected Lady-
Member ii. 372 ; exhibited works 374-6,

375 "., engraved works 376-7, scope
and quality of art 372-3, 375, portraits

% 373-4j ^n oil-picture by 374 n. I.

—

Biography ii. 372-7 ; birth and parenf-

^B^ 372, education 372, early travels

372, adopted by Lord Gillies 372, in

Edinburgh literary society 373, passif n

for art 373, with sister in London 373-4,
art-training 373, 375, places of residence

374i 376, visits to Rome 375-6, friends

and associates 374, 376, personal

qualities 374, death 376
Gilpin, Rev. William: and his works i. 174
Gilpin, -William Sawrey : an original

Member i. 173, President 176, 20S,

234, re-elected Member 2S8. retires

28S ; exhibited works 173, 288, 292,
scope and quality of art 173,215, 292.

—

Biography (to 1804) i. 173-4, (1S05 to

death) 292-3 ; descent and birth 174,
his uncle William 174, marriage and
family 293, a favourite drawing-master

173, teacher at Great Marlow military

college 215, 292, a landscape gardener

292-3, published writings 293, obtains

sentries 225, loses piac.ic e 215, death 293
Girtin, John: writing engraver, Thomas

Girtin's younger brother i. 83, 117-8,
publishes T. Girtin's Paris views 118,

fire at his house 1 18

Girtin, Thomas : alleged share in founding
the Society i. 189 11. 2, exhibited works

89, 90, collections of his works 86-7,

107, 119, prices 108, 120, 120 «. 2,

engraved works 74, 81, 89, panorama of

London 106-8, Paris views 111-2, 117-
8, pantomime scenes 107, 112, oil

pictures 108, scope and quality of art

89, 90, compared with Turner's 87, 122,

125, disparaged by Dayes 95, technique

91-6, 91 11. 5.

—

Biography i. 83-124,
birth and parentage 81, S3, iii >i. i,

early love of drawing 84, art-training

79, 8 1 -2, 84, 86-7, imprisoned by
Dayes, and rescued by Earl of Essex

84-5, with Dr. Monro 79, 81, 81 w., at

Mr. Henderson's 86-7, colours prints

82, employed by architects 86 ; travels

with James Moore S8-9, effect of north-

ern scenery upon 89 ; places of residence

83, 90, 102 ; marriage 109, family 117,

friends and companions 97-103 ; rela-

tions with Turner 83, with Morland 97,
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114-5, with dealers 97, his sketching
siicicly 97- 100, 499; patrons Si, S4 6,

90-I, 96, no, 113, gives lessons 90 I,

puis in 'ctiects' to amatevirs' drawings
S8, imitators of his manner 90, influence

on other artists 87, 124 ; personal
qualities S3, character unjustly aspersed
1 14-6, compared with Turner's 83, 1 15-
6, playful manner of writing no, a

letter from iii, portraits of 95, 476,
last years 109-113, fatal illness no,
goes to Paris no-i, letter from Sir C.
Beaumont n3, death and burial n3-4,
widow marries 1 17

Cirtin, Thomas Calvert : son of Thomas
fiirtin i. n7

Cishorne, the Misses : their marriages to

artists i. 172
C.ladslone, M.P., Right Hon. \V. E. :

elected Honorary Member ii. 121
<jlennie, Arthur : elected Associate ii. 253,

Member 254; exhibited works 253-5,
scope and quality of art 253-5, techni-

que 255, no engraved works 255. —
Biography ii. 253-5 ! l^irth and parent-

age 253, schooling 253, receives lessons

and advice from Prout 253, abandons
commerce for art 253, long residence at

Rome 253, 255, friends there 291,
marriage 254, travels 254, death 255

Glover. John ; a Member from 1S05, i.

176, on Committee 217, President 225,

234, resigns 398, 403 ; exhibited works

192, 194, 197, 303-5, 404-5, prices

309, 407, etchings and engraved works

309, scope and quality of art 192, 306-
8, views of gentlemen's seats 30S ;;. 4,

309, realistic paintings of animals 309,

309 «. , models of animals 309, picture

composed at the Louvre 304-5, oil

pictures criticized 303, technique 306-8 ;

a founder and Member of Society of

British Artists 405, 437.

—

Biography (to

1S05) i. 192-7, (1S05 to 1817) 303-9,
(1S17 to death) 403-7 ; birth .and

parentage 192-3, a writing master 193,
art-training 192, places of residence

192, 194, 215, 403-4, 406, receives a

commission from Due d 'Orleans 406,
gold medal fron> French Court 305 ;

m.irriage and family 195, 406 ; a teacher

192, 403, Holworthy probably his pupil

199, and Allport 357 ; his pranks in

Dovedale 196-7, visits Paris 304, in

Switzerland 305, his property at

Ullswater 403-4, sells it to buy a Claude

404, copies Claude and Poussin 404, his

annual exhibition 404-5, comj:)etes with
Claude 404-5 ; relations with the Royal
Academy 405 ; life in Tasmania 406

;

personal qualities 193, 195-7, 407, love

of and power over animals 193, collects

razors 407. portrait of 406, death 406
Glover, William : son of John Glover i.

404, 406, exhibits at Oil and Water
Colour Society 396

II.

H.\A

Good.all, M.R.W.S., Edward A. : with
Topham in .Spain ii, 323, 323 11. i

Goodall, R..\., Krederick : in Ireland wiih
A. Fripp ii. 291, in Egypt with Ilaag

349
Goodall, Walter: elected Associate ii. 377,
Member 377, retires 378, an Honorary
Member 378 ; exhibited works 377 8,

hijjhest sale price 378, engraved works

379, scope and quality of art 377. —
Biography ii. 377-9 ; birth and parent-

age 377, arliit family 377, art-training

377, places of residence 37S, winter in

Rome 378, failure of health 378, death
and burial 378

Goodban, George : J. Varley's son-in-law

i- 377
Goodwin, Edward: exhibitor at Oil and
Water Colour Society i. 396, rejected as

a candidate 396
Gore, Charles : draws Greek Temples

with Ilearne i. 43
Gouldsmith, Miss Harriett ; elected Lady
Member i. 35S, resigns 400- 1 ; exhibited

works 35S, 415, engraved works 415,
scope and quality of art 358-9, 415,
paints in oils 358, Hon. Member of

Society of British Artists 415.— Bio-

graphy (to 1820) i. 358-9, (1S21 to

death) 415; marries 415, portrait of

35S ; copies a Wilson 415, death and
age 415

Government patronage of Art ii. 2

Gower, Lady : visitor at Girtin's studio i.

1 10, and see ' Sutherland, Duchess of

'

'CSraphic' newspaper: represents new
school of wood -drawing ii. 119

Gray, the poet : friend of Paul Sandby i.

26
Gresse, John Alexander: example of his

art, its scope and quality i. 69.

—

Biograpliy\. 68-9 ; parentage and famil)

property 68 ; art-training 69 ; Court
patronage 68, fashionable teacher 68,
Hills his pupil 69, 137; personal
qualities 68, sobriquet 68, a collector 69 ;

death 69
Greville, Hon Charles: patron of Paul

Sandby i. 27
Greville, lion. George: buys secret of

aquatint i. 28
Griffiths, T. : collector of water-colours i.

436
Crosvenor Gallery : .-esthetic school at ii.

117

Gwilt, T. : collector of water-colours i.

436

Haag, Carl: elected Associate ii. 341,

347, Member 34S, Deputy President

430 ; exhibited works 347-51, loan col-

lections of his works 352, engraved
works 348 H., 352, portrait album 342,
miniature portraits 342-3, life size

portraits in water-colours 347, 351 n. 2,

technique 342, 344, 346.

—

Biography

G C,
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ii. 341-52 ; birth and parentage 341,
art-training 341, 345, at Niirnborg 342,
favourite of Reindel 342, at Munich 342,
sets out on travels 343, in Belgium 343,
conies to England 343, settles here to

join water-colour school 344, 347,
sketches in London 344, student at

Royal Academy 345, places of residence

345. 351. studio on the Rhine 351,
Cairene studio in London 351, 351 >i. 3,

marriage and family 351, friends and

patrons 346-S, letters to Jenkins 349-
50 ; patronized by Royal Family 347-8,
paints for the Queen and Prince Albert

at Balmoral and Windsor 348, 351 ; at

Rome 391, 345, 349, in the Tyrol 347,
in Venice 349, in Dalmatia and Monte-
negro 349, in Egypt 349-51. '" "le

Holy Land 350, at Palmyra 350, studies

Arab life 350, Hof-maler to Duke of

Coburg 24S, other titles and honours 352,
portrait of 352, personal qualities 350,
opinion of Finch 174, introduces Willis

419 ; tests pigments 344, on committee

to investigate action of light on

colours 127 ; serious accident to hand

345, successfully treated by Sir Prcscott

Hewett 346 ; a British V'ulunteer 350
llaldimand, Mrs. : her album i. 464
Hall, Chamljers : his visit to Mr. Jackson

i. iiS, buys Girtin's drawings 119

FLamerton P. G. : on topographic drawing
i. 7«.

Hamilton, R. A., William: his water-

colours at the Royal Academy i. 130-I

n. 4, paints figure in local colour 205

Handling, tricks of: practised by Payne i.

71, by Glover 306-7
Hannan, William : topographic draughts-

man i. 39 It. 2

Harcourt, Lord : patron of Paul Sandby
i. 26

Harding, James Duffield : elected Associate

i. 401, 424, 508, Member 429, 508, re-

tires ii. 1 78, re-elected Member 1S8 ;

exhibited works i. 289 n. 1, 510, 513,

ii. 1 78, 1S8, prices 1S2, sale of remain-

ing works 189, engraved and litho-

graphed works i. 511-2, 514, ii. 178-S2,

lithographs after others i. 485, 510 «. i,

scope and quality of art 50S, ii. 177, a

representative artist 116, foreign appre-

ciation 187-8, his drawing on stone i.

513, tree drawing 509-10, technique ii.

177-8, paints in oils 177.

—

Biogmphy
(to 1831) i. 50S-14 (1832 to death), ii.

177-89 ; birth and parentage i. 509,

choice of profession 509, art-training

509-10, vow in Greenwich Park 509,

with Pye the engraver 509-IO, draws for

architects 510, places of residence ii.

177, 188, travels abroad i. 513, ii. 188,

24S, introduced to HuUmandel by Bar-

tholomew 248, patronized by the Queen

1 88, position and work as a teacher 177,

analysis of his teaching 182-6, published

treatises and drawing-books 182-7,
schemes for art schools 107, 112, 187,
personal qualities i. 512;/., ii. S, influ-

ence in the Society 94, 245, candidate
for Royal Academy 178, death and
funeral 188

Hardwicke, Earl of : patron of Girtin i. 96
Harewood, Earl of : patron of Girtin i.

96, no, 120
Harle (of Durham) Mr. : Robson's early

teacher i. 355
Harness, Rev. William : disbelieves in

Varley as a prophet i. 324
Harr.aden,

J. B. : aquatint engraver i. 118
Harrison, Henry: befriends Barret's widow

ii. 26
Harrison, George Henry : elected Associate

ii. 296; exhibited works 296-S, engraved
works 299, scope and quality of art

2()6-T.— Biography ii. 296-9 ; birth and
parentage 297, artist mother 297-8,
artist brothers and sister 299, comes to

London 29S, receives instruction from
Constable 298, gives lessons in London
and Paris 29S, 298 11. , forms sketching
classes 298, 298;;., travels abroad for

health 299, energyofcharacter 298, death

299
Harrison, Miss Maria : elected Lady
Member ii. 300 ; exhibited works 300,
scope of art 300.

—

Biography ii. 300- 1 ;

parentage and relations 299, 300, art-

training 300, residence 300
Harrogate : Nicholson's drawings sold at

i. 155, 162
Havell family : artists of i. 198
Havell, William : a Member from 1805,

i. 176 ; resigns 288, 294, re-elected

Member 449, retires finally 452, share

in founding Oil and Water Colour
Society 285-6 ; exhibited works 198,

295-6, 447, 449, 453, engraved works
296-7, 447, 453, scope and quality of
art 19S, 295, admired by Uwins 449-52,
by Duncan ii. 309; paints in oils i. 296,
HS^i.—Biograp/iy (to 1805) i. 198, (1805
to 1816) 295-7, ;( 1816 to death) 449-53 ;

birth, parent.age and education 198, of a
family of artists 19S, early passion for

drawing 198, art training 19S, in Wales
with the Varleys 172, studies at the

I^akes 295, at Hastings with Cox 296,
draws at a sketching socieiy 279 ;

goes
to China with Lord Amherst 447-8, re-

turns via India and Burmah 448-9,
sojourn in Italy 449-52, at Rome 449-50,
with Uwins at Naples and Resina
450-2 ; personal qualities 449-50 ; ad-

miration of Turner 297, on Turner and
Girtin 122-3 ; misfortunes late in life

453, death 453
Haydon, Benjamin Robert : parentage i.

343, companion of Prout 342, exhibitor

at Oil and Water Colour Society 393
Hayes, Thomas : patron of Nicholson i.

>5o. '53
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Hayward, J. S. : amateur artist, proliably

Secretary of Sketching Society i. igo

«. 2, and friend of Cristall 1S9-90, 190
>t. 2

Heaphy, Thomas : elected Associate i.

217, Memher 225, resigns 242, declines

re-election 432 ; exhibited works 242-3,
separate exhibition 243, engraved works

244, scope and quality of art 21S-9,

242-3; a founder and first President of

Soc. of Brit. Artists 244, 437, Member
of New Water-colour Society 244. —
Biography (to 1807) i. 217-9, (1807 to

death) 242-4 ; parentage and birth 217,
early taste for art 217, apprenticed to a

dyer 217, art training 217-9, -47'
apprenticed to an engraver 217, opposed
to Academy teaching 218, colours prints

after Westall 21S, marriage 21S, son 244,
proposes Uwins 247, with army in Pe-

ninsula 244, visits Italy 244, copies old

masters 244, published writing 244 ;/.

2, speculates in building 244, death 244
Heaphy, T. F. : artist, son of Thomas
Heaphy i. 244, 244 n. 3

Hearne, Thomas : exhibited works i. 43,
engraves works 39 «. 2, 41, 43, 142
H. 2, scope and quality of art 41-2, com-
pared with Rooker 41-2.

—

Biography i.

40-3 ; birth 41, art-training 40, gains

Soc. of Arts premium 40, contempor-
aries 40, goes to Leeward Islands 40,

52, studies archaeology 41, personal

qualities 42, death and burial 142 n. 1

Henderson, John : patron of water-colour

artists i. S6-7, his collections bequeathed
by his son to the nation 87, ii. 50, 71

Hertford, Marquis of: collector of water-
colours i. 436

Hewelt (of Leamington), John: dealer,

letters from Prout to ii. SS-8, from
Barrel 24-5

Hewett, Bart., Sir Prescott : elected Hon-
orary Member ii. 121 ; exhibits draw-
ings 122, benevolence to artists 346,
treatinent of Haag's wounded hand 346

Hewlett, J. : flower painter, exhibitor at

Oil and Water Colour Society i. 396
Hibbert, George : collector of water-

colours i. 436, of Gainsboroughs 131
Highmore, Anthony : topographical prints

after i. 17

Hills, Robert : a foundation Member i.

136, 174, exhibitor at Oil and Water
Colour .Society 310, re-elected Member
432, Secretary 176, 20S, 234, ii. 27,
Treasurer i. 447, ii. 27; exhibited works
i. 310, 447, ii. 27, early subjects i. 136,
etchings and engraved works 137,

447, models of stags 310-1, collec-

tions of his works 138, ii. 28, scope and
quality of art i. 137, ii. 28, paints in

conjunction with Robson i. 447.

—

Biography (to 1 805) i. 136-8 (1805 to

1S20) 309-1 1, (1821 to death) ii. 27-S ;

birth i. 136, art-training 137, pl.aces of

HOL
residence 136, 310, ii. 27, stays at

Farnley Hall i. 311, testimonial 233-4,
travels after the war 311, publishes

account of his tour 311, keenness in

following a deer 137, his last votes ii.

291, death and burial 27
Hilton, K. A. , William : his friendship

and connexion with De Wint i. 253-6,

456, ii. 46 9
Historical painting: the true i. 8, 12, 30,

53, Delacroix on 53, in small by Shelley

35
Hoare, Bart, Sir Richard Colt : supplies

foreign sketches to Nicholson i. 289
Hogarth, William : founds studio in St.

Martin's Lane i. 21, his frontispiece to

Kirby's 'Perspective' 17, ij n. i, his
' Analysis of Beauty ' 22, caricatured by
Sandby 22

Moll, R.A., Frank: elected Associate ii.

427 ; one exhiliit only 427, artist rela-

tives 427, Member of the Chalcographic
.Society 427 ;

personal qualities 427 ;

death 427
Holl, William : engraver, fellow-pupil with
Uwins i. 246

Holland, James: elected Associate ii. 249,
resigns 250, re-elected Associa'e 251,
Member 251 ; exhibited works 249-52,
251 H. 2, sale of remaining works 252,
[irices 252-3, scope and quality of works

249, 251-2, effective sketches 251, 251
71. I, paints in oil 250, engraved works
251-2 ; Member of Society of British

Artists 251.

—

Biography ii. 249-53 •

birth and parentage 249, paints flowers

for pottery 249, comes to London 249,
teaches himself Landscape 249 ; friends

and acquaintance 249-50, patrons 250-1,

251 n. I, takes pupils 249, share in

establishing winter exhibitions 367,
his fund of anecdotes i. 555, ii. 250 ;

de.ith 252
Hollar, Wenceslaus : his views and archi-

tectural drawings i. 10

Holloway, Thomas : engraver, on femalt

education i. 18S

Holmes, James : Member i. 286, share in

founding Oil and Water Colour .Society

285-6, retires 429 ; exhibited works
269, 3S0-I, 436, portraits of Byron
381 H. I, King George IV. lends picture

for exhibition 381 n. 2, engraved works
430, scope and quality of art 381-2,
influence on Blake's colour 3S8, paints

in oils 429, engraves 389 ; Member of

Associated Artists 268-70, 272, 379-80,
promoter and President of Society of

British Artists 429, m-].— Biog}aphy (to

1S20) 379-82, (1821 to death) 429-30;
birth 380, early taste for art 380,
apprenticed to an engraver 380, taste for

music 380, pl.ices of residence 381, 429,
friendship with Beau Brumniell 380,
favourite with King George IV. 38 1-2,

personal qualities 429-30, death 430
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llohvorthy, James : a Member in 1S05,

i. 176, retires 2S8 ; exhibited works
199. 293, share in founding Oil and
Water Colour Society 28$-6.—B/o-
paphy (to 1805) i. 199, (1805 to death)

293 ; birth 199, alleged pupil of Glover

199, places of residence 199, 293,
marriage 293, fricntl of Turner 199,
death and burial 293, death of widow 293

Home, Robert : portrait and subject

painter i. 1S2, 182 «. i

Honorary Members : new class created
ii. 12I-2, limited to two exhibits 122 «.,
list of existing 431, ladies classed as 121

Ilorner, of the Colosseum : employs
Chambers nn his panorama ii. 229

Houghton, Arthur Boyd : elected Associate
ii- 399; exhibited works 400-I, sale of
remaining works 402, engraved works
400-I, sco])e and quality of art 400-2,
paints in oils400-i.— 5/o,^''r(7//;j'ii. 399-
402 ; birth and parentage 400, art-

training 399 ; marriage and wil^e's death
401 ; one-eyed 400 ; death and burial

.«9. 402
Howilt, Mary: her account of Williams

i. 545, of Miss Gillies ii. 374, 376
Huet Villiers : Member of Associated

Artists i. 270
Huggins, William : Marine painter to King
William IV. ii. 233, 309, father-in-law
of Duncan 309

Hullmandel, Charles : inventor of lithotint

ii. 73 n. 2, his family 247, Bartholomew
his manager and son-in-law 247, with
Harding in Italy i. 513

Hunt, William Ilenry : elected Associate
i. 467, Member 468, exhibitor at Oil
and Water Colour Society, 3S7, 418 ;

exhibited works 391, 393, 467-8, ii.

1S9 90, 192-3, 195, 201, collections of
his works 195, 202, profits and prices

201, engraved works i. 392, scope and
quality of art 390-I, 468, 470, ii. i8g,

192, 195, paints stage scenery i. 3QI,
paints a transparency 376, 391, interiors

and views from windows 390-2, portraits

of Varley's daughters 3927;., paints

Holland's daughter ii. 194 ; technique
i. 469-70, ii. 195-7, ' fudging it out

'

469 ; Honorary Member of other
Societies 195.— Bwi^n-np/iy (to 1820)
i- 3S9-93. (1821 to 1831) 467-71, (1832
to death) ii. 189-202 ; birth and parent-
age i. 3S9, early taste for art 389-90,
an uncle on his choice of profession

390, art-training 376, 390-2, pupil of
Varley 376, 467, sketches with Linnell

376, 3QO_i, with Mulready 376, 390 >i. 2,

rejected by the Society 467, encouraged
by Robson 467 ; places of residence

467, ii. 194, marriage and family 200,
patrons i. 392, 392 n. 3, gives lessons
ii. 198, advice to student i. 392, 470-1,
ii. 198, kindness to young artists 198,
his boy model 191-3, sense of humour

JAR

190-I, dealings with Roberts 194, a
cripple i. 389, ii. 191 n. 2, accidents by
falling 199; portraits and bust 200;
last votes 200, death and funeral 200

Hunt, M.R.W.S., William Holman

:

befriended by Varley i. 313, elected
Associate ii. 117, represents pre
Raiihaelitism 1 17

Hunter, John : his place of residence i.

103, early rising 105

IBBETSON, JtJi.lus C.KSAR : his life and
works i. 259 ;?. 2, origin of name 212 ;/. I,

travels with Colonel Cathrart's embassy
52, companion of Fielding 259, his

wife 259
'Illustrated London News': founded ii.

362, first number 362, Gilbert's .share in

its success 362-3, contrasted with ' The
Graphic ' 1 19

Illustration, book : i. 204, ii. 4
Inglis, Bart., Sir Robert Harry: collector

of water-colours i. 436
Institute of Painters in Water-Colours

:

founded as 'New Society' i. 557,
conducted on model of Old Society
ii. 113, name first adopted 113, the
Society refuses to amalgamate with 124,

433-7, Dudley Gallery joins the 124-5,
becomes an open exhibition 125, entitled
' Royal ' 125 «.

Ireland, .Samuel : topographic draftsman
i. 73, engraved works 73

Iscander Bey : his hospitality to English
artists ii. 405

' Itinerant,' the : an edition of Walker's
' Copper-plate Magazine '

i. 74

Jackson, R.A.
, John : portrait painter

i. 148 1!., designed for a tailor 148
Jackson, Mr. : John Girtin's father-in-law

i. 118, plays the patron to T. Girtin

118, sells his drawings to Chambers
Hall 119

Jackson, Samuel : elected Associate i. 432,
521 ; exhibited works 523, ii. 87,
engraved works 87, scope and quality of
art i. <,2l.~Biogyapliy (to 1831) i.

523-4, (1832 to death) ii. 87 ; birth

and parentage i. 523, art-training 524,
leaves commerce for art 523, residence

524, father of S. P. Jackson ii. 87,
artist friends 87, member of a sketching

club 87, G. Fripp his pupil 87 n. i,

voyage to West Indies i. 523, visit to

.Switzerland ii. 87 ; death 87
Jackson, Samuel Phillips : elected Associ-

ate ii. 379 ; exhil)ited works 379-80,
chromolithographed works 381, scope
and quality of art 380, painted in oils

379.

—

Biography ii. 379-81 ; birth and
parentage 379, art-training 379, places

of residence 379, artist friends 380, first

patrons 379
Jarvis's glass-painting admired by Gains-

borough i. 47
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Jenkins, Joseph Jolin : elected Associate

ii. 328, 331, Member 331, Secretary

333, resigns membership 119, 333!
exhibited works 328-9, 334-5, sale of

remaining works 335, highest prices

335, engraved works 329, 334-5, works
engraveil by 329, 329 hh. i and 2, scope

and quality of art 32S, 334-5, paints in

oils 330 ; Member of the New Water-
Colour Society 32S, no. — Bio;pa/>/iy

ii. 328-35 ; birth and parentage 32S,

artist home 328, practises engraving

329, places of residence 333 4, un-

married 333, friends and companions

329, 334, 380, visits to Belgium and
ISriltany 330, 330 H. I ;

proposed history

of water-colour schtjol 331, searches

archives 332 ; published writings t,},^
;

elected K.S.A. 334, personal qualities

and opinions 330, 332, letters 330, 333 ;

zeal and efficiency in the Society's

business 331, 2i3ih ^^^ report to Count
I'ersigny on the Society 91 -3, attends

Fielding's funeral Si, founds library and
museum 123, 333, suggests arrangement
of water-colours at Manchester (1857)

97 ; testimonial to 332 ; fragile health

33'. 333> death 333, bequests to the

Society and the Artists' Benevolent
Institution 333

Johnson, Harry : accompanies Cox to

Bcltws ii. 158
Jones, E. Burne : elected Associate ii. 100,

Member 100, withdraws 117, re-elected

Member 100 «., 117; exhibited works
1 16-7, a representative artist 116, intro-

duces a new element 116, cause of

withdrawal 1 17
Jtines, Inigo : architectural drawings by i. 9
Jubilee, the Queen's : exhibition at

Manchester ii. 128, portfolio of drawings
presented to the Queen 128

Kendrick, MissE. E. : exhibitor at Oil and
Water Colour Society i. 394

Kent, William : architect, reproduces
Inigo Jones's designs i. 9

King's College, London : Cotman teaches

at ii. 35
Kip, I. : topographic engraver i. 11

Kirby, John Joshua : biographic notes

respecting i. i5, topographic prints

by l6-7, works on Perspective by 16-7,
water-colour drawings 17, friendship

with Gainsborough 16

Knaresborough, Nicholson at i. 155
Knight, R. I'ayne : pat rttn of Cozens i. 61
Knyll, L. : topographic draftsman i. 11

Lachi.an, Mr.: friend to Crist.all i. 186-7
Lady exhibitors ; their status and privileges

i. 209-10, 425, 554, ii. 6 n., 121, ad-

mitted to full rank as Members 430 ;/. 3
Lancashire Relief Fund : aided by the two
Water- colour .Societies ii. 112

Landscape art : its early development i. 7,

LEW
preservation of principles in ii. 12,

'effects' first studied as motives i. 206-7,
classic 205, ii. ii6;and«<; 'Topography'

Landscapes : their predominance at water-

colour exhibitions i. 203, 269, 326,
Alexander Cozens's receipt for 56-7

Laudseer, R.A. , Charles : on photography
ii. 136 //. I

Landseer, R. .\. , Sir Edwin : early

exhibited works at Oil and Water
Colour .Society i. 394, points of con-

nexion with Lewis 540, gold medal
awarded to him in I'aris ii. 90

Landseer, John : his critique on Turner of

Oxford i. 227, conqilains of the Society's

treatment of his son Edwin 394 n. 4
Langliam Chambers Sketching Society,

and its origin ii. 310
Lansdowne, Marquis of: supports claim

of New Water-Colour Society for a
Government site ii. 105

Laporte, John : biographical notes i. 69,
master at Addiscombe 69, teaches Ur.
Monro 69, scope of art 69, his prints

after Gainsborough 131, Member ol the

Associated Artists 230, 270
Lascelles, Mr. : patron of artists i. 77, of

Girtin 96, of J. Varley 171, called
' Prince ' 77

Lavingion, Lord : patron of Ilearne i. 40
Lawrence, P. R.A. , Sir Thomas: buys

drawings by F. Nash i. 371, employs
Lewis 541-2, recommends J. W. Wright
549, funeral attended by Members of

the Society 554
Laws of the Society resettled ii. 106
Leader, M.P., W. : collector of water-

colours i. 436
Leighton, Bart., P.R.A., Sir Frederick:

friend to the Society ii. 121, elected

Member 121, chairman of committee
to investigate action of light on water-
colours 127

Leonards, Lord St. : advocates cause of

the Society ii. 105
Leslie, R. A., C. R. : his praise of Cozens

i. 64
Lewis, Frederick Christian : exhibitor at

Oil and Water Colour Society i. 395,
his engravings and engraved works 395,
engraves alter tHrtin and Turner 1 18

Lewis, George Robert : exhibitor at Oil
and Water Colour Society i. 395, his

engraved works 395
Lewis, R.A., John Frederick : electe I

Associate i. 540, Member 543, President

539, ii. 89, 144, resigns 93-4, 146-7 ;

exhibited works i. 541-3, ii. 138-40,
'43-7, sale of remaining works 147,
profits and prices 147-8, etchings and
engraved and lithographed works i. 540,
542-3, ii. 138-9, .scope and ipiality of

art i. 539-40, 543-4, ii. 143-6, Ruskin
on his wild animals i. 542, on his later

works ii. 94, 145-6, E. About on his

painting 145, copies from old masters
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'J7> '43> technique 146, paints in oils

94, 147 ; ekcted A. R.A. and R.A. 147,
Honorary Member of Royal Scottish

Academy 144.

—

Biography (to 183 1) i.

539-44, (1S32 to death) ii. 137-48;
birth and parentage i. 540, early

life associated with Landseer's 540,
early talent tested 54O-I, studies wild

beasts at Exeter Change 541, places of

residence 541, 541 «. 3, ii. 139-40, 143,
patronized byNorthcote i. 541, employed
by Lawrence 54 1, paints deer at

Windsor 543, visits Tyrol and Italy

543, in Spain ii. 137-S, in Rome 139-

41, long absence from tlallery 139 40,

143, in the East 140-3, Thackeray
visits him at Cairo 140-2, experiments

on colour in sunshine 144 «. , attends

opening of Manchester Exhibition 97,
presides at Society's dinner 97, hanging
of his works at Paris 144, opinion on
frames log, death and burial 147.—

^

J'irsidcncy of ii. 89-98
Lilirary of the Society ii. 123
Light on water-colours, action of : ron-

Iroversy respecting li. 126, 1 28 «.,

(Jovernment Report on 127-8
Lights, taking out : mode of i. 5, practice

of Girtin and Turner 93, of Nicholson
160 I, 160 n. 2

Lindsay, Bart., Sir Coutts : opens Gros-

venor Gallery ii. 117
Linnell, John : Member i. 286, 417,

Treasurer 400, 417, share in founding

Oil and Water Colour Society 285-6,
its affairs wound up at his house 403,
resigns 400 ; exhibited works 375-7,

414, portrait of Varley by 377 ; prices

415, scope and quality of art 414, an
engraver 376, 376 «. 6.

—

Biography (to

1820)1. 375-7,(1821 to de.ith) 413-5 ;

birth and parentage 375, early

practice of art 375-6, art-training

3/6, sketches with Hunt and Mulready

376, 390, 390 n. 2, places of residence

376, 414, 416, marriage and family

414, 414 «. 2, ii. 275-6, friendships

in the Society i. 414, acquaintance with

Blake 320- 1, 446, introduces Varley to

him 320, influence on Palmer ii. 274,
professional success i. 4I4, copies

pictures in National Gallery for engrav-
mg 413-4, 414 //. I, medal from Royal
Academy 376, prize from British Institu-

tion 376, declines to be an R.A. 414,
allowed share of Society's fund on
retiring 403, portrait 414-S, death 414

Linton, P.R.W.I., Sir James: on Com-
mittee to investigate action of light on
water-colours ii. 127

Lithography : rise of ii. 4, 5

Lithotint : process invented by Hullmandel
ii. 73 «. 2, employed by Tayler 213, by
Cattermole 73

Liverpool : the Society's E.xhibition at

W.alkcr Gallery ii. 293

Lo.in collection of water colour drawings,
the first historical i. 436-7, 436 «. i

Local colour : ste ' Colour'

Locke, Rev. John : patron of Barret, R..\.
i. 50

Locker, F. R.S., E. H. : collector of

water-colours i. 436
Lofthouse, Mrs. : elected Associate ii. 426 ;

exhibited works 426, scope and qu.alily

of art 426-7, exhibitor at Dudley
(Jallery 426, Member of Dudley Art
Society 426.

—

Biography ii. 426-7 ;

birth and parentage 426, marriage 426,
death 426

Loggan, David : architectural prints after

i. 10

Long, .Sir Charles : friend to Girtin i. no
Long, R.A. , Edwin: meets Lundgren at

Toledo ii. 406, 406 n.

Long, Lady : favourite pupil of Girtin's

i. 91, 110
Lonsdale, Earl of: collector of water-

colours i. 436
Louise, H. R. H. the Princess : elected

Honorary Member ii. 122, exhibits

draw ings 122 n.

Loutherbourg, R.A., Philip James de

:

paints in water-colours i. 142, technique

205, his eidophusikon 47, 103
Lowry, Miss : J. Varley's second wife

i. 446, her engravings 446
Lowry, Wilson : engraver, teaches his

daughter i. iS8k. i

Lucas, Baroness : collector of Gains-
borough's drawings i. 131

Lundgren, Egron Sillif : elected Associate

ii 406, Member 407 ; exhibited works
406-7, 410, loan collection of works in

Sweden 411, prices 404, engraved and
etched works 402-3, 410, scope and
quality of art 406-7, sketches of Oudh
campaign 403-4, early practice in oils

402.

—

Biography ii. 402- II ; birth 402,
art-training 402, places of residence or

address 406-8, properly in .Sweden 402,

408, returns thither 408, friends and
companions 402-3, 405-7, love of

Englishmen 403, reception in England

403, paints for the Queen 404, a guest

at Balmoral 404, knighted by King of

Sweden 405, the King's guest 410,
employed by dealers 407, taste for travel

402, in It.aly 402, 407, a volunteer at

Rome 402, in Sijain 402, 406, 408, with

Lord Clyde in India 403, in Egypt 405,
visits Derbyshire 408, published writings

408-10, 409 «., letters to friends 404-5,
407-10, personal qualities 410, portrait

of 411, decline of health 410, death 402,
410

Lyceum exhibition room i. 127

Macartney's, Lord, embassy: .Alexander

draftsman to i. 53
Machell, Colonel : patron of Nicholson

i. 162
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Mackenzie, rrLilcrick : elected Mcmljcr

i. 286, 371-2, retires 371, reelecteil

Associate 430, 494, re-elecleil Member
431, 494, Treasurer ii. 10; exhihiteit

works i. 371-2, 430, ii. 84-6, sale of

reniaining works 87, engraved works
i. 364, 371-2, ii. 85, exliibitor at

Associated r.iinters i. 270.

—

Biography
(to 1S20) i. 371 2, (1821 to 1831) 494,
(1S32 to death) ii. S4-7 ; l)irth and pa-

rentage i. 372, art-training 372, residence

ii. 86, marriage 86, designs memorial
tablet to Barret 26, imblished work on
King's College chapel, Cambridge 86,
scheme for replenishing e.\hibiiion, 107,
proposes grant to J. M. Wright 205,
personal tjualities 86 -7, uncertain health

i)6, slraitmed means 86, death 86,

family aided by the Society 86, I'ielding's

thiiiighifulness for witluw So
McKelchnie, Mrs. : Cristall's god-daughter

i. 1S6 II. 2, ii. 15, her account of origin

of the Society i. i8g n. 2

Mackintosh, Sir James : patronizes Westall
in India i. 263

Macready, the elder : Cox his scene-painter

' .332

Macready, W. C. : Cox paints toy scenes

for i. 332-3
Madou, Jean Baptiste : elected Honorary
Member ii. 121, death 122

Major, T. : landscape engraver i. 20
Malton, James: architectural draftsman,

his engraved works i. 44
Malton (the elder), Thomas : architectural

draftsman i. 43-4, his career 44, treatise

on perspective 44
Malton (the younger), Thomas : archi-

tectural draftsman i. 43-4, exhibited

and engraved works 44, character of

art 43-4, compared with Sandl)y 44-S,
a scene-p.ainter 44 ; birth 43, art-

training 44, teaches Turner 44«., 87
Manchester Exhibitions : Art Treasures

(i857)ii. 97, Queen's Jubilee (1887) 128
Maria, de : scene-painter, Cox employed
under i. 332

Marlow, William : scope and quality of

art i. 45
Martin, John : F. Danby's resemblance to

i. 421
Martin's Lane Academy, .St. : i. 21

M.ison the poet : friend of Paul Sandby i. 26
Masters, drawing : their help to pupils in

Society of Arts competitions i. 162-4
Materials, artists' : early want of i. 24 5,

Keeves'scolours 73, old colour-box 85/;.,

Harding's improvements in ii. 184//. 2,

and S€c ' Paper '

Mathews, Charles : the actor, his friend-

ship with Pugin i. 220-2, 48S
Mathews, Charles J. : the actor, pupil of

Pugin i. 220, 369, employed as drafts-

man by him 483
.\Iaundrell, Mr. : amateur, candidate for

the So.;iety i. 435 11. 2

MON
Mead, Dr. : patron of artists i. 76
Meadows, James: panorama painter i.

Meadows, Richard Mitchell : engraver,
his works i. 217, m.ister of Heajjhy
217

Mee, Mr.s. : miniature-painter, teaches
Miss Barret i. 553

Meen, Mrs. : Mendjer of Afsocialed
.Artists i. 268, 272

Meetings : places of holding Society's ii.

107 «. 2

Members and Associates: {1805 to 1820)
i. 417-20, (in 1820) 399-401, 424, (in

1823) 432, 437, (in 1S91) ii. 430-1,
their number i. 234, ii. 113, 123, a
recollection of the old 8

Mendjers, Honorary : creation of ii. 121-2
Memorial to the Treasury for a site ii.

102-4
Menzel, Professor Adolpli : elected Hono-

rary Member ii. 122, exhibits with the
Society 122, K. Walker studies his

woodcvits 388
Metz, Conrad : gives lessons to Nichol-

son i. 152
Meyer, Henry: engraver, a fellow-pupil

with Uwins i. 246
'Microcosm': Pyne's i. 139, Pugin's

363-4, Prout's ii. 54
Middiman, .Samuel : landscape engraver,

his art-training i. 40, contemporaries 40,
skilful etcher 40, place of residence 46,
his 'views' published 46, their influence

on landscape art 48, analysis of contents

49
Millais, Bart., R.A., Sir John Everett : his

'Ophelia' admired by Uwins i. 411,
originator of new style of woodcut ii.

1I9«, E. Walker's kitten in 'The Flood'

396, a pioneer of the Volunteer move-
ment 258-9

Millet, Jean Fran9ois : compared with
F. Walker ii. 391

Milton's 'Seats' i. 39
Miniatures : at the Royal Academy i.

133-4, painters of, at the Oil and
Water Colour Society 393-4

Monro, M.I)., Thomas : patron of water-
colour artists i. 77-9, his drawing-
classes at Adelphi Terrace 78-9, kind-

ness to Cozens 63, 77, buries Ilearne

142 H. 2, patron of Turner and Girtin

81-2, of Varley 171, of Cristall 189, .jf

Ue Wint 254, of Linnell 376, of Hunt
392 ; descent and family 77, many of

same name 77, pupil of Laporte 67, 78,
imitates Gainsborough 78, collects his

works 131, buys his c.imera 48 ; places

of residence 78, Girtin's drawing of his

house at ?"etcham 78 and .addendum, por-

trait by Edridge 476, opinion of Turner
83 «. 2, fondness for works of art 78 ;

attends King George HI. 77
Montagu, Duke of : patron of Paul Sandby

i. 30
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Monteagle, Lord : supports claim of New

Water. Colour Society for Government
site ii. 105

Moore, Charles : elected Associate i. 430,

494, exhibited works 494, engraved
works 494-S ; scope of art 494, address

494
Moore, George- Belton : architectural

draftsman, pupil of Pugin i. 368
Moore, James, F. S.A. : employs Girlin

i. 88, Turner and Dayes 88 n. 5
Moral character a qualification for Member-

ship i. 175
Morden College and W. Pollard i. I So
More, Mr : Secretary of Society of Arts,

and Nicholson i. 161-3
Moreton, architect : master of F. Nash

i. 250
Morison, Douglas : elected Associate ii.

293 ; exhibited works 293-5, litho-

graphed works 294, scope and quality of

art 294 ; Member of New Water-Colour
.Society 294.— Biography ii. 293-5 ;

V)irth and parentage 293-4, royal

patronage 294, day with the deerstalkers

294, death 293
Morland, George: his companionship with

Girlin i. 97, 1 14-5 ; death 253 «. i

Morten, W. V. : his collection of auto-

graphs ii. 35, 35«., 394 «. I

Mortimer, A.R..\.
, John Hamilton :

his technique as a figure draftsman i. 205
Mulgrave, Lord: patron of Nicholson

i. 154 ; and see ' Phipps '

Mulgrave wooHs, Nicholson in the i. 154
M tiller, William James : member of Bristol

sketching society ii. 87 «. , travels with

G. ?~ri|)p 264, influence on A. Fripp

291, instructs Cox in oils 156
Mulready, R.A. , William : pupil of Varley

• 3 '3' 376, his brother-in-law 376,

376 n. 4, paints his portrait 377, lives

with Linnell 376, sketches with him
and Hunt 376, recommends Gilbert ii.

361
Mulready, Mrs. : J. Varley's sister i. 166,

exhibitor at Oil and Water Colour
Society 396

Munn, Paul Sandby : elected Associate

i. 208; exhibited works 211, 409,
engraved works 212, 409, scope and
quality of art 212. — Bio^^raphy (to 1805)

i. 21 1-2, (1806 to death) 409; a con-

jectured ancestor of 211-2, Stevens his

pupil 213, 409, death and age 212, 409
' Munro ' and ' Monro ' confounded i. 77
Murray, P. S. : member of Girtin's

sketching society i. loo-i

Naftel, Miss ALaude: elected Associate

ii. 428 ; exhibited works 429, scope and
quality of art 428-9, exhiliitor at Dudley
Gallery 429, Member of Dudley Gallery

Art Society 429. — AVofr«//y/ ii. 42S-9 :

parentage 352, 428, death 429

Naftel, Paul Jacob ; elected Associate ii.

352, Member 352 ; exhibiled works

353-4, engraved works 353, scope and
quality of art 353, technique 353.

—

Biography ii. 352-4 ; birth 352, places

of residence 352, 352 ;;., marriage 352,
daughter a late Associate 352, a teacher

Names of artists, distinguished surnames
used for baptismal i. 212, 212 n.

Nash, Frederick : elected Associate i. 234,

249, Member 234, 251, retires 370, re-

elected Member 490 ; exhibited works
251, 2S9, 370, 490-4, ii. 133-4, sale of

remaining works 136, engraved works
i. 250-1, 370-I, 491-3; scope and
quality of art 249-50, 371, 491, ii. 136,
praised by West i. 251, 371, views of

Westminster Abbey 250-I, 370, 490-I,
drawings for Society of Antiquaries 252,

371 ; Member of Associated Artists 26S,

272.

—

Biography (to 1S12) i. 24952,
(1812 to "1S20) 370-1, (182: to 1S31)

490-2, (1S32 to death) ii. 133-6 ; birth

and parentage i. 250 ; early passion for

art 250, art-training 250 ; places of

residence 490, ii. 133, I33«. 2, marriage

i. 490 ; patronized by .Sir T. Lawrence
371, takes pupils ii. 134, sketches with
De Wint i. 370, travels 370, 491, 493,
on the Moselle ii. 134, arrested in France
i. 491-3, habits in sketching ii. 135,
chimney stack falls on him 135, buys

Lawrence's palette 136 ;
personal

(|ualities 135-6, delirium 135, death and
burial 135

Nash, John : his architectural works i.

367, employs Pugin 219, builds Regent
Street 219, applied to by the Society for

a Gallery 402
Nash, Joseph : elected Associate ii. 240,
Member 243 ; exhibited works 240,

243-5, sale of works and art-properties

245, highest price 245 ; engraved and
lithographed works i. 484, ii. 242-4,
242 «. I, scope and quality of art 241,

244, compared with Caltermole 241,

draws on stone i. 485, ii. 243.

—

Bio-

grdphy ^1. 240-5 ; birth and parentage

240-2, marriage and family 244, relations

with the Society and other members 245,
illness 244-5, tleath 244, son an artist

244-S. 352
National Gallery : founded i. 437, en-

gravings from pictures in 413-4, removed
to Trafalgar Square ii. 2

Nattes, John Claude : a foundation

Member i. 175, expelled 225 ; exhibijcd

and engraved works 173, 225.

—

Bio-

graphy \. 173,225 ; birth 173, art-training

173, residence 173
Neale, H. P. : master of Nattes i. 173
Neale, John Preston : exhibits at flil and
Water Colour Society i. 394, his en-

graved works 168 >i. I, companion of

J. Varley 168-70
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NcsliuUl, William Andrews : elected As-
sociate i. 432, 521, Member 521-2,
resigns ii. 82 ; e\liibilcd works i. 522,
ii. S2-3, engraved works 83, scope

and <|ualily of art i. $22-^. —liioi^rapJiy

(U) 1S31) i. 522-3, (1832 to death) ii.

S2-4 ; birlh, parentage and education i.

522, serves as officer in the army 522 ;

places of residence ii. 83-4 ; a landscape

gardener 82-3, Cox rescues his sketch

84, death 84, son an architect 84
Neslield, William Eden : architect, son of

W. A. Nesfield, his published works ii.

84
New Society of Painters in Water-Colours :

founded i. 557, first exhil)itions open
to all painters ii. II, early dissensions

and reconstruction 11-2, adopts system
of Old Society, 1I-2, places of ex-

hibition II-2, secession of Members (in

1S47) 12, 12 «.2, agitates for a site at

liurlington House too, 105, builds

gallery in Pall Mall 106, migrations to

the Old Society from 12 >i. 2, 303, 303
II. ; and see ' Institute

'

Newton, Alfred Pizzey ; elected Associate

ii. 416, Member 416; exhibited works

416-7, 417 //. I, sale of remaining works
418, scope and quality of art 410-8.

—

Biogi'aphy ii. 416-S ; birth and descent

417, 417 n. 2, place of residence 418,
marriage 417, patronized by the Queen
417, travels abroad 417, zeal in sketching

418, death 416-7
Nicholson, Alfred : landscape painter, son

of Francis Nicholson i. 2S9-90, 292
Nicholson, Francis : a foundation Member

i. 76, share in founding Oil and Water
(,'olour Society 2S5-6, resigns 2S8 ; ex-

hibited works 76, 2S9, 291, prices 292,
engraved and lithographed works 76,

159 «., 291, scope and quality of art

290, paints horses, dogs, and game
150-I, gentlemen's seats 152-3, portraits

153; technique 94, 160-I, 291, mode of

taking out lights 94-5, 160, w.ay of

multiplying a drawing 155, share in

development of water-colour art 76,

160, 207, 290.

—

Biography (to 1S04) i.

147-64, (1805 to death) 289-92 ; birlh

and parentage 147, schooling 147, early

t.aste for art 147-8, in want of sympathy
14S, art-training 148-50, 152, places of

residence 160-2, 292, visit to London
151-2, at Whitby 154-5, early hatred of

country 148, 150-2, overcome in Mul-
grave woods 154, at Knaresborough 155-
6, friends and patrons 94, 150-3, 1 56-7,
159-60, 162, market for drawings at

Harrogate 155, 162, town and country
customers 154, visits Lord Bute in

Scotland 157-S, teaches Miss Smith 160,
works from amateurs' sketches 2S9, shows
up the drawing-masters 162-4, kindness
to Tayleure 158, his ungrateful return

162, attempt to steal invention 161 ;

I'AU

independence of character 156, general
cultivation 291, opinion of old masters

290 ; treatise on drawing 290, auto-

biography 146, 292 ; last years 291 -2,

death 146, 292; artist children 2S9,

292, T. Crofton Croker his son in-law

146
Non, .'Mibe St.: inventor of aquatint i. 28
Norfolk and Suffolk Institution : a revival

of the Norwich Society i. 506
Norlhcole, K.A., James : instructs Prout

i. 347, buys Lewis's sketches 541
Northwick, second Lord : patron of Finch

i- 519
Norwich School : represented at the Oil

and Water Colour Society i. 395
Norwich Society of Artists : founded i.

500, dissolved 505, revived 506, exhibits

water-colours 437
Nude figure objected to ii. 117

Oaki.ey, Octavius : elected Associate ii.

268, Member 268 ; exhibited works
270- 1, 271 «., collections of his works
271, sale of remaining works 271, scope
and quality of art 268-71.

—

Biogiapliy

ii. 268-71 ; birth and parentage 268,
education 268, early passion for drawing

269, his sister's prophecy 269, intended
for medical profession 268-9, with a cloih

manufacturer 269, shows his pluck 269,
talent for portraiture 269, distinguished

and other sitters 269-71 ; places of

residence 270- 1 ; first marriage and
wife's death 270 ; second marriage 27 1 ;

artist friends 271, befriends Miss Rayner

352, love of gipsies 268, 270-1 ; death

271, marriage of daughter 271, 352
Officers of the Society : (1S05 to 1S20) i.

417-20, succession (1813 to 1820) 400,
(1820 to 183!) 425, in Tayler's presi-

dency ii. 119, (1S70 to 1890) 128 ;

salaries of i. 554
Oil and Water Colours, .Society of Painters

in : founded i. 285-S, its constitution

2S6-7, proportion of oil paintings at

2S8 «., its end 400, 403
Oil :

' Dudley ' founded ii. 124, Institute

established 125, -pictures excluded from
the Society i. 400, competition between
water-colour and ii 124

Old Ford : Cristall in printworks at i. 187

Orleans, Due d' : afterwards King Louis

Philippe, patronizes Glover i. 406
Owen, Samuel : marine painter. Member

of Associated Artists i. 230, death

231 «. I

Owen, R..-\., William, befriends J. W.
Wright i. 549

Oxford Almanack : itsheadings by Burghers

i. 10, E. Rooker 35 «. I, and M. A.
Rooker 38

Paddington, Manor Housf. : residence

of Barret i. 176K. 2, of Cristall 301
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Taget, J. P., John: Member of the

Chalcographic Society ii. 314 «., 315
I'ainters and draftsmen i. 175 n. i

I'algrave, Francis T. : his historical

summary of International Exhibition ii,

III

Palgrave, Lady : obtains Cotman a teacher-

ship at King's College ii. 35
I'all Mall East, the gallery in : lease

taken i. 431, numbers altered 431 k.,

prosperity returns on removal to 434,

and see ' Gallery
'

I'almer, Samuel : elected Associate ii. 272,

276, Member 278 ; exhibited works 273,

275 «• 3i 276-9, 281-3, collection of

works 2S2, prices 282, etchings and

engraved works 277, 280, 280 ii. 2,

scope and quality of art 272, 274-6,

281, 283, technique 275, 281 «., Milton

subjects 278-S2 ; Member of Etching

Club 277.

—

Biography W. 272-S3 ; birth,

parentage and ancestors 272, education

272-3, poetic nurse and her Milton 273,

early taste for church architecture 272,

art-training 274, influence of Linnell

274, description of Shoreham 274-5,

places of residence 274-5, 27S, marriage

275-6, joint wedding trip with Richmond,

R.A. 276, friends and companions 171,

274-5, 277, 281, acquaintance with

Blake 274, gives lessons 277, love of

etching 277, 280, habits in sketching

278, letters to Jenkins 278-So, translates

Virgil 2S0, a valetudinarian 279, chil-

dren 277, death of elder son 278,

memoir by son 276 ti., portrait of 283,

last years, death and burial 281

I'almerston, Lord : patron of Pars i. 52,

collector of Gainsboroughs 131, patron

and collector 173
Palser : early dealer in water-colours i.

333, buys from Cox 333, from Prout 350
Panoramas : Sir George Beaumont's i. 50,

development under the Barkers 103-6,

Girtin's 106-8, Cristall paints on one 1S9,

Reinagle painter and owner of 213, 537,

J. M. Wright paints on 537-8, battles

favourite subjects for 106, Horner's

London at the Colosseum ii. 229-30
Paper, drawing : rise in price of i. 73 ;/. 2,

Gainsborough in search of 24-5, Girtin's

91 n. 5, Cattermole's ii. 64, Co.x's 155,

Harding's 184 «. 2, Whatman's i. 91

n. 5
Papworth, John Buonarotti : Member and

Secretary of Associated Artists i. 231,

268, 272, employed by Ackermann 362
Paris Exhibition of 1855 : English water-

colours at ii. 89, dissatisfaction with

hanging 97, 144, Tayler's mission to

215-6
Parliament, decoration of Houses of : ii. 2

Parris, E. T. : paints on Horner's panorama
ii. 229

Pars, llenry: his school of art i. 138,

360

Pars, A.R.A., William : exhibited work,
i. 52, engraved works 31, 39 is 2, 52s

scope and quality of art 52, Sandby's
aquatints after 31, patrons 52, travels

52
Patronage by possessors of works of art

i. 76
Payne, Sir Ralph, (Lord Lavington) :

patron of Hearne i. 40
Payne, William : elected Associate i. 234 ;

exhibited works 70, 248, engraved

works 69, 70 n. 2, scope and quality of

art 69-71, 70 n. I, 247-S, technique 71,

his 'grey' "Jl.— Biography i. 69-72,
247-8 ; early practice in Devon 69,

places of residence 70, 346, fashionable

teacher 69-70, Glover his alleged

follower 192, share in development of

landscape art 69-70, supposed relations

248 n. 2

Peel, Bart., Right Hon. Sir Robert: a

collector of water-colours i. 436, his

death frustrates a scheme of Harding's

ii. 1 87
Persigny, Le Comte de : his inquiry

respecting the .Society ii. 91
Perspective of early topographic prints,

threefold i. 12

Phelps, Samuel : actor, a friend of Girtin's

son i. 117
Philip, R.A., John: with Lundgren in

Spain ii. 402, his Spanish models 408
Phipps (Lord Mulgrave), Captain : takes

Cleveley to North Seas i. 52
Phipps, General : patron of Girtin i. 96
Photography : supersedes engraving i. 4,

and architectural drawing 136
Pickett, W. : aquatint engraver i. 118

Pictures distinguished from drawings i. 1 n.

Pigments, transparent and opaque i. 3, 4
Pine, John and Robert Edge : i. 55
Pinwell, George John : elected Associate

'' 397> Member 398 ; exhibited works

397-8, posthumous exhibition of his

works 396, 399, sale of works by 298,

prices 398 nn. 1 and 2, engraved works

397, scope and quality of art 398-9,
influence of Walker 397 ; an exhibitor

at the Dudley Gallery 397, attempts oils

39S.

—

Biograpliy ii. 396-9 ; birth and
parentage 397, art-training 397 ; re-i-

dence 398, career parallel with Walker's

396, winters in Tangier 396, 398,
Honorary Member of Belgian Waler-

Colour Society 399, personal qualities

399, death 398
Plymouth, Earl of: pupil and patron of

Cox i. 336
Pocket book plates engraved by J. Pye

i. 296-7
Pocock, Isaac : painter and dramatist i.

145 K., son of Nicholas Pocock 145
Pocock, Nicholas : a foundation Member

i. 143, retires 297 ; exhibited works 144,

297-8, prices 416 «. , engraved works

144, 298, scope and quality of art 143-4,
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lochiiii|iic 205.

—

Biografhy (to 1S04)

i. 143 5, (iSoS to 1820) 297-8, (1820
to death) 415-6; birth and parentage

143, coniniantls Richard Campion's
vessels, 143-4, his ilhistrated sea-journal

144, settles in London 145, places of

residence 145, 297, acipmintances 145,
encouraged by Reynolds 144, jiortraits

of 145, 145 «. , artist descendants 145,

145 H. , ii. 264, 291
I'ollard (of Morden College), William : a

friend to Cristall i. iSo-l
I'oole (of Hereford), Miss ; Cox teaches

at her school i. 339
I'orter, Sir Robert Ker : companion of

Girtin's i. 98, his works 100, 106, in the

Royal Academy schools 104-S, place ol

residence 102
Portrait painting : Nicholson's experience

of i. 153-4
Posthumous exhibits : first allowed i.

225-6
Toynter, R. A., Edward J. : on Committee

to investigate action of light on colour
ii. 127

rremiums : instituted i. 399, continued

425, annual number awarded 434,
abolished ii. 97

Pre-Raphaelites : regarded as revolutionary

ii. 94
President: the first i. 176, holders of

office (1S05 to 1S20) 417-20, (1813 to

1820) 400, Deputy appointed 439
Price, Edward : pupil of Glover i. 195-7,

404
Price, \V. Lake : elected Associate ii. 255,

retires 255 ; exhibited works 255-6,
engraved and lithographed works 257-8,
scope and quality of art 255-6, photo-
gr.aphs by 258.

—

Biography ii. 255-9;
birth and parentage 256, art-training

with Pugin i. 368, ii. 257, places of
residence 256, 259, marriage and family

257, artist acquaintances 256, reverence

for Bonington 256, travels 257, published

work on photography 258, a pioneer of

the Volunteer movement 258-9
Prices : lists of, at exhiLiitions i. 142,

202-3, Members' valuations (in 1805)
207-8, limit of, for exhibited drawings

434
Prince, J. Baptist Le : sells secret of aqua-

tint process to Hon. C. Greville i.

28
Prince's Hall : occupied by Water-Colour

Institute ii. 125
Prints : early topogr.aphic i. 8-17
Private view at the Society : described by

Ruskin ii. 7, S

Profits of the Society's exhibitions : dis-

tribution of i. 175, 208, 266-7
Property of the Society : shared by Mem-

bers i. 554
Prout, John Skinner : of Bristol ii. 87,

member of a sketching club 87 «. I,

sketches a portrait of Glover i. 406 n. 4

PUG

Prout, .Samuel : elected Memlier i. 352 ;

exhibited works 350-2, 473-4, ii. 50- 1,

prices i. 350, 350 «. 2, ii. 56-8, 60 I,

sale of remaining works 60, engraved
works i. 347, 349-54. 480-I, ii. 51-4,
scope and quality of art i. 473-5, 478-9,
4S2, ii. 60, contemporary critiques i.

430. 473i early sketches 345-6, makes
drawing ' copies ' 350, his figvire grouiis

and crowds 474-5, contrasted with

Rowlandson's 474-5, Ruskin on his

picturesque 475, influence of Edridge on
476-7, technique 352, 475, 478 ; .Mem-
ber of Associated Artists 268, 272. —
Biography (to 1S20) i. 341-54, (1821 to

1831) 472-82, (1832 to death) ii. 50-61

;

birth and parentage i. 341, 341 n., sun-

stroke when a child 342, schooling 342,
early impulse to follow art 342, sympa-
thetic teachers 342, early Devon sketch-

ing with Haydon 342, studies wreck of

the Dutton 343, travels in Cornwall with
Britton 344-6, failures 345-6, letters to

Britton 346, 348-9, comes to London
347, employed by Britton 347, copies

masters of water-colour school 347,
places of residence 347, 350, ii. 55, weak
health i. 342, 348, ii. 55, 59, returns 10

Devon for health i. 34S, friendship with
Tayler 551, employed in teaching 351,
ii. 253, gives lessons to Harding i. 509,
and Glennie ii. 253, visit to Dartmoor i.

348, first visit to the Continent 472, first

visit to Italy 479 ; educational art publi-

cations 351, 353, ii. 52-4, practical

remarks 53-5 ; court painter in water-

colours i. 481, elected F.S..A. 4S1,

personal qualities ii. 5S-9, letters to

Ilewett 55-8, monogram 53, 56, por-

trait 61, death 60
Psychrolutes, the ii. 2ia-l
Pu,'in, Augustus: elected Associate i.

217, 223, Member 234, 265, 366, re-

elected Member 369, 401, 424, resigns

487 ; exhibited works 222, 366, en-

graved and published works 366-8,

483-6, scope and quality of art 223,
technique 223.

—

Biograpliy (to 1807) i.

219-23, (1807-1820) 365-9, (1S21 to

death) 482-8 ; descent and birth 220,

escape from France 220, art-tr.aining

222, works for Nash 219, 221, draws
for .architects 223, employed by Acker-
mann 362, places of residence 369, 4S7,
marriage 366, friends and companions
222, 4S8, pupils 220, 368-9, 372, pupil

room 369, sketching excursions with
pupils 369, 4S3-4, personal qualities

220, expression of respect by the Society

487, broken English 221, original of

M. Malet 221, theatricals with Mathews
and Nash in South Wales 220, 222,
222 «. 3, his works as an architect 486-7,
death 487, burial 488, widow's death
and burial 48S ; son Welby Pugin 223,
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Pugin, A. N. Welby : architect, son of

Augustus Pugin i. 223
Pye, Charles : engraver, brother of John

Pye, Harding his alleged apprentice i.

509 n. I

Pye, John : engraver, on Girtin and Turner

i. 122-3, his early acquaintance with

Cox 331, with Cox in Paris 460, Hard-
ing his alleged apprentice 509

Pyne, George : elected Associate i. 52S,

retires ii. 39 ; exhibited works i. 529, ii.

39, scope and quality of works i. 528,

imitates Varley's drawings ii. 40.

—

Biography (to 1831) i. 52S-9, (1832 to

death) ii. 39-40 ; son of W. H. Pyne i.

528, marries daughter of J. Varley 528,

divorced ii. 40, published writings 40,

death 40
Pyne, James Baker : artist, of Bristol ii.

87
Pyne, William Henry : a foundation

Member i. 175, resigns 236 ; exhibited

works 138-9, 236, scope and quality of

art 138, etchings and engraved works

139-40, 236-7, 237 n. 2, portraits by

140 H. 2.

—

Biography (to 1S04) i. 138-

41, (1805 to death) 236-42 ; birth and

parentage 13S, art-training 138, (ilaces

of residence 240, wife and daughters

240, his share in founding the Society

136, 141, published writings 141, 237-8,

letters tojerdan 237-9, letter to Brilton

240-2, personal qualities 140-1, 240, an

object of charity 241 -2, in prison for

debt 239-40, death 242

Queen, Her Majesty the : visits the

Society's Gallery ii. 8-10, signs diplonias

of Members 125; buys S.andby's draw-

ings i. 27 n. ;
patronizes Mrs. Angell ii.

425, Bartholomew 246, Burgess 357,

W. Callow 262, G. A. Fripp 266, Haag
34S, 351, Harding 18S, Lundgren 404,

Newton 417, Prout i. 4S1, Willis ii. 420

Quilter sale : illusory prices at ii. i6S«.

Quintin, Sir William St. : patron of

Nicholson i. 152

Ravner, Miss Nancy : elected Lady

.Member ii. 354 ; exhibited works 354,

scope and quality of art t,^/^.— Biography

ii. 354 ;
parentage and age 354, artist

friends and advisers 354, death 354, the

Society aids her sisters 354
Rayner, Samuel : elected Associate ii. 299,

struck off the roll 300 ; exhibited works

299-300, engraved works 299-300, scope

and quality of art 299, resembles Catter-

mole 299.

—

Biography ii. 299-300, artist

wife and daughters 300, 354, charge of

fraud 300, 300 H. I

Fead, Samuel : elected Associate ii. 413,

Member 415 ; exhibited works 414-6,

prices 416, engraved works 414, scope

and quality of art ^1^,-$.-- Biography ii.

413-6 ; birth 414, intended for a lawyer

RIC

414, with a wood engraver 414 ; places

of residence 415, niarri.ige and children

416, meets Lundgren at Toledo 406, the

first artist special correspondent 414-5,
in a railway accident 415-6 ;

portrait of

416 ; death 416
Reinagle, R.A., Philip : scope of his art i.

212, father of R. R. Reinagle 212
Reinagle, R.A. , Richard Ramsay : elected

Associate i. 208, Member 217, Treasurer

217, President 231, 234, retires 277 ;

exhibited works 130-1, 131 77.4, 277,
engraved works 278, scope and quality

of art 213, 277, paints and owns pano-

ramas 213, 537, imitates old masters

277-8; elected A. R.A. and R.A. 277,

expelled from Royal .'\cademy 278. -

Biography (to 1 805) i. 212-3, ('S05 to

death) 277-8 ; birth 213, parentage 212,

testimonial 234, lectures on Art 278,

death 278
Representative character of the Society ii.

II, 109-10
Repton, John Adey : architect, master of

Mackenzie and assistant to John Nash i.

372
Repton, John Stanley : pupil of Pugin i.

372
Repton, Humphrey : landscape gardener

i- 372
Reynolds, P.R.A., Sir Joshua : returns to

England i. 20, encourages Pocock 144
Richardson, Thomas Miles (the elder) : ii.

283
Richardson, Thomas Miles (the younger)

:

elected Associate ii. 283, Member 7,

284 ; exhibited works 284-5, sale of

remaining works 286, prices 286, en-

graved works 285, scope and quality of

art 285, paints in conjunction with

Tayler 212, paints in oils 2S4.

—

Bio-

graphy ii. 283-6 ; birth and parentage

283, a family of artists 2S3, 283 «. 2,

places of residence 284, marriage 284,

illness and death 2S5, artist descendants

2S4
Richmond, Duke of: opens his gallery to

artists i. 76
Richmond, R.A., George: friend of Finch

ii. 171, of Palmer 275-6
Richter, John Augustus : artist father of

H. Richter, his scagliola i. 384
Richter, Henry : elected Member i. 2S6,

spasmodic connexion with the Society

384, 386, 535, resigns 288, resumes

Membership 401, 424, retires 429, re-

admitted Associate 432 ; exhibited works

384-7, 534, ii. 136-7, engraved works i.

534-5, ii. 137, scope and quality of art

i. 3S5-6, 388, ii. 137, works engraved

by i. 384-5, Member and President of

Associated Artists 2^8, 272, 383-4.—
Biography (to 1 820) i. 383-S, (1 82 1 to

1831) 534-5, (1832 to death) ii. 136-7 ;

birth and parentage i. 384, brothers and

sisters 384, general education 384, art-
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training 3S4, resilience ii. 137, assuciatcs

wilh Blake i. 3SS, 446, inlluence on
Klake's colouring 3SS, student of philo-

sophy 385, 387, ii. 137, mathematician

and chess-player 137, pul>lished writings

i. 387-8, ii. 137, death 137
Rigaud, Stephen Francis : Member in

1805, i. 176, retires 275, applies to re-

join the Society 276 ; exhibited works

199, 276, 2S9, scope of art 199, 276,
technitjue 204.— Biop'aphy (to 1805)1.

199, (1805 to death) 276 ; places of resi-

dence 199, 276, gains Royal Academy
gold meiial 199

Riviere, Henry Parsons : elected Associate

ii. 369 ; exliibited works 370-2, scope

and quality of art 370 ; Member of New
Water-Colour Society 12 ;/.

, 370.— Bio-

graphy ii. 36972 ; birth and parentage

369, artist family 369- 70, art-training

370, places of residence 370-2, artist

life in Rome, 371, letters 371, personal

qualities and opinions 371, death 372
Roberts (' Spectacles ') : his dealings with

Fielding i. 555, with Hunt ii. 194, with

Stone 218
Roberts, William: friend of Cox ii. 152

H. I, 157, of Cotm.an 157
Roljertson, Andrew : miniature painter,

exhibitor at Oil and Water Colour Society

i- 393
Robertson, C. T. : miniature painter, ex-

hibitor at Oil and Water Colour Society

i- 393
Robinson, James: presents picture by G.

Fripp to Liverpool ii. 265
Robinson, P. F. : architect, employs

Harding i. 510
Robson, George Fennel : elected Member

i. 2S8 ; exhibited works 289/;. I, 356-7,
462-3, productiveness 462, paints in con-

junction with Hills 447, 464, prices 467,
engraved works 355-6, 463, 466-7, scope

.ind quality of art 463-4 ; Member of

Associated Painters 356.

—

Biography (to

1820) i. 354-7, (1821 to death) 462-7;
birth and parentage 354-S, early pre-

dilection for art 355, art-training 355,
comes to London 355, visits Scotland

355, supposed connexion with Dorrell

413, honorary member of Sketching

Society 465-6. calleil M. L' Inspecteur

466, encourages Hunt to be a candidate

467, on committee of loan exhibition

(1823) 436, zeal in working to fill gallery

428, in collecting for Mrs. Haldimand's
album 464, for Mrs. Vine's 465, tampers
with Cristall's drawing 44O-1, entraps a
pretended patron 465, gives Mr. Hicks
a drawing 431, personal qualities 464-6,
weak sight 465, elation in mountain
scenery 355-6, death and burial 466

Roffe, R. C. : engraver, fellow pupil with

Uwins i. 246
Rogers (of Stafford) : a teacher of Pe Wint

i. 252

Romney, George : said to have taught Miss
Barret i. $53

Rookcr, Edward : engraver and harlequin

i. 35, works 35 ««. I and 2, quality of

etching 20
Rookcr, Michael (Angelo) : exhibited

works i. 36, engravings by 35-6, 38,
position in art-history 41, compared
with Hearne 41-2, character of his art

4I-2, a scene-painter },?>.— Biograpliy i.

36, 41-2 ; birth 41, 'Angelo' a nick-

name 36, art-training 36, succeeds fatlier

as engraver 35, personal qualities 42
Rosenberg, Charles : artist brother of W.

F. Rosenberg, his published works ii.

302, marriage 302
Rosenberg, William F. : elected Associate

ii. 301 ; exhibited works 301, sale of

remaining works 302, scope and quality

of art 301 ; Member of Bath Fine Art
Society ya2. ~ Biography ii. 301-2 ;

residence 301, brother an artist 302 ;

gives lessens 301-2, publishes a hand-
book 302 ; personal qualities 302, death
301

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel : his art fore-

shadowed by Calvert i. 520
Roupell, Dr. : patron and friend to

Chambers ii. 232
Rouw, Peter : modeller, exhibitor at Oil
and Water Colour Society i. 394

Rowbotham, T. L. : member of sketching
club at Bristol ii. 87

Row landson, Thomas : scope and quality

of art i. 204, technique 205, figure groups
contrasted w ith Prout's 474-5 ; employed
by Ackermann 362-3

Royal Academy : at Somerset House i.

12S, water-colour painters not admi.ssible

into 130, miniatures at 133-4; and see
' Academy

'

Royal Institute of Painters in Water-
Colours : see ' Institute ' and ' New
Society'

Royal patronage : solicited by the Society
ii. 9

Royal Societyof Painters in Water Colours

:

the * Old Society ' becomes ii. 125
Royal visits to the Gallery ii. S-io
Rucker, Sigismund : supplies flowers to

Bartholomew ii. 246 n. i

Ruskin, John : elected Honorary Member
ii. 121 ; exhibits drawings 122, on topo-
graphy i. 7 II., publishes 'Modern
Painters' ii. 3, on Fielding 75-6, on
Prout i. 475, 478, ii. 60, on Hunt's
humour 192, on Lewis i. 542, ii. 94,
145-6, on Nesfield i. 523, on Walker's
colour and technique ii. 391 ; his ' Notes
on Pictures ' 94

Russell, F. R. S., Dr. W. S. : tests the
action of light on water-colours ii. 127

St. Aubin, Sir John : his drawings by
Cristall i. 1S9
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Salaries of the Society's Officers i. 233, 554
Sales in the Gallciy (in 1S29) i. 434
Salvin, architect : plans a new Gallery, i.

554
Samuel, George : member of Girtin's

sketching society i. 98, 100
Sandbach, Mr. and Mrs. : Penry Williams

visits i. 545
Sandby, R.A., Paul: his exhibited works

i. 25-6, etchings and engraved works ig,

20, 22, 29-31, 35-7, 75, .scope and
quality of art 19, 20, 26-7, 29, 30, com-
pared with Malton 44-5, Windsor draw-
ings 20, 27, 27 ;;. ; technique 24-5, 27,

205, 235, works engraved by 30-1 ; a

foundation R.A. 23, 25.

—

Biography i.

18-9, 22, 25-6, 31, 235 ; birth, family,

and early life 18, a schoolmaster iS, art-

training 18-19, 21, at the Tower .is

draftsman 18, on survey in Scotland 19,

places of residence iS, 26, 109, 142,

patrons and friends, 26-7, 65, popular

teacher, 68, puts effects into drawings

75-6, Harding's father his pupil 509,
drawing-master at Woolwich Military

Academy 26, share in founding art

societies 21-3, caricatures Hogarth 22,

share in introducing .aquatint 27-29, 31,

personal qualities 20, last years 142,

death and burial 109, 235
Sandby, R. A. , Thomas: drawings and

engraved works i. 19, 25-6, pKans

Virginia Water 25.

—

Biography i. 18,

19, 22, 25, 26 ; birth, family, and early

life 18, military draftsman in the Tower
iS, in Scotland 19, with Duke of Cum-
berland at Culloden and in Flanders 19;
Deputy Ranger at Windsor 19, 20, 25,

share in founding art societies 22, 23,

Professor of Architecture at the Royal
Academy 25, death 26

Scene-painters : M. Rooker i. 38, Malton

44, Girtin 107, 112,00.^ 3j2,333«. , 335,
Hunt 391, Chambers ii. 230-:, J. M.
Wright 538, rendezvous of 537

Schetky, John Christian : marine painter,

Member of Associated Artists i. 230,

death 231 «. I

Schools proposed in connection with the

Society ii. 104, 107
Science and Art Department : origin of ii.

2, inquiry respecting action of light on
water-colours 127

Scott, Miss M. (Mrs. Brookbank) : elected

Lady Member i. 432, 553 ; exhibited

works 553, ii. 44, scope of art i. 553.

—

Biography i. 553, ii. 44 ;
parent.ige i. 553,

residence 553, ii. 44, marriage i. 553, ii-

44
Scott, Samuel : early water-colour drafts-

man i. 17

Scott, William : elected Associate i. 234,
re-elected 401, 424; exhibited works
265, 329-30, 471, etchings 265, scope

and quality of art 265.

—

Biography (to

1S12) i. 265, (1813-1S20) 329-30,

SHE

(1821-1831) 471, (1S32 to death) ii.

87-8 ; residence 87, portrait of 88
Scottish Academy, Royal : buys Lewis's

copies from old masters ii. 143
Scriven, Edward : engraver, testifies to

Varley's astrological skill i. 323
Sculpture at the Oil and Water Colour

Society i. 394
.Sea-fights : Pocock's views of i. 206
Seats, views of gentlemen's : painted on
Wedgwood's ware i. 34, published col-

lections of II, 37-9
Secretaries of the Society : (1805 to 1820)

i. 417-20, (181 3 to 1820) 400, (1820 to

1831)425,(1832 to iS55)ii. 10, (1S55
to 1870) 119, (since 1870) 128

Selwyn, Bishop : and the p.sychrolutes ii.

211

Sentries from the King's Guard posted at

the Gallery i. 225
Serpentine, cottage on the : occupied by

Edridge i. 415 >/. i

Setchel, Miss Sarah : painter of the

'Momentous Question' ii. 338 «. I,

teaches Mrs. Criddle 338
Severn, Joseph : his account of H.ivell and

his works i. 445-6
Seyffarth, Mrs. -.see '.Sharpe, Miss Louisa'
Seyffarth, Dr. Waldemar : professor at

Dresden, marries Miss L. Sharpe ii. 42,
a book by 43

Shad well, V.C. , Sir Launcelot : president

of the psychrolutes ii. 21

1

Sharp, Michael : Member of the Sketching
.Society i. 280

Sharpe, John : pupil of Varley and friend

of Finch i. 516
Sharpe, Miss Eliza : elected Lady Member

i. 547 ; exhibited works 547-8, ii. 206,
engraved works 206, scope and quality

of art i. 547, ii.206.

—

Biography{\o 1831)
i. 548 (1832 to death) ii. 206-7; birth

i. 548, places of residence ii. 207, personal

qualities i. 548, ii. 207, death and tomb-
stone 207

Sharpe, Miss Louisa (Mrs. Seyffarth)

:

elected Lady Member i. 547 ; exhibited

works 547-8, ii. 42-3, engr.aved works i.

548, ii. 43-4, scope and quality of art i.

547-8
Sharpe, four Misses : artists i. 547 «.

Sheepshanks, John : recommends Gilbert

ii. 361
Shelley, Samuel : a foundation Member

i. 175, Treasurer 176, 208, resigns

treasurership 217 ; exhibited works 134-

5, 235, engraved works 235, scope and
quality of art 133-5, 216, technique 205.—Biograp/iy (to 1S04) i. 133-5, (1805 to

death) 235 ; birth 133, places of residence

154 ; share in founding the Society

133, 135, 176, his portraits discourageil

in the exhibition 216-7, portrait of

235, death 235
Sherrin, R.W. L, John : a pupil of Hunt

ii. 198 H. 2
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Shipley, William : originator of Society of

Arts i. 13S, school of art kept by 13S,

360
Shoreham in Kent : described by Palmer

ii. 274-5, haunted by ' extologers' i. 520
Sketches and Studies, Exhibition of

:

foiin.led ii. 107 S, 367, Us character

changes loS, loS «. 2

Sketching Society, the : account of i. 270-

81, 412, farewell to Leslie 466, Cns-
tall's return to ii. 18, Stephanoff a

member 150 ; at Bristol 87, 87 ». 2,

Girtin's i. 97-100, 499
Slingsby, Sir Thomas : Nicholson defies i.

Smirke, R.A., Robert : his friendship with

Nicholson i. 150
Smirke, Sir Robert : architect, employs

F. Nash i. 249
Smith, A. R. A., Anker : engraver, grand-

father of Burgess ii. 356
Smith, Benjamin : engraver, master of

Uwiris i. 246
Smith, Coke : Lewis draws on stone after

ii. 139, draftsman of Eastern subjects

240
Smith, Fr.incis : travels with Lord Balti-

more i. 53
Smith, G. (or G. W.) : exhibitor of land-

scapes at John Smith's address i. 299
Smith, George : his collection of Hill's

drawings i. 137
Smith, John: elected Associate i. 208,

213, Member 217, Secretary 299,
Treasurer 299, 425, 438, President 299,
resigns 432-3 ; exhibited works 289, 299,

433. engraved works 51, 67, 299 «. i,

433, scope and quality of art 65-6,
technique 51, 66.

—

Biography i. 65-7,

432-3 ; birth 67, goes to Italy with Earl

of Warwick 51, 55, sobriquets 66, share

in development of water-colour art 54,
66, 298, shy of joining the Society 143,
share in founding Oil and Water Colour
Society 285-6, receives premium 429,
his premium work 43 1 , places ofresidence

433, death and burial 433
Smith, J. Clarendon: Member ofAssociated

Artists i. 268, 273
Smith, John Raphael : employs Turner
and Girtin i. 85, master of De Wint
252-3, death 253 «. 2

Smith, Thomas Correggio : miniature
painter, brother of John Raphael Smith
i. 262 «. 2

Smith (of Norwich), William : promoter of
National Gallery i. 160 «. i, Nicholson
teaches his daughter to copy his old

masters in water-colours 160
Smith, William ColIing\vood : elected

Associate ii. 2S6, Member 287, Treasurer
10, 289, Trustee 2S9 ; exhibited works
286, sale of remaining works 289, prices

289-90, engraved works 289, scope and
quality of art 286-7, 289, paints in oils

286, last work for Queen's Jubilee

STE

portfolio 2S9. — Biography ii. 286-90 ;

birth and parentage 286, art-training

286, places of residence 287, marriage

287, letters to Jenkins 287-8, much
employed in teaching 2S8, distinguished

pupils 2S8, (ravels 287, personal qualities

2S6, 288-90 zeal in Society's in-

terests 289-90, on winter exhibitions

108 }i. 2, originates and manages R.W. S.

Art Club, 290, verses for catalogue 288,

death 289, son an artist 287
Smyth, Coke : see ' Smith '

Society of Artists, Incorporated : i. 23
Society of Arts: founded i. 21, early

exhibitions at 23, and the drawing
masters 162-4

Society of Painters in Water Colours :

title assumed i. 175, account of it

furnished to Count Persigny ii. 91-3,
present condition of 429-31

Solly, of Great Ormond Street, Mr.: gives

Uwins introductions for France i. 374
Somerset House, Royal Academy's rooms

at i. 12S-9
Spring Gardens, exhibition room at :

described i. 233, early exhibitions at 23,
127, first occupied by the Society 233,
Oil and Water Colour Society there 28S,

various shows there 401, difficulty in

preserving its use for the Society 401-2,
pulled down 402, its site 402-3

Stadler, J. C. : aquatint engraver i. i iS

Stafford, Marquis ol : collector of water-
colours i. 436

Stained drawings : defined i. 5, advantages
of method 125-6, suited for travellers

52, of figures 204-5
Stark, James : exhibitor at Oil and Water

Colour Society i. 395, his friendship

with Cotman ii. 35
Statistics of Exhibitions : (1805 to 1S12) i.

266, ( 1813 to 1820) 397, 399, 421,
(1832 to 1843) ii. II

Stephanoff', Fileter N. : father of James
Stephanoff, his art and career i. 3S2

Stephanoff, Francis Philip : Member of
Associated Artists i. 3S2, exhibited
works 382-3, similarity of scope of art to

his brother James 382, his ' Death of
Wolsey' and prize cartoon ii. 150 «.

—

Biography n. 149-50, «., residence 149,
marriage and wife's death 149 k., aftiictcd

state 149 «., musical taste 150 «., sm
artistic 150 n. ; death 149 «.

Stephanoff, James : elected Member i. 383,
retires ii. 149; exhibited works i. 3S2-
3' 533. i'- 148-50, engraved works i.

3S3. 4S5. 533-4. ii- 149, scope and
quality of art i. 382-3, 533, ii. 148-50,
draws for Society of Antiquaries 149 ;

Member of Associated Artists i. 382.

—

Biography (to 1S20) i. 3S2-3, (1821 to

1831) 532-4, (1832 to death) ii. 14S-50;
birth and parentage i. 382, place of
residence ii. 149, marriage and family
150, member of Sketching Society 150,
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plays violin with brother i. 382 ; Painter

to the King 533, ii. 149 ; death 150,

other artist members of family i. 382
Stevens, Francis : elected Associate i. 20S,

Member 234, 326, exhibitor at Oil and
Water Colour Society 287, re-elected

Member 432 ; exhiljited works 213, 326,

433' engraved works 326, scope and
quality of art 213-4, Member of the

Norwich Society of Artists 326, 433 ti.

— Biography (\.o 1805)1. 213-4, (1806 to

1820) 326-7, (1821 to death) 433 ; birth

213, art-training 213, pupil of Munn 213,

409, places of residence 2S0, 326, 433,
share in founding the Sketching Society

280, 327, probably teacher at Sandhurst

326, portraits of 327, 433, end unknown

433
Stone, A. R. A. , Frank : elected Associate 11.

217, resigns 221 ; exhibited works 21S-9,

222-3, ^^'^ prices 223, engraved works

219, 221, scope and quality of art 217,

paints in oils 2 17-9, 221 ; elected A.R.A.
Z20. — Biography \\. 217-223; birth and
parentage 217, self-taught 217 «.,

abandons cotton spinning for art 217,

places of residence 21 8, business with

Roberts the dealer 218, friends and
associates 220, acts with Dickens 220-2,

a part designed for him 222, personal

qualities 219-21, illness, death and

burial 222

Stothard, R.A., Thomas : book illus-

trator i. 204, leader of a school 245,

instructs Richter 384, J. M. Wright his

disciple 536
Strange, Sir Robert : engraver i. 21

Stratford Coffee House : first meeting of

the Society at the i 175

Stukely, Dr. : his antiquarian topography

i. 15

Stump, C. J. : exhibitor at Oil and Water
Colour Society i. 393, member of the

Sketching Society 394
Style : popular acceptation of the term i.

70
Surplus, the Society's annual : applications

of i. 141, 398-9, ii. 10, amount (1813

to 1S20) 399
Sussex, Duke of : a disbeliever in Varley's

astrological skill i. 324
Sutherland, Duchess of: pupil of Girtin i.

90
. .

Swanwick, Miss Anna : pupil of Austin i.

527 n. I

Swinburne, Edward : befriends Barret s

widow ii. 26

Swinburne, Bart., Sir J. : collector of

water-colours i. 436, 542
Syer, R. : engraver, his influence on

Uwins i. 246

Tankerville, Earl of: collector of

water-colours i. 436 a

Tatham, Mr. : negotiations with him for

Oallery i. 402

TOP

Tatlock, Mrs. : daughter of De Wint,
her gift of his works to the nation ii. 50

Tayler, Frederick : elected Associate i.

550, ii. 211, Member 212, President

216; exhibited works i. 551, ii. 212,

sale of remaining works 216, prices 214,
etchings and engraved works 213-4,
scope and quality of art i. 552, ii. 213,
paints in conjunction with Barret and
Richardson 212, paints in oils i. 551, ii.

212, 212 «. 2, connexion with other

societies 214.

—

Biography (to 1831) i.

549-52, (1832 to death) ii. 21 1-6 ; birth

and parentage i. 550, education 551,
intended for the Church 551, early fonil-

ness for art 551, sketches Lord Byron's

dog, art-training 55 ^> places of resi-

dence ii. 215-6, marriage 214-5, rela-

tives and connexions i. 550-I, friend

of Bonington and Prout 551, patrons

and pupils ii. 214, mission to Paris 90,
examined by Royal Academy Com-
missioners 113, personal qualities 215 6,

acts as President 215-6, honours and
titles 214, pecuniary losses 215, death

and funeral 216, artist children 215.

—

Presidency of ii. 99- 1 19
Tayler, William : Commissioner of Patna,

his artistic talent i. 550
Tayleure, William : his ungrateful fraud

on Nicholson i. 158, 162

Teachers of drawing in the iSth century i.

68-72
Testimonials to the Society's officers i.

233-4, ii. 332
Thackeray, W. M. : on De Wint i. 457,

on Hunt ii. 192-3 n. 2, his visit to

Lewis in Cairo 140-2

Theatricals by ' Artist Amateurs ' ii. 321
Thelwall, John : his lecture-room after-

wards Ackermann's i. 361
Thompson, J. W. : Member of Associated

Artists i. 268, 273
Thornhill, Sir James : his intended school

of art i. 21

Thornton, John : supplies foreign sketches

to Nicholson i. 289
Thurston, John : elected Associate i. 208,

retires 214; exhibited works 214, en-

graved works 214, works engraved by

214, scope and quality of art 214.

—

Biography i. 214 ; birth 214 ; art-train-

ing 214, an engraver 214, death 214
Tinted drawings : see ' Stained drawings'

Tomkison, T. : his pictures by Wilson i.

415, collector of water-colours 436
Topham, Francis William : elected Asso-

ciate ii. 317, Member 320; exhibited

works 320-4, 320 n. 2, loan collections

of his works 325, prices 325-6, engraved

works 31S-9, 318 n. i, works engraved

by 3'8, 318 n. 2, 319 «., scope and
quality of art 317, 325, technique 325;
Member of New Water-Colour Society

316, },20. —Biography \\. 316-26; birth

and parentage 317, art -training 319,
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practises as an engraver 317-8, places

of resklcnce 323-4, marriage and family

321, 323-4, artist son 323 ;;. 2, wife's

deatli 324, frienJs and sketching com-
panions 320-I, 323, 402, introduces

Lundgren 403, 406, letters to Jenkins

321-3, member of Chalcographic Society

323, in Ireland 320, 323-4, in Spain

321-4, in Norlli Wales 324, an amateur
actor 321, in Dickens's company 321,
death and burial 325

Topham, K \V. W. : son of F. W. Top-
ham ii. 323 H. 2, with Lundgren at

Ravenna 407
Topographic draftsmen : early prints

and drawings i. 8-17, develop the pic-

turesque 46-8, towards end of 18th

century 73-4, at first exhibition 205, at

Oil and Water Colour Society 394, 396,
their school extinct ii. 209

Topography: different kinds of i. 7 k. ,

demand for British 7

Travelling artists : in eighteenth century

i. 5 1 -4, their influence on water-colour

art 53 00
Treasurers of the Society: (1805 to 1820)

i. 417-20, (1813 to 1820) 400, (1821 to

1831)425, (1832 to 1855) ii. 10

Tresham, Henry : exhibits old masters at

Brook Street i. 202
Trevelyan, Sir Walter C. : presents

drawings by J. .Smith to the nation i. 66
Trower, Sir. : employs John Varley i. 167
Tucker, Robert : member of Bristol

sketching club ii. 87 «. 2

Tuile, Sir H. and Lady: patrons of

Nicholson i. 159
Turk's Head Tavern : rendezvous of artists

i. 21

Turnbull, Mrs. Walter: see 'Bartholomew,
Mrs. Anne Charlotte

'

Turner, Dawson : patron and friend of

Cotman i. 501, 503, his daughters

Cotman's pupils 501, etchings by Mrs.

500 It.

Turner, R.A., Joseph Mallord William :

tirst exhibited drawing i. 82, prices 120

-I, engraved works 74, 82, 118, 121,

132, views of Norham Castle 120-1
;

' Liber Studiorum ' foreshadowed by
Sandby 30, suggested by Wells 132,
subscribed for by Cox 335, studied by
Harding 510 ; his ' Crossing the Sands'
compared with Cox's ii. 152-3 ; art and
influence compared with Uirtin's i. 87,

122-5, technique 122;:. 2, share in re-

forming technique 93-5, year 1820 an
era in his art 403.—Early biography i.

81-3 ; birth 81, parentage 82, patronized

by Dr. Monro 79, 81 -2, 81 «. , by Mr.
Henderson S6-7, art-training 81, 86-7,
at Royal Acidemy schools 81, 104,
colours prints for Raphael Smith 82,

travels with J. Moore 88 >i. 5, employed
by architects 86, early sketching on
Thames 86, studies other artists 87 ;

H.

V.\R

elected A.R..-\. 108, places of residence

82, 102, 108, Wells at school in his

future house 132 ; relations with Oirtin

83, S3 H. 2, friendship for Wells 132,

132 II. I, Holworthy his friend 199

;

gives lessons 88 it. 3 ;
personal qualities

compared with Girlin'< S3 11. 2, 115-6,

refuses partnership with Glover 405,
charity to Chambers's family ii. 236

Turner (of Oxford), William : elected As-

sociate i. 226, Member 231, exhibited

works 227 It. I, 328, 454, ii. 169-70,
sale of renuiining works 170, prices 170,

scope and quality of art i. 227, ii. 169-
70.

—

Biography (to 180S) i. 227 (1S08
to 1820) 327-8, (1S21 to 1831) 454,
(1832 to death) ii. 169-70 ; birth i. 227,

art-training 227, places of residence

227, 327, 454, ii. 170, marriage 170,

member of Sketching Society i. 280,

takes pupils ii. 170, death and burial

170
Turner's porcelain factory : Cristall at i.

iSl

Underwood, Thomas : member of

Girtin's Sketching Society i. 98, 100

Uwins, R.A.. Thomas: elected Associate

i. 234, Member 234, resigns and why
410, share in founding Oil and Water
Colour Society 285-6 ; exhibited works,

247, 373, 411, engraved works 245, 245
«. I, 412-3, scope and quality of art

245, 247, 373, takes portraits 410-I,

portrait of Mrs. Clennell, 378 «. I , paints

transparencies 410, copies pictures 410,

elected A.R.A. and R.A. 411, Librarian

to Royal Academy 411.

—

Biography (to

1S12) i. 245-7, (1813 to iSiS) 372-4,
(1818 to death) 410-3 ; birth and parent-

age 245, early indication of taste for

art 245-6, art-training 246-7, copies

pictures for engravers 245, 245 «. 3,

in Edinburgh 410, travels 373-4, studies

French claret vintage 374, first visit to

Italy 410, residence in Italy 411,
marriage 411, friends and companions
ii. 171 (and JVC 'Havell'), member of

Sketching Society i. 412, personal

qualities 411-2, 412 nit. I and 2, be-

friends Barret's widow ii. 26, injures

eyesight i. 410, arranges Turner's

pictures 411, resumes waler-ct-»Iours in

old age 411, death and burial 411

V.iLrY, L. R. : patron of Palmer ii. 279-81
Vanbrugh, Sir John : architectural designs

by i. 9
Vandergucht family i. 201-2
Varley, Albert D. : artist, son of John

Varley ii. 31
Varley, Charles Smith : artist, son of John

Varley ii. 31

Varley, Cornelius : a foundation Member
i. 175, share in founding Oil and Walir
Colour Society 2S5-6, resigns 400, 403,

II II
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407 ; exhibited works 407, sale of re-

maining worl;s 408, engraved works 407
-8, scope and quality of art 407,
premium drawing 407.

—

Biography (to

1804) '• 165-6, 171-3, (1805 to death)

407-9 ; birth, parentage and relations

165-6, sketches in Wales 172, places of

residence 171, 408, with Blake at

Linnell's 446, member of Sketching
Society 2S0, receives one of first

premiums 399, scientific tastes and in-

ventions 165, 408, his leather palette

172, attends scientific soirees 408, last

surviving founder 408, death 408,
children 409

Varley, Edgar John : artist son of C. S.

Varley ii. 31
Varley, Elizabeth : sister of J. Varley,

marries Mulready i. 166
Varley, John : a foundation Member i.

175, on Committee 217, share in founding

Oil and Water Colour Society 285-6 ;

exhibited works 170-1, 216, 316, 318,

437, 444-5, ii. 30-I, early drawings and
paintings, i. 167 n. I, -f70=n, premium
works 42S-9, 431, 444, 'Bride of

Abydos' 428-9, prices ii. 31, engraved
works i.-t7i, 315, 324, 376 «., ii. 31,

scope and quality of art i. 165, 216,

316-7, technique 3 1 7, 444-5, ii. 29, 30,
p.aints in oils i. 445.— Biography (to

1S04) i. 165-73, (i§.04Jta_i&20L3i2-_25,

^.82i_ Ja-18314-444^^ ( 1832 to death)

u. 28-31 ; birth, parentage and relations

i."TS5»-t, early taste for art opposed 166

-7, art-training 99, 167-S, 170, sketches

with Neale 168-9, ^ joint book projected

168, private theatricals 169-70, tossed

by a bull 170, early sketching tours V}^-3^
at Dr. Monro's 171, places of residence

166-7, 171, I7i«. 2, 173,312-3,445-6,
marriages 172, 445-6, friendship with

Blake 319-22, 466, visitor at Sketching
Society 279, pupils ,j^^ 312-4. 335.

376, 516-7, nature of teaching 314-6,
ii. 172, published writings i. 315, 322,

324-5, 446 ;
personal qualifies 166, 319,

portraits of 377, kindness to young artists

313-314, 335, opinion of and advice to

Fielding 260, perceives Hunt's eye for

colour 467, cross-examines Laynes 164,
zeal in work for the Gallery 428, premium
to 425, belief in and practice of astrology

321-4, 44^, ii. 33, fires at studio i. 445-6,
wtnTTonthrift 318-9, pursued by creditors

ii. 28, befriended by Mr. \'okins 28-9,
death 29, children and artist descendants
i. 528, ii. 31, 40

Varley, Samuel : C. and J. Varley's uncle,

his scientific attainments i. 165-6,
Cornelius Varley lives with him 171

Varley, William F. : artist, brother of C.

and J. Varley i. 166, his book attributed

to his brother John, 325
\'arnished drawings held inadmissible i.

445

WAL
Villiers, F. Huet : exhibitor at Oil and
Water Colour Society i. 394

Vincent, George : exhibitor at Oil and
Water Colour .Society i. 395

Vincent, Spencer : barrister, his excellence

in landscape ii. no k. , draws Art Copy-
right .\ct no n.

Vine, James : collector of water-colours
i. 436, 542, patron of Cristall 301

Vintage in France : studied by Uwins i.

374
' Virtuosi's Museum ' i. 36-7
Vispre, F. : early aquatint engraver i. 29
' Vitruvius Britannicus ' i. 9
Vivares : Sandby as an etcher compared

with i. 20
Vokins, William : kindness to Varley ii.

28-9, dealings with De Wint 47, exhibits

collection of De Wints 47 h. , of Copley
Fieldings 82

Wales, H.R. II. the rRiNCESSOF; elected

Honorary Member ii. 122
Walker, A. R.A., Frederick: elected

Associate ii. 3S9, Member 389 ; exhibited

works 389-90, 390 «. 2, 391-4, sale of

remaining works 394, loan collections of

his works 394, prices 394, engraved
works 387-9, 394 n. 2, 395, scope and
quality of art 391-3, a representative

artist 116-8, relation to pre-Raphaelite

movement 117-S, connexion with wood-
engraving 118, 38S, technique 391,
paints in oils 389-90, sketchesat Langham
Chambers 3S7, caricatures by 3S8 «.

,

393; elected A.R.A. y^o.—Biography
ii. 386-96 ; birth, parentage and educa-

tion 3S6, with an architect and surveyor

386, early love of art 386, art-training

3S6-7, with a wood engraver 387,
employed by Thacker.ay 387-S, ill hung
at the Royal Academy 118, sketching

resorts 390 iin. I and 3, 392, travel

abroad 392, winter in Algiers 392-3,
personal qualities 395-6, love of fishing

392, 394-5, failure of health 393, death
and burial 11 8, 394, memorial tablet

394
Walker, John : topographic engraver i. 74
Walker, William : engraver, invents

rebiting process i. 74, his ' Copper Plate

Magazine ' 74-5
Walker, William : elected Associate i. 401,

404, exhibitor at Oil and Water Colour

Society 358; exhibited works 357, 471,
ii. 44, engraved works 44, paints in oil

i. 358 ; Member of Associated Artists

270, iST-H.— Biogi-aphy (to 1820) i.

357-8, (l82I-3l)'47I, (1S32 to 1849)
ii. 44 ; birth i. 358, art-training 358,
goes to Greece 35S

Wallace, Bart., Sir Richard : elected

Honorary Member ii. 121

Wallis, M.R.W.S., Henry: on Committee
to investigate action of light on water-

colours ii. 127
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WAL WHI
Walton, Miss : exhibits at Oil and Water

Colour Society i. 396 ; and see ' Fielding,

Mrs. T. H.,' and Corrigenda

Ward, R.A., James : his testimony to

Varley's skill in astrology i. 323
Warren, Charles : engraver, father-in law

of Clennell i. 37S
Warwick, Karl of : patron of Sandby i.

27, of John Smith 51, 65, of Nicholson

94, skill as an amateur 66
Watcr-Colour art : its nature and develop-

ment i. 2-6, 23-4, 125-7, ii. 3, old

treatise on S5
Water-Colour drawings : at the Royal
Academy i. 129-30, 130 h., at other

societies 437 ; not exported ii. 345-6,
French ojiinion of Knglish 89, 90

Water-Colour painters : early, not bound
by precedent i. 76, a! beginning of 19th

century 142, (in 1820) 294, increase in

number ii. 124
Water-Colour pigment? : manifesto on

their duraliilily i. 426-8, controversy on
action of light upon ii. 126, 12S «.,

scienlitic inquiry thereon 127-8, tested

by C. Haag and Sir Frederick Abel 344
Water-Colour Society : founding of the

i. 130-I, 141-3, 175, 189 )i. 2, its

restoration 400, 425-6, water-colour

school represented by ii. 11, leaders of

the school comprised in 125
' Waterman's Arms' at Wapping, Chambers

decorates the ii. 227-8
Watson, Justice : and Nicholson i. 156
Watts's ' Seats ' ; i. 38
Webber, R.A., John : travels as artist

with Captain Cook i. 52
Weber, Otto : elected .Associate ii. 428 ;

exhibited works 428, sale of remaining

works 428, scope and cpi.ility of art

427-8.

—

Biogra/i/iy ii. 427 8 ; birth and
parentage 427, art-training 427-S,
settles in Paris 427, claimed liy French
school 427-8, at Rome duiing war 428,
alleged death 428 ;/.

,
places of residence

428, animals' studio 428 ; death 42S
Webster, Thomas : with C. Varley in

Wales i. 172, member of Sketching
Society 280

Wedgwood and Bentley's Russian service

i. 32-4
Welby, Miss : marries I^lgin i. 366
Welch : fencing master, at house after-

wards Ackerniann's i. 361
Wellington, Puke of: gives facilities to

Weslall in India i. 263
Wells, W. : collector of water-colours i.

436
Wells, William Frederick ; foundation

Member i. 175, share in founding the

Society 132-3, President 215, resigns

presidentship 225 ; exhibited works
275, views in Norway 206, 206 «.

,

prints after Gainsborough 131-2.

—

Biografiliy (to 1S04) i. 13I-3. (1S05 to

death) 275 6; birth 131, his school

afterwards Turner's studio 132, art-

training 131, places of residence 275,
friend of Turner's 132, 132 «. I,

suggests Liber Studiorum 132, 275,
professor at Addiscombe 275, published
works 131, death 276

Welsh, Saunders: patron of Wilson i. 415
West, P. R.A. , lienjamin : praises Heaphy

i. 243, and F. Nash 251, his advice to

Prout 347, gets Linnell into the Royal
Academy schools 376

West, William : of Bristol i. 87, member
of sketching club there 87 n. i

Westall, R. A. , Richard ; book illustrator

i. 204, paints ligure in local colour 205,
works engraved by Meadows and by
Heaphy 217, conventional character of
his art 218

Westall, A.R.A., William : elected

Associate i. 234, 261, 264, Member 234,
264, retires 281 ; exhiliited works 261,
2S1-2, special exhibition of his works
264, engraved works 2S1-4, 282 n. 2,

scope and quality of art 264 ; Member of
Associated Artists 264, 268, 273, elected

A. R.A. 2%\.—Biop-afhy (to iSio) i.

261-5, (1811 to death) 281-4 ; birth

and parent.age '261 -2, early taste for ait

262, art-training 262, draftsman to

Flinders's expedition 262, adventures
therewith, and in China and India
262-3, returns to England 263, goes to

Madeira 263-4, marriage 282, goes to

Paris 282, dcalli 282-3
Wetherall (of Whitby), Mr. : friend of

Dodgson ii. 226 n. 2

Wheatley, R.A., Francis: supplies figures

to Malton and .Sandby i. 45 ; engraved
works 45, 48-9, 75, scope and quality of
art 45, 49, technique as figure draftsman

205 ; elected R.A. 48
Wheeler, T. T. : patron and collector i.

251
Wheeler, Mrs. : daughter of Wells, acts

as his secretary i. 133
Whichclo, H. \V. : drawing master, his

treatise on the Lead Pencil i. 525 11. 4
Whichelo, John : elected Associate i. 432,

521, 524 ; exhibited works 525, 525 «. 2,

sale of remaining works ii. 203, scarcity

of works 203, engraved works i. 524,
524 «. 4, scope of art 524, ii. 202. —
Biography (to 1831) i. 524-5, (1832 to

death) ii. 202-3 ' origin and age unknown
i. 524, doubtful identity and name 525,
525 tin. I and 4, ii. 203, art-training i.

524, places of residence 525, ii. 203,
travels abroad 203, death 203 ; artist

son i. 525, 525 n. 4
Whitaker, Rev. John : rector of Kuan

Langhorne i. 345 n. 2, entertains Britton
and Prout 345

Whitiaker, Janies W. : elected As.sociate ii.

411, -Member 411 ; exhibited works 412,
prices 412, scope and quality of art 41 !.

— Biogra//iy ii. 411-2; birlh 411, rcsi-
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WHY
dence 411, at first an engineer 411,
employed by a dealer 41 1, recommended
by Tophani 411, marriage and family

412, death 411-2
Whymper, T. W. : wood-engraver, master

of F. Walker ii. 387, 414, of Read 414
'Wigley's Rooms' : see 'Spring Gardens'
Wild, Charles : elected Associate i. 234,

249, Member 234, 265, exhibitor at Oil

and Water Colour Society 370, 420, re-

elected Member 370, 424, Secretary

425, Treasurer 425, resigns 488 ; ex-

hibited works 249, 289, 488, engraved
works 369-70, 489-90, scope and quality

of art 249.

—

Biopaphy (to 1812) i. 249,

(1813 to 1820) 369-70, (1821 to death)

488-90 ; birth and parentage 249, 249 ;/.

,

art training 249, on committee of loan

exhibition (1823) 436, aids in election

of Cotman 505, negotiates lease of

Gallery 431, loss of sight 4S8, share of

fund allowed him on resignation 489,
testimonials of respect 489, death 489

Wilkinson, Norman : friend of Cox ii. 152
«. 1

William IV. , King : patronizes Chambers ii.

232-4, Huggins his marine painter 233,

309
Williams, Hugh William: called 'Grecian'

Williams i. 230 n. 2, Member of As-

sociated Artists 230, 26S, 273, birth and
death 230 «. 2, unsuccessful candidate

for the Society 230 «. 2

Williams, Penry : elected Associate i.

544 ; e.xhibited works 544-S, engraved

works 545-6, scope and quality of art

544-5, works in oils ^/^a,.— Bioi;raphy i.

544-6 ; birth and parentage 544, art-

training 544, residence in Rome 544,
friends there ii. 291, visits Mr. and Mrs.

Sandbach i. 545, personal qualities 545,

545 n. 2, honours 544, jubilee 545, la-

ments changes in Rome 545, death 545
Williams, S. : drawing master at Plymouth

i. 344, perhaps Prout's teacher 346 n.

Willis, Henry Brittan ; elected Associate

ii. 418, Member 419 ; exhibited works

418-20, 419 u. I, sale of remaining

works 420, prices 420, scope and quality

of art 418-20. —Biography ii. 418-20 ;

birth and parentage 418, art-training

41S-9, emigrates 418, returns and comes
to London 419, places of residence 420,
introduced by Haag 419, member of a

sketching society at Bristol 87 «. 2,

travels 419, 419 «. 3, patronized by the

Queen 420, his sketches burnt 420

;

personal qualities 420, portrait of 419,
death 420, leaves widow 420

Willson, E. J. : his connexion with Pugin's

architectural works i. 483
Wilson, John H. : scene-painter i. 537
Wilson, R.A., Richard : in Italy i. 20,

engravings by WooUett after 39, by

ZUC

Byrne 40, his influence on Girtin 87,
paints picture for Saunders Welsh 415

Windus, B. : collector of water-colours i.

436
Winter Exhibitions : established ii. 107-8,

367, numbering of 123
Wollstonecraft, Mary; her letters to

Cristall i. 181-4
Wood, William : President of Associated

Artists i. 26S, 273
Woodcut illustration : modern, and its

draftsmen ii. 5, 118-9, 119 «., its

characteristics 118
WooUett, William : leading engraver i. 21,

39, prints engraved by 39, 39 «., master
of Hearne and Middiman 40, influence

on W. Byrne 40, death 39
Wordsworth : occupies Glover's house i. 404
Worthington, T. : member of Girtin's

Sketching Society i. 98-9, 99 «.

Wright, J. : miniature painter, father of

J. W. Wright i. 53S n. 2, 549, 549 «. i

Wright of Derby, Joseph : his connexion
with Holworthy i. 293

Wright, John Masey: elected Associate i.

435, 535, Member 535 ; exhibited works

535. 538-9. ii- 204, highest price 204,
engraved works i. 539, ii. 205, scope and
quality of art i. 535-6, 538, ii. 204,
paints on panoramas 537, scene-painter

538, resemblance to Stothard 535-6,
forestalls a subject of his 535.

—

Bio-
graphy (to 183 1) i. 535-9, (1832 to

death) ii. 204-5 J birth and parentage
i. 536, early taste for music 536, with
an organ-builder 536, a piano tuner 536,
becomes a draftsman 537, art-training

536-7, places of residence 536-8,
marriage 537, gives lessons 539, pupils

of rank 539, personal qualities ii. 205,
dreams of Shakspere i. 536, straitened

means ii. 205, aided by the Society

205, death 205 ; confounded with J.
W. Wright i. 536 «. 2, ii. 31 «., 32 n. i

Wright, John William : elected Associate
i. 549, Member ii. 31, Secretary 10, 31 ;

exhibited works i. 549, ii. 31, engraved
works 32, scope and quality of art 31, 33.—Biography (to 1831) i. 548-9, (1832 to

death) ii. 31-3 ; birth and parentage i.

549, artist parents 549, education 549,
art-training 549, early misfortunes 549 ;

residence ii. 33, marriage 32-3, acquaint-

ance with Boxall 32 ;
pupils i. 549, 549

K. 3 ; personal qualities ii. 33, straitened

means 2>i> death 33 ; disordered state of

papers 332, widow aided by the Society

33 ; confounded with J. M. Wright 31 «. i

Zara : scene-painter i. 538
Zeigler, H. B. : pupil of Varley's i. 313,

exhibitor at Oil and Water Colour
Society 396

Zuccarelli : comes to England i. 20

Spottisxt'oodc &r^ Co. Frjntcrs, Xcit'-strcct Square, London
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